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Allah (Â) says in His noble Book,
“Verily, Allah and His Angels send salutations on the Apostle.
o You who are firmly committed [to Allah], you too [must]
send the most worthy salutations and blessings upon him.”

(S¥ra∆ al-A˙zœb:56) 

In launching this tafsør, we beseech Allah (Â) to bless His final Messenger,
Muhammad (r), all the prophets (Å) who preceded him, and all those who,
despite great difficulty and sacrifice, sincerely follow in their footsteps from 

the ßœlø˙¥n, the ßiddøq¥n, the shuhadœ’, and mar˙¥m¥n. We also beseech 
Allah (Â) to bless and amply reward those who have helped in the 

publication of this tafsør in whatever capacity.

— The Institute of Contemporary Islamic Thought
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Publisher’s Foreword

With the publication of this third volume of the tafsør, The
Ascendant Qur’an, by Imam Mu˙ammad al-‘Œßø, we conclude the
explanation of S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆, the longest s¥ra∆ of the Qur’an.
Because so much of this s¥ra∆ is related to the transformational
nature of a functioning Islamic society, we could only get the point
across by showing the Muslims the wayward nature of the modern
societies they would be expected to reorganize. such a description
of the Islamic social order and why it is a panacea for an unsettled
world, driven to the brink by a systemic departure from Allah’s
(Â) guiding light, could not be contained in one volume. This
tafsør was conceived as a handbook for the Islamic movement, and
thus it is imperative for the movement to understand the world it
lives in, and the world it must shape for future generations. for this
reason, we could not afford to leave out important guideposts for
the ideological course of the movement. We — the publishers and
editors — did not wish to impose limits on the space needed by the
mufassir, Imam al-‘Œßø, in explaining the œyœt of the noble Qur’an,
hence the decision to spread the tafsør of S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆ over
three volumes. Given that many important rules relating to family,



social, cultural, political, and economic aspects are highlighted in
this s¥ra∆, which is placed at the beginning of this exquisite Qur’an,
their explanation, we hope, would help readers internalize founda-
tional meanings as they journey through the rest of the noble Book.
Thereby the meanings of subsequent s¥ra∆s would be better under-
stood if many concepts are clarified earlier.   

The Qur’an is our companion in the solitude of the night and
in the hustle and bustle of the working day; and in life’s ups and
downs as we journey through this world secure in the knowledge
that our Merciful Creator is always there to steady our uncertain
steps and inconsistent hearts . It is our guide for all times as its pris-
tine principles keep reminding us of the commands of Allah (Â),
the Creator and sustainer of all the worlds. How faithfully and sin-
cerely we conform our lives and choices to them will determine our
station in the hereafter. A tafsør in English, therefore, becomes a
necessity for those English-speakers not fully familiar with the
Arabic language. In fact, even Arabic speakers from the earliest days
of Islam have had to rely on tafsørs. The first tafsørs were written in
Arabic; later other languages — Turkish, persian, urdu, and others
— spoken by Muslims, who were entering the døn from non-Arabic-
speaking lands, were utilized. The aim in each case, regardless of the
mufassir’s mother tongue, was to convey an understanding of the
noble Qur’an to as many people as possible with the original tenor,
cadence, force, and meaning of the original Qur’anic Arabic. until
the release of The Ascendant Qur’an, there were no bona fide tafsørs
in English, only translations, some of them with detailed footnotes,
but nonetheless still translations that always fell short compared to
their Arabic counterparts. This literary and ideological vacuum
necessitated something comprehensive for the English-speaking
Muslims and indeed non-Muslims in the form of this tafsør.

Imam al-‘Œßø’s tafsør is not only the first in English but it is also
very extensively detailed, adding to the rich tradition of existing
Islamic tafsør literature.1 If Allah (Â) wills, it may become one of
the most comprehensive tafsørs ever produced and would easily
exceed the 20 volumes we had initially estimated. The aim here is
not to produce numerous volumes. As Imam al-‘Œßø explains, there
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is so much to clarify relating to the principles and injunctions of
the Qur’an that, hard as he may try, it is not possible to capture the
full range of Qur’anic meanings in a few sentences or pages. This is
the result of two inter-related factors, both having to do with the
English language. first, English translations of the Qur’an cannot
fully reflect the depth and profundity of the divine Book.
Translations by their very nature are limited in scope and cannot
probe the multi-layered meanings of the Qur’an. second, because
of its secular nature the English language is not amenable to accu-
rately convey the divine message. In order to fully appreciate the
true depth of meanings contained in the œyœt of the Quran, detailed
explanations become necessary. This is what Imam al-‘Œßø attempts
in this tafsør.

for all Muslims, and indeed others who sincerely study this
tafsør, we are confident they will gain a better and deeper under-
standing of the divine Book. It is only through such understanding
that they would be able to conform more closely to the divine com-
mand, to get confidence in a prescription for transformational
change, and to translate their commitment into discharging the
human responsibility of building a just society for all people. If by
engaging this tafsør, Muslims gain a better understanding and are
drawn closer to the divine Book, then we feel our efforts would
have been rewarded. 

Both the mufassir, Imam al-‘Œßø, and the editor of this tafsør,
Brother Afeef Khan, deserve our gratitude and thanks for their ded-
ication in completing these volumes. Writing as well as editing the
tafsør are enormous responsibilities; these have been performed with
great care. We pray to Allah (Â) to reward them both as well as
all those who have or continue to help and support this noble proj-
ect. finally, we pray to Allah (Â) to accept these humble efforts
from us. Œmøn.

¸afar Bangash
Director, Institute of Contemporary Islamic Thought
Toronto, ontario, Canada
2 Jumœdå al-Œkhira∆, 1430AH (9 June 2009)
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endnotes
1 In writing this tafsør Imam al-‘Œßø, has formally consulted with up to 22 other

tafsørs as references. one, a few, or all of the following tafsørs, in which the
original hadiths of the prophet (r) or sayings of other individuals may be
found, have been utilized. Imam al-‘Œßø chose the first five of these because
they have consolidated the information in the previously well-known tafsørs
including al-̌ abarø, Ibn Kathør, al-Zamakhsharø, al-Qur†ubø, and al-rœzø. 

sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
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Mu˙ammad al-̌ œhir ibn ‘Œsh¥r, Al-Ta˙rør wa al-Tanwør (better known as 
Tafsør ibn ‘Œsh¥r). (Beirut, lebanon: Mu’assasa∆ al-Tœrøkh, 
1420AH), 1st ed., 29 vol.

other tafsørs that were consulted but not referenced as extensively include
the following four,

Ab¥ Ja‘far Mu˙ammad ibn Jarør al-̌ ˇ abarø, Tafsør al-ˇˇ abarø (better known 
as Jœmi‘ al-Bayœn fø Ta’wøl al-Qur’œn). (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr 
al-Kutub al-‘Ilmøya∆, 1412AH), 12 vol.

Ab¥ al-Qœsim Jœr-Allœh Ma˙m¥d ibn ‘umar al-Zamakhsharø 
al-Khawœrizmø, Tafsør al-Kashshœf. (Beirut: Dœr al-fikr), 4 vol.

Ab¥ al-fa∂l shahœb al-Døn al-sayyid Ma˙m¥d al-Al¥sø al-Baghdœdø, 
R¥˙ al-Ma‘œnø fø Tafsør al-Qur’œn al-‘AΩøm wa al-Sab‘ø al-Mathœnø. 
(Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr, 1414AH), 16 vol.

Muß†afå al-Óißun al-Manß¥rø (edited by Mu˙ammad ‘Alø al-Íœb¥nø), 
Al-Muqta†af min ‘Uy¥n al-Tafœsør. (Damascus, syria: Dœr al-Qalam, 
1416AH), 5 vol.
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2
S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆, Part 3

The Cow

There is a wide range of social and society-building responsibilities
that extend from œyœt 215–286 of S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆. The first of
these œyœt deal with the amount of voluntary  spending and its
channels. This is followed by the fact that fighting or going to war
is mandatory, even during the year’s calm and nonviolent months
(al-ashhur al-˙urum). The reason why fighting becomes legitimate,
sanctioned, and in accordance with reason and logic is given.
There are also some insightful œyœt about the meaning of renounc-
ing Islam.

The next set of informative œyœt take the Islamic social psy-
chology a step further on the way to delegitimizing intoxicants and
gambling. And heavenly guidelines about the supervision of an
orphan’s possessions and wealth are set down.

Then the lesson unfolds with ordinances pertaining to a
Muslim man’s marriage to a mushrika∆. from there, the guiding and
teaching œyœt tell the emerging Islamic community about menstrua-
tion and the rules pertinent to it. The œyœt that follow deliver infor-
mation about making a solemn declaration in Allah’s (Â) name as
opposed to using His name to make a bogus solemn declaration. 



Continuing on with the general topic of family, an extended
section of this s¥ra∆ covers the marriage relationship, its dissolution
either through divorce or death, and the rights and responsibilities
of husband and wife. reiterating why Muslims should be conscious
of their oaths, the section begins with a husband’s solemn declara-
tion not to have conjugal relations with his wife for an extended
period of time, called ølœ’. from here the enlightening Qur’anic œyœt
talk about the ‘idda∆ of a divorced wife and women’s rights. This is
followed by information about how a divorce process is to be
observed and executed according to a specific set of rules that pre-
serve the dignity of both parties as well as a balance of justice
between male and female. The œyœt specifically address men on
their responsibilities and guardianship towards divorced wives. 

The family-centered teachings in this informative Book then
move on to discuss breast-feeding, its financial dimension, its dura-
tion, the financial responsibilities towards breast-fed children, and
other germane issues. The guiding Qur’an then introduces the sub-
ject of the ‘idda∆ of a widow — the time period that follows the
death of her husband. And on that score, there is information about
a marriage proposal to a widow who may be interested in remarriage,
how such a proposal is intimated, and when the marriage may occur.
Also guidance is revealed on very specific cases such as the status of
a divorcee who has been divorced before the first conjugal night,
and what portion of her dowry she is entitled to. The œyœt emphat-
ically establish the rights of a widow whose husband has just passed
away, as the rights of such women are easily overlooked or violated
by in-laws. These rights pertain to her status as his widow, and the
responsibilities of her men-folk for her upkeep. finally, reminders of
how important it is to maintain the social value of ßalœ∆ are inter-
twined with the general discourse.

Then the Qur’an transitions from a concentration on family
affairs to a discourse about how societies and nations die due to
cowardice and avarice and conversely, how they continue to live
on due to bravery and generosity. In this context, Allah (Â)
relates a story about one of the prophets of the Children of Israel
and king œ̌l¥t (saul). What happened to the Children of Israel
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when they did not live up to their jihœdø responsibilities is a case his-
tory for future covenant bearers so that they are not defeated by the
same Israeli aberrations. In this historical narrative œ̌l¥t and his
followers overcome all material odds, revealing the important his-
torical and divine lesson: a few, albeit weak, committed Muslims
can score a victory over the more powerful and more numerous, by
Allah’s (Â) supervision. 

Allah’s (Â) guidance comes generally through the medium of
His prophets (Å). As such, the Qur’an teaches Muslims to honor
their higher status relative to ordinary people, even though some
amongst the community of prophets have a rank above others. As
the prophets (Å) are fashioned as models, sent as warners, and
commissioned as leaders of men, their interaction with the people
is recorded for all those who would choose to embark on the same
course. All of Allah’s prophets (Å) have required their people to
make significant sacrifices so that their societies would function on
a standard of justice; and in this vein, Muslims are taught and
ordered to spend for the cause of Allah (Â). 

Then Allah (Â) describes Himself in Œya∆ al-Kursø, and the
powerless human comes to recognize the expanse and extent of
Allah’s (Â) power. Directly thereafter, He who is the Most
powerful and the Most Aware of the level of an individual’s com-
mitment lets those who are obliged to institutionalize His will on
earth know that there is no coercion in matters pertaining to con-
viction and belief. Whatever direction the human persuasion goes
in, Allah (Â) lets us all realize that He is the Guide and the only
one worthy of loyalty, dedication, and commitment. In the entire
history of man, one of those who was unrivaled in his commitment
to Allah (Â) was Ibrœhøm (a). The œyœt bring out the truth about
the king who came down with his power on Ibrœhøm (a), and then
go on to relate Ibrœhøm’s (a) innocent curiosity about the mecha-
nism of life. parallel to these inquiries about life and death is the
story of a man who died for 100 years, then was resurrected. 

Near the end of the s¥ra∆, Allah (Â) goes back to spending —
with character — for His cause. rather than spending for any other
reason, the Muslims are brought face-to-face with an act of spend-
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ing for Allah (Â) as a measure of their devotion and sincerity.
Through this example, they learn that good money should go for a
good cause, not a bad one. And with a healthy understanding of this
Qur’an, they further realize that it is satan who tries his best to
frighten them with poverty. The insightful and thoughtful Qur’an
speaks about private as well as public generosity, and thus the
Muslims are guided to systematically identify and give to those who
qualify for their ßadaqa∆ (generousness and generosities). Winding
up this deep-rooted and expansive discourse, the œyœt go on to the
subject of usury and its harm to individuals and society. Closely
related to this theme and outlined in the longest œya∆ of the Qur’an
are issues concerning debt and lending, and the bookkeeping or reg-
istration of debt. 

The s¥ra∆ begins to sign off by declaring that the dominion of
the heavens and the earth belongs to Allah (Â), that His knowl-
edge is infinite, and that He will bring all creation to answer for its
free will and deeds. A commitment to Allah (Â) acknowledging
the commissions and missions of all prophets (Å) is a requirement
for people to deliver on their human potential in accordance with
the inherent capacity of man’s God-given human nature. This level
of commitment will eventually end with victory by Allah’s (Â)
help over all who deny Him.

Questions Indicative of the muslims’ Growing maturity

• (2:215) They will ask you what they should spend [on
others]. Say, “Whatever of your wealth you spend shall
[first] be for your parents, and for the near of kin, and the
orphans, and the needy, and the wayfarer; and whatever
good you do, verily, Allah has full knowledge thereof.”

• (2:216) Fighting is ordained for you, even though it be
hateful to you; but it may well be that you hate a thing the
while it is good for you, and it may well be that you love a
thing the while it is bad for you; and Allah knows, where-
as you do not know.
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• (2:217) They will ask you about fighting in the sacred
month. Say, “Fighting in it is a terrible thing; but turning
men away from the path of Allah and denying Him, and
[turning them away from] the Inviolable House of Worship
and expelling its people therefrom — [all this] is yet more
terrible in the sight of Allah, since oppression is much worse
than killing.” [Your enemies] will not cease fighting against
you till they have turned you away from you døn, if they can.
But if any of you should turn away from his døn and die as a
denier of the truth, [then] these it is whose works will go for
nought in this world and in the life to come; and these it is
who are destined for the fire, therein to abide.

• (2:218) Certainly, they who are securely committed to
Allah, and they who have forsaken the state of evil and are
striving hard in Allah’s cause, these it is who may look for-
ward to Allah’s grace; for Allah is much-forgiving, a dis-
penser of grace.

• (2:219) They will ask you about intoxicants and games of
chance. Say, “In both there is great evil as well as some ben-
efit for man; but the evil which they cause is greater than
the benefit which they bring.” And they will ask you as to
what they should spend [in Allah’s cause]. Say, “Whatever
you can spare.” In this way Allah makes clear unto you
œyœt [His concealed but demonstrable presence in man’s
affairs], so that you may think, 

• (2:220) About this world and the life to come. And they
will ask you about [how to deal with] orphans. Say, “To
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improve their condition is best.” And if you share their life,
[remember that] they are your brethren, for Allah distin-
guishes between him who spoils things and him who
improves. And had Allah so willed, He would indeed have
imposed on you hardships which you would not have been
able to bear, [but], behold, Allah is Almighty, Wise! (al-
Baqara∆:215–220).

The first major observation about these divine words and how they
express truths is the frequent use of the phrase “And they will ask
you about…” This phrase first occurred in œya∆ 2:189, “And they
will ask you about the phases of the moon…” In this group of œyœt
the people around the prophet (r) come to him with apparently a
barrage of questions:

1. “And they will ask you what to spend…”
2. “And they will ask you about the sacred months…”
3. “And they will ask you about intoxicants and gambling...”
4. “And they will ask you what they should spend…” (once again)
5. “And they will ask you about orphans…”

And later there is also another question, “And they will ask you
about menstruation…” (2:222).

All in all, the Qur’an reveals 15 occasions on which the
prophet’s (r) companions came and asked him about various mat-
ters. There must have been many more. This mostly indicated a
healthy state of mind. unlike the pre-Islamic times of ignorance
and illiteracy, this was a generation that wanted to learn, to under-
stand, and be advised on so many affairs and subjects. In the above
œyœt, these regenerating minds were bursting with questions about
the expenditure of money, sacred times of the year, social vices such
as gambling and drinking, and the underprivileged in society.
people wanted to know; and people have the right to know. so
these œyœt were given by Allah (Â) to answer their queries. It may
be important to notice that Allah’s (Â) grace is expressed in His
answer to man’s questions, which became the scripture that is now
rehearsed until the end of time. Who then can say that God is
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detached or indifferent? Here it is quite evident that He is respon-
sive to human queries and concerns. 

some of these questions arose as a result of malicious cam-
paigns against the young Muslim community, coming mostly from
the indigenous yah¥døs and munœfiqs, as well as a few from the
mushriks. Whether the Muslims brought these questions to the
prophet (r) because they were genuinely concerned by the issues
raised, or they were simply seeking the best answers to give to the
yah¥d is not known. Quite probably there were both types of
Muslims coming to the prophet (r) with their questions. But once
the Qur’an gave them the answers, they had no further doubts. The
yah¥dø campaign, as one can imagine, would have been seriously
weakened because they could not second-guess or anticipate the
decisive Qur’anic responses. These pernicious questions instigated
by yah¥dø quarters and the perfect answers of Allah (Â), con-
tributed to the development and maturation of the first generation
of Islam.

How Selfless Giving Reduces Class Tensions

They will ask you [o muhammad] what they should
spend. Tell them, “Whatever of your wealth you spend
shall [first] be for your parents, and for the near of kin,
and the orphans, and those who because of need are
brokenhearted, and the refugees; and whatever you do,
certainly Allah has full knowledge of it” (2:215).

There had been many œyœt about spending or distributing money
before this œya∆ was revealed in Madinah. from a very early time in
Makkah, Muslims were instructed to spend, give, and distribute
their wealth among the other Muslims who were in need or diffi-
culties. spending was a necessity. Muslims had to spend to sur-
mount the problems of life together. 

spending was also a necessity in another sense. Acts of sharing
served to bring the Muslims closer together by nurturing an atmos-
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phere of mutuality and cooperation. Had it not been for a sense of
responsibility in those who had wealth, coupled with a sense of com-
passion for those who did not, the Muslims would have run the risk
of becoming divided in their sprouting community in Makkah and
later in their nascent society in Madinah. When “rich” Muslims
give they are less likely to feel they are an “upper-class,” and the
more they give to those who deserve, the more this is true. When
“poor” Muslims receive they are less likely to feel they are a “lower
class.” A similar process in a non-Islamic society could easily fail to
achieve the results it engenders in an Islamic society: there can be
people giving and people receiving, yet still there is class-tension
and class-consciousness. But when this cycle of wealth-giving and
receiving is motivated by awareness and obedience to Allah (Â),
and awareness of a life to come, we can build the cooperative socie-
ty that dwells in the Qur’an and on earth simultaneously. 

Now, back to the question put forth by some Muslims, “What
should we pay?” It appears that they wanted to have an under-
standing of the degree or grade of what they shall be expending.
The answer outlines what this should be and to whom it shall be
given as a matter of importance and urgency, “Whatever amplitude
(abundance) you disburse…”

The word khayr, which we are required to give, can mean
wealth, bounty, abundance, goodness, and deservingness all in one
word. so when a person gives he gives of these qualities. Another
shade of meaning is that one can give of the best that he has. With
the recipient gaining the practical best of what is offered, the giver
gains the providential best of Allah’s (Â) baraka∆. Quality behav-
ior, quality humans, and quality society are made by obeying Allah
(Â) in this matter and in this manner. Millions of rak‘a∆s alone
will not do it.

It is better for a Muslim to give the best of what he owns, but
it is not required. As is established from another explicit œya∆,
“…give of the norm of what you have, neither the best nor the
worst, not the most expensive and not the cheapest, but some-
thing midway” (25:67). This is another way of training human
nature to do what is best if it can; or do what is required if it cannot. 
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To whom are we to give? To “…the parents, relatives,
orphans, those who are broken hearted because of poverty, and
stateless people.” The channels for distributing goods and money
are bloodline, family, social, class, humanitarian, and incidental
ones. parents, cousins, and kinsmen; abandoned infants and chil-
dren who have lost one or both parents; the destitute, the needy,
and the poverty-stricken; aliens and foreigners; and wanderers
who are always on the road, unsettled, and dislocated, all qualify
for assistance. 

Notice the successiveness or sequence in the œya∆. A hadith
mirrors the same fact. A man was told by Allah’s prophet (r), 

Begin with yourself: satisfy your needs; then if you are left with
excess give to your family. If anything is left of that give to your
extended family, and if there is more to go around then proceed
along these lines [from your family to your social circles].”1

This Islamic method does not clash with human nature. A person
feels naturally inclined to give to those he is most attached to; and
after that to those he feels close to. If a donor dispenses riches, prop-
erty or surplus resources he is taught to do so in a way that benefits
wider society. In principle, no government need impose charges
against a citizen’s person, property, or activity to recycle the tax col-
lection in a mechanical way to those who, outside of close family
scrutiny, may or may not be determined by a bureaucratic process to
be eligible for financial assistance. Allah’s Messenger (r) said, “The
best ßadaqa∆ is what you give out of abundance; the giving hand is ascen-
dent to the receiving hand, and begin with your dependents.”2

Allah (Â) knows that a person is emotionally attached to his
immediate family. so Allah (Â) encourages this person to be
forthcoming, unselfish and generous to those he loves. Giving and
spending with this motivation satisfies the “rich” person’s internal
inclinations, and also serves to remove pressure from those kinsfolk
who would otherwise be left up to the mercy of a cold and apathet-
ic government department. There is also a preservation of dignity
when “people take care of their own” as opposed to “outsiders” tak-
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ing care of them. It also helps cement family ties; and when that is
done society at large grows stronger because of its strong individual
family units. 

In one sense, a family is a network of relationships established,
directly or indirectly, by marriage and parenthood. The key terms
marriage and parenthood, are themselves — if not anchored by a sta-
ble frame of reference — subject to a wide variety of interpretations.
In a secular world divorced from any kind of scriptural direction that
could place these terms in a favorable light, their important feature
is the extent to which and the way in which such relationships are
socially recognized and socially sanctioned. In the case of marriage,
the interpretation focuses on socially approved sexual relationships,
while in the case of parenthood the interpretation refers to those
claims that are socially made and socially recognized, whether or not
any biological relationship exists. It is best to think of family here as
a set of potential ties, which become significant in different ways
and for different purposes. Thus different considerations may influ-
ence decisions about what actually represents a family, and these
considerations could include among others, inheritance, gatherings
for ritual purposes, limitations on potential marriage partners, and
calling on relations in times of crisis.

In a secular and ungodly society the term “family” may even
gain another definition. Any bounded group, often understood in
spatial terms, becomes a “family.” Hence, along with the words mar-
riage and parenthood, which usually refer to a socially approved and
legally sanctioned sexual relationship where the couple cohabits,
another term, residence, also comes up. In this context, one partic-
ular related term that is used frequently is household, a set of persons
sharing a common residence and usually sharing at least some meals
and facilities together. It is important to note, however, that, first,
households may include persons other than family members (for
example, lodgers or servants) and, second, that family relations
almost always cut across households. Thus the Western practice of
setting up a separate household after marriage does not preclude
continuing or developing family relationships between that new
household and other existing or future households.
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At the heart of family relationships, in the secular West, is a
complex interplay between biology and culture. rather than seeing
biology as the main determining factor of the family, the Western
deviance from God has forced its thinking class to consider the var-
ious conceptual ideas of family, and from there to decide which bio-
logical relationships should be treated as significant. While there
remains considerable room for debate and disagreement, it would
seem that once widely accepted notions of the family as a fixed,
biologically based social institution performing relatively abiding
functions on behalf of society and the individual have dissipated.
All of these “traditional” notions have been challenged by the cen-
turies and generations that have broken away from God after
relieving themselves of an oppressive, unenlightened Church. In
this social wilderness there is a much greater preference for the
variety of ways in which “family” can be understood and experi-
enced, and for the importance of seeing family relationships as a
process rather than as denoting some fixed entity. so now in the
West, family and domestic relationships are constantly undergoing
change, as individuals move between and through households, as
they move through their own life courses or careers, and as both
individuals and households themselves interact with wider society,
which is also changing. This metamorphosis of “family” in Western
societies ends up suggesting that family relationships can rarely, if
ever, be studied in isolation but have to be studied in the context
of networks of social relationships and in interaction with a variety
of other social institutions. 

In other words such social variables as poverty, adultery, cross-
cultural influences, urbanization, and industrialization can redefine
what a family is. or even in other words, more bluntly, God should
not have any influence on the human understanding of what a fam-
ily is. But rather the money-lords who, because of their control of the
markets and the media, should have the final say on what the mean-
ing of family is; they will be the ones to decide, based on contrived
criteria, how strong or weak inter-family relationships should be.

The condition of such family disintegration is a result of not
listening to what Allah (Â) has to tell man about himself. In
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man’s state of nature — the way Allah (Â) created man — there
are emotional and biological frames that contain the family; and
they reinforce each other. And it is because of this deep-rooted
combination of mind, body, and soul within the family make-up
that economic — monetary and financial — resources are placed at
the service of suffering individuals inside the family framework.

After an affluent individual exercises his generosity on mem-
bers of his family and kin, and satisfies their needs, if his resources
allow, he may extend his help and support to some of the rest of
society, and look for those who deserve to be helped along the lines
specified by the above œyœt. The first to qualify are the yatœmå
(orphans), children who have lost both or one parent through
death, and are thereby deprived of the family atmosphere that pro-
vides emotional and financial support. They are followed by the
masœkøn, those who are straitened and in difficulty because they
lack resources, yet they are too dignified to ask for assistance. Then
another segment of society that deserves assistance is abnœ’ al-sabøl,
the refugees or displaced persons. This group, in the time when
these words were arriving from heaven, referred, by and large, to
the Muhœjir¥n. some of these people may have financial means,
but their resources may be out-of-reach because political or military
realities might have become a barrier between them and their pos-
sessions. so they too qualify for financial assistance from their
brothers in faith. 

At this point, what should be made clear is the function of the
Islamic government in this caring and sharing between those who
have and those who do not. Does an Islamic government play a
role? Is it a facilitator? Does it collect money and redistribute it to
those who need it? Does it impose itself to extract money from the
rich to give to the poor? or should the whole process be left to the
good intentions, the generosity, and the individual initiative of the
wealthy? The quick answer depends on how popular and down-to-
earth the members of that government are. The more indistin-
guishable these members are from the general public, the more they
dwell on the level of the people, and the more they identify with
the “lower” segments of society, the more qualified they are to be a
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facilitator in this process. That is why, at the beginning in
Madinah, the prophet (r) and his justly guided successors managed
to enhance this “cross class” exchange. But as the years and cen-
turies went by, officials in progressively self-centered “Islamic”
administrations began to detach themselves from the average
Muslim citizens’ lives, and distance themselves from the lower sec-
tors of society; and thus the responsibility of ensuring this level of
socio-economic equity began to fall on the consciences of individ-
ual Muslims who would see to it that money reached those who
were in need. And therefore, “And whatever good you do, indeed,
Allah has full knowledge thereof.”

He has full knowledge of the act of charity and brotherly love
itself, the motivation of the act, the intention that accompanies
this generosity, and therefore nothing is in vain. It is through real
warmheartedness, aid, and fellow-feeling that the character of a
committed Muslim shines. In the course of satisfying his relation-
ship with those who are in need around him, a committed Muslim
ends up satisfying his relationship with Allah (Â).

The Imperative of Fighting in Allah’s (Â) Cause
After the above œyœt, which boost the will to do good and give to
those who deserve to receive, the following œyœt encourage a task
that is by nature detestable to Muslims, going against the type of
personality and character molded by this heavenly script. This is
the issue of jihad; and the peak of jihad is warfare.

Fighting is ordained for you, even though it be hateful
to you; but it may well be that you hate a thing the
while it is good for you, and it may well be that you
love a thing the while it is bad for you; and Allah
knows, whereas you do not know (2:216).

The act of fighting — any contest or struggle for the cause of
Allah (Â) and on a course to Allah (Â) — is very difficult. No one
should have any doubts or illusions about the patience, sacrifices, and
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forfeitures that are part of such a struggle, especially when this strug-
gle has an obvious and unavoidable military component to it. There
is no way around this obligation of jihad. It is necessary and it is
unavoidable, and in the long run it turns out to be advantageous to
the individual and to the Islamic social order, and even to the rest of
humanity. The end result of jihad is prosperity and virtue. 

Allah’s (Â) tender care takes notice of human nature when
the words of the Qur’an state how abhorrent it is for any Muslim to
get involved in a boldfaced and bloody war. Allah (Â) does not
deny the human soul its aversion to wars, warfare, and warlike
engagements, along with the human misery that results from such
bloodshed. But some unavoidable obligations in life are not always
what men may like or prefer to do. Islam, the Qur’an, and the
prophet (r) were not trying to change human nature completely.
Here, from the direct words of the guiding Qur’an, when Allah
(Â) points out the unavoidable need to go to war, He confirms
that war is abhorrent to human nature, especially human nature in
Muslims themselves and the psychology of Muslims. Contrary to all
misinformation coming from mushriks and yah¥d, giving the
impression that Muslims are impulsive belligerents, these words
vouch for the truth that Muslims intensely dislike fighting and
combat. After the œya∆ outlines the human aversion for war, it
expalins why war is, at times, necessary, concentrating on the
results of a just war and how beneficial they are. If this fact can sink
in, it will override all other unpleasant feelings about going to war
and enduring the hardships of war. Here, it is Allah’s (Â) fore-
sightedness that overrules man’s timidity. Man has to realize that
although going to war may be counter to his otherwise peaceful
tendencies, sometimes he does not have enough information about
what is good or what is bad for him. Allah (Â) is saying He knows
best, but He is saying that while acknowledging how man feels
about this whole affair. 

When we Muslims are directly and compassionately put in
this position we realize that Allah (Â) should have the final word
because our knowledge does not measure up to His, and besides we
only have feelings or notions about war; we do not have knowledge
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or wisdom about it. This is the way Allah (Â) tasks us with the
mandatory duty of combat. He does not discount the way we feel
about war, and He does not say you “fight now and ask questions
later.” He nurtures us into this unpleasant duty. Muslims commit to
the call to arms, much as they dislike it, because they accede to
Allah’s (Â) infinite knowledge about the prevailing conditions for
war. In this step-by-step disentanglement of man’s fine feelings,
Muslims respond to Allah’s (Â) call to arms willingly. Thus does a
Muslim go from the level of a selfish individual to a level of pro-
tecting society and defeating aggression. Conversely, those who
selfishly object to military duty and prefer to surrender to their
“good life” or their “conscientious objector” argument, and those
who are looking for a way out of this necessary responsibility may
later regret it, feel bad about it, or be confused as to whether they
did the right thing.

Allah (Â), in these Qur’anic words, is letting man know that
He is aware of how the individual human soul, which He created,
is, by its natural inclination, indisposed and reluctant to go to war.
But He also draws man’s attention to the fact that although he may
hate something, it may yet be a source of much good. Man may also
“fall in love” with many things in life only to discover that these
things turn out to be harmful and self-destructive. In the end, Allah
(Â) has to be relied upon, based on His infinite knowledge, for
what is ultimately beneficial and what is not. The determining fac-
tor in this whole issue is not the act itself (war) but the conse-
quences and results of the act, of which man has scant knowledge.

During the formative years of Islam in Madinah, the Muslims
were outnumbered and outflanked. In every physical and material
sense, war seemed an impossible option: they were extremely vul-
nerable, quite possibly they appeared to have no chance of success.
It was one thing for them to convince themselves of the legitima-
cy of warfare; but how could they convince themselves that there
was any possibility of victory? Here was the true test, and the com-
mitted Muslims passed with flying colors. They accepted that Allah
(Â) knew better when they put their psychological doubts aside,
and strode out to meet face to face an apparently superior enemy.
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And so they astonished both their enemies and themselves by
defeating their adversaries and winning their wars. 

This is just one example of the necessity for people to face up
to things they do not like to do, in order to realize their desired con-
sequences. At the end of the day, man must accept that he does not
know where his eventual good or eventual bad will come from. The
committed Muslims in their first military campaign had left
Madinah and gone to the wells of Badr on a mission to reclaim the
Qurayshø caravan and its supplies. They had anticipated a quick
and simple acquisition of goods and merchandise, that had been
confiscated from them years earlier. Those Muslims were not
expecting the Quraysh who were guarding the caravan to go to war
with them; but Allah (Â) had other plans for them. out of this
unplanned and unforeseen military engagement between the
mushriks of Makkah and the committed Muslims from Madinah
came a resounding victory for the Muslims that echoed throughout
the Arabian peninsula. Islam became a power to be reckoned with.
The Muslims went out to recover a caravan, and wound up as the
major power rival to the mushrik power base in Makkah. The
Muslims wanted something but Allah (Â) wanted something else.

Another occasion where man plans on doing something and
Allah (Â) plans on doing it another way is illustrated by M¥så’s
(a) lad, who forgot to take care of the fish that was intended to be
their meal,

And after the two had walked some distance, [moses]
said to his young man, “Bring us our midday meal; we
have indeed suffered hardship on this [day of] journey.”

Said [the young man], “Would you believe it? When
we took ourselves to that rock for a rest, behold, I forgot
about the fish — and none but Satan made me thus for-
get it! — and it found its way into the sea! How strange!”

[moses] exclaimed, “That [was the place] which we
were seeking!” And the two turned back, retracing
their footsteps, and found one of our servants, on
whom We had bestowed grace from ourselves, and
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unto whom We had imparted knowledge issuing from
ourselves (18:62–65).

This unexpected detour led to what M¥så (a) was looking for. Had
it not been for the unintended escape of the fish, they would not
have gone back, and had they not gone back they would not have
met the man they set out to find.

Many people can look back at their own experiences and find
examples of the benefits they gained from having to do unpleasant
tasks. Equally, there are many inviting things one does that result
in undesirable and unwanted consequences. There are things peo-
ple are eager to have, only to realize later how much better off they
would have been, not obtaining them. The only possible conclu-
sion is that man’s information and perception will always be lack-
ing compared to the indeterminable and immeasurable knowledge
of Allah (Â). Why should man, knowing this reality, feel uncom-
fortable about yielding to Allah’s (Â) word, will, and work?

This is how Allah (Â) expects us to respond: we understand
and accept what Allah (Â) tells us in this perfect Qur’an by convic-
tion and reason, and we refer to Him for consideration and judgment
because reality extends beyond our contiguous and surrounding
material world. We do what we can within our understanding and
ability, and accept that the results may come from beyond this imme-
diate environment.

When Fighting in the Sacred months is Permissible
The sacred months of the year, months in which fighting has been
banned since the time of Ibrœhøm (a) are another page in the
chapter of legitimate combat. 

They will ask you about fighting during the sacred
month. Say, “Fighting in it is an awesome thing; but
turning men away from the path of Allah and denying
Him, and [turning away from] the Inviolable House of
Worship and expelling its people therefrom — [all this]
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is far worse in the sight of Allah, since oppression is
much worse than killing.”

[Your enemies] will not cease fighting against you till
they have turned you away from your døn, if they can.
But if any of you should turn away from his døn and
die as a denier of the truth, [then] these it is whose
works will go for nought in this world and in the life
to come; and these it is who are destined for the fire,
therein to abide.

Certainly, they who are securely committed to Allah,
and they who have forsaken the state of evil and are
striving hard in Allah’s cause, these it is who may look
forward to Allah’s grace; for Allah is much-forgiving, a
dispenser of grace (2:217–218).

The prophet (r) had dispatched a contingent of troops, eight
Muhœjir¥n led by ‘Abdullœh ibn Ja˙sh. under instructions from the
prophet (r), ‘Abdullœh was to read a sealed letter after two nights of
their journey. When he opened the letter, he found instructions to
proceed to a place called Ba†n Nakhla∆, located between Makkah
and œ̌’if, so that he could reconnoiter the situation there, and
obtain information about the Quraysh. He was also told not to force
anyone else in his party to go with him. 

This happened before the Battle of Badr. ‘Abdullœh vowed to
complete his mission. He turned to his troops and said, 

Allah’s prophet (r) instructs me to proceed to Ba†n
Nakhla∆, and from there to collect any information I can
about Quraysh. He also instructed me not to force any of
you into this assignment. so whosoever wants and
desires martyrdom should come, and whoever does not
should go back. As for me, I shall carry out the prophet’s
(r) orders.3

He then set out on his mission and all eight men went with him.
Not one turned back to Madinah. It happened that one of their
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camels went astray and two men left the party to search for it.
When the others arrived at their destination they observed a cara-
van loaded with merchandise, supervised by four people.
‘Abdullah’s group seized the caravan, killing one of its guides and
capturing two. The fourth escaped. ‘Abdullah and his contingent
understood the date of the episode to have been the last day of
Jumœdå al-Œkhira∆. In actual fact, it was the first day of the month
of rajab, one of the sacred months in which fighting and killing are
banned. The origins of this traditional calendrical security zone is
in the scripture and the Qur’an endorsed it. upon hearing about
the incident, the prophet (r) said, “I did not order you to fight dur-
ing the month of sanctity.”4 He accepted neither the caravan nor the
two prisoners of war. When that happened no one knew what to
do. The other Muslims were harsh on the troops who had done this
terrible thing. And, as was to be expected, the yah¥d and the
mushriks immediately went on a propaganda offensive, seizing the
opportunity to campaign against the Muslim community. They
charged the prophet (r) and his companions with defiling one of
the Holy Months by fighting, killing, seizing merchandise, and tak-
ing two prisoners.

This propaganda campaign against the Muslims spread like
wildfire throughout the Arabian peninsula. It took the revelation of
the above œyœt to put an end to this controversy, and the prophet (r)
subsequently accepted the merchandise and the captives. The first
œya∆ confirms the sanctity of the Holy Months, but goes on to say,

But turning men away from the path of Allah and
denying Him, and [turning them away from] the
Inviolable House and expelling its people therefrom —
[all this] is far worse in the sight of Allah… (2:217).

The Muslims were not the ones who initiated hostilities; it was the
mushriks. These mushriks aimed to turn people from the course of
Allah (Â), they promoted kufr, and they “culturize” and “nation-
alize” the Holy sanctuary in Makkah, even offending and assault-
ing the Muslims there. These mushriks tried for 13 years to force the
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Makkan Muslims to renounce and abandon Islam. They forced
some to leave Makkah, which according to the standards and val-
ues of Quraysh itself was supposed to be a refuge and a place of asy-
lum for everyone. for all those years, they did not honor its sanctity
or respect the status of the Ka‘ba∆. It was this hypocrisy that the
Qur’an condemns in œya∆ 2:217.

In other words, the mushriks were playing games with the issue,
desecrating the holy months whenever it suited them, but demand-
ing that the Muslims uphold their sanctity. But Allah (Â) gave the
Muslims leave to fight His enemies at any place and any time as long
as those enemies were aggressive, offensive, and hostile. The
mushriks honored no moral, cultural, or civilized norm in their oppo-
sition to Islam. The Muslims did not need to allow them to hide
behind customs and traditions that they themselves did not honor.

This whole affair was a futile attempt by the enemies of Islam
to cast the prophet (r) and the committed Muslims in a bad light,
as if they were vicious, inhuman and murderous. By these œyœt,
Allah (Â) gave the Muslims a way of making sure that the mushriks
and yah¥d did not get away with entrapping the Muslims and the
prophet (r) in their web of partial truths and skewed information.
And there are lessons in these œyœt for Muslims confronting the
power and cunning of mushriks today. 

These œyœt speak about the mushriks’ double-dealing when it
comes to genuine and proper Muslims. They want to hold the
Muslim society up to the details of a “common standard” but at the
same time they want to “get away” with violating the whole prem-
ise of that common standard. During the mushriks’ reign of Makkah
for 13 years when the Muslims were persecuted, tortured, boycotted,
censured, ex-communicated, intimidated, tormented, and then
killed, these same high-profile mushriks were not honoring the
sacred Months. And now when there was a “likelihood or a proba-
bility” that Muslims may have killed someone on the first day of
rajab, these mushriks “raised Cain” because the Muslims violated
the sanctity of the Holy Month. 

What are we expected to do as Muslims? yield to their slanted
version of things; and make believe that they are morally capable of
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observing the safety and security of the Holy Months? They tortured
yœsir to death; sumøya∆, his wife, was thrown to Ab¥ Jahl who put
her through a course of torture, until he finally pierced her in the
pudendum (female genitalia), killing her; and ‘Ammœr ibn yœsir was
ill-treated and physically abused as these mushriks branded him with
a hot iron in an effort to coerce him into renouncing Islam. Bilœl was
tortured by umayya∆ ibn Khalaf for the same purpose. Bilœl had to
endure starvation and thirst for days on end, then he would be
thrown on his back upon a pile of sun-baked sand, and in that con-
dition a huge rock would be placed on his chest, again in a futile
attempt to get him to foreswear and abdicate Muhammad (r). 

These same “holier than thou” mushriks even placed a putrid
camel’s intestine on the prophet’s (r) back when he was praying at
the Ka‘ba∆ where security and safety have been assured to everyone
since time immemorial. fœ†ima∆, his daughter, had to remove this
filth off her father’s back. These mushriks, before ‘Abdullœh ibn
Ja˙sh’s incident, were occupied with a year-round and full-time pur-
suit of the committed but oppressed Islamic community in Makkah. 

Muslims should always be practical and down-to-earth when
dealing with the most hostile segment of humanity. They must
remember that their pursuit of power is for the general well-being
and the abundant good of everyone; and they must not lose sight of
that reality because of some “humanitarian principle” that the
mushriks conveniently raise to confuse the issue. This may be a hard
lesson for those Muslims who want to stick to the literal meanings,
for Muslims who are unable to leave their ivory towers, and for
Muslims whose idealism becomes a tool in the hands of the mushriks
to be used against the ummah. 

on the other hand no one should misunderstand the assigned
and pledged Muslims: they do honor their word, they honor their
principles, and they honor their faith. But they cannot be expect-
ed to honor an issue such as the forbidden Months, and abstain
from fighting when their enemies consider themselves free to do
whatever they want and be above the same strictures they expect
others to observe. Muslims are expected and required to deal with
others in good faith, but the good faith must be mutual. When
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these others are known for their treachery, Muslims cannot be
asked to treat them as though they are of upright moral character.
Islamic norms and values advise against using unbecoming lan-
guage in public, but when confronted with unjust force and illegit-
imate authority, Muslims have a duty to speak out against the
powers responsible. 

Muslims must bear in mind, however, that their conduct in
this endeavour must never match the bad character and bad behav-
ior of their opponents. They must not stoop to the level of arguing
that the ends justify the means, and that anything and everything
can be justified in the name of “national security” or other such con-
cepts. But at the same time, they must not be tied down by an aca-
demic or conjectural understanding of Islam and the Qur’an that is
interpreted in such a way as to render impossible any effective oppo-
sition to the power of their enemies. If aggression and warfare are
the last resort of less-than-moral characters and armies, then the
Muslims are duty-bound to deal with them likewise, by the practical
means of warfare and by waging an armed conflict so that the
sources of wickedness, greed, and warmongering are defeated.

This cannot happen when some Muslims say they are going to
“share power” with the mushriks and yah¥d, or with those who are
ideologically and philosophically at a killing distance from Islamic
purpose and priorities. Muslims should be frank and outspoken
about this issue within this context, just as the Qur’an is.

With a clear conscience we Muslims have to press on with
this type of understanding of our destiny. The Muslims’ mind must
place the words of the Qur’an above all other words. After the
Muslims reach the position of exercising power with responsibility
and maturity they will be able to see to it that the sanctity of holy
places and holy months are not violated by social tricksters, moral
pranksters, and political trouble-makers. The nature of established
shirk and systemic kufr, along with the latent yah¥dø animosity
toward the Islamic program for humanity, should make every
Muslim feel the urgency that only practical and meticulous human
implementation of Allah’s (Â) guidelines can set a moral pace and
truly ethical standards for the rest of mankind. Nothing else will.
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And Muslims should be convinced of this. This has nothing to do
with a lack of interest in the majority of non-Muslims as much as it
has to do with a lack of their acknowledgment of this Qur’an, the
tone set by the prophet (r), and their tangible commitment to God
(ømœn). 

The Qur’an moves on to disclose what type of antagonists are
dead against the Islamic mission. The following Qur’anic judgment
of conviction should reverberate throughout the Muslim world and
shake it out of its semiconsciousness. This Qur’anic statement
brings out the raw hatred that is demonstrated by today’s enemies
and assailants, “They [your enemies] will continue waging war
against you till they have turned you away from your døn, if they
can” (2:217).

This is a piece of incontrovertible truth. The course of events
during the long line of prophetic history confirms it. Events during
the lifetime of the final prophet Muhammad (r) affirm it. The
many conflicts and carnage upon the Muslims from their first state
in Madinah to their attempts to establish Islamic states today sub-
stantiate it. listen, Muslims, to what Allah (Â) is saying, “Your
enemies will not cease waging war against you…” There is an evil
in them that does not quit. They think, and act, and move, and
finally attack to force us to desert our døn. They are tireless in their
determination against those who represent the spirit and purpose of
this Book of action. Their tactics may change from time to time,
but their intent never does. The mere possibility of an Islamic
power base and an Islamic central authority is enough to stoke their
fury and bitterness. This has been thoroughly verified by the dead-
ly wars against Muslims since the 1979 Islamic revolution in Iran
(1399AH); and these foes of Islam keep on reminding us of this real-
ity by their murderous activities in palestine, Iraq, somalia, the
Balkans, Chechnya, Kashmir, Afghanistan, Central Asia, and on
and on… 

Note that Allah (Â) said that these enemies will not stop
making war against you, the committed Muslims, until you refrain
from your døn. He did not say that these enemies will not stop wag-
ing war against you until you refrain from Islamic rituals, or Islamic
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devotional services, or Islamic political action committees that
want to integrate into the kufr power-structure. These aggressors
draw their swords and drop their bombs not on Muslims who are
sticking to their customary observance or practice of spiritual invo-
cations, but on convinced and committed Muslims who stand for
Islam as a døn, stand by Islam as a døn, and stand with Islam as a døn.
This is a war of aggression by the mushriks and yah¥d who are irrec-
oncilable and diametrically opposed to an Islamic program, an
Islamic order, an Islamic authority, an Islamic political administra-
tion, and an Islamic transcultural and transnational state. They
have developed what may be called a “war-instinct” against Islamic
self-determination. 

Muslims as an autonomous bloc of people in the world have
the right to determine their own destiny, including political inde-
pendence and the right to self-rule. The principle that each
“nation” has the right to fashion its own state is incorporated in the
united Nations Charter and is a major plank of anti-colonialism.
But Muslims have never had freedom of elections and freedom to
guide their political future since the martyrdom of Imam ‘Alø. from
the “strongest democratic” country in the world (usA) to the most
“populous democracy” in the world (India), and from the umayyad
monarchy to the saudi monarchy, the Muslims have rarely enjoyed
an instance of free and fair political elections. This is not because
Muslims prefer not to elect their own decision makers, officials, and
governors. of course they would like that opportunity. But the
other type of warfare that has consumed this ummah is to deny it
a representative electoral process since the assassination of Imam
‘Alø during the 40th rama∂œn after the Hijrah. 

But the executives of kufr — imperialist America, Zionist
Israel, and the European states that created this modern Western
civilization, beginning with the Crusades and the Inquisition — all
passionately hate Islamic self-determination. The question to ask is:
why? This question is particularly timely now, when do-it-yourself
Muslims are busy night and day trying to carve an “Islamic niche” in
the kœfir power structure of the very same enemies who are included
and exhibited in this œya∆. They say, “perhaps if we could erase the
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misunderstandings of the past between the Muslims and Europe, if
we could convince the Jews and the Christians that we too believe
in the same God, if we could win over the hearts of the segment of
innocent Americans and Europeans who are otherwise a victim of
yah¥dø/Israeli propaganda, then we could make a difference in the
course of events, maybe even change the course of history!” 

Allah (Â) be thanked that few Muslims, from southeast
Asia to Northwest Africa, are buying into the idea that there is
anything redeeming or attractive about the us government or its
Israeli cry-baby, or even those European imperialists who are look-
ing for the right moment to move into the American position and
help to protect their Israeli love-child. Despite the wishful think-
ing of Muslim quislings lining up to meet congressmen and sena-
tors, and Muslim lobbyists eager to have an if†œr on Capitol Hill or
in the White House, the larger Muslim public is aware of the true
nature of the us and its partners in globalization, and its aggres-
sive role in the world. 

one reason the usA is leading the charge against Islamic
activism is that the Muslims, and only the Muslims, occupy the his-
torical, religious, political, and ethical high ground vis-à-vis Israel.
The other reason has nothing to do with Israel. It is specific to the
usA. All American administrations have been military sponsors of
dictatorial regimes: Turkey is the most explicit and obvious and
Iraq is the most implicit and obscure. These same American admin-
istrations have been the economic exploiters of the impoverished
Muslim masses. The Muslim lobbyists and their sponsors, who have
been beating a path to the White House and the state Department
since 1999, have nothing to show for their saudi-sponsored strug-
gle.5 These habitual visitors to the red, white, and blue pharaoh still
think, despite all the evidence to the contrary, that America can be
persuaded to turn its back on Israel. They never stop to consider
that, even if the American government finally does move away
from Israel, the European union and other Western powers will
pick up right where the us left off? With all the death and destruc-
tion coming the Muslims’ way from these enemies, why are Muslim
political brokers still trying to make deals in the executive and leg-
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islative branches of the us, while trashing these œyœt and sacking
their meanings? 

Even if us political, military, and global economic power
wanes, and surely it will as symptoms of its decline are already evi-
dent, the next ascendant Western power will assume the current
us role, just as the us did after the fall of the British Empire and
as the British did after the spanish Inquisition nosedived before
that. The state of Israel and the House of saud are not accidents.
Neither can survive without massive military and intelligence sup-
port from their Western benefactors. Both are outposts of a
Western world that dominates through cycles of conflict, corrup-
tion, graft, racketeering, extortion, and war. They are both keys to
a pattern of atheistic/secular Judeo-Christian world dominance
that can only be checked and reversed by a highly charged Islamic
ummah. And the power brokers in the West are smart enough to
know this. And thus both of their outposts in the Islamic East, inso-
far as they have occupied and nationalized the two holy sanctuar-
ies on earth, al-Quds and Makkah, represent a permanent
impediment to Islamic integration and coalescence.

There must be a historical and deep-seated hatred in the
American mindset that has caused their strategists to race into a war
in Afghanistan against worldwide Muslim public opinion, even
though Muslim wealth deposited in American banks and financial
institutions is well over $1 trillion. All the wealth and resources of
saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the united Arab Emirates, oman, Nigeria,
Indonesia, Algeria, and the potential of the Caucasus and central
Asian states, have done nothing to reduce the instinctive hatred
evident in American politics and policies toward the Muslims of the
world. The mistake that many Muslims commit is in assuming that
the West is so modern and so civilized that it can no longer harbor
hatred toward the Muslims. In fact, there is no other explanation for
the West’s determined war against Islamic self-determination,
which was, in 2002, presented by then us president George W.
Bush as a “war against terrorism.” There are numerous examples of
Western leaders’ genetic outrage over Muslims having the courage
to think and act in terms of independence and freedom to decide
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their own future; for over 22 years, American officials have refused
to recognize the reality of an Islamic state in Iran and the dominant
reality of the Islamic movement throughout the world. 

one expression of the depth of Western outrage is president
George W. Bush’s characterization of his military campaign as a
“crusade.”6 Therefore, inasmuch as this is coming from the leader of
the “free” world, Bush’s scheme against the Muslims is a continua-
tion of the historical legacy of Western hatred of the prophet (r),
his døn, and his committed followers. sadly, among the echelons of
the American government he is not alone in that sentiment. Tony
Blair, Ariel sharon, and other high ranking officials in countless
Western countries were and are of the same mind.

We must understand that former us president Bush was not
an isolated threat. The current us president, Barack obama who
ran on a platform of “change,” has surrounded himself with a bevy
of Israel-firsters and virulent anti-Muslim Islamophobes including
“rahmbo” Emmanuel, stuart levy, Dennis ross, peter orszag,
Timothy Geithner, lawrence summers, robert Gates, Hillary
Clinton, and others; in fact some powerful Chicago Jews character-
ize obama, whom they consider to be better on the question of
Israel than Hillary Clinton, not as the first African American pres-
ident, but as the “first Jewish president of the united states.” 7 Both
obama and Bush represent a mentality that is going to hate us, no
matter what we do. They steal our petroleum and natural resources
at cut-rate prices, they have their military bases scattered all over
our lands, they are setting up business ventures around the globe,
they have, according to one estimate, no less than $1.5 trillion of
our wealth secured in their financial institutions, they govern the
Muslims through proxies littering the Muslim world, they have
their Vegas-like hangouts in Dubai, Morocco, Alexandria, and
Bali, and still they hate us. And as long as they are capable of wag-
ing war against us, they will. 

so what can Muslims learn from this insight into their hatred?
first, it should strengthen their resolve to eradicate the Western
coalition’s military presence from historically Islamic lands.
second, the Muslims should build bridges with other oppressed
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peoples who are also the targets of Israeli-American exploitation.
The Africans, the latin Americans, the Vietnamese, the Koreans,
the Japanese, the Irish, and many others find themselves in a simi-
lar situation, save for the that fact few of them are Muslims. They
need no lectures from the Muslims about how vicious American
aggressions can be; nor need they be forced into the Islamic per-
spective, although this would be more liberating for them. If they
try sincerely and the Muslims do likewise, our common experiences
of Western exploitative power are sufficient for us to make com-
mon cause against our common foes.

The Muslims should accept this Israeli-inspired and
American-led assault against Islamic self-determination as a wake-
up call to a reality that Allah (Â), the prophet (r), and the Qur’an
have reaffirmed ceaselessly. All humanity together, Muslims
included, live in a threatening world because man’s acquisition of
power without the humbling allegiance to Allah (Â) leads to
man’s disdain for equality and justice. It becomes the evil that is
expressed by a “superpower” bringing all its military might to bear
on Muslims whose only crime is to declare that Allah (Â) is their
sustainer. yet even eradicating this imperial and racist menace will
not guarantee an end to those who hate God; only that they can be
subdued and controlled, inshœ’allœh.

Every time a dominant world power is eradicated by an act of
God or an act of His men on earth, another rises up to replace it.
for the sake of our ømœn, our security and our way of life, we who
live for Allah (Â) must remain vigilant and prepared for the worst.
No matter how much we Muslims strive for justice, we must always
be prepared for war. We owe it to our scripture and faith.

Allah (Â) has this to say to those who abandon these respon-
sibilities and for that reason forsake Islam as a døn,

But if any of you should retreat from his døn and die as
a denier [of the truth of this matter], these it is whose
works are wasted in this world and in the life to come;
and these it is who are destined for the fire, therein to
abide (2:217).
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The Muslims do not have to abandon their rituals to abandon Islam
as a døn. In fact they can be ritual-saturated, praying hundreds of
rak‘a∆s per day, fasting dozens of weeks a year, going to the Hajj and
‘umra∆ as a matter of routine, but if they are not concerned with
the preservation of Islam as the personification of their morality in
the course of public life, whereby justice is done on earth, then they
have abandoned Islam as a døn.

This level of commitment and range of activity is so demand-
ing that, from time to time, there will be people who will turn their
back on this effort; effectively they will regress to kufr. This is a seri-
ous crime that deserves a serious punishment. And Allah (Â) tells
them what they can expect, “…and these it is who are destined
for the fire, therein to abide.” 

Then Allah (Â) illustrates a vision of those who qualify for
maintaining and upholding Islam as a døn,

Indeed, they who are securely committed to Allah,
and they who have left the state of evil and are strug-
gling hard in Allah’s cause, these it is who may look
forward to Allah’s grace, for Allah is much-Forgiving,
merciful (2:218).

It is this attachment to Allah (Â) that displaces and isolates a per-
son in a land of injustice and tyranny. He, in order to nurture his
relationship with Allah (Â), rejects this state of injustice and
tyranny, and struggles to establish an alternative based on justice.
This is the cause of Allah (Â), and in doing this he may look for-
ward to Allah’s (Â) compassion and care because Allah (Â)
grants forgiveness and expresses kindness on this condition. 

And yet today there are Muslims who pursue worldly success
and say it is a hijra∆, or entertain themselves with a “major” jihad
(spiritual refinement) that leaves no room for the “minor” jihad of
struggling against the powers of kufr, oppression, and exploitation.
for all their long beards and short, above-the-ankle ‘abœya∆s, that
grace any Muslim fashion show, such types are no part of the solu-
tion that Islam offers.
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It is in this context, as Allah (Â) warns about the mushriks’
and yah¥d’s incessant efforts to wage war against the Muslims
whose allegiance is first and foremost to Allah (Â), that it is valu-
able to relate these scriptural teachings to the current historical sit-
uation. At present, the usA is pursuing its “international war
against terrorism,” which is in fact targeted at all Muslims and
Islamic organizations that stand for Islamic self-determination. let
us remember what us president George W. Bush, the initiator of
this purported war against terrorism, said in a speech less than two
weeks after 9/11, responsibility for which still remains to be estab-
lished. Bush, the “lion-hearted,” said,

Americans are asking, “How will we fight and win this
war [on terror]?” 8

We will direct every resource at our command, every
means of diplomacy, every tool of intelligence, every
instrument of law enforcement, every financial influ-
ence, and every necessary weapon of war to the disrup-
tion and defeat of the global terror network.

This war will not be like the war against Iraq a decade
ago, with its decisive liberation of territory and its swift
conclusion. It will not look like the war above Kosovo
two years ago, where no ground troops were used and not
a single American was lost in combat.

our response involves far more than instant retaliation
and isolated strikes. Americans should not expect one
battle, but a lengthy campaign, unlike any other we have
seen. It may include dramatic strikes, visible on televi-
sion, and covert operations, secret even in success. We
will starve terrorists of funding,9 turn them one against
another,10 drive them from place to place, until there is no
refuge or rest. And we will pursue nations that provide aid
or safe haven to terrorism.11 Every nation, in every region,
now has a decision to make. Either you are with us, or you
are with terrorists. from this day forward, any nation that
continues to harbor or support terrorism will be regarded
by the united states as a hostile regime…
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These measures are essential. But the only way to
defeat terrorism as a threat to our way of life is to stop it,
eliminate it, and destroy it where it grows.12

Many will be involved in this effort, from fBI agents
to intelligence operatives to the reservists we have called
to active duty. All deserve our thanks, and all have our
prayers. And tonight, a few miles from the damaged
pentagon, I have a message for our military: Be ready. I
have called the armed forces to alert, and there is a rea-
son. The hour is coming when America will act, and you
will make us proud. This is not, however, just America’s
fight. And what is at stake is not just America’s freedom.
This is the world’s fight. This is civilization’s fight. This
is the fight of all who believe in progress and pluralism,
tolerance and freedom.13

We ask every nation to join us. We will ask, and we will
need, the help of police forces, intelligence services, and
banking systems around the world… The civilized world
is rallying to America’s side.14 They understand that if
this terror goes unpunished, their own cities, their own
citizens may be next. Terror, unanswered, can not only
bring down buildings, it can threaten the stability of
legitimate governments. And we will not allow it…15

I ask you to uphold the values of America, and remem-
ber why so many have come here. We are in a fight for
our principles, and our first responsibility is to live by
them. No one should be singled out for unfair treatment
or unkind words because of their ethnic background or
religious faith…16

…it is natural to wonder if America’s future is one of
fear. some speak of an age of terror. I know there are
struggles ahead, and dangers to face. But this country will
define our times, not be defined by them. As long as the
united states of America is determined and strong, this
will not be an age of terror; this will be an age of liberty,
here and across the world.17
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Great harm has been done to us.18 We have suffered
great loss. And in our grief and anger we have found our
mission and our moment.19 freedom and fear are at war.
The advance of human freedom, the great achievement
of our time, and the great hope of every time now
depends on us. our nation, this generation, will lift a
dark threat of violence from our people and our future.
We will rally the world to this cause, by our effort and by
our courage. We will not tire, we will not falter, and we
will not fail.20

I will not forget this wound to our country, or those
who inflicted it.21 I will not yield, I will not rest, I will not
relent in waging this struggle for the freedom and securi-
ty of the American people.
The course of this conflict is not known, yet its outcome
is certain.22 freedom and fear, justice and cruelty, have
always been at war, and we know that God is not neutral
between them.23

In this same speech, given on Thursday, september 20, 2001,
Mr. Bush spoke about al-Qaeda, describing it as being to terror what
the mafia is to crime. He said that “its goal is remaking the world and
imposing its radical beliefs on people everywhere.” It would seem
that al-Qaeda is late in the game; its goal has already been achieved
by Washington’s virtual pax Americana. The us, by its military
bases, its international monetary system, and its Hollywood-inspired
cultural warfare — or should we say its f-16s, f-15s, its dollar, and its
violent and pornographic products — has already imposed its world-
view and radical beliefs on people everywhere.

Mr. Bush then proclaimed, pontificating as if he was an
authority on Islam, “The terrorists practice a fringe form of Islamic
extremism that has been rejected by Muslim scholars and the vast
majority of Muslim clerics, a fringe movement that perverts the
peaceful teaching of Islam.” Who are these Muslim scholars and the
vast majority of Muslim clerics who reject Islamic self-determina-
tion? They are the employees of the us hegemonic enterprise.
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They work for illegitimate governments who in turn are working
for the us. The president says that the terrorists pervert the peace-
ful teachings of Islam. Could not his advisers on Islamic affairs tell
him that this “fringe movement” is reinvigorating the Islamic
teachings about justice, equality, and liberty? It is fanatical secular-
ism that is wilfully misunderstanding and misrepresenting Islam in
its perverse explanations for why the Islamic movement is a mush-
rooming phenomenon around the world. 

The president was being disingenuous, or just outright lying,
when he said that “…the terrorist directive commands them to kill
Christians and Jews, to kill all Americans, and make no distinction
among military and civilians, including women and children.” As
there are a myriad of Islamic movements all over the world, and
they are increasing and multiplying, no one can purport to speak for
all of them, but it can easily be asserted that they do not command
the indiscriminate killing of Christians and Jews. The same, howev-
er, cannot be said about the political and military expressions of
worldwide Christianity and Judaism. There are Christians and Jews,
involved in the twin evils of imperialism and Zionism, who are
imposing, enforcing, and inflicting these evils upon Muslims the
world over. These are the Christians and Jews that Muslims speak
and act against, as indeed they speak against other Muslims who are
willing foot soldiers in the service of imperialism and Zionism.
unfortunately, American soldiers, capitalists, and diplomats are the
purveyors and guardians of this coordinated war on Islam, forcing
themselves on other peoples’ lands, societies, polities, economies,
and cultures. They set themselves up as legitimate targets that, as a
matter of duty, Muslims are required by the above œyœt of the Qur’an
to fight, in order to end their interference in Muslim affairs and to
promote justice in place of their exploitation.

Consider one last quote from Bush’s aforementioned speech
after the catalytic event of 9/11, 

By sacrificing human life to serve their radical visions, by
abandoning every value except the will to power, they fol-
low in the path of fascism, and Nazism, and totalitarian-
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ism. And they will follow that path all the way to where it
ends: in history’s unmarked grave of discarded lies.

These words, perhaps more than any others in this speech, convey
the irony that America itself is the modern embodiment of every
evil that the president attributes to the “terrorists” who oppose
America’s hegemony; and that everything he says about them is
applicable above all else to his own state, his own government, and
ultimately to his own self.

Allah’s (Â) ever truthful words about maximalist powers and
their antipathy toward the awakening of Islamic potential ring as
clearly today as yesterday, “[Your enemies] will not cease fighting
against you till they have turned you away from your døn, if they
can.” This war is not against toothbrush, toothpaste, and toothpick
Muslims, nor against Muslim ramblers who wander aimlessly to sat-
isfy an internal call for a higher “spiritual” duty. This war is against
Muslims who stand for Islam as a døn. This is a war against Islamic
self-determination as represented by the committed Muslims in
Iran, in the global Islamic movement, and in Islamic organizations
such as Hamas, Islamic Jihad, Hizbullah, and in other jihadi groups
everywhere. The yah¥dø military establishment and its zealots in
the us decision-making hierarchy are now declaring Hizbullah to
be among the leading terrorist organizations in the world. They sus-
pect its involvement in the 1998 bombings of the American
embassies in Africa, and implicate it in the bombing of the us
Marine barracks in Beirut in 1983, and as a result, they say it must
be targeted in the war against terrorism. The us administration has
demanded that Iran and syria immediately cease all military, finan-
cial, and political support for Hizbullah, and is considering appro-
priate measures of retaliation should these “state sponsors of
terrorism” refuse to comply. At other times, similar accusations
have been, and no doubt will be again, leveled against other Islamic
movements in other countries, as and when it suits the us and
Israel to target them.

The drums of war being beaten against Muslims today are
reminiscent of previous occasions on which a “Christian” Europe
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worked itself into a fanatical campaign against Muslims, known as
the Crusades. These resulted in a series of military expeditions,
beginning in 1095 and lasting several centuries, whereby Christians
sought to seize the Holy lands from Muslim control. since that
time, the word crusade has been used for other military or socio-
political campaigns requiring extraordinary zeal, often against a fic-
titious or exaggerated enemy.

In military terms and from the European perspective, the first
Crusade, 1096–1099, was the only successful one, if one measures
the Crusades by their stated goals. In 1096, pope urban II called for
a military enterprise to “free” the Holy sepulcher from the
ottoman Muslims who were also threatening the Byzantine
empire. The pope promised plenary indulgence to all who lost their
lives in the crusade.24 Thus the ideal of the crusades combined
notions of just war, the value of pilgrimages to holy places, and the
need to do penance for sins.

The first wave of crusaders, who received this name because of
the cross they wore on their clothing, was a disorganized mob under
the leadership of peter the Hermit.25 on their way to Constantinople
(present-day Istanbul) they massacred Muslims and Jews, ravaged
the land, and eventually even had to fight with Christians who were
defending their lands and crops. At Constantinople, their ragged
remnant joined with better-organized military units under the lead-
ership of a papal legate (official emissary). Then the crusading army
crossed the Bosphorus, took Nicaea and, after many hardships, con-
quered Antioch. By then the leadership was sharply divided, because
the papal legate had died. A contingent under Baldwin’s leadership
had abandoned the enterprise and accepted the Armenians’ invita-
tion to set up an independent county in Edessa (an ancient city in
northwest Mesopotamia, on the modern site of urfa, an early center
of Christianity). 

finally, after much bickering, the crusaders marched on al-
Quds (Jerusalem), which they took with much bloodshed and after
a long siege in 1099. Godfrey of Bouillon was then named
protector of the Holy sepulcher.26 A year later, at his death, he was
succeeded by his brother Baldwin of Boulogne, who took the title
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“King of Jerusalem.” under this kingdom, in the imitation of the
feudalism that then prevailed in western Europe, several nobles
were given stolen Muslim land. present-day Israeli settlements had
their forerunners, therefore. 

The second Crusade, 1147–1149, was organized in response
to the capture of Edessa by the sultan of Aleppo in 1144. Its great
promoter was Bernard of Clairvaux. Its leaders were Emperor
Conrad III of Germany and King louis VII of france.27 Their army
of almost 200,000 men accomplished nothing, and after a half-
hearted siege of Damascus the crusade was abandoned.

In 1187, sultan Íalœhuddøn al-Ayy¥bø liberated al-Quds, and
the news shook Christendom. The result was the Third Crusade,
1187–1192, under the divided leadership of Emperor frederick
Barbarossa, philip II Augustus of france, and richard “the lion-
Heart” of England.28 Although this crusade has been the theme of
much fiction, it too accomplished nothing but the conquests of
Cyprus and ‘Akkœ (Acre). It also received from Íalœhuddøn al-
Ayy¥bø the promise that Christian pilgrims would be respected
and protected.

led by William of Montferrata and Baldwin of Hainault, the
fourth Crusade, 1202–1204, whose supposed purpose was to attack
Egypt, was maneuvered into taking and sacking Constantinople,
where the crusaders set up the latin Empire of Constantinople.
pope Innocent III, who presided over the crusade, was at first dis-
mayed, but eventually accepted the events as God’s way of reunit-
ing the Eastern and Western branches of the church.29

This was followed by the “Children’s Crusade” of 1212, when
thousands of children were gathered to fight for the Holy lands,
but most were sold into slavery while still in Europe, or died of dis-
ease or hunger. 

The fifth Crusade, 1217–1221, under the leadership of King
Andrew of Hungary, Cardinal pelagius, King John of Jerusalem,
and King Hugh of Cyprus, attacked Egypt with little success. The
sixth Crusade, 1228–1229, was led by “Holy roman Emperor”
frederick II, who had been excommunicated by pope Gregory IX.
Through negotiations, frederick gained some control over parts of
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Jerusalem, Bayt la˙m (Bethlehem), and al-Nœßira∆ (Nazareth),
and safe-conduct for pilgrims to those cities, in exchange for a
promise to halt further military campaigns from the West. But in
1244 the Muslims finally liberated all of Jerusalem from European
occupation. The seventh and Eighth Crusades, 1248–1254 and
1270–1272 respectively, led by louis IX of france (st. louis), were
total disasters for the European invaders.30 By the end of that cen-
tury the crusading movement was effectively over; ‘Akkœ, the last
Christian military presence, in syria was eliminated in 1291.

The crusading ideal was employed repeatedly to achieve other
goals. pope Innocent III, for instance, called a crusade against the
Albigensian Christians in southern france, regarded by the estab-
lished Church as heretics.31 In spain the later stages of the
“reconquista” — the expulsion of Muslims — were seen as a vast
crusade. Crusading rationales were also used in the subjugation and
colonization of the “New World.”

Now the united states seems to have amnesia about this his-
torical background to its grand strategy of taking on the Islamic
movement under the euphemism of combating terrorism. The
future is going to astound the unstudied and the uninformed: us
presidents, their advisers, their counterparts in other Western
countries, and the duped public who uncritically accept everything
they are told about both the West and Islam.

muslims Have No Time for Vices and Chemical Dependencies
In the œyœt above, Allah’s (Â) words address the committed
Muslims on the issue of engaging the external enemy for Allah
(Â). Now they turn to fighting internal enemies for Allah (Â). In
the former, Muslims are anxious about contention and confronta-
tion, “fighting is disliked by you…;” now the Qur’an addresses the
issues of addiction and intoxication. Arabians were known for their
attachment to the lusts of gambling and alcohol. These social vices
are generally widespread in societies that have no higher motiva-
tion in life. In this Qur’anic discourse, Allah (Â) is working on the
range of human proclivities: from what man dislikes the most —
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warfare — to what he likes the most — effortless money-making
and pleasurable merry-making. 

They will ask you about intoxicants and games of
chance. Say, “In both there is great evil as well as some
benefit for man; but the evil which they cause is
greater than the benefit which they bring (2:219).

This œya∆ comes within a sequence of œyœt that were intended
to gradually persuade the new Muslim community to abstain from
alcohol dependence and alcohol consumption. When this particu-
lar œya∆ was disclosed, neither khamr (intoxicants) nor maysar
(gambling) were unequivocally and conclusively banned. It should
be noted, however, that not a single œya∆ in the Qur’an treats either
as permissible or acceptable. This ummah in its formative years
was being groomed by Allah (Â) for a very serious task; and this
task does not allow for individuals and societies that are softened
and weakened by such things as substance abuse and physical
dependencies. When people are motivated by God they have no
time to lose and no lusts to service. part of this social problem of
“alcohol abuse” is that the individuals who indulge themselves do
so because in many cases they are empty, they have no higher goal
in life, and so they want to “kill time.” There are people who are
haunted by the emptiness of their lives, and to escape the conse-
quences they take to imbibing liquor, alcohol, spirits, and drugs.
These healing words from heaven are meant to liberate man from
his physical dependencies, his psychological dependencies, and his
drug dependencies. 

This is the first œya∆ on the way to prohibition, successful pro-
hibition. for prohibition to take place, there has to be a mental
grasp of the fact that a vice such as alcohol may not be without
some marginal benefits. sometimes a vice is sugar-coated with
virtue, and sometimes a virtue is camouflaged by shallow flaws. The
determining factor is whether the benefits and advantages of a
thing outweigh its impairment and disadvantage. If it turns out that
gambling and drinking are odious and vile then that is enough to
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have them categorized as ˙arœm. This much is suggested here but
not explicitly stated. 

It should be emphasized here that when Allah (Â) expects
man to adhere to Him on issues of conviction and trust, He does so
directly, emphatically, and unyieldingly. Hence there should be no
compromise with matters of kufr and shirk. But when it comes to
issues of a complex social nature or a “stubborn habit,” then the
Islamic method of treatment is to be moderate, mild, and manner-
ly. The mental and environmental habitat has to be conditioned to
make it possible, even easy, for old habits to die out and new ways
to take root. 

The age-old love affair some people have with the “bottle”
and its effects is primarily a psychological problem; the mind may
be convinced that drinking is bad, but the lust for it dwarfs what
the mind says. pleasurable drinking is so thoroughly ingrained in
certain cultures that it is hailed in numerous well-known sayings
and quotes, even as many recognize its problems. for example,

franklin p. Adams: Drinking is bad taste but tastes good.”

Henry G. Bohn: [An activity which] washes off the daub
and discovers the man. 

peggy Bracken: something to do while getting drunk.

lord Byron: A mere pause from thinking.

John Dryden: The soldier’s pleasure.

Albert Camus: Drink drives out the man and brings out
the beast. 

Benjamin franklin: [That which] does not drown care,
but waters it, and makes it grow faster.

Max Gralnick: Medicine to the sorrowful. 
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Adapted from samuel Johnson: Makes one noisy and
absurd. It makes men speak the truth, but that is of little
value unless the person is a liar when he’s sober.

samuel Johnson (again): Makes a man mistake words for
thoughts.

Ben Jonson: Wild anarchy.

Thomas l. peacock: There are two reasons for drinking…
when you are thirsty, to cure it; the other, when you are
not thirsty, to prevent it.

Albion r. King: one of the worst evils in our sensate
culture.

Bertrand russell: The happiness that it brings is merely
negative, a momentary cessation of unhappiness.

Edward strecker: The social lubricant.

stanley Walker: The occupational disease of the reporter.

Anonymous: A way to make other people interesting.

Anonymous: something that makes one lose inhibitions
and render exhibitions.

Anonymous: putting an enemy in your stomach to steal
away your brains.

Anonymous: The only enemy that man has succeeded 
in loving.

Anonymous: That which makes you see double and feel
single.
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Anonymous: A popular cold remedy that won’t cure a
cold.

robert E. lee: I like it, I always did, and that is the rea-
son I never use it.

oliver Wendell Holmes I: A food.

George W. russell: A torchlight procession marching
down your throat.

Gideon Wurdz: Trouble put up in liquid form.

Judah al-Harizi: An unreliable emissary: I sent it down to
my stomach, and it went up to my head.

Thomas fuller: A turncoat; first a friend, then an enemy. 

Homer: [A drink] pernicious to mankind; it unnerves the
limbs, and dulls the noble mind.

Elbert Hubbard: An infallible antidote to common sense
and seriousness.

Elbert Hubbard (again): An excuse for deeds otherwise
unforgivable.

Menahem Meiri: The beginning of all sin.

louis pasteur: The most healthful and most hygienic of
beverages.

plato: A remedy for the moroseness of old age. 

plautus: It first seizes the feet; it is a crafty wrestler.
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robert u. Johnson: A traitor not to trust.

Walter raleigh: It transformeth a man into a beast,
decayeth health, poisoneth the breath, destroyeth natu-
ral heat, deformeth the fact, rotteneth the teeth, and
maketh a man contemptible.

saint Jerome: The first weapon the devils use in attack-
ing the young. 

robert louis stevenson: Bottled poetry. 

Voltaire: The divine juice of september. 

John Wesley: one of the noblest cordials in nature.

Genesis, 49:2 (Bible): The blood of grapes.

proverbs, 20:1 (Bible): A mocker.

Hanan, sanhedrin: Created only to comfort mourners
and requite sinners.32

Many words of wisdom and of folly; but the nurturing words of
the health-giving scripture are the final words on this issue.
Intoxicating liquids and gambling are linked together here because
their grip on man is one of dependency and habituation. These
social vices have to be treated at their source. Therefore the
Muslim conscience has to be charged with a strong feeling and
knowledge that the harm in these habit-forming acts is more than
the benefit. This is to suggest strongly that it would be a better
choice to abandon these damaging habits. After this œya∆ plants
the psychological seed of the realization that these social vices have
more disadvantages than advantages, the Qur’an proceeds to the
second step in the social process of weaning human nature away
from its substance abuse by stating in S¥ra∆ al-Nisœ’, “o you who
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are secure in your commitment to Allah! Do not perform your
ßalœ∆ while you are under the influence of alcohol…” (4:43).

The ßalœ∆ is, of course, distributed five times during the day.
The longest stretch between one ßalœ∆ and the next is between Fajr
and ¸uhr, when a person is least likely to get drunk. Between ¸uhr
and ‘Ishœ’, however, the ßalœ∆s are stacked, making it difficult or
impossible for a person to drink and still perform the ßalœ∆ without
being under the influence of it. The typical daily ßalœ∆s are supposed
to be performed in the masjid, where the brothers can meet togeth-
er and observe each other, thus providing a collective community
front against the temptation to drink. so this time period, from
noontime onwards, easily becomes a “drink free zone,” in which it is
easier and more natural to refrain from the drinking habit. These
educational œyœt are behavior-modification œyœt for those who are
“hung up” on drinking. The drinking habit, in accordance with
these Qur’anic instructions, should begin to disintegrate between
noon and night. often the “urge” to drink is strongest at particular
times of the day. once a person overcomes the urge at those times,
he is on the way to “kick the habit.” This partial prohibition thus
sets the stage for Allah’s (Â) concluding words on this matter, in
S¥ra∆ al-Mœ’ida∆,

o you who are secure in your commitment to Allah!
Intoxicants and games of chance, and idolatrous prac-
tices, and the divining of the future [all] are but a
loathsome evil of Satan’s doing: shun it, then, so that
you might attain to a happy state (5:90).

Alcohol, in one of its varying forms like wine, spirits, or
liquor, was a major intoxicant prevalent during the years of this
scripture’s initial contact with human nature, about 1,400 years
ago. Alcohols are a class of organic compounds containing a
hydroxyl group  (–oH). Alcohol is also a common name for the sec-
ond simplest alcohol, ethanol, one of the products of fermentation.
As a constituent of alcoholic drinks, ethanol is the most common
sedative, and has been used as such far longer than any other. In
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addition to a variety of commercial uses like solvents and extrac-
tants, ethanol has acquired recent popularity as a major biofuel.

Ethanol is an alcohol traditionally produced by the fermenta-
tion of carbohydrates and starches, and is present in fermented bev-
erages and distilled liquors. To produce alcohol, special strains of
yeast are incubated with carbohydrates of fruit juices and grains
together with other nutrients. under anaerobic conditions (in the
absence of oxygen), these yeasts ferment sugar to ethanol and car-
bon dioxide to obtain energy. The immediate product of the fer-
mentation of grapes is wine. When malted grains and hops are
fermented, the product is beer. Distillation, a process introduced in
the European middle ages, produces alcoholic beverages with a
higher alcohol content. These include rum, whiskey, vodka,
liqueurs, and the like. Beer and wine are perhaps the most wide-
spread inebriants in alcohol consuming societies.

Ethanol is rapidly absorbed by the stomach and small intes-
tine, and it is destroyed at a constant rate by the liver; its oxidation
yields 7 cal/g of ethanol. Ethanol is metabolized partially by ethanol
oxidizing systems (Eos), an enzyme system that may be more
active among heavy drinkers. As these enzymes are more active in
men than in women, women consequently have a lower tolerance
for alcohol. The liver’s capacity to destroy alcohol in the blood is
limited, and when the liver’s metabolic system is saturated, a frac-
tion of ethanol in the blood is destroyed each hour. The remaining
alcohol readily penetrates the blood-brain barrier and interacts
with the central nervous system. Alcohol can pass from maternal
blood into breast milk, so lactating mothers can pass alcohol to
their babies in their milk.

Excessive alcohol ingestion can block the liver’s ability to
synthesize glucose, leading to low blood sugar, a condition called
hypoglycemia. persistent over-consumption of ethanol can
deplete the liver of vitamins, and can lead to fatty liver and even-
tually to cirrhosis. Cirrhosis is a serious liver condition involving
extensive scarring and reduced liver functions; scarring extends
throughout the liver, altering tissue structure. This degradation
seems to be irreversible. 
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Alcoholism is the leading cause of liver cirrhosis. other caus-
es include malnutrition, chronic hepatitis, some rare metabolic dis-
orders leading to the deposition of iron or copper in the liver,
exposure to toxic chemicals and certain drugs, and a blocked bile
duct. Destruction of liver tissue results in nausea, fatigue, low ener-
gy, susceptibility to bleeding, frequent infections and osteomalacia
(soft bone disease). liver failure can lead to death. Treatment
entails abstinence from the damaging agent and nutritional strate-
gies including vitamin supplements to bolster the liver (lipotropic
agents). Cholchicine, a prescription drug, has been widely used to
treat liver disease. Milk thistle (silymarin) is an herbal preparation
reported to have a beneficial effect on liver metabolism.

A healthy liver is critically important to overall health. It pro-
duces most of the blood proteins, such as clotting factors (fibrin and
prothrombin) and serum albumin, and metabolizes fat, cholesterol,
and their lipoprotein carriers; it produces bile for digestion; urea to
dispose of the toxic nitrogenous waste ammonia; ketones to fuel the
body during starvation; and carrier proteins for iron, copper, steroid
hormones, and other things. The liver also processes steroid hor-
mones, drugs, and toxic chemicals for excretion, and it maintains
blood-sugar levels between meals so that the nervous system and
brain are adequately nourished. All these functions are impaired by
alcohol-related damage to the liver.

Excessive consumption of alcoholic beverages is a major fac-
tor in subclinical and severe malnutrition because alcoholic intox-
icants contain little but calories. The vitamin, mineral, and protein
content of alcohol is very low, although wine may contain a small
amount of iron. for this reason alcoholic intoxicants are classified
as low nutrient density or “empty” calories. The more they are con-
sumed, the more they displace nutrient-dense foods.

Alcoholism also leads to the disturbance of the gastrointestinal
tract. Excessive ethanol directly or indirectly increases chronic intes-
tinal inflammation associated with malabsorption, compromised
digestion and “leaky gut,” in which the intestine more readily absorbs
toxins and potentially harmful substances from food. This can set the
stage for food intolerance and systemic effects. The blood alcohol
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level is affected by the amount of alcohol ingested. Water and juice
slow the absorption of alcohol, while carbonation increases the rate
of absorption. Alcohol with food is less intoxicating. 

“There are great evil as well as some benefit for man…”
What are these benefits? some studies suggest that a single alco-
holic drink a day may slightly reduce the risk of heart attack and
stroke in some individuals. Moderate alcohol consumption increas-
es the level of HDl, a beneficial form of cholesterol that tends to
protect against heart disease. Alcohol also inhibits platelet forma-
tion, which is required to form blood clots. Moderate alcohol use
may also help prevent age-related decline in reasoning and prob-
lem-solving.33 The apparent benefits decline after one or two
drinks, however. The American Heart Association does not recom-
mend drinking alcoholic beverages to prevent heart disease because
of the hazards of excessive alcohol consumption, some of which are
outlined below:

1. Mental retardation in infants: drinking during pregnancy can
lead to fetal Alcohol syndrome.

2. Addiction: Alcoholism is one of the most common and hard-
to-break addictions.

3. Intoxication: Excessive alcohol can lead to a progressive dete-
rioration of mental function. Alcohol is a depressant and
compromises the nervous system, especially the brain.
Moderate drinking can be relaxing, but intoxication blocks
nervous control centers, which can lead to memory lapses,
decreased coordination, loss of inhibitions, confusion, mood
swings, and depression. Most individuals will be adversely
affected when the alcohol content of the blood rises above a
threshold value. legal intoxication in the united states is
often defined as having a blood alcohol content ranging from
0.01 to 0.02%, depending upon the state.

4. Aggravated high blood pressure: Excessive alcohol consump-
tion can worsen hypertension.

5. Increased risk of disease: Alcohol injures the liver (cirrhosis),
the pancreas (pancreatitis), and the brain. It causes intestinal
inflammation, interferes with nutrient uptake, and may
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increase uptake of toxins. Heavy drinkers have increased risk
of heart failure, and alcohol causes a dangerous enlargement
of the heart. for this reason some researchers recommend that
anyone past the age of 50 should not drink alcoholic bever-
ages. Alcohol increases the risk of cancer of the esophagus,
mouth and breast. A drink a day might slightly increase the
risk of breast cancer in women.

6. surplus calories: one gram of ethanol provides seven calories,
which is almost as much as fat. one beer is equivalent to 150
calories. one shot (1.5 fl. oz.) of 80 proof gin, vodka, or rye
whiskey provides 110 calories that supply no other nutrition-
al value. Alcohol even increases the body’s need for vitamins.

7. Exposure to sulfites: Wine contains sulfite, which can cause
reactions in sensitive people.

Alcohol also interacts with many medications. Drinking alcohol
can alter the way the body metabolizes drugs. As an example, the
liver adapts to alcohol consumption by increasing its battery of
drug-destroying enzymes. Because a heavy drinker may metabolize
a sedative rapidly, its effects could wear off sooner than in a non-
drinker, leaving the heavy drinker under-sedated. Heavy drinkers
have to be particularly careful in reading prescription labels and
inform dentists, physicians, pharmacists, and other healthcare
providers of their drinking habit. Interactions include,

1. Analgesics: Non-prescription pain killers, such as Tylenol
(paracetamol), that contain acetaminophen can damage the
liver of those who consume several drinks a day. Aspirin
together with alcohol increases stomach bleeding.

2. Antidepressants: Monoamine oxidate inhibitors, amphetamines
and tricyclic antidepressants like Imipramine cause severe reac-
tions, such as increased sedation, if taken with alcohol.

3. Antihistamines: Drinking after taking drugs like Benadryl can
lead to excessive drowsiness.

4. Arthritis medications: Indocin and other drugs prescribed for
arthritis, taken with alcohol can irritate the gastrointestinal
tract and may cause dizziness.
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5. Barbiturates: Alcohol with drugs like amytal and phenobarbi-
tal should never be combined — it is the most dangerous com-
bination. The additive effects of taking the depressants can
lead to respiratory failure and coma.

6. Diabetic medications: Individuals who take Diabinese, orinase
and other sulfonureas to treat diabetes will probably not be
able to tolerate alcohol because these drugs can make the user
ill after drinking alcohol.

7. Niacin: large doses taken with alcohol can reduce blood pres-
sure excessively.

8. prescription pain killers: Codeine and narcotics combined with
alcohol cause increased sedation. Driving in such conditions
can be fatal.

9. sedatives and tranquilizers: Combining alcohol and tranquil-
izers such as Valium and Thorazine can lead to over-sedation
and extreme drowsiness.

“The evil which they cause is greater than the benefit
which they bring…” Alcoholism is estimated to be the most com-
mon untreated illness and the most serious drug problem in the
united states; alcoholism is characterized by an uncontrollable
urge to drink, a tolerance to increasing quantities of alcohol, black-
out episodes, and withdrawal symptoms during abstinence.
Alcoholics frequently deny they have a problem, which makes the
problem even worse because it cannot be dealt with.

The costs of alcoholism to society are enormous. Excessive
alcohol is involved in one out of ten deaths in America and typi-
cally shortens the life span by 10 to 12 years. Alcoholism has been
associated with accidental death, crime, violence, and abuse. The
vast majority of domestic violence cases and homicides have alco-
hol abuse as a contributor, if not the major cause. In 86% of all
homicides and 60% of all sexual violence, alcohol was involved.
Nearly half of all the industrial injuries have been linked either to
alcohol dependence or alcohol consumption. According to the
National Highway Traffic safety Administration, half of all fatali-
ties due to automobile accidents have occurred in crashes in which
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the driver or pedestrian had been drinking. somewhere between
700,000 and 2 million people in the us are treated every day for
alcohol dependency. 23 million Americans suffer from substance
abuse addiction; 18 million of these are alcohol related. Estimates
of the total cost of alcoholism to society range from $65 billion to
$117 billion. Alcohol abuse occurs among young people as well as
the elderly, people of all social and economic backgrounds, and
women as well as men. Nearly 34% of Alcoholics Anonymous
members are women. Children of alcoholics are more likely to
abuse alcohol and drugs. Individuals may be born susceptible to
alcoholism due to imbalanced body chemistry; however, the social
environment obviously plays an important role.34

In russia, the largest consumer of alcohol in the world, the
problem is much worse. The average russian consumed as much as
15 liters of pure alcohol in 2007; this is nearly double the rate of an
average American at 8.4 liters. At least 2.3 million people in russia
are considered to be chronic alcoholics; 30% of the men and 15%
of the women have alcohol addiction problems. Alcohol consump-
tion has reduced the average male life expectancy to less than 59
years, one of the lowest in industrialized nations. Nearly half the
deaths of all russian working-age men are caused by excessive
drinking. The cultural attachment to liquor is so extreme that as
vodka prices rose and wages dropped, poorer russians resorted to
drinking cleaning fluids.35

Alcoholism is treatable; however, recovery depends upon the
person’s willingness to accept help. Individualized recovery pro-
grams work best and may incorporate family counseling, psy-
chotherapy, support groups, rehabilitation programs, education,
behavior modification, vocational guidance and exercise.
Nutritional and medical treatment is often recommended to reme-
dy nutritional deficiencies, alcohol related disorders, and to speed
detoxification. A number of clinics in the Western world treat
alcoholism by incorporating lifestyle changes affecting diet and
exercise, while eliminating caffeine and nicotine. 

The problem of substance addiction, which is a chemical
dependency, is a different animal altogeter. The compulsive use of
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a substance and corresponding denial of the problem characterize
addictions. Cravings occur when an addictive substance is with-
drawn, and unfulfilled cravings are associated with the pain and
depression of withdrawal.

Addicted persons are often malnourished, and may be over-
weight or underweight. Individuals addicted to narcotics and stim-
ulants are often in poor health due to their disinterest in food and
in their own personal well-being. Intravenous drug users tend to
consume inadequate diets — low in protein, vitamins, and miner-
als, and high in refined carbohydrates. They generally have a loss
of appetite leading to malnutrition syndromes.

Medical supervision is recommended before abstaining from
alcohol, narcotics, tranquilizers, or sleeping pills. regardless of the
form of chemical dependency, nutrition offers a powerful adjunct to
recovery and to restoring the body’s biochemical balance.36

They will ask you about intoxicants and games of
chance. Say, “In both there is great evil as well as some
benefit for man; but the evil which they cause is
greater than the benefit which they bring” (2:219).

Gambling involves the staking or risking of something of value,
usually money, on games of chance. It has been the subject of
enduring controversy. Historical ambivalence to gambling is due,
in part, to its unique status as a non-biological vice. All vices con-
tain paradoxical elements of immorality and fun. The term vice sug-
gests pleasure — and popularity — as well as immorality. Murder,
robbery, and theft are generally regarded as immoral, but not much
fun. In contrast, gambling, illicit sex, and drug use are vices because
they combine wrongdoing with pleasure. The whole point about
the phenomenon of vice is its duality: it is conduct that can be
enjoyed and deplored at the same time. Nobody has ever claimed
to notice a sentiment, among any segment of the public, favoring
the legalization of murder. But some people do enjoy gambling,
marijuana, and illicit sex. Thus, even when such conduct is out-
lawed, the laws are widely violated.
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Gambling, however, allows people to take symbolic risks
without facing the true physical risk and consequence of the activ-
ity on which the wager is based. This symbolic gesture of gambling
distinguishes it from other vices and increases peoples’ confusion
over its moral status. Games of chance may be seen as a ritualiza-
tion of forces over which men have no real control — in which
winning is the result of “fate rather than the personal triumph of
merit over adversity.”

A society’s attitude to gambling varies with the culture’s posi-
tion on leisure as well as its position on thrift, industry, self-denial,
and God’s plan for humanity. puritan opposition to gambling, for
example, was based on arguments that gambling prostitutes divine
providence to unworthy ends. Therefore, lotteries, being appeals to
providence, could not be used in trivial matters; since a cast of the
dice or a shuffle of the cards could only be determined by God, man
should not implicate His providence in frivolity. like swearing,
gambling was thus assumed to debase the lord by dragging Him
into the petty vices of men.

secular opponents of gambling discuss gambling in terms of
social and personal pathology. on one side, legal commercial gam-
bling is condemned by religious leaders who have historically
equated all gambling with sin. similarly it is denounced by secular
critics, including psychiatrists professionally concerned with the
treatment of “sick” or compulsive gamblers; moral reformers; and
some elected officials who have established as doctrine the belief of
many law-enforcement professionals that illegal gambling bankrolls
organized crime and is linked to various kinds of corruption.
Moreover, these critics decry the gambler’s reliance on “luck”
(superstition), exhibition of irrational behaviors, addiction, and
non-utilitarian use of time. studies of casino gambling in Atlantic
City, New Jersey, have also pointed to an increase in crime rates in
areas that have legalized gaming, to undesirable changes within the
community, and to the failure of casinos to stimulate redevelop-
ment in the cities where they are located.

on the other side of the gambling debate are those who
believe that, in the words of the us federal Gambling Commission,
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“gambling is inevitable.” A variety of vested interests argue the pos-
itive social value of commercial gambling.

“In both [gambling and intoxicants] there is great evil as
well as some benefit for man…” Are there any benefits associated
with gambling, other than the incidental “lucky draw?” for
instance, gambling may provide an arena for the discovery and dis-
play of decision-making skills and coolness under pressure.
Gambling allows some people to deal with the mystery of unbound-
ed chance and to reduce the feelings of anxiety over uncertainty in
everyday life by turning it into a manageable game with known
odds, payoff, and immediate feedback in terms of success or failure.
Gambling, as play and entertainment, allows the participant an
escape from work and disciplined labor. It provides an outlet, an
escape from the routine and boredom that are characteristics of
much of modern life. Gambling introduces an element of anticipa-
tion and hope to many who otherwise feel they have few chances
to succeed in any area. 

The fact that gambling blurs the distinction between well-
earned and ill-gotten gains is balanced by the possibility, however
slim it might be, that anyone can “make it” despite racial, sexual,
or cultural disadvantages. It thus appears as a democratic and egal-
itarian arena: the odds are egalitarian; they are unflinchingly stable
whether the wager is large or small. The games are accessible to
anyone holding the money required for a minimum bet. There
seems to be a fit between gambling, capitalism, and democracy; in
a way gambling is a kind of safety valve for the unfulfilled hopes of
the lower classes. The contradiction between the ideal of equality
of opportunity and the actual inequality fostered by capitalistic
economic institutions is obscured by gambling opportunities.
perhaps this explains the rapid institutionalization of state lotteries
since the earliest state-owned lottery was legalized by referendum in
New Hampshire in 1964. state lotteries have led the way in the
contemporary expansion of legalized gambling in the us and many
other Western countries.

Gambling appeals to people wishing to “strike it rich” despite
the odds against it, and it also appeals to revenue-hungry govern-
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ments, which have found a way to use gambling to satisfy the need
for “painless” taxes. Historically state governments have often tol-
erated illegal gambling, but until recently they had not implement-
ed policies intended to encourage gambling. As noted earlier,
gambling does not involve the ingestion of chemical or biological
substances; therefore, as one of the vices, gambling is the most
amenable to radical shifts in cultural meaning. state legislators who
would never try to legalize cocaine, for example, in order to tax its
use, are now willing not just to legalize existing gambling but to
encourage new forms of gambling to satisfy the government’s
appetite for increasing revenues.

Gambling is being commercialized and institutionalized more
rapidly than in any previous era in American history. The small
illegal operators who worked on a low profit-margin are being over-
taken by corporate, big business interests in gambling. The individ-
ual gambling entrepreneurs of yore — bookies and river-boat
gamblers — who supplied pre-industrial America with gambling
“services,” often with the disapproval of “nice society,” have been
replaced by large-scale corporate and government operators,
blessed by or identical with the state.

Nevertheless the individual states have not yet established
the individual’s “right to gamble” at the game of his or her choice;
instead they allow gambling by exception. In this way they can jus-
tify their extraordinary tax on the games that have been “selective-
ly decriminalized.” This privilege tax or “sin tax” is at a much
higher rate than ordinary taxes on consumer goods and luxury
items. Clearly the state’s legalization policy grows out of its own
revenue needs, rather than any moral or constitutional ground.
The reason for this policy seems to be that if all gambling were
made legal there would be no way to justify punitive taxes on com-
mercial gambling, and the extraordinary revenues would disappear.
In order to have a basis for determining policy, the important ques-
tion remains, within the secular frame of reference, whether gam-
bling is wrong because it is illegal, or illegal because it is wrong.
Even when the government does allow gambling, however, it does
not respond appropriately to society’s desire to gamble.
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legalized commercial gambling games are often less advanta-
geous to the player than illegal games, and the extent of illegal
gambling has often been exaggerated by state officials to rationalize
the policy of selective decriminalization and monopolistic control.
The rapid transformation of gambling from leisure play to corporate
commercial enterprise is best explained by the role of government
and its historical relation to gambling in America. In this discus-
sion, America in particular is cited as an example because America
has become the pacesetter for other regions of the world, especial-
ly Muslim countries. 

Estimates vary widely about how much revenue is actually
generated by “legal” commercial gambling activities. figures in the
united states go from as low as $54 billion to as high as $647 bil-
lion. The American Gaming Association indicates that the best
way to define actual revenues from gaming or gambling operations
is the total amount wagered by players less the total amount of win-
nings returned. By this definition, “legal” gross revenues from com-
mercial gambling came to $90 billion in 2006. The last 20 years,
with the evolution of the internet, have witnessed a huge prolifer-
ation of gambling operations ranging from on-line sports betting to
an unlimited number of lottery games, with the result that the gross
annual wager has been rising by a few percentage points every year.
The traditional horse-track betting has blossomed into a mega-bil-
lion dollar behemoth that has organized crime bosses and govern-
ment officials sitting together in the same boardrooms. 

The billions the government derives from direct taxation of
gambling translates into thousands of incremental increases in state
sales, income, and local property taxes that were not officially
deliberated on and passed in state legislative chambers. At a time
when all the usual tax resources are being tapped to the point of
risk that taxpayers will be provoked into rebellion, officials often
see gambling revenues as “easy money.” They fail to realize that this
is money that taxpayers can no longer save or spend on other con-
sumer items, both of which might encourage real growth in the
economy. Gambling revenues are nothing more than a transfer “flat
tax” that discriminates against the poorest, who spend a dispropor-
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tionate percentage of their income on gambling compared to the
better-off in their society. some would call it legalized extortion.

Many industrial countries allow commercial gambling only to
the extent of supplying spontaneous, or unstimulated, demand.
Britain’s casino gambling policies and law are an example. The
British Gaming Act of 1968 allows casinos “only on the scale need-
ed to meet the unstimulated demand for them.” The principle of
satisfying unstimulated demand is the connecting thread that runs
through the whole fabric of gaming control. restrictions are
intended to ensure that British gaming serves primarily social
rather than economic purposes. As enunciated by lord Allen of
Abbeydale, the chairman of the Gaming Board of Great Britain,
the Gaming Act of 1968 was intended 

…to purge gaming of its criminal elements, to cut out
excessive profits, to ensure that gaming was honestly
conducted in decent surroundings… operators…were
strictly controlled in such a way as to discourage social-
ly-damaging excesses… It was not a basic purpose of this
act to raise revenue for the state… There can certainly
be no doubt that the [state] aid (in Nevada and New
Jersey) differs a great deal from what parliament intend-
ed in Great Britain.37

underlying the entire British Gaming Act is the philosophy that
the availability of commercial gambling can only be in response to
existing public demand. As a result, from 1978 to 1982 casinos
operating in london were reduced from 23 to 16. Despite the great
profitability and considerable economic significance of the closed
casinos, the Gaming Board took the position that the gaming facil-
ities provided by the reduced number of clubs were sufficient to
meet unstimulated demand.

Neither this policy nor its enforcement are evident in any
American jurisdiction. Today American suppliers of commercial
gambling are not merely supplying the “naturally” occurring
demand for gambling opportunities, they are creating demand.
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Even if this were being done solely by private operators under effec-
tive state regulation it would raise serious questions of social policy.
But this demand is also being created by the states themselves —
by the governments that, in the area of gambling policy, are, for all
practical and adjudicative purposes, supposed to be sovereign. 

This fact adds a specifically political dimension to the issues
raised by the institutionalization and legitimization of commercial
gambling in America. Governments’ revenue interest in gambling
makes them a “special interest” rather than a dispassionate regula-
tor. This dual role makes American gambling even more morally
questionable and ambivalent. There is no practical alternative to
government as a representative of the public interest at the institu-
tional level of society. However, the governments’ qualifications for
this role are less than ideal, to put it mildly. state government has
become an interested party, both because of its extraordinary claim
on gambling revenues and because it operates lotteries and off-track
betting directly. paradoxically, typical gambling legislation appears
to restrain gambling through the selective decriminalization of par-
ticular varieties of games, while it simultaneously and aggressively
encourages state-run commercial gambling with massive advertis-
ing campaigns.

As social constructs of risk, gambling decisions, outcomes, and
society’s responses to them are related to a complex, interacting
matrix of factors. These factors include historical attitudes, reli-
gious morals, social and psychological influences, fiscal pressures,
social change, cultural mores, the availability of gambling opportu-
nities, government laws, and enforcement policies. As such, gam-
bling presents a fascinating example of a human activity that
incorporates social, cultural, and psychological influences. Those
interested in understanding gambling see it as an illustration of
risk-taking, sociability, hope, despair, the relationship between
work and leisure, an opportunity to study “deviance” and “confor-
mity,” conventional norms, social change, government influence
on behavior, as well as changing definitions of pathology and addic-
tion. In the secular approach to gambling these problems and issues
do not have easy or complete solutions that will satisfy interested
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parties, but their examination makes the meanings of scripture all
the more precise and all the more enlightening.

Caring for the orphans and the less Fortunate
As the words of the Qur’an challenge the human nature that is
tempted, excited, and influenced by the addictive attractions of
intoxicants and gambling, their healing impact weans man’s undis-
ciplined nature away from fascination and captivation with money,

And they will ask you [o muhammad] what they
should spend [in Allah’s cause]. Say, “Whatever you
can spare.” In this way Allah makes clear to you œyœt
[His concealed but demonstrable presence in man’s
affairs], so that you may think [about this world and
the life to come] (2:219–220).

The answer is quantitative: spend whatever extra you have after
taking care of your personal and immediate necessities without
being extravagant or overly indulgent. This surplus should be spent
on your inner circle of people in need, from immediate family to
extended family members, from immediate neighbors to distant
neighbors, from contiguous surroundings to distant ones. This act
of giving away the excess cannot be completed by paying zakœ∆
alone. This œya∆ has not been abrogated or revoked by any other
œyœt describing zakœ∆ elsewhere in the Qur’an. Just as ßalœ∆ does not
and cannot substitute for an individual Muslim’s relationship and
communication with Allah (Â), and ßawm cannot and does not
substitute for an individual Muslim’s dietary and restricted food
intake,38 so zakœ∆ does not and cannot replace the individual
Muslim’s giving and spending of what extra he has beyond his
needs and requirements. 

Zakœ∆ is primarily the monetary share of the official Islamic
“treasury department” or Bayt al-Mœl. The Islamic government is
responsible for dispensing this zakœ∆ money as the Islamic public
interest dictates. But the committed Muslim still has a financial
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obligation toward the people around him who are obviously in
need. There are times when the zakœ∆ alone cannot meet the
requirements of the community’s financial security net. It is to this
end that Allah’s prophet (r) said, “There are dues pertaining to cap-
ital besides the zakœ∆.”39 These dues are dispersed not by the state,
but directly from those who are needless to those who are in need.
An underlying principle here is that money should not be “stashed
away,” put into “saving accounts,” or otherwise left out of the eco-
nomic cycle for social development; in other words, monies must
not be hoarded, or to put it another way, the bona fide Islamic state
will have a motivated policy to prevent hoarding of wealth, be it
property, gold, or other assets.

“In this way Allah makes clear unto you œyœt, so that you
may think about this world and the next.” only a person who is
firmly and equally grounded in this world and the next would will-
ingly and freely give out of “his” money to those who are in need.
first, because “his” is a relative term as one assimilates into the
divine reality; and second because the distance traveled per unit
time from this world to the next is increased, and a committed
Muslim begins to feel that life is extremely short. And if that is the
case why not give of what Allah (Â) has provided in the form of
a surplus to those who are denied this “luxury.” 

And they will ask you about [how to deal with]
orphans. Say, “To improve their condition is best.”
And if you share their life, [remember that] they are
your brethren, for Allah distinguishes between him
who spoils things and him who improves them. And
had Allah so willed, He would indeed have imposed on
you hardships which you would not have been able to
bear, [but], behold, Allah is Almighty, Wise! (2:220)

finally within this thematic discourse, after conscripting the com-
mitted Muslims into jihad and warfare, knowing that fighting is a
duty “imposed” on human nature; and after distancing them from
intoxicants and games of chance; and after encouraging them to dis-
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pense of their wealth, knowing that human nature wants to hold on
to its fortunes, the words of Allah (Â) turn to the final act in this
maturation of the human soul by addressing the issue of orphans.
Human nature is not readily able to identify with orphans and be
consistently kind to them. societies are not good at embracing
orphans, mostly because they are tied up in their own worldly pur-
suits. But the Qur’anic ethos does not leave societies to act in a
careless and negligent way when it comes to orphans. 

A truly Islamic society, not a traditional or nominally
“Islamic” one, is marked by its compassion for the weak and
exposed individuals and families living within it. The interests of
these powerless members of Islamic society are a matter of priority.
Children who have lost their fathers or parents are entitled to have
the support of the larger society around them. In many eras of
human history, those who were made guardians of orphans would
be careless in their management of the orphan’s rightful property,
consuming it at times for their own benefit. This œya∆ came to draw
a line between the orphan’s possessions and those of his guardian.
And in this process the motivation should be to “…improve their
condition.” The close and personal relationship between guardian
and orphan should continue, but not to the extent of justifying
appropriation of the orphan’s property. on the other hand, a strict
division of material possessions between orphan and guardian
should not lead to a diminution of love and care. The fraternal
bond should survive any material consideration, “…they are your
brethren, and Allah specifies the do-gooder from the plunderer.” 

Allah (Â) wants this humanitarian issue settled at the level
of the psychological relationship between a powerless orphan and a
powerful protector. He does not want to see this issue drawn out
into the open and then arbitrated in court in front of neighbors,
friends, and relatives. This need not become a legal issue when it
can remain within the moral constraints and range of an Islamic
conscience, “And had Allah so willed, He would indeed have
imposed on you hardships which you would not have been able
to bear, [but], behold, Allah is Almighty, Wise!
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Family as the essential unit of Islamic Social Stability

• (2:221) And do not marry women who renounce allegiance
to and forcefully resist Allah (mushrikœt) unless they [aban-
don that and] commit themselves to Allah, for any committed
[female] subordinate [to Allah] is certainly better than a
woman void of allegiance to Allah, even though she may be
attractive to you. And do not give your women in marriage to
men who renounce allegiance to and forcefully resist Allah
(mushriks) unless they [abandon that and] commit them-
selves to Allah, for any committed [male] subordinate is cer-
tainly better than a man void of allegiance to Allah, even
though he may be attractive to you. [Such as] these summon
to the fire, whereas Allah summons to paradise, and to [the
achievement of] forgiveness by His leave; and He makes clear
His œyœt to mankind, so that they might bear them in mind.

• (2:222) And they will ask you about [woman’s] monthly
courses. Say, “It is a traumatic/toxic condition.” Keep, there-
fore, aloof from women during their monthly courses, and do
not come onto them until they are cleansed; and when they
are cleansed, go into them as Allah has bidden you to do.
Verily, Allah loves those who turn to Him in repentance, and
He loves those who keep themselves pure.

• (2:223) Your wives are your tilth; go, then, unto your tilth
as you may desire, but first provide something for your
souls, and remain on your guard [concerning Allah], and
know that you are destined to meet him. And give glad tid-
ings to those who are secure in their commitment.

• (2:224) And do not allow your oaths in the name of Allah
to become an obstacle to virtue and God-commitment and
the promotion of peace between men: for Allah is All-
Hearing, All-Knowing. 

• (2:225) Allah will not take you to task for oaths which
you may have uttered without thought, but will take you to
task [only] for what your hearts have conceived [in
earnest]: for Allah is much-forgiving, forbearing.
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• (2:226) Those who take an oath that they will not
approach their wives shall have four months of grace; and if
they go back [on their oath], behold, Allah is much-forgiv-
ing, a dispenser of grace. 

• (2:227) But if they are resolved on divorce, behold, Allah
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.

• (2:228) And the divorced women shall undergo, without
remarrying, a waiting-period of three monthly courses, for
it is not lawful for them to conceal what Allah may have
created in their wombs, if they have faith in Allah and the
last Day. And during this period their husbands are fully
entitled to take them back, if they desire reconciliation; but,
in accordance with justice, the rights of the wives [with
regard to their husbands] are equal to the [husband’s] rights
with regard to them, although men have precedence over
them [in this respect]. And Allah is Almighty, Wise.

• (2:229) A divorce may be [revoked] twice, whereupon
the marriage must either be resumed in fairness or dis-
solved in a goodly manner. And it is not lawful for you to
take back anything of what you have ever given to your
wives unless both [partners] have cause to fear that they
may not be able to keep within the bounds set by Allah;
hence, if you have cause to fear that the two may not be
able to keep within the bounds set by Allah, there shall be
no sin upon either of them for what the wife may give up
[to her husband] in order to relieve herself. These are the
bounds set by Allah; do not, then, transgress them: for
they who transgress the bounds set by Allah — it is they,
they who are abusive!

• (2:230) And if he divorces her [finally], she shall thereafter
not be lawful to him unless she first takes another man for
husband; then, if the latter divorces her, there shall be no sin
upon either of the two if they return to one another — pro-
vided that both of them think they will be able to keep with-
in the bounds set by Allah, for these are the bounds of Allah
which He makes clear to people who know.
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• (2:231) And so, when you divorce women and they are
about to reach the end of their waiting-term, then either
retain them in a fair manner or let them go in a fair manner.
But do not retain them against their will in order to hurt
[them], for he who does so sins indeed against himself. And
do not take [these] œyœt of Allah in a frivolous spirit; and
remember the blessings with which Allah has graced you,
and all the revelation and the wisdom which He has
bestowed on you from on high in order to admonish you
thereby; and remain on guard [of Allah], and know that
Allah has full knowledge of everything.

• (2:232) And when you divorce women, and they have
come to the end of their waiting-term, hinder them not from
marrying other men if they have agreed with each other in
a fair manner. This is an admonition to every one of you
who is committed to Allah and the last Day; it is the most
virtuous [way] for you, and the cleanest. And Allah knows,
whereas you do not know.

• (2:233) And the [divorced] mothers may nurse their chil-
dren for two whole years, if they wish to complete the peri-
od of nursing; and it is incumbent upon him who has begot-
ten the child to provide in a fair manner for their suste-
nance and clothing. No human being shall be burdened with
more than he is well able to bear; neither shall a mother be
made to suffer because of her child, nor, because of his
child, he who has begotten it. And the same duty rests upon
the [father’s] heir. And if both [parents] decide, by mutual
consent and counsel, upon separation [of mother and child],
they will incur no sin [thereby]; and if you decide to entrust
your children to foster-mothers, you will incur no sin pro-
vided you ensure, in a fair manner, the safety of the child
which you are to hand over. But remain conscious of Allah,
and know that Allah sees all that you do.

• (2:234) And if any of you die and leave wives behind, they
shall undergo, without remarrying, a waiting-period of four
months and ten days; whereupon, when they have reached
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the end of their waiting-term, there shall be no sin in what-
ever they may do with their persons in a lawful manner.
And Allah is aware of all that you do.

• (2:235) But you will incur no sin if you give a hint of [an
intended] marriage offer to [any of] these women, or if you
conceive such an intention without making it obvious; [for]
Allah knows that you intend to ask them in marriage. Do
not, however, make a solemn pledge of commitment [for
marriage] with them in secret, but speak only in a decent
manner; and do not proceed with tying the marriage knot
before the ordained [term of waiting] has come to its end.
And know that Allah knows what is in your minds, and
therefore remain cautious of Him; and know, too, that
Allah is much-forgiving, forbearing.

• (2:236) You will incur no sin if you divorce women while
you have not yet touched them nor settled a dower upon
them; but [even in such a case] make provision for them —
the affluent according to his means, and the straitened
according to his means — a provision in an equitable man-
ner; this is a duty upon all who would do good.

• (2:237) And if you divorce them before touching them,
but after settling a dower upon them, then [give them] half
of what you have settled — unless it be that they forgo their
claim or he in whose hand is the marriage-tie forgoes his
claim [to half of the dower]; and to forgo what is due to you
is more in accord with the sense of Allah’s power presence.
And forget not [that you are to act with] grace toward one
another; verily, Allah sees all that you do.

• (2:238) maintain [the level and pace of] ßalœ∆, and the
central ßalœ∆; and stand up for Allah in devotion. 

• (2:239) But if you are in danger, tender your ßalœ∆ while
walking or riding; and when you regain security, bear Allah
in mind — since it is He who taught you what you did not
previously know.

• (2:240) And if any of you die and leave wives behind,
they bequeath thereby to their widows [the right to] one
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year’s maintenance without their being obliged to leave
[the dead husband’s home]. If, however, they leave [of their
own accord], there shall be no sin in whatever they may do
with themselves in a lawful manner. And Allah is
Almighty, Wise.

• (2:241) And the divorced women, too, shall have [a right
to] maintenance in a goodly manner; this is a duty for all
who are aware of Allah’s [power presence].

• (2:242) In this way Allah makes clear to you His œyœt, so
that you might [learn to] use your reason (al-Baqara∆:
221–242).

This cluster of œyœt has a thematic unity; it is virtually a family char-
ter. The family is an integral part of the Islamic movement, and a
building bloc of Islamic society. The family unit is described with
much concern and details in other œyœt and s¥ra∆s of this spirited
Book. A strong family begets a strong society; and a stronger family
begets a stronger Islamic society. The Islamic social fabric is woven
from the essence of family life with all its needs and its contributions. 

family is a term referring to both the group formed by a co-
resident husband, wife, and children — which sociologists term the
nuclear family — or to a wider category of relatives, including non-
resident grandparents, uncles, aunts, cousins, etc. — the extended
family. The nuclear family was once regarded as the key domestic
institution of modern Western societies, but marriage has become
somewhat less common, and the divorce rate has greatly increased,
so that in societies such as contemporary England and the usA,
the majority of the population no longer lives within a nuclear fam-
ily group. According to some estimates, only about 20% of house-
holds in the West are made up of nuclear families, the rest being
single parents, foster families, childless couples, or extended fami-
lies, or simply individuals living alone. for different reasons, the
same may have been true in many European peasant communities
and in early industrial cities. In many parts of the world, and in
Europe in the pre-industrial period, the nuclear family was com-
monly part of a larger domestic group including other relatives,
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employees, apprentices, and so on. Anthropologists have been par-
ticularly interested in the circle of kin beyond the nuclear family,
and have demonstrated that kinship groupings wider than the
nuclear family may have crucial social functions.

The genesis of family life from an Islamic perspective begins
with the way in which Allah (Â) created and fashioned life itself.
All creatures and living beings sprang into existence from within
the matrix of family life. Allah (Â) expresses this in His words,

And of everything We have created pairs, so that you
may bear in mind [that Allah alone is one] (51:49).

limitless in His glory is He who has created pairs from
whatever the earth produces, and from men’s own
selves, and from that of which [as yet] they have no
knowledge (36:36).

The inspired understanding of family comes from gathering what
our common Creator says about human genesis, lineage, and
parentage. We are informed that all humanity is derived from one
nafs (living being). And this nafs was parted into a pair, from which
reproduction occurs. This, then, gives rise to our progeny that, put
together throughout time, becomes humankind or the whole
human race,

o mankind! Be vigilant of your Sustainer, who has
created you out of one living entity, and out of it cre-
ated its mate, and out of the two spread abroad a mul-
titude of men and women. And remain vigilant of
Allah, in whose name you demand [your rights] from
one another, and of these ties of kinship. Verily, Allah
is ever watchful over you (4:1).

o Humanity! Behold, We have created you all out of
a male and a female, and have made you into ethnic
stocks and genetic lineages (shu‘¥ban wa qabœ’ila), so
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that you might come to have a familiarity with each
other… (49:13).

The Qur’an points to the attraction between the two sexes;
not as an undisciplined and rampant relationship, but as a respon-
sible affinity and a “higher calling” that breeds loving families and
affectionate parentage,

And among His wonders is this: He creates for you
mates out of your own living selves, so that you might
settle into them, and He engenders love and tenderness
between you… (30:21).

They are as a garment for you [men], and you are as a
garment for them [women]… (2:187).

Your wives are your tilth; go, then, unto your tilth as
you may desire, but first provide something for your
selves, and remain conscious of Allah’s dominance,
and know that you are destined to meet Him. And give
glad tidings to those who are engaged to Him (2:223).

And Allah has rendered your homes a [place for] set-
tling in… (16:80).

Children Can only Be Secure in Stable Families
Human nature is channeled by Allah’s (Â) tender words through
these social pathways of life. A family becomes a conduit for the
emotions that are involved between husband and wife, between
parents and their children, and between siblings. These feelings of
love and care are as deep, profound, and intense as any in exis-
tence. That is why the Creator designed a family that responds and
corresponds to pronounced human feelings and sensations. A close-
knit family is an expression of Islam because within it man’s con-
formity to Allah (Â) is disciplined and proportionate. Instinct and
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altruism are at their best expression within the tenderness that only
a family can offer. 

The family is the natural nest for the newborn, the infant, and
the baby. Within this ambiance of love and deep affection children
grow, their bodies develop, their minds mature, and their souls soar.
A family instills in its own members fond regard, self-esteem, and
warmheartedness. To this end, a family is more important than any
school can be. A human being is molded and modeled in those form-
ative years of positive emotions of regard and affection. The family
— as it is meant to be — is an invitation and a passage to life itself.

studies of children have been central to the development of
the social sciences, and especially of psychology, but the social sci-
entists’ perspective has tended to project onto all children, every-
where, an idea of childhood that is peculiarly Western. Childhood
was taken to be a natural state of pre-social individualism, one
which required that children be rendered social by adults.40 It is
perhaps because anthropologists held this idea that the study of
childhood in anthropology has been fitful rather than systematic.

The earliest work is Dudley Kidd’s Savage Childhood (1906), a
detailed and, given the prejudices of its time, remarkably sympa-
thetic description of the lives of Bantu children in south Africa. In
Britain, Malinowksi’s followers routinely included children in their
accounts and analyses of kinship but, with the exception of read
(1960), none produced a full-length monograph on children’s lives.
read described how, among the Ngoni of Central Africa, adults
transmit certain cultural skills and values to their children. Her
account concentrated on how children learned practical skills (for
instance, how boys learned cattle herding and hunting), the respect
proper to relations between children and their seniors, and respect
for the rule of law. But studies of children had little place in the
development theory of British social anthropology.41

By contrast Margaret Mead, a pupil of the founder of
American cultural anthropology, franz Boas, made children the
focus of her ethnographic and theoretical endeavors, working first
on adolescent development in samoa and later with children of all
ages in the Manus Islands, papua New Guinea, and (with Gregory
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Bateson) Bali.42 Mead’s interest in children was bound up with her
concern to demonstrate the “cultural relativity” of thought, behav-
ior, and personality. like Boas and other cultural anthropologists,
she argued that culture was the crucial variable in determining dif-
ferences between human beings. so, for example, while a “stormy
adolescence” might characterize the experience of American young
people, and delinquency being common there, this phenomenon
was not universal. Comparing the American childhood experience
with the samoan one she argued that,

our life histories are filled with the later difficulties
which can be traced back to some early, highly charged
experience with sex or with birth or death. And yet
samoan children are familiarized at an early age, and
without disaster, with all three. It is very possible that
there are aspects of the life of the young child in samoa
which equip it particularly well for passing through life
without nervous instability.43

Margaret Mead’s work on samoa has been criticized for being based
on inadequate fieldwork and being infected by ideological consider-
ations, but it remains the case that she was one of the first anthro-
pologists to realize that “childhood” is culturally variable and that
an understanding of how exactly a child becomes an adult is impor-
tant for anthropology as a comparative study of human possibilities.

Culture and personality theory became a significant sub-dis-
ciplinary area in cultural anthropology during the 1940s and
1950s. Its attempt to understand first personality and then affect as
a function of culture focused attention on the study of children.
studies influenced by the social learning theory (a reformulation
of behaviorism in the academic psychology of the time) tried to
show how culture was “learned.” The first part of Becoming a
Kwoma described stages of life among this New Guinea people
from infancy to adulthood; the second part is devoted to the
teaching techniques that “inculcate” Kwoma children with, for
example, a belief in the supernatural.44
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The culture and personality perspective, like social learning
theory in psychology, was broadly informed by ideas from psycho-
analysis and gave rise to a number of large-scale cross-cultural stud-
ies of child-rearing practices. These studies aimed to discover the
degree of correlation between cultural “traits” derived from the
child-training practices and beliefs concerning the causes of illness.
so, for example, it was argued that early or severe weaning practices
produced a high degree of “oral socialization anxiety” and were
likely to be associated with adult beliefs that illness was caused by
oral behavior, that is, by eating something, by something someone
said or by magical spells. 

other studies were concerned largely with the differences
between “cultures,” so they include few detailed data on actual chil-
drens’ ideas and behavior. This was partly rectified in the later “six
cultures” studies, which produced a number of publications, culmi-
nating in Children of Different Worlds (1988).45 This includes many
sensitive and careful observations of the behavior of children
between the ages of two and ten in communities in Africa, India,
the philippines, okinawa, Mexico, and the united states; and
throughout a consistent attempt is made to relate these data on
children to “household structure.” But the reader is still likely to
feel the lack of other data concerning, for example, the interrela-
tion between ideas about kinship, religion, and political economy
and how these ideas inform theories of the person and, more par-
ticularly, of the “child” in each community.

The studies by culture and personality theorists, like those by
social anthropologists of the processes of socialization, did not lead to
children becoming of much greater interest to mainstream anthro-
pology. Indeed, one can argue that the assumption common to both
approaches that children “learned culture” or, more radically, were
“conditioned by culture,” made children more or less passive objects
of adult practices, and thus of marginal interest to anthropologists.
Even the brilliant Childhood and Society (1950)46 — a most careful and
detailed attempt to apply psychoanalytic concepts of psychosexual
development to the development of identity across cultures — took
culture, as expressed in the institutions of adult life, as a “given.”
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In academic psychology during this same period Jean piaget’s
theory of child development was exerting considerable influence.47

piaget used highly detailed observations of children to argue that
their ideas were qualitatively different from those of adults. He
showed that the process by which children arrived at a mature
understanding of adult concepts of, for example, number, volume,
time, etc. was constructive. In other words, children are not passive
receivers of adult ideas; rather they have to actively constitute their
understandings of the world. But piaget tended to assume that the
conceptual products of cognitive constructive processes were
bound to manifest themselves in all people in the same way, and
thus that his findings were universally applicable. piaget was by and
large uninterested in the cultural variability of cognitive develop-
ment and, as a result, anthropologists did not find his work to be
rigorous enough, and paid little attention to it.

By contrast lev semenovich Vygotsky, a russian contempo-
rary of piaget, was explicitly concerned with integrating history
into his theory of cognitive development.48 He focused on language
as the medium of cognitive transformations, but his work remained
largely unexamined by anthropologists. And even though both psy-
choanalytic and piagetian theories implicitly entailed an idea of
ontogeny (the sequence of events involved in the development of
an organism) as a historical process, anthropological theorists on
both sides of the Atlantic failed to build such an understanding
into their studies of children.

During the 1980s, anthropological concern with children in
their own right, and especially with child welfare, became more
prominent, perhaps in part because of a new anthropological
awareness of gender and power relations. Moreover, contemporary
anthropology is showing more radical signs of change in that stud-
ies of children are beginning to emerge as significant analytical
tools for discerning relations between adults. This shift toward an
interest in children is in large part a function of a more general shift
toward a focus on “meaning.”

from the mid-1960s onwards, the massive influence of the
french anthropologist Claude levi-strauss and his structural
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analyses of, for example, kinship and myth in a number of different
culture areas, had focused anthropological attention on “systems of
meaning.” 49 Many, if not most, anthropologists resisted becoming
structuralists in the levi-straussian mold, but both British social
anthropology and American cultural anthropology came under his
shadow. By and large it came to be taken for granted that the first
task was to demonstrate the logic of culture-specific ideas and prac-
tices. one might say it was inevitable that this focus on meaning
would lead eventually to an increasing interest in precisely how
people make meaning over time, and thus to an interest in how
children constitute their understandings of adult life. In this per-
spective, the nature of child cognitive development became more
relevant to anthropologists, as did theories of language acquisition
in childhood and of the child’s earliest competences.

In marked contrast to earlier conditioning and socialization
theories, “the child” in some contemporary studies is understood to
be an agent, actively engaged in constituting the ideas and prac-
tices that will inform its adult life. This is not to say that the child
can alone make meaning out of its experience. rather, because
humans are biologically social organisms, the process of making
meaning is always mediated by relations with others. so the child
constitutes its own understandings out of the meanings made by all
those others with whom it interacts. Even so, children may produce
entirely valid understandings of their own experience that are in
direct opposition to those of adults — a finding that demands
analysis of how it is that as adults they seem to have discarded their
earlier ideas. The process of the cognitive recognition of concepts
over time inevitably entails transformation as well as continuity in
the meaning of those same concepts; thus child cognitive develop-
ment has to be understood as a “genuinely historical process,”

It has long been realized that ideas of “childhood” are histori-
cally specific, but this new perspective on children as producers of
history as well as its products, suggests that anthropologists have to
examine critically the concepts of “the child” that inform their
own theories. It also suggests that studies of children are likely to
become ever more central to analyses of socio-cultural phenomena
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such as kinship, political economy, and ritual. yet, in all this
Western anthropological thinking about children and analyses of
childhood, there is no emphasis on family. Not only has family
been on the decline socially, it has also been marginalized in the
studies of intellectuals. 

one common-sense observation of humans is that the dura-
tion of infancy and childhood in man lasts longer than in any other
species. Man needs this extended period to train and drill on his
future responsibilities and tasks, in light of the honor bestowed
upon him from heaven. A child will be responsible for the future,
so the child has to maintain continuity with the past, represented
by his parents. The interaction of the two generations is made pos-
sible through the family. It is through the institution of a commu-
nicative family structure that human society transmits and
maintains its experience and knowledge over time. 

The experiences of past generations prove that there can be
no substitute for the family; absolutely nothing can replace the
family for what it was meant to be by God Almighty. so far, all
attempts at supplanting the family with day-care centers or nurs-
eries or other “incubating institutes” have resulted in unmitigated
failure insofar as children’s lives are concerned. The soviet and
socialist bloc of nations tried to supersede families with their own
collective nurseries and day-care centers; the result was catastroph-
ic. Not only did families break up, there was also no sense of com-
passion and care in the new nursery generation. The economic and
military facts of Western and European history may have seemed to
demand that they build and run such day-care centers, but human
nature made a comeback and people were eventually delighted to
rid themselves of the psychological inferno that was stoked for gen-
erations by the absence of family, family ties, and family relations.
The socialist priorities of forcing mothers to join the labor force
and produce for the prosperity of a socialist society ended up
imploding the family, and hence human society itself. 

It is a curse and a severe affliction to take mothers away from
their babies and deprive those babies of their mothers’ and fathers’
attention, love, and admiration. one cannot rip a mother away
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from her children, and then turn the children over to some facility
with “care providers,” and expect these babies and children to grow
up normally. The children develop all types of psychological prob-
lems. This scourge has also infected non-socialist societies.
Modernity has come to measure the prosperity of a society by the
number of women who go out and labor for a living. Women are
encouraged in every possible way to aspire to a life outside her fam-
ily: in an executive’s office, at a construction site, or even in the
military. But heaven forbid that she stay the central and towering
figure of her family: nurturing the children, sustaining her husband,
and becoming a source of inspiration and vision for all around her. 

Family Relations as Acts of ‘Ibœda∆
yet can families afford to gain more money and lose their own chil-
dren? A community that wants peace in society as a goal needs to
have peace in its families as a means. In an Islamic society peace is
not imposed on its members by police departments and law-
enforcement agencies; peace is reared by parents and other adults,
and fostered in the family environment. That is why there are so
many passages in the Qur’an that deal with strong and sympathet-
ic families. The expression of Allah’s (Â) will in the œyœt current-
ly under discussion relate to some prescribed guides for conduct and
action pertaining to marriage and cohabitation, marital separation
(ølœ’), divorce, a woman’s prescribed retreat or waiting-period after
divorce or death of her husband (‘idda∆), the husband’s financial
responsibilities (nafaqa∆), delectation (mut‘a∆), breast feeding, and
child care.

These issues are not separate, as seems to be the case in the
traditional books of fiqh and jurisprudence. These issues are part of
a whole that places human passions in the hands of Allah (Â).
They are integrated into the social unity that God intended man to
develop and keep. This whole matter becomes an essential compo-
nent of our faith and belief. “Marital issues” are no longer strictly
husband-and-wife issues, but rather human-to-God issues. They are
pertinent to Allah’s (Â) will, determination, and wisdom in
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human affairs, as well as to His decision to have a family of human-
ity in the making. so man’s deep emotions cannot be divorced from
Allah’s (Â) explicit approval or disapproval, or His reward and
punishment. All these “family affairs” should be driven by principle
and persuasion.

Allah (Â) has to weigh in on these intricate and delicate
family issues between wife and husband more than the “strong” or
“aggravated” feelings that are encountered from time to time in the
mutual relationships between a married man and a married woman.
In this process the conscience of both spouses should occupy the
high moral ground for decisions that should be made in light of
what Allah (Â) has to say in this Book. 

These rules and guidelines go directly and convincingly to the
human sense of right and wrong, which has no gender. The human
heart and moral sense, around which our biological and sexual
characteristics were fashioned, are called upon to follow certain
God-given and God-explained procedures that seek to stimulate
the best in us for our families’ all-round well-being. No attempt
should be made by anyone to “twist” these free-spoken words from
the Mercy-Giver to mercy-seekers.

These œyœt contain 12 divine directives on the subjects of
marriage, divorce, and some important associated matters; the
point here is to maintain harmony and togetherness in the commu-
nity even when close relationships fail, by requiring the parties to
manage the separation in as fair and just a manner as possible. The
directives are briefly listed in the form of divine decrees, and will
each be considered in greater detail afterward.

Decree #1: A Muslim man is forbidden by divine law from marry-
ing a woman who gives her faith and allegiance to anyone or any-
thing but Allah (Â). A Muslim woman is also forbidden by divine
law from marrying any man who gives his faith and allegiance to
anyone or anything besides Allah (Â). Why? Because,

They [the mushriks] summon to the fire, while Allah
summons to heaven, and to [the achievement of] for-
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giveness by His entitlement; and He makes clear His
œyœt to humanity, so that they might bear them in mind
(2:221).

Decree #2: Husbands are forbidden by divine law from intercourse
with their wives during their menstrual periods. This law teaches its
practitioners, husband and wife, that their relationship is not one
of lust and sexual arousal that has to be fulfilled at any and every
time regardless of circumstances. Marriage is more than the combi-
nation of two carnal bodies; it is even more than the combination
of two moral beings together. This is a relationship that expresses
the will of the Creator to purify the husband and wife as well as
human conduct by having the intimacy of this relationship
observed and maintained in the manner in which it is divinely
meant to be,

…and when they [the wives] are cleansed, go into
them as Allah has entreated you to do. Your wives are
your tilth [fertile domain]; go, then, unto your tilth as
you may desire, but first provide something for your
souls, and remain on your guard [concerning Allah],
and know that you are destined to meet Him. And give
happy tidings to those who are secure in their commit-
ment [to Him] (2:222–223).

Decree #3: separation or divorce cannot be considered without
first bearing Allah (Â) in mind. This personal trust and confi-
dence in Allah (Â) is expressed by Allah’s (Â) words, “…for
Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing” (2:224) and “Allah is much
forgiving, forbearing” (2:225).

Decree #4: Divine rules are to be followed during reconsideration
of a desire to divorce, “…and if they go back [on their oath],
behold, Allah is much-forgiving, a dispenser of grace. But if they
are resolved on divorce, behold, Allah is All-Hearing, All-
Knowing” (2:228).
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Decree #5: Allah (Â) commands that a wife’s ‘idda∆ must be
observed before she remarries. He says, “…for it is not lawful for
them to conceal what Allah may have created in their wombs, if
they have faith in Allah and the last Day… And Allah is
Almighty, Wise” (2:228).

Decree #6: A divorce cannot be revoked more than twice. In the
case of a finalized divorce, Allah (Â) has outlined rules for regain-
ing of portions of the dowry and other financial obligations. These
procedures have the following comments,

A divorce may be [revoked] twice, whereupon the mar-
riage must either be resumed in fairness or dissolved in
a goodly manner. And it is not lawful for you to take
back anything of what you have ever given to your
wives unless both [partners] have cause to fear that they
may not be able to keep within the bounds set by Allah;
hence, if you have cause to fear that the two may not be
able to keep within the bounds set by Allah, there shall
be no sin upon either of them for what the wife may give
up [to her husband] in order to relieve herself. These are
the bounds set by Allah; do not, then, transgress them,
for they who transgress the bounds set by Allah — it is
they, they who are abusive! If the latter divorces her,
there shall be no sin upon either of the two if they
return to one another, provided that both of them think
that they will be able to keep within the bounds set by
Allah; for these are the bounds of Allah which He
makes clear to people who reason (2:229–30).

Decree #7: Allah (Â) ensures fair retainment or fair release after
divorce. His (Â) words read,

But do not retain them against their will in order to
hurt [them], for he who does so sins indeed against
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himself. And do not take [these] œyœt of Allah in a friv-
olous spirit; and remember the blessings with which
Allah has graced you, and all the revelation and the
wisdom which He has bestowed on you from on high in
order to admonish you thereby; and remain on guard
[of Allah], and know that Allah has full knowledge of
everything… This is an admonition to everyone of you
who is committed to Allah and the last Day; it is the
most virtuous [way] for you, and the cleanest. And
Allah knows, while you do not know (2:231–232).

Decree #8: A man must provide sustenance for a nursing mother,
even if he has divorced her, or for a surrogate nurse. The conscience-
stimulating words in this regard are, “And be on guard [concerning
Allah], and know that Allah sees all that you do” (2:233).

Decree #9: A widow is allowed to remarry after her ‘idda∆ expires, 

…when they [the widows] have reached the end of
their waiting-term, there shall be no sin in whatever
they may do with their persons in a lawful manner.
And Allah is aware of all that you do (2:234).

Decree #10: Marriage can be proposed to a widow, but not con-
summated, during her ‘idda∆. regarding marriage proposals to these
widows while they are in their waiting (or mourning) period, Allah
(Â) says,

…[for] Allah knows that you intend to ask them in mar-
riage. Do not, however, conduct a marriage engagement
with them in secret, but speak only in a decent manner;
and do not proceed with tying the marriage-knot before
the ordained [term of waiting] has come to its end. And
know that Allah knows what is in your minds, and
therefore remain cautious of Him; and know, too, that
Allah is much-forgiving, forbearing (2:235).
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Decree #11: A woman divorced before her marriage is consum-
mated is entitled to half of the dowry unless she remarries, in which
case she is encouraged to forego it, 

…and to forego what is due to you is more in accord
with the sense of Allah’s power presence. And forget
not [that you are to act with] grace toward one anoth-
er; verily, Allah sees all that you do (2:237).

Decree #12: Widowed or divorced wives are required to be main-
tained in a respectable manner. To this Allah (Â) says, “And
divorced women, too, shall have [a right to] support in a
respectable manner; this is a duty for all who are aware of Allah’s
power presence” (2:241).

These twelve decrees are concluded with the statement, “In this
way Allah clarifies to you His œyœt, so that you might learn to
use your reason” (2:242).

All these family and marital issues become issues of commun-
ion with Allah (Â). The bodies of a couple are attracted to each
other but in that attraction the conscience and the heart should
not lose contact with Allah (Â). In the same way as we commune
with Allah (Â) in our ßalœ∆, we also commune with Allah (Â) in
our personal relations with members of the opposite sex, and what-
ever may develop in these relationships. All these developments
are forms of ‘ibœda∆ (conformity) to Allah (Â), provided they are
performed as outlined by Allah (Â). Thus even divorce can be an
act of ‘ibœda∆, as can spousal separation, the woman’s waiting-peri-
od, a “reconsidered divorce,” as well as the financial responsibility
of the husband and father, and a widow’s right to another marriage.
A man’s fair treatment of his wife in the course of divorce is an act
of conformity and communion with Allah (Â). The engagement
and disengagement, the entanglement and disentanglement, the
binding and the unbinding, and all these emotional and physical
exchanges between sweethearts, true loves, and companions turn
into acts of fidelity to Allah (Â) provided they are nurtured and
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terminated on Allah’s (Â) terms. That may be why, in the middle
of all this, there occurs the following reminder,

maintain ßalœ∆, especially the central ßalœ∆; and stand
up for Allah in devotion. But if you are in danger, ten-
der your ßalœ∆ while in motion, either on foot or riding;
and when you regain security, bear Allah in mind —
since it is He who taught you what you did not previ-
ously know (2:239).

yielding to Allah (Â), that is, being a Muslim in a generic
sense, is a fact of life that is implicit in everything a person does,
provided he does it in accordance with the guidance of Allah (Â).
life is a unity of activities. one cannot offer “clean prayers” to God
and then turn around and offer “filthy treatment” to God’s crea-
tures — especially to his spouse and family — and then conclude
that he is a pious and God-fearing person.

What is remarkable here is that, as Allah (Â) guides man
through this “handbook” on relationships of marriage, man is con-
stantly reminded of his transcending relationship with Allah (Â)
Himself. This guidance is designed by the Creator to accommodate
human nature and to ease and coax it up to His standards. Allah
(Â) knows about temperamental human proclivities; man is
imperfect and vulnerable, he has his urges and strong feelings, and
his ups and downs. sometimes he is strong and sometimes he is
weak. All these frailties and realities are taken into consideration
as Allah (Â) shows human beings how to deal with themselves as
individuals and as couples and families when they are at a loss to do
so by themselves.

It is in this context of brittle matrimonial relationships that
Allah (Â) has permitted marital separation (ølœ’). This means that,
because of some difficulty, both spouses abstain for a time from sex-
ual intimacy. But this is restricted by Allah (Â) to a time period of
not more than four months. Then Allah (Â) in certain circum-
stances sanctions and regulates divorce. Divorce cannot be left to
the whims and “interests” of fluctuating human perspectives. This
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option of divorce is given not as the norm, but as the exception. The
norm is to have a healthy marriage, a happy family, and an enduring
and lasting marital and parental relationship. All these pursuits are
human acts of ‘ibœda∆; no less than ßalœ∆, zakœ∆, and ßawm.

Men and women are treated equally within their masculine
and feminine capacities. Allah (Â) did not intend for the married
state to become hell on earth for husband and wife. Certainly the
preference is for both spouses to live together for their natural lives.
But if there are insuperable difficulties, the attraction turns to dis-
traction, love turns to emotional and mental rejection, and at this
time, a couple may look to Allah (Â) for answers. once these two
souls can no longer settle with each other, then they have to con-
sider a courteous withdrawal from the cause of their emotional or
psychological troubles. After positioning themselves at an emo-
tional distance from each other, a cooling-off period, they may try
again to reconcile themselves to each other, to resettle into each
other with complementary feelings and reciprocal love. If this does
not work, then they have proven to each other their mutual incom-
patibility. And if it comes to a divorce, then they should part com-
pany in a fair, generous, kind, and equitable manner. No one should
be slighted or exploited by such a divorce: not the wife, nor the
husband, nor the infant, nor the unborn child, if any.

There has never been a secular system, past or present, that
has matched this compassionate care for husband-wife relations.
Women in particular, who have been mistreated by almost all man-
made power structures, governments, and administrations through-
out the ages, may appreciate the rights they are entitled to because
these are their God-given rights.

muslims and Mushriks Cannot Intermarry

And do not marry women who renounce allegiance to
and forcefully resist Allah (mushrikœt) unless they
[abandon that and] commit themselves to Allah, for any
committed [female] subordinate [to Allah] is certainly
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better than a woman void of allegiance to Allah, even
though she may be attractive to you. And do not give
your women in marriage to men who renounce alle-
giance to and forcefully resist Allah (mushriks) unless
they [abandon that and] commit themselves to Allah,
for any committed [male] subordinate [to Allah] is cer-
tainly better than a man void of allegiance to Allah,
even though he may be attractive to you. [Such as]
these summon to the fire, whereas Allah summons to
paradise, and to [the achievement of] forgiveness by His
permit; and He makes clear His œyœt to humankind, so
that they might be mindful of them (2:221).

Marriage is the legitimate long-term mating arrangement institu-
tionalized in a community. If a union is called a marriage, this
implies that husband and wife have recognized claims over their
partners, often including material claims; it also renders the chil-
dren born of such a union legitimate heirs to both parents.
Marriage also creates relationships of affinity between a person and
his or her spouse’s relatives, and perhaps even directly between the
relatives of the husband and the relatives of the wife. Men may tra-
ditionally or lawfully marry more than one wife (polygyny), yet
even in a God-forsaken society it is very uncommon for a woman
to be permitted to marry more than one husband (polyandry).

Generally, certain marriages are prohibited or discouraged.
some are ruled out by incest restrictions; others by virtue of reli-
gion, social class, ethnicity, and, above all, by age, since almost
universally the bride is expected to be younger than her husband.
The actual pool of potential marriage partners is, in practice, often
very restricted. some social scientists have made a special study of
societies where there is also a positive requirement, or preference,
for marriage with a woman who stands in a particular kinship to
her prospective husband. Many Muslim communities influenced
by custom and tradition, for example, favor marriage between a
man and his father’s brother’s daughter. In a number of other soci-
eties there is a strong preference for marriage with a mother’s
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brother’s daughter. The contemporary Western belief that young
men and women should be free to choose their own marriage part-
ner is historically very irregular. In most societies, including many
Western ones, these decisions have traditionally been made by the
older generation.

The Qur’anic understanding of marriage is that this relation-
ship between husband and wife is the deepest, the most intense,
and the strongest bond between any two human beings. There is an
exchange and interchange of core impressions and feelings. The
nature of this type of deeply personal and private relationship
implies, at a minimum, the rapport of hearts, nerves, and spirit. The
mutual affinity of these from husband and wife constitutes “tying
the knot.” A Muslim’s allegiance and loyalty to Allah (Â) is the
bedrock of his emotional, mental, and spiritual existence. And if
the spouse does not share this orientation the marriage and family
will most probably fail. 

During the initial Islamic struggle in Makkah the Muslim
community was not substantial enough in terms of power and influ-
ence to distinguish its social self from the larger Makkan society. As
individuals these pioneering Muslims did not belong to Makkah’s
system of shirk, but as a community they were not able to separate
themselves totally from the anti-Islamic forces around because the
prophet (r) did not have the popular allegiance required. And
therefore he was not equipped, at the time, to establish a power
base that could make the emerging community distinct from the
mushriks of Makkah.50

In Madinah, however, Islam became a state and a power base.
Muslims could no longer afford to dilute their social accomplish-
ments by chipping away at the family building block of society
through “mixed marriages” between Muslims and mushriks. At this
level of societal development in Madinah, Allah (Â) revealed the
above œya∆. Henceforth, there could be no marriage between polar-
ized allegiances: one spouse giving allegiance to Allah (Â) and the
other to multiple gods or to no god at all. The mixed marriages that
had already been carried over into Madinah from the previous term
in Makkah were annulled during the sixth year of the Hijrah when,
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during the Óudaybøya∆ accord, the following œya∆ in S¥ra∆ al-
Mumta˙ana∆ was disclosed,

o you who are secure in your faith! Whenever commit-
ted muslim women come to you, forsaking the state of
kufr, evaluate them, [although only] Allah is fully
aware of their commitment and faith; and if you have
thus ascertained that they are truly committed and loyal
[to Allah], do not send them back to those who deny
Allah [the truth], [since] they are [no longer] lawful to
their erstwhile husbands, and these are [no longer] law-
ful to them… Hold not to the marriage-tie with those
who continue to deny Allah [the Truth] (60:10).

What should be noted here is that for 13 years in Makkah and
six years in Madinah there were mixed marriages between Muslims
and mushriks. It took a power base, a political authority, and the
preponderance of an Islamic social order in Madinah to end all
marital relations between Muslim and mushrik spouses.

It was at this point that two conflicting allegiances were
banned from a marital communion. such a marriage becomes a
mockery because an attachment and compliance to Allah (Â) is
not compatible with a spouse’s attachment to Allah’s (Â) enemies.
The flow of love cannot integrate with the course of ideological
collision. Children of such a relationship will not have the comfort
of a normal family. once again the bonding of two individuals can-
not be left to the corporeal tendencies of their physical senses
alone. self-indulgent sexual desire does not a marriage make. only
if both acknowledge and recognize the superiority and sole author-
ity of Allah (Â) then there is hope for a successful marriage,
although even then nothing is guaranteed.

“Any committed [female] subject [of Allah] is certainly bet-
ter than a woman void of allegiance to Allah, even if she [the lat-
ter] may impress you.” A committed person may be attracted to or
infatuated with a mushrika∆, but this infatuation does not engage
his moral or high-principled self. The beauty of the heart is deep;
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the beauty of the skin is shallow. Even if a man’s choice is between
a serf-like Muslim woman and an upper-class mushrika∆ he is better
off with the former because she is related by faith to Allah (Â),
while the mushrika∆ is related to Him by perfidy. 

And do not give your women in marriage to men who
turn away from allegiance to Allah (mushriks) unless
they [abandon that and] commit themselves to Allah,
for any committed [male] subject [of Allah] is certain-
ly better than a man void of allegiance to Allah, even
though he may please you (2:221).

This underscores the equality of the sexes. No Muslim, male or
female, is allowed to share his or her deepest fondness and tender-
ness with his or her ethical and theological opposite. like-minded
and like-hearted people are agreeable and congenial; but the dis-
tance between ømœn and shirk is such that a family unit of such con-
stituent spouses becomes detrimental to the quality of Islamic
society. This is why marriage with mushriks is totally forbidden. The
reasons are clear enough, 

These [mushriks] prop [you] up for the fire, while
Allah invites you to paradise, and to [the achievement
of] forgiveness by His license; and He elucidates His
œyœt to humankind, so that they may contemplate
them (2:221).

As for Muslims marrying spouses from the people of prior
scripture, Jews and Christians, this issue will be discussed in greater
detail during the tafsør of S¥ra∆ al-Mœ’ida∆. However, it bears a brief
mention at this point. Allah says that,

Today all the wholesome things in life have been made
lawful to you… And [lawful to you are], in wedlock,
women from among those who are convinced [of this
divine writ], and, in wedlock, women from among
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those who have been vouchsafed revelation before
your time — provided that you give them their dowers,
taking them in honest wedlock, not in fornication, nor
as secret love-companions (5:5).

The prevailing current of Islamic thought on this matter is that
Muslim men may marry Christian or Jewish wives provided that
these women are mu˙ßanœt or morally fortified; that is, their moral
character derived from their grounding in scripture has protected
them from obnoxious and lewd behavior. This current of thought
also states that it is not permissible for a Muslim woman to marry a
man of previous scriptures, a Jew or a Christian. The œya∆ that is
cited to give credence to this argument is,

…call them by their father’s names; this is more equi-
table in the sight of Allah. And if you know not who
their fathers were, [call them] your brethren in faith
and your friends (33:5).

This œya∆ refers to adopted children, making it clear not only that
the parental relationship is an adoptive one and not a biological
one, but also that the true identity of the adopted children is duly
safeguarded. The point is that children are marked by affiliation to
the father for purposes of identification. But there are also other
issues. In general, when a woman marries, she joins her husband,
his family, and his kindred. If this kinship group is Islamic, she,
being Jewish or Christian, connects with an Islamic kin group. But
if this were to happen the other way around the Muslim woman
who married a kitœbø (scriptural) man would be negatively influ-
enced because the moral code of scripture in the Jewish and
Christian faiths is invalidated by their overriding secular character,
in which might makes right. Hence, this is not a matter of inequal-
ity for Muslim women to be barred from marrying Jewish or
Christian men who adjudicate their affairs along a secular power
spectrum in which women have always been inferior to men — and
a Muslim woman would be no exception. rather it is in keeping
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with the dignity and honor of Muslim women not to let them be
thrown to the wolves of secularism. Besides, as for the children of a
Jewish or Christian woman married to a Muslim, they would carry
their father’s surname and come under the influence of his Muslim
family and community circles. This is an issue which is also dis-
cussed in later œyœt of the Qur’an.

Even in the Islamic social order of the prophet’s (r) genera-
tion there were some serious reservations about Muslim men mar-
rying kitœbø women. one such consideration was that if Muslim
men began to marry kitœbø women, Muslim women will become of
second rank or importance. ‘umar once said to Óudhayfa∆, “If a
Muslim man was to marry a Christian woman, then who will marry
the Muslim woman?” 51

The indisputable fact of the matter is that today Muslims the
world over have no Islamic social order that acts as an outer layer
of protection for the Muslim family. A Muslim family stands
exposed to the jœhilø currents coming at it from all sides. No Muslim
can afford to play with fire by taking a spouse that will act as a con-
duit from the polluted world around, bringing bad influences into
the Muslim family and undermining it from within. It takes only a
nominal Jewish or Christian spouse to counteract and even subvert
the positive influence a Muslim parent would have on the formula-
tion of a moral and honorable Muslim family.

Some Physiological Aspects of the menstrual Cycle

And they will ask you about [woman’s] monthly cours-
es. Say, “It is an afflictive and unhealthful condition.”
Keep, therefore, withdrawn from women during their
monthly courses, and do not come on them until they
are cleansed; and when they are cleansed, go into them
as Allah has bidden you to do.

Verily, Allah loves those who turn to Him in repen-
tance, and He loves those who keep themselves pure.
Your wives are your tilth; go, then, unto your tilth as
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you may desire, but first provide something for your
souls, and remain on your guard [concerning Allah],
and know that you are destined to meet Him. And give
good news to those who are secure in their commit-
ment (2:222–223).

This is another way of elevating a couple’s desire from flesh and
blood to one of a higher purpose, even if that means thinking about
times of copulation. 

The sex act or the act of love-making is not an end; it is a
means. It serves a profound purpose of life. It generates a new life;
it procreates. In humans (and some of the higher primates), men-
struation is a periodic discharge of blood, mucus, and debris from
the disintegrating membrane of the uterus, in response to hormon-
al changes when the ovum is not fertilized. It lasts 3–7 days as a
rule, and in women of childbearing age, approximately 13 to 50, it
occurs at approximately four-week intervals. The first menstrual
period in life is known as the menarche, the last as menopause.
Menstruation does not occur during pregnancy, and for some time
after (three months or more), because of changes in the balance of
reproductive hormones. Breast-feeding delays the resumption of
menstrual cycles. Menstrual regularity may be disrupted by a num-
ber of factors, of which nutritional status and emotions are perhaps
the most common. 

A woman’s menstrual cycle is the result of an intricately bal-
anced process of communication between the part of the brain
governing the autonomous nervous system, the pituitary gland,
the ovaries, and the uterus. The messengers for these communica-
tions are hormones, which are chemicals produced by the body’s
glands and transported through the blood to exert their effect at a
distant site. Although these processes are obviously interdepend-
ent, women’s hormone rhythms are most easily considered in three
sub-groupings: 

1. the hormonal cycle – consisting of hormonal communication
between hypothalamus,52 the pituitary gland, and the ovaries; 

2. the ovarian cycle – consisting of the development of the ovar-
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ian follicle containing the egg and the corpus luteum, the shell
of the follicle after an egg has been released; and 

3. the endometrial, or uterine cycle. 

Women’s cycles will be discussed from the perspective of better
understanding these three stages, but it is necessary to remember that
they are integral parts of the complete female reproductive system.

In the hormonal cycle, the hypothalamus releases one hor-
mone, gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnrH), that causes the
pituitary to release two hormones, follicle stimulating hormone
(fsH) and luteinizing hormone (lH), that affect the woman’s
ovaries. During or shortly before a menstrual period, the levels of
fsH start to rise and cause the ovaries to begin development of one
or more follicles, fluid-filled cysts in which an egg is developing. The
wall of the follicle is made up of cells that, in response to fsH, pro-
duce estrogen. reacting to the increasing levels of fsH, one follicle
becomes dominant and its growth exceeds all the others. This folli-
cle produces increasing amounts of estrogen, and the rising estrogen
levels cause the pituitary to decrease the amount of fsH produced. 

When a certain level of estrogen has been produced for a crit-
ical period of time, it causes the pituitary to release a large amount
of lH — the lH surge. This causes the ovum to undergo its final
maturation and preparation for fertilization, and initiates the chain
of events that results in ovulation — rupture of the follicle and
release of the egg — about 30 hours later. The lH surge also trans-
forms what had been the follicle into what is termed the corpus
luteum. The follicle’s primary hormonal product was estrogen, the
corpus luteum produces a large amount of progesterone in addition
to estrogen.

The corpus luteum has a limited life-span unless the woman
becomes pregnant, in which case the corpus luteum continues to
produce estrogen and progesterone. otherwise, it stops, and the
rapid fall in estrogen and progesterone leads to a rise in fsH, start-
ing the cycle anew.

A female infant is born with all the eggs she will ever have.
These eggs are surrounded by a layer of granulosa cells, and are
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called follicles. The follicles remain in a resting state until they are
selected to begin developing, 10, 20, 30, 40, or even 50 years later.
It has been estimated that by puberty, a girl has approximately
400,000 developed follicles, each containing  an oocyte or primitive
egg, in her ovaries. In the ovarian cycle, each month, approximate-
ly one thousand of these follicles begin development. This is true
regardless of whether she is having menstrual periods, taking birth
control pills, attempting to become pregnant, already pregnant, or
breast-feeding. once the follicles reach a certain state, a fluid-filled
cavity develops within the granulosa cells. It is approximately at
this stage of development that the follicle requires increasing levels
of fsH for continued growth and development. The one follicle
that is at a perfect state of development when the fsH levels begin
rising is able to achieve dominance, and its growth and develop-
ment will exceed that of all other follicles. This follicle produces
increasing amounts of estrogen and the oocyte within this follicle
is prepared for ovulation. The other follicles are destined to atro-
phy, without their egg ever being released.

As noted, when the dominant follicle reaches a certain stage
of development, it produces a certain amount of estrogen for a crit-
ical period of time, inducing the pituitary to release a surge of lH.
The lH causes the final maturation of the egg so that it can be fer-
tilized; it triggers the rupture of the follicle and release of the ovum,
and transforms the follicle into the corpus luteum. The corpus
luteum has a limited life span of approximately 12 days, during
which it produces both estrogen and progesterone. If pregnancy
does not occur, the corpus luteum stops producing hormones and
fades away. If a pregnancy does result, the early pregnancy produces
hCG (human chorionic gonadotropic hormone), which stimulates
the corpus luteum to continue producing the amounts of estrogen
and progesterone necessary for its early maintenance. In this situa-
tion, the corpus luteum continues to be fully functional throughout
the first trimester of pregnancy. The first phase of the ovarian cycle,
during which the follicles are developed until ovulation, is termed
the follicular phase (referring to what is occurring in the ovary) or
the proliferative phase (referring to the changes in the lining of the
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uterus). The second phase of the cycle, from ovulation until men-
strual bleeding, is termed the luteal phase. The third phase, during
the menstrual cycle, is called the “menstrual” phase.

The uterine cavity is lined by a tissue called endometrium,
approximately one-quarter of an inch thick. The uterine cycle
tracks the striking series of changes exhibited by the endometrium
as it gets ready to accept a fertilized egg. During the proliferative
stage of the ovarian cycle, in response to estrogen, the endometri-
um grows and thickens. With ovulation, and more specifically the
initiation of progesterone production, the endometrium exhibits
little additional gain in thickness but a dramatic amount of devel-
opment in preparation for implantation of a fertilized egg. Among
the changes is the secretion of fluid from the endometrial glands to
nourish the embryo during the three days in which it is floating
freely in the uterus, before it attaches to the endometrium. Without
successful implantation, the production of estrogen and proges-
terone ceases about 12 days after ovulation and, without continued
hormonal support, the menstrual period begins. The menstrual
period actually involves the shedding of the superficial lining of the
endometrium. With the initiation of hormone production from the
next “crop” of growing follicles, endometrial development begins
anew for the next cycle.

In summary, the hormones produced by the hypothalamus,
pituitary, and ovaries orchestrate the interrelated development of
the ovarian follicles containing maturing ova and the uterine
endometrium into which the ovum will implant if fertilized. If there
is no pregnancy, the female cycle repeats at about 28 day intervals. 

Cultural And Psychological Aspects of menstruation
During ancient times, attitudes to menstruation alternated between
repulsion and celebration. some cultures revered this monthly
event as magical and intimately connected with the renewal of life.
But it was more common for societies to regard menstruation with
disgust. In many places menstruating women were sequestered,
sometimes in huts designated for this purpose. In ancient sumeria
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women wore a visible towel, a “blood bandage,” for the days of their
period. During this time they were forbidden to touch plants or
crops and were regarded as a source of evil and disease.

Throughout history many have believed that menstrual blood
was tainted, and that a man who came into contact with it, as dur-
ing sex, would be poisoned by it. Menstruation is a natural biolog-
ical process, and there are no proven studies that show it to be
physically disabling. It is reported that active women and women
athletes report fewer complaints of cramping than sedentary
women. By stimulation of the circulatory system, physical activity
helps ease muscle tensions and congested blood vessels. 

Girls should receive specific guidance about bodily changes
and hygienic practices. Good sexual hygiene is an important con-
sideration in reversing endometriosis and infertility.53 There was a
study of Jewish women around 1990 (in occupied palestine) that
showed them to have a low incidence of endometriosis as a cultur-
al group. This was attributed to hygienic laws in orthodox Judaism
which forbids a woman from being with a man during menstrua-
tion. Chinese medicine says the same thing. Intercourse during
menstruation results in the migration of endometrial tissue into the
pelvic cavity.

And they will ask you about menstruation. Say, “It is
an unhealthy and potentially harmful condition.”
Keep, therefore, off from women during their men-
strual period, and do not [sexually] approach them
until they are clean; and when they are cleaned, then
approach them as Allah has instructed you to do.
Verily, Allah loves those who turn to Him in repen-
tance, and He loves those who maintain their standard
of purity (2:222).

one does not need a medical degree to figure out that during a
woman’s monthly period there is an “abnormality” involved in her
overall well-being. But at the same time, common sense tells us that
menstruation is a normal part of a woman’s reproductive cycle. The
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degree of discomfort or pain a period causes, as well as the amount
of menstrual flow, varies widely. Even the same woman may have a
period that is occasionally heavier or more painful than usual. 

so where are the Muslim physicians, medical doctors and
licensed medical practitioners who can take the Qur’an’s words and
come up with the scientific information, the latest data, and the
experiences of patients to demonstrate how practical and therapeu-
tic this œya∆ is? obviously there are societies and cultures in which
men have no hesitation to approach their wives during the men-
strual period. But have Muslims, especially those in the field of
medicine, taken interest in trying to investigate how harmful and
what types of debilities are associated with intercourse during the
menstrual period? But then our medical professionals do not have
the support system to engage in such research, even if there were
individual and isolated Muslim researchers who are curious about
this issue. This is just another demonstration of how our Muslim
scientists are orphaned when they do not or cannot belong to an
Islamic “system;” they are left to a “royal Academy of Medicine”
or to a “National Institute of Health” to show them the way and
outline for them their research assignments.

When, in effect, Allah (Â) is saying that menstruation is
akin to a pathology, He does not expect us to close our minds,
annul our senses, refuse to understand further, and not diagnose
what this may be. As with all the other œyœt, the expectation is that
we as human beings will use our faculties and skills to explore and
discover. There are even some “scientists” who state that menstru-
ation is as normal as urination. And in the absence of some wisdom
from heaven any run-of-the-mill liberal would tend to agree. yet
how can they be alike when there are symptoms of one that do not
belong to the other? sometimes menstruation does not occur. This
can be a result of, for example, pregnancy, over-exercise, or anorex-
ia nervosa.54 Menstruation can also be painful and produce clots. At
times this may be caused by endometriosis; polyps, fibroids, or other
lesions of the uterus; or an intrauterine device (IuD).55 Menstrual
flow can also be very heavy. This can be a result of stress,
endometriosis or other pelvic lesions, pelvic infection, or an IuD.
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Human research and experience has observed the following
physiological symptoms associated with menses:

• A variety of physical and psychological symptoms occur before
the start of a period (premenstrual syndrome or pMs)

• periods are painful (dysmenorrhea)
• periods are absent (amenorrhea)
• periods never start (primary amenorrhea)
• periods cease to occur (secondary amenorrhea)
• periods are too long and too heavy (menorrhagia)
• periods are unusually light (hypomenorrhea)
• periods are too frequent (polymenorrhea)
• periods are too infrequent (oligomenorrhea)
• Bleeding occurs between periods or is unrelated to periods

(metrorrhagia)
• Bleeding is heavy and totally irregular in frequency and dura-

tion (menometrorrhagia)
• Bleeding occurs after menopause (postmenopausal bleeding)

And just the symptoms of pMs are enough to tell anyone that the
œya∆ is accurate: physical changes, such as backache, bloating,
breast fullness and pain, changes in appetite, constipation, dizzi-
ness, fainting, headaches, heaviness or pressure in the pelvic area,
hot flushes, insomnia, lack of energy, nausea and vomiting, severe
fatigue, skin problems such as acne and localized scratch-dermati-
tis, tissue-swelling or joint-pain and weight-gain; mood changes
such as agitation, anger, depression, irritability, mood swings, and
nervousness; and mental changes such as confusion, difficulty in
concentrating, and memory loss or forgetfulness. These symptoms
are not conducive to normal and enjoyable intercourse unless we
reduce our humanity to a bestiality. This is another reason that sex-
ual union is forbidden during menstrual bleeding. Therefore He
teaches us, “and do not [sexually] come on to them until they are
cleansed…”

We human beings need these words of certainty concerning
this matter from a source about which there is no doubt: from God
Himself. otherwise we would be left to our local customs, or our
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national cultures, or our conflicting scientists who cannot make up
their minds on an obvious matter.

“And when they are cleansed, come on to them as Allah
bids you to…” This is an obvious reference to the conjugal act.
lust should not drive man; rather man should tame his irresistible
impulse with the knowledge that this act is meant to multiply life
itself. And all this has to be done knowing that there is a noble way
of doing it and, and at the same time, there is the ignoble way. The
noble way in this affair is guided by Allah (Â) and is referred to as
˙alœl; and the other way of doing it is inflicted by lust over love, and
is referred to as ˙arœm. Allah (Â) knows that fragile human nature
is caught between lust and love, and some will sin; so He expresses
His affection for those who do err but then correct themselves,
“Verily, Allah cares for those who turn to Him for apology, and
He cares for those who keep themselves undefiled. Your wives
are your tillage; go, then, unto your tillage as you may desire…”
Here the emphasis is on giving the sexual relationship of husband
and wife its super-sexual range; hence the reference to women as
standing for fertility. The human sexual drive has to be modified
with feelings and all this has to be done in sight of a larger, organ-
ized order sanctioned and supervised by the Creator. That is how
humans begin to qualify as God’s executives on earth. 

There are other places in the Qur’an where the relationship
between husband and wife is described. for example, “They
[women] are your garments, and you [men] are their garments”
(2:187). Another wording puts it this way, “And from among His
œyœt He has created for you from your own selves mates so that
you may settle therein and He has placed [elements of] affection
and love between you…” (30:21).

There seems to have been this polarization since time imme-
morial that the sexual and conjugal act is either to be regarded as
an indulgence or to be avoided. Monks and priests shunned all sex-
ual relations and thought they were doing right. libertines reveled
in sexual pleasure and in doing so they thought they were doing
right. under the influence of this erotic self-indulgence, and in the
absence of guidance from God man found himself going to
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extremes. At one extreme man wanted to behave like angels and at
the other extreme man behaved like animals. Why can’t we just be
human? In the absence of Allah’s (Â) merciful guidance, we prove
that we are incapable of even being the human beings we were
meant to be.

on the oath of Conjugal Desertion, Ølœ’
Then the intelligence of the Qur’an speaks to the issue of ølœ’ (the
husband’s oath of sexually abandoning his wife) after banning hus-
bands from sexual congress during the wife’s menses. How confused
and how confusing man’s behavior can be: at times he wants to
have sex with his wife while she is in her period, and at other times
he does not want to have sex with her at all for a long period of
time when she is ready for him! such contradictory behavior is
indicative of the fact that guidance is needed. This whole subject is
of two components: the oath and the act of sexual abandonment
itself. The œya∆ begins with an assessment of the oath,

And do not allow your oaths in the name of Allah to
become an obstacle to moral excellence and God-com-
mitment, and the promotion of peace between men, for
Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. Allah will not take
you to task for oaths which you may have uttered with-
out thought, but will take you to task [only] for what
your hearts have conceived [in earnest], for Allah is
much-forgiving, forbearing. Those who take an oath
that they will not approach their wives shall have four
months of grace; and if they go back [on their oath],
behold, Allah is much-Forgiving, a dispenser of grace.
But if they are resolved on divorce, behold, Allah is
All-Hearing, All-Knowing (2:224–227).

on the œya∆, “And do not allow your oaths in the name of
Allah to become an obstacle to your divine commitment…” pre-
vious Qur’anic commentators have indicated that he who utters the
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oath should not allow that to become a barrier between him and
doing what is right. There are also some hadith to this effect, 

Whoever swears an oath but then realizes that merit is con-
trary to the oath, should atone for his oath and step up and do
what is applaudable.56

A person who harms his folks due to a verbal oath carries the
burden of sin when he should rather atone for his oath.57

The upshot of all this is that a person should never undermine good
deeds by misspoken words. These good deeds are necessary for
moral quality, taqwå, and a standard of behavioral caliber. If ever
someone swears not to do something and virtue lies in doing it he
should do it and atone for his emotional or nonsensical oath. Doing
good work is more important than holding to an erroneous oath.

An example of this actually happened at the time of the
prophet (r), and one of his closest companions was involved. In
the aftermath of what is referred to in Islamic history as Óadøtha∆
al-Ifk — the slander Incident, in which the prophet’s (r) wife
‘Œ’isha∆ was accused of “having an affair” — Ab¥ Bakr swore not to
be on good terms with his relative Mis†a˙, who it was said had lent
himself to the innuendo that had been circulating about ‘Œ’isha∆.
But then an œya∆ in S¥ra∆ al-N¥r was presented by Allah (Â),

Hence, [even if they have been wronged by slander,]
let not those of you who have been graced with
[Allah’s] favor and ease of life ever become remiss in
helping [the erring ones among] their near of kin, and
the needy, and those who have forsaken the domain of
evil for the sake of Allah, but let them pardon and for-
bear. [For,] do you not desire that Allah should forgive
you your sins… (24:22).

upon hearing this Ab¥ Bakr disclaimed his oath and paid his kaf-
fœra∆ (expiation).
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Here Allah (Â) makes it clear that He expects he who took an
oath to pay this atonement fee (kaffœra∆) only if he was intentional-
ly serious and deliberately rational when he verbalized the oath.
There is no such kaffœra∆ for oaths that are spoken in the heat of the
moment, or as an emotional reaction to an event, or in any way “off
the cuff.” These excited, frantic, or “wild-eyed” oaths are exempt,
because, for all practical purposes, they should be meaningless,

Allah will not take you to task for oaths which you may
have uttered without thought, but will take you to task
[only] for what your hearts have conceived [in earnest],
for Allah is much-forgiving, forbearing (2:225).

The types of oaths that may be considered idle talk or “idle oaths”
(laghw al-yamøn) are: if you swear while you are in a rage, if you
swear to consider something which is ˙alœl to be ˙arœm, or if you
swear while you are being coerced. These types of declarations need
no amends. 

The long and short of this matter is that those words spoken
without a person’s forethought and measured intention even if
phrased as an oath or vow are considered laghw, that is, vain dis-
course, nonsense, and an oath of no value. It is only those words
expressed as an oath and backed up by a determination and a
thoughtful intent of purpose that may be classified as an oath. If
such is the case and the oath is not fulfilled, then a kaffœra∆ is due.
If such a “valid” oath is expressed but the content of the oath is sub-
standard in terms of Islamic norms and principles, then the oath
has to be violated and amends, both public and monetary, have to
be made. such oaths have to be violated because their content is a
promotion of evil and a demotion of virtue. 

for reasons pertaining to the innermost thoughts of people
and what really goes on in their minds and hearts Allah (Â)
rejoined all this by concluding, “…for Allah is All-Hearing, All-
Knowing.” And for those whose tongues slip and whose emotions
are high and who mean no harm, Allah (Â) comes back to them
saying, “…for Allah is much-forgiving, forbearing.” With these
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words man and his unstable human nature should know that Allah
(Â) knows how to deal with the most private of man’s deepest
thoughts and motivations. 

After clarifying the issue of false oaths, the œyœt turn to the
man’s conduct of ølœ’ (sexual abandonment) as well as his apparent-
ly incontrovertible statements in so declaring. This bit of guidance
is provided for the situation when a husband swears that he will not
sexually approach his wife either indefinitely or for a stated period
of extended time, possibly months or even years.

Those who take an oath that they will not [sexually]
approach their wives shall have four months of grace;
and if they go back [on their oath], behold, Allah is
much-forgiving, a dispenser of grace. But if they are
resolved on divorce, behold, Allah is All-Hearing, All-
Knowing (2:226–227).

During the course of marital life, some psychological factors
related to how a husband is dealing with his own preoccupations,
emotions, and impulses, or a run-in with wife and material world
may contribute to forswearing of any sexual activity with his wife,
and for a considerable time period. This is an undisguised affront
and trauma to the wife. she begins to feel this emotional wound
on her nerves and her psyche. Her femininity is assaulted with
insolent and rude behavior by the husband. This creates between
husband and wife a dysfunctional rift, which may also have its fall-
out on the children, and with time it may undermine and ruin the
family all together.

The concept of ølœ’ is not abolished by Allah’s (Â) words.
What Allah (Â) disciplines and sorts out in this context is the
male chauvinism that has the potential of oppressing his female
complementary half. This moderated or mitigated ølœ’ may serve a
purpose when a wife�becomes arrogant, psychologically detached
from her husband, and so self-centered that she begins to fluster her
male complementary half. If this is the case — and there are times
when a wife subconsciously corners her husband into taking correc-
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tive action — then he may take some controlled and composed
measures. But, in the end, when the emotional dust settles within
a reasonable time, the two will find out they just needed some psy-
chological adjustment. And life returns with vim and vigor.

In the course of all this the husband has no license and no
permission to be harsh, untactful, or selfish. such male behavior
may lead to female counter-behavior leading the wife to look for a
new husband. 

In order to restore marital harmony, which is the desired
state, and to preempt the unexpected, ‘ila’ has a time definition.
There is a ceiling on ølœ’. It cannot be more than four months. This
takes into consideration the sexual tolerance, flexibility, and
demands in human nature, both male and female. This time frame
does not permit a woman to be conclusive about her man, provid-
ed, of course, that he is observant of his Islamic moral character.
she has no right within the span of four months to begin to show
interest in another man. 

This sexual separation period is also applied to soldiers,
troops, and combatants whose duties and assignments take them
away from their wives and families. for the reason stated in this
œya∆ they should not be permitted to stay away from their wives for
more than four months. And this was the policy that was imple-
mented by the commanders who had to make such decisions in the
years and generations after the prophet (r). 

This time period should be enough to test how willing both
spouses are in coming back together and eliminating the irritants
that led to such remedial behavior. But then if this four month peri-
od proves the disparities and inconsistencies in the relationship to
be insurmountable, then divorce becomes a serious option to con-
sider. And if such proves to be the case then the marriage has to be
untied. The wife should regain her freedom to exercise her option
to divorce if divorce is unavoidable. Either he divorces her or she
has the judge divorce him from her. In this inescapable conse-
quence each will have an opportunity to be a complementing and
full-fledged spouse of another husband and another wife. This nec-
essary option preserves the wife’s and the husband’s dignity, chasti-
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ty, and honor. Both are spared cheating on the other and an artifi-
cial relationship that is bound to have negative consequences
somewhere and some time in the future. 

And herewith is another sincere attempt at placing a standard
of justice inside the latent secrets of the heart, inside the innocent
feelings of family members, and inside the flow of social contacts
and interpersonal relationships.

Handling the Trauma of Divorce with Fairness and equity
If husband-wife relations take a turn for the worst, the compassion-
ate and careful words here conduct the apparently incompatible
parties out of their high-strung quagmire. Allah’s (Â) instructions
for conducting a separation satisfy the mind’s desire for a mutual
solution, but diminish the strong feelings that may make things
even more difficult than they were. The issue of separation ulti-
mately leading to divorce, a disunity of husband and wife, is com-
plicated by some other key matters, and thereby, the subject is
conscientiously presented with details of ‘idda∆, fidya∆, nafaqa∆, and
mut‘a∆ (a time period of separation, financial redemption, living
allowances, and libido satisfaction). These are personal, family, and
social dimensions of a †alœq (divorce).

The divorce process begins with a conscious observance of a
time period for reconciliation,

And the divorced women shall undergo, without remar-
rying, a waiting-period of three monthly courses, for it
is not sanctioned for them to conceal what Allah  may
have created in their wombs, if they have a trust in
Allah and the last Day. And during this period their
husbands are fully entitled to take them back, if they
desire rapprochement; but, in accordance with justice,
the rights of the wives [with regard to their husbands]
are equal to the [husband’s] rights with regard to them,
although men have a degree [of precedence] over them
[in this respect]. And Allah is Almighty, Wise (2:228).
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The waiting-period (‘idda∆) referred to here in this œya∆ is three
menstrual periods, according to one fiqhø interpretation. or accord-
ing to another one, it is three cycles of menstruation, each cycle
constituting the amount of days it takes to be cleansed of the flow
of blood associated with each period. As the difference is a techni-
cal one, both interpretations appear to be valid.  

The choice words of the Qur’an impute a gender difference
between male and female as Allah (Â) teaches the wife “in
divorce” to withhold and restrain herself. This is not said to the
husband. The inference is that the female is the one who is able
and created, to attract, appeal to, and draw in the male. And this
tri-cyclical duration of time, three menses, should be observed by
the wife as a period in which she should be conscious of this
“power” of hers and constrain it from fetching or pulling into her
“emotional net” another man while she is in the process of disen-
gaging from her husband. Human nature in its feminine form is apt
to prove to itself that it is capable of beginning another and new
marital life, and that the previous marital “failure” was not due to
her “deficiency” or “incompetency.” feminist “superiority” has to
establish the fact that men naturally gravitate to it. 

The unnoticed and unspoken dynamic at work in marriage and
divorce is the fact that men succumb to the physical beauty and per-
sonal magnetism of women and consequently are propelled to mar-
riage; or they are so “injured” by the emotional apathy and
ostentatiousness of womens’ egos that they are driven to divorce. In
both cases man is the obvious physical initiator and terminator of the
marital relationship and in both cases the woman is the inconspicu-
ous emotional initiator and terminator of the marital relationship.

It is because of this delicate dynamic that women are required
by Allah (Â) to observe this waiting-period so that their wombs
are also free of this “past” marital relationship. Women cannot go
on and exercise their “power of attraction” before they bear witness
to the fact that their female internal reproductive organ is free of
the husband’s physical and emotional attachment and conse-
quences. once this is thoroughly established throughout three peri-
ods of menstrual blood-flow and both are convinced that they have
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to go their separate ways, then and only then may an ex-wife exer-
cise her feminine splendor and charm, “…for it is not rightful for
them to conceal what Allah may have created in their wombs, if
they have confidence in Allah and the last Day…”

In other words their status has to be disclosed: if they are preg-
nant they should say so and if they are menstruating they should say
so. one expression of trust in Allah (Â) is for a committed Muslim
woman to state her condition in such circumstances because that
in a sense is a barometer of her ømœn in Allah (Â) and the
Concluding Day.

This œya∆ puts government outside of people’s private affairs.
It is not up to an intruding government to establish whether a wife
is pregnant or not. It is up to her God-sensitive conscience to estab-
lish that fact. This is one way of having morality substitute for
legality. No Muslim woman who feels Allah (Â) in her heart
should deny the facts about her pregnancy or nonexistence of ges-
tation during this ‘idda∆.

The flip side to the physical component of this time-period
averaging around 100 days is to test whatever affection there is
between the two. This time period may tap on a powerhouse of
shared feelings and common emotions that may dwarf any darting
moments of sexual distractions, a bothersome mistake, or self-right-
eous self-pride. sometimes feelings of “self-rage” and “bursts of
anger” need a cooling-off period so that those original and unfo-
cused feelings can regroup and interdict the polarization between a
woman’s emotional “superiority” and a man’s “physical” superiority.
once these connected and conjunctive feelings surface — and this
needs some time — then they will eclipse the ego’s spike. In nor-
mal couples, average marriages, and regular relationships there is
always a strong sense of keeping together and binding forever.
Hearts tendered by Allah (Â) and minds focused on Allah (Â)
know that divorce is the least favorable license He has given man.
Divorce is like amputation; it is only done when no other remedy
works. In other areas of this Qur’anic field of knowledge there are
further instructions about the earnest and conscientious activities
that precede divorce. Divorce, if it comes to that, also has to be pro-
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nounced when a wife is free of a gestation period. These “time
breaks” are meant to take the sting out of a husband or a wife’s
sharp “feelings” that if left to the spur of the moment will end in a
termination of marital ties and bonds. A man has to wait for a wife’s
“fertility cycle” to commence the ‘idda∆.

Divorce is not a “one-shot” performance. There are “rounds”
to a divorce. During the first round, of the three menses cycles, the
couple test their innermost feelings about each other. And during
this round, in which they both wrestle with their internal selves
and how they feel toward each other, if they discover they are still
meant for each other, then they have all the encouragement to
return to their glandular and innate feelings, “And during this
period their masculine mates are fully worthy to take them back,
if they desire accommodation [and adjustment].”

“This period” refers to the duration of the ‘idda∆. If the hus-
band comes to realize that he is able to “reintegrate” into a good-
natured and conformable wife without forcing her to compromise
her sense of dignity and personal manner, and without having to
endure a tit-for-tat relationship that is tainted with revenge and
haughtiness, then he should resume marital relations as before.

“But, in accordance with just treatment…” In this case, if
the wife is divorced, she should expect a balance of “rights” and
“duties.” Wives in this condition are counseled to be watchful and
cautious of what Allah (Â) may have “in the act of creation” in
their wombs. The husbands are also counseled to have clean inten-
tions and no bad feelings if and when a resumption of marital rela-
tions is desirable and suitable. A man is counseled to bear the
financial burden of the wife while she is in her ‘idda∆ period.

The rights of the wives [with regard to their husbands]
are equal to the [husband’s] rights with regard to them,
although men have a degree of proportionality over them
[in this respect]. And Allah is Almighty, Wise (2:228).

In the humble opinion of this writer, this proportional degree of
men over women is context specific. In this specific context of a
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divorce procedure the man has a proportional say over a woman inas-
much as he has the right to initiate a marital resumption during the
session of ‘idda∆. In the language of the faqøhs: the husband has the
right of reintegrating her into his ‘ißmat al-nikœ˙ (the bond of mar-
riage or the marital knot). This is so because it is the man who orig-
inates the divorce in its physical dynamics. It is not logical that he
is the one who sets the divorce process into motion and she is the
one who suspends it and brings him into ‘ißmat al-nikœ˙. It is in the
nature of masculine-feminine relations that the man launches the
physical integration (marriage) or disintegration (divorce). for this
“physical” reason a man has a degree of “rank” over his wife. And
this does not mean that man is “superior” to woman, or that females
are “inferior” to males. Many Muslims fall into the absurdity of male
chauvinism when they take Qur’anic meanings out of context.

“And Allah is Almighty, Wise.” This is a kind reminder from
the Creator of both sexes that He is Almighty — a reminder for
men — and He is Wise — a reminder for women.

The next section is about the number of “divorces” or
attempted divorces. It lays down the divorced wife’s right to her
dowry, and the divorcing husband’s inability to reclaim any of this
dowry, with only one exception. The exception is the interlocked
wife, a wife who feels “bolted” by her marriage and fears that her
imprisoning relationship with her husband and the extent to which
she detests it may lead her into temptation with another man. In
this case a wife may “redeem” herself from this type of marriage by
relinquishing all or part of her dowry.

A divorce may be [revoked] twice, upon which the mar-
riage must either be resumed in fairness or dissolved in
a goodly manner. And it is improper for you to take
back anything of what you have ever given to your
wives unless both [mates] have cause to fear that they
may not be able to keep within the limits set by Allah,
there shall be no sin upon either of them for what the
wife may give up [to her husband] in order to alleviate
herself [from the marital relationship]. These are the
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confines set by Allah; do not, then, breach them, for
they who breach the thresholds set by Allah — it is
they, they who do wrong! (2:229).

Marriage and divorce are matters concerning the deepest
human feelings of attachment and detachment to another human.
And because these feelings are so profound, one decision to divorce
may not be sufficient. That is why reconciliation is permissible after
the first decision, and again after the second. But after two periods
of divorce, each consisting of a period in which the spouses sepa-
rately explore their feelings, the third time around is decisive and
conclusive. After the third round of divorce is determined, the hus-
band and wife are legally and practically divorced and may not
marry one another again unless a certain condition is met. This is
stated by the following œya∆,

And if he divorces her [finally], she shall thereafter not
be lawful to him unless she first takes another man for
husband; then, if the latter divorces her, there shall be
no sin upon either of the two if they return to one
another… (2:230).

What is stipulated here is that the wife must first be married to
another husband. If this marriage fails as well, then she and her pre-
vious husband have Allah’s (Â) permission to consider remarriage.
This second marriage must be with the intent and purpose of a nor-
mal marriage, and must be intended to be permanent; only if this
marriage then falters and fails, and itself ends in divorce, may the
wife then reconsider marriage with her first husband, provided she
does this of her own free will.

It is said that the reason for this scriptural instruction was a
common practice of men, who used repeatedly to pronounce a
divorce and then return to normal relations during the period of
‘idda∆. This matter came to a head when a man in Madinah told his
wife that he would never assume marital responsibility for her, nor
would he ever divorce her. she asked how that could be, and was told
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that he would divorce her, then, as her ‘idda∆ draws near, he would
“take her back” as a wife, and then divorce her again, for an indefi-
nite period. The wife brought this issue to the prophet (r), and so the
above œya∆ was revealed, “A divorce may be [reversed] twice...”58

Thenceforth, divorce was no longer an open-ended affair; it
had been defined, confined, and refined. Men could no longer
“abuse the process.” During the first round of divorce the husband is
given the latitude of potentially rescinding his decision and resum-
ing normal marital relations. The same is true for the second round
of attempted divorce; the husband may resume full marital relations
with his wife within the ‘idda∆ period. If things work out and the
couple appear to be happy together, then a divorce has been avert-
ed. But if they once again cannot reconcile and adjust, then a third
decision to divorce is final. If this attempt ends with no reconcilia-
tion during the ‘idda∆ period, the divorce is irrevocable. The wife
must now be married to another man and then divorced from him
before remarriage to her first husband is permissible.

These stages to the formal termination of a marriage are
meant to test the strength of feeling of both spouses, which are not
generally easy to sort out. The untangling of “love” and nuances
needs sincere attempts to ascertain whether the “marriage” can be
reclaimed, or whether “divorce” is really necessary. The first two
rounds can be regarded as experiments to test the feelings and
commitment of the husband and wife. If the matter remains unde-
termined to the point of a third divorce, this is evidence that there
is not enough passion and commitment for them to overcome
their differences.

Whatever the peculiarities of any particular case may be,
divorce is a last resort solution, when everything else has failed.
During the third round each spouse must know that the wife, if she
is to remain a wife, should have a fair and equitable status in the
family if the marriage is to survive, otherwise she should be released
in a noble and honorable manner. After this third round, the wife
is entitled to a new and dignified relationship with another hus-
band of her choice, without any hindrance from her previous hus-
band or his family. 
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A husband may not claim any financial dues from his wife in
the case of a divorce; nor may he withhold the dower he owes her.
A wife, however, may forgo a portion of her dower, or waive it alto-
gether, if she feels that her marriage to her husband is untenable
and intolerable. If she wishes to end her marriage not because of
any failure on her husband’s part, but because she fears that main-
taining it may lead her to the temptation of improper behavior, she
may ransom her way out of it by forfeiting all or part of her dower.
In doing so, she should realize that she is unmaking a family not for
any wrong by the husband, but for reasons of her own emotions and
perceptions. If there were other shared resources during the mar-
riage that the husband provided for his wife, she may also return
those to her husband if that is what it takes to normalize her human
feelings and her relations with him. This is another of the ways that
Allah’s (Â) divine guidance takes account of human realities and
weaknesses. sometimes our emotions are beyond our control. No
wife should be locked into a marital “hell.” And nor should any
husband have to pay for his wife’s freedom if he is not at fault in the
breakup of marital relations. 

The result of these œyœt is to convince the Qur’an-abiding
Muslims that there is no benefit in forcing a wife into a lifetime of
marital torment. There can be no wholesome husband-and-wife
relationship when negative feelings are preponderant between them
in their daily lives. To this end Allah (Â) concludes this important
lesson by saying, “These are the bounds set by Allah; do not, then,
be in violation of of them, for they who violate these demarcations
set by Allah — it is they, they who are abusive!”

But non-scriptural and pseudo-scriptural societies do violate
these limits. Western industrial and money-making societies are
materialistically technical to a fault. But they are as humanistical-
ly and socially as undeveloped as one would expect people to be
when they throw scripture to the winds. for most of the past two
millennia, Western society has had at its core a contract binding
together a man and a woman in matrimony for life. Now this post-
religious, secular contract is falling apart. Men and women still feel
they want to enter it. But, in barely 50 years, cohabitation before
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marriage has become the norm in many Euro-American and Afro-
Asian countries; 40% of American children are born out of wed-
lock, and the assumption that marriage is for life has vanished. 40%
of American first marriages, and an even higher proportion of sec-
ond and subsequent ones, now end in divorce. 

The “Biblical” materialists from their pulpits and podiums do
not care to take a careful self-critical assessment of how and why
marriage, having endured for so long, is now in such a mess. The
old “quid pro quo” version of marriage, in which men supported
their wives financially and women in exchange cared for them and
their children, has broken down. Meanwhile, the new marital
model of equal sharing at home and at work has not yet been real-
ized. Certainly there is a suspiciously close correlation between the
rise in women’s employment and their earning power relative to
that of men on the one hand, and the rise in marital breakdown on
the other. Many women no longer need men to support them and
their children financially; in addition, once out in the workplace,
women whose marriages are not happy may find new and preferable
partners. Going out to work may not increase conjugal unhappi-
ness, but it certainly gives wives an easier way out. “These are the
dividing lines set by Allah; do not, then, trespass…”

As that escape route began to open up in the middle of the
20th century, it seemed to promise release for those wives whose
marriages were torture. secular laws until very recently subjugated
women to their husbands. Not more than 150 years ago the com-
mon understanding was that a husband represents his wife in the
political and civil order. less than a century ago, the supreme
Court could still define a husband’s right to exclusive sexual inter-
course with his wife as “a right of the highest kind, upon which the
whole social order rests.” The exemption from the courts of marital
rape began to disappear only in 1984. 

Even now, many would say, men get a better deal from mar-
riage. on a whole range of measures of mental health — suicide,
depression, nervous breakdowns — single men do worse than mar-
ried men, but single women do better than their married sisters.
Husbands, it is often reported, like being married more than their
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wives do. The burden of combining child care and family obliga-
tions with employment falls mainly on women.

so it may not be surprising that many women, given the
financial and legal freedom to escape from marriage, head for the
divorce courts. But it is still not clear whether divorce really makes
people happier. some recent studies suggest that marriage increas-
es health and happiness for both sexes. some of those gains seem to
come from the sheer economic efficiency of marriage: two people
can save money by living in one household and specializing in, or
even sharing, the work of supporting it. By just getting married a
couple can boost its standard of living by about a third. 

With the increasing divorce rate has come a sobering realiza-
tion: the interests of individual family members may not coincide.
What makes quarreling parents happier, that is, a potential divorce,
may not necessarily make the children happy. A growing body of evi-
dence suggests that children of divorce, compared to those who lose
a parent through death or whose parents’ marriage survives, are more
likely to have problems at school, to drop out of education, and to
have difficult relationships.

If, as seems possible, children are the victims of the “libera-
tion” of women, how should human societies and governments
respond? By returning to the tax regime that favors married cou-
ples? By making divorce harder to obtain? or by turning to God’s
help, God’s teachings, and God’s care? Marriage is not merely a pri-
vate arrangement between two people. It requires public affirma-
tion, and carries distinct public rights and benefits. over the years,
governments drifting away from heavenly values and laws have
whittled away at these special rights and extended them to other
relationships. The failure of marriage caused by secularization and
materialism should be, by now, a wake-up call for all decent and
honorable people. The private advantages that come from a mar-
riage that is rooted in the deepest human emotions, and the blos-
soming of that relationship into affection and love under watchful
and caring divine authority, is the issue of our day. The freedoms
and responsibilities that Allah (Â) has allotted to both sexes have
to be proportional and reciprocal; they have to be sustained and
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nurtured by both sides. And this can be done only if man observes
the “limits” that Allah (Â) has outlined. otherwise, marital life is
one of intrusion and offense. 

And if he divorces her [finally], she shall thereafter not
be lawful to him unless she first takes another man for
husband; then, if the latter divorces her, there shall be
no sin upon either of the two if they return to one
another, provided that both of them think they will be
able to stay within the bounds set by Allah; for these
are the demarcations of Allah which he clarifies to
people who reason (2:230).

The third round of divorce is the cliffhanger. If the couple is unable
to come back together, then they do have a problem. If they sense
that a “chill” has set into their common zest and mutual love and
respect for each other, it is time to call it quits. Each spouse should
now be free to look for a new life-partner. 

When this deep-freeze sets into the couple’s dealings with
each other, both of them have realized they are no longer able to
offer their souls to each other. Marriage is meant to be a form of
‘ibœda∆ or conformity to Allah (Â). But there is no conformity
through psychological, religious, legal, or emotional coercion. This
third effort at divorce places everything in the balance: all the emo-
tional affinities, all the common responsibilities, and all the finan-
cial obligations. And what is required in this affair is practicality as
well as compliance with scripture while remaining true to the sense
of duty and compassionate to the innermost feelings of the mutual-
ly incompatible couple.

If divorce is finalized the wife may go on to seek a more suit-
able mate. If this subsequent marriage is a success, then she has
found her befitting mate. But if this new union also fails, then —
and only then — she may have the sanctioned prerogative of
returning to her first husband, provided they both now feel that
they really were meant for each other. This too is limited by Allah’s
(Â) words, “…provided that both of them reckon they will be
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able to keep within the limits set by Allah which He makes clear
for people who think cogently.”

These œyœt are meant to highlight our ability to think, reason,
and reflect on what Allah (Â) is saying to our minds, hearts, and
souls. Allah (Â) did not leave us as intellectual orphans going
around in social and experimental circles. He is a refuge for those
exposed to potential failures and likely losses. It is our choice: either
we center our lives within the mental capacity to understand what
Allah (Â) is saying, or we decide to “go our own way.” on balance,
the former choice will make life measured and well-fixed, while the
latter will turn our lives into continual problems and difficulties. 

And so, when men divorce women and they are about to reach
the end of their waiting-term, then the men either ought to hold on
to them in a decent manner or let them go in a decent manner. 

But do not hold on to them against their will so as to
cause pain [to them], for he who does so sins indeed
against himself. And do not take [these] œyœt of Allah
in jest; and recall the blessings of Allah to you, and all
the Scripture and the sagacity which He has bestowed
on you from on high to counsel you with; and remain
alert [of Allah], and know that Allah has full knowl-
edge of everything.

And when you divorce women, and they have
reached the end of their waiting-period, prevent them
not from marrying other men if they have agreed with
each other in a sensible manner. This is to exhort
every one of you who is committed to Allah and the
last Day; it is the most lofty [approach] for you, and
the undefiled. And Allah knows, while you do not
know (2:231–232).

life as outlined in this vital Book has to be good-natured, and man
has to act with good intentions; whatever the outcome of a divorce,
relations between spouses should always be characterized with good
behavior and mannerly demeanor. It is out of order to have recrim-
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inations and vindictive feelings as a result of a divorce. If man is
centered in and on the physical grandeurs of worldly life and has no
concern for the Convening Day, then he is apt to fall into the neg-
ative effects and corrosive notions that flow from some divorces.
But if a man is absorbed into Allah’s (Â) reality and has his sights
fixed on the Concluding Day, then normality will be the order of
the day in the aftermath of divorce proceedings. Man can now real-
ly appreciate the soothing effect of his commitment to Allah (Â).
He knows that being vigilantly attentive and mentally responsive
to Allah (Â) is enough to dwarf whatever financial sacrifices were
made in the divorce process and whatever time may have been
“lost” in an unsuccessful marriage. Normal human interaction and
relations, under God, should always be well-meaning and gracious,
even during and after a traumatic divorce.

Human society as it was before the codification and legisla-
tion of Islam, known as jœhiløya∆, treated women harshly and con-
descendingly. As a baby, she would at times be buried alive. she
would grow up in conditions of discrimination, difficulty, and dis-
grace. If she were wed, she was considered a man’s property and
plaything. His horse and camel could have had more value and
meaning to him than his wife! If he divorced her, she would be left
in a state of suspension, unable to marry another man until her pre-
vious one granted her permission to do so. At times, if she wanted
to rekindle her marriage with her previous husband, she would be
pressured not to do so by her own family. Generally speaking,
women were considered by scripture-deniers to be a sub-species, a
lower class. This seems to be the case anywhere and anytime on
earth where God’s words are forgotten or disregarded.

some materialists and secularists claim that women in the
modern West have achieved unprecedented honor and status. The
reality is very different. To take one example, the NATo (North
Atlantic Treaty organization) staff Bulletin reported late in 2000, 

NATo was jolted this week by an internal article alleg-
ing that alliance headquarters is a sexist jungle stalked
by middle-aged men who leer at female staff members
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and pester them with suggestive remarks. They “home
in like heat seeking missiles on attractive younger
women,” make comments about sexy underwear and
swimsuits and stand too close at “boozy receptions,”
according to a female staffer at the alliance who with-
held her name. The organization should shake itself out
of 50 years of complacency and wake up to the second
class treatment and sexual harassment its female staff
are subjected to, the anonymous writer demanded in
NATo’s latest staff bulletin.59

Compare this “civilized behavior, representative of the “officers and
gentlemen” at the highest levels of the Western military establish-
ment, with the words of Allah (Â) that go into the depths of
women’s feelings and mold practical behavior that make marital
relations and family life a haven of honesty, respect, and under-
standing. The above œyœt make it clear that man and woman were
created from the same source and share the same nature. They ele-
vate male-female relations in the family nest to the level of wor-
ship, reverence and love. All of this comes from the fact that Allah
(Â) has honored and dignified the descendants of Adam and Eve
(Ç): male and female, black and white, rich and poor. 

And so, when you divorce women and they are about
to reach the end of their waiting-term, then either
retain them in a fair manner or let them go in a fair
manner. But do not retain them against their will in
order to torment [them]… (2:231).

This œya∆ orders that before the divorcee’s waiting-period ends, a
man must decide whether he wishes, with the best of intentions, to
return to his wife and resume a normal and equitable marital life;
or he accepts the end of the marriage, thereby releasing the wife
from the marital relationship, and allowing her to go her own way
in life. In the latter case, her former husband can no longer place
any limits on her future choices and decisions. 
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This is a corrective measure to a culture in which men routine-
ly oppressed women. one method of this was that men could indef-
initely suspend their marriages without completing the divorce
process, thus leaving the unfortunate women in a permanent state
of suspension, being neither married nor free from marital ties. But
this particular type of male behavior, in the specific circumstances
to a historical Arabian peninsula society at that time, is not the only
target of this œya∆. It also outlaws any similar and comparable forms
of male chauvinism, abuses of power, vindictiveness, cruelty, and
malice wherever and whenever they may exist.

At this point the œyœt of Allah (Â) begin to tap on the
“internal government” inside every human being, that is, the con-
science. Allah (Â) draws on the element of moral sensitivity and
the way human nature is created to observe a living God in its pub-
lic and private matters. Cultural and traditional contaminations
have to go; the conscience has to emerge unbowed and winning,

But do not take them back to harass them, for he who
does so mistreats himself. And do not take [these] œyœt
of Allah in a frivolous way; and recall the blessings
with which Allah has graced you, and all the disclo-
sures of Scripture and the wisdom conferred on you
from on high to become your word of guidance. And
remain vigilant of Allah’s [power presence], and be
wise to know that Allah has full knowledge of every-
thing (2:231).

The holy scripture is emphatically declaring that whoever
obstructs or bothers his ex-wife is mistreating and abusing himself.
After all she is his counterpart, and also his “sister” in Islam. He
and she come from the same origin. so if he badgers or annoys her
he is doing it to himself. He may also bear the burden of placing her
in a “reactive” or “irrational” frame of mind. 

These holy words are meant to diffuse the complications that
come in husband-and-wife relations, particularly when the mar-
riage breaks down. A marriage should be shaped and framed by
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honest feelings and serious relations. No man in his right mind and
fervent heart should abuse this process. If Allah (Â) seeks to help
the husband determine whether his relationship with his wife is
sustainable or not, then no man should ever countenance the
notion of inflicting any harm, emotional or physical, upon his wife.
And if that type of man does that sort of thing, then he is taking
Allah’s (Â) instructions lightly or even superficially. And yes,
there are these types of husbands with Muslim-sounding names and
Muslim-looking features. Among the travesties that are presented
as Islamic practice is that of cutting short the three stages of
divorce, which together would take close to a year, by allowing the
husband to effect a total and final divorce simply by saying the
word †allaqtuki (I divorce you) three times on a single occasion,
which can be done in less than three seconds. This a ploy to “rush
to divorce” as if it is the only choice, without any attempt at a
process to see whether troubled marital relations can be repaired.
such a license totally by-passes all the rights and responsibilities
that Islam places on both parties of a marriage, and makes a mock-
ery of these œyœt and Islamic procedures directed at maintaining
social justice and ensuring civil rights. 

When Allah (Â) entreats human beings to recall His grace
and privileges upon them, He wants them to consider the qualita-
tive change in their lives when their abiding commitment to Him
turned them away from being creatures of their lusts and ignorance.
Across America, it is easy to find politicians and civic leaders
decrying the prevalence and social cost of divorce. It is far harder
to find a consensus about what, if anything, policymakers should do
in response. An array of proposals has reached legislative hearing
rooms; few of substance have been enacted. No state has followed
florida’s example in requiring a marriage-education curriculum for
students in public high schools. only one state, Arizona, has joined
pioneering louisiana in approving covenant marriages, in which
couples voluntarily impose limits on their ability to divorce.
Despite the setbacks, including rebuffs of covenant-marriage bills
in more than 20 legislatures, supporters of the so-called “Marriage
Movement” are encouraged. one says, “At least marriage is back on
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the Agenda… and I find that amazing.” 60 Another supports
covenant marriage and several other proposals created to discour-
age divorce, but is not surprised at the wary reaction of many legis-
lators. He says,

We are treading on very sensitive ground. We’re just sur-
facing from a generation of living in a culture of divorce,
and questioning whether it was everything we hoped it
to be. It’s a bigger step from questioning, and realizing
there are real problems, to saying we ought to do some-
thing about the problems.61

Different tactics have been tried in other states to curb
divorce. In Minnesota, one of the most liberal voting states in the
union, the governor vetoed a bill in March 2001 that would have
lowered marriage-license fees for couples who seek counseling
before tying the knot. The governor said, “I do not believe that
government has a role in marriage counseling.”62 In Wisconsin the
same year, a federal judge struck down a new state law that ear-
marked $210,000 in welfare money to help members of the clergy
to encourage mentoring of younger couples by long-married cou-
ples. The judge said that the law unconstitutionally favored minis-
ters over lay people such as judges or justices of the peace.63

These debates in modern America echo many of the issues
and problems of the jœhiløya∆ 1,500 years ago. Indeed, all non-
Islamic societies can be said to have problems when it comes to
human principles, individual values, and moral standards because
they are based on the denial of God’s authoritative divinity and the
value of the guidance He has provided. such systems, whose defin-
ing feature is ignorance, can be characterized as ignocracies. All cap-
italist, socialist, nationalist, and non-scripture based ideologies and
political philosophies are ignocracies, even if they sugar-coat their
reality with science, technology, and “modernity.”

for most peoples under the spell of American and European
fetishes and obsessions, morals are merely to be honored as a matter
of individual choice; they have no influence on the rights and
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wrongs of pluralism and its associated behaviors, policies, and com-
munal activities. Euro-American culture could never project a confi-
dent and cogent relationship with God. so, God in their public
behavior and even in their private lives is not the reference of obe-
dience. Western moral philosophers want to discover how these rules
are justified, and the logical consequences of moral or ethical beliefs.

Two significant ethical systems emerged in the wake of the
18th-century “enlightenment.” The first, that of the German
philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724–1804), was based on “rationality”
and attempted to show how any rational being would agree to uni-
versal moral laws. Its influence has been immense, and modern
philosophers still use Kant’s ideas as a starting point for discussions on
morality. The other was utilitarianism, proposed by British philoso-
pher Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832).64 Bentham believed that he had
found a scientific approach to morality based on happiness.

Critical philosophers of the 19th century were less certain
that universal moral values could be upheld. for the German Karl
Marx (1818–1883), morality and ethics were part of bourgeois ide-
ology: sets of ideas that ignored the exploitative economic arrange-
ments of society and contributed to “false consciousness.” friedrich
Nietzsche (1844–1900) looked at the origins of morality and, like
Marx, saw moral systems as arising from the interests of social
groups. for Nietzsche, individuals had to go beyond accepted
morality to create a new morality for themselves.

In the 20th century, there was growing pessimism about the
possibility of a universal moral system. The french philosopher Jean-
paul sartre (1905–1980) emphasized the subjective judgments that
an individual must make in order to create his or her own moral
code.65 Anglo-American philosophers have wondered whether phi-
losophy can say anything meaningful at all about what is right or
good! for these analytic philosophers, the role of philosophy is to
analyze how people “use” moral concepts, rather than to say what
morality ought to be. Writers like A.J. Ayer (1910–1989), an English
professor, suggested that moral statements simply express the moral
sentiments or attitudes of the individual, and that philosophy has no
way of evaluating which set of moral statements is best.66
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All of this amounts to a state of uncertainty that comes from
man’s inability to state with confidence the truth about human
relations, from husband-and-wife relations to nation-state rela-
tions. A devout Muslim is awestruck when he recalls the words of
the Qur’an as it builds a confidence-centered family and the confi-
dential contours of human psychology, knowing that this is the cer-
tain and absolute truth of the matter. The contrast with the
meandering uncertainty that is expressed and implied by the “tow-
ering” philosophers of what they call the age of enlightenment and
what we call jœhiløya∆ (ignocracy) is massive. In today’s ignocracy,
marriage is a matter of lust or interests, if indeed there is a marriage.
There have been many trends to avoid marriage. And when a mar-
riage runs into difficulties there are no means to turn to salvage the
marriage. It seems like modern materialistic societies have chased
peace out of their homes, setting up their family structures for a ran-
corous collapse. 

reading these œyœt, the impression is obvious that Allah (Â)
wants man to have a government on earth. And that government
has different levels. The first level, though is not local government;
it is the government of the conscience — a government that is con-
structed inside a person’s sense of right and wrong, his moral sense.
There are many commands in the Qur’an that are, in essence,
building blocks for this “unseen” government. At this level, with
Allah’s (Â) supervision and care, man begins to construct his
earthly government in the image of his God-given conscience and
his God-imparted confidence. so that later on, when the govern-
ment of the courthouse comes into being, it is an extension of the
conscience that has been raised by the Justice-Giver and explained
by His words of equality and fairness. This is an often overlooked
aspect of tawhød. If Allah (Â) is one, it follows that His moral
authority and His legal authority are also one: they do no conflict,
they do not diverge, and they do not lend themselves to other rival
or competing “authorities.” 

This transformation that devout Muslims experience is by its
nature an issue to ponder. Before gaining this moral and social high
ground, these individuals and communities were at the end of their
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line. They were trapped in the materialistic and corporeal world
around them. Their physical existence was defined by their sensu-
al needs and wants, and their sensual arousals were body-specific
and body-centered. But after discovering a relationship with Allah
(Â), they began to realign their selves and their priorities with this
“new” force in their highly principled selves. Before, the outhouse
was the limit; now, the limit would be outer space. 

one cannot get a feel for the transformation that occurs when
people bind to God unless they visualize where people are when
they break from God. This tafsør is being written in an American
and Western society that is characterized by its alienation from
God. for the average man in the street, God may or may not exist.
for those in authority in this land, God is irrelevant. one cannot
speak about moral policies or moral administrations without being
dismissed as a crack or a moron. fervent people of scripture look
around and ask, “Why do liberals think of God in such a human
way and of humanity in such a godlike way?” They say God is
“learning” from the human experience, and is therefore a work in
“progress” and “development” and that He has feelings and needs.
And some conservative Evangelicals and Bible-toters even want
people to think that God has a human body that humans can dom-
inate or crucify. And they also say that we humans should “realize
our own inner divinity.” Why do they resent the relationship of
dependence between man and God? Why do they damn the dis-
tinction and trash the transcendence? The immediate answer is a
fairly obvious and traditional one: ever since Ibløs broke from Allah
(Â) by disobeying Him, these humans in his image resent being
number two, and hate what they see as the authoritarianism of
Number one. 

What bothers the liberal conservative and the conservative
liberal? Almost every major issue that Allah (Â) has elucidated
about self, spouse, and family has become a matter of dispute and
even hostility in the West. sexual relations, in their world, have to
be earthly and carnal. They wield their police, security, and even
military forces to take issue with any systemic and scriptural guid-
ance pertaining to abortion, contraception, homosexuality, divorce,
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feminism, “inclusive language,” and priestesses. The secular liberals
and conservatives want to undo all ties between people and their
Maker and Creator.

Albert Camus said that future historians will summarize mod-
ern man in two statements, “He fornicated and read newspapers.”
similarly, the collision of civilizations can be summarized by com-
paring two opposite societies: one society’s families are falling apart
and the other has very strong family relations.

Given the high divorce rate, today’s young women who have
come under the spell of Western civilization cannot rely on mar-
riage for any sort of security. Neither men nor women have the time
or a pressing desire for marriage, especially when they can get some
marriage-like benefits without it. so they put it off and enter into
“relationships” that offer some combination of sex, companionship,
convenience, and economies of scale.

Men may be able to pursue their careers singlemindedly in
these societies during their 20s and postpone marriage until their
30s without compromising their fertility or opportunities to find a
suitable mate, but women cannot. Just at the moment when they
are ready to settle down and share the pleasures of life with similar-
ly successful mates, they look around and find that many of the
most desirable men are already taken. What is left is an odd assort-
ment: married men who want a girlfriend on the side; divorced men
with serious financial, child-custody, or ex-wife problems; and sin-
gle men who invite suspicion simply because they are still single.
These mating patterns lead to a common complaint among upscale
single women in their 30s: there are no good men left.

seeking the affections of a woman for the purpose of marrying
her is out. Marriage is in decline; a new mating system is emerging,
with its own complications and confusions, including the conflict
that faces “high-status women.”

But when did all these problems begin? They began when
humans, male and female, decided to throw God out of their lives.
Before that they had to run Him out of their conscience. They
attempted these two acts by psychobabble and political propagan-
da. But in this process they were deceiving themselves, because
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God is so entrenched in human lives and in human existence that
no attempt can ever be wholly successful in expelling God out of
self and society. It is this well-grounded relationship with Allah
(Â) that comes from understanding the distance between an
ignocracy (a social unit that ignores and snubs its God) and an
Islamic social reality that acknowledges and accepts Allah’s (Â)
advice when He says, “And recall the blessings with which Allah
has graced you… And remain on guard [when it comes to Allah],
and know that Allah has full knowledge of all” (2:231).

This is an implicit reminder of the consequences of abandon-
ing Allah’s (Â) guidance. In other words, these curative œyœt will
bring us benefits if we honestly adhere to their meanings. But then
if we choose to disregard these meanings, we will set ourselves up
for the consequences, which may be traumatic and painful.
families will come apart, children will suffer, and societies will col-
lapse. Juvenile delinquency, spousal abuse, and social vice are the
consequences of the absence of taqwå.

It was reported that a man during the time of the prophet (r)
had given his sister in marriage to another man. But the marriage
failed, and a divorce followed. After the divorce, the spouses found
it within themselves to resume a close and friendly marital relation-
ship. But at this point the wife’s brother took offense and told his
brother-in-law that he would have no more of this. It would seem
that the brother had his sister’s interests at heart. But his sister’s
heart now was bound to her previous husband. And when these
two competing forces emerged Allah (Â) stepped in with His
much needed guidance and said, 

And when you divorce women, and they have come to
the end of their waiting-stretch, bar them not from
marrying spouses if they have agreed with each other
amicably. This is an admonition to every one of you
who is committed to Allah and the Concluding Day; it
is the most virtuous [way] for you, and the cleanest.
And Allah knows, while you do not know (2:232).
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In this meticulous manner husbands and wives, divorcees and
widows, mothers and fathers, keep a healthy relationship with each
other and with Allah (Â). These words will do nothing for those
who prefer to look the other way and go on groping in the dark.
The physical attachment of husband and wife is the culmination of
a process of love, winning the heart of a woman for the purpose of
a lasting relationship, and the common appeal that resonates
between the two. And this process takes time… and this time cli-
maxes with a wedding. Also, the physical detachment of husband
and wife is the culmination of a process of losing love, failing to
maintain and keep the heart of a wife, and the undoing of the
mutual respect that resonates between the two. And this process
takes time… and this time in some instances ends with a divorce. 

Being in the fast lane of a commercial life or in the lust lane
of a carnal life is one way of dismissing or destroying these vital and
time-sensitive feelings between husband and wife. It takes a heart
and a soul that use their connection to Allah (Â) to traverse these
layers of the “false good-life.” And it is to this end that these words
from the source of moral excellence and chastity would have their
effect on humans who heed their substance and significance.

The Value of Nursing Infants for Two Years
The Qur'anic œyœt now move on to discuss the care of infants in the
case of divorce, 

And the [divorced] mothers may nurse their children
for two whole years, if they wish to complete the peri-
od of nursing; and it is incumbent upon him who has
begotten the child to provide in a fair manner for their
sustenance and clothing. No human being shall be bur-
dened with more than he is well able to bear; neither
shall a mother be made to suffer because of her child,
nor, because of his child, he who has begotten it. And
the same duty rests upon the [father’s] heir. And if
both [parents] decide, by mutual consent and counsel,
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upon separation [of mother and child], they will incur
no sin [thereby]; and if you decide to entrust your chil-
dren to foster-mothers, you will incur no sin provided
you ensure, in a fair manner, the safety of the child
you are handing over. But remain conscious of Allah,
and know that Allah sees all that you do (2:233).

This is a clear expression of Allah’s (Â) care and concern for the
irreconcilable parties because He knows that the recuperating hus-
band and wife, in the aftermath of divorce, are not capable of fair
treatment to their children without extra help. If marital life is no
longer possible between husband and wife, what then happens to
the suckling babes who are equally attached and equally bound up
with both mother and father? someone has to ensure their rights.
And who is more capable of doing so than the Merciful Creator?
you may say that this œya∆ speaks for babies’ rights. Babies do not
have a lobby. They do not need one when all affairs of dispute are
referred to the Initiator of life and the Authority on Justice: Allah
(Â). This œya∆ assigns the domain of responsibilities that belong
to divorced wives and husbands.

A mother who has just been divorced has a responsibility
toward her lactating infant. This responsibility is marked by Allah
(Â); it is not left up to a mother’s inclinations or emotions, which
at times may be adversely affected by her divorce. The baby is inno-
cent, and should not suffer because of its parents’ divorce. Allah
(Â) steps in on behalf of the baby and states its rights, particular-
ly the immediate attention of its mother. Here is yet another
instance in which we realize that Allah (Â) cares for us more than
we care for ourselves. He shows more mercy than we care to show
to ourselves. so He guides the mother to breast-feed her child for
two full years, “…if she wishes to fulfill the nursing period.” He
knows that it takes two years of breast-feeding for the infant to gain
the physical and psychological health that will properly equip it for
the next stage of its life.  

Allah (Â) advises that it takes two years of breast-feeding
from the time of birth to get all the psychological and physical ben-
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efits out of this mother-baby relationship; this bit of truth has been
around for over 14 centuries. But what does some of the informa-
tion circulating in the medical community say?

In general, health experts recommend breast-feeding for four
to six months after an infant’s birth, during which period the moth-
er’s milk can supply all the baby’s requirements. The American
Academy of pediatrics recommends breast-feeding at least during
the first one to two weeks after birth because the milk that is pro-
duced during this time, called colostrum, contains antibodies
which protect the baby while its immune system develops, as well
as a unique blend of proteins, fat and carbohydrates which meet
particular needs of the newborn infant.67 Breast-fed babies thus
have a lower rate of diarrhea and respiratory infections.
furthermore, initial breast-feeding may help the mother’s physiol-
ogy return to its non-pregnant state. Breast-feeding offers many
advantages. Bonding between mother and child is enhanced by
nursing, and studies indicate that this promotes the child’s healthy
development. Breast-feeding can help the infant’s digestive system
to mature faster and to take up nutrients more efficiently. Breast
milk helps to line the infant’s digestive tract with friendly bacteria
that minimize intestinal infections. Breast-feeding and the post-
ponement of the introduction of solid foods may decrease the risk
of food allergies.

Breast-feeding affords advantages beyond infancy, including a
decreased risk of childhood cancer, Crohn’s disease, ear infections
and respiratory infections. At the same time, certain cautions need
to be heeded. Alcohol, nicotine, caffeine, marijuana, and certain
medications pass into breast milk and may affect a baby’s develop-
ment. Medications not approved by a physician should be avoided
if possible. Drinking more than a quart of cow’s milk a day can
introduce cow protein into the mother’s own milk, causing aller-
gies. some babies suffer colic because of cow’s milk proteins that
have passed into the mother’s milk.

for the mother, milk production is a major metabolic burden.
The nursing mother, compared to non-lactating women, needs con-
siderably more calories and nutrition to produce milk composed of
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energy-rich nutrients, protein, fat, and carbohydrates. Together
these nutrients represent an energy content of about 670–770 calo-
ries per liter of human milk. Assuming a maternal efficiency conver-
sion factor of 80% and a daily milk production of 750ml, the
lactating mother would require approximately 600 extra calories per
day. The mother’s physiology changes during breast-feeding so she
can use her fat stores gained during pregnancy to help provide the
extra calories needed for lactation. Consequently an average of 500
calories per day is recommended during lactation for women whose
gestational weight gain was normal. This metabolic shift may
explain the typical problem of weight gain after pregnancy.

Certain nutrient needs increase from their pregnancy levels.
The nursing mother needs more protein, 65 vs. 60mg daily; more
vitamin A, 1,300 vs. 800mcg; more vitamin E, 12mg vs. 10mg; more
vitamin C, 95 vs. 70mg; and other vitamins and minerals. from the
B-complex vitamins, the nursing mother needs thiamin, 1.6mg;
riboflavin, 0.8mg; niacin, 20mg; vitamin B6, 21mg; folacin, 280mg;
and vitamin B12, 2.6mcg. Also needed are the minerals calcium,
1,200mg; phosphorous, 1,200mg; magnesium, 355mg; zinc, 19mg;
iodine, 200mcg; and selenium, 75mcg; and vitamin D, 10mcg; and
vitamin K, 65mg. The diet should include meat, fish, and poultry,
dried beans, and peas for protein, fat and minerals; fruits and vegeta-
bles for fiber; complex carbohydrates like pasta, brown rice, and
whole wheat bread for energy and trace minerals. requirements for
calcium may be too great to be met without supplements.

In spite of the clear-cut benefits of breast-feeding and the rec-
ommendations of health experts, breast-feeding declined in the
1980s in the united states. Among African American women the
rate fell from 33% to 23%. public health officials suggest a number
of reasons: hospitals do not provide enough support for breast-feed-
ing, and free formula milk is provided to low-income mothers under
the Women, Infants, and Children program (WIC).68 The choice
to breast-feed involves different behavior and possibly changes in
attitudes that can simplify the process. Many healthcare profession-
als do not know the basics of breast-feeding management. limited
evidence seems to indicate that breast-feeding is declining in low-
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income countries worldwide. for example, weaning now seems to
occur earlier in latin America. In some countries, Jordan and
Kenya among them, the levels of breast-feeding may be low enough
to affect child health and mortality levels.

regarding introduction of cow’s milk, experts, who have no
access to these Qur’anic œyœt, recommend that infants receive either
breast milk or infant formula for the first 12 months. only after a
baby is a year old should cow’s milk be introduced, although cow’s
milk should preferably be withheld until the infant is two years old.
The high casein content of cow’s milk can increase gastrointestinal
bleeding and lead to anemia if introduced too soon.69

At this juncture, the question must again be asked: where are
the Muslim physicians, health professionals, biologists, physiolo-
gists, and psychologists who can shed more light on this subject in
a well-researched and systematic way? The unfortunate answer is
that these Muslim professionals — and there are plenty of them —
are too busy in their own practices. They are busy seeing 60–70
patients a day, enabling them to make just enough money to con-
tribute to political campaigns so that the objects of their largess can
pass laws to further eliminate God from their lives. In other words,
they are absorbed into the professional routines of establishments
and administrations that do not recognize the validity of what
Allah (Â) has to say. This applies equally to Muslim doctors and
scientists in non-Muslim countries as well as Muslim ones. The
common fact is that in both domains, the agenda is set by admin-
istrators who are non-Muslim, and possibly even anti-Islamic. The
integration of the wisdom and guidance of the Qur’an into public
administration and policies in these areas is yet another task that
can only be achieved by an Islamic government. 

up to this point there is consensus among almost everyone
that breast milk is necessary for an infant’s best possible physical
and psychological development; the question is, for how long? Is it
two years, as Allah (Â) says, or is it a week? a month? a year?

Breast milk is optimally balanced to nurture the infant during
the first months, provided that the mother is reasonably nourished.
It is rich in lactose (milk sugar) and substantial fat (3.8%) for effi-
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cient energy production. Human milk contains both essential fatty
acids (linoleic and linolenic), easily digested protein, a high level of
free amino acids, and other non-protein nitrogen (25% of the total
nitrogen an infant needs). special products such as carnitine and
taurine, believed to be important in infant metabolism, are pres-
ent.70 The cholesterol content is relatively high, reflecting its
importance in early development. Breast milk is relatively low in
sodium and minerals, in accord with the limited capacity of an
infant’s immature kidneys to handle dissolved substances. The iron
content, though low, is highly absorbable. Zinc, too, is better
absorbed from breast milk. The calcium-to-phosphorus ratio is ideal
for calcium absorption. The vitamin content, including vitamin C,
to support infant growth is ample. Vitamin D content is relatively
low, but adequate for a normal-term infant.

The importance of omega-3 fatty acids in infant nutrition is
suggested by the high level of polyunsaturated fatty acid, docosa-
hexaenoic acid (DHA), required in brain growth and development
of the retina. DHA cannot be formed by preterm infants because
their livers are not mature enough to synthesize it from essential
fatty acids. Breast milk contains a complex mixture of hormones
and growth factors, whose role in infant development is at present
poorly understood. Thus breast milk contains unusually high levels
of gonadotrophin-releasing hormone, which could affect develop-
ment of the baby’s sex organs. It also contains the hormone mela-
tonin, possibly to regulate the infant’s internal clock; oxytocin,
which is thought to promote bonding between infant and mother; and
thyroid hormones, which may stimulate the infant’s immune sys-
tem. Breast milk also provides endorphins, which act as painkillers
and growth factors — nerve growth factor, epidermal growth factor
and insulin-like growth factor — that regulate development of the
brain and digestive organs.

Breast milk often contains traces of environmental pollutants,
including pesticides and herbicides, industrial chemicals such as
halogenated hydrocarbons (pBBs, pCBs, dioxins, and cleaning sol-
vents) and toxic heavy metals (cadmium, lead, and mercury).
These pollutants are insidious: they are odorless and colorless, they
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are not biodegradable, and they accumulate in the bodies of ani-
mals and fish and those that consume them. Many pollutants slow-
ly leave the body when there is no further exposure, but without
the help of other binding and elimination techniques, the body
may accumulate halogenated hydrocarbons and toxic heavy metals
throughout life.

The fetus and infant are very sensitive to halogenated hydro-
carbons and heavy metals. significant exposure to these industrial
chemicals increases the risk of cancers, abnormalities, autism, and
learning disabilities. The effects of chronic exposure to trace levels
of these chemicals, and whether there are any effects due to expo-
sure to mixtures of pollutants, are not known. The uN’s World
Health organization (WHo), the Environmental protection
Agency (EpA), and others argue that the advantages of breast-feeding
outweigh any potential disadvantages. Concerned mothers in some
places may have their milk tested at their local health department.
And where did all this interference with Allah’s (Â) creation come
from? Why are there halogenated hydrocarbons and toxic heavy
metals making their way into the baby’s milk coming from its moth-
er? Do not the meanings of this œya∆, explained with the available
information, force concerned human beings to reconsider what gov-
ernments, industries, and commercialism are doing to their lives,
beginning with what is supposed to be pure mother’s milk? 

The sources of these disturbing developments — commercial
and corporate interests along with the governments they lobby —
are often hidden behind a smoke screen of “advertising” and part-
nerships with government agencies that ostensibly monitor public
health. These governments, either through deregulation or because
they did not have enough foresight to contain the greed of their
capitalist partners, enabled various multinational corporations to
do deleterious and often irreversible damage to the environment
and universal ecosystem that all life depends on. Instead of con-
straining these companies to clean up their mess, the governments
often knuckle under to “reelection” and false scientific pressure
from the same corporations. If powerful corporate interests notice a
vociferous, elected, public advocate against their polluting policies,
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they will readily finance the campaign of his opponent, not to men-
tion placing negative publicity about the advocate’s voting record
and personal life in willing media outlets, often media that is part-
ly owned by the same corporations. 

In order to justify past behavior and rationalize future pro-
grams, corporations who have the wherewithal through their
endowments at universities and other private research outfits,
finance “studies” done by “experts” suggesting that clean-up in the
short-term would be too expensive and that concerns about public
health are overblown. A small number of these experts, after work-
ing for many years in the private sector, make their way into policy-
making positions with the government, putting themselves in the
precarious conflict-of-interest position of regulating the very indus-
try they had previously worked for. The government rationalizes its
choice of experts for recommending policy by suggesting that these
are the people who know the ins-and-outs of the industry, its habits,
its workflows, and where potential improvements can be made. 

In practice, many of these experts working for the government
end up being agents or salespeople for their industry — in effect
lobbyists who are paid for a short time by the government itself. In
writing or approving policy, because they are beholden to a “special
interest,” they more often-than-not represent the industry and not
the public; and even those who may be fair-minded may have been
socialized to believe that what is good for the industry is good for
the people. After an expert finishes his stint with the government,
he goes back into the corporate world as either a CEo or a board
member of a large corporation, having acquired all the contacts he
would need in order to influence legislation favorable to the strate-
gic forecasts of his corporation, and also having understood the
process of driving public monies in the form of government con-
tracts to said corporation. recruitment of such an individual for a
top executive or board position is considered to be a profitable
choice in the ideology of free markets and democracy. 

This is how the existence of lobbies within the corporate dem-
ocratic setup of Western governments is justified. They say that
were it not for competing lobbies, advocating different positions, a
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vigorous debate in congress or parliament, ostensibly for the bene-
fit of the public, would never take place. Everything must be pre-
sented as having an overall value for the public and this is why
advertising firms on Madison Avenue along with public relations
firms on K street are hired.71 And why not? All of these people are
considered to be “experts.” In fact, what really happens is that the
government, which should be representing the interests of the peo-
ple, ends up satisfying this lobby or the other, with the result that
the entire Western world in particular, and the rest of the world in
general, is having to weather simultaneous crises in the environ-
ment, in the distribution of energy, and in the availability of capi-
tal. It seems that democracy, corporate lobbies, public-benefit
symbolism, and the institutionalization of self-interest go together.

And so what is the end result? Those who demonstrate against
and decry these policies are routinely denounced as anarchic anti-
establishment voices on the fringe, and the government, which is
supposed to advocate for public security and happiness, ends up
curtailing a little bit more of the public’s freedom by issuing health
advisories and recommendations or other “lifestyle adjustments.”
Hence, in this instance, pregnant and nursing women are advised
to minimize their exposure to toxic pollutants by avoiding certain
marine fish (shark, ocean perch, halibut, striped bass, bluefish and
swordfish) that are most likely to be contaminated. Among fresh-
water fish, catfish, brook and lake trout, freshwater perch and bass,
walleye pike and whitefish caught in polluted waters are likely to be
contaminated. Washing vegetables thoroughly and consuming
homegrown produce or certified organic produces is also said to
reduce exposure to pesticides.

Just as chemical and hormonal pollution of meat has to be
taken into consideration when discussing dhabø˙a∆ meat, then pes-
ticides, herbicides, industrial chemicals, and heavy metals should
be accounted for when the subject of breast milk comes up. yet still
there are Muslims who are myopic enough to say that discussion of
what governmental establishments and the industrial complexes
are doing in this and similar areas represents an unacceptable
politicization of Islam.
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Not many mufassirs speak about infant formula in the context
of these œyœt, understandably perhaps, because there was no infant
formula around when most of the tafsørs were written. But now
infant formula is around and therefore, it becomes a responsibility
for those who understand these œyœt to evaluate its efficacy, espe-
cially since it is promoted as a “healthy” replacement for breast
milk. Infant formula is a manufactured food that is supposed to nur-
ture the infant during the first year of life, until weaning.
Commercial infant formulas are based on either nonfat cow’s milk
or soybean. Common formulas are available in powdered form, as
concentrates, or as ready-to-feed liquid preparations. No formula
exactly reproduces human milk; on the other hand, formulas are said
to provide “adequate nutrition for babies.”

In the late 1970s production of chloride-deficient formulas
caused delayed speech, slowed growth and poor muscle control in
babies who had consumed the products. partly in response to this
disaster, the us Congress passed the Infant formula Act of 1980,
which mandates the us fDA to see that this synthetic food meets
nutrient standards based upon the American Academy of pediatrics’
recommendations to assure infant growth and development.72 In
1982 the us fDA adapted quality-control procedures to monitor
the production of artificial baby milk. As a result, we are told, infant
formulas are “nutritionally similar,” though not identical, to breast
milk in total protein, total fat, calcium to phosphorus ratio, energy
content (calories/100ml), content of the essential fatty acid linoleic
acid, and electrolytes (sodium, potassium, and chloride).

The advantages to infant formula are commercial: there is no
limit to the supply, and a mother has more time to do other things
or to return to work. other family members can participate in feed-
ing sessions, thus diluting the time the infant gets with its mother.
The mother of a formula-fed infant can pretend to offer the same
closeness and stimulation as the breast-feeding mother, yet really
not do so.

The number of nursing mothers in the united states has been
declining since 1982; so it is to be expected that in other “copycat”
societies, mothers will follow the us. In 1992 an estimated 53% of
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women in the united states breast-fed their infants one week after
leaving the hospital.73 In 2005, after a vigorous campaign to increase
the number of breast-feeding mothers, this figure jumped up to
74.2%. However, in the Center for Disease Control and prevention
(CDC) report Card, there are major causes for alarm. The CDC
report card shows that us national averages for the percentage of
breast-feeding mothers at six months goes down to 43.1%, and at 12
months, the figure drops to just 21.4%. further, the percentage of
mothers exclusively breast-feeding their infants at three months was
only 31.5%, and at six months, an even lower 11.9%. A breakdown
accounting for ethnodemograpic considerations reveals the follow-
ing: rates of exclusive breast-feeding for infants of ages up to three
months were lowest among African American mothers, 19.8%;
young mothers, 16.8%; mothers with a high school education or less,
23.4%; unmarried mothers, 18.8%; mothers residing in rural areas,
23.9%; and poor mothers, also 23.9%.74 The common assumption is
that several weeks of breast-feeding assures that the mother’s anti-
bodies will be present in the infant.

Cow’s milk formula resembles its source in terms of type of milk
protein, total fat, and calcium to phosphorus ratio. It has been adjust-
ed so that the total protein content, carbohydrate, fat, major miner-
als, linoleic acid, and vitamins are similar to human breast milk.
some health professionals do not recommend replacing formula or
breast milk with cow’s milk until the baby is a year old or more, eat-
ing the equivalent of three baby-food jars of solid food per day. 

unprocessed cow’s milk is not a suitable infant food for a
number of reasons. Cow’s milk contains three times as much pro-
tein as human milk, and this protein is more difficult for babies to
digest. Manufacturers either pre-soften or pre-digest this protein, or
they add whey to adjust the protein ratio. Butterfat is also poorly
digested by infants, so it is replaced by vegetable oils. Because the
higher concentration of phosphate and other dissolved minerals in
cow’s milk increases the burden on immature kidneys, minerals are
adjusted to resemble breast milk. lactose or corn-syrup solids are
used to adjust the carbohydrate content. Bovine milk protein con-
tains much more of the essential amino acid phenylalanine than
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human milk protein. This could affect infants who cannot tolerate
high levels of phenylalanine for genetic reasons. Cow’s milk in
infant formulas sometimes triggers an allergy, especially if there is a
family history of allergies. It seems that cow’s milk-based formula as
a supplement to breast-feeding is less of a problem when the baby
is six months or older.

for infants who are sensitive to cow’s milk, liquid formulas
containing soy protein fortified with the essential amino acid
methionine and with soybean oil are available. A variety of formu-
las are prepared from coconut oil and corn oil, but these oils con-
tain very little alpha linolenic acid, an essential fatty acid. Human
milk contains substantial amounts of a large molecule acid called
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA). DHA, necessary for normal brain
and eye development, is not added to formula. There is a consen-
sus that formula should at least contain linolenic acid, the precur-
sor of DHA, which the infant’s body may convert to DHA. 

A wide variety of infant formulas is available to meet special
needs. Infants with lactose intolerance can drink formulas in
which lactose is replaced by other carbohydrates. formulas can be
adapted to adjust protein ratio and linoleic acid content, or to
lower sodium content. special formulas are available for preterm
babies. ready-to-use formula, as well as powdered formula, some-
times contains aluminum. This may not be a problem for babies
with normal kidneys; however, premature babies may tolerate it
poorly. Carrageenan-containing formula should not be given to
premature infants. This seaweed product is used to stabilize fat by
forming gels in milk.

To what extent will commercialized motherhood go? The
infant-formula industry employed questionable marketing practices
in developing countries, which led to a consumer boycott against
the swiss-based Nestle company in 1977. for example, they dressed
staff in hospital garb while introducing infant formula to new
mothers, and used misleading advertisements.75 Nestle, which
accounted for 50% of formula sales to the Third World, and the us
government formally agreed to voluntary guidelines that banned
marketing abuses in developing nations.
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In 1981, the uN World Health organization voted over-
whelmingly to approve an international code of conduct to restrict
advertising and marketing of baby formula, usually powdered,
which can lead to infant malnutrition and death when improperly
used. Has anyone heard of mother’s milk leading to death if
improperly used? Though not binding the new guidelines apply to
infant-formula promotion in industrialized nations as well as devel-
oping nations. proper use of infant formula is often impossible in
poorer areas of the world, where the water used to mix the formula
is often contaminated.

yet, imagine how susceptible human beings are. life is rou-
tinely hard for most people, in most parts of the world. Married
couples are living under constant material and personal strains;
sometimes marital relations do not work out and the result is a
divorce. But babies make major demands on them, particularly the
mother, needing not only breast milk for food but also her attention
and care for emotional and mental development. All too often,
parents are tempted to put their own needs and priorities before the
needs of their child. The commercial companies appeal to this
human weaknesses by offering their milk formulas. They support it
with their economic rationalizations, their productivity capacities,
their women’s lib jargon and everything else that would reaffirm a
mother’s or a wife’s social value through the abandonment of her
domestic responsibilities. 

And then, even if the views of secular scientists, that a baby
needs to be breast-fed for at least one year, are to be accepted, then
what are the requirements for the second year? It is baby food, foods
other than milk and formula fed to infants during their first and sec-
ond year. Commercially prepared baby-foods, often sold in jars
(cooked or pureed food) and in packets (as dehydrated food), offer a
variety of well-preserved and nutritive substances, including meats,
cereals, vegetables, fruits, desserts, and combination foods. food
consistency varies from strained to chunky according to the devel-
opmental age of the child. We are told that there are no artificial
food colors or artificial flavors added. However, food additives may
be included to inhibit molds, increase texture, or soften foods. until
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the 1980s, most bottled baby foods contained modified cornstarch
as a thickener. This food additive is now seldom used in baby foods.

salt and sugar have been traditional additives to manufac-
tured baby foods. Ironically, these were often added to satisfy the
parent’s taste. Baby foods are now either unsweetened or contain
lower amounts of sugar than previously, and manufacturers have
eliminated salt. There is no health reason for adding sodium,
sucrose, monosodium glutamate (MsG), or preservatives to baby
foods. furthermore, tastes for salty and sugary foods can be
acquired, which suggests a potential risk of establishing a child’s
preference for processed food at an early age. Although all ingredi-
ents are listed on baby food labels, the labels can be misleading. for
example, “high meat” dinners need be only 26% meat in baby food,
and “chicken and rice” for babies need be only 5% chicken accord-
ing to regulations.

This commercial interference in the relationship between
members of a family should cease, but it cannot happen until the
Muslims assume a Qur’anic advocacy position on the world stage.
Qur’anic advisories are perfectly integrated and balanced so that
human society has the best chance of responsibly discharging its
mission on earth. Both mother and breast-feeding infant, and by
extension all of society, benefit from the breast-feeding process.
The us Center for Disease Control and prevention (CDC) says
that breast-feeding mothers are at a reduced risk for type 2 diabetes,
and ovarian and breast cancers. The lesson which the Qur’an pres-
ents in terms of divorcing parents should be noted by all,

And the [divorced] mothers may breast-feed their chil-
dren for two whole years, if they want to complete the
breast-feeding period; and it is required of the father to
provide in a fair manner for their livelihood and cloth-
ing… (2:233).

Corresponding to the mother’s responsibility of breast-feeding
the infant is the father’s responsibility to provide and care for both
mother and infant. This should be done in good will and amicably.
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Both father and mother share that responsibility for their infant.
The mother gives the infant milk and love while the father pro-
vides for their food and material needs. 

No mortal shall be burdened with more than he is well
able to bear… neither a mother shall be maltreated
because of her child, nor, because of his child, should
a father be maltreated (2:233).

In the case of a breakdown of marital relations, neither parent
should try to use the child to “score points” against the other; the
infant cannot be an excuse for one side taking revenge against the
other. This means a father cannot take advantage of a mother’s
tenderness and attachment to her infant. He must not threaten
her and say that she has to breast-feed their infant while he is free
of all responsibility in this regard. Nor should the mother take
advantage of a father’s attachment to his infant to extort money
from her ex-husband. 

If the father dies before completing these responsibilities, the
financial responsibility falls upon his legal heir, “And the same
duty rests upon the [father’s] heir.” It is only logical to have who-
ever assumes the wealth of the deceased father assume also the
financial responsibilities for the divorced wife and the infant left
behind. With this faithful social force that binds humans to Allah
(Â) and humans to each other, the infant does not fall between
the cracks: the cracks of divorce or the cracks of death. He is in
Allah’s (Â) safety net. 

The Qur’an then returns to the breast-feeding obligation,
“And if both [parents] decide, by mutual consent and counsel,
upon separation [of mother and child], they will incur no blame
[thereby]…” In other words, if the mother and father, or the moth-
er and the heir (should the father have passed away) decide by
mutual consent to terminate the breast-feeding period for a good
reason before the two years are up, they may do so. The stipulation
is that they both agree to it and that it is in the interest of the child
to do so. It is also within the prerogative of the father to have his
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child nursed by someone besides the mother, and to pay for that, if
the mother consents,

…and if you decide to entrust your children to foster-
mothers, you will incur no blame provided you ensure,
in a fair manner, the safety of the child which you are
turning over [to the foster-mother] (2:233).

This is yet another guarantee for the infant. Allah (Â) is always
aware of those who are powerless, even if it is an infant within a
family and a child belonging to his own father and mother. 

And again the final arbiter in this whole affair is the quality
of taqwå, the internal government in the conscience of man, “But
remain aware of [the possible danger of dissenting from] Allah,
and know that Allah sees all you do” (2:233). It is this court-
house in the heart and this police force in the mind that will carry
the day in matters of separation, divorce, family ties, kinship rela-
tions, and all matters of inter-personal and inter-social activities.
The importance of taqwå cannot be overstated.

The Rights and Duties of Widows
After outlining the procedures and rigors of †alœq (divorce), as well
as the attention and care due to an infant in the throes of a
divorce’s aftermath, the œyœt go on to delineate the status of a wid-
ower — a man whose wife is dead and has not remarried — and
how a widow — a woman whose husband is dead and who has not
yet remarried — should conduct herself. That is to say, the œyœt
explain her type of ‘idda∆ and when she may entertain a proposal
from a potential husband after the ‘idda∆.

And when any of you die and leave wives behind, they
shall undergo, without remarrying, a waiting period of
four months and ten days; after which, when they have
reached the end of their waiting-term, there shall be no
wrongdoing in whatever they may do with their persons
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in a lawful manner. And Allah has first-hand knowl-
edge of all that you do. But you will incur no wrongdo-
ing if you give a hint of [an intended] marriage offer to
[any of] these women, or if you conceive such an inten-
tion without making it obvious, [for] Allah knows that
you intend to ask them in marriage. Do not, however,
betroth them in secret, but speak only in a worthy man-
ner; and do not proceed to tying the marriage-knot
before the established [term of waiting] has come to its
end. And know that Allah knows what is in your souls,
so remain wary of Him; and know, too, that Allah is
much Forgiving and Forbearing (2:234–235).

In those distant days, and often still in our days, widows were
ill-treated when it came to their own families, the deceased hus-
band’s extended family, and society at large. Tradition in Arabian
society forced a woman, whose husband had died, to live in some-
thing like a state of penance or punishment, wearing her worst
clothes, and giving up perfumes and other pleasures, for a year or
more. she would then have to emerge from this state with the per-
formance of some humiliating rites. In some instances she would
have to select some dung and throw it, or she would have to ride a
donkey or a sheep, or some such thing. The coming of Islam ended
all these jœhilø cultural traditions. It is not logical nor compassion-
ate that a woman who has suffered the loss of her husband should
further suffer humiliation and disdain from her family and the rest
of the community. Widows should not feel their lives have ended
when their husbands die.

This attitude was not unique to Arabian jœhiløya∆. In Hindu
culture widows sometimes follow their husbands into death.
Monuments all over India testify to the “devotion” of Hindu wid-
ows to their husbands. In times past, each suttee (“virtuous
women”) made a “supreme” gesture to expiate her own and her hus-
band’s sins and ensure eternal bliss for them both by throwing her-
self into the flames of her husband’s funeral pyre. Whether these
women sacrificed themselves voluntarily or not is a moot point.
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Any Hindu widow who questioned the duty expected of her may
also have decided that death was preferable to life as a reviled out-
cast, that being her only alternative. And if, in the end, her courage
failed her, there were men at hand with poles to pin her down
among the flames. This barbaric practice, dating back more than
2,500 years, survived attempts to ban it by some of India’s Muslim
rulers before being outlawed by India’s British rulers in 1829, after
agitation against it by a progressive Hindu sect, the Brahmo samaj.
However, it was still practiced in some Hindu princely states until
far later, and reports of suttee in remote, backward, rural areas in
rajasthan and other northern Indian states still crop up from time
to time.

Women have been instructed by Allah (Â), who created all
human beings and who knows their capacities, to spend a waiting
period of four months and ten days in mourning after her husband
expires. The exception to this is if she is pregnant, in which case
her ‘idda∆ ends with childbirth. During this consoling period of
about 130 days, she and others are expected to behave appropriate-
ly in view of her husband’s recent passing; this includes dressing
and behaving particularly modestly, and avoiding the sorts of
thought and conduct regarding other men, which would otherwise
be legitimate for an unmarried woman. After this calming time-
period is over, no one may restrict her natural desire to find a part-
ner, should she so desire. And “no one” here means no one from her
own family and no one from her late husband’s family. she now
enjoys full freedom to consider and work toward marriage provid-
ing she adheres to the well-established and well-known Islamic
principles and standards. she may beautify herself as any Muslim
woman may, and she may entertain or make marriage proposals, as
any Muslim woman would do. she may choose her future husband
as she sees fit and appropriate. There should be no traditional or
cultural impediments to her determining her own future and the
partner of her choice. The only authority to which she is now
accountable is Allah (Â).

These comforting words of the Qur’an turn now to men who
may be interested in marrying these women after their waiting peri-
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od is over. These men are instructed to behave in accordance with
the best values of the Islamic social order. feelings and emotions
are involved; and there are also issues of needs and dividends,

But you will incur no blame if you give a hint of an
[intended] marriage offer to [any of] these [widowed]
women, or if you conceive of such an intention with-
out making it obvious (2:235).

It is only to be expected: a woman during this time is still in the
psychological state of memories and prevailing fondness for her late
husband. The husband’s character and presence are fresh in her
memory. And if she happens to be pregnant when her husband dies,
or find out afterwards that she is with child, she will be emotional-
ly tied to the unborn child. All these factors work against a swift re-
marriage. A hasty marriage is premature because it imposes itself on
fresh memories of the departed husband, and may disturb the tran-
sition to a new reality. This, in turn, may also impact on the state
of the new marriage.

With all these considerations, the Qur’an makes clear that
potential husbands may suggest their interest in marriage but not
state it outright. A hint by a potential husband may serve to raise
the widow’s morale without offending her feelings. prophetic tradi-
tions suggest that such hints may be conveyed by such comments
as, “Love in many instances leads to a successful marriage;” or
“Weddings are very happy occasions indeed;” or “I wish there was a vir-
tuous wife in my life…”76 Allah (Â) makes it clear to men that they
may entertain a discreet (hidden) desire to marry a widow without
announcing or divulging it, as Allah (Â) knows that this love in
the heart cannot be controlled, “…for Allah knows that you will
entertain ideas [of marriage] about them.”

This is admissible because it relates to the spontaneous flow of
human nature. The feeling of love is intrinsically ˙alœl. It is how
this feeling is expressed and the conduct stemming from it, in var-
ious different circumstances, both before and after marriage, that
are regulated. This is another example of how Allah’s (Â) guid-
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ance accords with the human nature with which he has imbued us,
his creations. He does not demand that we behave in any ways that
go against that nature. Human nature and human character should
flow together. Deeply felt feelings of love and affection should not
be repressed or denied, rather these feelings should be acknowl-
edged, accommodated, and disciplined. Allah’s (Â) words move
into our faculty of reasoning to dispel contaminated feelings and
the purity of conscience as He says, “Do not, however, propose to
them in secret…”

In other words, suitors may maintain a discreet intention to
marry widows during their waiting period, and may propose to wid-
ows publicly when the waiting period is over; but they may not
offer to marry them while they are in their period of grief. This vio-
lates the courtesies of principled Muslims. It also desecrates the
memory of the deceased companion. It is also tantamount to disre-
garding Allah (Â) who has intended this grief period to be a sep-
aration time zone between two stages in life. “But speak only in a
decent way…” There is no room here for any macho language or
power interests. No one at this juncture should be at cross purpos-
es with this delicate operation.

“And do not proceed with tying the marriage-knot before
the prescribed [term of waiting] has come to its end… And
know that Allah is ever-Forgiving, lenient.” He forgives the
heart that feels Him, He is tolerant of a soul that searches for Him,
and He is patient with those who are patient with Him, even in
affairs of the heart.

Divorce before the Consummation of marriage
Now the Qur’an moves to the situation of a divorce that occurs
before the marriage is consummated, that is, before sexual inter-
course takes place. The rules for this type of divorce are different
from those of a “full divorce”as discussed above. This pre-consum-
mation divorce may happen from time to time. In this case emo-
tionally entangled couples are once again taken by Allah’s (Â)
hand to a resolution that does good to both parties:
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You will subject yourselves to no wrongdoing if you
divorce women while you have not yet connected with
them nor settled a dower upon them — the affluent
according to his means, and the strained according to
his means — but [even in this case] make a provision
[for them] in an equitable manner; this is a task for all
who would do good.

And if you divorce them before conjoining with
them, but after settling a dower upon them, then [give
them] half of what you have settled, unless it be that
they forgo their claim or he in whose hand is the mar-
riage-tie forgoes his claim [to half of the dower]; and to
forgo what is due to you is more in accord with Allah’s
power presence. And do not forget [the courtesy of]
grace toward one another; indeed, Allah watches all
that you do (2:236–237).

In the first instance, this lesson discusses the case of a woman
whose husband divorces her before the marriage is consummated
and also before the amount of the dowry is determined. This
dowry is mandatory. Therefore, in this case, the divorcing hus-
band has to offer her the personal satisfaction of adequate and req-
uisite financial support. Consequently, he has to offer her
compensation. This offers her a psychological upliftment and it
may be considered a form of indemnification. It goes some way to
establish the fact that he still respects her and represents a finan-
cial acknowledgment of his failure. This is a matter of principle to
maintain the respect and courtesy that is required between
Muslim individuals, regardless of gender. It is a way to honor the
feelings that existed before the moment of breakdown. No man is
required to burden himself with a financial obligation beyond his
means: an affluent man is expected to compensate his former wife-
to-be accordingly, and a poorer man is expected to compensate
her in accordance with his limited means.

The second case is when the dowry has actually been decid-
ed. In this case, he is required to pay his wife half of that dowry.
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That is the law, not as contrived by man, but as laid down by Allah
(Â). After this demarcation the affair is left to good Muslim char-
acter, gentle Muslim hearts, and generous Muslim hands. The mat-
ter must be settled with sympathy, magnanimity, and humility.
Allah (Â) wants to remind us that we are not mere legal crea-
tures; we humans are expected to exchange and share our love and
passion. And when we open our hearts up to understand each
other, we are apt to do the right thing within the guidelines we are
privileged to have, “And forget not [that you are to act with]
openhandedness toward one another: certainly, Allah watches
what you do.”

In this climate of loving marital relationships, while the œyœt
are attaching human hearts to Allah (Â), and while these intimate
relationships are defined as an act of devotion and dedication to
Allah (Â), words about ßalœ∆, the primary act of fealty and fidelity
to Allah (Â), are seamlessly integrated into the discourse. Allah
(Â) talks about issues of marriage and personal relations, then turns
to words about ßalœ∆. Before closing this section with instructions on
how to deal with the inheritance of a widow, giving her the right to
live in his home and to sustain herself from his wealth, Allah (Â)
turns to ßalœ∆. This is not a shift from one subject to another: from
matters of divorce to matters of devotion. rather, it is a way of driv-
ing home the point that everything man does, he does it to conform
to Allah’s (Â) will. All human energy and effort should be expend-
ed for Allah (Â). The two reasoning species, the jinn and man,
were created by Allah (Â) for the purpose of allegiance and fealty
to Him, “I have not created the jinn and man to any end other
than that they may adhere and adapt to me” (51:56).

Being loyal to Allah (Â) and pleasing Him is not done by
prayer alone. It is a lifelong effort to mold all human activity in
accordance with His wish and will,

maintain [the level and pace of] ßalœ∆, and the integral
ßalœ∆; and stand up for Allah in devotion. But if you
are afraid, tender your ßalœ∆ while in manual motion
or in mechanical motion; and when you regain securi-
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ty, bear Allah in mind, since it is He who taught you
what you did not earlier know” (2:238–239).

reference here to ßalœ∆ is meant to remind us of the importance of
doing things at the right time. Íalœ∆ is time-specific; love too is
time specific. The intention to have that love relationship culmi-
nate in a marriage is also time-specific. An annulment of the mar-
riage is defined by attempts that pass through time “slots.” The
verification of our true feelings needs time. We have to prove to
ourselves the value of our feelings toward each other in the course
of a “time-frame” taught to us by Allah (Â), as the above œyœt
inform us. And there is a time period of due respect for a deceased
husband, expressed by the widowed wife. All of these timely issues
are woven within a committed Muslim’s attention to the timing of
the ßalœ∆s.

With all that has been said about al-ßalœ∆ al-wus†å, it appears,
in the opinion of this writer, the œyœt in this context refer to the
pivotal nature of ßalœ∆ — the quality “connection” with Allah (Â)
— that makes it central to our life-schedules. In the nature of
everyday life there are distractions of fear and insecurity, there are
issues of survival that will force people to be mobile, physically, and
emotionally. This can all erode the quality of ßalœ∆ we render. for
this reason, and in this shifting climate of tenuous personal rela-
tions, we encounter a strong reminder to try to offer Allah (Â) our
heartfelt affiliation at a time when it is most timely, not for Him but
for ourselves,

So when you regain freedom from anxiety and fear
[such as the anxiety and fear that are apt to accompa-
ny a disrupted marriage], then bear Allah in mind as
He has taught you what you did not know” (2:239).

Another sense of this œya∆ is the state of fear that renders a
technically correct prayer impossible. In such situations as combat
duty, traveling in airplanes or trains, locational disorientation (for
example, a person may find himself in a place where he cannot
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ascertain the qibla∆), one should perform his ßalœ∆ even if he is able
to only signal the ruk¥‘ and suj¥d. This is distinct from ßalœ∆ al-
khawf (the ßalœ∆ of fear), which is mentioned in S¥ra∆ al-Nisœ’. Íalœ∆
al-khawf is rendered when conditions permit a line formation for
ßalœ∆, led by the imam, while others stand at guard. When the first
rak‘a∆ is over, the guards come and exchange positions with those
who performed the first rak‘a∆. But in more intense combat condi-
tions, when rank formation for ßalœ∆ is impossible, then ßalœ∆ should
be signaled and gestured as described above.

These œyœt are for those times when the vulnerable Muslim is
under emotional stress, for example during marital difficulties, or
during a military conflict. In both cases, Muslims are required to be
time-sensitive and time-responsive to Allah (Â), behaving at the
level expected of them according to the standards set forth by
Allah (Â). These are times when bearing Allah (Â) in mind is
most challenging, hence the reminder not to forget the Creator
who has provided man with guidance for this and every situation,
“…bear Allah in mind, since it is He who taught you what you
did not previously know.” for what can people possibly know
when they turn away from this scripture sent down by Allah (Â),
the All-Knowing, the All-powerful? We dare say they do not know
how to marry, they do not know how to divorce, and they do not
know how to behave in times of stress and strained relations, in
times of panic and threats.

The final lesson in this discourse on marital relations and
divorce is,

And if any of you die and leave wives behind, they
bequeath thereby to their widows [the right to] a year’s
maintenance without their being obliged to leave [the
dead husband’s home]. If, however, they leave [of their
own accord], there shall be no misconduct in whatever
they may do with themselves in a lawful manner. And
Allah is Almighty, Wise. And the divorced women, too,
shall have [a right to] maintenance in a fair manner;
this is a duty for all who are aware of Allah’s power
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presence. In this way Allah clarifies His œyœt, so that
you might [learn to] use your reasoning (2:240–242).

The first œya∆ states that a widowed wife is automatically entitled
to remain in her husband’s home as a place for her to live, and to
full maintenance from his estate, for one full year. should she
choose not to exercise this right, for example by taking another
husband once her ‘idda∆ period is completed, she may do so. This
œya∆ not only establishes the widow’s rights, but is also a reminder
to Muslims that they should neither deprive her of those rights, or
demand more of her than the duties laid down in previous œyœt,

If, however, they leave [their deceased husband’s home
of their own accord], there shall be no misconduct in
whatever they may do with themselves in an orderly
manner (2:240).

Thus there should be no criticism of a widow who chooses to leave
her husband’s “nest” after she has grieved for him for the four
months and ten days of ‘idda∆. Her heart is clean because she lived
up to her responsibility, and society is clean because it offers her the
freedom to seek her happiness with another husband, should she
wish to do so. “And Allah is All-Powerful, Wise.” Again, Allah
(Â) reminds human beings of His power and wisdom, to back up
His reminder that they should not try to second-guess Him, to
think they can improve on the guidance He has given them, and to
lay down ways of governing these matters which are different from
those He sets out.

And the divorced women, too, shall have [a right to]
alimony in a fair manner; this is a duty for all who are
aware of Allah’s [power and presence]…” (2:241).

supporting widows is not an act of charity. It is not dependent on
handouts from rich elites to a separate class of unfortunate women.
It is the duty of the muttaqøs, those who live with Allah’s (Â)
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power presence in private and public affairs. This matœ‘ (support
money) is the duty and responsibility of the muttaqøs, regardless of
whether or not the marriage was consummated, and regardless of
whether or not she received a dowry. This is another way in which
wealth circulates in a community of committed Muslims. one can-
not take Allah (Â) as his lord, and at the same time treat widows
as his inferiors, and then quote Allah’s (Â) words that men and
women are equal. In the same manner that women complement
men’s drive for conjugal comfort, men have to provide women’s
needs for security and respect. And this is what Allah (Â) is say-
ing to those who might display a potential to take advantage of the
powerless, in this case widows or divorced women and their chil-
dren, “In this way Allah makes clear unto you His œyœt, so that
you might [learn to] use your reason.”

This becomes clear not to those who merely read and recite
the Qur’an but to those who assimilate into it and comport them-
selves according to its meanings. This is where they will find wis-
dom, logic, and compassion, all combined to make their lives
satisfactory and pleasing. 

With all that is expressed in the Qur’an to elevate the status
of women and to secure their rights, there are still people who fall
prey to the mainstream media, which reflexively accuses the Qur’an
and Islam of being “against women” to the extent that Islam is
made to appear like an oppressive lifestyle. The œyœt that constitute
this lesson (2:221–242) are just a small part of women’s rights and
entitlements that would be established if human societies adopted
the Qur’an as its standard for all their inter-personal and intra-
social relations. unfortunately, the record of Muslims in this regard
is not good, and all too often non-Muslim’s perceptions of Islam are
based on the misconduct of Muslims rather than the true meanings
of this holy Writ, which speaks for itself to those who would exert
a small effort in trying to understand it. 

At the same time, those who cast aspersions on Islam and the
Qur’an on these grounds should look also at the real status of
women in the modern West. While there are some women who
manage to thrive in the amoral, dog-eat-dog society created by
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unbridled capitalism and materialism, far more find themselves
exploited and abused, in many different ways, to greater or lesser
extents. A major example of such exploitation and abuse has
emerged since the disintegration of the soviet union, when
women in the Eastern European countries and in russia found
themselves among the dispossessed of the West, compared to the
relative affluence of the former Western Bloc. suddenly many
women, who had been promised a share of the wealth of capitalism
after the defeat of socialism, found themselves struggling to support
their families, either because the bread-winner went off into the
capitalist frontiers of the “new world order” or because he was miss-
ing for reasons that range from abandonment to death. 

These East European women represented an exotic new prod-
uct in Europe’s sex-trade. With their Western looks, college educa-
tion, and “good manners,” they were much more attractive to many
European natives and inhabitants than the Asian and latin
American women who had previously predominated in the lowest
levels of the business. These women, who were all too eager to seek
a life in the West, were easy prey. Heart-breaking stories of the
plights of some of these forsaken and desperate women began to
appear on the internet and in other independent media outlets.
Many were effectively enslaved by Westerners who offered them
“jobs” in capitalist societies. Thus began their ordeal as “smuggled”
women, trapped into sexual slavery in foreign lands. Although
many of these smuggled sex slaves are reluctant to discuss their
problems or to reveal their identities, from shame and for fear of the
traffickers’ revenge, many details are now known.

Trafficking in Eastern European women is a huge business,
bringing from $5–22 billion a year to the prostitution industry’s top
executives, the pimps and their bosses. The risks are lower and the
profits higher than from drug-smuggling, according to a recent report
by the British Helsinki Human rights Group. A woman can be
resold and utilized until she dies or goes mad, which often happens.
In one widely-publicized account, a 22-year-old ukrainian woman
called Nadya told how she was driven from the ukraine to Germany
by a trafficker, along with two other women.77 In frankfurt, the traf-
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ficker took their passports, telling them he needed the documents to
register them in a hotel. The next morning, the girls were turned
over to a German contact, who took them to the brothel where
Nadya would spend the next seven months. 

When she refused at first to work, she was beaten and told she
could not escape. Her passport was gone, she spoke no German and
she was told she owed the traffickers $5,000 for transportation and
help in getting a visa. Nadya said on the website,

They told me they will just kill me, and no one would ever
get to know about it if I don’t pay off this money within a
month. I was locked in an empty room for several days. I
was beaten and warned that they will deal with my fami-
ly. They knew absolutely everything about my relatives.
only now I realized that my handler was a pimp.77

Nadya finally broke free when police came to the brothel to break
up a fight among some clients and arrested her because she had no
identification. The German authorities allowed her to contact the
ukrainian Embassy, which helped her get home. That made her
one of the lucky ones.

ukraine, beset by economic problems since the fall of commu-
nism, is the second largest exporter of women to Western Europe
after Moldova, the poorest of the newly independent states. The
ukrainian Ministry of the Interior estimates that 400,000 ukrainian
women have been trafficked in the last decade. ukrainian women
are smuggled to Italy, Germany, poland, Hungary, the Czech
republic, Greece, russia, the united states, Thailand, China,
Japan, Turkey, the united Arab Emirates, and the Zionist state,
according to a report from Johns Hopkins university’s school of
Advanced International studies (sAIs) in Washington.78

Although they are promised the world as au pairs, waitresses,
models, or dancers, many understand they will be prostitutes. They
expect, however, that they will earn $1,000–2,000 per week, about
20–40 times more than they can earn at home. They also expect at
least eight hours of rest a day and a decent place to live. Instead
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they end up staying with ten other women in a one-bedroom apart-
ment that has only five beds. They sleep in turns so that they can
“service” 20 to 30 customers a day. 

Women who think they are headed for jobs in Italy or france
often make it no farther than the Balkans, where they are forced
into sex jobs in local brothels. International peacekeeping troops in
Kosova were reportedly fueling a prostitution boom in the former
yugoslav province, said the sAIs report. An earlier sAIs report
recounted that survivors of the former uN safe haven in
srebrenica, Bosnia accused Dutch uN troops of serious miscon-
duct, including abetting and assisting child prostitution.79 The
German Defense Ministry said it would investigate a report that
underage girls were working in Macedonian brothels regularly vis-
ited by German peacekeepers serving in Kosova.

Women are also smuggled in groups of 10 to Kemalist Turkey
and its neighbor Greece across the mountainous border with
Bulgaria, where they often encounter the dead bodies of their com-
patriots. some say that the worst actually lies ahead. There they are
delivered to a market in the Turkish city of Trebizond, where we are
told, they are literally bought and sold like slaves. such is the legacy
of the secular and anti-Islamic government of Kemal Ataturk.80

from Bosnia to the Holy land, throughout Western Europe,
and even in North America, women are sold for anything from
$800 to $15,000, depending on the “quality” of the “product,” and
remain obligated by large debts for their transportation and the
arrangement of documents, according to Human rights Watch.
The women’s debt can range from $10,000 in Italy to $1,000–3,000
in cash-strapped serbia. A dissatisfied “master” or owner will often
sell the woman he “owns” to another owner, who then demands
that she repay him the purchase price. This information comes
from trafficked women in Bosnian and Middle Eastern brothels.
some traffickers break the women’s will by bringing them in
bunches to a “show murder” of a woman who refuses to work as a
prostitute. some are sent to what they call training camps in Italy,
where traffickers make them “service” 50–100 men a night until
they are totally broken. 
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The debts accumulate to points where few women ever come
close to “working” them off. Even if a woman does come close, she
may then be resold, leaving her with a larger debt. These women are
slaves of the “owners” in the fullest and worst sense of the word; the
published details of their treatment make appalling reading. All too
often, the police and local authorities in the offending countries are
complicit in their enslavement, making escape difficult. In most
countries, police will arrest and prosecute the woman unless she can
convince them that she was illegally sold into prostitution. In the
latter case, she will have to pay a fine, and subsequently be deport-
ed. The women usually are reluctant to testify against the traffickers
for fear of revenge against themselves or their families. seldom do
prosecutors or police offer witnesses any kind of protection.

Advocates for the women say there are economic incentives
for the governments of both the exporting and importing countries
to ignore the trafficking in women. some human rights organiza-
tions have found evidence that officials in some countries accept
bribes for issuing visas to young women. The women’s home coun-
tries, meanwhile, enjoy “a net increase to their economies” from
money sent home by female prostitutes. According to some reports,
between 5–10% of the sex money “filters” back into the economies
of the women’s home countries. Many governments have looked at
the experience of the philippines, which for years has helped its
people find jobs overseas as maids, drivers, entertainers, and some-
times as prostitutes, gaining a big boost to its economy from the
remittances they send home. 

The immigration offices and identification centers of every
country have ways to control trafficking if they want to. But when
there is no awareness of God and when relations are broken with
divinity, a situation devoid of human rights ends up being the
norm. More money remains in the hands of traffickers, who laun-
der most of it in “secret” offshore accounts and then return with it
to their home countries, where it often makes a significant contri-
bution to the balance of payments. The banks have become the
temples of this generation. The bankers have become their gods,
and economy has become their religion. 
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It is estimated that between $600 billion to $1.5 trillion per
year of extortion money is looking to enter into the regulated world
economy. from 20–25% of this money is coming from the women
prostitutes and the sex industry, while the rest comes from drug traf-
ficking, racketeering, and other forms of smuggling. Below is the
trail of tears in the “free” world,

1. Bosnia-Herzegovina – young women from ukraine, Moldova,
lithuania, and Bulgaria are smuggled daily into Bosnia.
Human rights groups report that uN “peacekeeping” troops
from Canada, New Zealand, ukraine and france regularly visit
brothels outside sarajevo. Would anyone in the organization
of Islamic Conference (oIC) be willing to discuss institution-
alized zinå (fornication) in a predominantly Muslim part of the
world? of course not; even though the virtual founders of that
organization, the saudis themselves, are regular customers at
the brothels from Monte Carlo to las Vegas.

2. Germany – Nearly 80% of the estimated 10,000 women smug-
gled into Germany each year are from Central and Eastern
Europe and the newly independent states, such as latvia,
lithuania, Estonia, and Belarus. According to a uN report, an
estimated 15,000 russian and Eastern European women work
in the red-light district of Berlin alone. And they say that
Christianity was “reformed” in Germany!

3. Greece – russian women are smuggled by Eastern European
criminal networks into Greek brothels. Authorities in Greece
have made no effort to stop or prosecute the traffickers. In
1990, Athenian courts issued only one sentence for the crime
of pimping in a case involving only two women. prosecution
rates since remain just about the same. And they say Greece
is the progenitor of Western civilization!

4. Zionist Israel – Traffickers and prostitutes often enter the Holy
land via the Mediterranean sea border, which in the case of
prostitutes is poorly guarded. one estimate suggests that
10,000 women have been taken from russia to Israel to work
as prostitutes. And this is supposed to be a “Biblical” state, and
Jews are supposed to be semites! 
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5. Italy – The International organization for Migration estimates
that 10% of the 19,000 to 25,000 foreign prostitutes in Italy
were smuggled in. Milan police in 1997 broke up a ring that
was acting as an auction house, selling women from the for-
mer soviet union for less than $1,000 each. And the seat of
the roman Catholic Church is in the middle of all this, and
by the way, where is the pope?

6. United States – The state Department estimates that 50,000
women and children are smuggled into the united states
annually. roughly a third comes from Eastern Europe, russia,
and the newly independent states, another third are brought
from East and southeast Asia, and the final third come from
Central and south America. This is supposed to be the most
economically advanced country in the world. It is supposed to
represent the climax of Western civilization. And here it is on
the front line of the sex trade!

Is this not extreme sexism bordering on racism, where people,
especially the weak and powerless women, are objects to be used
and ruined? Humanity today, with all the high-profile talk of rights
and civil liberties, is not much different than hundreds of years ago
when the “executives” trafficked in African slaves. The contrast
with the honor, respect, and rights accorded to women in the noble
Qur’anic scripture could hardly be greater.

muslims Are the Inheritors of the Covenant

• (2:243) Are you not aware of those who forsook their
homelands in their thousands for fear of death, whereupon
Allah said unto them, “Die!” and later brought them back
to life? Behold, Allah is indeed limitless in His bounty unto
man — but most people are ungrateful.

• (2:244) Fight, then, in Allah’s cause, and know that Allah
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.  
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• (2:245) Who is it that will offer up to Allah a goodly loan,
which He will amply repay with manifold increase? For
Allah takes away, and He gives abundantly; and it is unto
Him that you shall be brought back.

• (2:246) Are you not aware of those elders of the children of
Israel, after the time of moses, how they said to a prophet of
theirs, “Raise up a king for us, [and] we shall fight in Allah’s
cause?” Said he, “Would you, perchance, refrain from fight-
ing if fighting is ordained for you?” They answered, “And
why should we not fight in Allah’s cause when we and our
children have been driven from our homelands?” Yet, when
fighting was ordained for them, they did turn back, save for
a few of them, but Allah had full knowledge of the evildoers.   

• (2:247) And their prophet said to those elders, “Behold,
now Allah has raised up œ̌l¥t [Saul] to be your king.” They
said, “How can he have dominion over us when we have a
better claim to dominion than he, and he has not [even]
been endowed with abundant wealth?” [Their Prophet]
replied, “Behold, Allah has exalted him above you and
endowed him abundantly with knowledge and bodily perfec-
tion. And Allah bestows His dominion upon whom He
wills, for Allah is Infinite, All-Knowing.” 

• (2:248) And their prophet said to them, “Behold, it shall
be a sign of his [rightful] dominion that you will be granted
a tœb¥t endowed by your Sustainer with inner peace and
with all that is enduring in the angel-borne heritage left
behind by the House of moses and the House of Aaron.
Herein, behold, there shall indeed be a sign for you if you
are [truly] committed.”
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• (2:249) And [then] when œ̌l¥t set out with his forces, he
said, “Behold, Allah will now try you by a river: he who
shall drink of it will not belong to me, whereas he who shall
refrain from tasting it, he, indeed, will belong to me; but
forgiven shall be he who takes but a single handful.”
However, save for a few of them, they all drank [their fill]
of it. And as soon as he and those who had kept faith with
him had crossed the river, the others said, “No strength
have we today [to stand up] against Goliath and his forces!”
[Yet] those who knew [with certainty] that they were [des-
tined] to meet Allah, they replied, “How often has a small
host overcome a great host by Allah’s leave! For Allah is
with those who are patient in adversity.” 

• (2:250) And when they came to face Goliath and his
forces, they prayed, “o our Sustainer! Shower us with
patience in adversity, and make firm our steps, and succor
us against the people who deny the truth!”   

• (2:251) And thereupon, by Allah’s leave, they routed
them. And David killed Goliath; and Allah bestowed upon
him dominion, and wisdom, and imparted to him the knowl-
edge of whatever He willed. And if Allah had not enabled
people to defend themselves against one another, corruption
would surely overwhelm the earth; but Allah is limitless in
His bounty unto all the worlds.

• (2:252) These are Allah’s œyœt. We convey them unto you,
[o Prophet], setting forth the truth — for, verily, you are
among those who have been entrusted with a mission (al-
Baqara∆:243–252).

These œyœt sweep out of Islamic history previous experience, prior
practice, and earlier ventures at establishing something new or dif-
ferent. As we absorb this lesson we realize that the example here
is yet another demonstration of how we — the committed
Muslims — have inherited the history of a humble humanity. We
realize that we are the extension of those generations in antiquity
and that Allah (Â) wants us to learn from our ancient mistakes.
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We realize that we are emerging from the womb of history. We
realize that when we engage Allah (Â) with our commitment we
are taking on an assignment that will test our patience and prove
our mettle. We also realize, with more than 14 centuries behind us
and with the passing of the prophet (r), that this Qur’an was
meant to be our guide and our reference as we live and die by our
commitment to Allah (Â). We should see by now that the crux
of this whole issue is our individual and collective allegiance with
this open Book.

This lesson, and this Qur’an, are not meant only to be read
and recited, as the masses of Muslims routinely do nowadays; and
with this kind of symbolic attachment, this Qur’an penetrates little
further than the throats of these Muslims today. Despite this super-
ficial familiarity with the Qur’an, there is still no bona fide strategy
and action plan for recasting the world in the character of the
Qur’an. This Qur’an demands mental engagement, for people to
study, understand and internalize its contents, and to translate
them into action and establish them as social and worldly realities.

When this Book speaks to our minds and hearts about certain
instances in human scriptural history, it is doing so to teach us a les-
son. Allah (Â) has selected certain events in the course of human
history so that we can learn from them, in particular how to avoid
the mistakes that people before us made, because we too are in dan-
ger of making the same mistakes. Another way to understand this
is to say that Allah (Â) wants us to emerge from the “Israeli” pat-
tern of history. He wants us to succeed where the Israeli Jews failed
through half-heartedness and inaction. He wants us to go on where
the Hebrews withdrew and retreated. He wants us to accept the
trust and the covenant that the Israelis before us abandoned.

so the experiences of previous peoples are recounted to sup-
ply the Muslims with the insight they need to fulfill this responsi-
bility. This is why accounts and criticisms of the children of Israel
are the most numerous of any in the Qur’an. one reason for this,
and Allah (Â) knows best, is to impress upon the Muslims that
they are the heirs of these responsibilities and duties rooted in
human history. Another critical aspect of this scriptural reminis-
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cence is  that, according to Allah’s (Â) words, whoever is to carry
this final scripture to its divine ends is going to encounter pitfalls
and attendant difficulties that were there many centuries and many
generations ago. 

In other words those who call themselves Muslims are going
to walk the course that was previously tread upon by those who
called themselves Israelis, or the Children of Israel. And if the
Muslims are going to be charting the same course they need to be
advised and informed of the course’s hazards and pitfalls. Both the
Muslims and the Jews share the same human nature. And human
nature has its peculiar proclivities and tendencies. Muslims will be
subject to all the same temptations — to wriggle out of an assign-
ment if it is too demanding, to use their logic to avoid perceived
dangers, to which earlier people fell prey — as will be demonstrat-
ed in the course of explaining this central lesson. Muslims will have
the tendency to mimic the Jews, whether they know it or not.
Human nature is human nature. These narratives about Ban¥ Isrœ’øl
are a warning of what Muslims may become if they do not heed the
meanings and the substance of Allah’s (Â) trust in them.
forewarned is forearmed.

Muslim generations are requested and required to pay close
attention to these Qur’anic instructions. They have to open the
Qur’an in a psychological state of connectedness to realize who they
are and where they are in relation to events in history, in relation to
where they are in time, and in relation to what Allah (Â) expects
of them, regardless of what they expect of themselves. They should
go beyond the melodious beauty of the Qur’an, and stress instead its
intellectual and educational content. They should also bring the
meanings of the Qur’an out of their cultural and conservative clos-
ets. The Qur’an is meant for all people, today and tomorrow. It was
not meant only for those who departed this world more than a mil-
lennium ago. The Qur’an is not a book of cradle songs and fairy
tales. Nor is it a book of chronological historical record. rather it is
the Book with all the principles and insights to activate the
Muslims’ sense of duty to promote Allah’s (Â) program for human-
ity on earth, through man’s willpower and steady effort.
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The Qur’an will never come alive in our lives if every œya∆ in
it does not come alive in our minds. The Qur’an speaks about yes-
terday for us to have a better today and tomorrow. The reason that
the Qur’an speaks of the Children of Israel is to nurture the mature
people of Muhammad (r). The Qur’an recalls history so that we
can recast the future. The prophet’s (r) companions, the first gen-
eration of Muslims, did just that. When we approach the Qur’an
with open minds it will reply with unobstructed and unsealed infor-
mation. With our minds fixed into the Qur’an we will know who to
love and who to hate; we will know who our friends are and who
our enemies are. We will know when to have a high-profile and
when to maintain a low-profile. When the Qur’an speaks to us,
responds to us, and interacts with us at the level of “life and death,”
then at that time we will appreciate,

Certainly, this Qur’an shows the way to all that is
high-minded and noble-minded, and gives the faithful-
ly committed muslims who do what is right the good
news that theirs will be a great reward (17:9).

This lesson is central to the history of the tribes of Israel. It
recounts some defining moments in the countdown to the clash of
wills and the battle of battalions. It demonstrates for the Muslim
heirs of those pioneering Israeli generations how some people are
not able to live up to their covenant with Allah (Â). This valu-
able lesson illustrates the value and the objective of God-commit-
ments and covenants. 

The lesson begins with a reference to a group of people some-
where along the line of historical scriptural development — that is
to say the development of the human will through the course of
time to finally be able to live up to the responsibilities and sacrifices
that come with adhering to and actualizing the relevant meanings
of scripture. Here, Allah (Â) mentions briefly but succinctly
“those who forsook their homelands in their thousands for fear of
death…” And it turned out that their fear, their caution, and their
“escape” from “surrounding” death did not help them. They tried to
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run away from death only to be received by death. “Whereupon
Allah said to them, “Die!” and later brought them back to life…”
They took all precautions to flee from death; they did not figure out
how to become immortal; and in both cases it was Allah’s (Â) will
that took its course. They died and they were revived in accordance
with Allah’s (Â) persistent intent and purpose. 

In this context Allah (Â) turns to a new breed of committed
Muslims — in Madinah as this Qur’anic scripture begins to unfold
— and urges them to fight and to spend of what they have when
the time comes to do so. life and money come and go. so, it would
be timely and wise to give this transient life and temporary
resources to Allah (Â) and for His will, especially when we know
that He gave us these precious things to begin with. We did not cre-
ate ourselves and we did not create our means. so it is appropriate
for us to use them in a manner that pleases the Maker.

The lesson then proceeds to a description of the clan-members
of Israel in a time period after M¥så (a). They had lost their domin-
ion, or in other words the territorial possession controlled by a rul-
ing state. Their sanctuaries were sacked, and they had become
weaker than their enemies. These descendants of Israel had to go
through the worst times because they had parted company with God
and disregarded the teachings of their prophet. But, as happens with
societies from time to time after experiencing a bitter diaspora, they
felt stimulated to do something about their state of affairs. They
rediscovered their God-given identity and became anxious to go to
war to prove themselves. so they said to a prophet of theirs,
“Dispatch a king to us, [and] we shall fight in Allah’s cause!”

This should stand out as the most significant event in the
course of living out the scriptural reorganization of life and reality.
This lesson-plan has to be exhaustively understood and assimilated
by all covenant-bearers until the end of time. This moral lesson
cannot be overemphasized. 

This narrative demonstrates that when there is a social deter-
mination to do something in fulfillment of scripture and in attain-
ing justice, the outcome will be positive. In the course of executing
their responsibilities, some individuals and parties abandoned the
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initial determination to fight for “the cause.” These abdicators did
not appear before certain developments brought them to the atten-
tion of the public eye. And through it all the very few hard core and
confident carriers of the covenant emerged unbowed, even though
at the last moment it seemed they were abandoned by everyone
else. It is due to these steadfast few that the Children of Israel came
out with a breakthrough in their history. They had finally routed
the enemy and established a state. The moral fiber of the few
became the legal fabric of the many. All of this was done after a
long and acrimonious diaspora in which the descendants of Israel
were humiliated, displaced, and oppressed by well-established and
arrogant powers. A history of virtual slavery ultimately led the
Israeli covenant-carriers to the dominion of Dœw¥d (a). That was
followed by the reign of sulaymœn (a).81

This was the time that the children of Israel fine-tuned the
moral and legal standards of scripture to establish the first Islamic
state of power on earth. If the children of Israel ever had a golden
age this was it. remember, this Israeli climax, represented by
Dœw¥d’s and sulaymœn’s (Ç) moral authority and governance,
took shape as it came out of their life in exile, subjugation, and
alienation. The oppression that befell the Israelis was so thorough
and so sustained that it finally produced the tenacious few who did
everything necessary, defying all the odds, to finally register for all
generations to come, ourselves included, the power of determina-
tion over the power of subjugation: David (a) slew Goliath.

This cluster of œyœt is a leadership manual for the Muslim gen-
erations who want to succeed where others have failed. The first
lesson from this discourse is that “popular sentiment” can be decep-
tive. The only way to verify the depth of group commitment is to
place people in the austere responsibilities of life on their way to
the war front. The œyœt describe how the Israeli elite, their public
figures and opinion-shapers, approached a prophet of theirs and
insisted on his appointing a potentate who was fit to lead them in
a war against the enemies of their døn. These enemies had displaced
the Israelis of this time from the legacy of M¥så and Hœr¥n (Ç),
meaning settlement in the Holy land. so when their prophet
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wanted to determine how serious they were about fighting, he said
to them, “But would you desist from doing combat if combat is
assigned to you?” They answered, “Why should we not fight in
Allah’s cause when we and our children have been expelled from
our country?” 

But among the lessons of these œyœt is the fickleness of human
nature: this public bravado would in due time diminish. It gradual-
ly disappeared as the task of fighting began to weigh heavily on dif-
ferent sectors of society. or as the words of Allah (Â) have it,
“Yet, when combat-duty was ordained for them, they retreated,
except for a few of them.” This tendency to “abandon ship” is so
peculiar to the Israeli “Muslims” in history. They developed and
finessed methods to circumvent God’s commands and orders that
they could not reconcile themselves. But this psychology is not
unique to the Israelis; it is to be found in human nature generally.
such fudging and evasion of responsibilities is evident today among
contemporary Muslims whose Islamic commitment is shallow. Wise
Muslim leaders need to always be aware of this reality, which is
bound to be an obstacle on the way to the eventual clash of pow-
ers: the powers on God’s side and the powers on shay†œn’s side.

With some people, the initial euphoria to go to war may not
withstand the first challenge or the initial shock of war. reality
begins to settle in and people begin to fear what they are getting
involved in. In this demonstration of how human nature interacts
with Allah’s (Â) will, the Qur’an outlines how other considera-
tions began to factor in and water down the initial excitement that
swept through the Israeli public to go and fight for God’s cause.
Many of these Israelis, just upon hearing the divine order that they
would have to go to kill and be killed, relinquished all intention of
doing so. And they were the ones who just yesterday had been
clamoring for a war with the enemy. After the recruitment effort
and after military training and preparedness there were only a few
Israelis left to shoulder this duty. one excuse that these Israeli
“Muslims” came up with to avoid conscription was to question the
qualifications of the commander. Allah (Â) had to interfere and
“vouch” for œ̌l¥t (saul) as the leading commander.82 That was
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done by a miraculous return of the tœb¥t in which all the remnants
of the prophets (Å) were carried by the angels. still there were
Israelis who objected and shirked their military duty as œ̌l¥t
pressed on with his military campaign,

And when Saul [ œ̌l¥t] set out with his military forces,
he said, “Behold, Allah will now try you by a river: he
who shall drink of it shall not belong to me, whereas
he who shall refrain from tasting it, he, indeed, will
belong to me; but forgiven shall be the one who scoops
up a single handful.” However, except for a few of
them, they all drank [their fill] of it (2:249).

These zealots, too, could not stay together. There were some
who would — even at this advanced time in the fulfillment of
Allah’s (Â) order — desert. At the final moment when the two
armies came face to face and the Israeli “Muslims” realized that
they were seemingly no match for their enemies, they lost interest
in this divine command,

And as soon as he and those who had kept faith with
him had crossed the river, the others said, “No
strength have we today [to stand up] against Goliath
and his forces!” It was at this final hour that the
remaining few defied all odds and clung tenaciously to
their covenant with Allah, and expressed that by say-
ing, “How often has a small legion overcome a great
legion by Allah’s permission! For Allah is with those
who persevere” (2:249).

It was this small but unyielding band of committed Israeli
“Muslims” who carried the day, scored a military victory, and
emerged psychologically and physically triumphant. 

from another angle, the Qur’an shows a vision of a determined
and confident leadership that had not lost sight of its stated objec-
tive. œ̌l¥t carried this burden all the way to a successful conclusion.
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This military commander displayed a penetrating understanding of
man’s psychology; he was not distracted by mob slogans or elitist
fanfare. This unshakable commander was not affected by the swing
in public opinion, away from the military strategy. His military skills
showed when he put his own troops, who were drawn from that
reluctant pool of people, through the paces and relieved the insub-
ordinate of their ranks and responsibilities. And finally, when an
army that may originally have been thousands strong, was reduced
to a few hundred at the most, œ̌l¥t did not surrender to a “balance
of power” analysis, nor did he think that he and his troops were
about to commit military suicide. He knew that he would be fight-
ing alongside the best and the bravest who were screened by events
for this critical battle. He knew, as we should know, that what
remained was a distilled commitment to Allah (Â), which cannot
be defeated. What remained was Allah’s (Â) promise, even though
very few individuals remained to fulfill it. The rest is history.

The significance of this military lesson is that combatants who
are doing battle for Allah (Â) are supposed to be located in  the
ghayb (the imperceptible). True, their bodies are on the battlefield
but their hearts, their minds, and their spirits are located in the larg-
er reality that dwarfs the war front, even if it means their physical
presence in this world is to be lost. Those in this small but select
contingent of troops with œ̌l¥t were human, like all other human
beings. They too had nagging voices inside them, saying, “But the
overwhelming odds are against us, it would be foolish to fight against
an unabated and mammoth hostile force, even though we are right
and our enemies are wrong; this is not the time to fight the enemy
because there is no chance of winning.” These notions crossed the
hearts of the soldiers who stayed the course with ̌ œl¥t. The common
sentiment was, “No power have we today to take on Goliath and
his forces.” But these few listened instead to a higher voice of
authority and therefore responded to the common sentiment by say-
ing, “How often has a small contingent overpowered a large con-
tingent by Allah’s permit; and Allah is with the steadfast.”

This “insignificant” number of troops, then, turned to Allah
(Â) and said, “o our Sustainer! Shower us with endurance in
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adversity, and stabilize our positions, and support us against the
people who deny the truth [of Your power presence].” These
fighters realized what imperial powers learn the hard way: that the
few who are committed to Allah (Â) will defeat the many who are
committed to evil. They asked for victory from Allah (Â); they
did not send their ambassadors and diplomats to worldly powers
asking for support or “neutrality.” These Israeli “Muslims,” few as
they were, proved what so many of the contemporary Muslims have
failed to prove. This should prove that when an army, emboldened
with a trusting and relying dependence on Allah (Â), meets with
an army, pumped up by arrogance and a rebellious attitude to Allah
(Â), the former wins even if it is outnumbered and outgunned, and
the latter loses even if it has nuclear capabilities and all the other
weapons of mass destruction.

It is the involvement of the hidden unapparent larger world of
the ghayb, channeled through the remaining few, that scores victo-
ries over the apparently larger world of globalized powers with mas-
sive and heavily armed militaries, and state of the art technologies. 

The Israeli Character of “Flight” from Responsibility

Are you not attentive of those who departed their
native lands in their thousands for fear of death, for
which Allah said to them, “Die!” and afterward [He]
gave them life again? Behold, Allah is certainly abun-
dant in His gracious giving to man, but most people are
thankless (2:243).

some scholars believe this œya∆ refers to a particular time and a par-
ticular generation of the Children of Israel. However, all attempts
at “specification” cancel each other out. some say this œya∆ is about
an Israeli society that lived at one time in a place called Wœsi†, an
area near Makkah in the Óijœz. others say that it refers to Israelis
who lived in present day Jordan/palestine. And the more this mat-
ter is investigated, the more one realizes that there is no conclusive
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evidence of where or when these Israelis lived. The core issue here
is not the location and the time frame. The essence of this lesson is
to take human determination and strategy out of time-and-place
coordinates and place them within man’s relationship with Allah
(Â). The geographical and historical details have no bearing on
the human interaction with Allah (Â). 

The larger issue here is the human concept of life and death,
what is apparent about life and death, and what is not. Human
beings should always refer the issue of living and dying to Allah
(Â), His careful planning, and His intentional determination. If
Allah (Â) wants man to do something, he should do it without
hesitation, without fear of death or any other consequence,
because, in the final analysis, the years of life and the inevitability
of death are, after all, at His discretion. 

some of the Islamic historical sources suggest that the Israelis
cited in this œya∆ were fleeing their country because of a plague or
an epidemic. This habit of fleeing from a contagious disease is not
an exclusively Israeli trait. It is found in human nature. Modern
medical, technological, and statistical information, which was not
available before, captures some aspects of this type of death, and
thus a brief overview of it will help to better inform current attitudes
on the matter. It is commonly understood that death is the cessation
of all cellular activity in an organism. The age, distribution, and
causes of death in a�society closely reflect the level of community
health. Infant and maternal mortality rates vary with the level of
sanitation and hygiene, and are also affected by levels of nutrition
and health care. The most common cause of death in young adults
in developed countries is road traffic and other accidents; in devel-
oping countries infections such as tuberculosis are more common. In
the older age groups of many countries, heart diseases, cancers, and
cerebrovascular disorders are dominant causes of death. More males
die at all ages throughout life, so widows are more common than
widowers. In the world of secular social sciences the exact definition
of death is controversial, and varies among legal systems. In some
jurisdictions, to rely on such criteria as the absence of pulse or heart-
beat, respiration, or corneal reflex is no longer enough, given that
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medical science can sometimes revive people who have temporarily
lost these functions. And new criteria continue to be devised,
notably the absence of brain waves on an EEG.

With this in mind, could the œya∆ be referring to an underde-
veloped part of the world from where its people, the Israelis, were
fleeing their “third world” and “underdeveloped socioeconomic sta-
tus” in fear of the problems that typically plague the “third world?”
Could it be that these Israelis, in a bid to get some extra years of
life, wanted to join the “first world,” the modernized societies
around them, to avoid such widespread outbreaks of infectious dis-
eases, though to do so they had to abandon their “nation-state?”
Could this œya∆ be saying that these Israelis were so keen on avoid-
ing death by natural causes that they had to give up their mother-
land in the process? 

And could there be another reading of this œya∆? Could it be
said that each Israeli, in his pursuit of a long life, cut short the life
of his society? perhaps all these individual Israelis, looking for more
years in their personal lives, ended up inflicting less years on their
integrated (national) life. “Allah is, certainly, measureless in His
magnanimity to man, but most people are unthankful.”

Did it ever occur to these types, who wish to become cente-
narians, that a nation’s livelihood depends on their sacrificing some
of their individual years to make it possible for their collective self
— the nation — to live on? Allah (Â) is generous here in the
sense that some individuals give a few years of their own lives so
that their society survives. Many people cannot see this; therefore
the many cannot appreciate it.

What is truly peculiar about these Israelis is that this “I want
to live forever” drive became a social trend with thousands if not
tens of thousands in its fold. Everyone wanted to extend their lives,
even if that meant an exodus, a diaspora, and the life of the ghetto
in a modern society. yet, whatever they did and wherever they
went, death finally caught up with them. so their larger self – their
collective “national” life — ceased to exist.

How did all this happen? Where did they go? What type of
“death threats” were they running from? What type of “advanced”
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society did they go to? None of these matters is elaborated upon.
These details are skipped in order to get to the point. The point is
that no one is able to avoid the inevitability of death. It would have
been more honorable for them to withstand their encounter with
whatever fear of death was peculiar to their social status, to their
national character, or to their underdeveloped conditions, but they
chose not to; yet still they ran into the fact of death. “…and later
[Allah] brought them back to life.” Could this mean that after the
flight-from-death generation was consumed by death, Allah (Â)
subsequently nurtured another generation of Israelis who brought
their society back to life? Could this œya∆ be summing up the pat-
tern of Israeli history: when Israelis are caught between a personal
love for life, it turns out to be their collective antipathy to a social
homeland? Could this œya∆ be alluding to the fact that one cannot
have it both ways: avoiding death and simultaneously achieving a
social and political state are mutually exclusive? 

Consider the case of the current Israeli nation-state: Zionist
Israel. on the military front, they have stolen, purchased, devel-
oped, and even employed in the war theater some of the most
destructive conventional, chemical, biological, and nuclear
weapons, all in a bid to inflict the maximum number of casualties
on the palestinians and to avoid any casualties of their own. In the
latest IDf escapade, the 2008 invasion of Gaza, over 1,400
palestinian civilians lost their lives, compared to only 11 Israeli sol-
diers, five of them killed apparently by “friendly fire.”83 on the
political front, they have maneuvered their allies, the united
states and its European satellites, into protecting Israeli security by
once again sacrificing American and European soldiers’ lives so
that Israeli citizens need not lose theirs. on the media front, they
have demonized their “enemies” to such a point that the mass
slaughter of palestinian women and children barely registers on the
world’s political radar; but the loss of a single Israeli life becomes
something for the entire world to cry about. It appears that Israeli
lives are the most precious in the world.

But, unfortunately for these Israelis, just like their erstwhile
ancestors, those who are readily giving up their lives for freedom,
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justice, and for Allah’s (Â) cause are inching ever closer to a state
that represents and secures the generationally oppressed. A spate of
recent reports suggest that because of current developments, the
state of Israel will vanish within the next two decades. These stud-
ies indicate that since the world has basically rejected the notion of
colonial apartheid, the Israelis will ultimately have to agree to
allowing the 1948 palestinian diaspora to return to its homeland.
Because the racist Euro-Israelis never wanted to “mix with the
natives,” this would mean the exodus of two million Jews to the
united states and 1.5 million to russia and other European coun-
tries within the next 15 years, effectively “wiping the state of Israel
off the map.” To sustain these arguments, keen observers cite the
number of American and European passports already held by Israeli
citizens — around 800,000 — and the fact that those who do not
have Western passports have already begun to apply for them.84 of
course the CIA and its American patron would never credit the
Muslims for moving the spectre of retribution to a point where
these settler-squatter racists feel they have to run for their lives.
And so once again, these Israelis who do not want to die prove who
they are; they “see the writing on the wall” and they flee. In anoth-
er œya∆, Allah (Â) says about them,

Say, “o you who follow the Jewish faith! If you claim
that you [alone] are close to Allah, to the exclusion of
all other people, then you should be longing for death
— if what you say is true!” But never will they long
for it, because [they are aware] of what their hands
have wrought in this world; and Allah has full knowl-
edge of evildoers (62:6–7). 

Jihad is Sustained with monies from a Giving Society
“And fight in Allah’s way, and bear in mind that Allah  hears and
knows everything” (2:244). This command puts the committed
Muslims on the offensive, on the condition that their undivided
social commitment to Allah (Â) merits it. If it turns out that many
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Muslims want to abandon their domicile and their homelands
because they fear an outbreak of a certain epidemic, then they, like
the Israelis before them, will just be running toward a different kind
of imminent death; and the supporting hand of Allah (Â) will not
be with them. No committed Muslims should entertain the idea of
fleeing their country because of “imminent” death coming from
military forces, whomever these military forces happen to be. “And
fight on Allah’s way…” means that all covenant-bearing Muslims
are required to bear arms in Allah’s (Â) cause. This way to Allah
(Â) is defined by justice, equity, fairness, and truth. This permis-
sion to fight is qualified. fighting has to be for Allah (Â). It can-
not be for a so-called “national interest.” This Western material
concept for the security and well-being of the state is used in mak-
ing foreign policy. 

A national-interest approach to foreign policy demands “real-
istic” handling of international problems, based on the use of power
divorced from moral principles and values. When committed
Muslims go to war they do so carrying precisely the moral values
and principles that define their character and their actions.
Conflicts of national interest in the nation-state system are
resolved by diplomacy, international law, international institutions,
or, ultimately, through war. Historically, national interest evolved
as raison d’etat (reason of state), a doctrine developed in the 16th
century by Niccolo Machiavelli, which holds that security and
national advantage are paramount considerations in state action.85

The concept of national interest is hazy and subjective in its
application. Exponents of a realistic approach argue that it reduces
utopian expectations, recognizes the existence of power politics,
produces a steady and sober involvement in world affairs, and lim-
its a state to attainable objectives. opponents argue that the
strongest foreign policy is one built on a firm moral base, and the
reliance on unilateral policies of national interest fails to provide
for reconciliation of international interests. The doctrine of
national interest dictates that moral principles, commitments, and
agreements should be disregarded if they conflict with state policies
or actions. 
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This œya∆ gives a justification for carrying arms and engaging
the enemy, provided that it is done on Allah’s (Â) terms, on His
instructions, and with no other motivations. In another sense, the
œya∆ suggests that no one stands to gain when a socio-political
expression of scripture is forfeited just because individual Muslims
want to add extra years to their personal life spans by avoiding mil-
itary service or depopulating their country. No scripturally estab-
lished social order should relocate itself because it fears a natural
disaster or a national invasion. And, as the Muslim stands at the
brink of this understanding, Allah (Â) immediately reminds him,
“And grasp the fact that Allah hears and knows all.” The elusive
fact that is stampeded in man’s attachment to worldly desires and
possessions is that life itself is God-given. He gave life to begin
with, and all humanity is inexorably moving toward an inescapable
termination of this life, at a time of His determination. 

Qitœl (combat) is the epitome of jihad. In this œya∆, Allah (Â)
inspires Muslims to go to the war front and battle against the viola-
tors of justice in the manner described by Him as fø sabølillœh. Note
that many œyœt in the Qur’an are worded in the exact same manner
when Allah (Â) inspires Muslims to struggle. The œyœt about jihad
also characterize it as fø sabølillœh because it is an act of repayment and
sacrifice. In addition, the actions of jihad and qitœl (combat) are
connected in the Qur’an with spending money and fulfilling finan-
cial obligations. recall that military service during those years of
scriptural inspiration at the time of ras¥l-Allah (r) was strictly vol-
untary. There were committed Muslims who would want to go to
the battlefield but they could not put together enough of their per-
sonal “wealth” to equip themselves with the necessary equipment.
That is why these and other œyœt are timed to stimulate the Muslim
social order to spend of what it has when the Muslim individual is
willing to give his life and all he has for Allah (Â). There has to be
a balance between a Muslim sacrificing his life for Allah (Â) and a
society sacrificing its wealth for Allah (Â). 

In other words, a committed Muslim cannot be expected to go
all the way to the war’s killing fields ready to sacrifice his own life
when his own society is not willing to pay for the military budget
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of that war to reestablish justice. similarly, a committed Muslim
society cannot be expected to deplete its wealth for a war when
there are no volunteers anxious to fight for justice, or when its lead-
ership decides to fight for causes other than those approved by
Allah (Â). so Allah (Â) asks, 

Who is it that will offer Allah a respectable loan,
which He will richly repay, with incentives and bonus-
es? For Allah withholds and releases; and it is unto
Him that you shall revert (2:245).

obviously, this is a call for resources and a budget for the war
effort. The underlying purpose here is to motivate ungenerous and
possessive people to realize that what they give out as individuals in
the form of funds and fortunes will be regained in the form of social
justice and political enhancement. The Islamic mentality must
view with equal conviction that a martyr is not dead and that a
spending society is not poor. look at what these deeply embedded
convictions did to that earliest generation of Muslims. When they
knew that their shahøds are not dead, and when they knew that
their disbursing ummah is not poor, they reached to the four cor-
ners of the earth. The pitiable bedouins, the wondering nomads,
and the tribal primitives of the Arabian peninsula became the
nucleus of a world civilization that had no peer. It all had to do with
the realization of two facts: one who voluntarily suffers death for
Allah (Â) is not dead, and the society that voluntarily spends its
riches for Allah (Â) is not poor. They knew, as we should know
today, that Allah (Â) hears and watches all who are giving and He
is ready to repay everyone generously, with much more than was
originally expended. 

If this œya∆ circulates in the thoughts of the average Muslim
and lives with him from day to day, then he can look forward to a
healthy society made up of healthy citizens who give back to Allah
(Â) what He originally gave them: life and wealth. This situation
will only last for a very short time: our lifetime here on earth.
Then we will immediately return to Allah (Â), “And it is back to
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Him that you all will go.” one of the triumphs of secularism
today is that virtually no one is concerned with the most certain
thing that will happen to everyone: the moment of transition from
life to death, or from this biological and physiological life to its
sequel: the life of the œkhira∆. In an Islamic moral and social order
this fact will re-occupy center stage. Everyone will be paying close
attention to this eventuality, instead of the close attention given
nowadays to such trivia as beauty contests, age-enhancement, and
the “good life.” 

We Muslims are asked to place ourselves on a track to Allah
(Â); if along the way we encounter death we understand it is
Allah’s (Â) will, and pass on. And if we encounter less than pros-
perous economic times, it is also Allah’s (Â) will and He will pro-
vide for society in His due time. In any case, nothing along this
route to Allah (Â) should deter us from willingly giving life and
resources to Allah’s (Â) cause whenever it is necessary. We are
only a speck in the flow of life that has been calibrated, offered, and
then suspended by Allah (Â) as He wishes and as He regulates.

The episode of œ̌l¥t and the “odds” of War
At this point the commanding words of Allah (Â) communicate
the heroic account of the heirs of Israel who came after the time of
Moses (a), 

Are you not apprised of the elite from the heirs of
Israel, after the time of moses, how they said to one of
their prophets, “Assign a commanding officer to us,
[and] we shall fight in Allah’s campaign!” He replied,
“Would you, perhaps, refrain from fighting if fighting is
decreed for you?” They responded, “And why should
we not fight in Allah’s campaign when we and our chil-
dren have been ousted from our homelands?” Still,
when fighting was commanded by decree, they deserted
[their military ranks], except for a few of them, but
Allah had full knowledge of the offenders (2:246).
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The œya∆ above literally begin with the words “Can’t you see: Alam
tara?” as if to dramatize this account of the Israeli privileged class.
Can you not see, o Muhammad (r), what happened to these upper-
class Israelis who were trying to live out their Islam? They went to
one of their prophets (the Qur’an does not say exactly who that
prophet was) and asked him to assign to them a person of command-
ing authority so that it would be possible for them to launch a legit-
imate war to regain their rights: fø sabølillœh. To their credit, they did
mention fø sabølillœh. This would indicate that at the beginning of
this war strategy the Children of Israel had good intentions. This
means that they felt their God-given responsibilities and that the
only course left to them was to fight and recover their rights and
integrity. These Israeli notables had a sound theoretical understand-
ing of their position as people of scripture who were wronged. This
clarity of vision and recognition of objective is in itself a significant
achievement on the way to victory. Israeli Muslims and non-Israeli
Muslims — meaning Muslims who lived the Israeli experience of
interaction with revelation and those who followed and are living
the Muhammadi experience of revelation — are expected to know
beyond a shadow of a doubt that their position of “victimization”
and systemic exploitation has a military rebound effect to it. They
have to know that there is only one option left: the military option.
This military option has to be prosecuted with scriptural integrity,
divine supervision, and superiority of willpower over weapons-
power. Any pollution of this fact will only lead to setbacks and
defeats, or to inconclusive results and unsatisfactory consequences.

Their prophet then wanted to ascertain how true they would
be to their word. Were they really serious about going to war? Did
they realize that many of them would be killed and many more
injured and wounded? There is something in the Israeli psychology
that caused this prophet some recriminations about whether his
people really wanted to go to war. Thus he had to turn to them to
verify their stated intentions. This prophet, as is expected of
prophets (Å), understood the psychology of his people; he also
knew the conditions and demands of going to war. They respond-
ed, “And why should we not go to war when we and our children
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have been routed out of our homelands?” They appeared to have
no second thoughts about the matter. At this point, before any
combat had taken place, the enthusiasm between these Israeli
Muslims, who felt that their enemies are Allah’s (Â) enemies, was
infectious. There were no second thoughts in their minds about
their oppressors who had unjustly treated them and disregarded the
supreme Authority. No government was to be allowed to have any
well-grounded authority to break up families and tear down soci-
eties, as was done to these Israeli Muslims. so the only choice left
for these oppressed Israelis was to struggle against and fight off the
aggressive party — on God’s terms. 

That being said, the zeal of these ardent Israelis began to take a
turn for the worse. The next sentence begins the process of gradual-
ly exposing their morale, “But, when combat duty was made
mandatory for them, they reversed course, except for a few of
them.” Here the treacherous nature of most of these Israeli Muslims
started to bubble to the surface. Even when the facts were well estab-
lished and in their heart of hearts they knew that truth was on their
side, and even when they yearned for the justice of the aggrieved,
they turned their back on their obligations and accountability. 

This is a feature of all societies that are not schooled in scrip-
ture and emancipated by experience. Human nature, corporate
interests, and a paid-off religious class will have no difficulty in
explaining away their society’s perfidy and treason. All Islamic
leaders and decision makers should note this fact. As long as there
are humans enlisting in the divine course, its “Israeli” expression
will also be there. And it will be wrapped up in the dress of
prophets, in the language of scripture, and in the traditions that
extend all the way back to Makkah and al-Quds. No one reading
these œyœt should be surprised to see contemporary Israeli
“Muslims” who are playing the parts that are described in the
Qur’an. This disloyalty is to be expected from those whose mouths
voice the truth but whose actions are in error. for this reason Allah
(Â) reminds, “And Allah has full knowledge of the wrongdo-
ers.” This, in the first instance, is a way of placing ultimate results
in the ultimate knowledge of Allah (Â). or, in other words,
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although the hard-working and struggling Muslims may not be able
to immediately know who these defectors will be, Allah (Â) cer-
tainly knows them. secondly, this is an indictment of those large
numbers who desert the war effort in earnest. They are offenders
and sinners; they blunder against themselves, they betray their
prophets, and they give away their rights after giving moving
speeches and elaborate presentations for their cause.

This can only be described as high treason: the fanatics of the
Children of Israel knew they were mistreated and abused.
Consequently, they went to their prophet to have him appoint a
military figure who could deliver them out of their “national dislo-
cation” and bring them into the justice of a scriptural statehood.
These Israelis reaffirmed their determination to go to war to see that
justice and liberty are achieved. And when the time came to prove
their mettle the majority of them could not fight for truth and jus-
tice, but instead renounced their avowed military duty. This is not
only insubordination but also rebellion against divine authority.

And their prophet said to these [Israeli] seniors,
“Behold, now Allah has dispatched œ̌l¥t [Saul] to be
your commanding official.” They said, “How can he
have a mandate over us when we have a better claim to
dominion than he, and he has not [even] been endowed
with ample wealth?” [Their prophet] replied, “Behold,
Allah has placed him above you, and empowered him
profusely with knowledge and strength. And Allah
bestows His dominion upon whom He wills, for Allah
is Infinite, All-Knowing” (2:247).

once again, as the Qur’an previously pointed out in other œyœt of
this s¥ra∆, the recalcitrant and unmanageable character of the
Israeli seniors comes out into the open. Here they are asking their
prophet to appoint a commander to take charge of a campaign to
liberate them. They made it very clear to their prophet that they
wanted to do combat fø sabølillœh. And after saying all the right
words, they immediately started taking the first step in the wrong
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direction. When their prophet responded to their petition, telling
them that œ̌l¥t had been appointed commander by Allah (Â),
they retorted by protesting his choice! Their argument was that
“one of them” should have been selected by Allah (Â) for this
position. How dare God appoint an “outsider” to lead them, espe-
cially when he is to make life and death decisions? œ̌l¥t, in their
“racist” mentality, does not have “royal blood” in him; he is disqual-
ified, even if God pronounces him fit for the task! What is more,
he does not even have the financial status that could make up for
his hereditary failings! 

Their prophet answered their erroneous concerns by pointing
to the intrinsic qualities of œ̌l¥t as well as to the significance of

œ̌l¥t as Allah’s (Â) choice, 

[Their prophet] replied, “Behold, Allah has selectively
chosen him above you, and blessed him with extraor-
dinary knowledge and a robust physical size. And
Allah confers His disposition upon whom He wills, for
Allah is Infinite, All-Knowing” (2:247).

so Allah (Â) has made it clear: he has chosen a qualified man for
the task ahead, and that should be it. for further explanation, their
prophet made it clear that this man is exceptional because he has
both uncommon intelligence, and exceptional physical strength.
Besides, his health and body are athletic and “olympian.” Were it
not for Israeli racism the matter would have been settled. œ̌l¥t
would have immediately assumed his responsibilities, the majority
of the people would have joined the war effort, and the liberation
process would have commenced without further ado. But the jun-
iors of Israel are the juniors of Israel — disobedient, unruly, stiff-
necked, and hardheaded. When people express their determination
to declare war, the worst thing they can do is to break their solidar-
ity by turning against God and distancing themselves from their
prophet. But these Israelis have a way of antagonizing God and
enemy at the same time. And yet, at times such as this, they expect
a “miracle” to tip the balance of the argument or contention.
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And so their prophet said to them,

Behold, it shall be a sign of his [legal] authority that
you will be granted a tœb¥t endowed by your Sustainer
with intuitive tranquility and with all that is enduring
in the angel-borne heritage left behind by the House of
moses and the House of Aaron. Herein, behold, there
shall indeed be an œya∆ for you if you are [truthfully]
committed (2:248).

When these Israeli Muslims turned quarrelsome concerning the
leadership of œ̌l¥t, their prophet presented them with something
that could only come from Allah (Â): the tœb¥t, the lost and irre-
trievable Ark of the Covenant, was carried to them by the angels.86

This, according to Jewish history, was the chest in which scriptures
brought to the Children of Israel by the prophets M¥så and Hœr¥n
(Ç) were placed; it had been lost during an earlier war87 fought
under the leadership of their prophet Joshua (a).88 This miraculous
experience was expected to bring them to their senses. Their
prophet also thought that this would be enough for these stone-
walling Israeli Muslims to accept œ̌l¥t as their chief, “…if you are
sincerely committed to Allah.” This miracle brought self-assur-
ance to some of these skeptics, but only after the full length of the
protestation took its psychological toll on their morale.

After this issue was settled, œ̌l¥t set out to prepare for the
jihad. Those who had accepted œ̌l¥t’s leadership were conscripted.
And the Qur’anic wording unveils the following scene, which
shows œ̌l¥t and his army setting out to do what has to be done,

And when ̌ œl¥t set out with his troops, he said, “Behold,
Allah will now test you by [exposing you to] a river: he
who shall drink of it will not belong to me, whereas he
who shall restrain [himself] from tasting it, he, indeed,
will belong to me; but forgiven shall be he who shall
scoop up but a single handful.” However, except for a few
of them, they all drank [their fill] of it (2:249).
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With hindsight, œ̌l¥t’s military wisdom can be more objec-
tively appreciated. He knew he was approaching an enemy that was
numerically superior and better equipped. He also knew his own
force was from a nation that had been known for its historical
defeats and debacles. He knew his army would need a power that is
capable of overcoming the enemy’s military superiority, and that this
power could only come from the will of his men. This willpower
would have to reverse every instinct a soldier would have in that sit-
uation, from physical fear to the “need” to drink. This willpower had
to surmount all bodily obstacles and challenges. It had to rise above
“necessities” and “requisites.” It had to “obey orders,” and put up
with the consequences. These forces would have to establish their
perseverance as well as their patience in adverse circumstances. And
to do so, these armed forces would have to prove they are not going
to fall for the nearest temptation. That is where this test fits in.
These fighters and battlers were to be tested by coming across a
source of water that had become to them both a necessity and an
obsession: they were very thirsty, given the arid conditions they
were exposed to. This source of water, a river, would sort out those
who could prove their willpower, by abstaining from drinking any of
that water, from those who could not, by allowing themselves to be
tempted and then rationalize the necessity to have water. 

“except for a few of them, they all drank [their fill] of it.”
Not only did they quench their thirst, they imbibed the water,
going far beyond their instructions to limit themselves to a handful
if they could not resist having it. A handful of water would extin-
guish the burning thirst but it would not serve to peg them down as
a full stomach of water would do. Many of what seemed like patri-
otic enlisted military personnel flunked the willpower test. They no
longer qualified to go the extra mile and face off with the “techno-
logically” superior enemy. In the end, for these soldiers with no
willpower to be relieved of their duties at this point, before going
off to face the enemy, turned out to be better for them and better
for the rest of the army. If they were to continue on to the war front
with this kind of behavior, they might have destabilized the inter-
nal ranks of the military force by becoming a frustrating, or obstruc-
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tive contingent. A lesson has to be learned here: an army is not
assessed by its numbers; it is assessed by its discipline, its rule of
conduct, and its method of practice. 

This episode demonstrates that intentions alone do not deliv-
er victory. The intention to go to war had to be followed up with
real and practical preparations for war. A war should never only be
regarded as those hours, days, or even years of military clashes. A
war is all the time and effort preceding that — the preparation, the
training, the planning, and the resource mobilization that ante-
dates the first shot. 

These two developments — the initial public opinion erosion
and the lack of military discipline — both of which resulted in a
“military scale-down” did not frustrate or diminish œ̌l¥t’s morale.
“Muslim Israeli” public opinion took issue with his credentials, but
he was not deterred. Then many of his subordinates refused to
abide by his orders and had to be dismissed from the army, and that
did not aggravate his resolve. He simply proceeded with Allah’s
(Â) company to do what had to be done. 

up to this point this whole “war of liberation” was off to what
seemed like an unpromising start. And it was not over yet,

And soon as he and those who had kept faith with him
had crossed the river, the others said, “No military
capability have we today [to fight] against Goliath and
his forces!” (2:249).

Now these “diehards” were all that was left from what began as an
army, which then shrank into a division or brigade, and then final-
ly, after all the psychological and physical challenges, dwindled
into just a squadron. This “bare” military unit knew what it was up
against. This “insignificant” force had finally qualified to go to war
against the powerful armed forces led by Goliath.89 one may say
this was the “rag-tag” force that had finally gained the honor of tak-
ing on the “superpower” of its time. And even at this advanced
stage and approaching moment of combat some of them still could
not but notice that their chances for a victory were nil. 
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But they had to decide; and their internal and psychological
decision would mean everything in the course of this dispropor-
tionate battle. Would they, in these decisive moments, feel and
know that their proven willpower had become the medium for the
expression of Allah’s (Â) will? This final linkage with Allah (Â)
was possible only through their enduring commitment to Him. At
this conclusive moment in the history of nations there was a diver-
gence of perceptions. The materialists saw their power in terms of
military prowess, the military industrial complex, military research
and development, and the overwhelming striking power of state of
the art military arsenals and armaments, while the “wretched”
forces saw their power in terms of Allah’s (Â) involvement in this
affair, His interference with the course of the war, and His infinite
power that is expressed on His terms in His own ways. And so it
was, at this crucial time, that the “few and the feeble” stepped for-
ward and expressed their convictions and commitment,

[Yet] those who were sure that they were destined to
meet Allah, answered, “How often has an insignificant
contingent triumphed over a substantial contingent by
Allah’s authorization! For Allah is with those who are
patient in hardship” (2:249).

This turns out to be the course to victory: outwardly decreas-
ing numbers but inwardly increasing reliance on Allah (Â). This
human reliance on Allah (Â) brings Him into the war and the
scales are tipped. Those relatively few in numbers who were certain
about meeting Him were destined for a military victory, following
all the public opinion and equivocating human dissent and objec-
tions that went into making this final victory possible. The
adjourning lesson was summarized in the words expressed by the
humans of this experience, and quoted for eternity in this everlast-
ing Book, “For Allah is with those who are uncomplaining in
adversity.” It was Allah’s (Â) calculation to have the material and
physical power on one side — Goliath’s —and to have the ghaybø
and providential power on the other side — œ̌l¥t’s. And finally,
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the determining factor in this military clash was not the military
hardware and armory; it was the assimilation of Allah (Â) into the
stamina, long suffering, and perseverance, of the dedicated few that
scored the decisive victory. 

Their self-abnegation, fortitude, and good nature was the only
weapon they had. Whatever material instruments in their possession
were secondary to this most important factor. It was with this conflu-
ence of human tenacity and bravery with Allah’s (Â) empowerment
that allowed them to reverberate with these eternal words,

And when they came face to face with Goliath and his
forces, they appealed earnestly to Allah saying, “o our
Sustainer! Shower us with patience [at a troubled time
like this], and secure our paces, and give aid to us
against people who [actively] deny the truth [about
You]!” After that, by Allah’s sanction, they vanquished
them. And David slew Goliath; and Allah conferred
authority and wisdom, and contributed to him the
knowledge of whatever He willed (2:250–251). 

There is a long lost lesson to be learned by historical Israeli
Muslims and contemporary Israeli Muslims. The moral high ground
of the committed but few dedicated Muslims propelled them to go
all the way to the battlefield. In the process, they did not take time
off to achieve a military parity or to gain a balance of power formu-
la that would otherwise qualify a “ragtag” force for an eventual and
resounding military success. It was the momentum of this moral
high ground that withstood the internal divisions coming out of
the Israeli context; and withstood the alliance of forces coming
from the external powers that seemed to have all the odds on their
side. Notice how Allah’s (Â) words do not even mention the
“legal” or “ideological” justifications used by the Goliath camp.
And in those days, as in our days, there were probably scores of
media sources trumping up “valid” and “logical” perspectives in
favor of the predominant military power opposed to œ̌l¥t and his
“band of believers.” 
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It took what may have seemed like a long stretch — from the
initial intrinsic opposition of the Israeli Muslim elite against œ̌l¥t
as the most qualified commander to the concluding extrinsic con-
frontation with the “goyim” or kœfir forces — for the unshakable and
unfailing Muslims in that Israeli era to prove their faith and Allah’s
(Â) force, “eventually, they defeated them by Allah’s assent.”
The human act of defeating other humans was “…by Allah’s con-
sent.” The ultimate military victory is an expression of Allah’s (Â)
will through human certainty, courage, and staying power. This
reading of reality and perception of practice has to become second
nature in any Islamic political matrix or party. life-defying Muslims
must entertain no doubt about Allah (Â) being embedded in their
tenacity as they work their way to inevitable war. In this under-
standing of forces, committed Muslims realize they are the instru-
ment of Allah’s (Â) will and the manifestation of His willpower. In
a sense this is strange: committed Muslims feel they are weak and
vulnerable but they know they are strong and invincible all at the
same time. They feel they are powerless because their physical
strength does not compare with the prowess and superior military
might of their adversaries and yet they know they are powerful
because the military “edge” of their adversaries does not compare
with Allah’s (Â) potency, dominance, and sway. This clash of two
unequal powers is the ultimate demonstration and proof of Allah’s
(Â) power presence and power existence. And ever since the com-
mitted Muslims have been absent from this whole process Allah
(Â) has been inattentive to the depredations that have been visit-
ed on the Muslims from wars of occupation and exploitation. 

Who has this depth of understanding and involvement with
Allah (Â) to make life at the war front and the shedding of human
blood an article of faith in which Allah (Â) is in charge of the
course of events from the way He is located in His servants hearts
to the way they express His will by their hands? War is defined by
some as a struggle of two or more nations to obtain justice or the
common good when all peaceful methods have failed. War declared
for the purpose of recovering territory unjustly taken away, or for
preserving scriptural authority over seditious subjects, or for resent-
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ing insults to the nation or its citizens is certainly justifiable in
terms of the preponderance of common sense and common law in
human nature and human reasoning. for there is always a just cause
for its inception. But in the long history of humanity, which are the
societies whose identities and geographical nativity have been
mutually threatened and forcefully fragmented? from our scriptur-
al history we know this has happened twice to those allegiant
Muslims who tried to extend their individual moral values into a
social and legal standard of conduct and governance. once it hap-
pened in the course of the Israeli covenant and the other in the
course of the Muhammadi commitment. Both of these scriptural
struggles are combined in this unquestionable Qur’an. 

No one in his own private capacity may start a war, nor may
he act as a volunteer in the army of a warring nation unless he is
certain that the side he is fighting for has a just cause. If the just-
ness of the war is doubtful, which was never the case in the course
of this scriptural history, then no man can volunteer his services,
because cooperation in the perpetuation of an injustice is permissi-
ble to no one. The war that is highlighted in these œyœt is not a war
made up of drafted soldiers on the side of œ̌l¥t, the Children of
Israel, and the prophet of that time. It can be deduced from this
military affair that all those who are expected to fight for justice,
with the knowledge that Allah (Â) is in their hearts, are supposed
to do so without any applied coercion, forcing them to the war
front. The violation of this principle leads to “draft-dodgers,” “war
protesters,” and “anti-war rallies.” In the modern world, who and
where are those strictly voluntary recruits who will go to the battle-
field and fight for justice? 

“And David slew Goliath.” small, insignificant, and undistin-
guished David (a) slew eye-catching, attention-getting, and all-
important Goliath. The lesson: things are not what they appear to
be. from a ghaybø perspective Goliath was trivial and David (a) was
historic. In the eyes of man, Goliath was a robust and well-polished
military commander and modern statesman, while David… well no
one ever heard of him! David was a boy who had his stones and his
slingshot. That is how the material and secular world would view
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him. But in fact he had his tenacious relationship with Allah (Â)
and the love for freedom and justice. And that made all the differ-
ence. It was from this episode of “Islamic” disagreements in their
Israeli mode — the objections about œ̌l¥t, the breakaway forces
along the military path to the enemy, and the loss of heart and
courage — that David (a) eventually became the heir to œ̌l¥t.
And subsequently solomon became the heir to David (Ç) and
established the first Islamic “jurisdiction” on earth. or in Allah’s
(Â) words, “…and Allah bestowed upon him dominion, and wis-
dom, and gave him the knowledge of whatever He willed.”

Dœw¥d (a) was a “king” and a prophet.90 further reading of
this revealing Qur’an indicates that David and solomon (Ç) ush-
ered into the world an unparalleled period of modernity and tech-
nology. But even here the Qur’anic flow of ideas gets the reader to
concentrate on the ultimate superiority of conviction over muni-
tions, blood over the sword, and strategic patience over tactical
expediency. The grand exercise in the clash of political wills and
vantages, from a scriptural standpoint, is not for the sake of natural
resources or the national interest. The fighting war is for justice on
earth and the defeat of aggression,

And if Allah had not enabled people to defend them-
selves against one another, the world would have dis-
integrated, but Allah is limitless in His benevolence to
all the worlds (2:251).

In this encompassing œya∆ the human personification of
heroes and villains recedes in the face of principle and rationale.
The worldly interaction and congestion of numerous societies and
peoples has the hand of Allah (Â) at work. fairness and justice
lead the way for mankind in an otherwise directionless history and
noisy if not thunderous clash of social currents and cultural incom-
patibilities. The initial impulse for justice — coming from the
Israeli Muslims who wanted to militarily right the wrong of dislo-
cation from their homeland — redressed their strong resentment.
But, more importantly, it ended up ushering in a new civilization, a
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civilization represented by Dœw¥d and sulaymœn (Ç) who
anchored the first Islamic state and government into existence.

There are many “national interest” arguments for all nation-
states in the world. There are many economic “justifications” for
“big brother” policies applied by “superpowers” onto lesser powers
and weaker states. There are nationalisms and racisms that justify
alienating indigenous peoples within their own cultures or
expelling them from their own lands. But what is more substantial
than all that is the fact that the victims have the God-given right
and the God-reinforced presence to oppose the diktat of the “high
and mighty superpowers” and thereby change the course of history.
out of this clash against the arrogant power-mongers emerges the
will of a small-time David (a), the relief of the inferior class, and
the triumph of a low-level people.

The human anger against injustice and the passion for justice
are the repositories of Allah’s (Â) will on earth. This yearning and
aching for equity and fairness has to surmount all the traps on its
way to genuineness and truth. That is why, at the end, there were
only a relatively small number of people who qualified to become
Allah’s (Â) executors and administrators. The simple truth of the
matter is that they represented Allah’s (Â) will; not because of
their rituals and “piety” but because of their intractable adherence
to truth and justice. 

“These are Allah’s œyœt: We relay them to you [o Prophet],
setting forth the truth, for, indeed, you are assigned a divine
duty” (2:252). An œya∆ is not merely a sign or a verse as many
would have cause to believe, by comparing the Qur’an to the
inconsequentiality of the other surviving scriptures in the lives of
their people. An œya∆ is the expression of Allah’s (Â) will to the
human senses. In this military affair Allah’s (Â) will was expressed
by the “natural losers” becoming the unpredicted winners; while
the natural-born winners became the unanticipated losers. This is
an œya∆ that many people want to push aside. It is also an œya∆ that
some Muslims do not want to be concentrating on. But it is an œya∆
that “sets forth the truth.” All the mass media, culture media, and
spiritual media that turn this fact around and automatically allo-
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cate military victories to global powers, superpowers, and hegemon-
ic powers are absent from what this Qur’an is telling them. Alas,
many men of the cloth fall into this category. But if they are so, the
prophet (r) is not, “…for, certainly, you [o muhammad] are
among those who have been entrusted with a mission.”

In these œyœt of S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆ (243–251) there is a new def-
inition of warfare. This new definition defies the normal and age-
old conventional military thinking that is applied today in modern
warfare manuals. It is almost common sense in the world of tech-
nology and military know-how that nations with superior and
advanced weapons systems are almost, if not definitely, guaranteed
victory against those who possess outdated armaments. The popu-
lar mantra is that for someone to stand a chance of winning a war,
there has to be at least “military parity;” add to that some strategic
advantages such as favorable geographic positions, national self-
confidence, and secure logistical operations. But in this Israeli
chapter such conventional wisdom was apparently thrown to the
winds. The Israeli/Islamic civilizational and militarily historical
campaign against the Goliathan superpower broke all the military
rules that hold sway in the minds of the higher brass and upper ech-
elons of armies from that time up until our present time. Today’s
military thinking, brought into the scenario of an inferior Israeli
combat unit going to war against a superior regional power led by
Goliath, would almost automatically say that Allah (Â) was lead-
ing the descendants of Israel into a battle defeat and not to a tri-
umph by conquest. 

on the public war-support effort, œ̌l¥t was not a commander
who assumed his wartime responsibilities with the solid support of
a sympathetic Israeli public opinion. one would think that a soci-
ety at war against a common enemy would need all the public sup-
port it can muster. But in this case, Allah’s (Â) choice of œ̌l¥t as
the military commandant of this “war in the making” exposed the
self-centered Israeli elites and their corresponding clients in socie-
ty who broke with this decision of appointing œ̌l¥t. Even though
many of them reconsidered their objection to œ̌l¥t, the damage
had already been done and the united internal front was shaken
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and the cracks were obvious at a time when this would not serve
the war effort. At least this is what a conventional political and
military analysis would conclude. To put it in today’s language,

œ̌l¥t was a controversial figure; he basically polarized Israeli public
opinion. Many perceived him outside of the Israeli pecking order
and the elite’s power structure. œ̌l¥t also did not belong to the
“upper crust” of Israeli society. Normally, conventional wisdom
says, these are disqualifiers that make people lose their enthusiasm
for what will become a war of “national liberation.”

Allah (Â) and His prophet’s choice of œ̌l¥t divided the
Israelis instead of unifying them when unity was needed the most.
To the average thinking strategist, the war for Israeli national lib-
eration was off to a stillborn beginning. once this issue was settled,
and œ̌l¥t set out on his military campaign another discomfiture set
in. The host of forces who were under œ̌l¥t’s command were to
express their rebelliousness on the countdown to the battlefront.
This would also have an eroding effect upon the troops’ esprit de
corps. The defining moment came when they arrived at a river and
were instructed by œ̌l¥t not to drink from that river, except maybe
a small cupful. But they all drank from it except for a small number
of highly disciplined individuals. Those who drank their bellies’ full
were considered insubordinate and were relieved of their duties.
This was another “blow” to any lingering hope that such a splin-
tered army could even think of a military victory. finally, when
these physically scorched bodies reached the military line of con-
tact with the enemy they realized they were in no physical and tan-
gible position to stand a chance against the “robust” and
“beefed-up” army that was prepared to take them on. 

Here, in the theater of war, when everyone could assess the
the two opposing forces, the troops of œ̌l¥t had their serious
doubts. Even al-ladhøna œman¥ (those who honored their divine
commitment) had to express their mind when they realized that
nothing had worked to their advantage and they could not see how
victory for them could come out of this obviously disproportionate
military conflict. At this point in time there is no rational being
who could say with confidence that the sunbaked, burned-out, and
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not-as-much Israeli fighters stood even a slight chance of winning
this asymmetrical and uneven war. It would appear to the norma-
tive and conventional decision maker that this whole affair is
“insane.” some may even characterize this as a “suicidal” mission!
At this, the Israeli mind may have even expected a “miracle,” some
extraordinary effort by God to deliver them from this imminent
crushing defeat. 

But nothing at all went according to “common-sense” and
“technological standards.” Those pitiful, parched, and travel-worn
Israelis prevailed. Impossible? yes; if Allah (Â) was not in the
equation. But He was. And Allah (Â) scored that victory. The
poor, lamentable, and numerically few Israelis had become the
instruments and the vehicles of Allah’s (Â) will. There were no
spectacular miracles that turned the tide of this war. In ways unex-
pected and in developments unforeseen the stateless Israeli
Muslims defeated the hegemonic and well-entrenched power. And
the defeat was rounded up with the deathblow to Goliath or in the
words of the most reliable document on the subject, the Qur’an,
“And therewithal, by Allah’s say-so, they [the Israeli muslims]
defeated them [their enemies]. And David slew Goliath.”

There are some issues that have to be cleared in the course of
observing the meanings of these œyœt. The first issue is: how could
an unlettered prophet, Muhammad (r), living and growing up in
an unschooled city like Makkah which was located in an unen-
lightened society such as Arabia, present to the world these defin-
ing and critical events on his own? Besides, there were no Jews or
Christians in Makkah to relay to him the details of these types of
historical events. And furthermore, the information the Jews and
the Christians have is not, in many cases, exactly the way the
Qur’an presents it. 

Another issue that has to be cleared here is the comment by
some non-Muslim scripturalists that the prophet who was cited in
this context, who came after the time of Moses (a), and who
appointed œ̌l¥t (saul) to be the army commander was samuel.91

As far as can be determined there is no solid information from
unpolluted sources to confirm or deny this assertion. In other words
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there may have been a prophet by the name of samuel or there may
not have been. 

The other issue that has to be highlighted here is the fact that
the Israeli trait of racism surfaced on this occasion as well. The
Israeli upper classes were clamoring for a war of liberation and
wanted someone who could assume the ultimate responsibilities of
this liberation; and when œ̌l¥t was picked out by their prophet,
they disagreed with that because œ̌l¥t was not a descendant of
kings and neither was he a descendant of prophets (Å). so there
was a strong racial or “blood-line” argument for Israeli racists
against œ̌l¥t. The strength of this argument is reminiscent of the
strength of lucifer when he objected to Allah’s (Â) choice to cre-
ate a human and appoint this human as His advocate on earth. The
“religious” racialism of these Israelis had allocated political author-
ity to the descendants of Judah, the son of Jacob (a), and through
this line came David and solomon (Ç). prophecy was apportioned
to the descendants of levi, the other son of Jacob (a). And
through this line came Moses and Aaron (Ç). But œ̌l¥t did not
belong to any of these two bloodlines, so they could not counte-
nance him as the ultimate decision maker. The troubled Israeli
racial thought process mixes race with class. In this mindset, œ̌l¥t
did not belong to the moneyed class, and that to them was anoth-
er disqualification. 

The general points to be noted from this immature
Israeli/Islamic behavior are:

1. A jihad requires a thorough psychological intensity as well as
a compliance with Allah’s (Â) decree. The racism and mate-
rialism of these early Israeli Muslims were serious stumbling
blocks in this regard.

2. Governance and leadership are not genetic material. Neither
are they limited to the wealthy class. Governance and leader-
ship are acquired through credentials, qualifications, merit,
knowledge, and hard work. 

3. Even if many people fail to honor the highest call to duty,
there still is within the scriptural society a number of people,
even if they are few, who are willing and wanting to resist and
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fight until Allah (Â) settles the affair in His own way and in
His own time. These few will prove themselves, and the many
will expose themselves.

4. oppression and the forced choice of either being a citizen of
an un-scriptural nation or being an adherent of scriptural
authority will eventually culminate in a military showdown
between those representing justice and the freedom to be
covenant bearers on the one hand and those on the other
hand who want to maintain a kufr status quo. Make no mis-
take about it: the covenant bearing Muslims of today are the
extension of the covenant bearing Muslims of those times (in
the initial Israeli mode). And the Zionists of today are the
“philistines” of ancient times. The defining and determining
factor is the God-given scripture and those who stick to it. 

5. people, if pushed far enough, will seek justice; and that
demand for justice will have a popular expression. The rituals
will have no effect on deterring from this fact. And it will not
be necessarily the case that the most “pious” will become the
most dedicated in the fight to see justice done. 

6. people realize that they need a leader to take them through
difficult times. Attempts at liberation without a “central fig-
ure” have not succeeded. And this “central figure” has to be
fit, capable, and eligible to lead. 

7. people have the right to question who their leader should be.
But once the decision is made by competent personalities to
select a leader, there should be no more dissent or objections.
In earlier times the prophet vouched for œ̌l¥t; in our times
the administrators elected into office should vouch for the
ascendent leader. 

8. leadership (imœma∆) should be traced to those who are most
competent and accomplished. The choice of œ̌l¥t here broke
with Israeli “sectarianism” and “classism,” “Allah has privi-
leged him above you, and endowed him abundantly with
knowledge and physique.”

9. A leader always has a few who will maintain their discipline
until the end. This camaraderie and good fellowship between
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a commander and his soldiers could mean the difference
between victory and capitulation.

10. Du‘œ’ has its meaning and value when it comes in the course
of such momentous events. In this context du‘œ’ comes at the
“tail end” of efforts and deeds that have gone ahead of words
and phrases. The sequence is: you work and then you ask,
“And when they encountered Goliath and his forces they
said, ‘o our Sustainer! Shower us with perseverance in
adversity.’ ” Today’s sequence is unfortunately reversed:
Muslims ask Allah (Â) before they are even involved in a
sequence of actions and determined effort.

Key Concluding Points from the longest S¥ra∆

The finale to S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆ (œyœt 253–286) continues with the
theme of solidifying the mentality and morale of an Islamic power
base in Madinah. The consolidation of a scriptural state in
Madinah required an ideological understanding of its role as well as
a historical review of its mission. previous Israeli experience, fail-
ures and successes, had to be considered and critiqued. Enemies and
detractors had to be named and noted. 

This education and practical training was, and still is, neces-
sary for missionaries and visionaries who should never lose sight of
the fact that the “acid test” of scriptural duties is withstanding the
hostilities that express themselves in “carrot and stick” approaches.
The Islamic movement is integral to human nature. Its opponents
thousands of years subsequently will be its opponents a thousand
years consequently. What changes are names, locations, and per-
sons. But the essence of the struggle is the same; nothing has
changed. That is why this Qur’an remains the book of reference
about this whole affair. It covers the full spectrum of activities
required to fulfill the human role of “representing” Allah (Â) on
earth (khilœfa∆), “I [Allah] am coming up with a successor on
earth” (2:30). That is one important reason why this Qur’an needs
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thinking and compatible intellectual fans who are able to “human-
ize” its acquirable meanings. In this sense, prophet Muhammad (r)
and the committed Muslims in his line are the heirs and rigorous
perfecters of man’s interaction with Allah (Â) via the Qur’an. 

This last portion of S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆ is borne of its antecedent
œyœt. Hence, some prophets (Å) are more creditworthy than others.
some are higher up in their achievements than others. some peo-
ple who followed these prophets deviated after the prophets (Å)
passed on. some of them even became antagonists of each other. 

Some of those Apostles We have endowed more high-
ly than others: among them were such as were spoken
to by Allah [Himself], and some He has raised yet
higher. And We have accorded unto Jesus, the son of
mary, all evidence of the truth, and strengthened him
with holy inspiration. And if Allah so willed, they who
succeeded those [Apostles] would not have contended
with one another after all evidence of the truth had
come to them; but [as it was], they did take to diver-
gent views, and some of them honored their covenant
and commitment, while some of them disclaimed
covenant and commitment. Yet if Allah had so willed,
they would not have contended with one another, but
Allah does what He wills (2:253).

Evident from a review of the preceding œyœt of this s¥ra∆ is
the fact that the bulk of logical arguments were exchanged
between the Muslim society coming-into-being in Madinah on
one side and the corroding Israeli society in Madinah on the other
side. for this reason, among others, the Qur’anic words express the
fact that prior prophets (Å) have had their own societies deterio-
rate into mutual enmities and diverging convictions once their
respective prophets (Å) passed away. These societies in the times
of their prophets/Apostles (Å) were to a certain extent harmo-
nious and conciliatory toward each other. But then as generations
came and went these societies that were once scripturally united
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broke with their common beliefs, familiar principles, mutual phi-
losophy, and joint political orientation. A portion remained faith-
ful to its scriptural roots and another portion branched out into
deviant and defying tangents that have no basis in unaltered reli-
gious doctrine. This delineation between the errant and unde-
pendable Israelis in Madinah and the reliable committed Muslims
who were now the heirs apparent to carry the Covenant had to be
expressed and clarified by this prolific Book. This sorting-out
process is on going.

This clarification of who the false “chosen race” is and who
the humble acceptors of God’s mandate are is a constant feature of
the primary themes in the Qur’an. following this clarification,
Allah (Â) shifts the concerns of all to the issue of infœq (spending
and giving) before there comes a Day when there will be no bar-
gaining, no friendly relationships, and no intercession. When lives
are sacrificed for Allah (Â) at the war front, banknotes are expect-
ed to be sacrificed for Allah (Â) on the home front. These acts of
sacrifice should go hand-in-hand. It is not expected of covenant
bearing Muslims to be as brave as to go and shed their blood for
Allah (Â) in war when other Muslims are so stingy as to keep back
their wealth from the war effort. If some affluent people cannot vol-
unteer for military service and serve Allah (Â) by offering their
time and life in combat duty, then they are expected to dole out for
the “war expenses” as a token of their participation, when Allah
(Â) and society need them most. 

And as to be expected, along this extended course of an ener-
getic attempt to achieve something, human nature cannot with-
stand the longevity of it all; so it needs to be reminded and
prompted of Allah’s (Â) essential characteristics: His singular
authority, how He is independent of all things and how everything
is dependent upon Him. It is He who transcends and outflanks
everyone. He is the ultimate and the proximate Keeper of every-
thing there is. His knowledge surpasses and outmatches whatever
strategic centers, research galleries, or think tanks there are around.
Allah’s (Â) reliable power eclipses the chanceful forces of the
“superpowers.” Intervention or information calculated by humans
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opposed to Allah (Â) pale, as He is the source of the most reliable
information and the most effective intervention. When human
nature is convinced of these facts, even as the issue of social sur-
vival nags and tugs at it, then there is nothing else to worry about, 

Allah — there is no deity except Him, the ever-living,
the Self-Subsistent Fount of all being. Neither slumber
overtakes Him, nor sleep. His is all that is in the heav-
ens and all that is on earth. Who is there that could
intercede with Him, unless it be by His leave? He
knows all that lies open before men and all that is hid-
den from them, while they cannot attain to any [piece]
of His knowledge save that which He wills [them to
attain]. His eternal power overspreads the heavens and
the earth, and their upholding wearies Him not. And
He alone is truly exalted, Tremendous (2:255).

The disposition of an Islamic movement is to fight for the
vantage of Allah (Â). This is not done to force individuals or peo-
ples to “change religions” or to foreswear their convictions. The
reason though is to distinguish the correct way of living from the
wrong way. In this noticeable contrast between a proper lifestyle
and an erroneous one there is no room for confusion that comes out
of a brainwashed human inability to differentiate between a decent
way of sustaining life and a dirty way of whiling away the years.
once this massively social reality is made obvious to public opin-
ion or popular feeling, it does not matter what creed or church doc-
trine people may choose,

There shall be no coercion in matters of faith. Distinct
has now become the right way from [the way of] error;
hence, he who rejects the excessive and outrageous
powers [of evil governments] and commits to [the
authority of] Allah has indeed taken hold of a support
most unfailing, which shall never give way, for Allah
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing (2:256).
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once this fact is perceptively tangible to populations in an air of
security and freedom of choice it becomes clear that it is, 

Allah who is the authority of those who are securely
committed to Him, taking them out of deep darkness
and into light; whereas those who are opposed to Allah
have the powers of excessive and outrageous regimes
on their side, they take them out of light into deep
darkness: it is they who are destined for the fire, there-
in to abide (2:257).

The œyœt go on to implement a gradual build-up of a budding
Islamic social order in the Arabian peninsula. Along the way, the
glorious Qur’an mentions the issue of life and death in a sequence
of events twice pertaining to Ibrœhøm (a). In a third incident
another anonymous person is eminent, but his exact identity is not
disclosed. The surfacing fact of the matter here is that the essence
of life and death is directly linked to Allah’s (Â) infallible knowl-
edge and His irrevocable will. Human science will never be able to
quantify this providential and confidential issue. Allah (Â) is the
authority on life and death originations, durations, and termina-
tions. understanding this fact gains a struggling Muslim extra cred-
it when the Islamic social unit in this world has to fight to survive.
And it has to fight to live on, not because this is an intrinsic and
“rowdy” element of Islam, but because it is the only option left to
peaceful Muslims in a world that prefers to “pick on Muslims,” vio-
lating all norms of justice and equality.

from here, the Qur’anic textual matter goes into a lengthy
disclosure about some salient features of a law abiding Islamic soci-
ety. one such feature is the fact that a human society that conforms
to Allah (Â) is a society of social justice in which there are no usu-
rious financial transactions (ribœ). When the Qur’an takes up this
issue of ribœ, it follows the subject up with a long composition about
the importance of infœq and ßadaqa∆ (disbursal of money and finan-
cial beneficence). This stretches out considerably. The Qur’anic
“fund raising pitch” is parallel to the momentum for self-defense
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and jihad. The circulation of money and wealth are just about
established as a permanent feature of the economic and social pro-
tection in Muslim societies. 

The contraindication of this Islamic “cash flow” society is per-
nicious ribœ (usury). This insidious money making mechanism is
proscribed in the strongest terms in this fair Book. Ribœ is deadly. It
not only concentrates wealth in the hands of the few who are rich
but it also breaks down human brotherly relations among the many
who are poor. And no middle class can withstand the ravages of
ribœ. In the modern world, the strongest middle class is right here
in the united states. But the serious side effects of ribœ have taken
their toll on this once thriving socioeconomic “middle class.”

This succession of fiscal issues is followed by a lawful frame-
work clarification of debt. The Qur’an is probably the first Book to
have given debt a legal definition. All of this is done in two œyœt;
one of them is the longest œya∆ in the Qur’an. 

The s¥ra∆ comes to an end on a note that sums up the intri-
cate details, which go into the construct of its main themes. An
Islamic vision is capsulized in its concluding words about commit-
ment to Allah (Â), His Angels, His scriptures, and His
Emissaries, “We do not discriminate among any of His Apostles.”
This equality of prophets (Å) gathers a balance of scriptural
intents and purposes, and it also means a uniform responsibility
throughout the ages as people of scripture struggle to uphold and
stand for the principles of scripture. The concluding du‘œ’ is inclu-
sive of the current movement of Muslims and the historical prece-
dent of their “Israeli” counterparts, 

o our Sustainer! Take us not to task if we forget or
unwittingly do wrong! o our Sustainer! lay not upon
us a burden such as You did lay upon those who lived
before us! o our Sustainer! make us not bear burdens
which we have no strength to bear! And efface You our
sins, and grant us forgiveness, and bestow Your mercy
upon us! You are our lord Supreme: support us, then,
against people who are opposed to You! (2:286).
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Allah’s Apostles (Å): A Special Category of People

• (2:253) Some of those Apostles have We endowed more
highly than others: among them were such as were spoken
to by Allah [Himself], and some He has raised yet higher.
And We vouchsafed unto Jesus, the son of mary, all evi-
dence of the truth, and strengthened him with holy inspira-
tion. And if Allah had so willed, they who succeeded those
[Apostles] would not have contended with one another after
all evidence of the truth had come to them; but [as it was],
they did take to conflicting views, and some of them gained
a commitment to Allah, while some of them opposed Him.
Yet if Allah had so willed, they would not have conflicted
with one another, but Allah does whatever He wills.  

• (2:254) o you who are securely committed to Allah! Spend
[in our way] out of what We have granted you as sustenance
before there comes a Day when there will be no bargaining,
and no friendship, and no intercession. And they who are
opposed to Allah, it is they who are criminally unjust! 

• (2:255) Allah — there is no deity save Him, the ever-
living, the Self-Subsistent Fount of all being. Neither
slumber overtakes Him, nor sleep. His is all that is in the
heavens and all that is on earth. Who is there that could
intercede with Him, unless it be by His leave?  He knows
all that lies open before men and all that is hidden from
them, whereas they cannot attain to any [bit] of His
knowledge save that which He wills [them to attain]. His
eternal power overspreads the heavens and the earth, and
their upholding wearies Him not. And He alone is truly
exalted, Tremendous. 

• (2:256) There shall be no coercion in matters of faith.
Distinct has now become the right way from [the way of]
error; hence, he who rejects the powers of inordinate and
unbridled governments and commits to Allah has indeed
taken hold of a support most unfailing, which shall never
give way, for Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.
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• (2:257) Allah is near to those who are committed to Him,
taking them out of deep darkness into the light, whereas
near unto those who are opposed to Allah are the powers
of inordinate and unbridled governments of evil who 
take them out of light into deep darkness: it is they who
are destined to the fire, therein to stay forever (al-
Baqara∆:253–257).

“Those Apostles…,” with these words Allah (Â) refers to a
“scriptural class” of people. And with these words one has to con-
cede they are special. They are humans just like anyone else, but
still they are special. Who are they, though? Why were they select-
ed by Allah (Â) from among the sea of people who inhabited this
planet from time immemorial? What is the “word of God,” which
they struggled to implement in their societies and countries? How
could such a demanding task be given to such outstanding individ-
uals? Why is everyone else not qualified to be an apostle or a God-
ordained authoritative messenger?

These are loaded questions. A satisfactory answer may not be
within the limited reach of man. But even with the finite knowl-
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edge available to us, complemented by the inexhaustible Qur’an,
we may attempt to answer such a question.

life and existence, to which we humans belong and are part of,
has its constant laws and permanent regulations. In the Qur’anic
and Islamic terminology they are referred to as sunan.92 These sunan
are the mega and micro natural laws and observable generalizations
based on recurring facts or events (in science or mathematics). 

Mankind has been thinking out these “laws of nature” and
making incremental advances in this direction. Man is only able to
discover or take notice of only so much. And within this human
limitation he goes about his humanly responsibilities as a subordi-
nate of Allah (Â) on earth. Humankind has been utilizing two
basic tools to harness its mental development in this regard, and
they are observation and experimentation. By their very nature,
these two instruments remain relative by their constitution and
inconclusive by their results. sometimes, there are significant results
over a long period of time that enable man to understand a propor-
tion of the cosmic mega laws as well as the natural micro laws. But
a thorough and all-encompassing comprehension of the coordinat-
ed set of astronomical and biological laws that work in a correspon-
ding and complementary way is not within the reach of the human
mind. The reason may be that the underlying common denomina-
tor or the engrafted vital principle or animating force within living
or created things will remain by and large elusive to the sensory
potential and mental processes of the particularized human mind. 

Even with the passage of long stretches of time — billions of
years — man will not have the cumulative capacity to cover the
larger facts that govern the genesis of life and the flow of time, in
addition to the movement of the galaxies and the expansion of the
celestial order. Man has to come to grips with the fact that he is
relative as an individual and he is relative as a humanity of indi-
viduals. Therefore, all the body of knowledge, technology, moder-
nity, and science will remain relative and proportional; not
absolute and complete. 

At this point of consciousness and recognition of who we are
as humans and as to who Allah (Â) is as the author and generator
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of life, time, existence, place, and the order therein, we discover
scripture and its role in organizing and containing human life. This
scripture has whatever it takes to “touch base” with our inner selves
and our universal selves in a way that can only be observed by its
effects and not by its essence. But there are not many individuals in
human history that are capable of bypassing their sensual restric-
tions and raising their consciousness beyond the physical world.
And out of this small group of people scattered throughout the
course of time Allah (Â) in His infinite knowledge chose those
who are equipped to resonate with the universal and plenary proto-
col by which creation functions and existence works. This writer
believes that “Some of those Apostles…” would be in a far better
position to explain this than he; [But] Allah knows best upon
whom to bestow His commission (6:124).

All Apostles and prophets (Å) were cognizant of this integral
unanimity of Allah’s (Â) oneness and wholeness (taw˙ød) as it per-
meates through life and activity, existence and being, creation and
nature. Their heart and kernel forgathered the indivisibility of
Allah’s (Â) will in matter and in soul. This fact predates all human
scientific advances and technological breakthroughs, which may be
considered contributing information to the harmony and concord
that binds the atom to the atmosphere, the cell to the cosmos, and
the molecule to the macrocosm.

All of these Apostles (Å) and ardent supporters of this taw˙ød
assumed the responsibility of convincing human individuals and
societies that their private and public decisions would have to con-
form to Allah’s (Â) will. Their lifelong mission was reinforced by
scriptural communication that would lead them through the chal-
lenges of their own societies and shed light on the circumstances
they and their followers found themselves in. Armed with guidance
from the heavens, they together hoped to remake the world not
according to selfish lusts and corporate greed but according to the
higher law that pervades everything except man’s “free will.”

This had a sense of urgency in the minds and lives of these
Apostles (Å); and this urgency can be felt in their words, as report-
ed in this confident Qur’an. listen to N¥˙ (a), 
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Said [Noah], “o my people! What do you think? If [it
be true that] I am taking my stand on a clear evidence
from my Sustainer, who has vouchsafed unto me grace
from Himself — [a revelation] to which you have
remained blind — [if this be true], can we force it on
you even though it be disagreeable to you? And, o my
people, no compensation do I ask of you for this [mis-
sion]; my reward rests with none but Allah. And I
shall not repulse [any of ] those who have committed
themselves [to Allah]. Verily, they [know that they]
are destined to meet their Sustainer, whereas in you I
see people without any awareness [of right and wrong]!
And, o my people, who would shield me from Allah
were I to repulse them? Will you not, then, keep this
in mind?” (11:28–30).

This is also in the discussion between Íœli˙ (a) and his society, 

He retorted, “o my people! What do you think? If [it
be true that] I am taking my stand on a clear evidence
from my Sustainer, who has vouchsafed unto me grace
from Himself — [if this be true], who would shield me
from Allah were I to rebel against Him? Hence, what
you are offering me is more deprivation” (11:63).

Also to be found in the life story of Ibrœhøm (a), 

And his people argued with him. He said, “Do you
argue with me about Allah, when it is He who has guid-
ed me? But I do not fear anything to which you ascribe
divinity side by side with Him, [for no evil can befall
me] unless my Sustainer so wills. All things does my
Sustainer embrace within His knowledge; will you not,
then, keep this in mind? And why should I fear any-
thing that you equate with Allah, seeing that you are
not afraid of ascribing divinity to other powers beside
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Allah without His ever having bestowed on you from
on high any warrant therefor? [Tell me], then, which of
the two parties has a better right to feel secure — if you
happen to know [the answer]?” (6:80–81).

And the narrative about shu‘ayb (a) confirms the same,

He answered, “o my people! What do you think? If [it
be true that] I am taking my stand on a clear evidence
from my Sustainer, who has accorded me goodly suste-
nance [as a gift] from Himself — [how could I speak to
you otherwise than I do]? And yet, I have no desire to
do, out of mere opposition to you, what I am asking you
not to do; I desire no more than to set things aright in
so far as it lies within my power; but the achievement of
my aim depends on Allah alone. In Him have I placed
my trust, and to Him do I always turn!” (11:88).

And similarly in the words of Jacob (a) to his sons, “It is only to
Allah that I complain of my deep grief and my sorrow, for I
know, from Allah, something that you do not know” (12:86).

This is a common feature in all Apostles and Messengers (Å).
They all felt an intuitive impulse and an innate momentum com-
ing from their superb conscience and their heightened sensitivity
for Allah’s (Â) domination and favorable position. 

other than the unique and peerless Apostles (Å), ordinary
human beings, mostly philosophers and religious types, have also
thought about the existence of God. Their arguments can be clas-
sified in the following categories:

1. common consent,
2. ontological – founded on the assumption that existence is a

property and one discoverable in the very concept of God, 
3. cosmological – pertaining to a branch of philosophy that con-

cerns itself with the origin and general structure of the uni-
verse, its parts, elements, and laws, especially with such
characteristics as space, time, causality, and freedom, 
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4. moral,
5. teleological – the argument for the existence of God based on

the assumption that order in the universe implies an orderer
and cannot be a self-generated feature of the universe, and 

6. psychological.

It is important to emphasize that these are tenable arguments, the
validity and persuasiveness of which are open to wide-ranging
opinions, rather than proofs.

Arguments based on common consent hold that belief in a
Deity is universal among human groups and that this universality
demonstrate’s God’s existence. some philosophers affirm that
humans yearn for God whether or not this emerges into overt
belief. Though the argument can be found from ancient times to
the present, it is difficult if not impossible, to demonstrate that
humans and human societies in all times and places dismissed the
belief in God or the yearning for Him. universal belief or yearning
would point to an awareness of God, even though accuracy of such
longing to a God is a matter of human divergence. 

The ontological argument holds that the nature of human
thought requires affirmation of the existence of Deity. some
philosophers would say that faith precedes and provides the con-
text for reasoning; thus the notion of God as existing is greater than
the same notion minus existence. Therefore, this line of thought
has it, God cannot be conceived not to exist. 

Cosmological arguments and philosophers reiterate the point
that the inclusion of existence in the essence of the idea of God
applies only to this highest being. That is rebuffed by those who say
an ontological proof of God’s existence is impossible, and argue
that human consciousness of existence belongs exclusively to expe-
rience. some go on to argue that thinking requires the assumption
of a comprehensively real being, though the circumstance that man
cannot avoid assuming it does not prove it. Hegel (1770–1831)
affirms the ontological argument in holding Being as the presuppo-
sition of all thought and existence.93 Bertrand russell (1872–1970)
rejects the ontological argument, based on the dubious assumption
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of a dichotomy between thought and things, and on the naive epis-
temology of logical atomism.94

The cosmological arguments appear in ancient philosophy but
are given most explicit formulation in the Western secular culture
by st. Thomas Aquinas, (1225–1274), Italian scholastic philoso-
pher and one of the great theologians of the roman Catholic
Church. In the Summa theologiae, he offers five arguments for the
existence of God, the first three of which are cosmological: from
motion, from efficient cause, and from the contingency of things.95

In each case, he begins with human experience: of motion or
change, of a chain of efficient causes, of everything man experi-
ences as contingent. Because an infinite regress is in his view
impossible, motion must be traced to a prime mover, causation to a
first cause, and contingency to a necessary being, each of which, he
concludes, “we call God.”

The moral argument holds that the moral experience of
humanity confirms the existence of God. It receives, in the pre-
materialistic West, explicit formulation in Aquinas’ fourth argu-
ment, from the gradation of goodness, which necessarily implies
the existence of the Good as the standard of better and worse. In
his Critique of Practical Reason, Kant holds that God is a necessary
postulate of moral reason.96 Alfred E. Taylor (1869–1945) combines
insights from plato, Aquinas, and Henri Bergson in The Faith of a
Moralist, where he holds that moral experience points beyond itself
to theism.97 others may turn the moral argument around and hold
that the experience of evil demonstrates the existence of God.

Teleological arguments, also found among Greek and roman
thinkers, rely on the notion that the presence of purpose in the
world demonstrates the existence of Deity. The fifth argument of
Aquinas is teleological: from the governance of things. The exis-
tence of God is demonstrated by the order and purpose of the
world. Teleological arguments may draw on historical or scientific
materials to show developmental patterns in human affairs and
nature, patterns to be attributed to divine power and intention.
Based on the notion of emergent evolution, some affirm God as
purposively directing activity in world events and human relation-
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ships. Drawing on evolutionary science, some would assert that the
entire organized, living universe becomes incomprehensible with-
out the hypothesis of God.

The psychological argument rests on the clinical evidence that
human activity and welfare require the integration that only belief
in and worship of God provide. some would emphasize the neces-
sity of meaning for human health and survival. 

The arguments for the existence of God in the secular culture,
taken individually or collectively, offer impressive evidence that
faith in God can be given rational justification, but they may be
persuasive in relation to what people already believe. 

Some of those Apostles We have endowed more high-
ly than others: among them were such as were spoken
to by Allah [Himself], and some He has raised yet
higher. And We granted Jesus, the son of mary, all evi-
dence of the truth, strengthened him with holy moti-
vation. And if Allah had so willed, they who succeeded
those [Apostles] would not have contended with one
another after all evidence of the truth had come to
them; but [as it was], they did take to conflicting
views, while some of them did gain a commitment to
Allah, some of them opposed Him (2:253).

Another way of paraphrasing the above is to say that Allah (Â)
advanced some of these prophets (Å) over others. one way of
doing that was that He spoke to one or more of them. And yet oth-
ers He raised in rank. Then Allah (Â) speaks specifically about
Jesus, the son of Mary (Ç), saying that He accorded Jesus (a) His
œyœt and supported him with an inspiration of holiness. Then the
definitive words of Allah (Â) declaim that followers and admirers
of these early Apostles and Messengers (Å) fell into disputes
among themselves. These disputes and contentions led to public
fighting and conflict. The truth about these warring factions is that
some of them did hold onto their covenant with Allah (Â) while
others relinquished and renounced it. Most importantly, the always
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imperfect human interaction with Allah’s (Â) will deliberately led
these people down a path where they had to go to war to settle their
differences, so that ultimately opposition to God would give in, sur-
rendering to confidence in Him. Armed evil may be driven back by
armed moral excellence. This narrative just about sums up the his-
tory of revelation and the mannerism of scripture.

“Some of those Apostles We have promoted over others.”
This promotion from on high may be specific to the environment,
the challenges, and the intensity of the struggle endured by every
apostle. Not all societies are the same in opposing or turning down
their own apostle. some of these societies may have been less bru-
tal while others were almost in a state of war with some of these
Apostles (Å). With these variables in mind, an apostle who had to
fight for his life or struggle for survival gains more rank than one
who is only in a psychological and theoretical resistance with his
people. The one who suffers most deserves to be promoted in less
time than would otherwise be the case. Another consideration
about how an apostle might be given a higher rank by Allah (Â)
than others is the size of the social order he is addressing.
obviously, an apostle sent to a society of hundreds cannot be in the
same league with another who was sent to a society of thousands or
hundreds of thousands. Another consideration that contributes to
the “rank elevation” of apostles is the contents of the revelation or
scripture entrusted to these apostles. some of the scriptures have
more details than others, which means that more work and expla-
nation goes with it. And this obviously helps some Apostles (Å)
earn a higher position or more recognition by Allah (Â) than oth-
ers. The scriptural subject matter here singles out two “high rank-
ing” Apostles (Å), Moses and Jesus (Ç), while it refers to others
in a general sense,

Among them [the Apostles] were such as were spoken
to by Allah [Himself], and some He has raised yet
higher. And We conferred unto Jesus, the son of mary,
all confirmation of the truth, and provided help to him
with the spirit of sanctity (2:253).
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When it is said that God spoke to a prophet, Moses (a) immedi-
ately comes to mind. There are œyœt in the Qur’an that have estab-
lished this verbal means of communication. Then the following
sentence mentions Jesus, the son of Mary (Ç). In the majority of
times Jesus (a) is mentioned in the Qur’an, he is referred to as
being the son of Mary (|). The value of stating out-and-out that
Jesus is the son of Mary (Ç) serves to counter the misconception
of Jesus (a) being the “son of God.” Truth be said, from the time
of Jesus (a) onward there have been uncountable opinions about
Jesus (a) all circulating around how and what type of “son” he is;
whether he has one nature or two natures; whether that one nature
is of two characters or whether the two natures form one character;
how divinity and humanity are distinguished — if at all distin-
guishable in his honorable life; was human nature in Jesus (a) akin
to a drop in the ocean of his divine nature; and many other theo-
logical quarrels and philosophical arguments about exactly what or
who or why is Jesus (a)?! 

The Church and the clergy spent much of their time debating
this issue. some of the opinions about Jesus (a) may be traced to
European mythology and others may have been influenced by
pagan practices. During those early generations the theological
polarizations were so intense that wars broke out and blood was
shed profusely among sects and religious factions holding diverging
or contradictory interpretations of who Jesus (a) was. The roman
Empire’s history never acknowledged pluralism when it came to
“freedom of religion.” It was either the official roman interpreta-
tion of Jesus (a) or the sword. The Qur’an, Allah’s (Â) words of
truth, is reminding anyone who is reading, of the human nature of
Jesus (a) by stating he is the son of Mary (|). 

And when the words of the Qur’an mention holy inspiration or
holy spirit, they are referring to the angel Gabriel (a), as Gabriel
(a) was the angel who transmitted scripture to the Apostles (Å)
and divine emissaries. It was also Gabriel (a) who relayed to these
Apostles (Å) their heavenly assignment and scriptural duty of con-
veying the word of God to the humans of God. from time to time,
it was also Gabriel (a) who reappeared to the Apostles (Å) during
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times of duress, reinforcing and raising their morale. And even at
times of war he would be involved on the side of the Apostles (Å)
in bolstering the confidence of vulnerable scripture-carrying-devo-
tees. The clear evidence mentioned in the œya∆ above is a reference
to the Injøl (the Gospel), which was vouchsafed to Jesus (a); it may
also allude to the numerous physical miracles that Jesus (a) per-
formed. These will be documented in the order of their appearance
as our journey through the meanings of the Qur’an continues. All of
his miracles were necessary verifications and substantiations to
rebuff the contrarian minors and juniors of Israel. 

Who are those Apostles or Messengers (Å)? No one is privy
to an exhaustive list as many of Allah’s Apostles (Å) were dis-
patched before recorded history; but there is a body of information
indicating that they were in the hundreds. some of these Apostles
(Å) were mentioned in the Qur’an, and some of them were not.
There are œyœt in the Qur’an that intimate the number of Apostles
(Å) was indeed large,

Verily, We have sent you [o muhammad] with the
truth, as a bearer of glad tidings and a warner, for there
never was any populace but a warner has [lived and]
passed away in its midst (35:24).

A warner here would mean someone who, through Allah’s (Â)
communication to him in whichever sense that took place, would
advise, caution, counsel, and give ultimatums to societies that were
on a collision course with Allah (Â).

And indeed, within every population have We raised
up an apostle [entrusted with this message], “Conform
to Allah, and shun the outrageous and extremist con-
centration of [state] power!” (16:36).

prior to the concluding apostle Muhammad (r) and the final
scripture, the Qur’an, Allah (Â) generously sent messengers to
communities and societies, which would then be free to make a
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wise and life-saving decision by choosing to accept what His plen-
tiful Apostles (Å) had brought forth. This was “standard divine
procedure,” as the above œyœt so plainly point out. 

But then there are some of these previous Apostles (Å) who
were mentioned in the Qur’an and there were others who will
remain anonymous, “And, indeed, [o muhammad], We sent forth
apostles before your time; some of them We have mentioned to
you, and some of them We have not mentioned to you (40:78).
And because there is not a thorough and complete list of who
exactly these Apostles and prophets (Å) were, one is left with the
conviction of trusting that they all did exist even though the vast
majority of them is unknown; but as for the ones who were explic-
itly introduced via the Qur’an and the sunnah, their mission and
model is regarded by Muslims to be sacrosanct. 

some reference books of the Hadith say the number of
Apostles (Å) — that is, those who came with a “book” (ras¥l) —
was 315; and the total number of Apostles and prophets (Å) com-
bined was 124,000.98 A prophet (nabø) is typically one who did not
come with a written message.

out of this historic company of divinely commissioned person-
alities, the final scripture specifically states 25 of them by name.
They begin with Œdam and end with Muhammad (Å). And they
are: Œdam, Idrøs, N¥˙, H¥d, Íœli˙, Ibrœhøm, l¥†, Ismœ‘øl, Is˙œq,
ya‘q¥b also known as Isrœ’øl, y¥suf, shu‘ayb, Ayy¥b, Dh¥ al-Kifl,
M¥så, Hœr¥n, Dœw¥d, sulaymœn, Ilyœs, al-yasa‘, y¥nus, Zakarøyœ,
ya˙yå, ‘Øså, and finally Muhammad (Å), may Allah’s (Â) blessings
and peace be their share and comfort until “the end of time.”99

Before moving on, a fundamental point needs to be made,
especially for those who, by adopting a certain religion, feel that
“their” prophet is “better” than all the others. Even though this
œya∆ spoke about rank distinction among the noble prophets (Å),
it should not be erroneously extended to mean that some prophets
are superior and others inferior. This would carry a tone of discrimi-
nation and prejudice, which is characteristic of the exploitative
class structures of divergent and drifting human societies, and
which ought not to tarnish these superb human characters and out-
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standing public service personalities. This mistake may be a feature
of errant religious beliefs; but it certainly is not a feature of anyone
reading, understanding, and exemplifying this ingratiating Qur’an.

The uncompromising words of the Qur’an often relay histori-
cal information that forces human beings to come to terms with
their ugly past so that they can confront a menacingly disagreeable
present: the disciples and proteges of those Apostles (Å) actually
fought each other. The uniformity of those Apostles (Å) and the
monolithic message they conveyed did not inhibit their followers
from launching into wars against each other. The pupils and parti-
sans of these Apostles (Å) eventually were divided and their dif-
ferences allowed them to justify bitter hostilities and rancor leading
to blood feuds and eventually carnage, 

And if Allah had so willed, they who succeeded those
[Apostles] would not have contended with each other
after all evidence of the truth had come to them; but
[as it was,] they did adhere to conflicting views, and
some of them gained a commitment to Allah, while
some of them opposed Him. Yet if Allah had so willed,
they would not have clashed with each other, but
Allah does whatever He wills (2:253).

The œya∆ states that when wars and battles do occur, they come
to pass in accordance with Allah’s (Â) will. Nothing in existence
can happen outside the will of Allah (Â). In this instance, Allah
(Â) created man. And Allah (Â) gave man the potential and the
freedom of choice to pursue his convictions: be they right or wrong.
And in doing so man may decide to go to war against his fellow man.
But that does not mean that Allah (Â) is sanctioning both sides of
this war, or that He is promoting warfare, or that He favors settling
disputes through bloodshed! All that it means is that as ugly and
horrific as wars may be, they are militarily executed within the
human range of options and details that are made accessible — not
endorsable — by Allah (Â). so, in this context, what was the rea-
son for war? The advocates and proselytes of these Apostles (Å)
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adopted conflicting perspectives and incompatible ideas; some of
them conformed to Allah (Â) while others of them conflicted with
Allah (Â). When these differences reach a polarization level
between ømœn and kufr, war is almost a foregone conclusion. 

some of these followers of earlier scripture have long depart-
ed from the letter and spirit of scripture. They have set out on a
destructive and aggressive course. Their religious institutions and
theological seminaries are subordinate and secondary to their par-
liaments and houses of lords. They all together rationalize evil
intrusions in other peoples’ continents and countries in the name
of their national interests, their racial superiority, and their self-
centered deities. Early on in “Christian” history there were commu-
nities of believers who committed their lives to the one God. But
they were threatened and cornered. And, in the virtual nonexis-
tence of recorded history substantiating scripture, the truth of why
these early Christians no longer exist in any substantial or even
semi-substantial way may never be known. perhaps Christians of
conscience, or for that matter Christian “Muslims,” may have been
saved by Muhammad (r), as they joined the force of Islam en masse
during the initial century or two after the prophet’s (r) death. But
through yesterday and yesteryear, the history of scripture has been
a troubled one, especially as its advocates had to face down oppres-
sive governments and self-absorbed monarchs. A closer look at
written history in light of this œya∆ will expose the ferocity of this
kind of opposition.

The precarious social status of individuals or groups who have
different opinions or are of a different background from the domi-
nant or ruling class of society pretty much describes all scriptural
communities that do not have a moral power base. The harass-
ment may range from the infliction of physical violence and even
death — through imprisonment, fines, civil disabilities, and tor-
ture — to discrimination in employment, housing, and so forth.
religious persecution seems to be almost as old as religion itself
and is still common in the present day. The existential character
of religious beliefs means that they are held passionately, so that
alternative beliefs may seem like a serious threat to someone’s
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deepest convictions. But often this religious fanaticism is com-
bined with political or racial motives where the dominant power
culture feels its power is being threatened. 

In one reading of Judeo-Christian history, the Christian
Church had its origins as a movement within Judaism. When the
differences between Jews and Christians reached a certain degree,
Christianity increasingly began to be viewed as a threat to the
Jewish traditions, and in its very earliest days the church was sub-
jected to persecution by the Jews. This is verified in the New
Testament, which records how stephen became the first Christian
to die for his faith.100 At that time, Christians may have considered
appealing to the roman authorities for some protection, but soon
it was the roman Empire that became the most persistent and com-
pulsive persecutor of the new religion. Traditionally, there were ten
great “acts of war” by the empire against the church, but this figure
is only conventional, and the true picture is of sporadic hostility for
a period of around 250 years, sometimes becoming very severe in
particular areas.

The most famous of these acts of war or persecution under the
empire were the following: 

1. Nero, the roman emperor in 64 and 65CE, subjected the
church to severe persecution, and at that time both peter and
paul perished.101

2. The “writer of Revelations,” John the Elder, claimed to have
been an exile for the faith on the island of patmos near the
end of the first century, and this was probably a result of a per-
secution under the emperor Domitian.102

3. Ignatius, bishop of Antioch, was martyred in 107CE in the
reign of Trajan, and correspondence between pliny and Trajan
in 112 makes it clear that there were hostilities against
Christians in Asia Minor at that time, though it also suggests
that they were not being actively sought out.103

4. There was a bad outbreak of persecution at lyons in 177CE,
under Marcus Aurelius.104

5.  The beginning of the third century CE saw an attempt to end
conversions to Christianity, and it is to this time that the sad
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story of the martyrdom of perpetua and her companions at
Carthage belongs.105 There followed a time of relative quiet,
broken about the middle of the century by 

6. Decius, whose persecutions required all citizens to sacrifice to
the emperor, leading to many apostasies.106

7. The last outbreak of hostilities, under Diocletian, was the
most systematic and severe of all, leading to the destruction of
many churches and sacred books. It began in 303CE, and was
terminated by the emperor Constantine in 313CE, when the
edict of Milan granted toleration to the church.107

As time goes on, the ironies of war and persecution begin to
emerge. As the Christian church, with the emerging power of
roman Catholicism, began to assimilate into the roman †œgh¥t
(concentration of rampant and hideous power) and as it was no
longer distinguishable from the original persecutors of the early
Christians, it took to persecuting all those who did not agree with
its “official” version of Jesus (a). This grew into the Middle Ages
European practice of seeking out and punishing Muslims, Jews, and
all Christians who do not fit into Empire-cum-Church definition of
God and Jesus (a). As if this bigotry was not already byzantine
enough, the European reformation brought little improvement.
Calvin caused the unfortunate servetus to be burned at the stake
in Geneva for his anti-trinitarian views.108 In England, roman
Catholics burned Anglicans under Mary I, while the roles were
reversed under Elizabeth I.109 Even in the American colonies, where
many Europeans fled to escape the continental religious bigotries
and hatred, new forms of bias and hostilities broke out. 

In the world today religious fanaticism hiding behind a veneer
of secularism is alive and kicking. Throughout the 19th and in half
of the 20th century, Jews were persecuted in various European
countries, and this today has culminated in the ongoing European
and “Christian” attempted mass extermination of the Muslims in
the Holy lands. for sheer magnitude and malevolence, nothing
like this has ever been known before in human history.
International and globalization forces have for practical purposes
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stripped the Muslims in the world of their civic status and their
social identity. As these words are being written, the historical reli-
gious leviathan, assuming the identity of the united states, is stat-
ing that the world is in a war against terrorism. Terrorism, in this
theatre of events, is practically a code word for Islamic self-deter-
mination. In this case of what is unmistakably the globalization of
war and hostilities against Muslims resuming their God-given right
to freely express their Islamic political and economic self, age-old
racial and religious motivations are intermingled. Ironically, the
kids and the youngsters of “Israel” have moved from being the
pawns of the past to becoming the potentates of the present.
Zionist Israel in the Holy land since 1948 and other Western impe-
rialist governments in Europe and America are quickly becoming
the Goliath of the post-colonial era. 

In some tactical phases, acts of war and persecution have been
severe; in others, while persecution may not be overt, it is subtly
maintained. freedom loving and justice seeking Muslims, the true
heirs of their ancestral “Israeli” and “Christian” predecessors, are
discriminated against and barred from certain forms of employment
and channels of upward social mobility, not to speak of positions of
influence. The human race, including those who count themselves
Christians, has still much to learn about the basic human right to
freedom, justice, and equality. 

This historical residual of people claiming to be followers of
ancient scriptures was a fact of life in Makkah when this Qur’an was
first being imparted. Interacting with the first Islamic social order
in Arabia were the inhabitants of Makkah who claimed they were
the true followers of prophet Ibrœhøm (a); the Jews in Madinah
claimed they were the bona fide followers of prophet M¥så (a);
and the Christians in the area claimed that they were the faithful
followers of prophet ‘Øså (a). But the fact of the matter was that
each one of these claimants to prophetic legacy had diverged away
from scripture in a very serious way. The deviation was so severe
that they were more in conflict with God than they were at peace
with Him. When this œya∆ was revealed in Madinah, the scriptural-
ly committed Muslims were in an active war against the Arabian
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scriptural disloyalists, the mushriks. The way things were heating up
for these combatant and committed Muslims, they would ultimate-
ly have to do battle with those nationalist and traditionalist but un-
scriptural Jews of Madinah. This timely text was befitting as it
explained to these maturing Muslims that they, in fact, had greater
affinity with people of prior scriptures than these purported follow-
ers of Ibrœhøm, M¥så, and ‘Øså (Å). It clarified for the Muslims that
these false scriptural petitioners cannot be considered in the camp
of scripture because they had deviated from it so seriously as to be
considered outside the pale of scripture altogether. 

This lesson is immense and profound. Muslims need to bind
this lesson into their internal thoughts and their public discussions.
There are many people in this world who claim they are “Jews” but
in fact they are as alien from M¥så (a) as the pharaoh himself.
There are also people who maintain they are “Christians” but the
fact of their practical behavior places them along side pontius
pilate.110 There are many people in this world who assert they are
“Muslims” but their relationship to Ab¥ lahab and Ab¥ Jahl is
much stronger than their relationship to Allah’s prophet (r).

religious “mechanics” and the temples, churches, and
mosques they are performed in give little indication of who people
really are in terms of justice, the truth, equality, and freedom, espe-
cially when these œyœt elevate standards of social civility above
individual attachments to God. It is these normative meanings that
eventually specify who people really are. people are eventually
defined by their stand and position concerning issues of justice,
peace, equality, and liberty. Have these œyœt spoken about tradition-
al ceremonies and customary religious habits in defining ømœn and
kufr? No. And this should be a timeless lesson for us to learn — and
to learn it before it is too late.

How Infœq Reveals the Connection between Kufr and ¸ulm
After discussing issues related to the prosecution of just war, the
Qur’anic discourse customarily follows with a treatment of finan-
cial obligations. And both these tasks are addressed to entrusted
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and commendable Muslims: al-ladhøna œman¥. In the way the
Qur’an packages jihad with infœq one recognizes both of them to be
inseparable,

o you who are firmly committed to Allah! Spend [in
our way] out of what We have granted you as provi-
sions before there comes a Day when there will be no
commerce, and no camaraderie, and no “connections.”
And they who are in denial of Allah are actively in vio-
lation of justice (2:254).

These are Allah’s (Â) words of endearment, “Yœ ayyuhœ al-ladhø-
na œman¥: o you who are in a firm manner committed [to
Allah].” Here, Allah (Â) is calling on all who are included in this
covenant-commitment relationship to spend and pass on to others
from the subsistence and support that Allah (Â) has given them,
“Spend [for our sake] out of what We have provided you…”
Now is the time to do it before it is too late, “…before there comes
a Day when there will be no trade, no tender familiarity, and no
intermediation.” This is an opportunity no involved Muslim can
afford to lose. Because if it passes by and the final Day approaches
nothing can compensate for this loss: no commercial activity, no
“buddies” to help out, and no “third party” intervention. 

These acts of charity to benefit the public at large are speci-
fied to be for jihad. And jihad is an all out effort to repel the forces
of kufr and the injustice that comes out of a state that denies Allah
(Â), takes issue with His Apostles (Å), and subverts the holy pro-
gram, “And they who are opposed to Allah — it is they who are
of justice violating behavior.”

This particular sentence needs to be probed more deeply.
often many Muslims confuse Qur’anic terminology. Allah (Â)
chose His words with the utmost precision. And the inclined read-
er should take the time to carefully understand them. one of our
misfortunes as Muslims is that many of us, especially those who are
in positions to do so, prefer to skim over critical nomenclature and
lump distinct meanings and separate concepts into one general and
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many times ambiguous idea. The word kufr combined with its deriv-
atives — mentioned no less than 531 times in the good Book — has
its own singular and marked meaning. What is it? It is the thought-
out human show and theater that tries to eclipse, conceal, or
obscure the reality of Allah’s (Â) power presence, His true-to-life
existence, and His entry into the dynamics of the way civilizations
rise and fall. The reality and certainty of Allah’s (Â) role in human
affairs and “the rise and fall of nations” is so detectable that some
“self-interests” or some “national interests” or some people who
want to “play God” are keen on pushing His effects out of sight. And
once His consequences are no longer in sight, He is no longer in
sight! or that is the way deniers of Allah (Â) want people to think. 

Kufr becomes the grand scheme to deny that God has any-
thing to do with justice on earth. Kufr is the mental refusal of God’s
system as the paradigm for man to make justice a human accom-
plishment. Kufr is the “high culture” of a false facade that forwards
the notion of a separation between God in heaven and man on
earth. Kufr is every and all concepts, theories, and ideologies that
turn down and pass up God as the moral source and legal reference
for all human, social, and intellectual activities. Bluntly speaking,
kufr is the human cognitive and analytical opposition to Allah
(Â) as sovereign and to Allah (Â) as Divine Authority. And as
justice is central to this whole issue, and as the only impartial being
who can offer an abstract as well as a practical plan for justice is
Allah (Â), any other choice or combination of choices besides
Allah (Â) are bound to inflict tyranny, exploitation, and suffering
in the lives of people. The central issue of justice is lost in these
man-made ideologies and political programs. Therefore, this œya∆,
“And they who are opposed to Allah — it is they who are pro-
moting mistreatment and tyranny.”

This œya∆ is a transformational œya∆. It announces that kœfirs
become Ωœlims. or in other words, those who are mentally in denial
of Allah (Â) are practically encouraging and advancing oppres-
sion and injustice. Kufr and Ωulm are not two synonymous words.
The first means to be in an ideological disagreement with Allah
(Â), while the second means to be in a position of implementing
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policies that breed and exacerbate totalitarianism and despotism,
which result from the initial denial of a God of truth and justice.
These latter features do not just drop into human life. There has to
be an introductory process, a mental receptivity for such erroneous
social theories. These chain of events will culminate in †œgh¥t: the
gross and violent concentration of power in persons and institu-
tions that are running the affairs of state. 

The œya∆ touches on a pertinent component of this whole
affair. If committed Muslims withhold spending what is necessary to
finance a war for justice because of some conceptual difficulties in
implementing Allah’s (Â) commands, then they become accom-
plices to a creeping Ωulm, which will one day dominate as things
steadily move in the wrong direction. Kufr does not have to be
grand and free-spoken; it can be limited and selective. There is such
a thing as creeping kufr; and the œya∆ speaks to this issue. some
Muslims can be committed in every sense of the word except when
it comes to spending their wealth for Allah’s (Â) cause; there they
balk. In this one area their contentious minds “tune out” what Allah
(Â) is telling them to do; and they may find “sensible” excuses for
being exempt from this financial duty. But Allah (Â) wants to pre-
empt this attitude; and thus He disclosed the œya∆ in this context.

Œya∆ al-Kursø: Who Allah (Â) Is in His own Words
After Allah (Â) explains how the human understanding of scrip-
ture begins to decline in the years after the passing of His Apostles
(Å), He follows up with an œya∆ that encapsulates the Islamic con-
cept of a covenant with Allah (Â). Allah (Â) is here defined by
His own words. His uniqueness and singularity are succinctly stat-
ed. This œya∆, known as Œya∆ al-Kursø, is one that nearly every
Muslim has memorized; it is recited and reflected upon by Muslims
on many occasions, especially in times of constriction and hard-
ship, when the reciter is seeking protection and solace.

Allah — there is no deity except Him, the ever-living,
the Self-Subsistent Fount of all being. Neither slumber
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overtakes Him, nor sleep. His is all that is in the heav-
ens and all that is on earth. Who is there that could
intercede with Him, unless it be by His permission?
He knows all that lies open before men and all that is
hidden from them, whereas they cannot attain to aught
of His knowledge except that which He wills [them to
attain]. His eternal power [of mercy and knowledge]
overspreads the heavens and the earth, their upkeep
tires Him not. And He alone is truly exalted,
Tremendous (2:255).

The attributes of Allah (Â) given in this œya∆ are a compact
verbal description of Allah (Â) in terms understandable to the
human intellect. put together, these are the building blocks central
to a Muslim’s conceptualization of Allah (Â). This human mental
reformulation was the mainstay of the œyœt revealed in Makkah.
And here, too, in this s¥ra∆ revealed in Madinah, man is reminded
of this key element: the correct human understanding of who and
what Allah (Â) is. once this is firmly infused into the public
mindset, the other tasks that follow in the orchestration of an
Islamic lifestyle and a society meeting scriptural standards become
much easier. 

The importance of grounding into the Islamic personal and
interpersonal mentality the reality of “who Allah (Â) is” cannot be
overstated. This does not mean that we humans will ever be able to
comprehend Allah (Â) as we comprehend physical objects and
material things. In other words, we cannot rely on our five senses to
define or to describe “who Allah (Â) is.” We need His guidance to
understand who He is. so He has made Himself known to us via this
œya∆, among others. Many thinkers with broad minds and many
philosophers with deep thoughts attempted to put into human lan-
guage some notions or theories about divinity and deity, and many
of them were unintelligible on this subject. some of these efforts
have come down through the ages as superstition and mythology. 

Before further penetrating the meanings of this œya∆ of “eter-
nal power based on mercy and knowledge,” some benefit may be
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derived from scanning the minds of those who are alienated and
withdrawn from this reliable reference on the matter, the Qur’an. 

In the general comprehension, God is the object of religious
worship.111 Most of the earth’s population consider God to be the
supreme reality upon which all else depends. In modern kœfir soci-
ety, in which many of the happenings once attributed to divine
activity are now given “natural” explanations, serious talk about
God has become difficult for many people. Even “devout believers”
in God express anxiety and difficulty when trying to make God rel-
evant to human affairs. The mystical tradition in almost all reli-
gions has declared God to be ineffable (indescribable).
Correspondingly, thus, mysticism has also found itself being associ-
ated with negative theology, according to which it can only be said
what God is not. In this type of “mental free-fall,” and because God
is so utterly different from all finite beings, it is hard to see how any-
one can say anything significant about God at all. 

Many people who cling to religion have believed that there is
some kinship between God and what is deepest in human nature
itself — perhaps spirit, or even personality. The difference between
a religious believer and an atheist is precisely that the former
believes there is some affinity, however remote, between the
human being and the being of that ultimate reality that sustains the
world, while the latter denies this. so if the otherness of God (tran-
scendence) makes some reticent about God and points toward neg-
ative theology or even silence, the sense of an affinity with God
enables the believer to talk of God by way of analogies, while real-
izing that all such talk falls short of the transcendent reality and
can only suggest it.

The opposition between the otherness and the affinity of God
is only one of many, and the consequence is that all talk of God
must be dialectical or even paradoxical, that is to say, whatever is
affirmed about God has to be corrected by a counter-affirmation of
apparently opposite tendency. Hence, if it is said that God is distant,
then it follows that another must say He is also near; if it is postu-
lated that God is unknown, then someone would posit that He is
known. In summarizing this paradox, Nicholas of Cusa said that
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God is the “coincidence of opposites.” 112 such language applied to
finite entities in the cosmos would be considered illogical, but lan-
guage about that unique and infinite reality that is referred to as God
is bound to have a logic of its own.

God in the old Testament
It is noteworthy that the common Hebrew word nowadays for God,
elohim, is a plural form, though grammatically it is treated as a sin-
gular and used with singular verbs and adjectives. The plural form
may point back to a time when the Hebrews believed in many gods,
but their retention of the plural form may imply, whether conscious-
ly or unconsciously, that all the gods are included in the God of the
Hebrews, that all deity is comprehended in this God. Certainly,
monotheism is a distinctive mark of the old Testament. “Hear, o
Israel: The lord our God is one lord” (Deuteronomy, 6:4; King
James Version). This was a central tenet of the old Testament reli-
gion, and, indeed, as soon as a people emerge from polytheism, it is
clear that logically there can be only one God. God is one in the
sense that God is unique and in the sense that God is a unity —
faithful, in the language of the old Testament, that is to say, consis-
tent in actions, not capricious. All through the Hebrew scriptures,
the one God of Israel is contrasted with the many gods of the
pagans. Israel’s God alone acts, the idols are only pretended gods,
unreal and ineffective. The old Testament makes no attempt to
prove the existence of God; the reality of God is presupposed. And
when the Israeli flock begins to entertain doubts about God they are
“brought back to their senses” by extraordinary miracles. This was
“proof positive” of God’s existence and presence.

At the beginning of Genesis, God is represented as creating,
that is to say, God is not so much one who exists as one who con-
fers existence, not so much “He who is” as later theologians were to
call God, as “He who lets be,” which implies that God is a reality
of a different order from all existing things. God is not an existent,
but the presupposition of all existence. God transcends the uni-
verse and may not be included among the entities that comprise it.
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As creator in the sense just mentioned, God remains mysteri-
ous. God is the transcendent reality, sharply contrasted with
human beings and with the things of the world. one of the biblical
prophets represents God as saying,

for my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your
ways my ways, saith the lord. for as the heavens are high-
er than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways,
and my thoughts than your thoughts (Isaiah, 55:8–9; King
James Version). 

God is the Holy One of Israel, a numinous (revered) reality inspir-
ing awe. The Hebrew word for holy has the literal meaning of sepa-
rate. old Testament writings speak too of the hiddenness of God.
This God had a name, yahweh, which God had made known to the
people. This name was regarded as so holy that the faithful would
not pronounce it, but instead would only say “The lord.” All these
points then kept in view the transcendence, mystery, and otherness
of the God of the Hebrews.

But the other side of the dialectic also finds expression in the
old Testament. A whole series of attributes is ascribed to God, and
these attributes are derived from personal human existence, so that
there is assumed an analogy between God’s mode of being and the
human mode. God is above all righteous, but God is also merciful,
gracious, patient, and it is even said that God shares in the afflic-
tions of God’s (chosen) people. God’s personal being is expressed
sometimes in almost cruelly anthropomorphic (human-like) ways.
God speaks to patriarchs and prophets and very occasionally is
even seen. God makes covenants and utters both promises and
threats. God experiences emotions and is frequently angered or dis-
pleased. In spite of what was said above about God’s faithfulness,
God’s mind is sometimes repentant or changed. Though transcen-
dent over Creation, God is very much involved in its affairs and
exercises control over the history of Israel and its neighbors. God is
represented by various metaphors and images. Most of these are
taken from human society, again stressing the affinity between God
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and the personal being of humanity. God is represented as king,
judge, shepherd, warrior, father. sometimes material objects are
used as “metaphors” — God is a rock or a tower, for instance.

It is a noble concept of God that inspires the old Testament,
although there are occasional lapses. God is a God of justice and
mercy, exercising moral governance over the world and demand-
ing the righteousness of people. The moral character of God is
closely bound up with the belief that there is only one God. It is
true that the oneness or unity of God seems to be occasionally
compromised. for instance, in some of the early stories the “angel
of the lord” seems hardly distinguishable from the lord, and like-
wise one meets the spirit of the lord. And, in the wisdom litera-
ture, the divine Wisdom, described in Apocryhpha as a “pure
emanation of the glory of the Almighty” (Wisdom of solomon,
7:25; King James Version).113 But the language is probably
metaphorical and does not imply actual divine hypostasis (the one
undivided substance or essence of God). Nevertheless, it is men-
tioned, according to biblical interpretations, because it helps to
explain how it came about that Christian theology, beginning
from the God of the monotheistic old Testament, was able to for-
mulate the conception of a “triune God.” 

God in the New Testament
In the grey area of Jewish-Christian relations there is a sense in
which the God of the New Testament is the same as the God of the
old Testament. Jesus (a), according to this ambiguous reading of
scripture, was a Jew; the Christian movement began with Judaism;
and its members were originally Jewish monotheists. yet, this same
confusion goes on to say, as the new Christian movement gained
self-consciousness and felt the need to define itself more distinc-
tively, that questions are bound to arise about the precise nature of
its agreements and disagreements with mainstream Judaism. How
far did the differences and innovations go? Did they perhaps touch
on the doctrine of God? After all, if Jesus (a) had brought a new
revelation from God, if he was as Christians came to believe, the
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promised Messiah, then perhaps even the doctrine of God needed
to be “rethought” in light of the new revelation.

The word God and its equivalent in other languages is not a
specifically Christian word. Did the Christian understanding of God
conform in all respects to the Jewish understanding? And what
about the many gods or so-called gods of the pagan world? The first
stirrings of such questions appear as early as the letters of paul. paul,
who may well have had more influence on formulating the present
day non-scriptural ideas about God, is said to have written this,

for though there be what are called “gods,” whether in
heaven or on earth (as there are many “gods” and many
“lords”), yet to us there is but one God, the father, from
whom are all things, and we in Him, and one lord Jesus
Christ by whom are all things, and we by Him (1 Corin-
thians, 8:5–6; 21st Century King James Version). 

This appears to be one of the earliest attempts to specify and distin-
guish the “Christian God” from the many “gods” and “lords” wor-
shiped in other cults, and even to distinguish the “Christian God”
from the “God of the Jews.” “The Christian God” is distinguished
from the “God of the Jews” because God is brought into the closest
relation with Jesus Christ, the lord who stands alongside God, the
father. In this historical reading and through this historical devia-
tion, Christians no longer speak of God without reference to
“Christ.” Nor do they speak of “Christ” without reference to God.
Nothing is yet said about the “Holy spirit,” who was destined to
become the third entity of this man-made concept of a “trinity.”
But soon afterward the official powers that be, the same powers that
diverted true Christians away from the historical course of the one
God, cite a further letter to Corinthians in which they find the
threefold formula,

The grace of the lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God,
and the communion of the Holy Ghost, be with you all
(2 Corinthians, 13:14; 21st Century King James Version).
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of course, all this is still far from the doctrine of the triune God
(three gods in one) as developed in later Christian theology, but it
is a beginning of the move away from the steady monotheism of the
old Testament to a more differentiated conception of God, reflect-
ing the specific Christian belief that God was “in Christ,”

To wit, that God was in Christ, reconciling the world
unto himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them;
and hath committed unto us the word of reconciliation
(2 Corinthians, 5:19; King James Version).

from then on, the doctrine of the triple God develops in par-
allel with Christology. As the time distance began to increase
between Jesus (a) and those who claimed to be his followers, these
“Christians” came to believe that Jesus Christ is divine as well as
human, living from God, for God, and in God. Then the need to
recognize distinguishable “persons,” as they came to be called with-
in the “Godhead,” became pressing. one gets the impression, how-
ever, that it was only slowly and maybe reluctantly that the Church
came to apply God-language to Jesus (a). some Christians were
unwilling to infringe the Jewish monotheism they had inherited. It
seems that the New Testament writers were very reticent about the
divinity of Jesus (a); as there are only two or three instances where
he is definitely called “God,” the later trinitarian theology tried
hard to reconcile trinity with unity in God.

God in Philosophy
In philosophical terms, God is the supreme reality on which all else
depends. A philosophical interest in God developed in Greece very
early. It eventually asserted its influence on the Jewish, Christian,
and even Islamic thinking about God. The Jewish scholar philo of
Alexandria (25BCE–50CE) led the way in developing a new philo-
sophical theism, and the task was continued by early Christian
writers.114 The God who had been represented by such naive images
as “king” or “shepherd” became conceptualized as the principle of
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being — “He who is” or “The Being,” which was justified by an
appeal to the “I am” of the old Testament (Exodus, 3:14). In the
course of time, names even more distant from the biblical tradition
were used, for example “necessary being.” Thus God was thought of
in terms much less personal than were found in the Bible. philo
introduced the idea of the Logos (or Word) as an intermediary
between the distant metaphysical God and the creatures. so, for
instance, it was not God as ultimate Being but the logos that had
spoken to Moses (a) at the burning bush. Anthropomorphisms
(the representation of God as having human form) were removed
or explained away by allegorical interpretation of the Bible. Again,
whereas the Bible begins with the living creative God, the new
philosophical theism began to look for arguments that would prove
God’s existence. 

There has always been some tension between the biblical
teaching about God and philosophical speculation. Tertullian
(160–220) in the early centuries and, in more recent times, such
thinkers as the protestant reformer John Calvin (1509–64), Blaise
pascal (1623–62), the existentialist philosopher soren Kierkegaard
(1813–55) and the protestant theologian Karl Barth (1886–1968),
have regarded philosophical theism with profound suspicion.115 The
philosophical concept of God, whether He is called “unmoved
Mover” or “Ground of Being” or “supreme Intelligence” or “first
Cause” or anything else, seems, as some would say, a pale unreal
abstraction alongside the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Å), or
the father of “Jesus Christ.” Attempts to prove the divine existence,
as some believe, are as likely to sow doubts as to provide assurance.
The whole enterprise of philosophical theology may seem to be a
theoretical matter, divorced from the actual life of religion.

yet at this point the dialectical claim of the philosophers must
be recognized. There are minds that cannot rest until they have
inquired into the very foundations of religious belief; and if there
were no such critical minds, religious belief might become a luxu-
riant jungle of superstition. philosophical reflection on God is
needed for the criticism and elucidation of all human-concocted
doctrines of God that might spring from “self to national interests,”
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rather than from the pursuit of selflessly “wanting to understand”
through reasoning and academic principle. A philosophical con-
cept of God is no substitute for the concrete reality that is located
in revelation and scripture. But the understanding of the God of
scripture must not clash violently with the principles of reasoning
and thought, with which He has endowed humans.

God in Christian Theology
The trinitarian concept of God, of which the beginnings were
already visible in the early Church-approved versions of the New
Testament, continued to develop through many controversies in
the patristic (church fathers’) period, although it was not until the
fourth century that something like a “satisfactory formula” was
achieved. God, in this “Christian interpretation,” is said to be of
one “substance” or “being” in three “persons” or “hypostases.” The
danger of such an expression is that the three persons are so sharply
distinguished that they become three gods (tritheism) or so weakly
distinguished that they disappear in the undifferentiated essence of
Godhood. probably the greatest statement of Christian belief in
God is that of st. Thomas Aquinas in the opening sections of his
Summa Theologica. This has been called “classical theism” and rep-
resents the “orthodox Christian” teaching about God. Its founda-
tions are biblical, but philosophical ideas have been skillfully
incorporated and subordinated to the biblical emphases.

In modern times, however, many Christian theologians have
expressed unease about some features of the classical theism. It is
felt by some that God has been represented in the Christian tradi-
tion in terms that are too starkly unknowable, perhaps because of a
tendency to revert to a “monarchical” concept of God. Does God,
for instance, share in the suffering of the world? It would be hard
for a Christian to deny that God does, if God is indeed love and is
made known in the “crucified lord.” yet the formulations of classi-
cal theism seem to make God so transcendent that God is placed
beyond suffering, or an active concern for suffering and those who
suffer. others, and this may be the most intriguing question of all,
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have problems with the question of God’s action in the world. Can
God intervene in the world’s affairs? If Christians say yes, they seem
to be contradicting a basic assumption of the way they themselves
cast modern science. But if they say no, they seem to be denying a
fundamental power of the biblical God.

In the face of such problems, Western and particularly
Christian theologians have again turned to current philosophies in
search of answers. some have turned to the concept of a dipolar
God, at once transcendent yet deeply engaged in the affairs of the
Creation, formulated by the English mathematician and philoso-
pher Alfred Whitehead (1861–1947), as a possible way of overcom-
ing the weaknesses of classical Christian theism. others, such as
the protestant theologian paul Johannes Tillich (1886–1965) have
revived the mystics’ idea of a “God beyond God,” a reality of a dif-
ferent order from any sentient being, of whom one cannot even say
that it exists — not because it lacks existence, but because, as noted
in connection with the biblical story of Creation, this reality is
prior to existence, or superexistent, as some mystics have expressed
it.116 It would seem that the historical “Christian” departure from
Jesus (a) is still searching haphazardly for a concept of God that is
loyal to the versions of the New Testament superimposed by offi-
cialdom in the first few centuries after Jesus (a), and yet coherent
with the contemporary mindset that was crafted by their long his-
tory of divergent views and their current fascination with topical
scientific endeavor.

Œya∆ al-Kursø and Allah’s (Â) Accessibility to man
The unsettled thoughts of the West about God had to be examined
because its tattered meanderings have seeped into the minds of
people who consider themselves the heirs of prophets and scripture.
Jews and Christians in particular may have had an excuse in their
psychogenic and philosophical “going out on a limb” exercise to
explain to themselves who God is. This historical attempt to satis-
fy the human mind about “who God is” happened only when these
same humans abandoned the incontrovertible information that
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God offered them about Himself to begin with. Had they preserved
this vital information and not tinkered with it, they would not
have found themselves, throughout their peculiar history, strug-
gling to explain “who God is.” That is another reason why they,
from the theologians of the earlier centuries to the philosophers of
the later centuries, need the positive and indisputable words in this
affirmative Qur’an to set this whole issue to rest, “Allah — there is
no deity besides Him…”

This opening sentence delivers a clear meaning. When speak-
ing of God there is only one; this one God does not have any rivals,
equals, or competitors. No one and nothing, singular or plural, par-
takes or shares in His divinity. God is not held hostage to a people,
like the “chosen” Israelis, because of the way He created them,
which to every rational mind is not significantly different from the
way He created all other peoples. God is not held hostage to the
forces of evil, like satan, because He created satan — and so He
does not have to become a human and suffer the consequences of
His own creation. The concept of the “trinity” has been and still is
a convenient way, if not a rational one, of confusing the human
mind in its futile attempt to equate three with one or to personify
one into three. This whole argument has led to no intellectual sat-
isfaction, and has blinded its adherents to the authoritarian power
of satan represented by the romans at the time of Jesus (a) and by
all governments in the image of the romans up until our own day.

It is this singularity and independence of character that
describes Allah (Â), although the human mind, even when it is
mindful of Allah’s (Â) description of Himself, is still incapable of
subjecting Allah (Â) to sensual verification because He is not a
physical deity. Allah (Â) does not have multiple personalities.
once this fact is established in the mind and settled in the heart in
all its clarity, with its uncomplicated and unproblematic lucidity,
Muslim individuals and Muslim society begin their earnest con-
formity with this unmatched Deity. This is the core concept out of
which a human awareness of divine supervision emanates. 

The acknowledgment and affirmation of this fact means that
man is not permitted to conform to any other “superior” or “author-
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ity” — two main distractions from Allah (Â) and His ultimate
authority. In this perfect polarity between a Deity who is one and
a humanity that is many, a Divinity that is superior and a humani-
ty that is inferior, a God who is governing and people who are gov-
erned, mankind is not allowed to infringe on the sanctity of its
Creator and regulator by forming governments that act as if they
were “God on earth.” The concept of monotheism cannot be per-
mitted to be confused with “multiple-theism” which gives “powers
on earth” a conceptual gap through which they eventually claim to
be the “know-all” and “say-all” authorities that infringe on what
belongs to Allah (Â) and does not belong to them. 

It is within this conceptual clarity, in which it is understood
that Allah (Â) is incommensurable and peerless as well as the
highest and only source of authority, that the human mind acquires
its working knowledge of how Allah (Â) is the reference of gover-
nance and man His khaløfa∆ on earth. This is the type of active rela-
tionship that defines how Allah (Â) is the only deity, so He is the
only authority that man has. In this context, theologians who lack
the ABCs of rationality and philosophers who lack the requisite
knowledge of divinity are completely superfluous along with their
insufficient and misleading ideas about God. All human beings are
invited to these words by Allah (Â) from Allah (Â) about Allah
(Â). No one has ever interfered in the wording of these original
Arabic œyœt. They have withstood the test of time. And they
remain as fresh and radiant as when they were delivered by the
angel Gabriel (a) to the prophet Muhammad (r), “Allah — there
is no divine but Him…”

When this truth is admitted and affirmed, man realizes that
this single eternal Deity is the generator of morals and values, and
the author of rules and laws. No principle is of any value if it is alien
to this God-defined order. By extension, any value system or legal
system that violates or collides with the meanings and definitions
given by the one God to mankind through impeccable prophets
(Å) and sanctified scriptures, is corrupt and unlawful. Having one
Deity means having one constituency of a personal and public
order. If the human mind wants to know more, then the elucida-
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tion comes in these words, “[Allah is] the ever-living, the Self-
Subsistent Fount of all being…”

obviously, when life is a word that defines in relative terms
who Allah (Â) is, it does not mean human life and it does not
mean “gained” life. Humans are exposed to a created reality and
Allah (Â) is not created, so any attribute by which He describes
Himself is beyond and above human notions of it. Man can only
gain an understanding of His attributes by virtue of the fact that he
belongs to a life and an existence that is dependent upon Allah
(Â), while His is a life and an existence that are non-dependent.
so Allah’s (Â) life is proper to Allah (Â). His life has no point of
beginning and it has no point of ending; it did not begin and it will
not end. It extends unendingly prior to any humanly perceivable
“before” and continues unceasingly beyond any humanly perceiv-
able “after.” speaking of Allah (Â) being alive is speaking about
Him in absolute and undiminishing terms, in whatever capacity the
human mind can conceptualize such terms as eternal, everlasting,
ageless, and timeless. Every finite description that defines human
life has to be taken to its infinite mode to deliver its likely mean-
ing as it pertains to the unlimited and the Dateless. If the human
mind is able to sense how immediate and vanishing a description is
when applied to man and how uttermost and enduring the same
description is when applied to God, only then will he be able to rid
himself of superstitions and fables about God. 

Allah (Â) characterizing Himself as “al-Qayy¥m: the Self-
Subsistent Fount of all being,” means that Allah (Â) is active in
His vital support of all beings. Nothing can exist without being
dependent upon His sustaining presence. some philosophers would
feel that it is demeaning for God to be actively involved in the sub-
sistence of human life itself. That might be true if Allah (Â) is per-
ceived in human terms; but if He is absolute then there can be no
exhausting effort issuing from Him to deplete the perfection of His
status as He sustains human life. Man does not exalt God by think-
ing of Him as a remote deity in heaven, detached from human affairs. 

The words of Allah (Â) describing Allah (Â) are, “the
ever-living, the Self-Subsistent Fount of all being.” These words
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form a positive and vibrant understanding of who Allah (Â) is. He
is in charge of everything; everything in existence is in need of His
sustaining presence and will. This is the type of unproblematic and
uncomplicated understanding of God that engages the human
mind, penetrates the human heart, and binds the human con-
science. In this manner life and matter, humans and things are all
God-centered: nothing happens without the provision of Allah
(Â). When man begins to piece the whole picture together, he
begins to detect Allah’s (Â) hand at work. These words were not
meant to be ink on paper; they were meant to be feelings in man’s
heart and ideas in man’s brain; together — feelings and ideas —
they eventually work the will of Allah (Â) on earth.

“Neither slumber overtakes Him, nor sleep…” sleep is nec-
essary for survival and good health, in human beings, created life,
and mortal existence. sleep is an unconscious state in which the
sleeper has little awareness of the external world. There are two
phases of sleep which alternate throughout the night. In deep sleep,
or slow wave sleep (sWs), monitored brain activity shows slow delta
waves. This may be what the Qur’an calls nawm. This is interrupt-
ed every 90 minutes or so by about 30 minutes of rapid eye movement
sleep (rEM). Here the muscles are completely relaxed, but the
closed eyes show rapid movements. levels of brain activity are com-
parable to those of wakefulness, but the subject does not respond to
stimuli. This is probably the level of sleep associated with aß˙œb al-
kahf (The Companions in the Cave).117 Dreaming occurs in rEM
sleep, and perhaps also in sWs. The sleep cycle is controlled by the
activity of nerve cells in the brain stem. sleep is restorative. Growth
hormone, which promotes cell division, is secreted during slow wave
sleep. Allah (Â) furnishes more knowledge about Himself by say-
ing, “Neither slumber overtakes Him, nor sleep.” He does not go
through the human physical cycle that is peculiar to man’s earthly
biology and physiology. He does not need the restorative function
that humans gain by having a good sleep.

The world, the cosmos, nature, creation, and life cannot be
sustained without a supervision that can only come from a source
that is above the limitations and needs characteristic of human life.
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Everything in existence is contingent upon His presence, and every-
thing depends upon His oversight. A non-mechanical life and
macrocosm require a non-mechanical Executive whose knowledge
and power are commensurate and who is not susceptible to the
needs and cycles that are prerequisites of human life, such as a nat-
ural and periodic state of rest. “Neither slumber overtakes Him,
nor sleep. His is all that is in the heavens and all that is on earth.”

Besides being the sustainer of all beings and things, He is also
their owner, their ultimate lord. Allah’s (Â) ownership has no
limits, conditions, or sharers. If Allah (Â) is the sole Creator, the
sole sustainer and the sole provider, then He should be the sole
owner of all things. If this fact were to be commonly recognized
and reflected upon in everyday life, it would have a profound
impact on human transactions and human relations. If everyone
was consciously aware that Allah (Â) is the ultimate owner of all
property and wealth, then a person’s “ownership” would not have
the same meaning as it has in individualistic capitalist societies, or
in justice-seeking reactions to them, nowadays expressed as social-
ism. In the proper understanding of ownership, man should realize
that he is only in a position of transient possession of things that in
truth are owned by God. The primary owner of all that man pos-
sesses is Allah (Â); and he is only a secondary owner. 

for these reasons, humans are expected to be careful with
what they have; because they should know that what they have is
in actual fact borrowed from Allah (Â). They forfeit their interim
ownership of whatever they have if they fail to keep this under-
standing in their private and public lives. This applies to all they
know, including the universe as they know it, the planet they live
on, and the land they claim as their own, individually and collec-
tively, as homelands or states. When they fail to understand that
Allah (Â) owns all they have, they fail to hold on to what they
have, as is so obvious in today’s dispossession of Muslims from the
jungles of southeast Asia to the deserts of northwest Africa. so
when Allah (Â) is saying, “His is all that is in the heavens and
all that is on earth,” He does not mean to state a hypothetical
claim to landed estates, natural resources and geo-strategically
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important areas of the world; He means that all these resources,
commodities and potentials are His figuratively and practically.
legal procedures and the “laws of the land” should be a function of
this scriptural concept. 

When this concept of everything permanently belonging to
Allah (Â), and only for a brief duration belonging to man, grips
the human mind and motivates the human soul, then humanity
will have a just approach to the way human beings give and take
things. They will also have a different psychology when it comes to
people exchanging or transacting in the market, or affluent and less
affluent societies engaging each other. When the fact that every-
and-all belongs to Allah (Â) permeates the public mind and molds
the private conscience, man will cease to suffer from the predatory
psychology, the elitist arrogance, and the corporate greed that char-
acterize much of human interaction nowadays. But in whose mind
and in whose soul does this fact dwell, “His is all that is in the
heavens and all that is on earth?”

In today’s world the hyper-capitalist global system is trying to
claim outer space for itself. people around the globe are hyperven-
tilating with the materialistic hunger and greed to enlarge their
margin of profits. some of them are not satisfied with simple, albeit
hefty, market profits and gains. They want to seize all the natural
resources of the world. They will declare wars against real and
imagined enemies to justify their strategy to “secure” the riches and
resources of such “vital” areas as Central Asia, sub-saharan Africa,
latin America, and anywhere else they may decide. Where is God
in all this? Certainly not in the mind and heart of a republican
pharaoh or a Democratic caesar, even though they all go to church
on sundays and invite “men of God” to their seats of power, the
White House, and the state Department.

“Who is there that could intercede with Him, unless it be
by His permission?” This sentence points out the difference and
distance between being Allah (Â), the sustainer, and being
human, the sustained. Allah (Â) is described here in His divine
status (ul¥høya∆) and man is described in his mundane status
(‘ub¥døya∆). All created, temporal, and terminable humans should
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realize and understand what they are in relation to Allah (Â).
Man should never entertain any notion that he is anything but a
subject, serf, and subordinate of Allah (Â). Acknowledging this
vulnerable position that man holds, he should show humility when
it comes to the glory and dignity of Allah (Â). 

It is within this settled relationship that man turns to Allah
(Â) and asks, humbly and meekly, for his well-being and redemp-
tion. Along these lines and in the course of asking Allah (Â), the
highest request that can possibly be made by man of Allah (Â) is
for gracious forgiveness and salvation; that is, shafœ‘a∆. But this ulti-
mate human petition for redemption and salvation of one who has
sinned and erred can only be granted by Allah’s (Â) permission,
“Who is there that could intervene with Him [for salvation],
unless it be by His countenance?” The construction indicates that
not just anyone can ask for an individual’s or people’s salvation.
This concept of Allah (Â) permitting humans to ask for other
humans’ salvation and recovery from damnation has been miscon-
strued and seriously compromised by latter-day scripturalists, who
have gone so far as mixing “divinity” and “humanity” together to
rationalize such petitions. 

paul, who seems to be more central to Christian teachings
than Jesus (a) writes, “for there is one God, and one mediator
between God and men, the man Christ Jesus; who gave himself a
ransom for all, to be testified in due time” (1 Timothy, 2:5–6; King
James Version). According to pauline Christianity, Jesus Christ is
the one who, through his death on the cross and his resurrection,
has opened the way to his father’s kingdom. paul underscores the
need for such an intermediary. He sees humankind’s sins and need
for deliverance, writing, “As it is written, there is none righteous,
no, not one” (romans, 3:10; King James Version).

This guarantee of salvation, as it appears from these pauline
teachings, is alien to man’s state of nature with God. There is no
automatic delivery system in scripture: the Torah, the Gospel, or
the Qur’an. If God wants to forgive one soul or the entire human
race, He does not need to become, in an irrational and illogical
way, a biological being. The Creator does not have to metamor-
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phose into created biological organisms to manifest His pardon,
absolution, and remission of men’s sins. 

We thank Allah (Â) for this open, direct Qur’an. The con-
cept of Allah (Â) is clear; the concept and duty of humankind are
also clear. Divinity is divinity, and humanity is humanity.
Independence is freedom from control or influence, which is really
only God’s, and dependence is the need and necessity of having a
superior and a sustainer, which is the position of humans. 

The relationship between man and God, the nature of God’s
mercy toward man, and the attachment God displays toward His
creation are infused into this well-defined involvement of man
with God. This is the human life that is centered around God’s
presence and reality, as well as His involvement with man through
His revealed scriptures, His choice of prophets (Å), and His inspi-
ration of those who are sincere and honest to Him. In this relation-
ship based on human action and devotion, the Divine does not
transfigure into a human; equally the human does not transfigure
into a divine. This understanding of how Allah (Â) describes
Himself saves the God-given human mind from the controversies,
disputes and confusion that have become characteristic of those
who have tried to explain God in human terms while trying to
explain humans in God’s terms.

He knows all that lies open before men and all that is
hidden from them, whereas they can attain to nothing
of His knowledge except that which He wills [them to
attain] (2:255).

This is another contribution to the way human beings may
understand who Allah (Â) is. In understanding the glory of Allah
(Â) man begins to understand his own insignificance. The more
this contrast is clear the less mental confusion and mix-up there is
between the Divine and the human. Allah (Â) indicates that His
knowledge is absolute and all-encompassing: this includes current
subjects and matters as well as past situations and occasions, as it
also includes future positions and circumstances. Humans have dif-
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ficulty just understanding one topic that may stretch over genera-
tions and include several lifetimes. Imagine His full-scale and all-
out knowledge of every matter and subject there is. Nothing at all
escapes His infinite and utter knowledge. He is also aware of man’s
ignorance and “negative knowledge:” what man begins to know
when knowing it is too late. suffice it to say that Allah’s (Â)
knowingness and information have no limits or boundaries in time,
space, extent or magnitude. As for human knowledge, it is restrict-
ed and qualified by what He permits man to know. 

The psychological understanding of this statement makes a
human realize how trivial he is when it comes to Allah (Â); it also
helps a human realize how much he needs Allah (Â). Most of us
do not really think about what it means to be existing in the pres-
ence of Allah (Â) Who knows what we know, and knows what we
do not know, what we think we know, what we do not think we
know, what we are capable of knowing and what we are incapable
of knowing, what we will know and forget, and what we partially
know. He knows all this about each one of us and He knows all this
about every systematic accumulation of our human legacy of
knowledge. And after all of that, we still know close to nothing of
His inestimable and indeterminable knowledge. putting these two
bodies of knowledge into perspective, we have no choice but to
realize how negligible and insignificant we are. This very feeling
may have two opposite effects on a person. Those who are hostile
to Allah (Â) will feel offended; but those who are loyal to Allah
(Â) will feel honored. The latter know that not only do they owe
Allah (Â) the knowledge they have, they also owe Him for giving
them the faculties to gain that knowledge and then to acknowledge
its origin and source. 

What civilization fosters a climate and culture that is appre-
ciative of the knowledge and sciences endowed upon its scholars
and intellectuals? In the Islamic civilization, it is an article of faith
to turn to Allah (Â) and thank Him for the psychological result
of perception, learning, and reasoning. This feature of Islamic civ-
ilization has to be revisited by the human race; especially when a
self-absorbed and self-important Western civilization — some
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would call it Judeo-Christian — is taking pride in “dumping God”
while “making scientific strides.” 

“While they can attain to nothing of His knowledge except
that which He wills [them to attain].” This is a fact that is easily
discarded by people who have let the acquisition of science and
technology go to their heads. The question of God’s existence has
been debated among American scientists since early in the last cen-
tury. recent surveys indicate that among the top natural scientists,
disbelief is greater than ever, almost total. research on this topic
began with James H. leuba, the eminent American psychologist,
and his landmark survey of 1914. He found that 58% of one thou-
sand randomly selected American scientists expressed disbelief or
doubt in the existence of God, and that this figure rose to 70%
among the 400 “greater” scientists within his sample.118

When he repeated his survey some years later, he found that
these proportions increased to 67% and 85%, respectively. Nature
magazine repeated Mr. leuba’s survey in 1996. It found little
change from 1914 for American scientists generally, with 60.7 per-
cent expressing disbelief or doubt. Two years later, it targeted sen-
ior scientists, and found the rate of belief lower than ever — a mere
7% of respondents.119

Disbelief and doubt among senior scientists are attributed to
the scientists’ “superior knowledge, understanding, and experi-
ence.” one scientist commented on the 1996 survey saying, “you
clearly can be a scientist and have religious beliefs. But I don’t
think you can be a real scientist in the deepest sense of the word
because they are such alien categories of knowledge.”

The 1998 survey focussed on members of the National
Academy of sciences (NAs), and found near universal rejection of
the transcendent by NAs natural scientists. Disbelief in God and
immortality among NAs biological scientists was 65.2% and 69%
respectively, and among NAs physical scientists, it was 79% and
76.3%. Most of the rest were agnostics on both issues, with few
believers. It was found that the highest percentage of belief was
among NAs mathematicians, 14.3% in God and 15% in immortal-
ity. Biological scientists have the lowest rate of belief, 5.6% in God
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and 7.1% in immortality, with physicists and astronomers slightly
higher, 7.5% in God and 7.5% in immortality.

The timely questions to ask such scientists are: why do they
not affirm the existence of God; what information in their posses-
sion makes them doubt the presence of God; and are the differences
between the scientific information they have and the religious
ideas they are exposed to irreconcilable when it comes to the con-
sciousness of God? 

Definitely, when it comes to the Qur’anic concept of Allah
(Â) there are no difficulties in ascertaining His position. It is He,
and only He, who has infinite, absolute, and unlimited knowledge
of everything. And it is out of His mercy that humans acquire
whatever portion of His knowledge they may have. His words shall
be fulfilled, 

In time We shall make them fully understand our œyœt
[through what they perceive] in the utmost horizons
[of the universe] and within themselves, so that it will
become clear to them that this [revelation] is indeed
the truth (41:53).

Alas, it is human beings who blank out this fact. Human sci-
entists sometimes become the victims of their own science. They
think they have superior knowledge when in fact it is inferior.
Man’s knowledge, and the technology built upon it, places many
humans under a spell. Man begins to believe he has conquered the
world and is able to subdue outer space. The scientific stimulation
makes man forget he is obtaining whatever science he has because
Allah (Â) has unblocked it for him. But do scientists express
thankfulness and gratitude for this abundant gift? No, on the con-
trary, they get swelled heads with what little they know, and they
think they know it all, and they end up rejecting the source of
what little they know. 

In reality, they only know more than most human beings. And
this is a key issue that needs to be understood, especially in a secu-
lar world that claims for all practical purposes to have “destroyed”
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God. In this rejecting world, men respect no authority than of
other men, no laws than those created by man, and no knowledge
than that which is “produced” by man. In this world, man rules
man, man obeys man, and man is beholden to man. In this way,
man is socialized to compare himself to other men: man is the stan-
dard, man is the goal, and man is the God. so when some men
know more than other men, they, in this world, are gods. They
define the discourse, they say what is possible and what is not, and
most importantly, they shape the way entire societies respond to
their wrong-headed, immature, and incomplete ideas. 

In the run-up to the worldwide banking crisis of 2008, was it
not “people who knew more” that kept on repackaging nonexistent
or unredeemable mortgages into investment vehicles that could be
“hedged” on the stock market? And did not, for the better part of
three years “expert” economists and market “gurus” rationalize
these policies of the biggest financial institutions of the world with
their fancy projections of euphoric dividends? And based on this
advice, did not the majority of people who had extra cash head,
penguin-like with their assets, into the market, only to lose it all
when the bottom fell out? And did not the majority of these experts
who were thumbing their noses all along at Allah’s (Â) faultless
guidance, say in the end that “they did not see it coming?” They
proved that they did not even know enough about the complexities
of their own profession, in which they had spent the better part of
their entire adult lives.

It seems that, as man went out to gain knowledge of the mate-
rial world, he lost the true knowledge about himself. Allah (Â)
endowed the human race with the ability to think in order to make
it possible for man to run this world; that is, to become Allah’s (Â)
workman on earth, so to speak. Allah (Â) granted this thinking
and working man the ability to visualize and apprehend His
involvement in human affairs from outer space to inner self, from
the external skyline to the internal lifeline. This human under-
standing of the world that Allah (Â) created is a work in progress.
Human history in a sense is a movement toward this conscious ful-
fillment. Man has been spending his generations and centuries dis-
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covering, by Allah’s (Â) permission, previously unknown forces,
unfamiliar energies, and unidentified universal laws. All of this
accumulated effort represents a fulfillment of man’s role on earth as
God’s instrument — Allah’s (Â) khaløfa∆ — in running the affairs
of life and world. 

Man should be able to know that, even if he has learned one
thing about one issue within one context, there are many other
things about many other issues within many other contexts of
which he is still ignorant. Man should also be mature enough to
also know that his acquired knowledge is not meant to compete
with other powers or causes; rather, man’s knowledge is for the sole
purpose of khilœfa∆. Toward this end, man has to realize that his
knowledge will remain incomplete and inadequate when perceived
in relation to Allah (Â). The history of science, studying the
nature of scientific theories, explanations and descriptions, and
relating them to general philosophical issues in epistemology, logic
or metaphysics, are but drops in the bucket of what is in fact the
possible extent of thinking, knowing, and reasoning. And all of this
put together is still a drop in the ocean of the absolute and infinite
knowledge that is the realm of divinity. Men of deep understanding
must acknowledge that information and science has to be organized
to serve human life and fair coexistence on earth. 

But man has shown that he can become professionally arro-
gant. He acquires a few crumbs of knowledge — this too by Allah’s
(Â) permission — and then thinks he is a god or can do without
the God. Man can actually claim that there is no God because he
knows everything there is to know. There may be a movement by
men of science to acknowledge God, but much of this movement
still needs to make an impact on the larger audience of people in
this world. 

“His eternal power of knowledge and grace overspreads the
heavens and the earth, and their upholding wearies Him not.”
When one says he knows something, he is claiming to have a well-
grounded understanding of it. In the history of philosophy there
have been many theories of knowledge, and in modern times phi-
losophy has been very much occupied with epistemology, or the the-
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ory of knowledge. one type of knowledge has come to be esteemed
above all others, or has even come to be considered as the only gen-
uine knowledge in the secular and “post-religious” world. This is
the kind of knowledge exemplified by the natural sciences, some-
times called empirical knowledge, because it is based on experience
interpreted by reason. It is expressed in propositions, often of a high
degree of generality. of course, if one accepts that only empirical
knowledge deserves the name of knowledge, then one has gone far
along the road toward positivism, the position that all genuine
knowledge — or the only genuine knowledge — is that derived
from and validated by empirical science.120 There is no way by
which the knowledge of God or any other supersensible reality can
be brought within a strictly empiricist epistemology.

But many theologians and philosophers challenge the present
exaltation of empiricism. It should be pointed out that, as well as
knowledge of facts, which for empiricism is the paradigmatic case of
knowledge, there is also knowledge of people, and in some ways this
is more fundamental. In the experience of every individual, knowl-
edge of people precedes knowledge of things, and, more than this,
while he can know things only from the outside, his knowledge of
people is more direct and intimate, for it is based on his immediate
experience of living as a human being with other human beings.
Again, while knowledge is usually expressed in words or proposi-
tions, there is a vast area of unspoken or tacit knowledge that pro-
vides the context for the propositions. still another point is that
there is a personal dimension in all knowledge, which reflects to
some degree the interests and values of the knower. When knowl-
edge is understood in this wider sense, and it is arbitrary to restrict it
in the way that positivists do, the way lies open to those types of
knowledge that enter into religion and theology.

If reasonable man can become so clear-sighted as to conclude
that Allah (Â) is the only source of unrestricted and unending
knowledge, he then becomes better placed to identify who he is in
his curtailed and brief amount of knowledge. Man needs to hear it
directly from his Creator, “His eternal power of knowledge and
grace overspreads the heavens and the earth, and their mainte-
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nance does not exhaust Him. And He alone is truly the exalted,
the Immense.”

Allah (Â) is raised and elevated in “rank” and “character”
above anything human or created. His absolute knowledge and
awareness are unimaginably great — indeed, infinite. No human
scientist could conceivably compete with Allah (Â). And those
pseudo-scientists who think they know it all will soon know better.
Their self-centered certainties and modernities will disintegrate, as
has happened throughout the course of human history. soon they
will understand the truth that Allah (Â) has already proclaimed,
“…and what you have been granted of knowledge is but a pit-
tance” (17:85). These scientists are surely among those described
by Allah’s (Â) words, 

As for that [happy] life in the hereafter, We grant it
[only] to those who do not seek to exalt themselves on
earth, and [who do not seek] to spread corruption, for
the future belongs to the God-conscious (28:83).

No Coercion in Faith in light of Jihad as a Service to mankind
After the vast knowledge and grace of Allah (Â) has been estab-
lished, and, before that, the fact that He is without rival, partner,
or helper, the œyœt go on to clarify the direction to be taken by the
committed Muslims who bear this concept in their minds and who
have it enshrined in their hearts. These honest-to-God Muslims
have a task. This task places them in a leading position of a human-
ity in need of Islamic scriptural knowledge as well as the Muslims’
practical experience,

There shall be no coercion in matters of døn. Distinct
has now become the mature decision from the insidi-
ous one; hence, he who rejects the inordinate and
unbridled powers [of states or governments] and com-
mits to Allah has indeed taken hold of a support most
unfailing, which shall never give way: for Allah is All-
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Hearing, All-Knowing. Allah is the authority of those
who are committed to Him, taking them out of deep
darkness into the light, whereas the authority of those
who are opposed [to Allah] are the powers of inordi-
nate and unbridled evil who take them out of light and
into deep darkness; it is they who are destined for the
fire, there to stay forever (2:256–257).

The belief-system that is a feature of this døn is a matter for
human conviction and personal thoughtfulness. Never can it be
imagined that Islamic theodology (theological ideology) was ever
force-fed to the mind, or coerced upon the conscience, or imposed
upon society. The first 13 years that Allah’s prophet (r) spent in
Makkah, trying to convince anyone willing to listen, is in itself
proof that Allah (Â) and His prophet (r) were presenting Islam
and ømœn to the human mind as well as to the human heart, to
enable them to decide whether this is what they want or not. During
these long years the prophet (r) was addressing human understand-
ing and reasoning in all its range and potential. The un-Islamic
human being was prompted and motivated to think of what Allah
(Â) and His prophet (r) had to say. Man’s common sense became
an object of this inspiring scripture. Besides man’s rational self, his
emotional integrity was a focus of this revered revelation. These cre-
ative words of Allah (Â) have the potential to touch the human
spirit, and the prophet (r) was trying to do exactly that. unlike the
prophets who came before him, Allah’s last prophet (r) did not rely
on miracles to win over adherents. Miracles and marvelous events
manifesting a supernatural act of Allah (Â) were largely excluded
from his mission precisely because they might by-pass the confi-
dence-building measures that come from rational contemplation
and a thought-out decision, both of which are prerequisites of a
human being’s lifelong commitment to his Author and Maker. 

This døn need not overwhelm and overcome human senses by
material miracles. furthermore, this døn came to awaken and ener-
gize the human capacity for recognition and awareness of Allah
(Â), and to build confidence in this innate human potential; thus
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this døn did not need miracles  to “convince” the human being of its
validity. If properly conditioned and coached, the thinking mind
and the beating heart would be enough to appreciate the self-evi-
dent proofs of the Qur’an; and the success of this model would then
have established a pattern of recognition that could be emulated by
all peoples for all times to come. How, then, can anyone claim that
Islam resorts to coercive force and bullying tactics to force individ-
uals and societies to become Muslims? of course, in the nature of
things, Muslims would like other people to be Muslims; but the end
does not justify the means. Muslims cannot use threats and “terror”
to pressure or compel others to become Muslims. The prophet (r)
neither did so in Makkah, nor in Madinah.

“Christianity” the previous scriptural religion had a roman
history that included the brutal use of roman state power for the
purpose of imposing the state’s version of “Christianity” on its citi-
zens and constituents. The roman state turned its brutish force —
the same instruments it had used earlier against the Christians —
against those who disagreed with its “official” or “authorized” ver-
sion of Christianity. This vile and severe power of the roman
Empire did not spare even Christians who disagreed with the impe-
rial governmental interpretation of Jesus (a) and the Gospel.
Thus they acted against the theologian Arius, a monotheistic crit-
ic of the Trinitarian perversion of Christianity, by persecuting and
banishing him, and enabling his theocratic opponents to prevail at
the Council of Nicaea (324CE), which decided on the doctrine of
the Trinity as Christian orthodoxy ever since.121

But then a new chapter was announced with the advent of
Islam; and with it came freedom of religion, freedom of conscience,
and freedom of belief, “There shall be no coercion in matters of
faith. Distinct has now become the mature decision from the
invidious one.” 

Where else has there been such a solemn and unambiguous
statement respecting and guaranteeing freedom of religious belief,
religious doctrine, and creed? Man, and more precisely generic man
— whether he is Jewish, Christian, Muslim, or of any other creed
or gospel — should feel honored by this œya∆. Man’s feelings,
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thoughts, and will are declared sacrosanct by the words and mean-
ing of this œya∆. Man, wherever he may be, is made free to choose
Allah’s (Â) døn as his reference in life, or to choose a distortion of
it, or to take some other option. But he should be aware that he will
eventually have to answer to Allah (Â) for his beliefs. Even as the
West’s 21st century adds new chapters to its historical legacy of
God denial, there are governments and establishments enforcing
and inflicting their version of religion on Jews, Christians and
Muslims. Zionist Hebraica, saudi Arabia, and the united
secularists of America, for example, are all modern versions of the
roman Empire in this respect. They all claim they guarantee “free-
doms,” but in fact they cannot tolerate a free Muslim mind, a free
Muslim soul, and a free Muslim body to live by and demonstrate
scripture. Judaism, Christianity, and Islam are all required to be
endorsed by these states, or else they become a form of fanaticism,
fundamentalism, and terrorism.

freedom of conscience — enshrined in this œya∆, “There
shall be no coercion in matters of faith…” — is the first and fore-
most requisite of free human beings. Whenever freedom of con-
science is denied to man, he is also denied his humanity. Along
with freedom of conscience there should be a freedom to express
conscientious ideas. No man or woman should be harmed or perse-
cuted because of the heartfelt beliefs they hold along with the pub-
lic expression of this conviction. 

In the united states of America, that self-styled citadel of lib-
erty and freedom, there are high-sounding words in its Constitution
about freedoms: freedom of assembly, freedom of association, free-
dom of the press, freedom of religion, and freedom of speech. But
where is the freedom for Muslims in these fancy-worded united
states? The national us government under the first Amendment,
and the states under their constitutions and the 14th Amendment,
may not abridge this right of worship. Any religious practice that is
contrary to public peace or morality may be outlawed, such as
snake-handling or polygamy. 

But the reality of life in the united states in very different. In
a country with such diversity of religious groups, the free exercise of
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religion and the separation of church and state are said to be essen-
tial. If this is the case, why has the united states government —
probably in conjunction with its lackeys in saudi Arabia and the
Anti-Defamation league of B’nai Brith, the Israeli fifth column in
the us — prevented Muslims in Washington, DC from entering
the masjid and Islamic Center in the nation’s capital? Is this free-
dom of worship and freedom of religion? or is the entrance of these
Muslims into a House of Allah (Â) the equivalent of “snake-han-
dling?” And if this government in Washington believes in the sep-
aration of church from state, then why does it allow the diplomats
of the saudi embassy in Washington to run the Islamic Center and
masjid? They much ballyhoo the notion that this was foremost in
the minds of the founding fathers, who also provided that there be
no religious test for public office. so why is there not any Muslim
in a visible public office? Why did the first African American pres-
ident avoid all contact with Muslims during the campaign for the
White House, despite the prolific connections of this historically
oppressed African American community with Islam? religious
freedom is the first item in the American Bill of rights, reflecting
the need for “freedom of conscience” in a free society.122 The secu-
lar rehash goes on to say that “any interference of state with church
or of church with state constitutes a danger to both.” But in the
case of the Islamic Center in Washington DC, the us government
has thrown its own Constitution and Bill of rights, along with its
credibility, out of court.123

The religious denomination known as Jehovah’s Witnesses
has been involved in a series of cases that tested the scope of reli-
gious freedom under the first and 14th Amendments.124 These
examples are highlighted because some Muslims regard the us
Constitution to be a working “Qur’anic document.” Among the
various legal decisions made were those that held unconstitutional: 

1. laws requiring prior official approval to solicit funds for reli-
gious purposes (1940),

2. laws levying license taxes on peddlers of religious tracts (1943),
3. laws prohibiting door-to-door distribution of religious hand-

bills (1943),
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4. laws requiring official approval to hold public worship meet-
ings in public parks (1951),

5. a requirement that one display a statement on an automobile
license plate that violates one’s belief (1977),

6. a denial of unemployment compensation for refusal to work
with weapons (1981), and

7. an official requirement that children be compelled to salute
the flag contrary to their religious beliefs (1943). 

on the other hand, America’s secular courts have held that
Jehovah’s Witnesses may not under the guise of religious freedom: 

1. hold a parade without permission (1941),
2. have a young child sell magazines on a street corner late at

night, contrary to state child welfare laws (1944), and
3. create a breach of peace in the course of a public meeting (1942). 

Another violation of religious freedoms in the united states
affects the Mormon Church.125 The us’s intrusive government has
established that religious freedom does not protect a person who
commits a crime or an act contrary to accepted public morals. In
this case, reynolds vs. the united states (1879), the court upheld
the enforcement of anti-polygamy laws against Mormons who prac-
ticed polygamy as a religious doctrine until 1890. This case estab-
lished one of the clearest legal principles involving the free exercise
of religion. A person, according to us law, is free to believe and
worship as he or she pleases so long as his or her conduct violates
no laws that validly protect the health, safety, or morals of the com-
munity. In 1983, the court upheld a denial of tax-exempt status to
racially discriminatory schools that base their policies on religious
belief, declaring that the government’s interest in ending racial dis-
crimination overrides the religious liberty involved (Bob Jones
university vs. united states). racial discrimination is morally,
politically, and philosophically reprehensible; however because
such groups are not imposing their discriminatory will on others,
they, by virtue of their contract of citizenship with the state, which
is obliged to allow them to freely practice their religion, deserve the
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same corporate benefits as any other non-profit organization. But
these are the types of contradictions one can expect when secular
legal codes have no connection to moral foundations, when moral
imperatives have no impact in shaping socio-political relations,
and when morals and politics both serve to aggrandize the power
and status of special interests.

Here is the “most civilized nation on earth” telling Mormon
citizens, who would practice their faith by taking multiple wives,
that they do not have this freedom because their conduct violates
laws that “validly protect the health, safety, or morals of the commu-
nity.” And yet it tells homosexual people that their practices do not
violate laws that “validly protect the health, safety, or morals of the
community!” since the 1970s, gay and lesbian groups have made
major strides in coming “out of the closet” to identify themselves as
homosexuals and to demand that their lifestyles be legitimized and
protected. By the mid-1980s, “gay-rights” laws, similar to those pro-
hibiting discrimination because of race, gender, religion, or national
origin (often classified as “sexual orientation”), were adopted in the
state of Wisconsin and in about 12 counties and 50 cities, including
New york and Washington, DC. Currently “same-sex marriages” are
legal in the states of Massachusetts and Connecticut. other states
such as Vermont, California, New Jersey, and New Hampshire have
created legal language that offers “civil unions,” while not calling
them marriage, all the rights and privileges pertaining to marriage to
same-sex couples. Currently the us federal government does not
recognize same-sex marriage under the Defense of Marriage Act
(1996).126 At the same, this same us government and Constitution,
which puts pressure on religious denominations to obey the secular
law, look the other way when superathletes, rock stars, Hollywood
icons, CEos, and presidents maintain multiple sex partners and mis-
tresses, as if these particular habits of “old boys in power and promi-
nence” do not endanger “the health, safety, or morals of the
community.” It looks like “freedom of religion” is only allowed to the
adherents of the religion of hedonism.

Clever public relations executives and media-manipulators
have worked very hard to convince the whole world, and dimwit-
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ted Muslims in particular, that there is “freedom” in the united
states. If anyone should sing the song of freedom in America, it is
the Zionist network, which, by and large, enjoys an unsurpassed
status of freedom and immunity from obligation, the likes of which
is extended to no black or white, rich or poor, male or female, or
Christian or Muslim person. 

Take, for instance, the case of Mahmoud Abdul-rauf (former-
ly known as Chris Jackson), an African American brother who is a
convert to Islam, and who has a sharp insight into the nature of
slavery and race relations in America over the past 400 years. A
major basketball star with the Denver Nuggets, he wanted to
express his conscience by refusing to show allegiance to a flag that
represents slavery in its past, hegemony in its present, and aggres-
sion in its future. As a result, after a media furor in this “free”
united states, he was suspended from playing by the National
Basketball Association (NBA); and even though the suspension
lasted only one game, in a “compromise” worked out with the
league, he was forced to stand during the National Anthem, played
before the start of every game, with his eyes closed and looking
down.127 so much for the value or principle that “guarantees” free-
dom of religion and religious expression.

Where is this same government and its media mouthpieces
when there are seventh Day Adventists and Jehovah’s Witnesses
who also believe they should pledge allegiance only to God, and
not to a nation? In all of the media hype about Mahmoud Abdul-
rauf — a bold Muslim who was honest to his heart and society and
refused to show fealty to a flag that has been tarnished by its gov-
ernment — this noisy media never bothered to inform the public
that there are also Christian denominations whose members owe
their allegiance to God and not to Caesar or pharaoh and their
flags. And how about Jews in the sports arena? Do they owe their
allegiance to the red, white, and blue as a corollary of that red,
white, and blue being an embroidery to the star of David? 

such treatment of Muslims is not new; it has a historical
precedent. recall the case of famous boxer, considered by many to
be the greatest boxer of all time, Muhammad Ali, who became a
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Muslim through the teachings of and camaraderie with Malcolm X.
upon becoming a Muslim, he exercised his free conscience and
declared publicly he would not go to fight in the us war of occu-
pation in Vietnam, affirming the fact that it was a violation of his
religion, Islam. He took the us government to task saying that the
Vietnamese had done no harm to any American or any in his com-
munity, and thereby it was wrong for him or any American to go
and fight these people, humiliate their women, drop napalm on
their children, and destroy their property and livelihood. His words
are immortal, 

I’m not trying to dodge the draft. We are not supposed to
take part in no wars unless declared by Allah or The
Messenger. We don’t take part in Christian wars or wars
of any unbelievers… I ain’t got no quarrel with them
Viet Cong… They never called me nigger.”128

And how was he treated for exercising his right to freely practice
his religion? He was banned from boxing professionally for five
years, during the prime of his career, and pilloried in the court of
public opinion by legions of right-wing racists and an already anti-
Islamic media. And this is after he had already become the heavy-
weight champion, and after he had won a gold medal representing
his country at the 1960 olympics. He says in his own autobiogra-
phy that he threw his gold medal into the ohio river after he was
refused service at a “whites only” restaurant. Clearly he was penal-
ized for practicing his religion. 

Compare this with some famous others who were not so pub-
lic about evading the same Vietnam War draft, Bill Clinton and
George W. Bush. Both, unlike Muhammad Ali, evaded the draft not
because of issues of conscience, but because they were cowards, the
one running away out of the country and the other using his con-
nections to get some out-of-the-action National Guard assignment.
Had they objected to the war on principle, they would have had no
problem taking a public stand for their positions of conscience, as
people of conscience are prone to do; and they would have accept-
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ed with grace any penalties and personal defamations of character in
the media, just as Muhammad Ali did. Here are two individuals who
received every opportunity, privilege, and facilitation the united
states had to offer, and if anyone “owed” something to his country,
it should have been these two. Therefore, if anyone should have had
his career scuttled at this point, it should have been these two. But
in the end, were either of these two barred from holding public
office, running businesses, and ultimately running for president of
the united states? Again, it seems that Muslims have no freedom of
religion in America, but philandering Christians and crusading
Christians have all the freedom they want.129

Why did the American government and its social networks
hound Muslims just because they tried to be true to their lord,
their conscience, and their people? should the Muslims not ask
where are freedom of religion, freedom of conscience, and freedom
of expression when American citizens, born and raised in this
country, are mistreated publicly in this manner? should Muslims
not wonder why everyone is picking on Muslims and not on non-
Muslims, when all are citizens of this country ruled by the govern-
ment in Washington?

It is only Islam that has the moral high ground and the legal
high quality that declares as a matter of religious doctrine and
belief, “There shall be no compulsion in matters of faith.” All
Muslims who place their minds and hearts in the Qur’an attest to
the fact that they are required to respect other people’s persuasions
and tenets. The clear meaning of this œya∆ makes it impossible for
a Qur’anic Muslim to justify converting non-Muslims to Islam by
using any instrument of compulsion or force. This œya∆ is applica-
ble to Muslim individuals and to Muslim governments. 

A reason for this condemnation of coercion is the fact that
“…the competent assessment of human affairs has become obvi-
ously distinct from misleading ones.” When there is freedom for
human beings to express their commitment to Allah (Â) in prac-
tical terms, the line will be clear between this wise and mature
standard and those who practice an inferior set of “values.” The
comparison between those people who express their ømœn by their
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behavior and policies, and those who show their rejection of Allah
(Â), can only be perceptible when each bloc of people has equal
access to freedom of conscience, freedom of expression, freedom of
“religion,” and freedom of action and organization. The problem
with this formula of coexistence is not that Muslims are keen on
obliterating non-Muslims, as the media and state propagandists
would have people believe, but because the world powers, repre-
senting every type of objection to scripture, are determined to snuff
out any attempt by Muslims to demonstrate the actuality of their
faith-filled conscience in word and achievement. An honest scrip-
tural contract with Allah (Â) does not tolerate the fanaticism and
intolerance that interferes with the right of others to hold their
heartfelt religious convictions. 

usually it is the interference of governments that disturbs this
God-given freedom. To this Allah (Â) says, 

…he who objects to the excessive and uninhibited
powers [of governments] and commits to Allah has
indeed taken hold of a support most unfailing, which
shall never break, for Allah is All-Hearing, All-
Knowing (2:256).

Excessive and extremist governments are one type of †œgh¥t. In the
same time that covenant-keeping Muslims are instructed to
observe and honor freedom of conscience, they are also instructed
to deny and oppose authoritarian powers such as governments
founded upon notions of self-interest. Allah’s (Â) chosen word for
this opposition is no less than kufr. An actively committed Muslim
has to become a kœfir in the †œgh¥tø structure and system. scriptural
subjects of Allah (Â) are tutored and taught by this œya∆ to disbe-
lieve, disapprove of, discredit, and be disobedient to all unchecked
forms of government. This human scriptural opposition to unrea-
sonable and uncontrolled governmental structures is coupled with
an attachment to, and a strong belief and trust in, the authority and
care of Allah (Â). In this œya∆ commitment to Allah (Â) is jux-
taposed with denial of outrageous powers and authorities on earth. 
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It is in the nature of tyrannical governments and uncontrolled
establishments to marginalize an individual’s conscience; by their
very nature rampant regimes devour public freedoms and become
uncontrollable leviathans. These †œgh¥ts do not have it within
themselves to observe arcane scriptural guidance or outdated reli-
gious values. one cannot even mention that Allah (Â) has pro-
vided humans with guidelines on how they should extend their
moral values into the social domain by means of legal safeguards for
the ethical standards they cherish. But this œya∆ should resonate
with all free-spirited Muslims who are living in a world fraught with
big brothers and iron fists. our consolation is that none of these
one-party rule, two-party duopolies, and police states can escape
the justice of Allah (Â), who “…is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.”

Allah is close to those who are committed to Him, tak-
ing them out of utter darkness into light, while the
authority of those who are opposed to Allah is the unre-
strained and taxing powers of evil (†œgh¥t) who take
them out of the light into darkness; it is they who are
destined for the fire, therein to stay forever (2:257).

There are two diametrically opposed directions. one of them
is the supervision of Allah (Â), leading people of commitment
away from confusion and aimlessness into a world of clarity and
light in human relations on the basis of justice and fairness; while
the other direction misleads people away from a clear vision of
things into a dark and confusing state of affairs. such is the case of
fumbling secular governments that have forsaken scripture and
God in the name of personal progress and modernity. An undertak-
ing for Allah (Â) is ømœn, and cannot but be a source of light and
clarity (n¥r) in human affairs and relations; while the zeal and self-
ish imprisonment of kufr cannot but be multiple and manifold
facets of uncertainty and abstruseness (Ωulumœt).

The principle and movement of ømœn radiates the soul and
heart of whoever dedicates himself to Allah (Â). This radiating
light glows in his conscience. from there it beams through the
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thoughts and ideas of his intellect. What would otherwise be con-
fusing values, objective “facts,” and value-free concepts gain defi-
nition in the light of this ømœn. The activity of ømœn endows its
proprietor with the ability to perceive events in a proper perspec-
tive. from this internally felt reason for being, a human becomes
connected to the source of existence that permeates all forms of
life and expressions of being. from here he advances into the
realm of life’s activities without being in conflict with the Motion
that will eventually triumph over all other human psychologies
and philosophies. once this personal and sparkling relationship
with Allah (Â) defines man’s actions he no longer stumbles and
deviates significantly in the course of his life. His state of nature
conforms to Allah (Â).

Then there are those who have settled into a state of God-
denial (kufr). They are transformed from their original state of
nature, via corrupt authorities and deviant influences, into a per-
sonal and collective condition of confusion, equivocation, and
darkness (Ωulumœt). on the personal level, whenever a person
objects to and opposes Allah (Â) he descends into the effects of
carnal desires and appetites. from there he may wander into a pur-
poseless life without any point of reference for his activities and
efforts. some of these people can be identified by their arrogance
and contempt; others will display features of withdrawal and social
detachment. Many of them will bounce between the ambition of
acquiring power and then abusing it on the one hand and that of
avoiding humiliation on the other. some of these lost souls will
deny their reality with pretensions and false appearances. These
Ωulumœt also entrap those who are victimized by their own greed
and those who suffer from a “burn-out effect.” from one stage in life
to another, all who have abandoned God will be set back by uncer-
tainty and a nagging distrust. Even though, on the face of it, the
Ωulumœt continue to proliferate, they all have one origin: the denial
and defiance of a living God and a Verifying God, al-Óayy al-
Qayy¥m. They all want solutions to their worldly and personal
problems, but they do not want these solutions to come from God.
They know that life has to be organized, but they do not want to
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organize their life in accordance with God’s holy Writ and com-
mand. This is what happens when man chooses, as he has the God-
given right to choose, to disregard Allah (Â) and venture into the
uncertainties and vagueness of the secular way. 

And what is the eventual result of this choice? “It is they who
are destined to the fire, therein to stay indefinitely.” The Qur’an
is the only scripture that has survived all human attempts to alter
and change it. It is here for all humans and jinns to read and under-
stand. If they fail to take heed, it is to their own eternal detriment.

All the hullabaloo nowadays surrounding terrorism of an
“Islamic” origin, or Muslim “terrorists,” and America’s “war on ter-
ror,” necessitates a closer look at the meanings of “There shall be no
compulsion in matters of faith…” and the twin concepts of jihad
and qitœl as summarized by “And wage war against them until sedi-
tion ceases and until the whole døn becomes Allah’s” (2:193).

on the surface of it there seems to be a contradiction between
these œyœt. This simplistic understanding of the Qur’an, and some-
times the superficial translation of the meanings of the Qur’an, feed
the malicious mischief mongers who whip up anti-Islamic hysteria,
branding the Muslims with contradictions that are, when compared
to each other, necessarily false. The accusation that Islam was spread
by the sword is ancient, but is easily resolved by reference to the
œya∆ “There shall be no compulsion or coercion in matters of
faith.” There are also some who, in their zeal to protect every aspect
of Islam, rush to consider jihad as a transitory obligation that used
to be in force, but has since lapsed as there is no longer any need for
it. They may “Islamize” their line by saying the œyœt pertaining to
jihad fall under the category of mans¥kh (abrogated œyœt).
unfortunately, intending to defend Islam, these “well-wishers” in
fact distort it and lay themselves open to accusations of nifœq.

some of these types are cultural Muslims; others are non-
Muslims who are “sympathetic” to Muslims. The effect of their
line, however, is to serve the objectives of those who are at war
with Islam and Muslims by perverting the clear meanings of the
Qur’an and the sunnah. Many would also be among those who try
to deceive the Muslim public into believing that Islamic self-deter-
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mination is obtainable through international forums, American
patronage, or Zionist channels. Anything will do provided it is not
jihad and qitœl for the cause of Allah (Â). 

No one can deny that the governments of tyranny and injus-
tice in Europe and the united states in the first instance, and their
client regimes elsewhere, have been at war with Islamic self-deter-
mination from Makkah and Madinah to Mindanao and Morocco.
Their tactics include the use of disinformation techniques such as
black and gray propaganda in order to influence the opinions, atti-
tudes, and behavior of groups both within and without the Muslim
community in such a way as to support the achievement of Zionist,
American, and European objectives. As the Muslim world came
under the colonial domination of the kœfirs, Muslim elites were sub-
jected to the psychological indoctrination of kufr. The lesson of a
thousand years taught the Western powers that open war against
Islam would inevitably stimulate the jihad and qitœl instincts of the
Muslims, provoking a response that would be far out of their con-
trol. The Muslim peoples thus had to be convinced that these wars
are primarily for their markets, resources, geographical, and strate-
gic positions, and so the question of jihad should not arise because
the war is not against Islam. us president George W. Bush followed
precisely this model, insisting that his war was not a war against
Islam but against terrorism. 

But we have news for the Bushes, the Blairs, the Berlusconis,
and their like: we say it proudly that Islam recognizes the near-
inevitability of recourse to war.130 We Muslims have a history of
jihad, struggle, revolution, and liberation for the assertion of justice
in the world. yet at no time can we refer to an œya∆ or a hadith that
impels us to force others to become Muslims. our understanding of
the Qur’an and sunnah obliges us to carry the burden of jihad to
deter all forms of persecution, discrimination, and hurt and injury
premeditated by inimical forces. Muslims, like all other people, are
entitled to security — security for their lives, their possessions, and
their faith. This has been confirmed by the words of Allah (Â)
earlier in this same s¥ra∆ when He says, “…and sedition is much
worse than violent death” (2:191). 
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The leaders of the modern West need to be made aware of this
reality. Muslims have always considered aggression against our faith
and people, and the trauma and damage that come with it, to be
greater offenses than even the suffocation of life itself. They need
to be advised that our relationship with Allah (Â) is more impor-
tant than any earthly or material consideration, including our lives,
for we consider our mortal lives transitory compared to our rela-
tionship with Allah (Â), which is everlasting. for all the apparent
spirituality of modern America, the reality is that Americans and
other Westerners see nothing beyond life on this earth. It is their
belligerent and hostile policies that leave Muslims no choice but to
revert to jihad because the bellicose West does not believe in a dia-
logue of civilizations or a conversation of equals. The true axis of
evil in this world consists of the club of nuclear states, led by the
Zionist elite who know they would be in immediate danger once
Muslims are able to enjoy freedom of conscience and will, and a
truly independent state. 

There is no need for Muslims to dig up extensive chapters of
Western atrocities, past and present, against the Muslims; but a brief
look back at history would be illustrative of Western behavior. If the
Qur’an tells humanity “There shall be no coercion in matters of
faith,” the record of the West, as seen in the words of their leaders,
the actions of their state powers, and often the connivance and sup-
port for such actions from their clergy, suggests a creed of “there
shall be coercion in matters of faith — and much else as well…”

As far back as 313CE the church-state partnership had virtual-
ly eliminated freedom of non-official Christian conscience, equat-
ing it with treason and enforcing upon it religious “unity” by law
and state policy. Between the 12th and 14th centuries, dissident
Christian denominations, such as the Cathars of france and
Central Europe and the Waldensians of Italy were said to have
threatened social stability, and severely repressed by Church and
civil authorities.131 In 1184, pope lucius III required bishops to
examine all their subjects under oath lest their freedom of con-
science and belief deviate from the official line. In 1199, pope
Innocent III declared “heresy” a capital crime.132 The fourth
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lateran Council (1215) provided secular punishment for heretics,
including the confiscation of property and ex-communication.133 In
1220, the Dominicans, a religious order founded in 1216 to provide
defenders for the roman Catholic faith, which has subsequently
become one of the dominant institutions of the official Church,
took charge of the Inquisition.134 In 1229, the synod of Toulouse
systematized inquisitorial rules, leaving people who wanted to
enjoy freedom of religion with virtually no rights. In 1252,
Innocent IV authorized the torture of those accused of heresy, and
of witnesses.135 The inquisitors were answerable only to the papacy,
and were often ruthless. They accused, prosecuted, and judged,
much as secular fundamentalists are doing today in their so-called
war on terrorism. Then as now, the onus was on victims to prove
their innocence. 

The infamous spanish inquisition was launched after the mar-
riage of ferdinand and Isabella in 1469, and aimed especially at
Moriscos (“converted Muslims”), Marranos (“converted Jews”),
“illuminists,” and witches.136 Its reach extended to spain’s New
World colonies. By this time, in 1478, Catholic rulers of different
nation-states had been granted the power by pope sixtus IV to
name their own Inquisitors, with little accountability to the
Church.137 spain’s first Grand Inquisitor — more precisely in
today’s terminology, a war criminal — was the Dominican Tomas
de Torquemada (1483–1498); its second was Cardinal Ximenes
(1498–1517).138 Tens of thousands were executed and hundreds of
thousands imprisoned with absolutely no due process. Church and
state ganged up in an orgy of bloodletting, dividing the victims’
properties between them. sentences against the victims, mostly
Muslims, were announced in Christian public worship celebrations.
In 1492 spain’s Muslims were given the choice of conversion,
exile, or death. Muslims could no longer live in spain. Their
options were to cross the Mediterranean into North Africa; cross
the Atlantic as slaves; cross the barrier of the heartfelt convictions
and declare themselves Christians who could pass the heresy tests
imposed by the clergy; or remain Muslims and be forced to pass the
barrier of death, by execution, into the next world. 
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The Muslims were the first and most numerous victims of the
Inquisition, along with smaller numbers of Jews and others. But its
success led to its expansion. In 1542, pope paul III created the Holy
office of Inquisition to combat protestantism. Its domain extend-
ed throughout the Catholic lands, and its directing committee of
cardinals was independent of episcopal control. It became excessive
under popes paul IV (1555–59) and pius V (1566–72), was sup-
pressed in 1834, revived in 1908, and renamed the Congregation
for the Doctrine of the faith by pope paul VI (1965).139 It now deals
mostly with “heretical writings.” This European history of mass
murder, ethnic cleansing, and genocidal impulses seem to have
gained a new lease on life in the current policies of the American
government. Muslims, by contrast, despite all the flaws and errors
that plague their histories, have never had an equivalent to the
Inquisitions of spain, European colonialism, and American impe-
rialism because of the divine restraining order that constrains
Muslims to guarantee other people’s freedom of conscience, free-
dom of belief, and freedom of faith. 

Nor was this blood-stained chapter in Christian-Muslim rela-
tions a freak development in history. The Crusades, to which George
W. Bush referred in the aftermath of 9/11, were a bold manifestation
of raw aggression against Islam when there was no greed for petrole-
um and other natural resources to rationalize such a militancy. But
Europe at that time was not sophisticated enough to cloak their
instinctive hatred of Muslims and Islam with legitimizing devices
designed to distract Muslims for their duties of jihad and qitœl. Had
it not been for this quintessential jihad, palestine would have gone
the same way as al-Andalus. These crusades were a declared war
against Muslims that were sanctioned by generations of popes. In
much the same tradition, today the reverend Billy Graham, one of
the leading Evangelicals of modern America, has been almost a per-
manent fixture in the White House for the past 50 years, sanction-
ing us wars against innocent peoples around the world.140

The crusades were a series of wars that began in 1096 and offi-
cially ended in 1291. Their sole purpose was to occupy the Holy
lands and deny its Muslim population residence in their own
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ancestral country. This ugly history has already been covered earli-
er in this volume.

Would it be premature to suggest that the world is witnessing
a new round of crusades disguised by colorful words, which are hid-
ing its true intents and purposes? Was president Bush speaking the
truth for once when he declared his “war against terrorism” to be a
crusade. Many commentators have been quick to dismiss that refer-
ence as a bad choice of words or a slip of the tongue. But future his-
tory might well record: the first crusade, 1990–91, led by Bush I of
Washington, saw the occupation of large areas of the Arabian world
by American troops, and the near-destruction of Iraq by air-power;
the second crusade, 2001–20??, led by Bush II, Blair of london, and
some Australian forces, motivated by uncertain information and
dubious data concerning passenger aircraft crashes into the World
Trade Center and the pentagon, attempted to occupy Afghanistan
and impose regime change. The third crusade, 2003–20??, led again
by American and European presidents, attacked Iraq under the pre-
text of its alleged weapons of mass destruction and aggressive inten-
tions; the fourth crusade, 2004–20??, etc.

What all these campaigns have in common is the denial of free
religious, civic, and political expression to the people living in the
Muslim parts of the world. If the dispute is about having American
and European forces in and around the Arabian peninsula and the
Holy lands, then, in the best traditions of democracy,  why not turn
to the people and ask them what they want. Why are the secular
radicals taking the law into their own hands and calling a certain
country a rogue state, and another one a pariah state, and then
adding them to their list of the “axis of evil?” And does not the pro-
liferation of kœfir military bases throughout Muslim lands, the
declared and undeclared warfare against Muslims, and the imposi-
tion of low-intensity political repression and high-intensity conflicts
on Muslim populations, entitle them to resort to jihad to end these
attacks on their existence as an independent body of people?

Jihad and qitœl are also Islamic requirements not only for the
purpose of freedom of conscience but also freedom of expression.
Everyone who has an ideological understanding of world affairs
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knows that Islam is Allah’s (Â) program for humankind; it cannot
be reduced to customs and ceremonies. In this capacity it will
“compete” with other ideologies and philosophies that vie for man’s
attention and loyalty. The arena in which there is a competition of
“ideologies” should be left wide open for everyone to express and
articulate their thoughts, Islam included. When there is equal
access to Islam and all other religious persuasions and political ori-
entations then everyone should be happy repeating the œya∆ in the
Qur’an, “There shall be no coercion in matters of faith [and a
faith based order].” But for this to happen all obstacles and imped-
iments have to be swept away from this arena. 

people have every right to be free to examine and consider for
themselves the lifestyle and thought they may choose. But obstruc-
tions and hurdles are stacked up against those who are committed
to explaining the full range of God’s message to humanity. Most
people do not know that in many countries where Muslims live, it
is against the law to speak about Islam as a system of ideas and
beliefs. In Turkey, where over 99% of the population is Muslim,
people who speak in public about Islam being relevant to political
or social affairs are breaking the law. In other words, the regime
there, supposedly “democratic,” does not permit the expression of
an opposing Islamic point of view. In this case the only remedy for
such obstacles is the recourse to jihad. The bitter truth is that there
are power structures in this world that, in and of themselves, are
barriers to freedom of Islamic expression, or what some Muslims
would want to call freedom of da‘wa∆. Jihad was in past Islamic his-
tory the only way to deal with these obstacles. such governments
can most aptly be described by the word †œgh¥t. only an Islamic
government can be held up to the standards of this holy scripture,
which says, “There can be no coercion in matters of faith.” This
has to be a universal freedom of conscience and expression. This
objective is still to be achieved and Muslims are duty-bound to
struggle, and if need be to die, in the course of securing this free-
dom for themselves and for others.

Another clear reason why jihad and qitœl are active Islamic
requirements in all generations since the prophet’s (r) time is
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that, once a full-fledged and independent Islamic social and polit-
ical order is established, it seems that other powers will simply not
leave it alone. for this reason Muslims not only have to establish
their faith-based system by a long and protracted jihad, but they
must also engage in full and sometimes prolonged jihad to preserve
and protect it. This is because other ideological systems will not sit
by and accept coexistence with an Islamic state, Islamic govern-
ment, and Islamic authority. Contrary to the misinformation
about Islam from avowed enemies, such as the Israeli Zionists, and
contrary to the misrepresentations of the Qur’an by some who
claim to represent Islam, such as the Arabian saudis and “westox-
icated” liberals, it is only the Qur’anic reorganization of human
affairs that will guarantee for all human beings their scriptural
feelings and thoughts. 

The one condition that Muslims will not permit within the
human family is that some people, the “elites,” impose themselves
as pseudo-gods on other people, who have to accept their status as
inferior beings, subhumans, or slaves. for this, there is no freedom
in a Godly humanity. No individual, class, or nation is permitted to
legitimize the bondage of other human beings, either formally or in
effect. The attitudes of the Zionists in the Holy land and the
Brahmins of the Asian subcontinent today, like those yesterday of
the Afrikaners in south Africa and the white supremacists in the
united states, cannot be given freedom to institutionalize the infe-
riority and repression of other human beings. All the political
philosophies justifying discrimination and substandard citizenships
have to be replaced with legal norms and practices that refer the
equality of tribes, ethnic groups, and races to their Creator, who
created all of them equal and has given all of them the freedom to
interact and coexist. Any human being or human system that vio-
lates this is to be regarded as interfering with Allah’s (Â) creation
and creativity, and has to be opposed and countered as a matter of
faith and in the cause of justice in society. The secular modes of
governance that litter the earth are all guilty of violating this
human equality and social justice. for that, jihad becomes an
inevitable resort option and a matter of faith-in-practice. 
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This is the public morality of Islam — a morality that extends
beyond the personal domain, avowedly, and unashamedly. In this
social morality, freedom on the basis of equality and justice is guar-
anteed to every human being, even if that individual differs with
Islam and even if his community does not agree with Islam. In this
environment of responsible freedom, everyone’s conscientious
choice of precept and principle becomes sacrosanct. The fact that
Islam is the source and the standard of all these freedoms does not
in any way force one to embrace or convert to Islam. All human
beings are entitled to live out their deeply felt, conscientious con-
victions, “There shall be no coercion in matters of faith.” But the
airwaves must be clear of any interruption or obstacle when it
comes to the necessary explanation of the only God-given
scripture that has survived human meddling.

Jihad in this Islamic ambiance is meant to affirm, guarantee,
and protect these human rights to a prudent expression of freedom.
To this end, jihad is a necessity that addresses the hegemonic pow-
ers that trick people into a false sense of “freedom.” Within this
type of power culture, the average citizen may ostensibly entertain
and believe in any form of worship he chooses, but in practice the
lord and god of these people is the state’s chief executive or his
institutional equivalent: he rules and they obey, he exercises
authority over them and they observe the state orders. This, in the
Islamic view of human affairs, is a prime example of man playing
the role of God, which is the cardinal unforgivable sin. The insti-
tutionalization of this central sin requires an unrelenting jihad to
bring all human beings back to their equal status as fellow and
brother human beings. of course the secular governments will not
stand by and watch the tide of Islam take its course. They will not
tolerate a natural“Islamic wave of the future.” These regimes will
take every opportunity to unsheathe their swords and brandish
their weapons against any Islamic movement or organization that is
confident enough to go public with this integral and inalienable
political element of God’s order. for this reason, jihad is unavoid-
able and indispensable. regimes and elites, governments and
administrations, strategists and theoreticians — all of them togeth-
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er — have been unable to deconstruct Islam by a meeting of minds
and wits, so instead, they have always resorted to using all their mil-
itary might to try and destroy Islam. And Muslims are not com-
manded by Allah (Â) to close their eyes and turn the other cheek.
Instead they are expected to take a hard look at reality and the
nature of their opponents, and to respond to them in whatever lan-
guage they choose to speak. And if they choose warfare, then
Allah’s (Â) Muslims choose jihad. 

A point of clarification is in order. once there is an Islamic
authority and an Islamic state that is constructed by the consensus,
agreement, and endorsement of its Muslim constituents and citi-
zens, then it should be understood by all that all the transnational,
economic, social, and moral standards and laws of this state have to
be Islamic and Qur’anic. Nothing else can substitute for this.
Within this Islamic reality, those whose faith is not Islam have free-
dom to practice their faith. They have their synagogues, churches,
and temples for the observance of their religious rites and cere-
monies. It is expected that their personal lives will be shaped by the
teachings and tenets of their faith and belief. Muslims are duty-
bound to see to it that non-Muslims have the freedom to worship
and to express their religious tenets in the full sense of the word.
Their rights to this end are inviolable. But all of this takes place in
a relationship of good faith between the Muslim population and
other groups of people who are not Muslims but who live in the
same country with them. 

This is why jihad will remain an obligation and duty until the
end of time. If it were not for jihad, Muslims would lack direction,
because in the absence of an Islamic social order and an Islamic
authority Muslims would become disheartened, demoralized, dis-
couraged, and corrupted. This is the fitna∆ referred to in the œya∆,
“And wage war against them until there is no fitna∆ and until
the døn is Allah’s” (2:193). No one is entitled to blur the line
between Allah’s (Â) position as the source of human morality
and laws on one side, and the human position as the recipient of
morality and laws from Allah (Â). No human authority, be he
king, president, or priest, is permitted to dictate morality or legal-
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ity. once humans begin to trespass in this forbidden area, they set
themselves up for fitna∆.

from the understanding of this œya∆, “There can be no coer-
cion in matters of faith…” the absurdity of those hired pens whose
job it is to accuse Islam of being a religion spread by the sword, or
to present Islam as a religion of terrorists is patently obvious. In
reality Islam is a scriptural reorganization of human relations in a
moral and ethical manner that guarantees all religious persuasions
the freedom to live by their conscience and religious precepts.

The nature of modern, technologically-advanced societies
demonstrates why it is necessary for Muslims to acquire power, as
the prophet (r) did in Madinah, in order to be able to maintain
and campaign for Islam on the basis of equal access. In modern
societies, the state and others in positions of power — for example,
the media — have the ability to control, influence, or manipulate
more and more of community life. The cacophony of power strug-
gles in unscriptural societies, and the ways that unscrupulous and
self-interested elites are able to dominate them, demonstrate why
Muslims must ensure that power and the use of force are reserved
for those committed to divine principles of social organization.
Jihad should never be dismissed as barbarism or the brutal use of
force, especially in the contemporary world, where all major power
structures are in possession of nuclear , biological, and chemical
weapons of mass destruction that can threaten the very physical
existence of Muslims as an umma∆.

let these words ring in the empty heads of those who fall into
the error of trying to depoliticize Islam, reducing it to the status of
“religions” in the modern Western world, especially those who
claim some Islamic basis to their false position. The practical
expression of Islam is impossible without a full-fledged Islamic gov-
ernment that gathers and projects the power of Islam. for this to
become a fact of realistic life there will always be a need for jihad.
Wherever there is a serious determination, by ardent adherents to
Allah’s (Â) last scripture, to express their Islam, they will realize
that there is no way on earth to avoid or to annul this central obli-
gation of jihad. 
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putting these issues in this perspective, a Muslim does not feel
torn by opposite meanings when he reads the following œyœt of the
Qur’an, “There can be no coercion in matters of faith…” and 

Prepare for them [the enemies of Islam] whatever meas-
ures of force and advanced instruments of military pride
(khayl) by which you will terrify Allah’s enemies and
your enemies, and others besides them whom you are
not aware of but who Allah has knowledge of (8:60).

It is from the Qur’an that Muslims must learn to understand their
døn and their history. Muslims should never feel they have to be
apologetic about the established facts in this Book. If only Muslims
were communicating with these plain words and ideas, they could
invite any opponent to express himself on the subject of jihad and
qitœl. Muslims would be able to go on the mental offensive and
show how other religions and ideologies launched their wars and
aggressions against Muslims. The crocodile tears shed in certain
quarters about the plight of Muslims should no longer fool any
Muslim. These proven enemies have the capacity to shed Muslim
blood and proclaim their benevolence simultaneously, even while
they accuse Islam of terrorism, radicalism, extremism, and funda-
mentalism, and attack and stereotype jihad along with other com-
ponents of Islamic self-determination. 

As long as this Qur’an remains a living document in our lives,
no one should be able to clear our consciences and our sense of duty
of the essential and basic jihad, without which we become weak-
lings and cowards who invite the attacks of our enemies. The world
is not short of those who are willing to dehumanize us and then tar-
get us for genocide. Any Muslim who is lost in the jungle of fabri-
cations and distortions about jihad should return to this Qur’an
immediately, and listen to what Allah (Â) has to say about the
subject. And concurrently he should forget about those who per-
vert the facts and point not only accusatory fingers but gun barrels
against Muslims who think in terms of defending themselves and
establishing a better way of life. 
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And why should people get “all bent out of shape” when it
comes to the issue of jihad in light of this œya∆, which specifically
vouches for everyone’s freedom of conscience, freedom of thought
and freedom of belief? This world would be better if Muslims ful-
filled their God-given responsibilities and enlisted in the practice of
jihad. Had they done this before, mankind would have received this
force for the common good with open minds and joyful hearts. It has
become the responsibility of the Muslims to revitalize jihad, now
more than ever, not only as an Islamic requirement but as a human
need and demand. If the Muslims will not do this, then who will?

Reflections on life and Death

• (2:258) Are you not aware of he who argued with
Abraham about his Sustainer, [simply] because Allah had
granted him [earthly] power? lo! Abraham said, “my
Sustainer is He who grants life and deals death.” [The king]
replied, “I [too] grant life and deal death!” Said Abraham,
“Verily, Allah causes the Sun to rise from the east; cause it,
then to rise in the west!” Thereupon he who was bent on
denying the truth remained dumfounded, for Allah does not
guide people who [deliberately] do wrong. 

• (2:259) or [are you, o man, of the same mind] as he who
passed by a town deserted by its people, with its roofs caved
in, [and] said, “How could Allah bring all this back to life
after its death?” Thereupon Allah caused him to be dead for
a hundred years; whereafter He brought him back to life
[and] said, “How long have you remained thus?” He
answered, “I have remained thus a day, or part of a day.”
Said [Allah], “No, but you have remained thus for a hun-
dred years! But look at your food and your drink —
untouched is it by the passing of years — and look at your
donkey! And We did all this so that We might make you a
symbol to all men. And look at the bones [of animals and
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men], how We put them together and then clothe them with
flesh!” And when [all this] became clear to him, he said, “I
know [now] that Allah has the power to will anything!” 

• (2:260) And, lo, Abraham said, “o my Sustainer! Show
me how You give life to the dead!” Said He, “Have you then
no faith?” Abraham answered, “Yes, but [let me see it] so
that my heart may be set fully at rest.” Said He, “Take,
then, four birds and teach them to obey you; then place
them separately on every hill [around you]; then summon
them: they will come flying to you. And know that Allah is
Almighty, Wise” (al-Baqara∆:258–260).

The basic theme of these three œyœt is the issue and substance of life
and death, which have already been discussed in earlier œyœt. Clearly,
life and death are an integral part of the circulating thoughts in a
Muslim’s principled life. The issues of life and death are germane to
Allah’s (Â) definition of His self as the Ever-Attentive, the fount
of subsistence, and the Ever-Attendant, al-Óayy al-Qayy¥m. Allah’s
(Â) domain of mercy and knowledge, with all the authority due to
Him in that capacity, is directly relevant to humans gaining life and
then ceasing to live. A Muslim needs to have the perspective of these
œyœt so that he can be spiritually rich and mentally prolific. This
requires a foundation of certainty and confidence. Conceptualization
grounded in the Qur’an is necessary for deconstructing, reconstruct-
ing, and proactively fashioning moral norms, legal procedures, and
inter-social fluxes and regulations. 

our human conceptualization of Qur’anic meanings is the
basis for anchoring the will of God on earth through its human del-
egacy (khilœfa∆). Humans are not created as machines, but as crea-
tures with freedom of will and choice. That is why they have not
simply been programmed with the Qur’an and left to function as
automatons; this is not Allah’s (Â) will. Instead the Qur’an has to
be transferred to their hearts, processed by their minds, and imple-
mented by their collective will. Throughout this process there is a
psychological profile that oscillates between certainty and doubt,
resolution and question, firm conviction and problematic suspi-
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cion. That is why man will always need the certitude that can only
come from Allah (Â), and never from anyone else. 

The first œya∆ describes a dialogue between Ibrœhøm (a) and
a contemporaneous king whose name is not given. This king did
not express any argument against God as a deity, or God as a divin-
ity; he does not appear to be an atheist. His point of contention
with Ibrœhøm (a) was that this God, who does exist, is not in con-
trol of human affairs, or if He influences some of these affairs, He
does not influence all of them. God may be in charge of what ulti-
mately will happen to this world and its inhabitants but, as the
king’s argument goes, He is not in direct control of immediate and
current affairs as he, the king, is. In other words, this king was
opposed to the idea that there is one God who is directly and
immediately involved in the everyday affairs of humanity. The
Qur’an speaks about pre-Qur’anic societies, the societies of jœhiløya∆
that believed in God Himself, but also in other divine or semi-
divine deities who controlled aspects of nature or even the course
of human history and development. This is another way of exclud-
ing Allah (Â) from man’s legal, organizational, and ethical con-
cerns. This king’s argument conceded that God is the creator and
coordinator of nature, but when it comes to man, God is a creator,
not a “coordinator.” He is the God of nature, not the God of nur-
ture. This king acknowledged that morals come from God, but
simultaneously claimed that earthly laws come from himself, not
from God. In fact, Allah’s (Â) oneness encompasses man’s moral
values and legal principles.

It appears from the construction of the œya∆ that this king
chose to argue this matter with Ibrœhøm (a) because of his royal
status. some men turn aggressive and contentious when they have
power. Instead of being thankful to Allah (Â) for putting him in
the highest position of the land, this king began to develop argu-
ments denying Allah’s (Â) presence in man’s life. Men in posi-
tions of power should understand they are not sources of law; they
are surrogates whose responsibility it to ensure that Allah’s (Â)
laws and instructions are implemented in human communities and
political entities.
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one would expect that once a person is favored by acquiring
such status, he would be grateful and responsible. Instead, in most
cases when there are no constraints on their power, kings and pres-
idents tend to act as if they are the high and the mighty. The seduc-
tiveness and temptations of power encourage them to intrude into
areas they have no right to. The major infraction here is that a king
begins to act as if he is the practical God of people, in the sense that
he is the source of their being and their law. Ibrœhøm (a) respond-
ed to this kinglike and imperial psychology by stating, “my
Sustainer gives life and allots death.”

people are born and people die so very often: everyone has an
opportunity to observe and think about this genesis and demise.
But, even as life and death are all around, they remain a mystery.
life is the state or property of an organism that, by its metabolic
processes, uses substances from its environment for the purposes of
growth, for the maintenance of its functional systems, for the repair
of its own structure, and for reproducing itself. All life forms on
Earth are based on nucleic acids, either deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) or ribonucleic acid (rNA), which carry their hereditary
genetic information.141 some scientific minds say that basic mole-
cules in a primordial atmosphere underwent a process of chemical
evolution using energy from the sun and electric storms, combin-
ing progressively into more and more complex molecules until self-
replicating nucleic acids developed. But even with this partial
attempt at explaining life, the human mind is unsatisfied and
remains as inquisitive as ever about the reality of life. 

Death, and the act of dying, is the end of life, the total and
permanent cessation of all the vital functions of an organism.
These are observations of a fact that is still a mystery for which
man, after all these years and billions of deaths, has no satisfactory
answer. Man has to keep on looking for an answer, and in doing so
he cannot afford to dismiss the answer Allah (Â) is giving him in
His scripture. It is indeed a mature person who realizes that man’s
total need for Allah (Â) overrides his immediate curiosity about
the presence or absence of vital signs. The more he thinks about
life and death the more he realizes these to be an expression of a
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power and will beyond human understanding of “power” and “will.”
This is the power and the will of Allah (Â).

That is why Ibrœhøm (a) brought up this issue when the king
wanted to steal an attribute belonging to Allah (Â), the attribute
of Him being the source of all canons and laws. Ibrœhøm (a) meant
to say that the essence and the fact of life and death are character-
istics peculiar only to Allah (Â). No human being can create life
or create death. Humans may be able to do certain things that will
affect birth or death, but it is not within human capacity to origi-
nate life or to originate death. Kings will respond to this logic with
the argument that they are the “sovereigns” of the land and they
rule over their subjects absolutely, so they have to be obeyed. Thus
did the king snap back, “I [too] grant life and deal death!”

At this point Ibrœhøm (a) did not want to enter into a “con-
versation of the deaf,” as he realized the king simply did not get it;
perhaps the king was so arrogant that he simply dismissed the point
Ibrœhøm (a) was trying to make. people in high office routinely
prefer to sidestep or disparage comments from commoners. so
when Ibrœhøm (a) realized this king was intoxicated with power
and did not want to understand, he went on to say, “But Allah
brings the Sun to rise from the east; cause it then to rise from
the west!” This fact is so basic and elemental that anyone any-
where can understand and relate to it.

The issue was clear, and the challenge had been given. There
is no confusion. The king had to do something. His majesty the
king was confused, puzzled, and shallow. This could have been a
turning point in the king’s life — a turning point for the better. He
would have been better off had he conceded the fact and commit-
ted himself to Allah (Â). Instead the arrogance that routinely
accompanies those in positions of power came naturally to the fore.
He did not want to search for the truth and find out the veracity of
the matter. Therefore, “Indeed, Allah does not guide people who
[intentionally] do wrong.”

The Qur’anic discourse then goes on to describe the right
approach and the correct understanding that actuate a crystal-
clear commitment to Allah (Â). There are no scientific formulas
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in the Qur’an that cannot be understood by most of humanity, and
there are no “controversial” theories that intellectuals have to
hypothesize in various directions. The issues needing considera-
tion here are two that are so simple and so accessible, yet so chal-
lenging and so remarkable, that any person in his right mind has
to affirm Allah’s (Â) sovereignty, superiority, and sublime status.
Common sense, plausibility, and reason are enough to discover
there are things and events in this world that are not explicable
without the active presence and involvement of the one and only
God. It would take an opposition to rationality, a fight with logic,
and an assault on reason to deny the obvious: that the one God is
in control of everything. Why, then, should He not be the guide
to man’s will on earth?

Man needs to set his mind straight and he needs to soothe his
heart in the same way as he needs to eat and drink in order to sur-
vive; in the same way as he has to love and marry to procreate. No
one spends his life thinking about how to eat or drink or how to
wed and marry before he actually does so. Why, then, should he not
acknowledge the necessities of worship and commitment, and do
them spontaneously? Why should he have second thoughts about
Allah (Â) entering into every life, heart, and mind? Men cannot
wait until the Day of Judgment to acknowledge and affirm Allah
(Â); by that time it will be too late. They have to do it here and
now, before their lives fall apart and their societies disintegrate.
This human commitment to Allah (Â) is as vital as food and
water, procreation, and the air man breathes, if only he could con-
sider Allah (Â) with all his heart, soul, and mind.

In the course of stimulating humans’ thoughts and raising
their conscience about life and death, living and dying, Allah (Â)
provides the following narrative,

or [are you, o man, of the same mind] as he who
passed by a town deserted by its people, with its roofs
caved in, [and] said, “How could Allah bring all this
back to life after its death?” Thereupon Allah caused
him to be dead for a hundred years; whereafter He
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brought him back to life [and] said, “How long have
you remained thus?” He answered, “I have remained
thus a day, or part of a day.”

Said [Allah], “No, but you have remained thus for a
hundred years! But look at your food and your drink —
untouched is it by the passing of years — and look at
your donkey! And [We did all this so that] We make
you a symbol to all men. And look at the bones [of ani-
mals and men], how We put them together and then
clothe them with flesh!” And when [all this] became
clear to him, he said, “I know [now] that Allah has the
power to will anything!” (2:259).

Who was this person who passed by a certain town? And what was
the name of that abandoned town? Based on some books of Islamic
heritage, it is commonly accepted that the person was Ezra, and
that the place referred to was al-Quds.142 other Islamic traditions
say that the place was the monastery of Heraclius, on the Tigris
river, and the man referred to was Armia, a descendent of Hœr¥n
(a).143 In yet other traditional “Islamic” sources, the man is called
Hazikiel son of Bawar (al-Khidr), or simply some man belonging to
the Children of Israel.144 This type of information is generally
regarded as the product of the intellectual milieu of early Muslim
history in which educated Muslims interacted with scholarly
sources in the Jewish tradition. In fact, it may be best understood as
confusing the simple meanings of the Qur’an and the sunnah with
so-called information about time, place, and personality, which is
at best useless and often misleading or damaging. These “Israeli”
incursions into the Qur’an and sunnah will be highlighted as they
continue to come up in our excursion through the meanings of
Allah’s (Â) Book.

The fact is that the Qur’an does not give the name of the per-
son or place mentioned in this œya∆, nor do the hadith of the
prophet (r) give any indication of the specific person or place.
Clearly therefore their identities are not relevant to the issues of
life and death; the point here is that if the name of the individual
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and the exact location of the place mentioned in the œya∆ were
known, this type of information would not add anything significant
to the intent and purpose of the œya∆ itself. The scene and the
imagery of this œya∆, however, are clear and vivid: there is a city
that looks like a ghost town — desolate, uninhabited, and in ruins.
And then a man passes through this forsaken and down-and-out
place. The thought that comes to his mind is, “How can Allah
bring this [human habitation] back to life?”

This man clearly admits the existence of Allah (Â), but after
observing a devastated city, asks in bewilderment, “How can it be
possible for God to bring this wasted city back to life? How can life
be restored to this worn-out city?” And the Qur’an’s answer to that
is, “Then Allah caused him to be dead for a hundred years; after
which He brought him back to life…”

The Qur’an does not give a chemical or biological explana-
tion of life and death; it demonstrates in practical life the meaning
of living and dying. sometimes human beings understand issues
with their emotions and feelings better than they can with their
minds and thoughts. In this instance, the answer came in the form
of a personal experience: the man’s sensory perception was saturat-
ed with a palpable demonstration of “living” and “dying.” Words
cannot substitute for this experience, “[And Allah said, ‘How long
have you remained thus [dead]?’ He answered, ‘I have remained
thus a day, or part of a day.’”

But then how can anyone feel time or judge its passage when
he is in a state of deep and prolonged unconsciousness, unable to
respond to external stimuli? Even if a person thinks he has “slept”
for a day or so, it is only his impression, and nothing more than
that. Human perceptions of time are unreliable. Time is supposed
to distinguish sequential events from simultaneous ones. It allows
the assignment of cause and effect, and, according to man’s percep-
tion, the assignment of past, present, and future. In Newtonian
mechanics, time is absolute, meaning that a second as measured by
one observer is the same as a second measured by any other observ-
er in the universe. relativity explains that this view of the nature
of time is false. In thermodynamic systems, the directionality of
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time derives from entropy, the degradation of matter and energy in
the universe to an ultimate state of inert uniformity. 

so when this individual was asked how long he was dead, he
guessed a day or part of a day, yet the true answer was, “But you
have remained thus [unconscious and insensible] for one hun-
dred years.” Knowing this to be factual, one would expect to see
the effects of the passing of a full century. But that was not the case
for this man’s food and water. They showed no sign of gradual
decomposition, organic decay, spontaneous disintegration, or evap-
oration. His meal and water were still there besides him, in their
original condition. And then he is directed to look closely at his
own body and that of his donkey, 

And look at your donkey! And [We did all this so that
We might] render you a symbol to all mankind. And
look at the bones [of animals and humans], how we
compose them, and then dress them with flesh (2:259).

This is a signal to the human mind to think about how Allah
(Â) constitutes the human skeleton and then how He covers and
clothes this skeleton with soft tissue. And now the man realized he
was still as he had been before. But when he looked at his donkey
he realized that the bones were decomposed and the flesh was dis-
integrated. While the man was processing this information, he was
also asking how Allah (Â) could reconstruct all these crumbling
bones, and then clothe them with flesh, and then place life in
them? This scenario had apparent contradictions in it: he was safe
and sound, his body was as healthy as it had ever been, but his don-
key was bleached bones and ashes. Everything was subjected to the
same environmental and atmospheric conditions; why was it that
death consumed one form of life, the donkey, but not the other
forms of life, himself and his supplies? This divine intervention in
the habitual course of events was a sign of Allah’s (Â) involve-
ment in life, its phenomena, and its properties.

How could something like this happen? How could a mystery
like this be observed by the naked eye? What makes a living thing
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alive? What is the driving force that animates a donkey or even a
potato, but is absent from a stone?

living things breathe, feed, convert food to energy, excrete,
grow, reproduce, and react to various kinds of stimuli, each in its
own way. using this definition, however, an alien from outer space
might, at first sight, think that the principal form of life on earth is
the motor car. Cars do not seem to grow, but they do, in a sense,
breathe, feed, convert fuel to energy, excrete, move, and respond to
the stimulus provided by the driver. And they are well adapted to
their environment. Nevertheless, everyone agrees that machines are
not alive. Cars cannot reproduce — they have no way of making
copies of themselves — in the way that all plants and animals can.
Without human beings to make them, they would become extinct.

Where does the boundary between life and non-life really lie?
one organism that seems to exist on the borderline is the virus.
Viruses lack the cell nucleus that is the regulator and source of
reproduction and growth in other, more complex living things. To
make copies of themselves, they depend on other forms of life.
They proliferate by invading living cells, taking them over, and
using the nucleic acids of their hosts to reproduce. ultimately,
when the new viruses leave to infect new cells, they destroy the
host cell completely. 

Many parasitic organisms depend on a host body in order to
live and reproduce. In the case of viruses, however, this dependen-
cy is absolute: when removed from living tissue, viruses show no
signs of life at all. They simply become inert molecules arranged in
a crystalline pattern. Many years ago scientists at stanford
university, California, made viral material artificially by assem-
bling the appropriate chemicals in the laboratory. When inserted in
living cells the material “sprang to life,” using the cells to grow and
reproduce itself.145

The chemicals used by the stanford university scientists were
molecules of protein and nucleic acid — the basic constituents of
living things. But no one can explain exactly what happens to
make these chemicals come to life. The nature and the source of
the “life force” itself remain a mystery to human science. It is at this
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level of rational human thought that we should admit to a Higher
Authority as the Initiator of life. We should not feel inhibited from
doing so just because of a conflict in Europe hundreds of years ago
between “churchmen” and “scientists,” which eventually spread in
the form of secular antagonism to everything religious, Christian or
otherwise. The idea of God does not intrude into our “scientific”
observations; rather it is these observations that beg for the exis-
tence of God. 

Coming back to the œya∆, and the mystery of that ruined city,
how can the logic of human beings explain the “selectivity” of
death? Why do certain people and lives end, while others in the
same place and environment survive? The only answer to this ques-
tion is that there is an absolute and thoroughgoing will. This will is
neither curbed by human “scientific” conclusions nor by established
“facts.” True, there are “natural laws,” but these laws, as inevitable as
they may seem, are not “ironclad.” If we seek to subordinate Allah
(Â) to these “scientific” observations, we are either attempting to
place Allah (Â) in the realm of “creation” or we are superimposing
our minds unto the realm of the Creator. In both cases we fail to dis-
tinguish between the Initiator of life and the recipients of it. How
dare we? We should know better by now. We should know that our
observations are limited, our experiences are confined, our life spans
are restricted, and our results are inconclusive. When this man’s
thoughts reached this determination, he said, “[Now] I know that
Allah has the power to will anything!”

This reflection on life and death is followed by another illus-
tration about the same subject, 

And, lo, Ibrœhøm said, “o my Sustainer! Show me how
You give life to the dead!” Said He, “Have you, then,
no trust [in me?]” Ibrœhøm answered, “Yes, but [let me
see it] so that my heart may be at ease.” Said He,
“Take, then, four birds and teach them to obey you;
then place them separately on every hill [around you];
then summon them: they will come airborne to you.
And know that Allah is Almighty, Wise” (2:260).
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This request comes from one of the closest human beings in
human history to Allah (Â); it comes from His khaløl (friend),
Ibrœhøm (a). This request to see how Allah (Â) gives life was not
a matter of defining or creating Ibrœhøm’s (a) faith and commit-
ment. He knew and trusted Allah (Â) like no one else, but beyond
that knowledge he wanted a little evidence to support his faith.
And Allah (Â) responded favorably to Ibrœhøm’s (a) yearning
heart and privileged him with a personal experience.

so Allah (Â) ordered Ibrœhøm (a) to choose four birds, and
to domesticate them. Allah (Â) taught Ibrœhøm (a), whose
request it was to see how Allah (Â) creates life, to fashion their
behavior by discipline and instruction. These birds had to be con-
ditioned by Ibrœhøm (a) to respond to him. This preparation and
grooming took time, but in the end these birds were in a state that
instinctively responded to their “owner.” originally, the birds’
inherent aptitude or inborn pattern of behavior was responsive to
specific stimuli but not sensitive to Ibrœhøm (a) specifically. But
after Ibrœhøm (a) trained them, they began to respond and react
to him. After this conditioning, Ibrœhøm (a) was instructed by
Allah (Â) to slaughter them and tear apart their bodies. These
body pieces were then to be placed on nearby hills and mountains
where Ibrœhøm (a) was settled. Then Ibrœhøm (a) was told to call
these birds as he had trained and coached them when they were
alive. As he did just that, their body pieces coalesced together once
more, they regained life, and returned to him. 

At this moment Ibrœhøm (a) became privy to the reality of
“giving life.” He observed the force that makes life possible.
Throughout this process, Ibrœhøm (a) had to have fostered a close
relationship with these birds. This relationship and connection
would override “an imposed death” of these birds — that is,
Ibrœhøm’s (a) slaughtering them — and his familiar voice when he
called upon them would be enough to bring them back to life.
likewise, on the human level it is man’s acquaintance with Allah
(Â) that brings him into life and brings life into him, regardless of
what man may be aware of or ignorant of. The parallel between
Ibrœhøm (a) and these four birds is equally applicable to the paral-
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lel between humanity and God. It is our responsive relationship
with Allah (Â) that is the genesis of life in our bodies.

It must have been astonishing for Ibrœhøm (a) to see with his
own eyes the birds, which had just been slaughtered and dispersed
onto four mountains, coming back to life and returning to him.
And it is as astonishing to see how a human’s conversancy and inti-
macy with Allah (Â) brings him to life: physical life and spiritual
life. Human nature is conditioned at a certain level to respond to
Allah (Â) when He calls. But how this translates into scientific
understanding will probably never be known in a rationally con-
vincing way. It is not the physical body that releases life; it is life
itself that finds its expression in the physical body. some very
“healthy” physical bodies lose life for no apparent reason; they are
simply alive one moment and dead the next. The mystery of life
can feed human intellect and intuition if it is cast within this
experiment of Ibrœhøm (a).

Man cannot find a definition for life, only of its processes. He
may talk night and day about cells, the basic structural and func-
tional unit of all organisms. He may break these down into DNA
and rNA. But he will have to accept that although he may explain
some laboratory and scientific observations, he is not explaining
life itself. In this Qur’anic lesson, he would have a sense of how
Allah (Â) originates and starts life. If he wants to translate this
sense into scientific knowledge, he would have to discover its
implications in the real world. Alas, Muslim scientists are with-
drawn from the Qur’an, and Islamic scholars are withdrawn from
science. No progress is this direction will be possible until this
schism is bridged.
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The Spirit of Giving and the Reorganization of Wealth

• (2:261) The parable of those who spend their possessions
for the sake of Allah is that of a grain out of which grow
seven ears, in every ear a hundred grains; for Allah grants
manifold increase to whom He wills, and Allah is Infinite,
All-Knowing. 

• (2:262) They who spend their possessions for the sake of
Allah and do not thereafter mar their spending by stressing
their own benevolence and hurting [the feelings of the
needy] shall have their reward with their Sustainer, and no
fear need they have, and neither shall they grieve. 

• (2:263) A kind word and the veiling of another’s want is
better than a charitable deed followed by hurt; and Allah is
Self-Sufficient, Forbearing.  

• (2:264) o you who are secure in your commitment [to
Allah]! Do not deprive your charitable deeds of all worth by
stressing your own benevolence and hurting [the feelings of
the needy], as does he who spends his wealth only to be seen
and praised by men, and believes not in Allah and the last
Day; for his parable is that of a smooth rock with [a little]
earth upon it — and then a rainstorm smites it and leaves it
hard and bare. Such as these shall have no gain whatever
from all their [good] works, for Allah does not guide people
who refuse to acknowledge the truth.

• (2:265) And the parable of those who spend their posses-
sions out of a longing to please Allah, and out of their own
inner stability, is that of a garden on high, fertile ground: a
rainstorm smites it, and thereupon it brings forth its fruit
twofold; and if no rainstorm smites it, soft rain [falls upon
it]. And Allah sees all that you do.   

• (2:266) Would any of you like to have a garden of date
palms and vines, through which running waters flow, and
have all manner of fruit therein — and then be overtaken
by old age, with only weak children to [look after] him —
and then [see] it smitten by a fiery whirlwind and utterly
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scorched?  In this way Allah makes clear His messages unto
you, so that you might take thought. 

• (2:267) o you who are secure in your commitment [to
Allah]! Spend on others out of the good things which you
may have acquired, and out of that which We bring forth
for you from the earth; and choose not for your spending
the bad things which you yourselves would not accept with-
out averting your eyes in disdain. And know that Allah is
Self-Sufficient, ever to be praised. 

• (2:268) Satan threatens you with the prospect of poverty
and bids you to be niggardly, whereas Allah promises you His
forgiveness and bounty; and Allah is Infinite, All-Knowing, 

• (2:269) Granting wisdom to whom He wills: and whoever
is granted wisdom has indeed been granted wealth abun-
dant. But none bears this in mind save those who are
endowed with insight.  

• (2:270) For, whatever you may spend on others, or what-
ever you may vow [to spend], verily, Allah knows it; and
those who do wrong [by withholding charity] shall have
none to support them.
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• (2:271) If you do deeds of charity openly, it is well; but if
you bestow it upon the needy in secret, it will be even bet-
ter for you, and it will atone for some of your bad deeds.
And Allah is aware of all that you do.  

• (2:272) It is not for you [o Prophet] to make people fol-
low the right path, since it is Allah [alone] who guides
whom He wills. And whatever good you may spend on oth-
ers is for your own good, provided that you spend only out
of a longing for Allah’s countenance; for whatever good you
my spend will be repaid unto you in full, and you shall not
be wronged.  

• (2:273) [And give] unto [such of] the needy who, being
wholly wrapped up in Allah’s cause, are unable to go about
the earth [in search of livelihood]. He who is unaware [of
their condition] might think that they are wealthy, because
they abstain [from begging]; [but] you can recognize them
by their special mark: they do not beg of men with impor-
tunity. And whatever good you may spend [on them], veri-
ly, Allah knows it all. 

• (2:274) Those who spend their possessions [for the sake of
Allah] by night and by day, secretly and openly, shall have
their reward with their Sustainer; and no fear need they
have, and neither shall they grieve (al-Baqara∆:261–274).

While the preceding œyœt looked at the nature of life in the
human body, in animals, and in other forms of life, the remaining
œyœt of this s¥ra∆ go into the nature of life in human society, in com-
munities, and in other binding human relations. Bringing vitality
and livelihood to society is contingent upon the members of such a
society establishing a socio-economic order. And this regulation of
the economy should be prosecuted according to the instructions of
He who gives individuals their “life” and He who gives society its
“life.” Thus, a lively and vivacious social unit is one that imple-
ments Allah’s (Â) directives and illustrations as far as wealth in
such a social unit is concerned. financial security is a key compo-
nent of an Islamic society without which this society cannot make
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a secure commitment to Allah (Â). Its fiscal responsibility and
financial security are expressed through the different channels of
zakœ∆, ßadaqa∆, and nafaqa∆ (sound proceeds, charities, and wealth
disbursal), in stark contrast to societies of ignorance and idiocy
(jœhiløya∆), which are hamstrung with usurious financial greed. In
today’s world, unconscionable and exorbitant capitalism based
upon “fake money” and the schism between labor and equitable
compensation for labor, as is the case in rugged individualistic
social units or nation-states, is the latest expression of this now
worldwide jœhiløya∆.

Man needs direction in these matters; he is not forsaken and
left to the rapacious greed that redefine human relations along a
wealth-poverty divide. for this reason Allah (Â) has revealed œyœt
pertaining to matters of financial transactions and debt. These illu-
minating œyœt teach societies how to behave when they have
wealth, and beyond that how to consolidate human relations with
the seeming inevitability of rich and poor coexisting in one socie-
ty, side by side. All these operating instructions are meant to con-
solidate Muslims upon an Islamic economic program as well as an
Islamic financial arrangement. 

This constellation of œyœt (261–274) sets into motion the
dynamics of an Islamic balance where wealth and abundance are
concerned. The psychological factor that is anchored deep inside
this type of proper society is the motivation and the drive to give.
Because of the scriptural education that abhors greed, stinginess,
and the concentration of wealth, a person in this type of society is
anxious, stimulated, and induced to give. A feature of this Islamic
character that loathes covetousness and avarice is its open hand;
and the hand is open because the heart is open. 

psychologically, maintaining a personality of generosity is a
struggle, mostly because parting with what one “owns” is not easy.
There is an undeniably strong tendency to hold on to everything
one has. But the convincing pulse coming from this indispensable
source of inspiration can show man how to manage his natural
inclination to possess, and to ennoble his suppressed instincts of
caring for his fellow society-mate in need.  
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There is a confluence of materialistic interests that will not
budge from its money-making and profit-reaping position at the
expense of the laboring poor. This capitalistic system cannot be dis-
lodged by arguments in the abstract. It cannot be displaced for any
considerable period of time by “justifiable reaction;” and it cannot
be dismantled successfully by the use of force through a coup d’état.
There has to be a massive change in the social attitude of the peo-
ple to pull down, break up, and take apart the capitalist enterprise
in both its individual greed as well as in its corporate interests. A
new system of equitable wealth management and distribution would
have to become the societal norm in order to isolate the money
mongers and financial fiends who are relatively idle when everyone
else is frantically toiling, who are becoming super-rich when most
everyone else is becoming super-poor, and who are feasting when
the majority of the people are dying of hunger and thirst. 

Humanity needs an evenhanded monetary and fiscal organ-
ization of its wealth, resources, and market activities. And as much
as everyone is looking for an answer in human philosophies and
ideologies and not finding a sustainable system, here Allah (Â) is
providing it in the form of this final scripture. It is a crime not to
consider Allah’s (Â) guidance after repetitive human episodes of
incompetence when it comes to managing moneys and markets.
societies are lifeless when the excessive desire to acquire more than
one needs becomes the order of the day. What is called “free enter-
prise” becomes a free exploitation of the less-fortunate. 

Here, these Qur’anic meanings acquaint a person with his pos-
sessive self and begins to rehabilitate his affinity with money and
riches. He begins to understand, as a caring human being, that he
should forgo some of what he has for others who need the extra allot-
ted to him. This passing and spending of assets in hand is done vol-
untarily and out of his own free will. And, contrary to his limited
view, giving to those in need is considered a profitable thing to do,
for he is assured that by giving, he does not lose. He gains because he
invests in what Allah (Â) has for him in the next life, and because
he relieves the societal pressure that builds upon all the members of
the society when its suffering members are not taken care of.
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Another way of approaching this issue is that this optional
and discretionary circulation of wealth from the rich to the poor is
meant to bring members of society closer together; it is a method of
contracting society into a cooperative and accommodative family.
With these œyœt, expressing love and care is no longer strictly along
bloodlines — it goes beyond that to circulate assistance and atten-
tion in society at large. In this type of society he who gives is not a
“big shot.” And he who receives is not a “welfare junkie.” The one
who gives and the one who receives do so because they both under-
stand what Allah (Â) is saying. Both are responsible and faithful
members of the same society cum family. 

These precious teachings from on high are meant to have a
direct impact on human nature. There is a reluctance to give,
expressed by the rich and wealthy. And equally, there is a reluc-
tance to receive, expressed by the poor and needy. That is precise-
ly because both of these individuals in society share a human nature
that acts in peculiar ways when it finds itself either prosperous or
poor. The rich person does not want to dispense with some of his
possessions because human nature instinctively desires to accumu-
late. on the other hand, there are those whose free spirit and dig-
nity inhibit them from receiving what they are entitled to because
it is “degrading.” How, then, can honest and prudent members of
society reciprocate with one another without “class consciousness”
and “class tension?” And Allah (Â) provides the answers to these
complex questions. 

In private enterprise societies, individuals and corporate
boards do give, but they do so under the provisions and stipulations
of ribœ (usury). They may also give in order to become eligible for
associated tax benefits, or to gain influence and leverage among the
receiving crowd. But they do not advisedly and consciously give
because God is telling them to give. And if that does happen it is
the exception and not the rule. In a “free economy” philanthropists
can make a public show of giving small and even consistent dona-
tions either to “clean up” the money they made by any means nec-
essary, or to shield windfall profits that are made by dispossessing
unenlightened people of their wealth and resources. By contrast,
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Muslims are encouraged to spend not for the purpose of “showing
off” but to bring about and sustain a radical change in the psychol-
ogy of the individual and the economy of society. 

This Qur’an is a living document. Its meanings enrich human
lives. Its contents give direction to society. The Qur’an has to be
“humanized,” in that its teachings are intended to permeate man’s
movements, inform his decisions, and define his activities. Never
was the Qur’an meant to be a melodious presentation or calligraph-
ic art. If anything the Qur’an is a motivational book that sparks
man’s ambition, raises his morale, moves his conscience, and delin-
eates his path. 

In the course of living the Qur’an it should be evident that
human nature is human nature. yesterday’s men are the same as
tomorrow’s. Human nature has not changed in any significant way.
Greed is still greed. Hunger is still hunger. poverty is still poverty.
pride is still pride, and so on. Human beings range from the perfec-
tionist to the hypocritical to the criminal. And this Qur’an is
placed in the midst of this array of human inclinations and prefer-
ences. some individuals will respond and do their best to inaugu-
rate Islam as Allah’s (Â) order on earth, while others will
apparently go along with the wave, and still others will try their
best to impede and decelerate the Islamic momentum. This was the
case in the times of prophets and it is the case in all other times.  

ultimately, the battle is located inside a person’s own self.
once that person defeats his lower instincts and his morbid attach-
ment to the allurements of life he has taken a very significant step
forward. After he becomes entrenched in the meanings of this
Qur’an, he cannot but move along until Allah (Â) Himself
decides what the ultimate outcome will be. 

The Qur’an in this lesson has something very important for
humanity to understand. And this issue centers around a fact in
life, which will probably remain constant until the end of time:
there are always going to be people who have wealth and there will
always be people who do not have wealth. societies will constant-
ly be populated with rich individuals and deprived multitudes —
especially societies that live beyond the bounds of scriptural com-
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mands. And when these individuals and societies leave God and
His inspiring words they drift into the hard facts of, today, an
almost godless world. In nearly every society of this world, there are
classes or social aggregates of people that are defined solely by their
socio-economic positions. A class society is a system of social
inequality based on the unequal distribution of income and wealth.
A person’s class position is generally determined at birth via the
class income or inherited wealth of the parents, typically the father.
Classes can be differentiated in terms of occupational groups in a
labor market, or, as in the Marxist deconstruction of capitalism, in
terms of the capacity of different groups to own and control prop-
erty, such as the bourgeoisie (the owner class) and the proletariat (the
non-owning working class). 

Can anyone blame the human mind for looking around and
trying to figure out what has happened to the deterioration in
human relations when some layers of society have risen up while
other more numerous layers have sunk? Islamic society is supposed
to be the key stabilizing entity in the world. However, when the
Muslims fail to understand Allah’s (Â) words and by extension fail
to implement His commands, then economic polarization can be
expected, followed by theoretical speculation about those who
accumulate wealth and those who compile poverty. so the non-
Islamic mind, gifted with thinking but proceeding without light
from above, goes on to assert that social mobility is the way indi-
viduals or groups move from one status or class position to another,
either upward or downward within the social class hierarchy. It is
typically measured in terms of movement across a range of pre-
existing positions, which enjoy unequal access to material and cul-
tural “goods.” one can improve his access to such goods, and so be
upwardly mobile in a number of ways, most importantly by educa-
tion, marriage, or occupation. Entire social groups may also be
mobile, by using their resources to enhance their position; for
example, occupational groups may improve their status by “profes-
sionalizing” their expertise.

In the absence of a society springing from the spirit and mean-
ings of the Qur’an, the vacuum has been filled by the contemporary
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jœhiløya∆, a system of social inequality in which social groups occu-
py different strata based on their unequal access to and ownership
of material, political, and cultural — read that, educational —
resources. This social stratification is not a random process, but a
product of economic and social relations that “allocate” people to
specific positions within structured social hierarchy. 

Two of the most flagrant polarizations that bring out the nefar-
ious nature of class discrimination are the caste system and slavery.
Caste is a system of inequality, most prevalent in Hindu Indian soci-
ety, in which status is determined by the particular lineage and asso-
ciated occupational group into which a person is born. The groups
are ordered according to a notion of religious purity or spirituality;
thus, the Brahmin or priest caste, as the most spiritual of occupa-
tions, claims highest status. on the other end of the spectrum are
the Dalits, or untouchables, who are considered to be ritually
impure. Currently India has close to 160 million Dalits. Contact
between castes is held to be polluting, and must be avoided. 

slavery is a system of social inequality in which some people
are treated as items of property belonging to other individuals or
social groups. There have been different types and conditions of
slavery. At one extreme slaves were often worked to death, as in the
Greek mining camps of the 5th and 4th century BCE. At the other,
slaves were used less as chattels and more as servants, working in
households, and in some rare instances even administering them,
and acting as tutors to young children. In 17th- and 18th-century
America, slavery had a particularly racial flavor, being restricted to
originally free people of African origin, and was not itself immune
to class distinctions right within it — thus the origination of the
terms house nigger and field nigger.

The Giver Always Gains by Spending in Allah’s (Â) Way

The metaphor of those who spend their possessions for
the sake of Allah is that of a grain out of which grow
seven ears, in every ear [grows] a hundred grains; for
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Allah grants manifold increase to whom He wills, and
Allah is Infinite, All-Knowing (2:261).

Moral standards do not become law by the authority of law enforce-
ment agencies or the power of the state. Moral standards become
law by their popularity and their overwhelming public espousal.
peoples’ hearts have to be in the high standard of ethics they set for
themselves. once this morality becomes the heartbeat of the pop-
ulace it should become their binding and lawful norm. In this
instance, spending cannot be forced upon those who can spare
some of their wealth for the cause of Allah (Â). This wealth has
to come on a voluntary basis from those who have it. That is why
this œya∆ tries to stir the deep convictions of affluent people and
move them to give of what Allah (Â) has provided them. The pic-
ture-perfect œya∆ presents a lively scene: giving money for the cause
of Allah (Â) is like growth, budding, and lively movement. “The
metaphor of those who spend their wealth on a course to Allah
is that of a grain out of which grow seven ears, in every ear
[sprouts] a hundred grains.”

The simple fact of the matter is that if a person spends a dol-
lar for Allah (Â) he would be getting $700 ($1x7x100) in
exchange. Whatever amount is disbursed should be multiplied by
700. But Allah’s (Â) words were not meant to address strictly
mathematical minds or to relay numbers and totals. The wording
and imagery in the œya∆ implies that passing money along to those
who are in need and doing so for the cause of Allah (Â) is like a
“life cycle.” The invested money blooms and the effort blossoms.
Those who give of what they have been given, the rich, should
understand this fact. 

To reiterate, this is a fact. It is not a sales pitch, nor a fund-
raising activity. Everyone should know that the return on any con-
tribution for the sake of Allah (Â) shall be a hundred-fold or
greater. This mental imagery is one way the Qur’an draws in a
Muslim on the emotional level. It is not enough to understand the
Qur’an rationally; it should also be assimilated with the God-given
feelings man has. The mind and the heart both are expected to
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adjust to Allah’s (Â) aim and objective. With the concurrent
involvement of man’s brainpower and fervor the maturation of his
conscience along the norms and narratives of the Qur’an become
possible. This Qur’anic conscience permeates Muslim public life
and in doing so it exemplifies growth, development, and prosperi-
ty. It is this Muslim public conscience that moves Muslim private
individuals to give and spend, to donate and contribute, and to
advance and “chip in.” 

But where are we today with respect to this Qur’anic norm?
This Qur’anic model, standard, and pattern is virtually nonexistent.
“pious Muslims” claim to read the œyœt of the Qur’an frequently and
daily, but then why is the ambiance of the Qur’an not a social real-
ity for the Muslims? Allah even (Â) tells us, “…and Allah is
Infinite, All-Knowing,” and that He can compensate us immea-
surably, and that He knows every penny we spend for His “interest.”
yet still there are billions of dollars stashed into individual accounts
of princes and titled peers of the realm when their Muslim
“brethren” are starving with hunger, stuffed with misery, and stulti-
fied by poverty. We have a problem. obviously, one of the symp-
toms of this problem is the flagrant discrepancy between the have’s
and the have not’s of Muhammad’s (r) “followers.” The root prob-
lem though is not that the Muslims are the richest and the poorest
people in the world at the same time. The problem is that they
choose not to listen to Allah (Â) when He is talking to them. or
they prefer to amuse themselves by simultaneously listening to the
melodic beauty of Allah’s (Â) words and ignoring their meanings.
or they want to distract themselves by decorating their walls with
calligraphic œyœt while they refuse to put these œyœt on the walls of
their intellect and warm feelings. 

They who spend their wealth for the sake of Allah  and
do not thereafter mar their spending by stressing their
own benevolence and hurting [the feelings of the needy]
shall have their reward with their Sustainer, and no fear
need they have, and neither shall they grieve (2:262).
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Every society has its limelight individuals who spend of their
wealth, wanting to “show off.” They always seek to remind recipi-
ents of their favor. This is a destructive tendency. It is a foul expres-
sion of “good will.” An otherwise normal individual only brags
about giving assistance to those in need for selfish and high-sound-
ing purposes. This boasting and blustering, often characteristic of
eccentric personalities, sometimes is intended to humiliate the
beneficiary. Most of the times, though, this giving and spending
ostentatiously for the cause of Allah (Â) becomes the theater of
the rich and opulent. And instead of giving and gifting for Allah
(Â) they pay out and frivol away so that people will say “o what
a generous person,” or “how nice of him,” etc. 

This type of attitude renders the contribution or donation
into a “harm done” to both donor and recipient. The harm done to
the donor is that it instigated his false pride and stimulated his ego.
Except for an egocentric, whose low self-esteem thrives on public
adulation, how is it possible for anyone to gain satisfaction out of
forcing a needy person, who has just accepted a charity or a gift, to
acknowledge and praise his benefactor? The chesty and self-aggran-
dizing attitude exhibited by some wealthy people is immediately
indicative of the fact that their agreement to do good is for the sake
of public notoriety and not sustained by any real conviction for
doing good. 

Harm done to the recipient is in the form of making him feel
as if he is inferior or subordinate. And as a result of such treatment,
he himself may begin to seethe with bitterness and resentment.
Allah (Â) did not want man to give and take just to fill his stomach
and survive; on the contrary, He wanted him to give and take so
that he could cleanse his psyche and satisfy his conscience. Even an
act that seems so “neutral,” if done in the wrong way, can generate
ill feelings and produce misguided impressions, often leaving
unmanageable aftereffects. How does the moneyed class give to the
dispossessed class without evoking psychological problems and with
the intention of reducing dependency? How do the rich give to the
poor and in the process avoid a backlash? Do they set up govern-
mental social service departments where no one knows anyone else?
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Do they “pretend” they are not rich while the poor “pretend” they
are not poor? Do they solve this problem altogether by class warfare,
after which one set of people replaces another and everyone is back
to square one where there is still an “upper class” and a “lower class?”
or should market forces be permitted to take their “natural” course,
in the hope that wealth will trickle down to the underclass? None
of these solutions seems to have worked. Capitalism and
Communism, corporate and socialist systems have not managed to
dissipate the distance between the rich and the “famous” and the
poor and the “squalid.” one would think that after all these cen-
turies of wealth accumulation in the hands of a few and class polar-
ization, the time is right for a heavenly solution. And if anyone is
listening this is it,

They who spend their wealth on a course to Allah  and
do not thereafter spoil their spending by bragging
about their own generosity and hurting [the feelings of
the needy] shall have their reward with their
Sustainer, and no fear need they have, and neither
shall they grieve (2:262).

As human beings, we do not know how to spend what Allah
(Â) has given us, and we do not know how to take what Allah
(Â) has given us. We need Him to be fair to ourselves. And we can
only be fair to ourselves through our moral convictions, our ethical
standards, and our confidence in Him. And these œyœt enable us to
help ourselves. our regular ßalœ∆, our weekly congregations, and our
periodical socialization should be enough for us to act responsibly
whether we are brothers who need help or brothers who can offer
help. This steady-going familiarization and prevailing socialization
should, in the majority of cases, bring down the barriers and blunt
the sharp edge of class polarity. 

Contemporary Muslim societies do not have the close and per-
sonal relations that distinguish the Qur’anic society from other non-
and anti-scriptural societies. It should be very normal in an Islamic
society for its wealthiest man and its poorest man to sit beside each
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other and “feel each other out” — from eye-to-eye contact, to an apt
conversation, to mutual concern for each other. When Muslims
begin to segregate themselves on the basis of money, and when
Muslims begin to set apart their “status people” from people without
“status,” then they have deviated from the Qur’anic norm. And
when Muslims abandon the Qur’anic norm as is attested to by their
present behavior they become a prey for satan. satan begins his
divide and conquer, segregate and rule, disenfranchise and oppress
agenda within the milieu of an abiding class consciousness generat-
ed by ill feeling between the rich and the poor. And when satan
makes inroads among the Muslims they, too, become a class society,
a racial society, a sectarian society, or a nationalist society. 

The essential thing to understand about a society patterned
along the guidelines of the Qur’an is that its rich people know and
acknowledge their sustenance came from Allah (Â). They are
transient owners of that wealth. And if Allah (Â) is telling them
to dispense some of it for His cause they do so readily and whole-
heartedly. If they behave in this manner without vanity and con-
ceit toward the less fortunate in society they “…shall have their
payoff with their Sustainer, and no fear need they have, and nei-
ther shall they grieve.” They need not fear a reaction from the
receiving hand. They need not dread the consequences of class
consciousness, class divisions, and class hostility. And neither shall
they feel grief for what they have relinquished of their wealth or for
an “uncertain future.”

The natural wealth disparity in society is the finite outcome
of the interaction of man’s potential, abilities, and available range
of possibilities with Allah’s (Â) all-consuming will. In fact, this is
a test of man’s faithful commitment to Allah’s (Â) cause. 

For, He it is who has made you inherit the earth, and
has raised some of you by degrees above others, so that
He might try you by means of what He has bestowed
upon you. Verily, your Sustainer is swift in retribu-
tion; yet, behold, He is indeed much-forgiving, a dis-
penser of grace (6:165).
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The disparity is there for man to get an understanding of the value
of social justice when he engages in a program to equilibrate the
disparity with a collective social consciousness that only reaches
full flower when all are acquainted with who has and with who
needs. Economic disparity coupled with the eventual achievement
of economic parity is only a preparation for undertakings requiring
greater sacrifices, one of which is political justice, or in other words
liberation from the seemingly overwhelming †œgh¥tø forces around.
political justice demands the giving of lives and the recipient is
Allah (Â). If there is anything more precious to man than his
wealth, it is his very life. parting with his wealth for Allah (Â) and
ensuring economic justice sets the stage for parting with his life to
ensure political justice. Both go hand in hand. one cannot be
accomplished without the other.

Allah’s (Â) rizq goes to all, in differing proportions, because
as human beings, it is their right to have this from Allah (Â).
Without this they will not be able to execute their God-given mis-
sion in life,

It is Allah who has created you, and then has provid-
ed you with sustenance, and then will cause you to die,
and then will bring you to life again. Can any of those
beings or powers to whom you ascribe a share in His
divinity/authority do any of these things? (30:40).

And just as rizq from Allah (Â) is a right, part of a needy person’s
rizq rests in the wealth of a rich man. This is the needy person’s
right. As Allah (Â) says, “…and in whose possessions there is a
due share, acknowledged [by them], for such as ask [for help] and
such as are deprived [of what is good in life];” (70:24–25). No
human being should be put in a position where he has to demand
his rights from another, possibly stingy, human. rights are inalien-
able: they are not for sale, and they are not to be bartered. It was
Allah’s (Â) will to place a poor person’s rizq in the hands of soci-
ety’s well-off. And who are the wealthy to deprive the needy their
rizq, especially as this has already been guaranteed for them by
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Allah (Â)? The wealthy are doing no favors to the poor by “giv-
ing” them what already belongs to them and what should be sys-
tematically coming to them. In fact they really are doing a favor to
themselves. first, in a sense, they are only returning a possession
that belongs to someone else who is now asking for it back; second,
they purify their wealth; third, their wealth will not diminish by the
act of giving; fourth, they get at least a 700% yield on their invest-
ment with Allah (Â) and the poor; fifth, they relieve pressure in
society that comes from class agitation for more equitable resource
management; and finally, they guard themselves from Allah’s (Â)
inevitable corrective justice in this life and His punishment for
hoarding in the next life.

And they should not think — they who miserly cling to
all that Allah has granted them out of His bounty —
that this is good for them; rather, it is bad for them.
That to which they [so] stingily cling will, on the Day
of Resurrection, be hung about their necks, for unto
Allah [alone] belongs the heritage of the heavens and of
the earth; and Allah is aware of all that you do (3:180).

To reiterate the brotherly relationship in this homogenous
society and to drive home the point that this is an opportunity to
express care and compassion among the members of this extended
Islamic family, listen to these heavenly words, “A kind word and
the dimming of another’s want is better than a charitable deed
followed by hurt; and Allah is Self-Sufficient, Forbearing.”

This makes it clear that emotional stability comes before
financial stability. A kind word and normal human relationships of
understanding and sympathy are better than a donated sum of
money that is followed by a barrage of offending statements intend-
ed to belittle the recipient. If there is any money coming out of the
pockets of the rich it should be accompanied with compassion and
forgiveness. When the rich are self-motivated to give to the poor
they are not doing them a favor. They are plainly investing in
Allah (Â); “…and Allah is Self-Sufficient, unvindictive.”
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Giving on a course to Allah (Â) or for the sake of Allah (Â)
should be channeled to promote education for those who are oth-
erwise unable to learn because of financial difficulties. spending
along lines that are for the vantage of Allah (Â) include jihad and
the “military budget.” offering money for the defense of vulnerable
families and communities is also included in this category. Even
giving money to those who do not have the money to go for Hajj is
considered to be a form of dispensing wealth for the cause and quest
of Allah (Â).

The psychological and social harm that some well-to-do indi-
viduals inflict upon the persons who receive financial aid could eas-
ily annul any compensation from Allah (Â) for what is apparently
an act of kindness and beneficence. And so if Allah (Â) is not in
need and He is tolerant and kind then we should do our best to
reflect these attributes of Allah (Â) in our own behavior. our
dealings with others should be courteous and honorable when we
express our understanding and tenderheartedness toward them. If
this demeanor comes from the donor’s heart it will reach the receiv-
er’s heart. It is to this end that these immortal words resonate, 

o you who are secure in your commitment [to Allah]!
Do not deprive your benevolent deeds of all merit by
stressing your self-centered generosity and by hurting
[the feelings of those in need], as does he who spends
his wealth only to be seen and praised by people, and
is not [in action] committed to Allah and the last Day;
for his parable is that of a smooth rock with [a little]
soil upon it — and then a rainstorm smites it and
leaves it hard and exposed. Such as these shall have no
gain whatsoever from all their [good] works, for Allah
does not guide people who refuse to acknowledge [the
truth about Allah]. 

And the parable of those who spend their wealth out
of a longing to please Allah, and out of their own inner
stability, is that of a garden on high, fertile ground —
a rainstorm smites it, and thereupon it brings forth its
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fruit twofold; and if no rainstorm smites it, soft rain
[falls upon it]. And Allah is watchful of all that you do
(2:264–265).

The first mental picture above relates to a person whose heart
is as hard as stone. He spends of his wealth to parade his generosity
in front of public opinion; and he is not committed to Allah (Â)
and the concluding Day. Ømœn has no place in this person’s heart. He
asserts falsely that he is doing this out of a sense of belonging. How
can such a person belong to a society around him when he does not
even have a sense of belonging to Allah (Â)? The analogy of this
man’s heart is drawn by the œya∆: it is like a rock upon which there
is a thin layer of dirt. His heart is as shallow and barren as a rock
with a coat of soil over it. The rock is disguised by some dirt and the
“generous man” is disguised by some fake appearances. “But then
rain pours down hard on the rock, leaving the rock solid and
stripped!” This is also what happens to a “heart in disguise.” once
it is outed it also appears to be stiff and exposed. 

Juxtaposed to the first one is a second mental picture, describ-
ing another type of a person. His heart is pulsating with ømœn as he
gives of his wealth to fulfill Allah’s (Â) words. These types are the
quality givers who give knowing that nothing in this world is ever-
lasting, and who spend knowing that before they acquired what
they had, they had nothing, and who feel confident that Allah
(Â) will be forthcoming to them as they are forthcoming to Him,
even though He is not the recipient. These persons are like lush
and fertile gardens that receive rainfall and sprout with flowers and
fruit. What a contrast between sterility and fertility! And what a
contrast between facile characters and men of substance! All of this
is said in a language that is easy for everyone to understand. There
is no comparison between artificial donations and bona fide release
of wealth for Allah (Â) — who does not need it but Who has
identified those who do. 

Before moving on, three important points need to be made.
first, this œya∆ like many other œyœt that give courage to and foster
the attitude of giving was revealed before the institution of zakœ∆
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became a feature of an Islamic order. In others words, the œyœt about
giving contributions and donations liberally for Allah’s (Â) sake
preceded the socio-governmental institutionalization of the zakœ∆.

second, it is generally known that a good act is rewarded on
the order of ten times its worldly value. But here, spending for the
sake of Allah (Â) and through channels of jihad is rewarded on
the order of 700 times its worldly value. Third, bragging and singing
your own praises because of some contributions to the poor could
be considered a major sin. No one should ever aggrandize himself
to a point where the self-praise reaches the individual or people
who received the financial assistance. In one of the prophet’s (r)
hadiths he is reported to have indicated that a puffed-up donator
will be shunned by Allah (Â),

There are three [personality types] who will be eschewed by
Allah on the Day of Resurrection: a person who disobeys his
parents, a woman who models herself as a man, and a pimp.
And there are three who will be barred from entering paradise:
one who disobeys his parents, an addict, and a braggart.146

There is another scene that has to be understandable by all
levels of human intelligence. Allah (Â) is saying that an act of
altruistic generosity is the equivalent of an abundantly producing
plant located on fertile grounds and nourished by water, wind, and
air. The agricultural produce is overwhelming. This is the imagery
of nafaqa∆ and ßadaqa∆. Who in his right mind would want to see
this bumper crop, lavish produce, and succulent fruit garden
become charred, parched, arid, and sunbaked with no fresh fruits
and vegetables to harvest? Especially when man is reaching into his
latter years and he is surrounded by tender and frail children? No
one would want a natural disaster to bring this farming and agrari-
an treasure to an end.

Would any of you like to have a garden of date palms
and vines, through which running waters flow, and
have all manner of fruit therein — and then be over-
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taken by old age, with only weak children to [look
after] him — and then [see] it smitten by a fiery whirl-
wind and utterly scorched? In this way Allah makes
clear His messages unto you, so that you might think
[it over] (2:266).

And so it should be understood that no one should want the alms
and offerings of the well-situated and well-fixed to come to an end.
The fact of the matter here is that nafaqa∆ and ßadaqa∆ (conferrals
and contributions) are vital, nourishing, beautiful, splendid, and
rewarding. Who would want this lush aspect in human relations to
dry up and come to a scorched end? of course, no one. When peo-
ple grow up, amass a fortune, and reach a point in life where they
are able to give, that especially is not the time to withhold generos-
ity. similarly, a person, who is on his way out of life, will not be able
to take any of his riches with him; therefore he should be as gener-
ous as possible. This could also mean that haughtiness, pride, and
the desire for self-embellishment could burn up an act of generosi-
ty in the same way that a wildfire eats up open fields and forests. on
the social level, when the majority of givers become utilitarian and
start looking for tax breaks and public stages to make donations,
then a once vibrant and stable social culture is on its way to becom-
ing a barren landscape, blighted by class cleavages, excessive taxa-
tion, and hopelessness.

The problem with people on the fast track of life is that they
do not take time off to think about these treasured words. some of
them are so consumed in the mechanics of making money that
these valued words do not even make it to their inner thoughts,
their confident moments, and their drawing boards. “In this way
Allah makes clear to you His œyœt, so that you might think.”

Allah (Â) Deserves the Best of What You Have

o you who are secure in your commitment [to Allah]!
Spend on others out of the good things which you may
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have acquired, and out of that which We bring forth
for you from the earth; and choose not for your spend-
ing the unfavorable things which you yourselves
would not accept without averting your eyes in dis-
dain. And know that Allah is Self-Sufficient, ever to
be praised (2:267).

Man, who is in need of knowing, is taught here by the most
reliable source to give of the favorable things that he may have
acquired in life. If he is to offer a donation for Allah (Â) he should
give Him from the best of what he has. of course he is giving for
Allah (Â) when he gives to His subjects. He should give of a qual-
ity that he himself would hope for if he was the recipient. once
again we have to take note of the fact that this command is not to
some individuals here and there; it is not to a class of people, and
it is not limited to a certain time frame. This is an open-ended invi-
tation to al-ladhøna œman¥. Most initiatives of social behavior that
break from custom, part with “culture,” and set a precedent are
addressed to the Muslims of steadfast commitment. 

It was not the social norm to give out of a person’s choice pos-
sessions. To depart from this custom or tradition Allah (Â)
addresses the vanguard of Muslim society, telling them to give out
of their best resources. This œya∆ teaches us to give out of the best
of our moneys, agricultural produce, and natural resources.
Everything of market value falls under the rubric of this œya∆. And
that means what was in circulation during the prophet’s (r) time
and what has since entered the market.

If Islamic responsibilities require Muslims to identify the
needy and then lift them out of their predicament without making
them feel like they owe the Muslims something, then it should be
evident that the needy of this world have a bona fide share in the
world’s oil wealth, or at least the oil wealth of the Muslims. oil as
a commodity is the greatest mineral resource of large parts of the
Muslim world. some years ago, known oil reserves in the world had
reached 1.009 trillion barrels. of this, about 669 billion barrels,
about 67% of the world total, was located in the Islamic East. Most
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of this is in the persian Gulf region, particularly saudi Arabia,
25.9%; Iraq, 9.9%; the uAE , 9.7%; Kuwait, 9.6%; and Iran, 9.2%.
other Muslim areas with substantial oil reserves include Central
Asia and Muslim areas of russia, Egypt, syria, yemen, Algeria,
Chad, sudan, and Indonesia. 

A closer look at how capitalist corporatism has handled this
precious resource would be instructive. from 1861–1880 the aver-
age worldwide price of a barrel of oil fluctuated between $1 and $9.
It then settled down to about $1 a barrel, rising to $3.5 during
World War I, and not returning to its $1 level until the early 1930s.
During World War II the price rose slightly, but picked up during
the postwar reconstruction. It moved up to $2 a barrel in the wake
of the loss of Iranian supplies from 1951–53 and the suez War of
1956, during which the suez Canal was closed.147 on the eve of the
october 1973 Israeli-Arab War the average price of a barrel of oil
from the Gulf region was $2.55.148 Between mid-october 1973 and
the beginning of  January 1974 the price of oil was increased from
$2.55 to $11.65 a barrel by opEC, the organization of petroleum
Exporting Countries, with the host governments’ average takings
rising fivefold, from $1.38 to $7 a barrel.149 for the next four years
increases kept pace with inflation, and in late 1978 oil was selling
for $14 a barrel.

The overthrow of the shah of Iran, Mohammad reza pahlavi,
in early 1979, partly caused by a strike in the Iranian oil industry,
raised the price from $14 to $28 a barrel within a few months.150

The outbreak of aggression and war by Iraq against Iran in
september 1980, resulting in extensive damage to both countries’
oil industries and a drop in their oil exports, led to higher prices
during 1981, reaching a spot price peak of $41 a barrel but stabiliz-
ing at around $34 a barrel in the early 1980s.151 When, in response
to the high price, worldwide demand for oil began to decline, saudi
Arabia, the largest opEC producer, curtailed its output sharply to
stabilize the price at $29 a barrel in 1984.

To meet the price cutting challenge by non-opEC Western
producers such as Britain and Norway, and to enlarge opEC’s share
of the market and damage Iran’s war effort, saudi Arabia and
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Kuwait began to flood the market from December 1985, depressing
the price from $28 to less than $10 in July 1986. Then saudi
Arabia decided to reverse the strategy and, in alliance with Iran,
encouraged opEC to aim for $18 a barrel by cutting overall produc-
tion. By and large this aim was achieved, the dollar price rising to
the lower 20s in the spring of 1989. However in early 1990, once
again for political reasons — this time to put pressure on Iraq —
Kuwait and the uAE overproduced and reduced the price to $12 a
barrel. The Iraqi invasion and occupation of Kuwait in early
August caused the spot price of oil to reach $28 a barrel within a
few weeks, the dollar price briefly rising to the upper 30s.152 An
emergency meeting of opEC allowed members to increase their
output beyond their allocated quotas due to the loss of the 4 mil-
lion barrels a day that had previously been exported by Iraq and
Kuwait. After the second Gulf War, early 1991, the price fluctuat-
ed at around $20 until mid-1992, when Kuwait returned to its pre-
war production levels and resumed exports.153 During the next two
years the price fluctuated around $16 a barrel, only $2 above the
prevalent price in 1978, just before the Islamic revolution in Iran. 

Throughout most of the 1990s, the price for a barrel of oil
stayed between $15 and $20. on 9/11, the price was $27.77 and at
the start of the us invasion of Iraq in 2003, it was $28.60. But in
the next five years of the disastrous George W. Bush presidency, as
the us found it increasingly impossible to defeat the local insur-
gency in Iraq, the price began to gradually go up peaking at a whop-
ping $147.27 in July 2008. It has been reported that over 60% of
this price was due to pure speculation — read that, greed — and
not supply and demand issues. In running up oil prices from less
than $30 to nearly $150 a barrel and in a bid to take advantage of
these price changes or to “hedge” against them, large financial
institutions (AIG, Citigroup), hedge funds, investment banks (Bear
stearns, lehman Brothers), and pension funds started pouring bil-
lions of dollars into the unregulated oil futures markets.154 strangely
enough, most of the additional investment, which drove up the
prices, did not come from producers or consumers of oil, but from
speculators seeking to “make a killing” over the steep price increas-
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es. The large purchases of crude oil futures contracts by speculators
created, in effect, an additional, though artificial, demand for oil,
driving up the price of oil for future delivery in the same manner
that additional demand for contracts for the delivery of a physical
barrel drive up the price for oil on the spot market. By february of
2009, the price of oil had dropped down again to $34 a barrel.

In terms of the 2008 us dollar, the inflation-adjusted price for
a barrel of oil was between $20 and $116 from 1861–1880. A cen-
tury later, in 1960, the inflation-adjusted price was still at $20 a
barrel. The Israeli-Arab War of 1973, and the Islamic revolution
in Iran, 1979, pushed the price to a peak of $106 in 1980. It then
declined to $34 in 2009. Thus the price of oil did not even double
between 1960 and 2009, even though inflation, according to the
rise in the CpI (Consumer price Index), during the same period
went up more than 206%. further, according to the same inflation-
adjusted figures, oil was one-third cheaper in the mid-1990s than it
was in the late 1950s.155

Notably, despite the fact that huge parts of the world’s oil
reserves are in the Muslim world, at no stage during this period
have Qur’anic œyœt influenced this schizophrenic process. There has
never been any relationship between oil production and the plight
of the poor people. Allah’s (Â) words here mean nothing to the
ministers of petroleum and the ministers of finance throughout the
nation-states, which riddle the ummah. Although there is not
enough room here to analyze each nation-state separately, one of
them, saudi Arabia, will suffice for two reasons. firstly, saudi
Arabia is the largest producer and exporter of oil, and secondly, it
claims to run its affairs according to the Qur’an. Thus, it behooves
us, in light of this œya∆, to look at those who have wealth and how
they manage or mismanage it. 

In 1995, saudi Arabia’s oil reserves were put at 262.2 billion
barrels, 25.9% of the world total, and its gas reserves at 5.3 trillion
m3, 3.7% of the world total. In 1933, the standard oil Company of
California (soCAl) secured exploration and exploitation rights in
the eastern Hasa province, with “preferential rights” elsewhere in
the kingdom. In 1936, soCAl invited Texaco to form a joint com-
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pany called Caltex. It struck oil  in 1938. Interrupted for eight years
by World War II, not by ‘alims or even people concerned about the
kingdom’s “national interest,” exports resumed on the terms of the
capitalists in 1946. Two years later Caltex expanded into a consor-
tium of four us companies: soCAl (later Chevron), 30%;
Texaco, 30%; standard oil Company of New Jersey (later Esso,
then Exxon), 30%; and Mobil oil, 10%. This consortium was
called the Arabian American oil Company (Aramco).156 output
rose sharply, so much so that Aramco’s earnings jumped from $2.8
million in 1944 to $115 million five years later. The saudi
monarch, it is said, “required” Aramco to pay half of its profits as
tax. But did the saudi king know how much oil Aramco was sell-
ing? Was he honestly told how much oil Aramco was selling? And
even if he was told, could he understand and calculate the numbers
involved in this transaction? All are very unlikely. 

In the course of administrative and fiscal catching-up, saudi
officials set up the General petroleum and Mineral organization,
known as petromin, in 1962, to “increase state participation in the
oil and gas industry.” petroleum output shot up, or was discovered
to have shot up, from 1.3 million barrels per day (b/d) in 1940 to 8
million b/d before the Israeli-Arab War of october 1973. saudi
Arabia led the Arab oil embargo during the conflict and ensured
that the embargo continued. When it decided to end it in March
1974, oil corporate interests prevailed. 

Thanks to increased output and a sharp rise in price in
1973–1974, saudi oil income reached $22.57 billion in 1974, a 36-
fold increase in a decade. But did any poverty-stricken Muslims feel
the difference? Among other things, this increase enabled the
saudi clients of Western capitals to pursue what they called a “self-
reliance” policy advocated by opEC, of which it was a founding
member. At this point, after nearly half a century of major oil cor-
porations running the oil industry and virtually stealing the
resources that should have properly belonged to the Muslim poor,
saudi Arabia acquired a 25% share of Aramco, with provision for a
further 2.5% annual increase in share holding until the total
reached 51 percent. one might think that, after all these years, the
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saudi decision makers would have mastered the skills necessary for
the drilling, processing, and distribution of over one-quarter of the
earth’s oil reserves! Any right-thinking Muslim would also expect
Muslim ‘alims to have a say in the management of this vital natu-
ral resource, which belongs neither to king nor prince, but to the
Muslim ummah as a whole. unfortunately there are neither intel-
ligent rulers nor well-informed ‘alims in the land of the prophet
(r), to ensure that the spirit of the Qur’an is applied.

To rescue the corporate-capitalist West from the unpredictable
effects of the Islamic revolution in Iran, when Iranian oil exports
were temporarily stopped, saudi Arabia increased its output to 9.5
million b/d in 1979 and 10 million b/d a year later. This is another
indicator that the saudis are more sensitive to the interests of the
external capitalist world than those of the Islamic world. political
uncertainty during the early months of the Islamic revolution pro-
vided an opportunity for the petroleum industry to raise the price
from $13 a barrel in early 1979 to $28 in May 1980. This increased
the budget of the saudi royals to $106 billion in 1980, and finally
after almost a century of petroleum history, the saudi government at
long last became a card-carrying member of petro-corporatism when
it acquired the remaining shares of Aramco.

And still the question lingers: where were the respected schol-
ars of Islam when the ummah’s natural resources were effectively
transferred into the possession of the corporate interests of the
Western capitalist system? sometimes one wonders whether these
esteemed scholars have any idea whatever of the happenings in the
chief executive offices that dot the landscape of riyadh, Jeddah,
Dhahran, and Dammam.

The war on Islamic Iran, which began in september 1980 and
was led by Iraq and its Western allies, resulted in extensive damage
to both countries’ oil industries and a drop in their exports, leading
to higher prices during 1981, reaching a spot price peak of $41 a
barrel. With saudi production steady at 10 million b/d, oil income
reached a record $110 billion in 1981. To help Iraq in its war
against Iran, saudi Arabia continued to honor its oil contracts.
This provided a further windfall to the saudi royals, but of course,
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the poverty-stricken constituents of the ummah — the needy, the
moneyless, and the destitute — felt no benefit from this overselling
of oil. so where was the Qur’an in saudi Arabia? What of these œyœt
about nafaqa∆ and ßadaqa∆? Thus according to this œya∆, where was
the choice wealth that should have moved from the giving hand of
the wealthy, in this case the super-rich saudis, to the hands of the
impoverished and the indigent who were swarming the lands from
famine-stricken Bangladesh to shortage-riddled Burkina faso to
war-torn East Africa? 

When, because of high prices, worldwide demand for oil
began to decline, saudi Arabia cut its output sharply, first to 6.6
million b/d (1982) and then 4.8 million b/d (1984), to stabilize the
price at $29 a barrel. It thus defined its role as the “swing produc-
er” within opEC, which, by adjusting its output, could stabilize the
price of oil within what the chief executives of the capitalist corpo-
rate Western world deem to be “agreed-on limits.” However, in
going out of its way to appease its corporate masters, saudi Arabia’s
oil income fell to $27 billion in 1985 at 3.6 million b/d. Not only
were the saudis assisting the supply-and-demand mechanisms of
the market, they were also in an economic war against the nascent
Islamic state in neighboring Iran. Here also, the saudi politicians
rode roughshod over Islamic sensibilities and let their oil policies
be part of a mushrik instigated war. And now, as then, still there is
no thought of allowing this Qur’an to condition policies such that
relief could be extended to the poor and suffering Muslims whose
numbers run into the hundreds of millions.

partly to increase opEC’s overall share of the world market in
the face of price cutting by non-opEC producers, and partly to
depress the oil income of Islamic Iran in a bid to weaken it during
its war with Iraq, saudi Arabia, in alliance with Kuwait, began to
flood the oil market. This depressed the price from $28 a barrel in
December 1985 to less than $10 a barrel in July 1986, which began
to hurt the kingdom’s economy. King fahd dismissed his oil minis-
ter, Ahmad Zaki yamani, who had held that position since 1962.157

Now the saudis finally decided to limit output to raise prices. In
the first half of 1987, opEC’s total output fell by 7.5%, to 15.8 mil-
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lion b/d, of which the saudi share was 4.1 million b/d. The price
stabilized at a little over the opEC reference level of $18 a barrel. 

This more or less held until the spring of 1990, when market-
flooding by Kuwait and the uAE depressed the price to $12 a bar-
rel. However, the Iraqi invasion and occupation of Kuwait in early
August caused the spot price to shoot up to $28 a barrel. An emer-
gency meeting of opEC, a convenient megaphone for their corpo-
rate overlords, allowed members to increase their output beyond
the allocated quota because of the loss of 4 million b/d previously
exported by Iraq and Kuwait. With an average output of 6.84 mil-
lion b/d, saudi Arabia ended 1990 with an oil income of $40.7 bil-
lion, more than twice the average figure for the past four years.
With output running at 8.6–8.9 million b/d during the early 1990s,
and the price fluctuating between $12 and $22 a barrel, saudi
Arabia’s oil income in 1993 was nearly $43 billion.

possessor of the largest oil reserves in the world, and account-
ing for nearly one-seventh of world and one-third of opEC output
in 1993, saudi Arabia will exhaust its reserves by 2077 at the cur-
rent rate of production. saudi Arabia also has the world’s fifth
largest gas reserves. At current rates of production, these will last
until 2073. 

such a discussion may appear to be a departure from the text
for “traditional” Muslims, but it only looks like that because of their
cumulative ignorance of what they have in form of natural assets,
how the internationalists are setting agendas for them, particularly
in the oil industry, and how marginalized they have become on this
scene. our minds, as Muslims, are conditioned to read these œyœt in
strictly limited terms, so much so that we are completely failing to
notice the relevance and aptness of Allah’s (Â) words to our real
and everyday lives. It is rare to find ‘alims relating the meanings of
the Qur’an with vital current affairs in their khu†ba∆s and lectures.
When were we last presented with numbers and data on the riches
and resources of the Muslims throughout the ummah? What do
you and I know about Muslim wealth and deposits in the usurious
financial system that has gripped the world and is depriving us of
our natural resources? If Allah (Â) is encouraging us to be unspar-
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ing and openhanded in giving our wealth, and if He is tutoring us
to distribute and be generous with the best portion of our posses-
sions, how can we become unselfish donors when we do not even
know what we have — or when what we have does not belong to
us? And so again, the question arises: why are there in the Muslim
community kha†øbs and financial advisers who talk about commit-
ting us to donate our small change but are incapable of casting
Allah’s (Â) directives  on the large-scale reserves of resources with
which Allah (Â) has blessed mankind, and which are being
hoarded by a small coterie of international thieves?

o you who are secure in your commitment [to Allah]!
Spend on others out of the good things which you may
have acquired, and out of that which We bring forth
for you from the earth; and choose not for your spend-
ing the things which you yourselves would not accept
without averting your eyes in disdain. And know that
Allah is in no need ever to be praised (2:267).

In the context of the time when it addressed local economic
conditions and financial practices, this œya∆ relates to the native
society of Arabia. The narratives of al-Óœkim and Ibn Abø Óœtim,
applying the standards of Bukhœrø and Muslim, suggest that this œya∆
pertains in the first instance to the Anßœr, who were the generous
accommodators and supporters of the prophet (r) when he settled
in Madinah.158 These patrons of Islam and the prophet (r) were in
the habit of bringing dates to the masjid of the prophet (r), and
tying them between two pillars. The poor Muhœjir¥n would then
come and eat in the masjid. occasionally there would be some per-
son from Madinah who would hang unfit or damaged dates along
with the majority of dates, which were fine looking and good tast-
ing. To this donation of poor quality dates, Allah (Â) revealed this
œya∆, “and choose not for your donation the ill things which you
yourselves would not accept without averting your eyes in scorn.”

The œya∆ speaks about two distinct blocs of people: the Anßœr
and the Muhœjir¥n. But as this story unfolds in the Qur’an and the
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sunnah, the narrative never alludes to either group feeling any
sense of class consciousness or class polarity. That is because the
Muslims all felt they belonged to one community with one purpose.
The œya∆ also reveals a fact that gets buried under the cumulative
sensitivities and stereotypes characteristic of traditions from a sec-
tarian past. This œya∆ and the hadith alongside it demonstrate that,
among the towering heroes of  the Anßœr in Madinah, there were
also other Anßœrøs and ßa˙œbøs who had to be corrected and disci-
plined by the Qur’an. some of these yet-to-mature ßa˙œbøs were rep-
rimanded because they offered to the Muhœjir¥n poor-quality food,
which they themselves would not consume. 

Allah (Â) does not need their substandard donations and He
does not need Muslims’ junior-grade contributions, while at the
same time He will be appreciative of their superior contributions.
He will thank them for giving back to Him part of what He has
given them. so all Muslims must ensure that their offerings are of
the best quality. 

people tend to think of the worst; this is an element of human
nature. They sometimes think if they give out the best items they
have, they will be left with inferior ones. There is an apprehension
that losing some of what they already have will eventually lead
them into want. This underlying psychological insecurity lurks
behind the attitude of these types of people. so Allah (Â) warns,

Satan threatens you with the prospect of poverty and
bids you to be niggardly, whereas Allah promises you
His forgiveness and bounty; and Allah is Infinite, All-
Knowing, granting wisdom to whom He wills; and
whoever is granted wisdom has indeed been granted
wealth abundant. But none bears this in mind except
those who are endowed with insight (2:268).

If anyone is trying to detect where satan is, he need but look
to where the rationale for withholding wealth and refusing to share
comes from. somewhere in the mind and feelings of humans there
is this fear of becoming poor and the impulse to act selfishly in order
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to avoid such poverty. It is this tendency in human nature that is
exploited by satan. This human attitude of conserving and preserv-
ing wealth may be practical or it may be emotional; either way it is
a satanic assurance. satan wants humans to transgress all barriers in
accumulating wealth, while being inhibited by all types of fear from
spending it. This satanic obsession with wealth impelled the
Arabians of jœhiløya∆ to bury their baby daughters alive in order to
avoid future expenses. This was usually practiced by the lower class-
es of society, which are improvident. The upper classes of pre-
Islamic jœhilø society, on the other hand, would legitimize usury in
their financial dealings, also as a mechanism of trying to avoid
poverty. obviously, with the rich keen on usurious financial trans-
actions and the poor keen on a crude and brutal measure of popula-
tion control, all were susceptible to the satanic fears of poverty. 

Giving and sharing did not come naturally in this atmosphere.
such societal characteristics, of the rich wanting more money and
the poor wanting fewer children, are symptomatic of a satanic,
jœhilø society. poverty works in different ways on different people. In
some societies it is meant to provide the well-to-do with an oppor-
tunity for charity. In ancient Greek civilization it was described as
the parent of revolution and crime. An Armenian proverb calls
poverty “a shirt of fire.” others have commented on poverty saying
that it consists in feeling poor, or that it is the open-mouthed,
relentless hell which yawns beneath civilized society; and it is hell
enough. poverty may be thought of as either being poor or of seem-
ing to be poor. A Jewish saying puts it this way, “people come to
poverty in two ways: accumulating debts and paying them off.” 

Attitudes about the poor are revealed through some of the
sayings about poverty that are common to many societies. for
example, it is sometimes said that poverty is the only thing wrong
with the poor. other sayings state that: to have nothing is not
poverty (what is intended here is poverty of the spirit, the emo-
tions, and meanings — not material things); or that poverty is life
near the bone, where it is sweetest; or that poverty is what sticks to
a man after all of his friends have left him. Whatever people’s atti-
tudes toward poverty, the simple fact is that its imprint and feeling
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is sired by satan. It is a threat. And this threat that man picks up
results in insecurity, anxiety, and a sense of pending danger. The
danger does not come from poverty itself but from human reactions
to the possibility of poverty before it strikes, and the possibility of
abandonment by others after it strikes. 

The fact that satan is an ancient enemy of human kind and
human salvation cannot be overstated. This is the agent provoca-
teur who said to Allah (Â) after disobeying Him, “Then [I swear]
by Your very might: I shall most certainly beguile them all into
grievous error — [all] except for those who are truly Your sin-
cere subordinates” (38:82–83). The thoughts provoked by the
accursed one make man hesitate and pull back from spending his
wealth on those who are in need and deserve help. 

Corresponding to these satanic notions of avarice and stingi-
ness are another set of completely opposing ideas and feelings,
“…whereas Allah promises you forgiveness and plentifulness. If
you spend out of the wealth Allah has given you, He will forgive
the sins that you have given to yourselves.” And He also indi-
cates that there is more wealth for those who spend in His cause. In
another œya∆, He puts it this way: “…and whatever it be that you
spend on others, He [always] replaces it, for He is the best of
providers” (34:39). A hadith narrated by Bukhœrø and Muslim
puts it another way, 

There is not a morning in which a person wakes up except
that two angels descend [to earth]. One says, “O Allah, give
spenders restitution;” the other [angel] says, “O Allah, give
withholders desolation.”159

The practical difficulty with the above œya∆ in man’s real life
is that these meanings are kept from becoming the social norm.
There is simply not a social trend of spending. Entrepreneurs, busi-
nessmen, professionals, money-men, market-keepers, tradesmen,
and bazaaris are more in the spirit of “investing” and not on spend-
ing. The former is based on an assurance of a worldly return, where-
as the latter is founded upon the notion that a societal high tide of
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prosperity will lift all boats, even those of the wealthy. The œya∆ has
not been a social norm now for centuries; even in the best condi-
tions, it remains the choice of a few generous individuals, and that
is all. But what is intended here is to capture the imagination of
tens of thousands of people who can afford to give and who can
spare much wealth and fortune. When people of wealth give, not
merely individuals of wealth, then the meanings of this œya∆ would
have been fulfilled with forethought and prudence. 

“He grants wisdom to whom He wills, and whoever is
granted wisdom has been indeed granted wealth abundantly.”
The wisdom in this context is to understand and then work the will
of Allah (Â) in the form of a social trend and a massive emotion-
al shift from the fear that is instilled by satan to the hope and trust
that are inspired by Allah (Â). It would be insufficient to have,
out of hundreds of thousands of wealthy people in a particular soci-
ety, a handful of generous individuals who give while others do not.
But, on the other hand, it would not necessarily be a bad thing to
have, out of hundreds of thousands of wealthy people in a particu-
lar society, a handful who refuse to give. for one thing, the circula-
tion of money is accomplished: money flows from one part of the
population to another and in the process “poverty” itself is dimin-
ished. At the same time, the few who do not spend of their wealth
will stand exposed. It is said that the strength of an economy is
determined by the amount of money changing hands; or by the
overall amount of cash flow and movement. The more this hap-
pens, the stronger the society’s economy; on the other hand, the
more polarization there is and the more money is only exchanged
between the wealthy, the more likely is an impending economic
collapse. “But none bears this in mind save those who are
endowed with insight” (2:269).

This insight seems to have escaped the understanding of Islamic
scholars who have still not integrated the issue of wealth circulation
into their writings and speeches. But this perceptivity and insight do
not come from studying alone. In addition to the theoretical acqui-
sition of knowledge, there must be an experiential acquisition of the
condition of both ends of society: the rich and the poor. With it
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comes an endowment of the talent and gift that are in much demand
whenever the distances between the poor and the rich expand. And
remember, “Brief is the enjoyment of this world” (4:77).

For whatever you may spend on others, or whatever
you may vow [to spend], verily, Allah knows it; and
those who do wrong [by withholding charity] shall
have none to support them. If you do deeds of charity
openly, it is well; but if you bestow it upon the needy
in secret, it will be even better for you, and it will
atone for some of your bad deeds. And Allah is aware
of all that you do (2:270–271).

Whatever anyone gives is known and recorded by Allah (Â).
Whether it is a small amount or large, whether it is done publicly
or privately, whether the donor is doing it to show off or not,
whether the money or amount given is above average or below —
whatever it is — Allah (Â) has complete knowledge of it. This
includes zakœ∆, ßadaqa∆, and other voluntary acts of charity. If any-
one vows to spend something, meaning he does not have the
wherewithal to spend now, but he commits to spend it in the future
when he does have the funds required, he is required to pledge and
spend it for the cause and sake of Allah (Â). In pre-Islamic times,
people vowed to offer sacrifices to graven images or idols; in
Qur’anic times, such pledges cannot be regarded as binding.

Take a moment to consider these words, “…verily, Allah
knows it.” This sentence and its equivalents occur frequently in
the Qur’an. After reading and thinking about it a committed
Muslim begins to feel that Allah (Â) is always watching. He grows
with a conscience that is at all times aware of Allah’s (Â) presence
and observance. This growing presence of Allah (Â) in the
Muslim mind and conscience begins to crowd out satan’s intru-
sions and interference, something that does not come very easily to
those who do not bind with Allah (Â). 

“And those who do wrong [by withholding charity] shall
have none to support them.” Being tight-fisted with the wealth
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Allah (Â) wants released is an injustice. It does wrong to the with-
holder himself, his society, and to those who are in need. And so
when such a one will need post-material support even more than
the poor are in need of material support, he will eventually have no
one to rely on for aid and support.  

The implication of the œya∆ is that if someone blessed with
sufficiency is to give to others in distress, he should prefer to do so
away from the public eye. The exception to this behavioral expec-
tation is given to a person, himself beyond any selfish gratifications,
who spends the due share of his wealth, not the voluntary share, in
public to encourage others to spend. There is a hadith of the
prophet (r), narrated by Ab¥ Dœw¥d, al-Tirmidhø, and al-Nisœ’ø, in
which he said, “A person who recites the Qur’an aloud is akin to one
who gives ßadaqa∆ publicly; and a person who recites the Qur’an inter-
nally is akin to a person who gives ßadaqa∆ quietly.”160

spending and donating the required percentage of one’s
wealth without ostentation and in the spirit of stimulating others
to give is notable, as Allah (Â) says, “If you do deeds of charity
openly, it is well.” But then what is preferable is to avoid humili-
ating the recipients, and to respect their feelings, “…if you bestow
it upon the needy in secret, it will be even better for you, and it
will atone for some of your bad deeds.”

some scholars say that paying zakœ∆ publicly is praiseworthy
because it is a far∂ (mandatory spending). They argue that acts of
far∂, like fasting and praying, cannot be construed as showing off,
unlike the public performance of voluntary deeds, which may be
interpreted as boasting and bragging. This logic relies on a hadith
in which the prophet (r) is reported to have said, “A person’s best
ßalœ∆ is the one he performs at home, except for the assigned ßalœ∆ [al-
ßalœ∆ al-makt¥ba∆].”161 This is interpreted as meaning that all obliga-
tions, such as ßalœ∆, zakœ∆, ßawm, and Hajj, should be done openly
and in a congregational spirit. 

supererogatory spending may be given to Muslims as well as
non-Muslims, individuals of virtue and individuals of vice, near or
distant persons. They qualify by virtue of their poverty. This is
unlike zakœ∆ and zakœ∆ al-fi†r, which are specifically for poor and
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impoverished Muslims. suffice it to say that spending wealth as a
portion of zakœ∆ and spending wealth for building public institu-
tions such as schools and hospitals, jihad, and da‘wa∆ as an instru-
ment to generate more spending and donations, rather than to gain
respect and status in this world, is worthwhile. But the giving of
one’s wealth to alleviate the poverty and suffering of those who are
under financial burdens is better done in private. This preserves the
dignity of the recipients.

These new words from heaven to the old and crass materialis-
tic society on earth had their effect. people actually made an about-
face. Instead of giving for fame — and they were extremely
generous and giving for acknowledgment and recognition — they
gave for Allah (Â). The Arabians were renowned for being phil-
anthropic and generous. But before this Qur’an and the prophet
(r) they used to do it for reputation and rank. It was this Book that
changed that. And the rejuvenated human nature now gave not to
satisfy its ego but to satisfy Allah (Â).

It is not for you [o Prophet] to make people follow the
right path, since it is Allah [alone] who guides whom
He wills. And whatever good you may spend on others
is for your own good, provided that you spend only out
of a longing for Allah’s countenance; for, whatever
good you may spend will be repaid to you in full, and
you shall not be wronged (2:272).

With this œya∆, the address changes from those who are firm-
ly and faithfully committed to Allah (Â) to the person of Allah’s
prophet (r) himself. It was said that before the revelation of this
œya∆, the prophet (r) motivated and advocated spending of money
only on Muslims.162 Thereafter, Allah (Â) revealed, “It is not for
you [o Prophet] to make people follow the correct path…” After
this œya∆, ßadaqa∆ was distributed to all who were in need. In the
Madinan society, there were Muslims who were wealthy who had
poorer non-Muslim relatives. And the œya∆ speaks to this condition
in particular: the reluctance of Muslims to give of their wealth to
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non-Muslims who are poor. And it is telling that the social status
and need of the poor here overrides their religious and spiritual
commitment. Hence a poor and needy person can receive a
Muslim’s wealth. This very fact is smothered in the stifling religious
and cultural classification of the world today, when even Muslims
are hard-pressed to see an affinity between themselves and all the
oppressed on earth. It is perhaps understandable, considering that
even the prophet (r) needed divine guidance on this point; how-
ever the attitude itself is wrong, as this œya∆ makes clear.

We should live with the cadences of this Qur’an. Here it is
saying to Allah’s prophet (r) that it is not even within his power
or ability to change people’s convictions and heartfelt beliefs.
These matters are better left to Allah’s (Â) relationship with these
persons. No one has controlling influence over matters of the heart
except Allah (Â). Not even His beloved prophet (r) has any
leverage over these types of affairs; the only thing that he can do is
to state the truth. from there on, the people’s reactions are in the
hands of Allah (Â). If this fact is understood and absorbed by
Muslims who are concerned with spreading the truth of Islam,
these Muslims will not suffer mental frustration when they are con-
fronted with deniers and opponents of the truth. 

And inevitably these deniers and opponents are everywhere.
A Muslim has a big heart and an adventurous spirit. He has only to
defer the conviction and the pledges of the heart to Allah (Â),
who will take up this issue with them. These objectors and rivals
should not provoke a Muslim’s rage; on the contrary, they should
invite his pity. Every time he runs into rejecters and deniers, he
should remember these words to Allah’s prophet (r), “It is not for
you [o Prophet] to make people follow the right path…” If at the
same time, they are poor and deprived they need his understanding,
his tolerance, and his generosity. Allah (Â) takes the matter up
from there.

In these œyœt, Allah (Â) declares freedom of conscience, free-
dom of belief, and the fact that there can be no compulsion in mat-
ters of faith. Allah (Â) also implies the right to freedom from
poverty, need, and deficiency, as the œya∆ states that all people in
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need have the right to receive help and assistance, regardless of
their creed, religious doctrine, or gospel, as long as they are not in
a state of war with the Muslims. This is a qualitative shift in cross-
cultural and interfaith relationships, and is totally distinct from the
human norm evident in most of history and in modern Western
civilization. This is the Islam we understand; but it is the same
Islam that others misunderstand. Anyone who accuses Islam of a
narrow-minded adherence to a particular religious preference that
violates the rights of others just because they have a different reli-
gion should think again. Take a look at this Qur’an, understand
what it is saying, and then speak accordingly. 

And whatever good you may spend on others is for
your own good, provided that you spend only out of a
yearning for Allah’s countenance; for, whatever good
you may spend will be repaid to you in full, and you
shall not be wronged (2:272).

This is the standard for spending. A Muslim is expected to spend
only out of a commitment to Allah (Â); there is no hidden agen-
da or self-interest. A Muslim does not give, and then turn around to
look at the impression on people’s faces; he does not give to be wide-
ly favored and acclaimed. No Muslim with an Islamic standard gives
of his wealth to be honored with ribbons and trophies. The Islamic
standard requires spending only for Allah (Â). What follows,
inshœ’allœh, is Allah’s (Â) acceptance, His pardon and His blessing. 

Then the discourse turns to a particular group of people,

[And give] unto [such of] the needy who, being whol-
ly wrapped up in Allah’s cause, are unable to go about
the earth [in search of livelihood]. He who is unaware
[of their condition] might think that they are wealthy,
because they refrain [from begging]; [but] you can rec-
ognize them by their special mark: they do not beg of
men with urgency. And whatever good you may spend
[on them], indeed, Allah knows it all (2:273).
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This moving description was in the first instance of a socio-eco-
nomic class of Muhœjir¥n. They left all their possessions, property,
and wealth behind in Makkah. They came to settle in Madinah,
where they dedicated themselves to jihad and the protection of
Allah’s prophet (r). They were known collectively as Ahl al-
Íuffa∆, and are said to have numbered about 400. They led an aus-
tere lifestyle of prayer, fasting, and studying the Qur’an, combined
with military missions. Because they devoted themselves to this dis-
ciplined lifestyle, they were unable to do business like others, and
earn their livelihood. still, they did not ask the Muslims to give
anything. Their appearance was deceptive: looking at them, one
would not think they were in need, but beyond appearances, their
need was dire. only very perceptive individuals could tell that they
were in difficulty. 

The œyœt are general, and they apply to similar people any-
where. There may be people who, for various reasons, are not able
to be gainfully employed. unavoidable conditions may come down
very harshly on some people and cause them to lose their source of
income and sustenance. These people are so composed and digni-
fied that they will not permit their real circumstances to become
public, so they will never ask for assistance or charity; instead they
try always to maintain the appearance of normality. But others in
society are sensitive, observant, and empathetic enough to recog-
nize these peoples’ true situation. sometimes peoples’ hearts con-
nect, despite peoples’ facades and visual appearances. 

The œya∆ quoted above was about the people who had con-
fined themselves to the masjid to learn the Qur’an during the night,
while undertaking military tasks during the day — some 400 of
them. As these people discharge an essential duty for the society at
large, this is a category of people who deserve the money that comes
from the better-off and well-off people in society. What distinguish-
es this worthy group may be understood from this œya∆ as follows:

1. al-i˙ßœr fø sabølillœh – retention for the cause of Allah (Â) or
limited freedom for military duty;

2. their freedom to travel for work or trade is restricted;
3. al-ta‘affuf – self-denial, self-control, and self-discipline, pro-
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jecting the impression that such a person is not in need of aid
or support; 

4. ta‘rifuhum bi-sømœhum – symptoms or clues distinguishable
under extreme circumstances, meaning that it would take
some investigation, astuteness, or close association to discov-
er their real condition; and

5. they do not beg of men; rather, they try to avoid asking other
people for welfare or aid. 

Allah’s prophet (r) indicates, 

Asking for assistance is not allowable. But there are three
exceptions: a person who is chronically poor, a person who is
hopelessly in debt, and a person who is in desperate need of
paying blood-money.163

The Qur’anic œyœt now address those who are generous to
those in need,

Those who spend their wealth [for the vantage of
Allah] by night and by day, secretly and openly, shall
have their reward with their Sustainer; and no fear
need they have, and neither shall they grieve (2:274).

The exemplary character of giving was stated in another œya∆ in the
generous Qur’an when Allah (Â) says,

And [they] give food — however great be their own
want of it — to the needy, and the orphan, and the cap-
tive, [saying, in their hearts], “We feed you for the
sake of Allah alone; we desire no recompense from
you, nor thanks… (76:8–9).

Wealth has to be spent for the interest of Allah (Â). It has to be
done continuously: all the time, privately and publicly. putting the
word night before day, and the word secretly before openly, are a hint
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that committed Muslims should spend behind the scenes rather
than in the glare of publicity. The other œya∆ quoted above empha-
sizes the importance of the correct intention and motivation, the
generosity being for the sake of Allah (Â) alone, rather than for
gratitude, recompense, or public recognition. If this is the method
and the purpose then “[the donors] shall have their compensation
with their Sustainer.” The compensation from Allah (Â) will be
absolute, in multiples, a quality payback, and a better future; above
all and in the end, Allah (Â) will be pleased.

“No fear will they have, nor will they feel sorrow.” This
should be the feeling and the state of mind of all the wealthy peo-
ple who give according to Allah’s (Â) instructions and who are
confident in Allah (Â). satan tries to jeopardize this relationship.
He does everything to make humans fear that if they give they will
later regret it and suffer. Allah’s (Â) words here are the reassuring
truth about this matter. No other words or impressions from satan’s
corner can replace or undermine the true situation, as stated so suc-
cinctly by Allah (Â) in this living scripture.

About usury and Its Societal Consequences

• (2:275) Those who gorge themselves on usury behave as
he who has been confounded by the touch of Satan, for they
say, “Buying and selling is but a kind of usury” — the while
Allah has made buying and selling lawful and usury unlaw-
ful. Hence, whoever becomes aware of his Sustainer’s
admonition, and thereupon desists [from usury], may keep
his past gains, and it will be for Allah to judge him; but as
for those who return to it, they are destined for the fire,
therein to abide!

• (2:276) Allah deprives usurious gains of all blessing,
whereas He blesses charitable deeds with manifold increase.
And Allah does not love anyone who is stubbornly ingrate
and persists in sinful ways.
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• (2:277) Verily, those who are faithfully secure in their
commitment [to Allah] and do good works, and have made
ßalœ∆ the standard [of life], and [institutionalized] the dis-
persion of charitable givings — they shall have their reward
with their Sustainer, and no fear need they have, and nei-
ther shall they grieve.

• (2:278) o you who are faithfully secure in your commit-
ment [to Allah]! Remain on guard regarding Allah’s
[power], and give up all outstanding gains from usury, if you
are [truly] committed [to Allah]; 

• (2:279) For if you do not, then know that you are at war
with Allah and His Apostle. But if you repent, then you
shall be entitled to [the return of] your principal; you will
do no wrong, and neither will you be wronged. 

• (2:280) If, however, [the debtor] is in straitened circum-
stances, [grant him] a delay until a time of ease; and it
would be for your own good — if you but knew it — to
remit [the debt entirely] by way of charity.

• (2:281) And be on guard concerning the Day on which
you shall be brought back to Allah, whereupon every
human being shall be repaid in full for what he has earned,
and none shall be wronged (al-Baqara∆:275–281).

Ribœ (usury) is the complete opposite of ßadaqa∆, which is self-
less giving for the sake of the poor. usury is the practice of lending
money at a rate of interest. It is also an excessive amount or rate of
return on borrowed money; it may also be a rate charged for the use
of money. Íadaqa∆ is an act of human compassion, generosity,
brotherly cooperation, and social security; ribœ is an act of human
greed, a breakdown in brotherly relations, an exploitation of oth-
ers’ suffering and hardship, and a commercialization of social inter-
actions. Íadaqa∆ is money that goes from the “haves” to the “have
nots” with an anticipation of Allah’s (Â) reward. Ribœ is the
extraction of funds from the poor by the rich. Ribœ imposes “securi-
ty” returns for the lending party plus unreasonable amounts of
money tagged on to the borrowed amount. It exposes only the bor-
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rowers to the uncertainties of the markets and the unpredictability
of investments. Ribœ multiplies the money of the rich who can
afford to lend, and it multiplies the burdens and uncertainties of
the poor, who are obliged to borrow. Ribœ is the social and financial
antithesis of ßadaqa∆. This is why this lesson about Ribœ follows
immediately the lesson about ßadaqa∆.

usury can be defined as the taking of gains and dividends in
either goods or money. The practice can be traced back to early
human history. The Code of Hammurabi (1790BCE) has provisions
relating to a fixed charge for borrowing money.164 In the Hebrew
Bible the taking of ribœ between fellow Israelis is prohibited, but it
is allowed with non-Jews.165 The Deuteronomists laid down full
remission (absolution) of debts every seven years (Deuteronomy,
15), and the authors of leviticus every 50 years (leviticus, 25), in
order to prevent debt slavery.

usury is not condemned as such in what is left of the New
Testament, but Jesus (a) put remission of debt at the heart of the
prayer he taught his disciples, and condemned ruthless creditors.166

severest are the warnings against riches;167 and money — or the
love of it — is called “the root of all evil.”168 This helps to explain
why many of the Church fathers condemn usury outright on the
ground that it contravenes scripture and breaks all the laws of char-
ity. The Council of Nicaea (324CE), called primarily to settle the
doctrinal dispute between the Arians and the orthodox on the per-
son of Jesus (a), ordered usurious clergy to be deposed, and the
Council of Carthage (345CE) condemned its practice by laity. later
Councils reiterated this, with the third lateran Council (1179)
denying usurers the sacrament of Christian burial and the second
Council of lyons (1274) forbidding the letting of property to for-
eign usurers.

The economy of Europe began to grow in the 11th century
with greater political stability. As states became centralized so rulers,
and even popes, found themselves needing to borrow money. st.
Thomas Aquinas, in the 13th century, set the tone for much later
teaching by repeating Aristotle’s condemnation of usury as unnatu-
ral. Money is made for exchange, and to lend it on interest is to sell
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what does not exist. This leads to inequality and is contrary to jus-
tice.169 Although usury is sinful, it is not sinful to take a loan so long
as this is done for a good cause, according to some versions of
Western Christian thinking. This prevarication enabled Jewish
moneylenders to be simultaneously employed and vilified.
Developing economies soon made it difficult to exist without taking
interest. In the 15th century, franciscan schemes to help the poor
found it necessary to charge a small amount of “interest” to cover
expenses. Despite this the medieval canonists all condemned usury
and placed it alongside adultery, theft, and murder. It was allowed
only to cover actual losses, or the profit forgone by making the loan. 

In 1524, luther’s great tract On Trade and Usury appealed to
the medieval tradition. usury is “grossly contrary to God’s word,
contrary to reason and every sense of justice, and springs from sheer
wantonness and greed.”170 Twenty years later, however, writing in
the merchant city of Geneva, Calvin argued that the biblical texts
relating to usury have to be understood in their context, that con-
ditions have changed and that restrictions on usury were too
severe. Both protestants and Catholics now distinguished between
loans for production and loans for consumption, and argued that in
the former case capital was productive. usury was neither contrary
to scripture nor to natural law, but must be used only under the
strictest conditions, so that the poor are not oppressed. pope
Benedict XIV reiterated scholastic warnings against usury in
1745,171 and usury laws remained on the statute books throughout
Europe for another two centuries (in England until 1854), but fell
everywhere into desuetude (a state of inactivity or disuse). Within
protestantism attacks on usury ceased and the marketplace came to
be seen as a moral battlefield where the righteous could prove their
mettle. When the English social philosopher Jeremy Bentham
(1748–1832) wrote his Defence of Usury in 1787, he felt no need to
offer a moral defense of it.172 Money according to him was on a par
with any other form of goods. Therefore, his logic suggested that
when usury is made illegal it forces people into criminal practices,
and the usury laws expose a useful class of people to unnecessary
suffering and disgrace. 
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The principle justification of usury is pragmatic. Appeals are
made to the tremendous advances achieved by capitalism. These
could not have happened, it is argued, without “interest” (usury),
which is necessary to “attract” investors to make their capital avail-
able. This is what happens when there is no longer a compassion-
ate social affinity between human beings. This usury is regarded by
these apologists as a charge on services, or a kind of “danger
money” payable for putting someone’s capital at risk. 

Moral objections, however, remain cogent. According to the
labor theory of value it is labor which creates value. under the sys-
tem of usury, however, money in the form of stocks and shares
accrues to the rich without their labor being involved. such earn-
ings are therefore parasitic. More importantly, the moralists’ con-
tention that usury leads to the growth of inequality has been
confirmed by careful contemporary studies. The present operations
of interest lead to a systematic transfer of wealth from those who
have less to those who have more. This occurs within northern
hemisphere economies, with the International Monetary fund
(IMf) and the World Bank acting as powerful vehicles for this
transfer. Many countries, such as Brazil, pay more on interest per
annum than their entire gross national product. The present
indebtedness of developing countries is a major threat to the
world’s ecology, as the attempt to meet interest payments leads to
the reckless consumption of natural resources. usury-free
economies have been envisaged for many years. 

The french socialist and political theorist pierre Joseph
proudhon (1809–1865) wished to replace interest with worker co-
operatives funding their own banks.173 The need to have sufficient
capital for research and development is clear, as is the need for
some mechanism for saving, but moving beyond the present frame-
work of usury and debt has been recognized as an urgent contem-
porary task.

The above confirms how Europe once again conveniently
leaves the Bible for the market, abandons morals for the sake of
profit, and glorifies the individual at the expense of society. Not so
with the people of the Qur’an, who have no doubt about the evil
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and exploitative nature of ribœ. unlike alcohol, there is nothing
positive that can be said about ribœ alongside the mischievous and
heinous cast the Qur’an places upon it. The menace and threats
with which the Qur’an surrounds ribœ are fixed and permanent. The
primitive practices of ribœ during the time of pre-Islamic jœhiløya∆
pale in comparison with today’s ribœ and the havoc it has caused on
a global scale. With hindsight, this information on the destructive
effects and massive injustice caused by institutionalized worldwide
ribœ can be appreciated more and more.  

The problem with today’s Muslims, who should know better,
is that they have not exercised their minds on the meanings of
these œyœt. Allah (Â) intends to establish a giving society, as is
made clear in the previous section of œyœt. There is not a single
society on earth that is a giving society, where the rich and wealthy
are self-induced by Allah’s (Â) guiding words to give voluntarily
to those who are in need. Instead, rival and vicious societies driv-
en by greed, individualism, and the insatiable desire to further con-
centrate their capital exist to prey on those who are needy and
vulnerable. These are two opposite social constructs: the Islamic
and the capitalist. Islam fosters a wealthy sector in society that
gives intentionally and consciously. Capitalism breeds a moneyed
class that takes without moral inhibitions or legal restrictions.
Islamic wealth-sharing and capitalist predatory financial practices
are mutually exclusive and irreconcilable. 

The Islamic economic order is part of an Islamic reorganiza-
tion of life’s impulses, passions, thoughts, concepts, moral stan-
dards, and the legal framework that accommodates these priorities
and essentials. The core truth and fact of this Godly arrangement
of life is the certainty that Allah (Â) is the Creator of the uni-
verse, the world, life, and man. He is the Giver, and He is the ulti-
mate owner of everything. postdating this fact is Allah’s (Â)
designation of man as His khaløfa∆ (proxy) on earth. In this capaci-
ty, man has been given access to the resources, potentials, energies,
and products of this planet. But this is not a carte blanche. There
are terms and conditions, rights and responsibilities. In other words
God did not create, nor did he intend for men to become, a human
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jungle. Man was deputized by Allah (Â) within well-defined free-
doms and responsibilities. so mankind needed assistance, and
Allah (Â) provided guidance on the ethical implications of man’s
deeds. Henceforth, man’s transactions, contracts, deals, agree-
ments, and other activities are expected to meet these scripturally
revealed standards and norms. Whatever man does that is in con-
tradiction to these scriptural guidelines is null and void, if not pun-
ishable by divine decree. When officials reinforce their capitalistic
ways by using police, law enforcement agencies, national guards,
the military, and the like, they should be opposed by people who
owe their allegiance to Allah (Â) and not to financial idols. Man
has no right, even if he possess all the money in the world, to con-
travene Allah (Â). Allah (Â) not only created humanity but He
has also “organized” it. 

one of Allah’s (Â) expectations for human life is mutual
social protection, and especially among those who proclaim their
allegiance and commitment to Allah (Â). These are, in Allah’s
(Â) plan, guardians and allies of each other. sustenance and boun-
ties (rizq) have to be treated with shared responsibility. Material
possession, ownership, belongings, and assets may be “personal” but
with the proviso that the state of ownership is transient, and the pro-
prietor must have a keen sensitivity concerning those around him
who lack possessions and material assets. It is the wealthy person,
for whom Allah (Â) has provided a surplus beyond his essential
needs, who must distribute from his wealth for those in need.
Everyone on both sides of this relationship of excess and deficit is
expected to work within what is reasonable and compatible with
the potential and aptitude of all people. The able-bodied, healthy
individuals who find themselves in need should not become perma-
nently dependent upon those who are of adequate means. To regu-
late this channel of social accountability, Allah (Â) laid down
zakœ∆ as a fixed financial and legal institution, and ßadaqa∆ as a
non-fixed financial practice.

In all of this everyone in the godly society is expected to keep
to a happy medium. The poor are not to overstate their inadequa-
cies and the rich are not to understate their capabilities. Both
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should know that Allah’s (Â) rizq has become their mutual
province. Both are expected to use commodities and goods in a
moderate, balanced manner. The extra rizq shall always be con-
signed to zakœ∆ and ßadaqa∆. By acknowledging personal ownership
and property, the incentive to work and produce remains a stimu-
lant for production and industrial activity, provided that in this
pursuit others are not trampled upon and marginalized. Money in
this type of social organization is expected to circulate and change
hands transparently 

Acquiring wealth cannot in this Islamic order be done by peo-
ple with dead consciences and no sense of what is right and wrong.
It cannot also be done by dehumanizing people. The acquisition of
wealth in an Islamic order is regulated by conscience and a sense of
brotherhood. This is the type of human being that Allah (Â)
expects to be His khaløfa∆ on earth. 

Ribœ (usury) is the exact opposite of this process. It contra-
dicts all the psychological and social variables that define social
brothers and affiliated members of the Islamic cooperative order.
In a usurious society God is extraneous, unsubstantial, and irrele-
vant. Therefore, as Western civilization makes very evident, scrip-
tural principles and morals and values are for all practical purposes
absent from human relations. God does not talk; money does. This
materialistic society does not recognize a fervent relationship
between God’s will and people’s lives. Man himself is god! you
cannot tell him to obey “an abstract,” much less expect him to
consider a rearrangement of the whole matrix of Western civiliza-
tion and culture.

In this capitalistic hedonism an individual is pitilessly free to
acquire wealth and to invest it to make more money. He is also
sensuously free to enjoy it. With these types of characters having
no compunctions about wealth acquisition it is not surprising that
billions suffer and endure distress while a few rake in levels of
wealth that defy imagination. look at some of these individuals
and their wealth,

1. King Bhumibol Adulyadej, Thailand; age 80; estimated
wealth, $35 billion; 
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2. sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed al-Nahyan, uAE; age 60; estimated
wealth, $23 billion; 

3. King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz, saudi Arabia; age 84; estimat-
ed wealth, $21 billion; 

4. Haji Hassan al-Bolkiah, sultan of Brunei; age 62; estimated
wealth,  $20 billion; 

5. fahd bin Abdul Aziz, ex-king of saudi Arabia at the time of
his death in 2005; estimated wealth, $20 billion; 

6. sheikh Mohammed bin rashid al-Maktoum, Dubai; age 58;
estimated wealth, $18 billion;

7. president suharto, former president of Indonesia at the time
of his death in 2008; estimated wealth, $16 billion; 

8. prince Hans-Adam II von und zu liechtenstein, liechtenstein;
age 63; estimated wealth, $5 billion; 

9. president saddam Hussein, ex-ruler of Iraq at the time of his
execution in 2006; estimated wealth, $5 billion;

10. rafiq al-Hariri, ex-prime Minister of lebanon at the time of
his assassination in 2005; estimated wealth, $3 billion;

11. sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani, Qatar; age 56; estimated
wealth, $2 billion; 

12. King Mohammed VI, Morocco; age 46; $1.5 billion; 
13. prince Albert II, Monaco; age 50; $1.4 billion; 
14. sultan Qaboos bin said, oman; age 67; $1.1 billion; 
15. prince Karim al-Hussein, the Aga Khan; age 71; $1 billion; 
16. Queen Elizabeth II, uK; age 82; $650 million; 
17. sheikh sabah al-Ahmad al-Jaber al-sabah, Kuwait; age 79;

$500 million; 
18. Queen Beatrix Wilhelmina Armgard, Netherlands; age 70;

$300 million; and
19. King Mswati III, swaziland; age 40; $200 million.174

The above are samples of some of the world’s billionaire and multi-
millionaire rulers. They combine money and power. They are the
worst types. of course some of them throw crumbs to those less for-
tunate, but none is principled with the morals and values of scrip-
ture that would systematically channel much of this wealth to
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those who are dying of famine, hunger, and diseases. Thirteen of
the top nineteen are apparently Muslims, pointing not only to a
part of the world where the polarization of wealth between the
super-rich and the poor is the most extreme, but also where the
economies are the most dysfunctional because the massive amount
of wealth rarely circulates among the greater numbers of society. 

In the modern West, those not in power can also make huge
amounts of money; for example actors/actresses accumulated the
following earnings in 2008,

1. Will smith, $80 million;
2. Johnny Depp, $72 million;
3. Mike Myers, $55 million;
4. Eddie Murphy, $55 million;
5. Cameron Diaz, $50 million;
5. leonardo DiCaprio, $45 million; 
6. Bruce Willis, $41 million;
7. Ben stiller, $40 million;
8. Nicholas Cage, $38 million;
9. Kiera Knightly, $32 million; and

10. Will farrell, $31 million.175

The same is true for singers and musicians (figures apply to 2006),
1. The rolling stones, $150.6 million;
2. Tim McGraw/faith Hill, $132 million;
3. rascal flatts, $110.5 million;
4. Madonna, $96.8 million;
5. Barbra streisand, $95.8 million;
6. Kenny Chesney, $90.1 million;
7. Celine Dion, $85.2 million;
8. Bon Jovi, $77.5 million;
9. Nickelback, $74.1 million; and

10. Dave Matthews Band, $60.4 million.176

And world-class athletes (figures apply to 2007),
1. Tiger Woods, golfer; $100 million;
2. oscar De la Hoya, boxer; $43 million;
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3. phil Mickelson, golfer; $42.2 million;
4. Kimi raikkonen, formula one auto racer; $40 million;
5. Michael schumacher, formula one auto racer; $36 million;
6. roger federer, tennis player; $35 million;
7. David Beckham, soccer player; $33 million;
8. Kobe Bryant, basketball player; $32.9 million;
9. shaquille o’Neal, basketball player; $31.9 million; and

10. Michael Jordan, basketball player; $31 million.177

other entertainers also make a killing at the expense of the poor
and needy (2007 figures),

1. steven spielberg, film producer and director; $332 million;
2. Howard stern, radio talk-show host; $302 million;
3. J.K. rowling, novelist/screenwriter; net worth, $300 million;
4. oprah Winfrey, TV host/producer; net worth, $275 million;
5. George lucas, film producer and director; $235 million;
6. Tyler perry, film producer/television director; $132 million;
7. Jerry seinfeld, comedian; $100 million;
8. Dan Brown, novelist/screenwriter; $88 million;
9. Jerry Bruckheimer, film producer; $84 million;

10. Beyonce Knowles, singer/dancer; $80 million; and
11. Dick Wolf, television producer; $70 million.178

one more list will round out the picture of a world in which wealth
has been accumulated by a few individuals and poverty has spread
wide over humanity. The following have amassed wealth through
their computer, technology, and software fortunes in the citadel of
capitalism, the us.

1. Bill Gates, Microsoft; $53 billion;
2. larry Ellison, oracle; $19.5 billion;
3. paul Allen, Microsoft; $16 billion;
4. Michael Dell, Dell Computers; $15.5 billion;
5. sergey Brin, Google; $14.1 billion;
6. larry page, Google; $14 billion;
7. steve Ballmer, Microsoft; $13.6 billion;
8. pierre omidyar, Ebay; $7.7 billion;
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9. Eric schmidt, Google; $5.2 billion;
10. steven Jobs, Apple Computers; $4.9 billion;
11. James Goodnight, sAs Institute; $4.5 billion;
12. William Hewlett, Hewlett-packard; $4.2 billion;
13. Jeffrey Bezos, Amazon; $3.6 billion;
14. Gordon Moore, Intel; $3.4 billion; and
15. David filo, yahoo; $2.5 billion.179

These names represent the elite group of American information
technology billionaires, although the industry has also produced
innumerable multimillionaires.

This company of the super-rich, along with those who made
fortunes early in the colonialist expansion into the so-called “virgin”
areas of the world — the rockefellers, the rothschilds, and their
equivalents who are smart enough not to be in the limelight — all
share a false idea that amassing wealth is the purpose of life. They
think that, by enjoying this abundance of money and doing whatev-
er they want, they have gotten the most out of life. In the process
there is no motivation deriving logically from ethical or moral prin-
ciples that govern a person’s thoughts and orientation. 

There seems no prospect of an end to this capitalism devour-
ing humanity. It has polarized societies, antagonized classes, and
exploited populations. And who benefits? only a tiny elite of usu-
rious moneymakers and moneylenders, and the system they have
built to support their rapacious profiteering. During this capitalist
saga mankind has become morally bankrupt, socially decadent, and
financially insolvent. The circulation of wealth from the top down
has virtually come to a standstill. Money is, more or less, the com-
modity of these business leaders and barons. 

And with this concentration of wealth comes the concentra-
tion of political and military power. In the power hierarchy, the
higher they are the less moral restraint they have. The evil combi-
nation of massive wealth with massive power has forced upon the
world the contemporary leaders of Western civilization and its
recent hegemonic thrust: globalization. This clique of powerful fin-
anciers is taking humanity to the abyss. In their greed for power,
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and resources with which they feed this love of usury, they honor
no moral standard, they recognize no ethical code, and they give no
quarters for others who are perceived to be in their way. These
financial gods are the ones who lend money to the “average joe” to
buy his home; they also give loans to governments and nation-
states around the world. Everyone owes them money, huge sums of
money. And all of them are nameless. They are reaping the fruit of
six billion human beings. The toil and labor of populations and
continents are deposited in their bank accounts. Most of their rev-
enue is generated by “interest” (usury) and they have flexed barely
a muscle within their three-piece suits. These are realities which
are not affected by the ostentatious charitable generosity of indi-
viduals within the system.

The economy of the whole world now serves their interests.
They have worked for a long time to denude people of scriptural
anchors and allegiance. They gradually, and shrewdly, moved the
human condition into a sphere of bestiality. people now dream not
of virtue and goodness, but of sudden riches. They dream of being
suddenly freed from the uncertainty, and all too often the bore-
dom, of laboring for their daily needs. lotteries and the numerous
variations of gambling have catered for this need down through
the ages. The alternative to sudden riches, in the minds of the
controlled crowds, is sudden loss, “Satan threatens you with the
prospect of poverty and bids you to be niggardly…” (2:268).

The real catastrophe occurred when the top executives of the
capitalist world were able to take over or win over to their side the
governments, regimes, nation-states, and authorities in the world.
In the process they gained control of academia, the media, and
public opinion. public information became a commodity. The
media in our day and time have become a virtual monopoly. All
the mainstream media which dominate our daily lives are virtual-
ly replicas of some master script. And only the affluent need know.
Not only have the corporate capitalists managed to convert
humanity into a pool of labor for their insatiable appetite for
cumulative wealth, they have also succeeded, to a large extent, in
molding public opinion and shaping whatever is to be in vogue.
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Within this large-scale conditioning and brainwashing most peo-
ple take usury for granted.

They either doubt the existence of God or do not care whether
or not He even exists. But they do not question usury, its evil exis-
tence, and the evil hands that deal it out to the peoples of the world.
Everyone is hypnotized into thinking that the way the capitalists are
running the world is the right and only way to run the world! They
accept that economic development can only be achieved via this
usurious and corporate capitalism. looking at corporate America in
the capitalist West, one cannot come to any other conclusion. If
anyone dare oppose this rugged individualistic capitalism on the
basis of some moral argument or some scriptural references he is
either an invalid idealist or a looney. The voice of corporate, con-
centrated wealth even asserts that morality will destroy all that has
been accomplished so far by this Western economic model. 

But then, what are the rich and the poor to do when there is
an economic situation of widespread and persistent increases in
prices coupled with the decreasing purchasing power of wages?
Does a government design an economic policy to reduce inflation-
ary pressure by raising “interest” (usury) and tax rates? Does it
impose a tighter money supply? And if it does why is the govern-
ment interfering in the free market mechanism? Why do corpora-
tions and moneylenders want government out of their way when
they are accumulating wealth, but want government back when
monetary issues seem to be getting out of their control? Why the
double standard concerning when a government should be brought
in? Why, after a short time, does their pursuit of unlimited and
uninhibited wealth produce an economic situation in which there
is rising inflation on top of depressed economic conditions and
high unemployment? Why does their economic model lead to an
economic situation where demand is sluggish, output is not rising,
and unemployment is on the increase? Why are latin American
countries buried under classified amounts of debt? Is it not their
usury system that is responsible for all this? 

All of the money in the world is eventually going to become
the possession of a very few because of usurious monetary practices.
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people and even petty upper-class executives have to invest their
money in market realities: losses and gains. But the usurious mon-
eylenders always make money. Their money always generates more
money, often at compounded rates. Their money and capital are
immune from the “loss” mechanism of the market. Eventually, peo-
ple making guaranteed money all the time will have all the money
in due time. 

for the uninitiated, consider a simplification of one aspect of
this usury snitch. When a person deposits $50 in a bank, this is in
effect a loan to the bank since it must be repaid on demand.
Therefore, on the books the $50 is considered a liability. However,
the bank then loans the $50 to someone else who must repay it
with “interest” (usury). Now the $50 is considered an asset. The
same $50 is both an asset and a liability, proving that money is
essentially worthless. But then there is the matter of usury. When
the $50 is put into a savings account there is some small amount of
usury accrued, often on the condition that the money cannot be
withdrawn quickly. When the $50 is placed in a checking account,
the depositor draws no usury at all. But when the bank loans $50,
it charges considerably more “interest” based on “current rates” and
reaps the profit, having done nothing to earn the extra or “interest”
money. It is clear then that in banking debt equals profit. 

In fact, in a society employing a usurious financial model, if
there were no debt there would be no money. To better understand
this assertion, Muslims need to be educated about the necessity of
money as an exchange vehicle for tracking transactions and further,
they need to be aware of a practice called fractional reserve banking. 

Most people, Muslims included, rarely at any point in their
lives grapple with the notion of money: what it is, where it comes
from, who issues it, and how much there is. Assume for argument’s
sake that there is a society in which there are only two professions:
raising sheep and growing wheat. If the farmer raising sheep wants
to buy wheat, then he will have to exchange his sheep for a certain
amount of wheat. This is referred to as a barter transaction and it
requires the buyer and the seller to reach an agreement as to the fair
exchange rate between a sheep and bushels of wheat. If it is further
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assumed that the two farmers — the wheat grower and the sheep
herder — reach an agreement that one sheep is worth ten bushels of
wheat, then an exchange rate has been established, and buying and
selling transactions can then commence according to a criterion,
which is used as an accepted standard. If some complexity is intro-
duced into this scenario, say other professions such as woodcutting,
mining, blacksmithing, landscaping, etc., then to provide payment
for these services and products in terms of sheep and bushels of
wheat would become cumbersome; and what if a service provider or
product developer does not have sheep, wheat, or access to either?
If the sheep farmer and the wheat grower say to themselves that one
sheep and ten bushels of wheat are both equal in value to some third
item, which is transactable, mobile, and storable, then this third
item can be exchanged in place of the service or product and represent the
value of each product or service without requiring each and every per-
son to have physical access to each product or the necessary skill to
deliver each service. Every person, by virtue of his trade or profes-
sion just has to have access to this third item, which represents the
intrinsic exchange value of a transaction. 

This is why division of labor is necessary, and hence under this
enhanced scenario, every product or service can now be purchased
by anyone based on need or desire. so, if for argument’s sake, this
third item is called a quone, then it could be said that if

1 sheep = 5 quones, and
10 bushels of wheat = 5 quones, then

one sheep can be sold for five quones and then those five quones
can be used to buy 10 bushels of wheat, or vice-versa. Thus, in this
simple society, the value of every other product or service can be
measured, exchanged, and transacted in terms of quones, where
such value is ultimately determined by market forces. A quone is
just another word for the more commonly used terms including, but
not limited to, dollar, euro, yen, pound, marc, riyal, rupee, ringgit,
or any other form of currency that represents money. 

This, then, is why money is necessary for transactions. such a
scenario frees people up to specialize in various trades and profes-
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sions, the combination of which satisfy all the service and commod-
ity needs of a society, without constraining every individual to be
adept at everything. people doing complementary tasks and engaging
each others’ services contribute to a smoothly functioning society;
and the proper use of money insofar as it is used as a tracking mech-
anism for transactions is an important part of societal stability. But
unlike other commodities and services, money cannot be treated as
a commodity, meaning that, by itself, it cannot be bought or sold; it
is merely used as a vehicle to track the exchange value of a transac-
tion. As we will see, this is one of the key principles that differenti-
ates a just monetary exchange system (the Islamic one) from today’s
prevalent, dominant, and primarily exploitative monetary systems.

over the past three millennia, of all the items and trinkets
that could act as money, gold by far has been the preferred repre-
sentative vehicle for use as money. Not only because it has intrin-
sic value, but also because its purchasing power has been well
understood in times past as well as now, gold has been an ideal uni-
versal currency. This has been true until the modern age of bank-
ing where gold is no longer considered by people, businesses,
governments, institutions, and agencies as money. In the not too
distant past, one dollar could be redeemed for its value in gold, but
today that same dollar can only be redeemed for the diminishing
value of another dollar.180 The system that has devalued the use of
gold as a monetary standard and artificially inflated the supply of
money in the form of paper, which is based on no foundational
value of any commodity, is the same one that is infested with and
embroiled in usury as a means of polarizing wealth and power for
the service of a certain atheistic and oppressive class of people.
Manifesting itself as one of the most oppressive forces in the world
and in the history of human society, this system is a root cause of
widespread debt and unemployment. How has this sleight of hand
converted money from an instrument that tracks value to one that
measures debt?

Most people think that money is issued by the government
and that banks lend money on the strength of deposits made by its
customers and shareholders. This would mean that the aggregate
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amount of all loans issuable by a particular bank would be limited
by the aggregate amount of hard assets the bank has on deposit.
This is not true. In fact, in modern “democratic” and capitalist soci-
eties where the money supply is regulated by central banks, most of
which are private corporations (meaning that they are beholden
not to the people, but to their shareholders), only 5% of the money
in circulation is issued by the government; the rest of the 95% is
pledges of repayment (promissory note) from people and companies
who contracted loans from banks.181 This is how the scheme — and
it is a scheme, a charade, that counts on the ignorance of the great
mass of people — works.

If a person were to loan a pickup truck to his friend, it is
assumed that to begin with he has a pickup truck, in order to be
able to lend it; a virtual pickup truck would be of no value to his
friend, in that the friend cannot pretend to transport a load with a
truck that does not exist. yet this is exactly what happens with pri-
vately issued bank credit. When a bank contracts a loan to a cus-
tomer, it creates the money out of thin air by simply registering an
amount due in the borrower’s account. In return the bank gets a
promise of repayment from the borrower, a promise that is backed
up with collateral such as a house, car, jewelry, or other things of
value. In case the borrower cannot repay, the bank would have the
right to possess the collateral; therefore the collateral acts as a secu-
rity against the loan. 

In order to issue a loan, the bank is only required to have one-
tenth of the loan amount stored in reserve locally in the form of
paper money. In other words, only a small fraction of the loan
amount is required to be on deposit at the bank. These are the so-
called fractional reserve requirements, an agreement between the
financial lords of the society and their government handlers, facil-
itators, and enablers — often, in most “free market” democratic
societies, these happen to be one and the same people. Thus in
practical terms, fractional reserve means that a bank can lend up to
nine times more than the amount it has in real deposits from depos-
itors and shareholders. for those familiar with banking and eco-
nomics, this is where the 9:1 ratio comes from. 
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If you and I were to write a check, we have to have enough
assets in our accounts to cover the entire amount of the check; we
cannot get away with having only 10% of the total amount of the
check. In most societies, writing bad checks is considered to be a
serious crime — for everyone, that is, except for banks. Giving a
loan to someone is just like writing him a check, only when banks
write a check for a loan, they are required to have only 10% of the
amount of the check on deposit at the bank. The rest of the 90%,
which does not exist and has never existed as real assets in the
bank, is just “created” from nothing — they think they are gods —
just by recording the transaction as a debt in the borrower’s
account. All of us are quite familiar with the fact that many busi-
nesses do not accept personal checks as legal tender to remunerate
a debt, either over a point of purchase sale or over installments. In
the past, a merchant could also refuse privately issued bank credit
as a form of payment. Today, due to pressure and outright coercion
from financial power brokers, this is not the case, and privately
issued bank credit is immediately — and legally — converted to
government issued fiat currency, such as dollars, euros, riyals, yens,
etc. This fiat currency, which is legalized by government decree, is
considered to be legal tender for all debts, public and private. This
is how banks create 90% of the amount of a loan with non-existent
assets, and how the majority of money in circulation represents not
value, but debt.

let us now take a look at the numbers with the 9:1 fractional
reserve ratio as a reference point. Consider the following scenario:
a group of investors agree to start a bank by depositing $100,000
worth of gold. These are the so-called secured creditors or partners;
they are the ones who, in case the bank fails and goes bankrupt, get
their money out first from the sale of the bank’s remaining assets.
All of the other shareholders or ordinary depositors, usually referred
to as unsecured creditors, can only get the amount that is insured
by the government. According to the fractional reserve require-
ments, the bank can now lend nine times this amount, or $900,000,
because it has to keep $1 on reserve for every $9 it loans. once the
bank loans this amount to a number of recipients, these borrowers
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go out and spend the money by purchasing products or services.
The product suppliers and service providers then take the received
money and redeposit it, in most cases, back into the banking sys-
tem, now only the money that was once considered a loan is an
asset. As the bank receives the $900,000 it once loaned out earlier,
it can now loan out $810,000 because according to fractional
reserve requirements, it has to keep 10% of the loan amount on
reserve. over time, as the cycle of loaning and redepositing contin-
ues, the aggregate loan amount begins to grow and can be repre-
sented by a gradually declining (by 10%) infinite series, that looks
like, after 100 cycles of loans and redeposits:

$900,000 = $900,000 x 0.90 first cycle
$810,000 = $900,000 x 0.91 second cycle
$729,000 = $900,000 x 0.92 third cycle
$656,100 = $900,000 x 0.93 fourth cycle
$590,490 = $900,000 x 0.94 fifth cycle
. .
. .
. .
$26.56 = $900,000 x 0.999 hundredth cycle

This could be represented by the sum,

total loan amount = $900,000�
x = 0

n     

(0.9)x

where x is the cycle counter and n represents the last cycle; graphi-
cally, this is illustrated in figure 1. The area under the curve is the
accrued loan amount after several loan/redeposit cycles. This area is
mathematically represented by the following integral,

total loan amount = $900,000�
0

n

(0.9)xdx

= $900,000�
0

n

ex ln(0.9)dx
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= $900,000 �ln(0.9)�–1 �ex ln(0.9)��
0

n

If the total loan amount for 100 such cycles (n = 99) were to be
added up, then this would come out to be an aggregate loan amount
of $8,542,100. This means that on an initial deposit of just
$100,000, the bank was able to loan out and collect interest (usury)
on over $8.5 million. None of this $8.5 million ever existed; it was
an amount of money that was never real; however people are
expected, once they sign a promissory note, to pay back the debt
with interest! And if you can, through a whole bunch of convolut-
ed and complicated explanations, get people to agree with this
scam, you can get rich quickly by only lifting your finger to get a
borrower to sign on the bottom line of a bogus loan contract.

ordinarily, such a system would lead to a massive amount of
public outrage, but in order to assuage public feelings of impropri-
ety, the banks offer average depositors low-interest savings accounts
in an effort to indicate that they are being responsible by sharing
some of the interest income. However, when the same banks give
out loans, they continue to charge much higher rates of interest on
loaned assets that were non-existing to begin with. 

over the years that the fractional reserve banking system has
been employed and now that it has become the de facto
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banking/monetary system of the world, the fraction of gold backing
up the currency in circulation has gradually sunk to almost noth-
ing. Today, in some countries utilizing this “system,” the require-
ment to seed a bank with gold deposits has all but disappeared; and
for some types of accounts, ratios of 20:1 and 30:1 are common.
furthermore, with the ongoing pressure of greed repackaged as
deregulation of the financial sector, banks can circumvent fraction-
al reserve requirements altogether by forcing borrowers to pay loan
and other fees. This allows banks to create as much money as peo-
ple can borrow with the result that the buying power of each
denomination of currency diminishes more and more, ultimately
becoming virtually worthless. 

Today, money is literally created when people sign a loan con-
tract with a bank; no more do fractional reserve requirements regu-
late the ratio of gold to debt money, in fact they only regulate the
ratio of new debt money to existing debt money on the banks’ bal-
ance sheets. As strange as it may sound, the only limit on the
amount of money created this way is the total level of public and pri-
vate debt in society. It was this process that led to the 2008 financial
catastrophe, the epicenter of which was Capitol Hill in Washington
and Wall street in New york. It could be said that the high-stakes
gamblers on Wall street, after speculating away their shareholders’
assets, held a gun to Washington’s head (the us Congress and the
White House) and told them to pay up. In the waning days of the
Bush administration and the initial days of the obama administra-
tion, Washington followed orders and literally gave these irrespon-
sible financial institutions nearly $2 trillion of taxpayers’ future
earnings. In 2009, because of this bailout, the annual budget deficit
ballooned to over $2 trillion, making the national debt around $13
trillion. The taxpayers will continue to pay interest on this increased
debt for who knows how many decades.

The only thing real in a present-day loan contract is the bor-
rower’s pledge to repay. This pledge, which has real value because
the borrower’s labor and property is the collateral, becomes a
portable, exchangeable, and saleable piece of paper; and because
this promissory note has real value, it can be used as money. In
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exchange for his promise to repay,  a bank will issue the borrower a
private credit that is represented legally by government fiat curren-
cy. Without the pledge of repayment, the banks would have noth-
ing to lend, and thus there would be no reason to represent the debt
with fiat currency. Therefore, in the fractional reserve banking sys-
tem, if there is no debt, there will be no money. 

Debt is necessary for the system to survive, and servicing this
debt naturally fuels the unremitting transfer of wealth from those
who have less to those who have more. In essence, banks do not lend
money; they simply create it from debt; and to the extent that debt
can become seemingly unlimited, so can the supply of money along
with its depreciating value. This is the genesis of inflation. Monetary
inflation, which is the practice of artificially expanding the money
supply, produces money in the form of paper that is not collateral-
ized by anything of intrinsic value. Monetary inflation necessarily
leads to a decrease in purchasing power of the basic unit of curren-
cy that is being inflated. Today, the dollar buys about one-sixteenth
as much as it did 65 years ago. Consequently, paying debt with
money that is not inflated provides much more value over time than
paying the same debt with money that is inflated. Note also that no
matter how hard someone may try, paying debt effectively means
paying only the principal part of the debt, not the usury.182

How can it be that, with the abundant creativity of the vast
majority of people on this earth, those who produce the wealth can
be in debt to those who merely lend something that represents the
wealth, but create no wealth of their own? logically, it would seem
that if all debts were paid off, then there would be more money for
people to spend; however this is just not the case as now the glob-
al deficit economy is dependent on a continuous issue of private
bank credit, which is really a denominated version of the debtor’s
promise to repay. so if there are no loans, there is no money. This
is what happened during the Great Depression of the 1930s and
what is happening now in the financial crisis of 2008: when there
are no loans, the available money supply begins to dry up. Table I
delineates the accrued external debt of the G20 countries, regard-
ed to have the most virile economies in the world. These figures do
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not even include personal and corporate debt. How can it be that
90% of the world’s public debt is to be borne by the citizens of the
countries with the highest-performing economies, while 100% of
the resources of the other countries are called into servicing a debt
that never gets any smaller? Who is owed this money? And who
collects interest on it?
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G20 Country
external Debt* Percentage

(in millions of $) of World

south Africa 39,780 0.07
saudi Arabia 58,600 0.11
Argentina 135,800 0.25
Indonesia 140,000 0.26
India 149,200 0.27
Mexico 179,800 0.33
south Korea 220,100 0.40
Brazil 229,400 0.42
Turkey 247,100 0.45
russia 356,500 0.65
Canada 758,600 1.39
Australia 826,400 1.51
China (incl. Hong Kong) 951,000 1.74
Italy 996,300 1.82
Japan 1,492,000 2.73
france 4,396,000 8.05
Germany 4,489,000 8.22
Euro. union (excl. above) 9,506,690 17.41
united Kingdom 10,450,000 19.14
united states 13,703,567 25.09
Total (of above) 49,325,837 90.32
World 54,610,000 100.00

Table 1: External debt of the G20 countries at the end of 2007.

* External debt is defined as the total public and private debt owed to nonresidents 
repayable in foreign currency, goods, or services.183



of course, as some may have already guessed, it would be
impossible for such a system to be accepted were it not for two
important factors. first, the banks count on the old insurance prin-
ciple: not all bad things will happen at once. In banking terms, this
means that all the depositors are not likely to demand all of their
money in cash at the same time. This is characterized as a run on
the bank; and if this happened across an entire country, even one as
seemingly powerful as the united states, the entire financial/mon-
etary system would come crashing down. This is exactly analogous
to how the health insurance industry is cracking up because too
many people are simultaneously getting sick for the payers into the
system to keep up. In order to prevent mass runs on banks, the
influential financial sector employs the legal, executive, and
enforcement power (that is, the military) of governments. 

This exploitative financial system could never last if govern-
ment was not actively involved as a partner and special interest. It
is government that legalizes and regulates — or deregulates — the
practice of creating credit from non-existing assets. It is a govern-
ment partnership with financiers that has resulted in the fractional
reserve requirements. It is a government partnership with the cen-
tral bank that gives an emergency infusion of paper money to local
banks in the event of a run on the banks (this is the same as the
nearly $2 trillion bank bailout of the financial sector in the us dur-
ing the 2008–2009 financial crisis).  It is the government that legal-
izes the conversion of private bank credit to government issued fiat
currency, which has no intrinsic value. It is the government that
passes legal tender laws, forcing citizens to accept this fiat currency
as a vehicle to satisfy all debt obligations. It is government courts
that enforce the repayment of debts. It is the government that pass-
es laws to protect the monetary system’s functionality and credibil-
ity with the public. And finally, it is the government that levies
taxes on interest income of any kind.

fractional reserve banking is not a coincidence; it is not an
accident. It exists because certain people want it this way. By tak-
ing advantage of the time period between the deposit time and the
active use of deposited assets, and by making loans out of thin air,
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banks and other financial institutions maximize the potential
income from heavily compounded interest. As we have seen, banks
do not lend real money, they just create debt that is represented by
government issued fiat currency; however when they create debt,
they only create the principal, not the interest (usury). The bor-
rower is constrained, as part of the loan contract, to pay not only
the principal, but also the usury (interest) attached to the princi-
pal. How is it possible to pay back all the interest on all the loans
when the amount of money, artificial or real, is limited to the prin-
cipal plus any real assets, such as gold or silver? When the money
for the interest was never created, where is it going to come from?
The fact of the matter is that the interest on ribœ-loans can never be
paid off completely. As the debt ceiling increases with the prolifer-
ation of money that has no intrinsic value, the accruing interest
becomes more and more of an insurmountable hurdle that no soci-
ety, past or present, has ever been able to overstep. Even if some
people, not all, are successful in paying back the principal as well as
the interest, the effect of usury on their business processes as well as
the value of their earnings is wide-ranging and far-reaching. one
Muslim writer puts it this way,

If it [usury portion of the loan] came from borrowing
more money, then the borrower’s total debt just got larg-
er due to additional usury. If it came from providing
goods and services to customers, then the prices of those
goods and services had to be high enough to provide rea-
sonable earnings to the borrower. This means that the
borrower passed on to customers the cost of usury.

But earnings can never increase fast enough to keep
pace with usury so long as new loans with new usury
components continue to be introduced into the money
supply chain. Every such new loan has an inflationary
impact on earnings. This puts pressure on organizations
to try to find ways to reduce costs in order to make pres-
ent earnings fulfill their needs. Higher unemployment
frequently is one of the outcomes.
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Even when money is earned using legitimate means
that do not directly involve usury, the indirect conse-
quences of usury have significant impact. Any money
that finds it way to a bank will be subjected to a fraction-
al reserve practice of some type. Consequently, this
money either will become part of a new loan or will be
used in reserve.

since the amount kept in reserve is so small compared
to the amount that becomes part of a new loan, the net
effect is to artificially expand the money supply far
beyond what physically exists.184

The entire money-lending scheme based on fractional reserve
dogma works to the favor of the money-lenders, who ultimately end
up with all the wealth, and when people begin to foreclose on their
homes and properties, the money-lenders end up with all the prop-
erty as well. This, by the way, is exactly what happened in the
southeast Asia financial crisis of the 1990s.185 At any point in past
history, whenever society allowed a group of wealthy money-
lenders to issue loans with usury, it gradually saw all of its money
being transferred to the money-lenders. usury is an age-old mech-
anism that facilitates the transfer of wealth from the working class
to the luxury class; the fractional reserve system — instrumental in
interweaving usury transactions into every aspect of ordinary peo-
ples’ lives, so much so that few even question if there is a better and
more equitable approach — is the modern incarnation of this age-
old deception.

recall the example of how $100,000 in deposits from secured
creditors became the basis for over $8.5 million in loans. If we
assume that 100 such banks exist in the society, then at a usury
(interest) rate of only 1% per annum, these banks would collect, by
the end of the year, a total of $8.5 million in usury money:

(principal)(interest rate)(number of banks) = total interest
($8.5 million)(0.01)(100 banks) = $8.5 million
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If the interest rate stayed steady over the next 30 years, assuming
that inflation is not a factor to keep things simple, then these banks
would have raked in $255 million. Now, if the interest rate were a
more realistic 8%, then this figure in 30 years would have grown to
$2.04 billion. Moreover, as we continue to add complexity and
begin to mimic the modern reality by considering the effect of infla-
tion, public debt amassed by irresponsible government, defaults,
higher capitalizations for most modern banks, and interest com-
pounded continuously, then this figure could be as much as 100
times higher. of the $3.1 trillion us budget for 2009, the common
citizen will pay $260 billion in interest on the national debt, 8.4%
of the budget. The question remains, where does the money to pay
the usury part of the loan come from? The principal part of the loan
is apparently in circulation and cannot be increased unless more
money is printed; and even if more money were put into circulation,
it would just be more principal. Also, the real assets are held in
reserve by fractional reserve requirements. The only other reserve of
capital is the borrower’s assets, and it is these collateralized assets
that pay for the usury part of the loan. This is how those who lend
money with usury come to control all the real wealth of a society.

Defenders of the system say that the money-lenders usually
put the interest money back into circulation; however if one is pay-
ing attention to Allah’s (Â) words, he knows the mentality that
devours ribœ is the same one that hoards wealth. In fact, it could be
said that the entire ribœ system is designed to concentrate wealth in
the hands of those who would withhold it from circulation. These
are the ones who intentionally distort Allah’s (Â) guidance
because they just cannot get enough pleasure, power, and profits.
These are the same who think the more money they have, the more
security and influence they will be able to buy; and so they ration-
alize illegitimate means of accumulating wealth, and the stockpil-
ing of it.  listen to Allah’s (Â) spot-on characterization of the
psychological disposition of the ribœ lords,

And lo, Allah accepted a solemn pledge from those
who were granted earlier revelation [when He bade
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them], “make it known unto mankind, and do not con-
ceal it!” But they cast this [pledge] behind their backs,
and bartered it away for a trifling gain; and how evil
was their bargain! (3:187).

The parable of those who were graced with the burden
of the Torah, and thereafter failed to bear this burden,
is that of an ass that carries a load of books [but cannot
benefit from it]. Calamitous is the parable of people
who are bent on giving the lie to Allah’s messages — for
Allah does not bestow His guidance upon such evildo-
ing folk!

Say, “o you who follow the Jewish faith! If you
claim that you [alone] are close to Allah, to the exclu-
sion of all other people, then you should be longing for
death — if what you say is true!” But never will they
long for it, because [they are aware] of what their
hands have wrought in this world; and Allah has full
knowledge of evildoers (62:5–7).

Whereas unto Allah belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is on earth; He forgives whom He wills,
and He chastises whom He wills; and Allah is much-
Forgiving, a dispenser of grace.

o you who are securely committed [to Allah]! Do
not gorge yourselves on usury, doubling and re-dou-
bling it; but remain conscious of Allah, so that you
might attain to a happy state;

And beware of the fire which awaits those who deny
the truth! And pay heed unto Allah and the Apostle,
so that you might be graced with mercy (3:129–132).

And so [the man] had fruit in abundance. And [one day] he
said to his companion, exchanging him with words, “more
wealth have I than you, and mightier am I as regards [the
number and power of my] followers!” (18:34).
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…And amass [wealth] and thereupon withhold [it
from their fellow men] (70:18).

[Woe unto him] who amasses wealth and counts it a
safeguard, thinking that his wealth will make him live
forever! (104:2–3).

Issuing money that has little intrinsic value has its limits.
Economists and central bankers recognize the fact that circulating
money has to be supported by some value, even if it is negligible.
And thus, to counter the gradually depreciating value of money in
a ribœ-centric system, has evolved the concept of perpetual economic
growth, or a continuously expanding economy. perpetual economic
growth is not a simple linear expansion of the gross domestic prod-
uct (GDp) referenced at a given point in time; in fact, it is the expo-
nential expansion of the economy using the previous year’s GDp as
a reference point. figure 2 illustrates the meaning of exponential
growth over the course of 20 years, where the GDp is expanding at
a rate of 3% over the previous year’s GDp. Note that the graph in
figure 2 is the inverse (opposite) of the graph in figure 1,

f(x) = cex ln(0.9) is the inverse of   f(x) = cex ln(1.03)

where c is a constant and x is the time variable; the natural log of a
number less than one is negative, whereas the natural log of a num-
ber greater than one is positive. This relationship is not an acciden-
tal one, and it is not a coincidence; in fact, wherever usury (ribœ) is
a given, it has to be this way — no other solution is possible. As the
value of money gradually declines over time, value can only be
added by continuously and unsustainably expanding the economy.
This has a deleterious impact on the world economy, because in
order to sustain this rate of growth in one part of the world,
resources must be irresponsibly harvested and overproduced in
other parts of the world. usury is responsible for the level of wealth
polarization, the vast difference in standards of living, and the dis-
parity in economic progress in the world.
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And how is it possible to sell such a fundamentally flawed pro-
gram, with results that are plainly apparent to those who simply
take a little time to open their eyes, to people who are willingly or
unwillingly giving up their resources to sustain the consumption-
driven Western way? Enter the World Bank, the IMf, the IfC, and
the hollywoodization of aspirations in the non-aligned world. World
Bank and IMf loans tie third-world resource over-utilization to
insatiable Western consumption, while mega-media corporations
subliminally build impossible expectations on the part of the less
privileged to become part of the flauntingly wasteful Western jet-
set. Is it possible to tie natural resource depletion to rising interest
payments on foreign debts that never go away? Does the require-
ment to pay off foreign creditors in one part of the world manifest
itself as an impoverished economy in another part of the world?
Consider the following from another Muslim author on the subject,
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This argument is not as abstract as it might at first sight
seem. In terms of foreign borrowing outstanding, Brazil,
Mexico, and Indonesia comprise the most indebted
nations in the world. They are also three of the world’s
top four deforesters. on current trends the Brazilian rain-
forest, source of 40% of our planet’s oxygen, will almost
disappear within two lifetimes. for the poor and the
starving, survival comes before preservation of the rain-
forest. The conversion of hardwood to ash… enables sur-
vival for some. Its conversion to timber for export
enables survival for others. In the meantime, the
Brazilian rainforest suffers to the cost of all of us.186

so a ribœ-based economic system is both a moral as well as a
practical problem. of course, we as Muslims, cannot differentiate
between the two: moral transgressions lead to societal injustice. A
stable economy requires, among other key components, a stable
money supply, and there is no way to guarantee monetary stability
in the presence of usury, even at an infinitesimal rate. Banking
without interest should just be a public service, in the same way that
power distribution and air traffic are regulated by public agencies.
The kind of corrupt and corrupting monetary system that dominates
today cannot be tinkered with. It must be destroyed and replaced
with a more equitable one. The prophet (r) obliterated it in his life-
time, setting a precedent for Muslims of all succeeding generations.
It was not easy for him to overturn and abolish something that was
intertwined into the very fabric of everyday life, and it took him
nearly three sizable military engagements every year for the better
part of his last ten years on earth to overcome this insidious evil. 

similarly we do not expect it to be easy today, especially when
ribœ and its enabling political, educational, economic, and military
institutions have become the global leviathan they now are. The
congressional-military-industrial complex and the fourth estate that
together make up the American war machine fight for dollar global
supremacy. To kill a million people here, to displace 10 million over
there, or to destabilize and destroy representative institutions in a
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third place are not crimes when it comes to ensuring ribœ hegemony,
manifested today with the dollar as the world’s reserve currency. 

To abolish the existing system will certainly require the force
of arms and the sacrifice of precious Muslim lives; however as we
prepare to engage in the military aspect of this confrontation, we
must also be prepared to transition to a just monetary system, so
that when Allah’s (Â) victory comes, we are ready to execute and
implement the Islamic economic standard. We may even suggest
that Allah’s (Â) victory will not come unless we are prepared at
every level, to the extent that our human capacities allow us to be.
one five-point proposal to make such a transition is to,

1. end all usury obligations immediately,
2. eliminate the practice of fractional reserve banking, 
3. convert existing currencies in Muslim countries to a common

digital gold currency backed entirely by gold,
4. convert existing prices of goods and services and amounts of

debt to the new currency, and 
5. ensure that central banks circulate only money that is 100%

backed by gold.187

such a proposal requires the termination of all usury obligations
everywhere, even where Muslims do not represent the majority.
otherwise the execution of the Islamic standard cannot work, espe-
cially in the globalized economy we live in today. However, when
Muslims talk openly of pursuing this level of justice, in a world
where they represent one-third of the world’s population, their
prophet (r) is demonized as a terrorist, their Qur’an is branded as
hate speech, the president of their Islamic republic is characterized
as the second coming of Adolf Hitler, and their Islam is routinely
presented as the reincarnation of Nazi fascism. 

one of the volleys  that has gone unnoticed in this war is to
diminish the dangers of ribœ by euphemizing its use in the public
lexicon. Usury as a term has all but disappeared from the English
language. likewise, ribœ is a word that has fallen into disuse in the
Arabic language, even though it is a Qur’anic word. It goes to show
who is running the show. These money interests even inform the
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public lexicon about which words should or should not circulate.
younger people today have no concept of the word. once usury was
defined as any interest charged for a loan, but modern dictionaries
have softened this to merely “excessive” interest. Most people have
no real understanding of the way the international moneylenders
operate. The bankers want it that way. some people recognize in a
hazy sort of way that the rothschilds and the Warburgs of Europe
and the houses of J.p. Morgan, Kuhn, loeb and Company, schiff,
lehman, and rockefeller possess and control vast wealth.188 How
they acquired this vast financial power and employ it is a mystery
to most. International bankers make money by extending “credit”
to governments. The greater the debt of the political state, the
greater the usury returned to the lenders. The national and central
banks of Europe are actually owned and controlled by private busi-
ness. The federal reserve system of the united states is a private
consortium of large us and foreign banks, chiefly Chinese,
European, and Japanese; among its functions is to buy us debt in
the form of us government securities — savings bonds, treasury
bills, notes, and bonds — and to issue the coin and paper currency
of the us.189 Today’s money managers have designed such intricate
and esoteric details surrounding their financial transactions that
their banking system has assumed the likeness of a cult. 

In this usurious society ordinary, hard-working people, charac-
terized simply as “consumers,” provide the financial pool from
which the usurious bankers and moneymakers extract their profits.
usurious society has become an arena for Western individualistic
and corporate predator practices — as, by extension, have non-
Western societies that are trying to emulate or even outperform the
advanced Western models — where a high availability and con-
sumption of consumer goods and services prevail. The extension of
banking and usurious “credit” in the late 20th century has allowed
a widespread increase in consumption and indebtedness. Goods are
produced both to meet consumers’ demands, but more importantly
to achieve the increase of producers’ incomes and profits.
Consumption is encouraged and expanded by the production of
convenience and disposable goods, and demand is artificially gen-
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erated and increased by the advertising industry and the media of
mass communication.

This international monetary system, based on ribœ, is leading
the peoples of the world to an inevitable world deficit crisis. The
unstable international situation comes from the inability of many
less developed nation-states, including Muslim countries, to meet
the repayment schedules on their massive debts, owed mainly to
usurious American and European banks and to government loan
agencies. The world debt crisis involves over-extended debt accu-
mulation by receiving countries, over-extended loans by many
banks, and the threat of massive defaults that could lead to a severe
weakening or collapse of the world economy.  

The total external debt of the countries of latin America,
Asia, Africa, and what used to be the socialist bloc of nation-states
is probably in the trillions of dollars. Brazil is said to be leading the
pack in the amount it owes these international financiers. The
rescheduling of payments for some of the debtor countries involves
capital flows from thousands of separate banks. Most of these ribœ-
burdened countries continue to borrow funds, which are then used
to make payments on principal and the compounding ribœ they
owe. Many of the same banks that operate on the basis and rules of
ribœ, that made the original loans with all the ribœ strings attached,
are now involved in making additional loans to try to avoid default
action by recipient governments. The International Monetary
fund (IMf), we are told, has taken the lead in the efforts to meet
the crisis and avoid fiscal disaster. 

When these types of governments begin to labor under these
huge debts, and when they struggle to pay a small portion of that
debt from year to year, they become the political slaves of the inter-
locking moneymakers in the world. In some cases these debt-ridden
governments begin to increase the taxes they impose upon their
own people, to pay an ever-growing debt burden. What happens
when these governments begin to sink and drown in the debts
imposed on them, debts that will never go away because of ribœ?
They are persuaded to auction off their natural resources — petro-
leum, coal, uranium, forests, and other “national” resources — to
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the banking companies and predatory financial institutions. These
quickly turn a hefty profit out of this “fair” acquisition of other peo-
ples’ natural resources, national products, and whatever else they
may have in the form of God-given wealth. The only restraint on
the actions of the usurious capitalists is to avoid pushing the poor
people of these countries too far so that they rebel against their
governments, which routinely acquiesce to this larceny. This is why
the international order is happy to see the elites or militaries of
these countries take repressive measures to ensure “law and order;”
in fact these national armies and local paramilitary organizations
exist to bring the exploited people back to a position of continuing
“service” to their exponentially growing debt. 

As dangerous as potential defaults by debtor countries could be
to the worldwide financial system, what is worse is the institution-
alization of greed in ribœ-laced Western economics. Government
greed repackaged as “deregulation” and corporate gambling with
investors’ assets repackaged as “speculation,” “hedges,” and “deriva-
tives” have resulted in the greatest financial crisis since the Great
Depression of 1929. Without massive infusions of capital from the
tax base in America and the European countries, all major Western
financial institutions are anticipated to collapse within the first
quarter of the 21st century. so far, in the united states alone, 47
banks have already been absorbed by larger banks or have declared
bankruptcy, and many more medium-sized banks are expected to fol-
low suit before the crisis is declared manageable; and this does not
include all the banks which have received “bail out” money from
the us taxpayer, a myriad of defunct hedge funds, failed investment
banks like Bear stearns and lehman Brothers, and fraudulent secu-
rities traders like AIG. In 2009, the us is expected to run a $2 tril-
lion budget deficit, mostly because the extra money is going to be
used to keep a drowning and irresponsible financial system afloat. 

And because many countries across the world — China,
Japan, European, and oil-producing countries — have been absorb-
ing us debt to the tune of $4 trillion by purchasing us treasury
notes, if the us dollar fails as the de facto reserve currency of the
world, then the economies of these countries are also expected to
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crash. China, by putting all of its eggs in the us basket, will be the
most drastically affected by a us economic meltdown. It will be
holding worthless dollars and have nothing to show for it, not even
ownership in American companies, in which an ownership share of
greater than 10% by a foreign government is proscribed due to
national security considerations. for this reason, in the midst of
this crisis, the Chinese government is desperately trying to diversi-
fy and has already begun to lay plans to increase internal consump-
tion of its own manufactured items and to disengage from the world
economy, mismanaged as it is by a Western rejection of God, His
guidance, and His fiscal discipline.

And there are other seismic shocks lurking beneath the sur-
face that can expose this Western financial system as the tumbling
house of cards that it really is. The us dollar became the world’s
reserve currency not only because the us emerged out of World
War II virtually unscathed, but more so because it finagled and
threatened the oil-producing countries to sell oil, accepting only
dollars in payment. This forced all oil-importing countries to keep
a reserve of dollars so that they could buy oil. oil is the life blood
of the industrial economy; everything from plastic bottles, to poly-
ester fabrics, to asphalt on the roads, to gasoline (petrol) at the
pump depends on oil. And because oil had to be bought and sold in
dollars, the dollar naturally became the world currency. And with
her military in service of the almighty dollar, not the us
Constitution, America was able to extend her hegemony to all
areas of the globe. 

In this world, whoever wanted to buy or sell oil had to do so
under the aegis of American financial pressure. Whichever country
wanted to become self-sufficient by developing its oil-production
potential would not be able to receive World Bank loans to do so
unless it agreed to allow us companies to come in and develop the
oil fields. If such a country were naive enough to accept World
Bank loans, then it would see itself surrendering its most valuable
asset not only to support over-consumption in America, but also to
pay for it. At the same time, despite its production of oil, it would
find itself saddled with a perpetual debt, unlike any it ever had
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when it was “poor,” and an emerging cabal of ribœ-habituated capi-
talists whose only desire would be to make an annual pilgrimage to
Wall street. Chad is just one example of this type of scenario. And
even if a country were able to develop its own potential by con-
tracts with other governments, then it could not sell its oil because
it would be squeezed for dollars by the us. And if a country actu-
ally had the temerity to sell its oil in currency other than dollars,
say euros, then it would have to be destabilized, divided, destroyed,
or occupied. The invasion and occupation of Iraq in 2003 and the
on-going turmoil in the Darfur region of sudan are the most recent
examples of this “oil for dollars” extortion racket.

oil cannot be sold on the world stage unless the producing
country agrees to an infusion of American dollars and to set up a
polarized class culture in which a trifling amount of oil wealth
trickles down to the masses, while the majority goes to underwrite
the jet-setting of the local royals and the purchase of suVs and
starter castles by Wall street millionaires in the us. Thus, the real
issue here is not who produces the oil but who sets the price of oil.
The price of oil is set, not as one would expect, by the producers,
but by New york and rotterdam speculators whose strings are
pulled by manufactured crises cooked up by overly corporatized
governments in Washington, london, and Tel Aviv. When
Washington made a commitment to tie the dollar to the sale of oil
and to constrain the major oil sellers to only accept dollars as pay-
ment, it knew it could not afford for any country to buck the trend.
To this end, the us proliferated its military bases all around the
world, with the highest concentration of bases in the oil-producing
parts of the world (the Middle East, Central Asia, polynesia, the
North sea, western south America, etc.).190 oil is the commodity
that backs up the dollar, along with the full destructive firepower of
the us military, not the full faith and credit of the us government. 

If only one country were to succeed in selling oil with a cur-
rency other than the dollar, then the importing countries would no
longer have to maintain a reserve of dollars, and this would signal
a reduction in the flow of capital, goods, and services to the us.
With a growing us debt, now in the tens of trillions of dollars,
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without oil to back it up, the us dollar would be just another cur-
rency and the us itself just another country. The us is acutely
aware of this, and must do everything in its power to prevent it
from happening, even overextending itself militarily. At the same
time, the poor and oppressed people of the world have to realize
that this is their greatest strength in the current geopolitical situa-
tion. The quickest way to fracture dollar dominance and the
Western monopoly on the one-sided use of the world’s resources is
for them to buy and sell oil in any currency other than dollars.

Enter the Islamic republic of Iran. They have already
announced that on a set date, they are going to introduce a new oil
exchange in the persian Gulf, one that will trade in any bona fide
currency except for dollars. such an exchange may even open the
door to a less volatile reserve currency for world financial transac-
tions. Muslims should realize that this is the real WMD
Washington is afraid of; huffing and puffing about Islamic Iran’s
nuclear capability is just a sanctimonious cover to shield the fact
that the entire Western financial octopus is hanging on by a very
thin thread. If Islamic Iran goes ahead with its plans, then it can
expect the forces of worldwide corporate capitalism — rooted in its
domestic bases of Washington, london, Berlin, paris, Tel Aviv, and
riyadh — to launch the mother of all crusades against it. The
mainstream media, brainwashed by its Zionist and imperialist
patrons, will of course present this as a bid to save the world from
nuclear terrorism. If, however, the Islamic republic is able to
weather this storm and stay steadfast on its mission, it will have sig-
naled the end of dollar hegemony as we know it, and along with it
Western political and military clout, and the class differentiations
associated with capitalist cultures.

This vicious economic and financial polarization, between
people doomed to perpetual debt and bankers who become perpet-
ual money-collectors, is antithetical to an Islamic life. In other
words, an Islamic monetary reorganization of financial responsibil-
ities and duties is incompatible and antagonistic to the capitalist
and ribœ “dog-eat-dog” style of financial relations. Any attempt by
hired ‘alims and status quo scholars to rationalize ribœ is a waste of
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words and an insult to the definitive Qur’anic statement on the
matter of ribœ. The Islamic conceptualization of how money con-
tributes to human relations is at odds with the capitalist conceptu-
alization of how money is multiplied for the benefit of a few, while
the rest of humanity sinks into inescapable and unmanageable
debt. Islamic ethical priorities cannot permit the acquisition of
astronomical amounts of money through ribœ practices, while virtu-
ally all of humanity disappears into a black hole of permanent debt. 

Ribœ has to be identified for what it really is: a scourge, a
threat, and a hindrance to collective human efforts to gain equity
and equilibrium in their societies. Ribœ is not only an economic
nemesis and liability, it is also inimical to every moral and ethical
social norm. Ribœ has to be understood as the primary mechanism
for iniquity and exploitation. With ribœ being the centerpiece of the
capitalist system, mankind will continue to live a dangerous dise-
quilibrium between the shrinking few who are getting richer and
the expanding many who are getting poorer. The charade that cap-
italist societies are “booming” is a big lie, and a bubble that will
eventually burst. 

A moral society cannot survive in the presence of authoritar-
ians, bankers, and capitalists who team up to become not a class of
people — because they are too few to be called a class — but a
clique that manipulates and exploits the economies of the world.
At the same time, they condemn the rest of humanity to a morass
of personal and national debt, leaving no hope of future improve-
ment and little motivation for future effort. 

In an Islamic social order, man is defined by his active rela-
tionship with Allah (Â). Allah (Â) dwells in a Muslim’s mind
and soul when he gains wealth and circulates it. Allah (Â) also
dwells in a Muslim’s mind and soul when he needs resources and
tries to obtain them. Muslims with a true lifelong commitment to
Allah (Â) cannot be capitalist moneymakers wearing three-piece
suits in executive offices — operating on the basis of ribœ and there-
by fleecing and overcharging the ordinary man who toils in the
field — while also going to the masjid from time to time to repeat a
formulaic prayer and so maintain the self-delusion that they are
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“pious Muslims.” The same conscience that supervises ribœ transac-
tions and then “meets” Allah (Â) at least five times a day is either
schizophrenic, a hypocrite, or a person of subnormal intelligence. A
faithful Muslim brings his conscience to work, and cannot ignore
the fact that a faithful Muslim society has a social conscience,
which narrows the distance between the rich and the poor. Ribœ, on
the other hand, widens the distance between the rich and the poor.
let it be known that Islamic economics are based on Islamic
morals. Morals in an Islamic society are not a pastime or a luxury;
they are something relevant not only to personal lives — as they
are in capitalist societies — but also to professional and social lives. 

Capital-driven societies, like that of the united states, are
responsible for their current moral condition. To service the mate-
rialistic rage that comes with uninhibited ribœ measures, the us is
busy making money and satisfying its various desires — carnal,
materialistic, and otherwise. This is becoming, more and more, the
hallmark of American capitalism. Child sexual abuse is the same
immoral philosophy transferred from greedy capitalists to perverted
sexists. The common thread is a lack of moral conviction that
results in the victimization and exploitation of the powerless for
the fulfillment of the desires of the powerful. The current features
of American society, given its ribœ mentality, could not be other-
wise: the Enron-Arthur Andersen debacle, the proliferation of
internet child pornography, the high rates of divorce and teenage
pregnancy, the child sexual abuse scandal in the roman Catholic
Church, rap songs such as “Momma’s Gotta Die Tonight,” high
school shootings, a $14-billion pornography industry, anthrax con-
tamination, steroid injections of cattle, environmental ravages, and
the obscene accumulation of wealth are just a few of its symptoms
of moral decay. 

America’s undeclared philosophy comes from the top execu-
tives and barons of the land. These tycoons and business leaders are
the lords of ribœ; they are driven by it, they think in terms of it, and
they use it to prey on humanity. With ribœ money they can “buy” jus-
tice and foment wars. They even have the wit to remain largely
anonymous; it is not common knowledge who really owns the banks
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in America and in Europe. It is also not common knowledge who
invests stockholders’ shares in ribœ institutions, but they set the pace
for the rest of Western society. And now the chickens are coming
home to roost. Western society, propelled by ribœ mechanisms from
above, can no longer be characterized as having a stable two-parent
family; its academic standards are slipping; and good character is a
feature of the past. Western society has now lost what little it ever
had of morals and ethics in any social matters. What can one say
about a society in which people live all their lives without knowing
anything about their next door neighbors? Community, the funda-
mental bedrock of democracy, is threatened. The ribœ mentality and
way of life are filtering all the way down to the “lower classes” — the
ordinary people, who have increasingly become devoted to purely
individualistic pursuits and self-gratification. 

We Muslims should realize that, when we set out to change the
world, we are on a very challenging course. We should also be aware
that not only are we intent on giving ethics a central role in life and
society but, along with that, we have to destroy the institutions of
immorality. The reason we have to destroy them is that they will not
come down in any other manner. It is better for humanity to have
committed and faithful Muslims deconstructing jœhiløya∆ while con-
structing an Islamic order, than it would be for the jœhiløya∆ to be
doomed by Allah (Â), as happened to earlier civilizations. 

We and all peoples of the world should take note that our
insistence on eliminating ribœ does not mean that we will kill the
incentive to work and gain a livelihood; it also does not mean that
there will be no financial institutions in an Islamic society. What it
simply means is that man will continue to “do business” but not
with ribœ policies and insurances that enslave humanity with inter-
minable debts. 

Allah (Â) did not prohibit this type of money-making mech-
anism “just for the fun of it.” Ribœ was pronounced insidious and
illegal by Allah (Â) because it serves no good purpose. It has to go.
And when it does, human beings will benefit from God’s natural
resources, wealth, and abundance. laissez-faire economic theory —
the fundamental economic theory of capitalism, propounded by the
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french physiocrats and popularized by Adam smith — calls for a
“hands-off” policy by government toward the economy.191 laissez-
faire economics rejects state control and regulation, and emphasizes
economic individualism, a market economy, and “natural” eco-
nomic laws to guide the production and consumption of goods.
Tariffs and other trade restrictions are rejected in favor of a world-
wide system of free trade. The economic system becomes “self-reg-
ulatory” in nature, and each individual’s pursuit of self-interest
contributes to the well-being of all.

This economic vision was misleading to begin with; now —
contrary to the indoctrination of the public culture, which itself
has become a consumer item in this “civilization” of ribœ — it has
proven a failure, demonstrated in practice to be nothing more than
an economic version of the law of the jungle. The preponderance
of this capital-centered culture and its imperial spread throughout
the world does not legitimize it. In the financial crisis of 2008–2009
just as in times past, the whole capitalist, laissez-faire, free-market
enterprise just imploded in the face of its greatest ideologues and
right-wing proponents. This just goes to prove that such an eco-
nomic paradigm is always waiting in the wings, ready to make a
comeback anytime the degradation of the social moral culture per-
mits it. Man has to rise to the level of the Qur’an, break from the
shackles of ribœ, regain the confidence in the God-given goodness
of human nature, and express his love and care for fellow man
through a sharing of emotions that translates into a sharing of
wealth. Ribœ-based capitalism is not going to bring prosperity to any
human society, even as the money lords have become the ruling
classes and even after they have thoroughly brainwashed the glob-
al population about the supposed advantages and benefits of their
free-market and ribœ-based monetary operations. 

As Allah (Â) is saying that an economic state of growth
comes from a ribœ-less society and that economic ruin comes from
ribœ financial systems, we should have no second thoughts about
sweeping ribœ out of our lives. We should commence a broad and
extensive effort to eradicate this economic vice from the face of
the earth. our God-given and scripturally sanctioned stand will
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guarantee its initial success, and our enduring commitment to
Allah (Â) will secure its survival. freedom and liberty from ribœ,
debts, “interest,” and exploitation will come once ribœ is abolished
from every human’s financial relations with his fellow beings. 

usurious economies are Built by the Hand of Satan

Those who gorge themselves on usury behave as he who
has been confounded by the touch of Satan, for they say,
“Buying and selling are but a kind of usury” — while
Allah has made buying and selling lawful and usury
unlawful. Hence, whoever becomes aware of his
Sustainer’s admonition, and thereupon desists [from
usury], may keep his past gains, and it will be for Allah
to judge him; but as for those who return to it, they are
destined for the fire, therein to abide! 

Allah deprives ribœ of all blessing and He raises
ßadaqa∆ [with manifold increase]. And Allah does not
love anyone who is stubbornly ungrateful and persists
with vicious means (2:275–276).

These are Allah’s (Â) words about individuals who commercialize
what is supposed to be an expression of charity and care, lending
people money with a view to making a profit from it. They conduct
themselves like a person who is “…confounded by the touch of
Satan.” Indeed, satan has even made his way into the choice of
words people use. The word usury is no longer used in the English
language. The same is true in much of the officially-sponsored media
and academia in the Arabic-speaking parts of the world, where the
word ribœ is also no longer used. The word usury is derived from the
latin term usuria and, for the better part of nearly 18 centuries,
referred to an extra charge on a loan of money. In Christian
medieval times, usury was held to be a sin, and Christians were for-
bidden to lend, although not to borrow. This is why the Jews in
Europe had a prosperous, usurious relationship with Christians dur-
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ing the medieval period, and established themselves as moneylend-
ers and moneymakers several hundred years ago. The practice of
charging extra money on loans is still regarded as ribœ (usury) in
some Muslim areas to this very day, although the integrated Islamic
financial and economic system is not implemented anywhere. 

With these words, Allah (Â) announces that persons who
deal with and deal out usury are like those who are possessed by the
devil. This Qur’anic vision of these demonic financial dictators will
not move them to change their ways because they are blinded by
their ribœ operations. But it should move the victims of this ribœ to
take corrective action. The established fact is that these ribœ busi-
ness executives are unquestionably misled by the evil one. some
interpreters of these œyœt say they refer to the frenzied behavior of
these usurers on the Day of Judgement. But the œyœt are inclusive
enough to describe the usurers’ behavior in this world, here and
now. Humanity is suffering from their unstable and maniacal con-
duct in the real world. In the past several years they have caused
the near-collapse of their own sponsored economic systems in such
places as Mexico, Indonesia, Thailand, russia, Argentina, and now
the united states and its western European satellites; many other
nation-states are on the verge of bankruptcy and social upheaval. 

Is it in a vacuum that they are put on notice of an impending
war from Allah (Â) Himself? satan has possessed them and now
they possess the rest of humanity, both literally and figuratively.
Make no mistake about it: there is already a war — not the mili-
tary war that it will eventually become, but a slow-motion war in
which “non-aligned” nation-states are bleeding their labor pools
to satisfy the unidentified individuals who hide behind the vaults
of their banking conglomerates. These “dollar-crats” are leading
humanity into wars over resources and markets because they set,
baited, and trapped mankind into their financial snares. Their
common interest is their evil conscience. They sing the songs of
freedom while beating the drums of debt and threatening war. 

Any elaboration on this issue would necessarily have to start
with what ribœ meant to the first generation of Muslims who lis-
tened to this Qur’an before anyone else. In the Arabian society of
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pre-Qur’anic times, there were two types of ribœ: one was called ribœ
al-nasø’a∆ (overdue usury) and ribœ al-fa∂l (usury due to generic
excessive value). 

simply stated, ribœ al-nasø’a∆ means that a person, who is
unable to repay a loan after the allotted time period of the loan
expires, is then “required” to pay in addition to the loan itself an
extra amount of money. This extra amount is called ribœ al-nasø’a∆.
sometimes the borrower, in the days of jœhiløya∆ would go to the
lender and tell him, “If you give me more time to pay off my loan I
will give you more money back.” Ribœ during jœhilø times amounted
to a deferred payment of borrowed capital accompanied by a “sup-
plementary monetary return.” In other words, if someone was late
in paying off a loan or debt he would have to pay more than the
original borrowed amount. It seems that this was the main type of
ribœ in pre-Qur’anic times. 

The other type of ribœ, pertaining to bartering or exchanging
goods, is called ribœ al-fa∂l. In this type of commercial transaction
people would exchange gold for gold, silver for silver, wheat for
wheat, barley for barley, dates for dates, or salt for salt, and so on —
in other words, equivalent quantities and qualities for goods.
However, when the quantities or qualities of goods being
exchanged did not match, either because the quantity was greater
or the quality was better, then that was considered a form of ribœ.

Ab¥ sa‘ød al-Khudrø reported that Allah’s prophet (r) said,

[Exchange] gold with gold, silver with silver, wheat with
wheat, barley with barley, dates with dates, salt with salt… in
equal values and rates, from hand to hand… but then whoev-
er wants an increased value partakes of ribœ in which both
sides of the transaction [are at fault].”192

In another hadith, 

Bilœl came up to the Prophet (r) with a peculiar type of date,
and the Prophet (r) asked him, “Where did this come from?”
He [Bilœl] replied, “We had poor quality dates of which I
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exchanged two batches for one batch [of better quality].” The
Prophet (r) sighed and said, “But that is the literal ribœ. That
is literal ribœ. Do not do that [again]. If you want to buy some-
thing, sell what you have, obtain its value, and then buy what
you want with the money [for which you sold your dates].”193

Ribœ al-nasø’a∆ is an obvious usurious transaction. It is typical
ribœ: someone borrows a sum of money, then after an elapsed time
has to return not only the borrowed sum but along with it an extra
amount of money or valuables. That extra amount is ribœ, pure and
simple. Ribœ figures into this transaction as a term and condition
understood and/or underwritten by both parties, the lender and the
borrower. This extra amount of money that has to be paid is in lieu
of granting more time for the debt or part of the debt to be repaid.
In other words money generates more money. 

As for the second type of ribœ, known as ribœ al-fa∂l, the
exchange differential has to do with the quality of the commodity
that is exchanging hands. This is demonstrated above by what Bilœl
did: he gave two clumps of poor dates in exchange for one clump of
good dates. What may be confusing to some people here is that the
market commodity here is the same, dates. And the question
becomes: how can this be considered a usurious transaction? But
the prophet (r) explicitly stated that this type of market exchange
is ribœ, and he outlawed it. If somebody wants to improve the qual-
ity of an item he possesses, as Bilœl wanted to sell his unfavorable
dates, he should do so in exchange for money, and then use that
money to buy the better quality ones. This would eliminate the ribœ
component in such dealings. furthermore, the prophet (r) said
that such transactions should be “from hand to hand,” which
excludes a deferral period between both sides when they sell and
when they buy their commodities. Thus a delay in the completion
of the transaction, in which the value of the goods may rise or fall,
to the advantage of one or other of the parties involved, also car-
ries in it traces of ribœ.

Nowadays, with the dominance of the economics of usury, cap-
italism, and market forces all over the globe, which could be regard-
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ed as the globalization of ribœ, there are Muslims who are not strong
enough in their minds and in their willpower to accept these com-
bined meanings of the Qur’an and the sunnah. Thus they put them-
selves in a position where they cannot understand the cold-blooded
and cannibalistic character of ribœ, and then expose it to the gener-
al public, Muslim and non-Muslim alike. Today, ribœ is among the
least addressed subjects by Muslim scholars and intellectuals. 

There is no need to get bogged down in the technical details
of financial transactions that are usually disguised and buried under
layers of “fine print” and legalese. suffice it to say that the network
of financial systems in the world are usurious, from the
International Monetary fund all the way down to your local bank.
And this whole ribœ system has to be scrapped if Allah (Â) and His
prophet (r) are to be understood and obeyed. 

The issue of ribœ and the way many substandard and subordi-
nate Muslim scholars deal with it, by pretending it does not exist,
is indicative of the psychological inferiority and the mental sub-
servience of these scholars. Islam is not a religious formality. Islam
is not “baked rituals.” Islam is not even a cut and dried legal system.
Islam is the extension of the moral character defined by Allah (Â)
and personified by Muslims into the social ambiance of human
interactions and relations. It is this integration of the moral core in
a Muslim with his social responsibilities that cannot tolerate any
ribœ money and business. Allah (Â) does not want man to end all
forms of ribœ simply because of its fiscal fallacies; more importantly,
He wants him to eradicate ribœ in all its forms, shapes, and expres-
sions because it is an immoral and unacceptable element in social
relations. It is the exploitation of people in need by people with
ample and surplus wealth. This corrosive and soul-destroying psy-
chology has to go, and along with that its ribœ practices. 

The immoral and offensive “white collar,” “upper class,” and
“executive” attitude has to go. Its consequences are an extreme
example of Machiavelli’s apparently mild attitude that the ends jus-
tify the means. These money-lords rationalize that usurious profits
justify famine and hunger throughout Asia and Africa; and that
usurious moneymaking transactions justify wars for other peoples’
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natural resources. The insulting attitude of seeding “their” wealth
with the blood, sweat, and tears of the world’s refugees, malnour-
ished, diseased, and desperate peoples truly puts their souls in the
satanic grip, “Those who binge on usury behave as he who has
been trounced by the touch of Satan…”

This satanic control is not limited to the money men and
business barons who “benefit” the most from ribœ; it also extends to
ribœ societies. Jœbir ibn ‘Abdullœh relates the following hadith from
the prophet (r), 

Allah’s Messenger (r) has condemned ribœ recipients, ribœ
transacting individuals [ribœ lenders and borrowers], those who
witness ribœ transactions, and those who register ribœ com-
merce. The Messenger (r) said, “They are all accessories.”194

How should Allah’s (Â) committed servants go about cor-
recting this psychological-cum-financial abomination? should they
lobby the characters at the peak of the financial pyramid, who are
milking the masses of their hard-earned wealth, and who are
“touched by the devil” as the Qur’an so frankly states? These
satanic characters have spent at least 300 years exploiting, as much
as possible, the populations of the world in an economic form of
warfare that kills slowly. should the Muslims, who read and under-
stand this candid Qur’an, go up to them in their established world
order and try to convince them of the right of poor people not to
be exploited? Are they the type that will listen to what Allah (Â)
is saying, through the agency of principled Muslims? only a person
lacking intelligence and common sense could believe that such an
approach will work. It turns out that “Muslims” who share rituals
with the ummah share nothing else. our super-rich ribœ competi-
tors are busy indulging in the lifestyles of these usurers. They have
been won over to the satanic touch. It is left up to those of us who
scan and study this Qur’an to take this task upon ourselves. No one
is going to help us except Allah (Â) and the helpers of His cause.

This outlandish devil-may-care psychology that characterizes
people of ribœ is best exemplified by Euro-American societies. There
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truly is a “trickle down” effect in capitalist societies, and it is not
the money that trickles down; it is the “attitude” that trickles from
the models, icons, and “stars” who are molded in the image of the
ribœ-eating captains of industry and finance. Materialistic civiliza-
tion’s industrial and technological products are probably unsur-
passed, but so is their price: weapons of mass destruction, world
wars, chemical and biological warfare, neurotic flare-ups, and social
insecurity. When love and care in society are no longer around,
hate and war will abound. 

What is Euro-American materialistic civilization worth if it
stands for a financial deity, a monetary divinity, and a golden God?
The West is none more Christian or Jewish than anyone under the
influence of the devil. The œya∆ above makes it clear that the ribœ
power-elite is a satanic pack. They break Allah’s (Â) laws, they
break the laws of nature, and they break any law in their way to col-
lect as much money as they can by any means necessary. After all
these long years of having it their way everyone is faced with the
results of letting this ribœ-driven power-elite get away with breaking
moral codes and legal procedures. Now the consequences of their
ungodly acts are haunting humanity. people, all together, have to
address this trend, and do what they can to reverse its conse-
quences: global warming, acid rain, ozone depletion, and environ-
mental disaster. In their drive for profit and the accumulation of
material wealth, they have poisoned the very air people breathe.

When they built their industrial complexes they were not con-
cerned about anyone’s health. They would sink their polluting fac-
tories in the residential areas of the poor and hungry people, while
they themselves would go and live in a place where nature was still
unspoiled. But in the meantime, after plucking all ethical consider-
ations out of their hearts and out of public discourse, they proceed-
ed with creating more and more problems for the rest of humanity.
Now we have to deal with such problems as what to do with exces-
sive garbage, how to dispose of hazardous waste, and how to count-
er the effects of the damage done to our environment. Without any
consideration for their fellow human beings, these people gratu-
itously accumulated extravagant wealth — much of it coming from
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their heinous ribœ practices — destroying in the process the purity of
our oceans and seas, and our fresh-water lakes and rivers. 

since the industrial revolution that catapulted ribœ-practicing
businessmen into becoming the instruments of shay†œn, human
beings and human society have been subordinated to technological
considerations.195 priority has been given to improving the func-
tions of machines but not to improving the performance of man.
Disease, starvation, flood, and drought have been concentrated in
the impoverished parts of the world. Who can say that today there
is less disease, starvation, floods, and droughts in Africa, Asia, and
latin America than there was before this Euro-American industri-
al revolution impacted these areas?

Colossal strides in science and industrial technology on ribœ
terms have inundated the world with a new range of catastrophes
and crises: the pollution of land, sea, and air; the appalling long-
term effects of insufficiently tested medicines; ecological crises
caused by the indiscriminate use of certain pesticides and industri-
al solvents; poisonous industrial discharge on a massive scale; hor-
rifying chemical explosions; and alarming levels of radiation. These
are a few of the new problems that come with placing money before
man and “ribœ-divines” before Allah (Â).

In the world of Euro-American ribœ civilization, what is the
nature of society? Are there calm individuals, comfortable families,
and composed societies? on the contrary, ribœ principles have
begotten neurotic individuals, disintegrating families, and unstable
societies. The materialism and technological prosperity, which are
the watershed achievements of this Euro-American ribœ lifestyle,
have not relieved man of stress, depression, and uncertainty.
rather, the bottom-line human being is just about as miserable and
pitiful as a human can get. 

A Qur’anic human being looks around in this wretched soci-
ety of the West and finds that there are many human junkies who
are waiting by the hour for their weekend, so that they can “go out,”
party, and have a “good time.” Depression, a feeling of overwhelm-
ing sadness, is claiming more and more victims. Beyond the expe-
rience of sadness after a loss, clinical depression is prolonged and
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disproportionate to its cause. possible manifestations include an
inability to feel pleasure, loss of appetite, weight loss or weight gain,
excessive guilt, diminished ability to concentrate, a sense of hope-
lessness, lethargy, insomnia, suicidal thoughts, and persistent
headaches. In this mad materialistic ribœ-induced culture, chronic
and severe depression can lead to psychosis and suicide. Depression
has become a serious health problem; an estimated 5% of
Americans are severely depressed. 

Making money, ribœ-style, has produced a generation that is
crazy about styles, fashions, models, and whatever is “in vogue.”
Teenagers, in the absence of scriptural role models and direction
from heaven, have become hypnotized by the latest fashion show
and what a particular celebrity wore to the latest party or awards
ceremony. Many an individual in this ribœ-possessed Western socie-
ty finds satisfaction in deviant human behavior. Homosexuality,
pedophilia, transvestism, and sadomasochism are only a few of the
sexual perversions that have become common, even acceptable,
and are often assisted by the fact that some sectors of this wholly
amoral society profit from them.196

It is inevitable that the citizens and constituents, the ribœ
slaves and tax payers, and the voters and consumers in this materi-
alistic society seek escapist alternatives to the unpleasant realities of
living in a society built for the profit of a tiny class of usurious prof-
iteers. They want to escape the harsh realities of a 9am–5pm work
day that offers minimal salaries and few other rewards, while creat-
ing ever-increasing wealth for their unknown bosses. They want out,
and if they cannot find any way out in the real world, they look for
it in their dreams, their fantasies, and their imaginations. They even
try to run away from their own selves, because these selves are
beholden and bound by the ribœ game. Humans who do not have
their roots in scripture and their ambitions in heaven are bound to
end up seeking some kind of relief from the usurious gods who are
busy lording over the wretched of the earth. some even conclude
that the only way out is to take their own lives.

Today’s business executive who seems to have nothing to do
with this “mess” is the modern and sophisticated variant of the
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money traders, money merchants, and money exchangers of
ancient times, who also practiced less complex forms of ribœ.
Today’s economic systems have evolved from those ancient trans-
actions, and for many generations there seemed to be no need to
scrutinize them separately. In terms of academic work and theory,
economics was just a subdivision of the disciplines of law, philoso-
phy, or politics. 

only in the 18th century, after Islamic civilization left its
impact on Europe, did thinkers start to consider economics as a sep-
arate system of ideas. In 1758, francois Quesnay (1694–1774),
leader of the physiocrats — a group of french philosophers who
were the first to call themselves economists — published his pio-
neering work Tableaux Economiques.197 In it, he argued that land is
the source of all wealth, and that therefore agriculture, fishing, and
mining are the only productive occupations. Manufacturing,
according to the physiocrats, does not create wealth; it merely
transforms or redistributes the output of the productive class.

This elementary economic theory was taken up by Adam
smith, the scotsman often called the “father of economics.” In An
Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (1776) —
one of the most influential books in the West — smith gave a
coherent explanation of the way economic systems are thought to
work, laying the foundations for what became known as “classical
economics.” smith disagreed with the physiocratic view that
wealth lies in the land and can never be created. He declared that
it is labor that creates wealth, and that the value of a product is
largely determined by the amount of work put into it. 

But labor is not an effort in a vacuum. labor involves human
contact, human cooperation, human relations, and human coordi-
nation. However the jungle approach to labor, as expounded by
these capitalist theorists, eliminated any integration or expression
of the moral element of labor. These economists did not speak or
write about moral labor, or ethical production. And why should
they? Their concern, like those of virtually everybody else, was on
making money and increasing profits. so, for example, they said
that a lumberjack adds value to trees by felling and sawing them;
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the carpenter buys the wood and resells it at a higher price, adding
value by crafting it into furniture. 

smith’s model of a free-enterprise economy is often summa-
rized in a familiar phrase coined by the physiocrats: laissez faire,
french for “leave [merchants] to do [as they please].” This phrase has
become the touchstone of modern, free-market economics. In all
this talk about the virtues of market forces and mechanisms, how-
ever, no one was remembering Allah’s (Â) admonition: ribœ is
behind all this fantasy world of wishing for unbounded wealth.
laissez-faire capitalism, with its accelerated technical and econom-
ic development, funded the industrial revolution that began in
Britain in the second half of the 18th century. The traditional
agrarian economy was replaced by one emphasizing machinery and
manufacturing, made possible through ribœ priorities that prompted
advances such as the steam engine. This transferred the balance of
political power from the slower-paced and less ribœ-possessed
landowners to the quintessential ribœ-minded industrial capitalists.
Along this ribœ course of modernity came the urban working class.
from 1830 to the early 20th century, this ribœ revolution spread
throughout Europe and the us, and to Japan and the various colo-
nial territories, where cheap labor became another contributor to
this satanic obsession.

Adam smith, in the best tradition of ribœ, argued for a free-
enterprise, competitive market economy, with as little government
interference as possible. left alone, he said, a “natural” economic
order always asserts itself to ensure the efficient allocation of
resources. He went on to say, in effect, that every individual will act
in order to make a profit, mainly by producing goods that other
people want to buy. Greed or pushing up prices, he said, merely
stimulates competition, inspiring others to enter the market with
cheaper goods, leading to a natural redistribution of wealth. And
although smith deplored monopolies, cartels, import tariffs, and
other ways of distorting or preventing the operation of the free mar-
ket, he was trapped by his own logic. on one hand he wanted a free
market but on the other hand he did not want this “freedom” in the
market to evolve into some powerful fraternity’s exclusive control
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or possession of commodities, products, and resources, which in less
than two centuries they have become. 

What is more, the theory continues, when each individual is
left to act in his or her own interest, he or she ends up helping every-
body else. That is like saying, “let the thief steal the farm and he
will help the haymaker!” smith’s rationale is that small increases in
individual wealth add up to a general increase in the wealth of the
community; or, as he put it, every man is led by “an invisible hand”
to promote an end that is not part of his intention. It is quite strik-
ing that smith uses the phrase invisible hand and that Allah (Â)
uses the phrase “the touch of Satan.” It is also interesting to note
how Allah (Â) goes directly to the problem: ribœ. smith and his
kind, on the other hand, try to avoid this issue as much as possible. 

smith’s version of an economic order has brought forth the
rampant capitalism of today’s ill-proportioned and asymmetric
world. Centuries of institutionalizing ribœ economies and disestab-
lishing ßadaqa∆ have given birth to a world of double-talk: ribœ has
become “interest” and ßadaqa∆ has become a tip or even a bakhshøsh.
The capitalist creature born in the jungle of hard-hitting and high-
pressure freedom has been let loose on the world. 

Muslims, beware! your economic absence from the market for
the past few centuries has made it possible for the world to teeter
today on the abyss of financial catastrophe. Humanity is being
coached by ribœ-loving masters who have come up with capitalism,
central banking, Marxism, totalitarianism, urbanization, market
forces, mass production, macroeconomics, trade cycles, economet-
rics, monetarism, global economics, socialism, post-industrial soci-
ety, affluent society, consumerism, and other theories and practices,
which have only created new problems and exacerbated others in
ways that tolerate no partial solutions. None of these economic
approaches is meant to serve the well-being of man, or to secure his
standard of living, or to guarantee a source of livelihood for all.
They were all meant to increase the margin of profits for the few on
the top and to increase the burden of debt on the many at the bot-
tom. And if that means ruining hundreds of millions of people,
redrawing the world’s map, dislocating populations, and provoking
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all-out wars, so be it. These are the effects of those who are under
the spell of satan. for Allah (Â) has spoken the truth, with all the
justice therein, when He says, “Those who satiate themselves
with usury take up a position similar to those who are under the
spell of Satan.”

This satanic spell includes the World Bank, which was founded
in 1945 for the ostensible purpose of helping to finance reconstruc-
tion after World War II. one cannot disagree with the stated objec-
tive; and the wording is deliberately phrased in a way that is
acceptable to the average person. The masters of the system will not
openly proclaim that the World Bank uses money borrowed on the
international market with the mechanism of ribœ to foster debt pro-
files for “development projects” in the poorest countries of the world. 

The International Monetary fund (IMf), a sister institution
of the World Bank, lends money on the basis of ribœ to “help” solve
short-term national balance-of-payments difficulties, especially in
those countries that have resources to be stolen, budgets to be
raped, and cheap labor to be exploited. These countries are paint-
ed into corners and in effect coerced to borrow money on terms
that are virtually impossible to meet, thus permanently overbur-
dened with ever-increasing debt and dependency. All this is done,
of course, in the name of “restructuring weak national economies.”
The sweet words of satan always conceal his venom and malice.

The organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment (oECD) is an intergovernmental organization made up of
the world’s most advanced ribœ-lending structures.198 Members of the
oECD seek ways to work together in harassing and persecuting the
poverty-stricken and barely surviving countries of the world. The
organization of petroleum Exporting Countries (opEC) is a com-
mittee of major oil-producing countries; it is used to set prices and
production levels to suit the usurious industrial nations that are
vulnerable to variations in the price of oil — such as any suggestion
that petroleum should be priced at its true value. The Group of
Eight (G8) comprises the world’s most advanced industrial coun-
tries: Canada, france, Germany, Italy, Japan, russia, the united
Kingdom, and the united states. This is a cartel of ribœ-centered
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industrialized countries whose ministers and heads of state meet
regularly to make sure that the international ribœ system continues
to work without interruptions or surprises. If the potential for Islam
to challenge this system is not permanently on their agenda, it can
only be because the Islamic movement has not asserted the
Qur’anic condemnation of ribœ as forcefully as it needs to be.

During the days of Allah’s Messenger (r), the pro-ribœ elitists
expressed opposition to any regulations that sought to outlaw ribœ.
They said there is no justification for banning ribœ while legitimiz-
ing trade, “For they say, ‘Buying and selling is like ribœ’ — the
while Allah has made buying and selling lawful and ribœ unlaw-
ful” (2:275).

The argument of these influential ribœ elitists centered around
a superficial similarity that links ribœ with trade: that they both gen-
erate gains and profits. This is sophistry designed to mislead people.
The fact is that trade is a commercial activity that is subject to
“gains and losses.” Trade is coupled with a person’s talent, skill,
experience, and the circumstances surrounding the transaction, all
of which affect the final deal. But ribœ is no such thing; it is a fixed
and guaranteed “profit” that goes along with repaying borrowed
loans. This is the main difference between the two, and it is what
makes buying and selling ˙alœl, and ribœ or usury ˙arœm.

Every cash advance, credit, investment fund, loan, or tempo-
rary provision of money that stipulates a secure and guaranteed
return exceeding the original borrowed amount is tantamount to a
ribœ arrangement, and is ˙arœm. such mechanisms should be
banned from all commercial and fiscal agreements and arrange-
ments. “Allah has made buying and selling legal, and [He] made
ribœ illegal.” Any way one looks at it, free and fair trade is benefi-
cial, while ribœ is harmful. The way Allah (Â) dealt with the pre-
ponderance of ribœ in society remains a start-up procedure for all
Muslims looking to reconstruct an equitable economy that is part
of a more representative body politic.

“Henceforth, whoever becomes aware of his Sustainer’s
warning, and thereupon refrains [from usury], may keep his past
gains, and it will be for Allah to judge him.” This œya∆ makes
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clear that no retroactive payments are required. Whoever may have
made money through ribœ up to this time is not expected to give
away all his money, and to start from scratch. He is, however,
expected to abstain immediately from all such illegal ribœ dealings.
As for that tainted financial past, it is Allah (Â) who will deter-
mine the consequences. This means that the past ribœ is in Allah’s
(Â) balance. It is left to Allah’s (Â) will and mercy. This is a ther-
apeutic way to have such characters break from the evil of ribœ and
become endeared to Allah (Â). “But as for those who return [to
ribœ], they are destined for the fire.”

The Qur’an is forward-looking. It counsels people to quit and
discontinue the shameful practice of usury. And if they do not
renounce and cease this ribœ activity they will go to an enduring
fire, not because they made a little bit of extra money, but because
their ribœ dealings led to the kind of generational oppression and
class inequality that could only be reversed by wars of liberation,
consuming countless lives and resources. If they really want to
make more money, if what concerns them is wealth and fortune,
then they should be giving ßadaqa∆, for the return on investment
with Allah (Â) is greater than any on earth. for those who turn
down this offer from Allah (Â) is a warning, 

Allah terminates usurious gains and He multiplies
ßadaqa∆ with manifold increase. And Allah does not
love anyone who is stubbornly ungrateful and persists
in his sinful methods (2:276).

once again this is a reference to individuals and societies that
are up to their necks in usury. A prime example of this is the united
states. With all the affluence and wealth in its ribœ banks, and the
opportunities they seemingly offer, in reality American culture has
become a cesspit of social problems, immorality, and crime. To par-
aphrase, “It’s not the economy, stupid; it’s the culture.” America is
a country of spiritual famine in the land of plenty. America has
more wealth, health, comfort, and “freedom” than ever, but it also
ranks highest among modern societies for isolation, social alien-
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ation, and familial dysfunction. Americans now have air-condi-
tioning, which was not widely available in the 1960s; Americans
are living longer, and they say they have more liberty. But
Americans are also considerably more likely to be clinically
depressed. American ribœ culture has made the media coarser, the
sexual fixations more public and more intense, its materialistic
excesses more widespread, and its individualism unmatched
throughout the world.

poverty, racial tension, and drugs are sapping the potential of
the new generation. These vices are unmistakably the hallmarks of
a society that has shed its moral character and has descended to the
level of a materialistic, ribœ-driven rat race in which the vast major-
ity of people are bound to be losers. In this society without morals,
one vice leads to another; for example teen pregnancies often begin
when judgment is impaired by alcohol. The underlying philosophy
is: if you are free and unrestrained in making as much tainted
money as you want, you are also free and unrestrained to seek as
much sensual pleasure as you want, regardless of the consequences
for yourself and others around you. since the “sexual revolution” in
the 1960s, America has experienced a rage of social hormones, and
the parallel decline of what used to be regarded as a bond between
husband and wife. America is the archetypal example of the fact
that wealth does not guarantee well-being. The growing gap
between rich and poor is destroying American society and culture.
parallel to America’s bouts with economic recessions are America’s
bouts with social recession, in which decency and community
cooperation have broken down even further. 

Money may, in some circumstances of poverty and need, be a
catalyst to happiness. This is the money of ßadaqa∆. But endless
wealth and fantastic incomes may be catalysts for new types of dis-
content. Western materialistic society is trapping itself. first it
muzzled its faith, then it dismissed its friends, and now it has limit-
ed its funds to its upper class, and as a result of all this it no longer
knows how to be genuinely happy. 

Why the super-rich and the ribœ business tycoons, with all their
disproportionate wealth, prefer to remain away from the public eye
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is understandable. There is always a deeply embedded tension,
fueled by envy and resentment on the one hand, and guilt and fear
on the other, between people who have and people who do not.
When their eyes meet, the nonverbal communication is deafening.
so, to avoid feeling any pangs of conscience, the ribœ types simply
disappear and remain, by and large, anonymous. But why do neigh-
bors billions of dollars down the totem pole, sharing a struggle for
survival, not know each other? This common ignorance extends the
life of those usurious dealers who dread the eventuality of being dis-
covered by the poor, and of them turning their attention in unison
to the ribœ lords’ billions. “And Allah does not love anyone who is
stubbornly ungrateful and persists in his sinful ways.”

people ask Muslims, “What do you want?” These œyœt are an
important partial answer to that question. Muslims want a greed-
free psychology, a usury-free society, and a ribœ-free world. The way
to achieve this is not by blowing up banks, detestable though they
are. The first step is for Muslims to point out the evils of usury; then
they must identify usurious bankers and businessmen, and finally
they must win over the minds and hearts of the public who are
being fleeced and robbed by the prevailing usurious system. This
might begin to happen when the respected Muslim scholars replace
lectures on irrelevant, peripheral issues with principled attacks
against the shameful systems and institutions dominating their
societies. only when a maximum of 10% of khu†ba∆s discuss private
issues such as how Muslims should dress and perform their person-
al religious rituals, and the rest address collective social issues such
as the cruel, exploitative ribœ-based systems imposed on their soci-
eties, will the Muslims be able to make the necessary transforma-
tional changes for a more stable and secure world.

The Islamic Alternative to Ribœ-Based Cultures
standing against the ribœ-ridden social order that shapes the
Western-dominated world today, is the Islamic society, culture, and
civilization of ßalœ∆, zakœ∆, and ßadaqa∆. It is the society that stands
for extending moral character into all financial affairs,
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Indeed, those who are faithfully secure in their commit-
ment [to Allah] and demonstrate their virtue [by deed],
and have made ßalœ∆ the standard [of life], and [institu-
tionalized] the dispersion of growing wealth [zakœ∆],
they shall have their reward with their Sustainer, and
no fear need they have, and neither shall they grieve
(2:277).

In this thought-provoking œya∆, Allah (Â) is speaking to the self-
privileged segment of people in society who are defined by their
inviolable commitment to Allah (Â) and their commitment to
good works in Allah’s (Â) cause. These are the types who qualify
to reorient society, its norms, and its priorities because they are able
to make the effects of ßalœ∆ felt in public life. Íalœ∆ is no longer a
private issue, whose meanings are whispered or softly spoken in a
corner of some masjid; instead, the meanings of ßalœ∆, reflected in
the character qualities of al-ladhøna œman¥, come to the fore, grant-
ing the substance of ßalœ∆ a public understanding and turning it into
a determinant of public opinion in an Islamic society. That is why
Allah (Â) frequently speaks of ßalœ∆ becoming an anchor of the
community. The task facing these committed and active Muslims is
to actually realize the values expressed in ßalœ∆, and ensure the
implementation of the principles of the œyœt, which Muslims
repeatedly vocalize during ßalœ∆. Without this societal element, the
ßalœ∆ amounts to nothing more than a personal ritual. 

so often in the Qur’an, the reference to ßalœ∆ is linked with a
reference to zakœ∆; and zakœ∆ too is not meant in the limited, per-
sonal meaning to which many Muslims today confine it. Thus it is
not simply an act of charity to be performed by individual Muslims
as and when they consider appropriate. Œtawu al-zakœ∆ indicates
that Muslims are required to institutionalize the circulation and
redistribution of their surplus wealth and assets. of course this needs
the right attitude, a sense of altruistic commitment, but it also
requires the establishment of a consistent and systematic institu-
tional framework to realize the full meaning and intent of zakœ∆.
only thus can zakœ∆ fulfill its role as the Islamic value system that
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will replace the monopolistic, materialistic, and selfish system of the
ribœ-based capitalist elites. In this new Islamic society ribœ will not
exist, indeed will not be required because people will genuinely care
for each other. It is clear, however, in light of this œya∆, that the true
meaning and purposes of zakœ∆ are no longer to be found among
Muslims today. of course, there are those who religiously pay one-
fortieth (2.5%) of their savings for good causes, and feel assured that
they have fulfilled the zakœ∆ requirement of Islam. They have not.
At a purely personal level they may have satisfied their consciences,
and demonstrated their willingness to make the material sacrifices
demanded by zakœ∆, but they have not institutionalized the circula-
tion of resources that is essential if zakœ∆ is to be a permanent and
palpable feature of Islamic social and economic order. 

The reality, therefore, is that both ßalœ∆ and zakœ∆ have
become disestablished and deinstitutionalized. Juxtaposed with this
is the fact that liberalism and ribœ occupy the positions that ßalœ∆
and zakœ∆ are supposed to occupy. This is equally true in countries
where ßalœ∆ and zakœ∆ once existed as they were meant to, and in
societies where ßalœ∆ and zakœ∆ were never the norms. 

our current Muslim generation has inherited this mess. What
is worse, our generation no longer has a sense of society the way it
ought to be, and is, by and large, perfectly happy with the partial
understandings of ßalœ∆ and zakœ∆ as being personal acts of piety and
charity, without any well-established and regulated impact on
social realities. While Muslims may believe they fulfill the mean-
ings of this œya∆, the facts of the societies in which they live prove
otherwise. Muslims go through the motions of ßalœ∆, but their ßalœ∆
makes no difference to their lives and the societies in which they
live. They continue to be shaped by forces incompatible to the
principles they voice in their ßalœ∆. similarly, there are Muslims
who delude themselves into thinking they have fulfilled the obliga-
tion of zakœ∆ even though the whole economic and financial sys-
tems around them are ribœ-centered and ribœ-defined. people who are
in need of money may obtain some or all of the money they need,
but only after signing on to an agreement that binds them into a
ribœ relationship. people in ribœ society cannot feel secure. Those
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who have extra money invest in ribœ holdings or yields. They con-
tribute to the problem and not to the solution. Even many enter-
prises, franchises, and commercial activities cannot get off the
ground because of ribœ loans or ribœ commitments of one sort or
another. This ribœ financial cycle, which polarizes and pits the rich
against the poor, is so prevalent that not even the Muslims who are
reading this Qur’an are able to break loose of it, and implement an
alternative financial system that is independent of the globalized
ribœ around today. Indeed, some of these Muslims are so deeply
mired in this ribœ culture that they accuse those who reject ribœ and
try to obey the Qur’anic œyœt on this issue as being old-fashioned,
out-of-date, or anti-modern.

Accurate figures are hard to come by, but it is not unlikely
that the petroleum-exporting countries in predominantly Muslim
lands have around one trillion dollars deposited in ribœ financial
interests (banks, stock exchanges, broker trading in shares or
bonds, “insurance interests,” etc.). If they were to discipline them-
selves as required by this œya∆, and institutionalize the dispersion of
this wealth, yu’t¥na al-zakœ∆, this would mean at least $25 billion a
year would go to people in need. And this amount is speaking only
of assets that incur a 2.5% zakœ∆ payment. But then what about the
agricultural and natural resources that incur remittances of 5%,
10%, or even 20%? If these are added, the original $25 billion could
grow up to tenfold, in which case a minimum of $250 billion of
Muslim wealth could be circulated every year for the benefit of the
most needy in society. 

In other words, if this œya∆ was understood and followed as it
should be, there would today be $250 billion each year coming out
of the coffers of the well-to-do and going directly to those in need.
In strictly financial terms, Muslims are about $250 billion in deficit
each year toward those who are needy, or are around $250 billion
short of living up to the standards of this and other similar œyœt in
the Qur’an. In the lifetime of the average generation, the shortfall
reaches into the tens of trillions of dollars. There is enough money
here to put an end to poverty if it was properly used. But not only
are Muslim Qœr¥ns — contemporary rockefellers — withholding
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their wealth from others who are poor, they are placing this wealth
in the ribœ financial institutions of kœfirs and enemies of Islam,
where it is used against the interests of both Muslims and the
oppressed and deprived of the world. And yet many of these
Muslim Qœr¥ns come across as being “God-fearing” Muslims by
going through the motions of ßalœ∆, appearing to be generous bene-
factors of Islamic institutions, and otherwise maintaining the image
of a traditional, cultural, pious Muslim. 

It is not an exaggeration to say that the zakœ∆ Muslims should
pay each year would be enough to pay off all the debts of the poor
Muslims, which is a legitimate use of zakœ∆ monies. But the lack of
zakœ∆ as an individual discipline, as a social norm, as well as its
absence as a collective community responsibility with an estab-
lished institution, has rendered the world’s Muslims totally unable
to take care of their own. Thus they have become easy prey for
exploitation by the ribœ sharks of the dominant West. 

What is required for those who are faithfully committed to
Allah (Â), those who do what is right and good, those who are
able to make the ßalœ∆ the standard of life, and those who can
restore zakœ∆ to its proper role in society, is to eliminate the ribœ sys-
tem from Muslim societies and to evict the ribœ executives from
their offices of exploitation. This is the only thing that can free the
majority of people in the world from their “irreversible” debts, lia-
bilities, arrears, insolvencies, bankruptcies, and moratoriums under
which they live a life dominated not by what they owe to Allah
(Â), but by their debts to money-deities. If this can be done, then
those Muslims who establish it, “…shall have their reward with
their Sustainer, and no fear need they have, and neither shall
they grieve.”

The genuine love and brotherly care that motivates these
groundbreaking Muslims should be protected by acquired power on
the level of social organization. If there is no power in this formula
then genuine love and brotherly care will remain “hopes and wish-
es” for the poor and the oppressed. And Islamic duty must not dis-
sipate into hopes and wishes. The prophet (r) understood this,
which is why he accepted a position of power and responsibility in
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Madinah. It is when Muslims obtain power that the threatened
interests of the jœhilø status quo become determined to inflict harm
upon this new Islamic reality. They want the Muslims to fear an
uncertain future and to feel sorrow for a nostalgic past without
turning those feelings into action. These ribœ antagonists are pre-
empted by Allah’s (Â) advice to the emotionally rich Muslims
who now know that they also have to be at the helm of their own
affairs, “…they [these pioneering muslims] shall have their com-
pensation with their Sustainer, and no fear need they have, and
neither shall they feel sorry.”

These words from heaven are meant to spare men hell on
earth. Everyone who is reading this Qur’an is expected to know
what he is reading. In these œyœt, Allah (Â) wants enslaved men
to understand that ribœ is offensive, not only in a moral sense, but
in the sense of being an act of aggression, enmity, and war. should
men wait until this war breaks out to discover what Allah (Â) is
telling them here, or should they heed His words, take preemptive
measures, and spare themselves a war that Allah (Â) Himself will
declare against the ribœ-promoters on earth?

Allah (Â) Declares War on usurers and Their Pundits

o you who are faithfully secure in your commitment
[to Allah]! Remain on guard in relation to Allah’s
[power], and give up all outstanding gains from usury,
if you are [indeed] committed [to Allah]; for if you do
not, then know that you are at war with Allah and His
Apostle. But if you repent, then you shall be entitled
to [the return of] your principal; you will do no wrong,
and neither will you be wronged (2:278–279).

people, even if they are otherwise steeped in their duties to Allah
(Â), may fall under the spell of worldly powers. When these world-
ly powers, such as the ignocracy of Arabia then and the usurocracy
of globalization now, flex their muscles some Muslims are either
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impressed, intimidated, or otherwise influenced by the powers that
be. from the windfall profiteers in Arabia to the capitalist elites in
America, there is something artificially awe-inspiring about them,
and Allah (Â) knows this. He knows that those who are listening
closely to Allah (Â) are, by and large, vulnerable, weak, and
exposed. so He warns them to take on the super-rich, with their
super-markets and super-powers, “…remain alert to the possible
danger that comes from Allah’s power.”

When people take on the ribœ class they are opposing the
whole military and political structure that protects these money
manufacturers. This is the most appropriate time to remind the
poor “underclass” to be conscious and perceptive of Allah’s (Â)
power. What is the task that brings into sharp focus this issue of
power? for he who is genuinely and actively committed to Allah
(Â), it is to “…give up all outstanding gains from usury.” That
is the bottom line. The profits, gains, and dividends that accrue
from usury have to be terminated. This is indeed a hard task
because a ribœ big-wig, who is making millions of dollars a year in
usury alone and hoarding it in secret, will not bow in a servile man-
ner to this advice from heaven. In all probability he will mobilize
all his resources to protect and extend his lucrative financial
empire, to the extent of using military force if necessary and possi-
ble. This is how much of the West’s foreign policy today can be
explained. But of course these elites stay behind the scenes,
employing political frontmen to argue that these wars for ribœ are in
fact to “protect freedom and enhance democracy.” The legitimizing
rhetoric used by united states government officials, who are elect-
ed to protect and preserve the ribœ way of life when they send their
military into the four corners of the earth, is familiar, even ubiqui-
tous. But few doubt that their actions have more to do with
expanding their profits than anything altruistic. 

The words of the Qur’an are inviting these ribœ souls to do
what is right and be received by Allah (Â). In doing that the œyœt
tell them to let bygones be bygones. There will be no confiscation
of their wealth and property because of their past ribœ history. It is
declared that ribœ is no longer an acceptable practice, and that from
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now on they shall be given the right to choose between two mon-
etary paradigms: ribœ or zakœ∆. Whatever ribœ activities they were
involved in are referred to Allah (Â). But now that Allah’s (Â)
shari‘ah has become the law of the land they should desist from ribœ
dealings altogether. There is no need, at this time of constructing
an Islamic social and political reality, as well as personal and psy-
chological realities, to dig up the tainted past. And insofar as
Muslims are public about promoting a just and equitable social
order, how can a fair-minded Islamic executive authority tell a
usury big-shot that he has to account for his ribœ transactions in a
court of law when the anti-ribœ laws were not on the books yet?
Indeed Islam is not about making a little bit of money while at the
same time sacrificing social cohesion and harmony between the
rich and the poor. Islam and its sincere disciples are not in the busi-
ness of taking revenge and reacting to the past, as much as they are
interested in wiping the slate clean, cooperating with like-minded
people, and looking toward a better future. 

It is important to note that a commitment to Allah (Â)
(ømœn) is contingent upon forgoing all ribœ affairs. This means that
a commitment to Allah (Â) is not real unless it can produce
results. In this context the concrete results should be the cessation
of all ribœ revenues and yields. And there should be no power that
interferes with this ømœn-in-action because Allah (Â) has invoked
His power, “…remain vigilant concerning Allah’s power.” This
eradication of ribœ is not a governmental piece of legislation; it is
advice and guidance from Allah (Â). And the payoff is over-
whelming, “…they shall have their recompense with their
Sustainer, they will not fear and they will not grieve.”

But what if everyone who is reading and listening to Allah
(Â) is short on doing what has to be done? What if they fail to put
a conclusive end to ribœ? Then Allah (Â) tells them what will
happen, “Know that you are at war with Allah and His Apostle.”
What could possibly be worse than being told that your action put
you in a position of enmity with Allah (Â) and His prophet (r)?
No Muslim can possibly countenance such a thing, and the only
way out of it is to put an end to ribœ. people have no choice in this
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matter: either they continue to have ribœ involvements and place
themselves in a war with Allah (Â), or they cease ribœ undertak-
ings and establish their peace with Allah (Â). 

some of the information about this œya∆ indicates that when
it was revealed — and it was one of the last œyœt to be revealed —
the prophet (r) instructed his governor in Makkah to wage war
against the constituents of al-Mughøra∆ if they did not desist and
refrain from their ribœ dealings. He also declared in his opening
address to the people of Makkah, on the day it was liberated, that
he was invalidating all prior jœhilø ribœ transactions, and that he
would begin with his uncle al-‘Abbœs. He thus wrote off all the debt
many people owed, even after they became Muslims. 

The Islamic order as supervised by the prophet (r) was being
built in stages. The ideological fervor of the few who endured the
harshest challenges gave way to a political consolidation of alle-
giance between the Makkan exiles and their Madinan supporters.
This translated into a military power base in Madinah that made it
possible for Islamic ethics to be established as law. once this was
done the Muslims were able to turn their moral and military powers
together against the greedy ribœ tycoons. In his speech to the people
of Makkah, who had resisted the prophet (r) for over two decades,
on that day of liberation, he said, “All the usury of jœhiløya∆ is unloaded
down below my two feet. The first to be unloaded by me is the usury of
al-‘Abbœs.”199 He did not order any of this jœhilø ribœ to be paid back. 

The responsibility of an Islamic leader is to ensure that his
society progresses in such a way as to render, in the near future, any
usurious activities illegal and punishable. No one should be fooled
by usurious bankers hiding behind beards or attending congrega-
tional meetings, or by going to Makkah and Madinah more fre-
quently than other Muslims. recall that Ab¥ Bakr declared war on
Muslims who were apparently doing everything right, except that
they did not want to be part of a financial discipline that would
translate into regular zakœ∆ disbursements. It is clear that Muslims
who want to relieve themselves of their financial obligations have
taken their first step out of an Islamic cooperative order.
Withholding money is equivalent to withholding fraternal caring
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and love; at which point the whole Islamic order begins to unrav-
el. The test of the Islamic quality of society is in the presence or
absence of systemic financial mechanisms enabling the rich to give
regularly to the poor. 

And when Allah (Â) wages war on a society it does not
mean that this war will be a military war. This war will target the
social and economic fabric of the usurious society. It will erode
nerves and wear away hearts. It will decrease the baraka∆ to such an
extent that, despite all possessions, they will feel they cannot have
enough. Happiness and other emotions experienced when in a state
of well-being will come under neurotic siege. usurious societies will
come into conflict with other usurious societies. Quarrels, discord,
dissension, and self-centered struggles will ensue. Class-conscious-
ness will prevail. fear and uncertainty will be widespread. All this
will eventually lead to military hostilities and turf wars. Big busi-
ness will begin to gobble up small businesses. some corporations
will merge with others. 

But the cadence will be one: the world, because it is shaped
by these usury lords, shall become their plantation. And wars are
a means toward that end. Companies and industries are tools that
serve this ribœ globalization process. Governments and populations
are used and discarded as the occasion warrants. It is only when
the usury kings seek the spoils that the great mass of people suffer
wars and destruction. In this type of world, characterized by mad
ribœ quests, all moral values and scriptural references become irrel-
evant. Human lust and self-gratification become the norm.
Humanity is eaten away from the inside before it is torpedoed from
the outside. And all the while the usury masters are making more
and more profits.

Almost 150 million people have died in major wars around
the world since the money-changers in al-Quds (Jerusalem) were
not denied their illegitimate usurious profits and gains, at the time
of the persecution of Jesus (a). And more than 100 million of
those deaths occurred in the past century after the international
banking system managed to whip up the first World War
(1914–1918) and end the last vestiges of the Islamic political sys-
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tem, represented by the ottoman state. Even taking into account
the huge population growth in this past century, war deaths have
been calculated to have jumped from 3.2 deaths per 1,000 popula-
tion, at the beginning of usurious Europe’s clashes with the
ottoman state, to 44.4 per thousand in the last century.

from the time of ‘Øså (a) to the time Islam entered
Constantinople (Istanbul) there were about 3.7 million deaths due
to war. In the century after that, the 16th, there were 1.6 million
deaths, and in the 17th century there were 6 million war deaths. In
the 18th century alone the war fatalities reached 7 million, then
jumped to 19.4 million in the 19th century, and then they sky-
rocketed to 111 million in the 20th century.200 And if the occupa-
tion and extermination by the European colonial powers, and lately
their American heir, of the native populations of Africa, the
Americas, the Middle East, and Asia are included, the death toll
over the past 400 years could well exceed 360 million.

Taking a closer look at these wars while keeping an eye on the
countries where ribœ began to flourish at the same time these wars
were claiming more and more casualties, consider the following
death tolls,

1. peasants’ War, Germany (1524–1525), 175,000;
2. Dutch Independence War (1568–1609), 177,000;
3. The Thirty-years’ War, Europe (1618–1648), 4 million;
4. The War of spanish succession (1701–1714), 1.25 million;
5. The seven year War, Europe (1756–1763), 1.36 million;
6. The french revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, Europe

(1792–1815), 4.90 million;
7. The Crimean War (1854–1856), 772,000;
8. The us Civil War (1861–1865), 1.1 million;
9. The franco-prussian War (1870–1871), 250,000;

10. The spanish-American War (1898), 200,000;
11. World War I (1914–1918), 26 million; and
12. World War II (1939–1945), 53.55 million.201

In light of the information we have from both scripture and our
own appraisal of the social and political life around, is it a coinci-
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dence that this heavy toll of casualties comes from within societies
that are plagued by usury? But then Allah (Â) has declared war on
the usury class that goes to war to exploit other continents and pop-
ulations; in which case there can only be one winner. 

“But if you [the usury class] repent, then you shall be enti-
tled to [the return of] your principal; you will do no wrong, and
neither will you be wronged.” Would anyone expect the usury-
eaters to heed this advice? They will only come to terms with their
excesses and mistakes when they know there is an Islamic power
that will not compromise on this issue. That is what came to pass
during the days of a ribœ-free society when Allah’s prophet (r)
finally was able to abolish ribœ. There may be no other time in his-
tory when the profiteering ribœ merchants voluntarily gave up their
scheming and moneymaking operations. The œyœt give these indi-
viduals the right to hold on to their capital, but not to use this cap-
ital in usurious ways. 

They may, however, use their money in other profitable ways
that do not burden people with their greed, and ways that do not
secure a return on their money at the expense of those who are in
need of it. They can lend their money to others on non-usurious
terms mutually acceptable to both parties. Capital-intensive com-
panies may also offer shares in the open market that will equally
translate into common and mutual dispersion of gains and losses.
financial institutions may solicit money from anyone and then
invest this money within fair and equitable market operations, pro-
vided that the revenues or losses are equally distributed to all who
are involved in such ventures. The important stipulation is that no-
one should be guaranteed a fixed profit as this means that someone
is being shielded from inherent transactional and investment risks.
some technical rules, which are currently beyond the scope of this
work, may differentiate between ribœ and service fees charged by
certain financial institutions. such technicalities will need to be
worked out as a ribœ-free system emerges and takes shape. suffice it
to say, categorically and emphatically, that the world today needs
another economic and financial system, and that this new system
has to be ribœ-free.
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How the Islamic Society Handles Personal Debt
Continuing this discussion of the nature and impact of usury, the
moral instructions of the Qur’an proceed to advocate that a person
who is experiencing difficulties because of the burden of debt, and
the repayment of this debt, should not have that burden increased
by the demand that he repay more than he borrowed. This is when
morality counts. At this difficult moment in a person’s life the
moral quality of scriptural Muslims should present itself. If the
moral standard of a Muslim lender does not permit him to write off
some of this debt because of the adverse conditions that the bor-
rower is in, then he should happily extend the time period to pay
back his debt, and do so without demanding additional repayments
for the concession.

If, however, [the debtor] is in difficult times, [grant
him] a delay until a time of convenience; and it would
be for your own good, if you but knew it, to remit [the
whole debt] by way of generosity (2:280).

This demonstrates the difference between the two opposite
psychologies: the psychology of ribœ and the psychology of zakœ∆
and ßadaqa∆. In the former, a poor man who owes money is
pounced on by the ribœ establishment and its handlers to pay ever-
increasing amounts to the extravagantly rich; and if he cannot, he
is persecuted by the authorities rather than assisted by them. If the
debtors are a population, a country, or a region of the world, and
cannot maintain the extortionate repayments demanded of them,
they are forced to transfer ownership or rights to whatever few
resources they have to the transnational ribœ corporations. The
impact, immediate and long-term, on the poor and needy debtors
is of no concern to the ribœ-minded. In the psychology of zakœ∆ and
ßadaqa∆, on the other hand, if the poor in debt are in difficulty,
they are given ample time to try to pay, and the creditors are
encouraged by Allah (Â) to forgive the debts, “…and it would be
for your own good, if you but knew it, to put off [the entire
debt] by way of magnanimity.”
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These words of Allah (Â) Himself are routinely dismissed by
ribœ mountebanks who do not wish to see anything that would dis-
tract them from the ever-mounting profits and wealth. These com-
passionate, soothing words will never be acknowledged by hard
core usury moguls. These words are meant for people of con-
science, but the ribœ rousers have long since parted from their con-
science. They have become the predators of society, making as
much money as they can out of other peoples’ efforts, regardless of
the misery and difficulties it causes. Many of the debtors are forced
to borrow money out of need, necessity, want, and desperation.
And the ribœ beasts are there waiting to lend their money only to
“credit-worthy,” people who have the potential to make ever-
mounting repayments for the rest of their lives. These ribœ dealers
roam the globe, raking in billions and trillions of dollars, pounds,
or francs, without so much as a squeak of protest. They sit in their
executive office suites on handmade furniture, legitimized by the
“values” and institutions of economic theory, and protected by the
political authorities, the courts, the judicial systems, and the law-
enforcement agencies. 

In many cases there are close relationships between these ribœ
moguls and state authorities, so state policies, particularly foreign,
economic, and trade policy, are directly or indirectly formulated by
the need to increase the opportunities and profits for these ribœ
elites. The entire institutional structures of these ribœ-based soci-
eties serve to provide shelter for these human predators who feed
off human misery and hardships. These are the true criminals,
although they appear to be the epitome of respectability in their
three-piece suits, polished shoes, and smiling faces. synagogues
accommodate them, churches welcome them, and masjids are
oblivious to them. Allah (Â) does not want this parasitic class of
people to exist. He wants to replace them with people who will pro-
vide resources to those in need in an entirely different manner,
with utterly different motivations.

In a moral society, a person who cannot pay back a debt does
not become the target of the social order around him, as if he com-
mitted a crime. He borrowed some money for some good reason,
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usually under pressure of need, and could not pay it back despite his
best efforts; should this be sufficient to criminalize him? Why are
there laws to incriminate people who with good intentions and
despite the best efforts could not pay their debt back? And then
where is the rest of society? When a person falls under the burden of
debt, should not a community support network assist those in hard-
ship and in need? Where are the synagogues, the churches, and the
masjids at these critical times? Why can rabbis, priests, and imams
not see beyond a person who is weighted down with debt, and iden-
tify the true criminals who treat such people with contempt? 

This is a reflection of the moral quality of a society. What is a
society worth when it cannot help one of its own who is going
under? In a society where ßalœ∆ radiates with its meanings and stan-
dards and where zakœ∆ causes money to circulate through pre-
scribed channels, its members are supposed to be protected from
being hunted by ribœ pursuers. “The ßadaqa∆s given for the sake
of Allah are [meant] only for the poor and the needy… and [for]
those who are overburdened with debts…” (9:60). These debts
were spent on good causes, to support a family, to build a home or
to buy one, etc. These are not debts that accumulate because of
gambling or any other foul activity. 

Then Allah (Â) caps this lesson with another reminder of
the accounting that awaits all human beings,

And be on your guard concerning the Day on which
you shall be taken back to Allah, upon which every
human being shall be repaid in full for what he has
earned, and none shall be treated unjustly (2:281).

This Day means much to those who are attached to Allah (Â).
They live in constant awareness of that awesome Day to come.
They take every measure possible to see that they will meet Allah
(Â) with a clear conscience, a tender heart, and a proven social
record. This same Day means nothing to the moneymaking moguls
of ribœ. They do not even want to be reminded of such “nonsense.”
They deal with this problem the same way they deal with every
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other: with a budget, allocated to preoccupy everyone’s attention
with anything that will distract from this eventuality. on that Day
everyone will realize that worldly profits were nothing, and the
financial criminals will be held accountable for their scheming in
this world. These sponsors of transnational ribœ monopolies and
investments will come face to face with the power of Allah (Â) on
that Day, “…when every human being shall be requited in full for
what he has garnered, and none shall be done any wrong.” No
accountant will be able to cook the books on that Day, no lawyers
will find arcane and extraordinary legal justifications to justify the
patently unjust. It is the individual’s personal judge that always
reminds him of Allah’s (Â) power presence; all he does in this
world with be held accountable when Allah’s (Â) register is flung
open on that Day of return.

These œyœt are the final and conclusive guidelines from above
on ribœ. According to some sources, œya∆ 281 was the last œya∆ of
the Qur’an to be revealed. some say it was revealed nine days
before the prophet (r) died, others say it was revealed seven days
before he died, and still others that it was three days before he died.
some even suggest it was just three hours before his death. Another
narrative reports that it was in fact revealed 31 days before he
died.202 such an inconsistency in the precise timing of an event is
not unusual in the books of Hadith and søra∆, and is not of great
concern. Whatever the exact truth, it is certainly the case that œyœt
relating to this crucial issue were being revealed up to the last days
of the prophet’s (r) life and mission.

returning to the larger picture of ribœ as it developed through-
out 23 years of a momentous and expanding scriptural reality, it
appears that ribœ was, during the time the Qur’an was revealed, a
well-established financial and social institution. And, in keeping
with human nature, its vulnerabilities, and its potential, the
Qur’anic instructions in weakening and countermanding this mali-
cious ribœ program took four incremental steps. The first was in
Makkah, and the other three were in Madinah. 

In Makkah, Allah (Â) imparted the following œya∆, “And
[remember], whatever you may give out in usury so that it might
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increase through [other] people’s possessions will bring [you] no
increase in the sight of Allah…” (30:39) This œya∆ is not an out-
right condemnation and prohibition of usury. However, it is implic-
itly critical of usury and falls only just short of condemning it and
forbidding it. Then the œyœt revealed in Madinah address the
“Jewish” practice of indulging in prohibited usury, and how these
Jews disobeyed Allah (Â), 

So, then, for the wickedness committed by those who
followed the Jewish faith, did We deny to them certain
of the good things of life which [aforetime] had been
allowed to them; and [We did this] for their having so
often turned away from the path of Allah, and [for]
their taking usury although it had been forbidden to
them, and their wrongful devouring of other people’s
possessions. And for those from among them who
[continue to] deny the truth We have readied grievous
suffering (4:160–161).

This œya∆ put the Muslims on notice. from it and œya∆ 30:39, that
ribœ was being presented as a blameworthy and censurable activity
was patently obvious. still, however, there was no outright ban and
the practice continued to persist in the shadows.

Then an œya∆ was sent down about compounded usury, a
heinous practice of pre-Islamic societies, “o you who are confi-
dent in your commitment to Allah! Do not gorge yourselves on
usury, multiplying and re-multiplying it…” (3:130). This œya∆ is
a clear prohibition of continuously compounded usury, and taken
in conjunction with the preceding two expressions of disapproval
of usury, it became increasingly clear to the nascent Muslim com-
munity that ribœ was to be avoided by any means if at all possible.
Then, finally, came the definitive statement about the interdiction
of usury from all financial activities as discussed in detail above, “o
you who are committed to Allah! Remain on guard concerning
Allah’s [power], and give up all outstanding gains from usury, if
you are [in fact] committed [to Allah]” (2:278).
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This step-by-step approach to criminalizing usury has to be
taken into consideration now that the living world is similar to the
one that witnessed the first social transformation from a ribœ-based
economy to a zakœ∆-based economy. In the process of outlawing
usury the Muslims were gaining power and building their own
state. When they gained enough power and when they had enough
of a state, they finally put an end to usury. But while they were
building up to that “legal” eventuality, other moral and social
instructions had to be pronounced so that, in the conscience and
the mind of the Muslim public, usury would become morally dis-
tasteful. This is what distinguishes an Islamic political and social
order: its government is an extension of its people’s individual and
collective consciences. There are no laws in an Islamic state that
do not fit the Islamic sense of right and wrong. so if present-day
Muslims are to resuscitate this process as ras¥l-Allah (r) began it
— and we have no other choice if he is, as we always say, our best
example — they have to explain the hateful character of usury and
its consequences. Muslim minds and hearts should understand
what Allah (Â) is explaining in this context. They must not sim-
ply read the Qur’an with their tongues, or its beautiful œyœt, with-
out understanding its essential meanings. There has to be a
stage-by-stage dismantling of ribœ psychology, then ribœ theories
and education, then ribœ promotions and ads, and then ribœ in its
last bastions, the banks and financial institutions, must be
declared an illegal and illegitimate activity. obviously, none of
this can be done effectively without a power base, a government,
and a popular opinion that will be solidly in support of the legal
measures once they are enacted and implemented.

Here is a brief recapitulation of the damaging and offensive
nature of ribœ:

1. Ribœ accustoms its practitioners to being parasites who live off
the hard work of others. Ribœ users rake in a fixed and guaran-
teed portion of the money that laboring people acquire as they
use their time and talent in legitimate agricultural, industrial,
and trading activities. Ribœ leeches on the efforts of medical
professionals, law specialists, engineers, skilled labor, and all
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the other committed and serious jobs people do. This effec-
tively makes these ribœ barons the parasites of society. Ribœ is
also a gain without a value reciprocity: when a capitalist takes
usury he gives nothing in exchange for it.

2. Ribœ generates envy and resentment in society’s lower classes.
It also contributes to class-consciousness and class-polariza-
tion. Animosity sets in and community consciousness, solidar-
ity, and cooperation decline. In societies with advanced
symptoms of ribœ manipulation, people are judged only by
their wealth rather then by other qualities. Ribœ is a silent
killer. It gradually puts people and moneys out of circulation.
The underclasses become the financial slaves of the ribœ-con-
suming elite class.

3. Ribœ breaks the human ties that bind people together. In a ribœ-
manic society no one cares for the poor. The systematic and
meaningful redistribution of wealth to ensure that those who
are in need are provided for is not a feature of a society con-
trolled by ribœ operations. 

4. Ribœ on the grand scale destroys human values and it brings
forth acrid feelings that plague human inter-societal relations.
on a personal level ribœ devastates the individual and family
as it leads them to bankruptcy and financial deprivation. The
transfer of lands and businesses from hard-working farmers,
traders, and small businessmen to the ribœ class, because they
are unable to meet the burden of ribœ obligations on them, is
a commonplace feature of modern economics. These assets are
often then sold to other small entrepreneurs, who borrow
money on a ribœ basis to make the purchase, only for the same
cycle to begin again. 

suffice it to say that usury (ribœ) is illegal, period. We Muslims must
begin to organize our social and political life in a direction that
leads to terminating all ribœ activities in our societies. This can only
be achieved when Muslims acquire power, in the framework of an
Islamic state whose policies and institutions reflect the consciences
of the Muslim people. 
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But what happens, meanwhile, when a person obtains a loan
and is unable to pay it back? The answer is definitely not to over-
charge this debt-burdened person via ribœ impositions by telling
him he has more time to pay back his debt but will have to pay
more money in exchange for more time. The solution here is to
defer payment until such time as he is able to repay it. Along with
this the lender is encouraged by Allah (Â) to write off the debt.
This is the practical and advantageous expression of brotherhood
and social welfare, 

If however, [the debtor] is in difficult financial circum-
stances, [grant him] a postponement until a time of
relief; as this would be for your own good, if you but
knew it, to put off [the debt entirely] by way of gen-
erosity (2:280).

This is a radical change from the materialistic society that has
no mercy at all for people in debt. In ribœ capitalism, if a person
cannot repay his debt he goes under, he is socially ruined, and in
some cases may even be imprisoned. But in an Islamic society,
where brotherhood is a fact of life and not just some notion that is
encountered once a week in a religious service, genuine care is
expressed at such unsettling times. When a poor person cannot pay
back his debt he is given a time extension so that he can bring his
accounts back to balance, and the debt itself should be seriously
considered for a write-off. This is the stark difference between a
close-knit Islamic society, in which there are heartfelt and honor-
able feelings that flow across class lines and other partitions in soci-
ety, and ribœ societies, in which the rich people have no qualms
about milking the poor person of his last dollar.

What human purpose is served in the capitalist society, where
ribœ is the financial backbone, to go after the small guy and force
him to pay what he owes? Everyone knows that many of these small
guys are unable to pay off their debts. Would it not cement a bond
between the money-giver and the money-taker to have the debt, or
at least some of it, cancelled? And if relief is not going to come from
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the lender, there should be, in a truly Islamic society, channels of
zakœ∆ that may be used to defray the debt. 

The concluding remarks about ribœ go straight to a person’s
sense of taqwå — that pulse of Allah’s (Â) power presence on
earth — and the mind’s focus on the eventual Day of return,

And be on guard concerning the Day on which you
shall be brought back to Allah, whereupon every
human being shall be repaid in full for what he has
earned, and none shall be wronged (2:281).

This œya∆ can only have an effect on people whose expectations
look forward to the inevitable future, rather than being fixed
entirely in their present lives in this transient world. Taqwå is the
intense awareness in the human heart of Allah’s (Â) power and
presence. It is this taqwå that acts as an internal government in
everyone’s self. It is by virtue of this taqwå that Islamic laws are not
only imposed by a government, but also enforced by the heart. In
the absence of this taqwå, an Islamic government becomes a shell
without a core. 

A debt cannot be written off without this taqwå; a govern-
ment that is on the side of the small guy cannot sustain this role
without this taqwå. The strength of an Islamic government comes
from the collective taqwå that binds everyone in a moment of
awareness of common humility and dependence vis-à-vis Allah’s
(Â) omnipotence. Islam is a condition of the heart that becomes
a discipline in society. And between the heart’s condition and soci-
ety’s discipline is to be found an extended state of mercy and com-
passion. In this emotional and ethical climate, one can feel that he
is honored by Allah (Â). otherwise, humanity would find itself
imprisoned as in today’s stony-hearted and uncharitable world, in
which man turns against God, then turns against society, and then
against himself. 
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legislation Governing loan Agreements

• (2:282) o you who are secure in your commitment to
Allah! Whenever you transact a debt for a stated term, set
it down in writing. And let a scribe write it down equitably
between you; and no scribe shall refuse to write as Allah
has taught him: thus shall he write. And let him who con-
tracts the debt dictate; and let him be conscious of Allah
[and His power presence], his Sustainer, and not weaken
anything of his undertaking. And if he who contracts the
debt is weak of mind or body, or is not able to dictate him-
self, then let him who watches over his interests dictate
equitably. And call upon two of your men to act as witness-
es; if two men are not available, then [call upon] a man and
two women from among such as are acceptable to you as
witnesses, so that if one of them should make a mistake, the
other could remind her. And the witnesses must not refuse
[to give evidence] whenever they are called upon. And be
not loath to write down every contractual provision, be it
small or great, together with the time at which it falls due;
this is more equitable in the sight of Allah, more reliable as
evidence, and more likely to prevent you from having
doubts [later]. If, however, [the transaction] concerns ready
merchandise which you transfer directly unto one another,
you will incur no sin if you do not write it down. And have
witnesses whenever you trade with one another, but neither
scribe nor witness must suffer harm; for if you do [them
harm], behold, it will be sinful conduct on your part. And
remain conscious of Allah’s [power presence], since it is
Allah who teaches you [herewith]; and Allah has full
knowledge of everything. 

• (2:283) And if you are on a journey and cannot find a
scribe, pledges [may be taken] in hand; but if you trust one
another, then let him who is trusted fulfill his trust, and let
him be conscious of Allah [and His power presence], his
Sustainer. And do not conceal what you have witnessed,
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for, verily, he who conceals it is sinful at heart; and Allah
has full knowledge of all that you do. 

• (2:284) unto Allah belongs all that is in the heavens and
all that is on earth. And whether you bring into the open
what is in your minds or conceal it, Allah will call you to
account for it; and then He will forgive whom He wills, and
will chastise whom He wills. For Allah has the power to
will anything (al-Baqarah:282–284).

These concluding œyœt follow those that detailed the values and
ideas about ßadaqa∆ and ribœ. These œyœt provide guidance on issues
of debt, business, and mortgage (a conditional conveyance of prop-
erty or assets as a security for the repayment of a loan). In the pre-
vious lesson Allah (Â) has forbidden ribœ transactions in any form.
Here Allah (Â) moves the muttaqø Islamic society to deal with
debt as a friendly, ribœ-free loan.

In these œyœt, Allah (Â) details the advantages and unifying
features of monetary generosity (infœq or nafaqa∆), along with
reminders of the brutality and callousness of ribœ. This is encour-
agement for Muslims to extend “interest-free” loans, qar∂ ˙asan,
and to postpone debts when necessary. In these œyœt Allah (Â)
teaches the Islamic vanguard how to regulate its commercial
behavior by writing things down, by having witnesses, and by mort-
gaging (pledging something as security). understood throughout
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the course of these lessons is that money should be invested
through commercial and market activities. And if money is loaned
to those in need, it should be done with a human sense of concern
so as to express mutual support and cooperation. The three main
channels of money mutual funds in a cooperative Islamic ummah
are infœq, ßadaqa∆, and qar∂ ˙asan.

This œya∆, which is the longest in the Qur’an, provides a firm
ethical and moral framework for the management of commercial
standards and remunerative behavior. It indicates that commodi-
ties may be sold under a commitment to pay later or gradually in
installments. But measures are taken to secure this process. This
œya∆ also serves to encourage those who do have money to be more
forthcoming with those who do not have money. It is interesting to
note that the longest œya∆ of the Qur’an addresses financial issues.
This should be a clear reply to those who, under their religious
veneer, prefer to steer clear of money matters and financial discus-
sions, or to those who claim Islam is a spiritual matter that has lit-
tle to say about economic and monetary issues. 

This œya∆ plunges deep into the world of collateral, restrictive
practices, monetarism, letters of credit, promissory notes, and eco-
nomical use of resources. It provides a complete answer to Muslims
who try to present Islam as a religion of strict austerity, poverty, and
social withdrawal. This œya∆, along with the œyœt before and after it,
are intimately concerned with the organizing and regulating of
human financial conduct, showing Muslims how economic and fis-
cal rights are preserved. They coach our commercial instincts and
adjust our market mentality. All of this is certainly an indicator that
Islam is a døn concerned with work and labor. By understanding
these œyœt Muslims should conclude that Allah (Â) wants them to
earn, and become prosperous; but He wants them to do this through
˙alal pursuits and lawful methods. In a hadith recounted by Imam
A˙mad and al-̌ abarœnø, Allah’s prophet (r) is reported to have
said, “The best thing [to have] is a good man who has good wealth.”203

The general atmosphere fostered by these œyœt is one in which
moneyed Muslims spend for the sake of the public interest, when
all means and methods of usury are expunged from society. This
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makes the Muslim ummah a people who express their affection for
the poor not only in verbal sermons inside the masjids, but also in
fiscal spending within society. These trade guidelines and business
directives mold a Muslim social reality that disapproves of oppor-
tunism and idle moneymaking, and objects strongly to injustice in
commercial activities. True, there are some œyœt in the Qur’an that
criticize materialism and the love of money. But these œyœt have to
be read in context. They condemn moneymaking obsessions and
enslavement to wealth accumulation that cause men to lose sight
of Allah (Â) and the last Day. This type of money-man becomes
unwilling to spend money; he becomes small-minded and cheap.
His is no longer a psychology nurtured by the Qur’an but a temper
marred by the love of life and the craving for money. Two œyœt,
which allude to this mentality are,

Your worldly goods and your children are but a trial
and a temptation, whereas with Allah there is a
tremendous reward (64:15).

Know [o men] that the life of this world is but a play
and a passing delight, and a beautiful show, and [the
cause of] your boastful vying with one another, and [of
your] greed for more and more riches and children. Its
parable is that of [life-giving] rain; the herbage which it
causes to grow delights the tillers of the soil, but then it
withers, and you can see it turn yellow, and in the end
it crumbles into dust. But [the abiding truth of man’s
condition will become fully apparent] in the life to
come: [either] suffering severe, or Allah’s forgiveness,
and His goodly acceptance. For the life of this world is
nothing but an enjoyment of self-delusion (57:20).

A hadith puts it this way, “Miserable is the minion of the dønœr and
miserable is the minion of the dirham.”204

“o you who are secure in your commitment to Allah!
Whenever you transact a debt for a stated term, set it down in
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writing.” Debt is the act of individuals, companies, and govern-
ments who borrow money. In today’s ribœ-regulated society usury is
invariably payable on this debt. This usury may be at fixed rates, or
at floating rates, or at rates linked to a price index.205 Companies
with large debts are highly geared or highly leveraged, and face finan-
cial difficulties if their profits fall or usury rates rise. Many less-
developed countries have had difficulty in “servicing” their debts,
and ribœ lenders in recent years have had to “roll over,” or extend,
the duration of loans beyond the period originally agreed, or write
off some of the debt altogether. Individuals in debt because of con-
sumer credit, or mortgages on their homes, also face difficulties if
usury rates rise, or if their incomes fall because of unemployment.

All this ribœ-defined debt, is from an Islamic point of view,
totally unacceptable. The sweeping principle here by the words of
the Creator is that there can be no interest or ribœ on borrowed
money. The words of the Creator also lay down that such transac-
tions must be written down. This is as mandatory as ßalœ∆.
Whenever there is a particular time period agreed for the repay-
ment of borrowed money, it too must be entered in writing. “And
let a penman write it down equitably between you…” This state-
ment designates that a third party be involved in registering the
debt, rather than leaving it to the discretion of either of the two
parties involved. This serves to secure a degree of impartiality, and
is intended to encourage both parties to consider the debt fairly and
evenhandedly. The writer is ordered to record the debt without
favoring either party over the other. 

This direct command from Allah (Â) to those who have the
knowledge and skill to record this debt in writing is intended to
ensure that it is done in all cases; the œya∆ goes on to instruct the
scribe to record the debt without hesitation or reservation, “And
no composer shall refuse to write as Allah has taught him: thus
shall he write.” up to this point, the legal procedure for men to
make a record of any debt transaction — money going from a
lender to a borrower, to be repaid after an agreed upon period of
time — has been established by Allah (Â). from here the œyœt
explain how this “registration of debt” should be done,
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And let him who contracts the debt dictate, and let him
be conscious of Allah [and His power presence], his
Sustainer; and he should not devalue anything of his
task. And if he who contracts the debt is weak of mind
or body, or is not able to dictate himself, then let him who
watches over his interests dictate evenhandedly (2:282).

The borrower or the recipient of the money (debtor) is the
one who is charged by Allah (Â) to acknowledge to the scribe
affirmation of the debt, its amount, any terms involved, and its
duration. By giving the debtor the responsibility of specifying the
conditions, Allah (Â) is precluding a dictatorial scenario that
could have develop had the lender been placed in this position.
lenders may want to increase the debt, or change the terms in their
own favor. In this dynamic, the needy borrower may feel vulnera-
ble and under pressure to accept unreasonable terms. Moreover, if
the borrower is responsible for informing the scribe of the terms of
the loan, he cannot then later claim not to have been aware of
them. Allah (Â) tells the borrower not to omit or ignore anything
relevant. But if the borrower is feebleminded in the sense that he is
not able to manage his financial and administrative affairs, or if he
is infirm because he is underaged or mentally incompetent, or if he
is incapable of speaking or comprehending basic arithmetic, or if he
has some debilitating disease such as Alzheimer’s,206 or if he is oth-
erwise physically or mentally disqualified, then his guardian should
provide the terms and details of the loan, justly and fairly. Equitably
in the œya∆ means justice. Justice is emphasized because the
guardian may be tempted, because the burden of debt is not his
own, to be careless or unduly liberal in speaking for the borrower.
The œya∆ clearly provides total protection for the rights and posi-
tion of the borrower, as well as the integrity of the process of record-
ing the terms of the loan. 

It is also stated that the loan term, the duration after which
the borrowed money is to be returned, should be explicitly speci-
fied. It cannot be defined by vague phrases such as “the loan is due
when the next snowfall occurs.” This is an indefinite or seasonal
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time period; the terms of the loan must be specific: the day, the
month, and the year. Words, equally comprehensible to both sides,
must be employed, and all possible ambiguity avoided. 

The person who writes and registers the debt is, in a sense, to
act like a judge. He has to be as unprejudiced as possible. According
to this œya∆, he cannot refuse to record the debt if he is called upon
to do so. should he be paid for this? some scholars say no, others
that it is permissible. As there is no clear ban on it, we can say that
only specific conditions and circumstances may determine whether
such a person is paid or not. 

Then Allah (Â) moves on to another significant aspect of
debt control and management, 

And call upon two of your men to act as witnesses; and
if two men are not available, then a man and two
women from among such as are acceptable to you as
witnesses, so that if one of them should make a mis-
take, the other can remind her (2:282).

The clearly established fact here is that a written debt requires two
witnesses, who must be acceptable to both parties. This can be
interpreted to mean that these witnesses have no criminal record,
or are well-known in the community for their good character. It
can also mean the lender and the debtor are satisfied with both wit-
nesses. If there are circumstances that preclude having two male
witnesses, Allah (Â) has endorsed the use of women as witnesses.
Men in particular addressed because with all other things being
equal in an Islamic society, it is men who are usually involved in
these types of affairs. This does not mean that women are exclud-
ed; nor does it suggest that women and men are unequal. The fact
that is often overlooked or misunderstood is that in an equitable
Islamic society, women do not have to work for a living, nor can
they be so constrained by the state or any other earthly authority;
they are not expected to be the breadwinners for their families. 

sadly, many women have been drawn into the hustle and bus-
tle of the Western lifestyle. But one question is repeatedly asked by
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feminists and others who want to judge the Qur’an against Western
society,207 in which women have managed to enter and occupy high
positions in the commercial world, the marketplace, and the busi-
ness sector, but in the process have had to disregard or discount
their femininity and injure their self-worth as women. This ques-
tion will not go away as long as Western society is the presumed
yardstick against which the Qur’an is measured, and as long as
Muslims are not an umma∆ that understands and lives the Qur’an.
The question is: why are two women required to substitute for one
man? And even though the text clearly answers the question,
detractors against Islam still carry on about it. The answer given is,
“…so that if one of them should make a mistake, the other can
fortify her [testimony].” This answer was not contrived or invent-
ed by a macho ‘alim or a chauvinistic scholar. It is clearly there in
the œya∆ of the Qur’an. 

But the question that immediately comes to mind here is: why
would a woman be potentially prone to making a mistake in this
context? one of the answers to that is inexperience. In a society
that is ordered according to Islamic norms, women are not general-
ly concerned with the financial and economic affairs of society.
Even in today’s capitalist ribœ-dominated society, there are numerous
details and terms that are not familiar to many women, and men for
that matter, even though women say they are on “somewhat” of an
equal par with men. Does the average woman in today’s “liberated”
Western society qualify to become a witness to loan transactions,
financial deals, and economic activity when she has to encounter
the following terms, be familiar with them, understand their mean-
ings, and know the implications of each? Could ordinary women, or
men, step forward and volunteer the meanings of the following
terms: arbitrage, asset stripping, bear, black economy, blue chip,
bull, cartel, collateral, conglomerate, consolidation, consols, con-
sortium, dawn raid, loan stock, deflation, discount rate, Dow Jones
Index, common stock, floating, futures, gilts, gross domestic prod-
uct, gross national product, intangible, letter of credit, minimum
lending rate, monetarism, mutual fund, nominal value, portfolio,
preferred stock, promissory note, recession, reflation, restrictive
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practices, revaluation, rights issue, securities, the snake, stagfla-
tion, stock split, supply-side, tontine, treasury bill, underwriter, val-
orize, and white knight? If these terms were used nowadays and
witnesses were required to read a document that uses several of
these terms, then how can a witness be “equitable” and fair as the
Qur’an states if he or she is not conversant with these terms on a
routine basis? 

The question can also be addressed in terms of differences in
attitudes and attributes between men and women. According to a
Gallup poll, Americans — not Muslims — believe women are more
emotional, affectionate, talkative, patient, and creative than their
menfolk. Men, on the other hand, are more aggressive, courageous,
ambitious, and easygoing than the women in their lives.208 Even
after all the propaganda and policies that went into trying to make
carbon copies of the sexes in the past century throughout America,
Americans have little difficulty associating specific personality
characteristics with one gender or the other, despite social pressures
in today’s society to view men and women equally. A 10-year study
at the university of California found that children gravitate toward
specific chores. Girls still prefer the cooking and cleaning; boys do
garbage and yard work.209

The fact that men and women are different is self-evident;
acknowledging this is not to give more or less equality to men or to
women. If, for argument’s sake, it was said that, in the general and
natural constitution of the sexes, an average man can lift 100 pounds,
then this does not mean that every man is able to lift 100 pounds. It
only means that on the average a man is able to pick up 100 pounds.
But this statement is not universal; and therefore it does not apply
to women. Hence if it does not apply to women it does not mean
that women are less equal than men. If it were further supposed that
two women are required to raise 100 pounds, it cannot be conclud-
ed that two women are equal to one man. Beginning and sustaining
physical activity is a complex process influenced by several environ-
mental, social, physiological, and psychological factors. But differ-
ences between the sexes are clear. A study by statistics Canada
(2001) says “Women face more obstacles,”
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• Women with children have a lot of trouble starting and stick-
ing to exercise programs.

• Women are unlikely to hit the gym if they are overweight,
probably because of the undue emphasis society places on
their looks.210

Besides these different tendencies and inclinations that dis-
tinguish the sexes as men and women to varying degrees and which
may interfere in an activity that requires concentration and atten-
tiveness, there is another specific monthly experience which is par-
ticular to women and not men, and that is premenstrual syndrome
(pMs). This is diagnosed as a variety of physical and psychological
symptoms which occur before the start of a woman’s monthly
menses. premenstrual syndrome is a condition in which a variety of
symptoms, including nervousness, irritability, emotional upset,
depression, headaches, tissue swelling, and breast tenderness, may
occur during the 7–14 days before a menstrual period begins.211

Witnesses are required to focus their attention on a business
affair, a commercial transaction, and a debt document. But how can
this be done when a woman during one or two weeks in a month is
feeling agitated, sometimes angry, other times depressed, or maybe
irritated? she may also go through mood swings and sometimes be
extremely nervous. At times she may feel confused; at other times
she may experience difficulty concentrating; and it is not unheard
of for some women to go through forgetfulness or even memory
loss. What is most important in the context of a woman witnessing
a business transaction concerning a loan or a debt is the general
mental frailty that a woman experiences during this monthly
stretch of time.  

All of these emotional changes should be taken into consid-
eration when calling on witnesses. And that is what this precise
Qur’an does when it says, “…so that if one of them should make
a mistake [due to symptoms that are female-specific], the other
could remind her.” raising such questions is in any case unneces-
sary; the ruling is given in the Qur’an and that is all we need to
know on the subject.
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In relation to the kind of world we live in, some further com-
mentary on this topic is necessary. like it or not, the socio-econom-
ic and political frame of reference that everything is measured
against, even in the minds of some committed Muslims, is the
Western neo-liberal capitalist model. And in this model, the pistol-
packing, hi-energy, quick-witted (and quick-tempered), type A
male is the archetype to be emulated. Within this paradigm, people
are judged not according to their close relationship with Allah
(Â), but according to their individual economic value, as defined
by the volume of one male’s “production” relative to the desires of
those who run the system. There is no complementarity between
the genders, only competition between those who can prove them-
selves more viable in the workplace or who can run over more peo-
ple on their way to the top. In this sense, both genders are “equal,”
but only insofar as they are cogs in a wheel, teeth on a gear, or
automatons in a factory. They are measured according to how fast
they can run in the corporate rat race. Capitalism, built upon
rugged individualism, has destroyed individuality, especially
between the two genders. 

The entire system is based on the workplace, and all are
defined by it; to be sure there are other activities — family, recre-
ation, volunteer work, entertainment, etc. — but these are all
peripheral. Capitalism is highly one-dimensional and androcentric;
thus all who are part of the system and want to advance in it, even
women, are expected to exhibit male characteristics. And as the
basis of the system is finance and the unrestrained accumulation of
wealth and lifestyle, a jœhilø male characteristic, people are judged
not only by how much they can produce and earn, but also by their
individual savvy in ascending the corporate ladder and navigating
the system. Business leaders, corporate executives, and celebrities —
athletes and entertainers — all who make a lot of money, are well
respected; even those who make it into government are more
respected if they come from a business background as opposed to
from a social advocacy position.  

Certainly, in this type of environment, professional women —
medical doctors, attorneys, engineers, scientists, professors, business
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executives, government bureaucrats — can offer testimony on par
with male professionals and experts; however what has happened to
society in this frame of reference? Is it not composed of a bunch of
disparate and disjointed pieces that have trouble getting together,
outside of the sphere of business, to cooperatively do something that
has transformational value? In America, most peoples’ relationships
are a byproduct of the places they work in, not of the communities
they live in. part of the reason is that women, who have an essential
civilizational presence in building communities, are busy propping
up the male-dominated workplace. A good portion of Americans do
not even know their neighbors; how can they possibly build a cohe-
sive, stable, and secure society by only concentrating on one aspect
of it, and by committing the majority of its citizens, male and female
alike, to this aspect alone: the economy? such a state of affairs only
serves the interest of a few soulless, unscrupulous robber barons who
will simply move on to another society after they have destroyed the
one they are currently destabilizing. Because of this imbalance,
Western society along with its economy is on the edge; and Muslims,
especially, should be all too aware that no other social unit can be
judged with this as a reference point.

Those women who are looking from the outside at this corpo-
rate running wheel and who may even secretly pine for it — house-
wives, homemakers, stay-at-home moms, even part-time professors
and teachers — are routinely cheapened because they apparently
“produce nothing.” Even the feminists who claim to respect and
enjoin motherhood only approve of it after a woman has proved her-
self in the workplace, or in other words, has successfully imitated a
man in the hyper-masculine corporate environment. Again, in a
very limited sense, there is “equality” only because women have the
“freedom” to be men, not to be women and be respected for it.
Women — and men — who have shown an inability to support
themselves because of harsh circumstances or debilitation are con-
sidered to be lazy, parasitic, immigrants, or are marginalized by
statements such as “they do not have the same values we do.” 

In capitalism, there can never be any true equality because
the responsibilities peculiar to women have never been respected,
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and thereby their specific rights have never been guaranteed.
Women have the right not to work if they do not want to: has any
capitalist society ever guaranteed this right? And they will never
guarantee this right because the ribœ leaches want to squeeze as
much cheap labor as they can out of every living human being —
man, woman, child, and even baby, if they could. The day that
women were forced into the workplace became a perpetual wind-
fall boon for these corporate ribœ sharks. Everyone knows that
women, especially those who are the breadwinners of single-parent
families, remain “loyal” to their employers even under the spectre
of sexual harassment, lower wages, and preferential gender-specif-
ic promotions. To force women into the workplace, thereby down-
grading society by several notches and compromising their
essential humanity, in exchange for the assumed pleasure of offer-
ing “equal” testimony with men in all matters is nonsense and the
worst kind of trade-off. Allah’s prophet (r) knew it then, and
Muslims of conscience today, both male and female, ought to
know better today.

Then Allah’s (Â) words delineate how justice is integrated
into the process, “And the witnesses must not refuse [to give evi-
dence] whenever they are called upon.” This is to say that bear-
ing witness to truth is a necessity and a duty. No one can be exempt
from it if he is called upon. This should never be considered a vol-
untary act, as it is a means of establishing justice and equity; nor is
this a favor that anyone does to someone else.

Allah (Â) stipulates that there is no exemption to recording
a debt. some individuals may make excuses and say the debt is triv-
ial and it would be a waste of time and effort to go through the for-
malities of recording it in writing. others may say that the parties
involved are close friends or relatives, or that it would be embar-
rassing to record a debt when it can be settled by a handshake or a
gentleman’s agreement. But Allah (Â) says, 

And do not look down on writing every contractual
provision, be it small or great, together with the time
at which it falls due; this is more equitable in the sight
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of Allah, more reliable as evidence, and more likely to
prevent you from having doubts [later] (2:282).

The first sentence exposes the psychology that is at work here.
some people think that writing down the debt may be more trou-
ble than the debt itself. But Allah (Â) says that writing it down
ensures justice and so serves a purpose. In case of a disagreement,
written evidence is more reliable as evidence than an oral recollec-
tion of events or clauses in an agreement, particularly when recol-
lections disagree. “And it is more likely to prevent you from
having doubts [later].”

All of these instructions are a guide for man’s financial and
social well-being. This is an expression of Allah’s (Â) love for man
and an essential structure for him to transact his higher and weight-
ier responsibilities as Allah’s (Â) khaløfa∆ on earth. But when it
comes to ad-hoc transactions, he is not required to go through the
above procedures. “If, however, [the transaction] concerns in-
hand merchandise which you pass on directly to one another,
you will incur no blame if you do not write it down.” This applies
to the everyday transactions — groceries, monthly bills, services,
over-the-counter purchases, etc. — that incur no debt when goods,
merchandise, or services change hands for a certain purchase price
to be paid at the time of sale. 

Imagine the problems society would have if it agreed to trans-
act debts without putting them in writing; and imagine how cum-
bersome it would be to live in a society if it had to record in writing
every minor and self-contained transaction? In both instances, a
Muslim should realize how practical Allah’s (Â) Book is. But if a
particular commercial transaction requires the involvement of any-
one beside buyer and seller, Allah (Â) says, “And have witnesses
whenever you trade with one another.” This may be applied to
large commercial deals. Although there may be no debt involved,
if two people are agreeing on a business venture, such as one per-
son paying another a large sum of money for a valuable property, it
is advisable to document the transaction with witnesses who have
the capacity to understand the particulars of the deal.
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The Qur’an also lays out the rights of the scribes and witness-
es. If they qualify for these roles, they have no license to exempt
themselves from these duties. The following œya∆ affords them pro-
tection and security, because in doing what they are commanded,
they do render themselves liable to harm, especially when a dis-
agreement occurs, 

…but neither penman nor witness must suffer harm;
for if you do [them harm], behold, it will be degener-
ate behavior on your part. And remain conscious of
Allah’s [power presence], since it is Allah who teaches
you [herewith]; and Allah has complete knowledge of
everything (2:282). 

Those who are merely doing their duty must not be hurt or pun-
ished for obeying Allah (Â) and writing or witnessing a debt. 

If those who, in a sense, are putting their necks on the line,
are not protected by the society, then the social order itself bears
the onus of this deviant behavior. This œya∆ is a security measure
for all those who are performing their God-inspired duty. Allah
(Â) knew that both of these positions, scribes and witnesses, are
apt to be targets of one or both sides of a financial transaction. This
is a scriptural guarantee from Allah (Â) for people who may come
under fire from large corporate interests, big money, or just plain
criminals as they take out their frustrations on “third parties.” To
secure their neutrality, these third parties who step up and do their
part should be given immunity from all aggressive reactions.

These words of scripture are not intended only as judicial and
legalistic mechanisms; they are supposed to move the hearts of peo-
ple such that their behavior preserves justice and balance in their
societies. These œyœt give their devotees a sense of responsibility; if
they are called on to perform these roles, they do so as honestly and
sincerely as they can, not because they fear law-enforcement
authorities of an Islamic state, but because of the moral conviction
that comes with faith in Allah (Â) and awareness of his power. It
is Allah (Â) who showers us with these blessings that strengthen
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our hearts and minds, “And remain conscious of Allah [and His
power presence], since it is Allah who teaches you [hereby]; and
Allah has total knowledge of everything.”

The directives from Allah (Â) now turn to less common cir-
cumstances. one of these relates to what happens when either or
both the lender and the borrower are traveling and are far from
home. What if that happens, and they cannot find a scribe to
record their dealings? In such a situation, to make things easier,
Allah (Â) allows a verbal transaction provided there is a mutual
assurance of goodwill. In this case, the debt is not written down,
but a collateral should be provided to the lender, 

And if you are on a journey and cannot find a penman,
assurances [may be taken] in hand; but if you trust one
another, then let him who is trusted fulfill his trust,
and let him be conscious of Allah [and His power pres-
ence], his Sustainer (2:283).

This is where taqwå proves its worth. The borrower, with taqwå in
his heart, knows that he is entrusted with a debt. And if the lender
is offered a collateral, he should also honor the borrower’s confi-
dence in him. Both sides are expected to honor their commitments
when taqwå informs the decisions of both. 

“And do not conceal what you have witnessed, for, verily, he
who conceals it is sinful at heart; and Allah has full-length knowl-
edge of all that you do.” This is a direct address to the two parties
who are witnesses to their own transaction. Allah (Â) is telling
them they should not hide any of the details of their transaction; but
he who does so is nefarious, ugly, and villainous at heart.212 It is at
heart that a person is aware of his transaction. It is at heart that a
person expresses goodwill, and it is at heart that a person trusts
another person; but it is also at the level of that heart that a person
may decide to blur what was agreed at the time of the transaction.

The œyœt of this sequence end by referring to Allah’s (Â) ulti-
mate ownership of all possessions. This should have a sobering
effect on individuals who get carried away by their wealth and pos-
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sessions. If one regards himself to be a rich person, he ought to
think of how Allah (Â) is much richer than he could ever be,

To Allah belongs all that is in the heavens and all that
is on earth. And whether you disclose what is in your
minds or conceal it, Allah will call you to account for
it; and then He will forgive whom He wills, and will
chastise whom He wills: for Allah has power to will
[and do] anything (2:284).

The entire sequence of these civic rulings and principles are fol-
lowed by this œya∆ that speaks directly to the conscience. Man is
ultimately reoriented to Allah (Â). Man has to feel and act firmly
in terms of this reality. The laws that men live by do not mean any-
thing if they are not rooted in their hearts. There is a mutually ben-
eficial relationship between the moral conviction that a Muslim
gains by deeply conforming to Allah (Â), and the legal regulations
that Muslims adhere to by acceding to Allah’s (Â) laws. Both of
these come from the same source: Allah (Â). Allah (Â) created
men’s souls and He created human society; only He knows how to
have both live in peace and security. Allah (Â) cares for man so
much that He gave him these precious œyœt to help him live a bal-
anced and healthy life. This is something that no other political sys-
tem, academic philosophy, or man-made ideology can do. 

Man’s innate greed cannot be tamed by chains, brick walls,
elaborate security systems, or governmental interference. This
approach has failed the human heart miserably; and what happened
to the control freaks in the soviet system and its orbit states is evi-
dent for all to see. Now the disintegration of the free-market or
capitalist system is following suit. This is inevitable because neither
system offered the comfort and security that comes with a holistic
program for humanity. How long will humanity suffer before it dis-
covers Allah (Â)? And how long will Muslims go on contributing
to this suffering by disregarding this Book? 

people in the West ran away from a Church that oppressed
people under God’s name. But how can any Muslim oppress anyone
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else when this Book is so opposed to oppression? Christians may
have had an excuse to abandon a Church that had long ago lost
touch with authentic scripture, the Bible being transformed and dis-
torted through the ages. This is something that never happened to
the Qur’an. The Qur’an, with œyœt such as these, is still here waiting
for a people with the dedication and will to put it into practice. The
question is, when are the Muslims going to rise to this challenge?

Du‘œ’s Conclude the Nurturing of Taqwå Imperatives

• (2:285) The Apostle is committed to what has been
bestowed upon him from on high by his Sustainer, and [so
are] the [dedicated] muslims: they all are committed to Allah,
and His angels, and His revelations, and His Apostles, mak-
ing no distinction between any of His Apostles; and they say,
“We have heard, and we obey. Grant us Your forgiveness, o
our Sustainer, for with You is all journeys’ end!”

• (2:286) Allah does not burden any human being with more
than he is well able to bear: in his favor shall be whatever
good he does, and against him whatever evil he does. o our
Sustainer! Take us not to task if we forget or unwittingly do
wrong! o our Sustainer! lay not upon us a burden such as
You did lay upon those who lived before us! o our Sustainer!
make us not bear burdens, which we have no strength to
bear! And expunge You our sins, and grant us forgiveness,
and bestow Your mercy upon us! You are our lord Supreme:
support us, then, against people who deny the truth [of Your
power presence on earth]! (al-Baqara∆:285–286).

The longest s¥ra∆ concludes with these two œyœt. The s¥ra∆ covered
a variety of issues and traversed through a diversity of themes. In it
we encountered principles and values, we gained insight into our
deepest history, we picked up where others left off in this Islamic
historical sequence, and we acquired knowledge of where we stand
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on issues pertaining to people who originally had a scripture but
then lost contact with it.

We attained, in the course of this s¥ra∆, a deep sense of our
independent, self-sufficient, Islamic character. We came to realize
the enormity of our legacy and the ensuing responsibilities we have
inherited from the experiences of the generations, preceding our
own. Throughout the s¥ra∆ we have been advised and apprised by
Allah (Â) of our enemies and how we should identify and deal
with them. Their nature is described in these œyœt. Their aptitude
for war is brought to our attention. Timewise, this s¥ra∆ has taken
us back to the moment of human “conception” in heaven, referring
to Œdam (a), the angels, and the fall from grace. The angels were
there; their objection to human life on earth was noted. And from
the moment of our heavenly departure, this s¥ra∆ has recounted for
us the experiences of the Children of Israel, our predecessors who
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at one time were tasked with the divine assignment. We have been
made aware of their highs and lows, and their turbulent history, lest
we repeat their mistakes. We were sent word on the developing
relationship between the Muslim bloc in Madinah and the yah¥d
who were making life tense and turbulent for the struggling
Muslims everywhere in the Arabian peninsula.

And in order for the new Islamic community to overcome
generational forces of vested interests and those who had aban-
doned the responsibility of carrying the Covenant, an internal con-
ditioning process had to take place to prepare this nascent Islamic
movement for the arduous task ahead. Thus, there are lessons about
fasting and rama∂œn, fighting and war, usury and financial issues,
and much else. And after all of this, this long and detailed s¥ra∆
winds down with these two œyœt, which provide in a sense, both a
summary and a du‘œ’.

At the beginning of the s¥ra∆ we learned about those whose
attitude was expressed by their own words,

And when they are told, “Commit yourselves [to
Allah’s power presence] as other people have commit-
ted themselves,” they answer, “Shall we commit our-
selves as the fools have?”…And when they meet those
who are committed [to Allah’s power presence in
worldly affairs] they assert, “We are committed [as you
are],” but when they find themselves alone in evil
company, they say, “Verily, we are with you; we were
only mocking!” (2:13–14). 

As a response to this chameleon character, which disguises its true
nature to present a false face to the committed Muslims, Allah (Â)
states here at the end of the s¥ra∆, “The Apostle is committed to
what has been revealed to him from his Sustainer…”

The s¥ra∆ begins with reference to those who are committed to
the ghayb — the imperceptible. Allah (Â) is not subject to verifi-
cation by any one or a combination of human senses. But the cumu-
lative effects of life-experiences and the trajectory of the combined
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course of human history all disclose the presence and power of Allah
(Â). This is how man becomes aware of the presence of Allah (Â),
and it is through these experiences, individual and collective, that
man is expected to devote himself to Allah (Â). The total sum of
man’s personal awareness of his individual life with his obtained
awareness of historical and social reality leads in one direction:
toward a firm attachment and commitment to Allah (Â), 

The Apostle [muhammad], and the devout muslims
are attached to what has been bestowed upon him from
on high by his Sustainer: they all affirm and commit to
Allah, and His angels, and His scriptures, and His
Apostles [before muhammad], making no differentia-
tion between any of His Apostles (2:285).

What began in the introductory œyœt of the s¥ra∆ as a commit-
ment that transcends the sensual has become, after the experiences
in the s¥ra∆, a commitment to the precise extra-sensual reality:
Allah (Â), His angels, His Books and His prophets (Å). The s¥ra∆
describes tasks, responsibilities, duties, and motivations. We saw
how the Children of Israel failed to fulfill their role when they were
charged with the Covenant. Allah (Â) tells us that He does not
intend to strain our capabilities by requiring us to do more than our
capacities can bear; we should not put ourselves in positions that
drain our potentials, as the Children of Israel did earlier in the his-
tory of Islam. Allah (Â) does not mean to break the back of a social
aggregate that agrees to carry the Covenant, and He was never prej-
udiced in favor of one people against others, an unfortunate tangent
upon which the Israelis took themselves, “Allah does not burden a
human being with more than he is able to carry: to his credit shall
be whatever good he does, and against him whatever evil he does.”

The s¥ra∆ speaks about how Allah (Â) privileged the
Children of Israel at one time and how they betrayed the trust that
was given them. for reasons peculiar to that type of Israeli psychol-
ogy, Allah (Â) imposed restrictions on them. The more they were
ungrateful to Allah (Â), the more they had to atone for it. The
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Children of Israel were so stubborn that at one time they had to
expiate for their severe and dreadful behavior by exposing them-
selves to death, “So atone unto your Sustainer and in so doing
you are required to kill your own selves” (2:54).

The concluding œyœt of the s¥ra∆ take us away from this
ungrateful Israeli psychology and teach us how to approach Allah
(Â) with suitable humility, 

o our Sustainer, take us not to task if we forget or
unwittingly do wrong! o our Sustainer, lay not upon
us a burden such as You did lay upon those who lived
before us! o our Sustainer, make us not bear burdens
which we have no strength to bear! And expunge our
sins, and grant us forgiveness, and bestow Your mercy
upon us! You are our lord Supreme: support us, then,
against people who deny the truth [of Your power pres-
ence on earth]! (2:286).

We must remember that this concluding du‘œ’ comes after demands
are made on the committed Muslims in the course of this s¥ra∆ to
wage war and fight, to execute the requirements of jihad, and to
spend out of their money for the cause of Allah (Â). All of this
together amounts to a common Islamic effort to defy and defeat
those who deny Allah’s (Â) presence in human affairs. It is impor-
tant to note that this du‘œ’ comes at the end of the s¥ra∆. This clear-
ly implies that Muslims first must do whatever needs to be done:
they must prepare, fortify themselves, and engage positively with
the challenges of life. only then are they to humbly assert their
need for Allah (Â), and turn to him in humility as demonstrated
in this concluding supplication.

The Apostle is committed to what has been revealed to
him, and so are the devout muslims: all are committed
to Allah, and His angels, and His revelations, and His
Apostles [before muhammad], making no discrimina-
tion between any of His Apostles, saying “We have
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heard, and we yield. Award us Your forgiveness, o our
Sustainer, for with You is [our] destiny” (2:285).

After details in the s¥ra∆ that included the particulars of fast-
ing, pilgrimage, divorce, and how human nature reacts or interacts
with these responsibilities, the focus here is on the commitment of
Allah’s prophet (r) first, followed by the commitment of his fol-
lowers. This is a strong bloc of people who are solidly attached to
Allah (Â) and His cause. They are convinced of His power and
omnipotence. They are also confident of the angels, the scriptures,
and all the previous prophets (Å). The merits of these two con-
cluding œyœt of S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆ are reflected in a hadith, “Whoever
recites the two last œyœt of S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆ in one night will have satis-
fied his wants and needs.”213

This conformity and commitment to Allah (Â) is necessary
in every segment and lesson of S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆, and in the subject
matter of the entire Qur’an. Allah’s (Â) being and existence, His
presence and proximity, His singularity and uniqueness, His pru-
dence and wisdom are all affirmed and established. They, the
prophet (r) and the genuine Muslims, are also positive about the
physical presence of the angels who have been charged with, among
other assignments, communicating revelation and scripture from
Allah (Â) to His Messengers (Å), and being instrumental in ter-
minating human life; and who have been rendered incapable of dis-
obeying Allah (Â). The final prophet (r) and those who are with
him in faith and responsibility affirm all revealed scriptures as well
as all prophets and Apostles (Å) without bias, prejudice, or skewed
opinions that give more respect to some prophets and less respect to
others. All prophets (Å) are considered equal, because they were
all selected and charged by Allah (Â) to carry out the same respon-
sibility: the organized conformity of man to his Creator.

As for the œya∆, “Some of these Apostles have We endowed
more highly than others; among them were such as were spoken
to by Allah [Himself], and some He has raised yet higher…”
(2:253), this does not mean that some prophets or Apostles (Å)
are better than others, because all of them did their duty to the best
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of their ability and knowledge. They were selected to do so precise-
ly because of their unique abilities and knowledge. But therein lies
the relative variation by which some were more highly endowed
than others.

We may understand from the above that “commitment to
Allah (Â)” is an integral whole. It is not within the nature of a
covenant relationship with God to be linked to God by parts and
fragments. A committed Muslim is attached to Allah (Â) with the
sum total of his being: intellectual, psychological, and physical. so
if Allah (Â) says He is one, singular, unequalled, and a matchless
lord and sustainer, Muslims respond and commit to Allah (Â)
unquestioningly. Thus, when Allah (Â) tells Muslims about His
angels, prophets (Å), and scriptures, they immediately hold that to
be the highest truth of life. When Allah (Â) tells the committed
Muslims that all prophets (Å) are equal, Muslims do not dispute
it. Muslims are not like the Jews and Christians, who believe in
some prophets and not in others; or who believe in this divine
scripture but not that one.

Another lesson from these two concluding œyœt is the fact that
Islam is not a rigid or bigoted life code. Islamic responsibilities are
not cumbersome, onerous, and exhausting; on the contrary they are
relaxed and agreeable. We are told to do whatever we can do.
Granted, there are some things that are seemingly beyond our
immediate abilities, such as considering one Muslim warrior the
equivalent of ten non-Muslim belligerents at the war front, when
Muslims are numerically less than their enemies. yet these are cir-
cumstances that human nature can cope with in the assured pres-
ence of Allah (Â). But this does not compare to the Israeli
experience of killing oneself to attain atonement.

finally these œyœt of du‘œ’ allude to personal responsibility,
“…in man’s favor shall be whatever good he does, and against
him whatever evil he does.” This is emphasized by another œya∆,
“…and whatever [wrong] any human being commits rests upon
himself alone; and no bearer of burdens shall be made to bear
another’s burden…” (6:164). What is more, these concluding
œyœt also remind us that there is no blame attached when a person
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does something wrong due to error or forgetfulness.
To summarize the commands and communions of S¥ra∆ al-

Baqara∆, which is also known as fis†œ† al-qur’œn (the Qur’an’s pavil-
ion), we may list the following points:

1. An open invitation to all people to conform to Allah (Â);
2. A strict ban on equating or associating anyone or anything

with Allah (Â);
3. An affirmation of the revealed and scriptural nature of this

Qur’an, and a challenge to anyone who doubts it to produce
an equivalent or similar chapter to any in the Qur’an; and

4. The basis of a scriptural world order is the unity, uniqueness
and integrity of Allah (Â).

We also encountered the following practical subjects:
1. lawful consumption of all wholesome and healthy foods;
2. The sanctity of human life, expressed through the legal means

of “just retribution” and war for the cause of Allah (Â);
3. The institutions of Islam: standardizing ßalœ∆ in life, systemic

circulation of zakœ∆, the initiation of fasting, the Hajj, and
the ‘umra∆;

4. Voluntary spending of wealth for the cause of Allah (Â)
and for purposes of social and economic justice;

5. The prohibition of intoxicants, drugs, alcohol, gambling, 
and usury;

6. Guardianship of orphans, their integration into family life,
and the manner of handling their affairs;

7. Injunctions concerning marriage, divorce, breast-feeding,
‘idda∆, and financial family obligations;

8. Mandatory inheritance and will; and
9. The documentation of debt, debt witnesses, collateral and

other details about commercial transactions.

And finally the s¥ra∆ concludes with a du‘œ’ encapsulating the spir-
it in which we should approach Allah (Â) and bear Him in mind
as we negotiate all these responsibilities of life on the basis of the
guidance He has so mercifully and generously provided us. g
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endnotes
1 from the Ía˙ø˙ of Muslim,

2 from the Ía˙ø˙ of Muslim,

3 Narrated by Mu˙ammad ibn Is˙œq and recorded by Ibn Kathør,
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4 Ibid.

5 some of the Muslim political action organizations include the following:

American muslim Council (AmC) – founded in 1990 by Abdul-rahman
al-Amoudi, its purpose is to “provide a national structure within which
American Muslims may express and act upon their shared concerns, pro-
mote, encourage and foster better understanding, in the united states, of
Muslim culture, values and history and enhance, encourage and foster the
common good and general welfare of the people of the united states.” Al-
Amoudi, who considered himself to be a friend of George H.W. Bush (the
41st us president), Bill and Hillary Clinton (the 42nd president and first
lady of the us), and who frequently visited the White House during the
1990s, became the first high-profile scapegoat in the war on terror. In
september of 2003, he was charged, under the International Emergency
Economic powers Act, with receiving cash in the amount of $340,000 from
the libyan mission to the united Nations, failing to disclose numerous trips
to libya, and participating in a conference with leaders of Hamas,
Hizbullah, Islamic Jihad, and al-Qaeda; in 2004, he was sentenced to 23
years in jail. Despite al-Amoudi’s numerous visits to the White House, AMC
monetary contributions for Hillary Clinton’s 2000 senate campaign and
George W. Bush’s 2000 presidential campaign were refused and returned,
even before the geopolitical firestorm of 9/11.

muslim Public Affairs Council (mPAC) – founded in
1986 as the political action committee of the Islamic Center
of southern California. Its mission is to function as “…an
American institution which informs and shapes public
opinion and policy by serving as a trusted resource to decision makers in
government, media and policy institutions. MpAC is also committed to
developing leaders with the purpose of enhancing the political and civic
participation of American Muslims.” Its vision is “to establish a vibrant
Muslim American community that will enrich American society through
promoting the Islamic values of Mercy (21:107), Justice (4:135), peace
(8:61), Human Dignity (17:70), freedom (2:256), and Equality for all
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(49:13).” one of MpAC’s major initiatives is the National Grassroots
Campaign to fight Terrorism. According to the organization’s website, the
campaign is designed to promote (1) religious awareness and education to
create a strong Islamic environment that does not allow terrorism to be con-
sidered as a form of struggle in Islam… This doesn’t tolerate hurting civil-
ians, suicidal destruction of human life or inflicting harm on
non-combatants; (2) control the inter-mosque environment and activities
to prevent intruders and unauthorized, unknown persons from exploiting
the open environment of the mosque, which is accessible to all who seek its
spiritual, educational and social benefits… We have to emphasize that
mosques are and should always be open, public places; and (3) acquire skills
to detect any potential criminal activity to be able to thwart them; for this
effort, open forums and training classes should be organized and facilitated
by mosque officials and law enforcement agencies. In developing support for
the campaign, the Executive Director of MpAC, salam al-Marayati, has
elaborated, “We need the Muslim community, especially the immigrant
community, to help us get that tip that would prevent the next terrorist
attack,” and “No speech, no fund raising should take place in any mosque
without the board knowing what’s going on…”

muslim American Society (mAS) – founded in 1992
by saudi-financed Muslim Brotherhood affiliates in
North America (Islamic society of North America,
North American Islamic Trust, Muslim youth of North
America, etc.), it is the us public affairs front organi-
zation for the Muslim Brotherhood. Its objectives
include, (1) to present the message of Islam to Muslims
and non-Muslims, and promote understanding between them; (2) to
encourage the participation of Muslims in building a virtuous and moral
society; (3) to offer a viable Islamic alternative to many of our society’s pre-
vailing problems; (4) to promote family values in accordance with Islamic
teaching; (5) to promote the human values that Islam emphasizes: brother-
hood, equality, justice, mercy, compassion, and peace; and (6) to foster unity
among Muslims and Muslim organizations and encourage cooperation and
coordination amongst them. Its political action committee, headed by
Mahdi Bray, is the MAs freedom foundation whose mission is “…to build
an integrated empowerment process for the American Muslim community
through civic education, participation, community outreach, and coalition
building; to forge positive relationships with other institutions outside of our
community, that will ensure and facilitate the protection of civil rights and
liberties for American Muslims and all Americans.”

6 In a brief address to the American people on september 16, 2001, president
George W. Bush said, “This is a new kind of, a new kind of evil. And the
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American people are beginning to understand. This crusade, this war on ter-
rorism, is going to take a while. And American people must be patient.” 

7 prominent Israel-firsters in president obama’s administration: 
Barack obama – 44th president of the united states.
Rahm “Rahmbo” emmanuel – White House Chief of staff.
Stuart levy – under secretary for Terrorism and financial Intelligence.
Dennis Ross – special Adviser to the secretary of state for the persian Gulf

and southwest Asia.
Peter orszag – Director of the office of Management and Budget.
Robert Gates – secretary of Defense.
Hillary Clinton – secretary of state.
lawrence Summers – Director of the White House’s National Economic 

Council.
Timothy Geithner – secretary of the Treasury.
David Axelrod – special Adviser to the president.
Jared Bernstein – Chief Economist and Economic policy Adviser to the 

Vice president.
Ben Bernanke – Chairman of the federal reserve.
Gary Gensler – Chair of the Commodity futures Trading Commission.
elena Kagan – solicitor General.
Sally Katzen – Major legal adviser to obama-Biden.
Ron Klain – Chief of staff for Vice president Joseph Biden.
eric lander and Harold e. Varmus – Co-Chairs of the president’s 

Council of Advisers on science/Technology.
Jacob lew and James Steinberg – Deputy secretaries of state.
ellen moran – White House Director of Communications.
Penny Pritzker – obama’s National finance Chair during the presidential 

campaign.
Robert Reich – Economic adviser to obama-Biden.
Robert Rubin – Economic adviser to obama-Biden.
Daniel B. Shapiro – Head of the Middle East Desk at the National security 

Council.
mary Schapiro – Chair of the securities and Exchange Commission.
mona Sutphen – Deputy White House Chief of staff.

In an article from the Chicago Jewish News Online, Abner Mikva, former
Chicago congressman, federal judge and White House counsel to president
Bill Clinton, is quoted to have said, “I think when this is all over, people are
going to say that Barack obama is the first Jewish president [of the united
states].” In the same article, Bettylu saltzman, prominent Chicago socialite
and daughter of philip Klutznik (Chicago developer and secretary of
Commerce in the Carter administration), said, “obviously I’m not going to
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support someone who is opposed to Israel and what it stands for. He’s right
on all the issues when it comes to Israel. He’s in exactly the same place
[Hillary] Clinton is, maybe even stronger. He’s a clearer thinker.” source:
pauline Dubkin yearwood, Obama and the Jews. (Chicago, Illinois: The 

Chicago Jewish News online, october 24, 2008). 
http://www.chicagojewishnews.com/story.htm?sid=212226&id=252218

8 The speech, in full, can be found at presidentialrhetoric.com:
http://www.presidentialrhetoric.com/speeches/09.20.01.html

Information circulating in the media has it that the us-led coalition against
“terrorism” (a code word for Islamic liberation movements) is targeting a
broad range of Islamic movements, beginning with the Taliban — which
was implicitly of America’s own making, a surrogate of surrogates so to
speak, that is, to the governments recognizing them: pakistan, saudi Arabia,
and the united Arab Emirates — all the way to Hamas, Hizbullah, Islamic
Jihad, and presumably every Islamic movement with jihad as an integral
component of its Islam. This would include all freedom loving Muslims from
the pacific rim to the west coasts of Africa.

9 What he means is Muslims who consider Islam a døn, and not some cultural
or traditional inheritance.

10 Here is where these evil-minded politicians will try to use Muslims to kill
other Muslims, they will use their first line of defense: “Muslim” officials to
give orders to “Muslim” militaries to turn their guns against Muslim peoples
and freedom-fighters. Then they will use — if they can — Muslim activists
to delegitimize other Muslim activists and mujœhids. All of this will be pack-
aged as their declared and undeclared war against what they call interna-
tional terrorism and what Muslims call Islamic self-determination. 

11 This statement is referring to the Islamic republic of Iran as the primary us
target, probably followed by lebanon, syria, and maybe sudan. other prob-
able nations that may become targets are Iraq, pakistan, and perhaps yemen.

12 How about stopping, eliminating, destroying Israeli and American terrorism
from Hiroshima and Nagasaki to Korea and Vietnam, from Deir yasin to sabra
and shatilla, from Iraq and Chechnya to Bosnia and Kashmir? Where is
America’s war on russian, Israeli, Indian, European, and American terrorism?

13 read: the progress of Israel, pluralism under American dominance, the toler-
ance of those who do not oppose the us, and the freedom to be subservient.
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14 “Civilized” being defined as anyone who rallies to the us’s call, including
the dictators, capitalists, and Zionists of the world.

15 What he really means is that Islamic self-determination, unanswered, will
not only reduce capitalist and military establishments to dust, it has the
potential and force to replace illegitimate and American-Israeli sponsored
regimes with Islamically legitimate governments and administrations.
preventing that is the us’s main object.

16 of course, any Muslim who is satisfied with the secularization of Islam —
the reduction of Islam from a døn to a faith — should not be singled out for
unfair treatment or unkind words. This hypocritical statement is both a
reminder to the American jingoists out there that these types of quietist
Muslims are acceptable, and a warning to the revolutionary Muslims.

17 The talk of chutzpa, arrogance, and imperial hubris.

18 Compare that harm with the atomic bombs America has dropped on Japan,
or the millions it killed in southeast Asia during the Vietnam War, consid-
er the millions it has caused to be killed by instigating Gulf War I and Gulf
War II.  Compare America’s grief and anger with the hundreds of millions of
people who are suffering from its intrusion into their internal affairs ever
since it assumed the role of the world’s bully and the title of the world’s only
superpower. It is perhaps symbolic of America’s position and role in the
world that every statement of self-legitimation and justification that Bush
can invoke to support his actions is far more applicable to the struggle of the
us’s victims, and those of its puppets and allies, against the us’s ruthless,
exploitative hegemony.

19 Bush may have found a mission in the repercussions and reaction to the hor-
rible act visited upon American cities, but coming generations will not be able
to avoid the painful reality that the 9/11 bombings were American chickens
coming home to roost. They were done by American proxies that were nur-
tured and financed directly — in the case of Israel — or indirectly — in the
case of Afghanistan.

20 This president would have been well advised to turn his attention to free-
dom in the lands of his clients: the kings and presidents in the Muslim heart-
land. It would have been less expensive and less bloody to withdraw support
from the likes of the saudi fahd, the Egyptian Mubarak and the pakistani
Musharraf than to commit the historical mistake of engaging freedom-lov-
ing and freedom-seeking Muslims around the world in a war that may have
a calculated beginning but not a calculated end.
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21 Who was really responsible for those acts of savagery in Washington, New
york and pennsylvania? The us government declared the guilt of Muslims
before the dust had even settled; and yet have never offered convincing proof.
More and more questions are arising about what the us and its closest ally
Israel, knew before september 11th, and whether they really did everything
possible to prevent the attacks. Now, years later, Italian and British intelli-
gence has openly said that it is “common  knowledge” in European intelli-
gence circles that the 9/11 attacks were the work of Israeli intelligence in
collusion with the CIA. The same intelligence services also suggest that the
level and apparent reach of al-Qaeda’s power is a fiction created by the CIA
and the us Department of Defense, in order to justify hysteria and the cur-
tailment of civil liberty at home, and aggression and occupation abroad. 

22 Here Bush acknowledged that the course of this conflict is not known. Why
was the world dragged into unknown avenues, dark alleys, and unpredictable
battlefields by an elected tyrant who simultaneously claimed that the out-
come was certain? In moral terms we know what is certain: the aggrieved
and aggressed upon shall carry the day. How that will turn out and when it
will happen is left to Allah’s (Â) determination. What Bush was saying is
nothing new. Emperors, dictators, monarchs, and potentates before have
expressed their own egos in much the same way. But where are they now?

23 It is not fear that is at war with freedom; it is enslavement and captivity —
economic, political, and even military enslavement and captivity represent-
ed probably to perfection by us policies toward Muslims — at war with the
freedom that passionate Muslims hunger for. They should be free to conduct
representative elections, not the staged ones that America and her client
presidents and kings supervise. It is cruelty represented by American inter-
ference into the economic affairs of desperate Muslim peoples that is at war
with the justice they are looking for. Just as his definitions were all topsy-
turvy, so was Mr. Bush’s presidency. And of course we do agree wholeheart-
edly that God is not neutral. He is on the side of freedom and justice, not
on the side of fear and cruelty, which the us empire illustrates today in the
best tradition of empires and hegemonic “superpowers.”

24 plenary indulgence – the remission (absolution) by the church of the penal-
ty of sin. In principle, an indulgence was the commuting of one form of
penance for another, although there was little theological reflection as to the
bases for such practices. By the 11th century pope urban II, in promoting the
first Crusade, made use of the term plenary indulgence, which applied to post-
baptismal sins in general, without specifying the sin in question. In the 13th
century, two new ideas appeared: that in granting indulgences the church was
using its treasury of merit, and that this could be done, not only for the liv-
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ing, but also for the dead who were in purgatory — a place where roman
Catholics think those who have died in a state of grace will undergo limited
torment. These ideas, combined with the possibility of commuting penalties,
led to the sale of indulgences, which was then employed to raise funds. By the
late Middle Ages, such sales had become scandalous, and several reform-
minded Christians — Martin luther being just one — protested against
them. The Council of Trent reaffirmed the doctrinal grounds for indulgences
and their sale, but the practice fell into general disuse.

25 Amin Maalouf, The Crusades through Arab Eyes. (New york: schocken 
Books, Inc., 1984), pp. 5, 8, 277.

26 Ibid., pp. 30, 52, 59–68, 79–88, 94.

27 Ibid., pp. 148–49.

28 Ibid., pp. 206–19, 223.

29 Ibid., pp. 213–14.

30 Ibid., pp. 222–41, 251.

31 Albigensian Christians – members of a Catharistic sect — rigorously asce-
tic and maintaining a dualistic theology — in the south of france that arose
in the 11th century and was exterminated in the 13th century (talk about
pluralism) by a crusade and the Inquisition. 

32 Eugene E. Brussell (editor), Webster’s New World Dictionary of Quotable 
Definitions, (New Jersey: prentice Hall, 1988), pp. 155–56.

33 robert A. ronzio (editor), The Encyclopedia of Good Health and Nutrition. 
(New york: facts on file, Inc., 1997), pp. 12–13.

34 National Institute on Alcohol recovery, Alcoholism Statistics. (Gaithersburg,
Maryland: learn-About-Alcoholism.com, 2009). 
http://www.learn-about-alcoholism.com/alcoholism-statistics.html

35 Jeremy laurance, Alcohol blamed for half of Russia’s premature deaths.
(london, uK: The Independent, life & style section, June 15, 2007).
http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-and-wellbeing/health-
news/alcohol-blamed-for-half-of-russias-premature-deaths-453197.html

36 The nutritional approach typically involves several steps. first, establish
new eating patterns. frequent meals are recommended to stabilize blood
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sugar and prevent hypoglycemia (low blood sugar): breakfast, a mid-morn-
ing snack, lunch, afternoon snack, dinner, and a late snack. one should
avoid eating huge meals or skipping meals. Also, avoid sugary, refined foods
such as pastry, candy, soft drinks, ice cream, and ice cream substitutes.
Avoiding sugar can help stabilize blood sugar levels. Eat a varied, balanced
diet to provide less saturated fat and more nutrients. Making healthful food
choices is simplified with exchange lists, available in standard nutrition texts. 

To make up for decreased consumption of sugary foods, emphasize veg-
etables. for dark-green leafy vegetables besides spinach, consider chard,
kale, and collard greens. In the cabbage family, consider broccoli, brussels
sprouts, cauliflower, and Chinese cabbage. for orange-colored vegetables
besides carrots, consider winter squash. Among whole grains, include millet,
rice, triticale, rye, and buckwheat. legumes are also important. Experiment
with various kinds of beans and peas, such as chickpeas and lentils. Include
a variety of fruits, dairy products, nuts, lean meat, poultry, fish, and shellfish.
Avoid foods which can cause sensitivities. for assistance consult a specialist
who treats food and chemical sensitivities. Eliminating coffee and cigarettes
facilitates the body chemistry’s return to its normal state.

Work out a supervised nutritional treatment program to meet individ-
ual needs. supplements may help remedy deficiencies and diminish with-
drawal symptoms. In addition to the B complex vitamins and minerals, the
list of supplements may include glutamine, vitamin C, and niacinamide.

exchange lists (uS exchange system) – food lists devised to help con-
sumers plan nutritious, balanced meals. Exchange lists emphasize variety,
freshness, fat, calorie control, and whole foods rather than processed foods.
In the us Exchange system, six groups categorize foods according to a sim-
ilar content of calories, carbohydrates, fat, and protein: milk; low-calorie
vegetables; fruit; grain products like bread and pasta plus starchy vegetables
like lima beans and corn; a meat group including cheese and peanut butter;
and fat, including oils.

This system simplifies the balancing of calories because each serving of
a given food group has the same number of calories and the same amount of
carbohydrates, protein, and fat, and interchanges within the group of foods
are simplified. A further advantage is that fat content in foods is emphasized.
for example, meats and cheeses are broken down into low-, medium-, and
high-fat content foods. Meat items are given in terms of one-ounce portions,
while a more typical portion size is 3oz or more. Exchange lists are available
for diabetics, for those on weight loss programs, and for individuals on salt-
restricted, cholesterol-restricted, or fat-restricted diets.

37 paul Barry Clarke and Andrew linzey (editors, Dictionary of Ethics, 
Theology and society. (london: routledge, 1996), p. 395.
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38 o Children of Adam! Beautify yourselves when attending a place of devo-
tion [masjid], and eat and drink [freely], but do not waste: verily, He does
not love the wasteful! (7:31).

39 from fœ†ima∆ bint Qays by way of al-shawkœnø, 

40 Individualism – any thesis maintaining that wholes of a certain type (organ-
isms, societies) can be fully understood and explained in terms of the prop-
erties and relations of their individual parts. Methodological individualism is
the thesis that the workings of societies can be explained entirely by refer-
ence to the activities of the individuals in them; the contrary thesis is holism.

41 Dudley Kidd, Savage Childhood: A Study of Kafir Children. (london, uK: 
Adam and Charles Black, 1906).

Margaret read, Children of their fathers; growing up among the Ngoni of 
Nyasaland. (New Haven, Connecticut: yale university press, 1960).

42 Franz Boas (1858–1942) – educated as a physicist and
geographer, he is considered to be the father of
American anthropology. He is famous for rigorously
applying the scientific method to human cultures and
societies; and for making anthropology a major social
science discipline. After graduating from Columbia
university under his guidance, many of his students
went on to establish anthropology departments across
the united states and in other countries in the Americas. one of his more
famous phD students was Margaret Mead. Though both of his parents were
Jewish, he preferred to identify himself as an ethnic German, identifying
more with the values of the Enlightenment. He began to develop an inter-
est in researching non-Western native cultures while doing some post-doc-
toral work on Baffin Island. later on in life while he was a professor at
Columbia university, he advocated that the social inferiority of blacks in
the united states cannot be explained by their African origins, suggesting
that the class difference was cultural, not genetic. some of his written works
include The Mind of Primitive Man (1911), Changes in the Bodily Form of
Descendants of Immigrants (1912), The History of the American Race (1912),
and Race, Language, and Culture (1940).

margaret mead (1901–1978) – anthropologist, born in philadelphia,
pennsylvania, usA. she studied at Columbia university, and carried out a
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number of field studies in the pacific before World War II, writing both aca-
demic and popular books, such as Coming of Age in Samoa (1928) and New
Lives for Old (1956). she held a position for many years at the American
Museum of Natural History, but increasingly she became an independent
media personality, one of the most famous women of her generation, partic-
ularly well known for her views on educational and social issues.

43 Margaret Mead, Coming of age in Samoa: a psychological study of primitive 
youth for western civilization. (New york: New American library, 1949). 

44 John Wesley Mayhew Whiting, Becoming a Kwoma; teaching and learning 
in a New Guinea tribe. (New Haven, Connecticut: yale university 
press, 1941).

45 Beatrice Blyth Whiting et al., Children of different worlds: the formation of 
social behavior. (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard university press, 
1988).

46 Erik H. Erikson, Childhood and society. (New york: Norton, 1950).

47 Jean Piaget (1896–1980) – psychologist, born in
Neuchatel, switzerland. He studied at the Zurich and
Neuchâtel universities, becoming professor of child psy-
chology at Geneva in 1929, and at the Center of Genetic
Epistemology in 1955. He is best known for his research on
the development of cognitive functions in children, in
such pioneering studies as La Naissance de I’intelligence chez
l’enfant (1948, The Origins of Intelligence in Children).

Piagetian psychology – a psychological approach that aims to understand the
persistent philosophical problem of how, as biological organisms, people
acquire knowledge; derived from the work of Jean piaget. for piagetians,
development involves the gradual acquisition of logical abilities, which we
gain simply through interacting with the environment. Babies, for example,
have to learn that objects and people still exist when they cannot be seen.
school-aged children have to discover the principles of perspective-taking
and conservation, which reflect an ability to reconcile two conflicting pieces
of information. largely as a result of piaget’s ideas, primary education now
relies much upon self-discovery, since the theory holds that children progress
through a set sequence of intellectual stages which cannot be rushed.

48 lev Semenovich Vygotsky (1896–1984) – psychologist, born in orsha,
Belarus. originally a teacher and literary scholar with interests in creativity,
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he took up a scientific post at the Institute of psychology
in Moscow in 1924. He examined contemporary psy-
chology, notably behaviorism and introspectionism,
attempting to establish a Marxist view that thought
originates in interactions, which themselves are influ-
enced by social history. His writings, such as Thought and
Language (1934) and Mind in Society (1978), have had a
major influence on russian and, since the 1960s,
Western psychology.

49 Claude levi-Strauss (1908–present) – social anthropol-
ogist, born in Brussels. He studied law and philosophy,
before turning to anthropology. In 1950 he became
director of studies at the Ecole pratiques des Hautes
Etudes in paris, and in 1959 professor of social anthro-
pology at the College de france. He has been a major
influence on contemporary anthropology, developing a
structuralism method for analyzing various collective
phenomena such as kinship, ritual, and myth. His major four-volume study
Mythologiques (1964–1972) studied the systematic ordering behind codes of
expression in different cultures.

50 Mu˙ammad al-‘Œßø and Zafar Bangash, The Seerah: A Power Perspective. 
(london,uK: The Institute of Contemporary Islamic Thought), 
pp. 7–24.

51 sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn, Volume 1. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
1405AH), 11th ed., p. 241.

52 hypothalamus – basal part of the diencephalon (the
posterior division of the forebrain) governing autonom-
ic nervous system. About the size of an almond in
human beings, one of its most important functions is to
link the central nervous system to the endocrine (hor-
monal) system via the pituitary gland. It is responsible
for regulating certain metabolic processes associated
with the autonomic nervous system, such as body temperature.

53 endometriosis – the presence of endometrium elsewhere than in the lining
of the uterus, which may cause premenstrual problems.

54 anorexia nervosa – a psychiatric illness that manifests itself as an eating dis-
order that generally affects women and can lead to death in severe cases. It
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is characterized by an obsessive fear of gaining weight, and thereby sufferers
exhibit extremely low body weight. Affected individuals abnormally control
weight by excessive dieting, purging, starvation, diet pills and exercise to the
point of exhaustion.

55 intrauterine device (IuD) – a birth control device placed in the uterus to
prevent conception. It is the most commonly used method of birth control
in the world, with over two-thirds of its users in China. It must be inserted
by a qualified medical practitioner; some IuDs are known to last for 12
years. Insertion of copper IuDs, the most common one, has been connect-
ed with endometrial, cervical, and ovarian cancer, in addition to other bac-
teriological side effects such as pelvic tuberculosis. If pregnancy does occur
while the IuD is present (about 1% of the cases), it increases the risk of a
miscarriage, and should be removed.

56 sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn, Volume 1. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
1405AH), 11th ed., p. 243.

57 from Ab¥ Hurayra∆ by way of al-Bukhœrø,

58 sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn, Volume 1. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
1405AH), 11th ed., p. 247.

59 Author unknown, American Teens Put on Trial for Murder. (Washington, DC: 
Washington Times, News (A) section, December 2, 2000).

60 Mark stewart, A Lifetime Commitment. (Washington, DC: Washington 
Times, family News (E) section, March 13, 2001).

61 Ibid. 

62 Ibid. 

63 Ibid. 

64 Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832) – philosopher, jurist,
and social reformer, born in london. He graduated
from oxford at the age of 15, and was called to the bar
at 19. His chief publications, A Fragment on
Government (1776), and Introduction to the Principles of
Morals and Legislation (1798), present his theory of util-
itarianism, which argues that the proper objective of all
legislation and conduct is “the greatest happiness of
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the greatest number.” He traveled widely on the continent, was made an
honorary citizen of the french republic in 1792, planned a special school
and a prison, and was also a founder of university College, london, where
his clothed skeleton is preserved.

65 Jean-Paul Sartre (1905–1980) – Existentialist philoso-
pher and writer, born in paris. He taught philosophy at
le Havre, paris, and Berlin, was imprisoned in
Germany (1941), and after his release joined the resist-
ance in paris. In 1945 he emerged as a luminary of the
left-bank intellectual life of paris. His novels include
the trilogy, Les Chemins de la liberte (1945–1949, The
Roads to Freedom), and he also wrote, especially after the war, a large num-
ber of plays, such as Huis clos (1944, In Camera/No Exit) and Le Diable et le
bon Dieu (1951, Lucifer and the Lord). His philosophy is presented in L’Etre
et le neant (1943, Being and Nothingness). In 1964 he published his autobiog-
raphy Les Mots (Words), and was awarded (but declined) the Nobel prize for
literature. In the later 1960s he became closely involved in opposition to
us policies in Vietnam, and supported student rebellion in 1968.

66 Alfred Jules Ayer (1910–1989) – British philosopher
known for advocating logical positivism. He was well-to-
do since childhood; his mother was part of the Dutch-
Jewish family that founded the french Citroen car
company, and his father, a Calvinist, was a banker who
worked for the rothschilds. Although he did not con-
sider himself an atheist, he was part of the British
humanist movement, and was also an admirer of
Bertrand russell. He lectured in the united states as a visiting professor at
Bard College. some of his written works include Language, Truth and Logic
(1936), The Problem of Knowledge (1956), Metaphysics and Common Sense
(1969), and The Central Questions of Philosophy (1973).

67 colostrum (pre-milk) – a thick, milk-like secretion produced by mammary
glands, especially during the first two or three days after birth and before true
lactation. This high calorie fluid contains protein and fat to nurture the
infant. In comparison to mature milk it contains more protein and less milk
sugar and fat. Its yellow color reflects a high content of beta carotene.
Colostrum provides maternal antibody (IgA) and lymphocytes (white blood
cells) to assist in protecting the infant’s gastrointestinal tract. some of the
antibodies leak into the infant’s bloodstream and provide additional protec-
tion. It provides bifidus factor, which helps beneficial bacteria populate the
infant’s intestine. Colostrum is sterile so the baby cannot contract bacterial
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infections, though the mother may have one. And it changes to transition-
al milk between the third and sixth day after birth. By the tenth day, the
major changes in milk composition are complete.

68 The Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and
Children (WIC Program) – serves to safeguard the health of low-income
women, infants, and children up to age 5 who are at nutritional risk, by pro-
viding nutritious foods to supplement diets, information on healthy eating,
and referrals to health care. food, nutrition counseling, and access to health
services are provided to low-income women, infants, and children. WIC
provides federal grants to states for supplemental foods, health care referrals,
and nutrition education for low-income pregnant, breastfeeding, and non-
breastfeeding postpartum women, and to infants and children who are found
to be at nutritional risk.

Established as a pilot program in 1972 and made permanent in 1974,
WIC is administered at the federal level by the food and Nutrition service
of the us Department of Agriculture (usDA). Most state WIC programs
provide vouchers that participants use at authorized food stores. A wide vari-
ety of state and local organizations cooperate in providing the food and
health care benefits, and 46,000 merchants in the us accept WIC vouch-
ers. for more information about WIC, consult the following website:
http://www.fns.usda.gov/wic/aboutwic/

69 casein – the predominant phosphoprotein in cow’s milk
and cheese that accounts for 80% of major dairy protein
content. Because of its structure, it is not susceptible to
denaturing, thus it represents a healthy addition to a raw
food diet. Edible casein has been used in both medicines
and food as a binding agent and for its nutritional value.
Technical casein is an element of a wide range of com-
mercial products, including paints, cosmetics, and many types of adhesives.
The illustration shows how casein micelles aggregate together in milk. 

70 carnitine – a chemical substance (an amine) derived from the essential
amino acid, lysine. The oxidation of fatty acids by mammalian cells requires
carnitine as an intermediary in the intracellular transport of fatty acids.
Although it was once considered a vitamin, carnitine is probably not an
essential component of the diet. Most infant formulas based on cow’s milk
are supplemented with carnitine to the level normally found in breast milk.

taurine – a sulfur-containing compound produced by the liver, it serves mul-
tiple functions. The liver uses taurine to convert cholesterol to bile salts,
required to digest fat and to modify toxic chemicals to help flush them out
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of the body. Taurine helps regulate nerves
and muscles and supports sodium and potas-
sium transport across cell membranes. It is
required for normal function of the heart,
brain, eyes, and vascular system. Taurine is
the most prevalent amino acid in the heart,
where it contributes to muscle contraction. With chronic stress and when
the oxygen supply to the heart drops (ischemic), taurine levels in the heart
decrease. In Japan taurine is used to treat heart disease and congestive heart
failure. Taurine administered to experimental animals can prevent induced
heart muscle damage. In the brain taurine acts as a neurotransmitter, a
chemical released by a nerve cell (neuron) to help carry a nerve impulse to
an adjacent cell. Taurine seems to be inhibitory, that is, it depresses the
brain. Therefore, it is being studied as an anticonvulsant in the treatment of
epilepsy. Taurine is also involved in how the brain metabolizes calcium.

The body possesses a limited capacity to produce taurine, and certain
individuals may require dietary taurine, depending upon their nutritional
status. pre-term and full-term infants do not synthesize appreciable taurine,
which is the most abundant amino acid in breast milk. With time the tau-
rine content of breast milk declines as the infant grows and begins to man-
ufacture taurine on his own. until recently taurine was omitted from infant
formulas; now it is added routinely. Taurine is concentrated in animal pro-
tein, especially organ meats, fish and milk, but is absent from plant foods.
Taurine is a nerve depressant and when used as a supplement it may affect
short-term memory. Its use is considered experimental.

71 madison Avenue – a street in Manhattan, New york
City, that has been synonymous with the American
advertising industry since the 1920s. It is named after
the fourth president of the united states, James
Madison. Although most of the top American advertis-
ing firms no longer locate on Madison Avenue, today
some of the world’s most exclusive boutiques, including
Gucci, prada, and Cartier, are to be found there. The
term Madison Avenue is generally used to describe a
highly stylized and extravagant class culture that is gen-
erally inaccessible to the common people on the one hand; and thoroughly
polished (and in most cases very well-thought-out) advertising campaigns
that shape a mass public view about a product, service, or issue on the other.

K Street – a major east-west road in Washington, DC, the capital of the
united states. It is home to approximately 35,000 lobbyists and hundreds of
public relations (pr) firms, think tanks, and advocacy groups that exercise
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influence on public, social, commercial, economic, and political policy as it
is formulated in the us Congress and as it is prepared for execution by the
White House.

72 Infant Formula Act of 1980 – one of the most specific and detailed acts
ever passed by the us Congress. It establishes minimum nutrient require-
ments, defines adulteration, provides for establishing nutrient and quality
control procedures, prescribes recall procedures, and specifies inspection
requirements. The act states that formulas which do not conform to such
requirements shall be deemed to be adulterated.

73 susan Chira, Ideas and Trends; Nursing Becomes A Feminist Battlefield. (New 
york: New york Times, section 4, october 10, 1993), p. 6. 

74 Centers for Disease Control and prevention, CDC report card on breast-
feeding. (Washington, DC: us Department of Health and Human 
services, provisional Data – National Immunization survey, 2005 
Births; August 2008). sources:
http://www.cdc.gov/breastfeeding/data/report_card2.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/breastfeeding/data/NIs_data

75 Judith richter, Holding Corporations Accountable: Corporate Conduct, 
International Codes, and Citizen Action. (New york: palgrave, a division 
of st. Martin’s press, llC, 2002), pp. 44–98. 

More information is available at the following website:
http://www.breastfeeding.com/advocacy/advocacy_boycott.html

76 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆i wa al-Sharø‘a∆ wa 
al-Manhaj, Volume 2. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 1411AH), 
1st ed., p. 377–78.

77 Irina sandul, East European Women Trapped In Sex Slavery. (Washington, 
DC: Washington Times, News section, March 11, 2001).

78 Ibid.

79 Ibid.

80 mustafa Kemal Ataturk (1881–1938) – founder and first president of the
post-ottoman secular Turkish republic. Born in salonica (where Jews who
fled the spanish Inquisitions settled). Believed by activist Muslims to be a
Dunmeh (Muslim on the outside, Jew on the inside), he graduated from the
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Military Academy in Istanbul in 1905. The tradition of
graduating from military academies and assuming the
highest office in these secular republics was to be copy-
catted by numerous secular officers throughout the
Islamic East. He served in syria, Macedonia, and
Tripolitania (libya). After a brief stint as military
attache in sofia, he climbed the ranks as a result of his
performance during World War I where he finished off
whatever remnants there were of an Islamic central authority in Istanbul.
Initially, he had supported the young Turks, the harbingers of Turkish
nationalism, and taken part in their conspiracies, but after what is called by
officialdom as the revolution of 1908, he gradually became disenchanted
with their policies. After the Armistice of Mudros, 1918, he was recalled
from syria to Istanbul and subsequently appointed Inspector of the Ninth
Army in Erzurum. 

In May 1919, Mr. Kamal began to organize nationalist resistance to
Allied plans for the dismemberment of the Turkish heartland of Anatolia
and to Greek attempts to take over Western Anatolia. This was the act that
“qualified” him to become the hero who was able to “trash” Islam as a polit-
ical system once and for all. He proceeded to convene two nationalist con-
gresses in Erzurum and sivas, 1919, and the Grand National Assembly in
Ankara, 1920. Mr. Kamal led the nationalists, in their victorious struggle
against the Allies, the Greeks, and the ottoman sultan’s government in the
War of Independence; in the deposition of the sultan and the proclamation
of the secular Turkish republic, 1923; and in the abolition of the Caliphate,
1924. The title Ghazi (the Invader in Arabic, the Victor in Turkish) was
bestowed upon him in recognition of this “accomplishment.” The Masonic
lodges had finally conquered the troublesome ottomans. The forces of the
dark, the Masons and the Dunmehs, had him elected as the first president of
the laic Turkish republic and he served in this office — as autocrats often
do — until his death in 1938. 

During this period, Ataturk, the surname he chose in 1935, imposed on
the Muslim people of Turkey (who had felt the effects of centuries of war
from the days of the Crusades to the incursions of Colonialists) a scheme
that would pluck his people out of their history, their heritage, their religion,
their culture, and even their language. In an effort to Westernize and secu-
larize Turkey, to make it more palatable to European atheistic sensibilities,
religious schools and religious courts were eradicated, and religious sufi
orders were suppressed. Civil and criminal law codes based on European
models replaced the Islamic shari‘ah; polygamy was outlawed, civil marriage
was instituted; traditional clothing was banned (for example, the oriental fez
was replaced by European hats); and the Qur’anic Arabic alphabet was
replaced with the latin one. These are just a few of the volleys in Ataturk’s
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bold assault against the Islamic character of the Anatolian population. 
Though Ataturk proclaimed democracy as the final goal, only his

republican people’s party was permitted to operate (for a short time, in
1930, he allowed an opposition party, but after unrest and religious riots, this
opposition was again banned; a multi-party system was introduced only after
his death). His Masonic proclivities along with his Dunmeh-serving ideas
(later characterized as Kemalism) became the official doctrine of the repub-
lic, and they still are central to Turkish politics. 

81 Dœw¥d (a) is the Arabic word for David; similarly sulaymœn (a) stands
for King solomon.

82 According to the Jewish narration of history, Saul (11th century BCE), son
of Kish of the tribe of Benjamin, was the first king of Israel. Bowing to the
popular clamor for a king in view of the military threat, particularly from the
philistines and Ammonites, the prophet samuel selected saul who at once
organized a trained army and inflicted defeats on the enemy. A spectacular
victory at Michmash stemmed the philistine danger, and punitive expedi-
tions were undertaken against the Moabites, Ammonites, and Arameans.
Internally, he carried out a purification of religion (for example, the elimina-
tion of witchcraft). Nevertheless, friction with samuel grew, and eventually,
the prophet appointed David (a) as saul’s successor. David’s (a) growing
popularity caused intense jealousy on the part of saul who bitterly persecut-
ed David (a) and drove him from the country. When the philistines
launched a united attack, saul was only able to fight defensively and fell with
his three sons (including Jonathan) in the battle on Mt. Gilboa. A surviving
son, Ishbosheth, was temporarily acknowledged as his successor over part of
the country. Though saul’s death led to the temporary domination of the
philistines, the groundwork he laid for national unity eventually proved
effective in establishing a strong and independent Israeli monarchy.

83 refers to operation Cast lead, the 2008 invasion of Gaza by Israel. Zafar
Bangash, the managing editor of Crescent International, gave this account of
what happened in the opening days of the invasion. 

“Even by the murderous standards of Zionist Israel, the relentless aerial
attacks on Ghazzah rank among the most criminal it has ever perpetrated
against palestinian civilians. At least 30 separate locations in the narrow
strip were attacked simultaneously on December 27 as waves of us-supplied
f16 planes and Apache helicopters dropped more than 100 tons of bombs.
Entire buildings were pulverized and their occupants crushed to death in the
rubble. The attacks went on into the night and the following day.

“Taking its barbarous practices to new heights, Israeli attacks were carried
out in broad daylight to ensure maximum civilian casualties. offices, schools
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and shops were full of people. As Israeli planes and helicopters launched their
murderous attacks, children were just leaving school; their exit from school
buildings turned into nightmare as bombs exploded all around them. They ran
screaming in all directions. As more Israeli attack planes and helicopters
swooped down dropping bombs, it turned into a bloodbath.     

“Initial reports mentioned dozens of deaths but typically advanced the
Israeli spin that only Hamas security facilities were targeted. Even the fol-
lowing day (December 28) as Israeli attacks continued, the New York Times,
considered the voice of liberal thinking in America, peddled Israeli propa-
ganda regarding the motive for the attack as did the overly venerated BBC.
‘Waves of Israeli air strikes destroyed Hamas security facilities in Gaza on
saturday in a crushing response to the group’s rocket fire, killing more than
225 — the highest one-day toll in the Israeli-palestinian conflict in
decades,’ according to the New York Times. The reality in Ghazzah was very
different. Ewa Jasiewicz, a human rights activist, in a report filed from the
scene wrote on the first day of the attacks,  ‘Israeli jets are bombing the areas
of Zeitoun and rimal in central Gaza City. uN radio reports say one blast
was a target close to the main gate of al-shifa hospital — Gaza and
palestine’s largest medical facility. Another was a plastics factory.’

“As the day wore on and casualties were rushed to the hospitals, more
than 225 people had been killed and close to 600 were injured on the first
day, although most deaths occurred within the first 15 minutes of Israeli air
strikes. The following day, more innocent civilians were killed. Israeli
defense minister, Ehud Barak, a hawkish former general, proudly proclaimed,
‘This is just the beginning.’ He promised that more attacks would follow and
he told the right-wing American TV fox News, Israel would also carry out
a ground invasion if needed.

“Even prior to the latest assaults, Ehud olmert, the soon-to-resign
Israeli prime minister, had only a few hours earlier said that Israel would
work toward the ‘peace process.’ Within hours, Israeli planes and helicopters
were dropping their savage wares on palestinian civilians. What is also
reflective of the Zionist mindset, these attacks were carried out on saturday,
a day of sabbath (a day of rest and prayer) for the Jewish people. Most obser-
vant Jews do not cook food on this day; certainly Jewish law does not per-
mit such murderous attacks on the sabbath yet here were leaders of the
‘Jewish’ state ordering their air force to attack palestinian civilians and kill
hundreds of them. They miss no opportunity to tell the world that they can-
not allow palestinian refugees to return to their homes because that would
dilute the ‘Jewish’ character of Israel. perhaps killing palestinians helps to
reinforce the ‘Jewish’ character of Israel and is, therefore, permissible. 

“far from condemning the killing of civilians and what clearly consti-
tutes war crimes, Western leaders were unanimous in insisting Israel had the
right to ‘protect’ itself from Hamas rocket fire. us president George Bush,
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British prime Minister Gordon Brown and french president Nicolas sarkozy
all parroted the same line. There was hardly a thought spared for uprooted
and starving palestinian civilians, many of them elderly men and women,
and children.

“If there was support in the West for Israeli crimes, there was deadly
silence from the Arabian rulers against such barbarism. In fact, Egyptian
Intelligence Minister omar suleiman had told Amos Gilad, head of Israeli
Defense Ministry’s security-Diplomatic Bureau 10 days earlier that Israel
should deal with Hamas. He told Gilad who was visiting Cairo at the time,
‘Hamas’ leadership must be reined in, even in Damascus,’ according to the
london-based Arabic-language newspaper al-Quds al-Arabi. Egypt, he said
‘would not object to a limited Israeli incursion in the strip, which can top-
ple Hamas and bring an end to the Gazans’ suffering.’ While Israel needed
no prodding from the Egyptians, suleiman’s comments reflected the treach-
erous nature of Arabian rulers. This also explains the deadly silence from the
two Abdullahs — of saudi Arabia and Jordan — and a host of other Arabian
potentates, amirs and kings.

“The Arab league, a body that represents the collective impotence of
Arabian rulers, called a meeting of Arab foreign ministers on December 28 in
Cairo but then postponed it to December 31 to allow their ‘excellencies’ time
to respond to the crisis. If tens of thousands of people can hold instantaneous
demonstrations in different parts of the world to condemn Israeli brutalities
why  can’t the Arab league gather 21 Arabian foreign ministers for a meet-
ing? The truth is, the Arab league is a dead entity as is Arab nationalism.
Not one Arab regime has come to the aid of the palestinian people despite
months of brutal siege by Israel to starve them into submission.” 

After the war ended, and to this day, Israel has failed to lift the blockade
that caused the tragedy to begin with; nor has Egypt substantively opened the
border crossing at rafah. During the war, Israel eventually sent its ground
troops into Ghazzah, and along with its air forces, they used white phospho-
rus and DIME weapons against palestinian civilians. schools and hospitals
were routinely bombed, and starving palestinian children were left to die
next to the dead bodies of their mothers and fathers. The whole war was
apparently launched as a political strategy to take the two-state solution off
the bargaining table altogether, and to destroy Hamas so that the Western-
backed Mahmoud Abbas and fatah could once again assume the role of “rep-
resenting” the palestinians. Many human rights organizations have charged
Israel with war crimes; however, none of the leaders who prosecuted the war
including foreign Minister Tzipi livni, Defense Minister Ehud Barak, and
prime Minister Ehud olmert, are expected to stand trial. 

84 yossi Alpher, Proudly Israeli, Even With a Second Passport. (New york: The 
Jewish Daily forward, forward forum section, June 13, 2009).
http://www.forward.com/articles/13523/
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85 Niccolo di Bernardo dei machiavelli (1469–1527) – Italian statesman and
political theorist, born in florence, Italy. In Europe he traveled on several
missions for the republic (1498–1512). on the restoration of a Medici to the
throne, he was arrested on a charge of conspiracy (1513), and although par-
doned, was obliged to withdraw from public life. He devoted himself to lit-
erature, writing historical treatises, poetry, short stories, and comedies. His
masterpiece is Il Principe (1532, The Prince), whose main theme is that all
means may be used in order to maintain authority, and that the worst acts of
the ruler are justified by the treachery of the governed. It was condemned by
the pope, and its viewpoint gave rise to the adjective machiavellian. His writ-
ings were not published until 1782.

86 In the contemporary rendition of Jewish history the Ark of the Covenant
was the chest in which the two Tablets of law (The Ten Commandments)
were kept. Its exact description is given in Exodus, 25:10–22. Made of aca-
cia wood, both inlaid and covered with gold it was 2.5 cubits (an ancient
unit of length based on the length of the forearm) in length, 1.5 in width,
and 1.5 in height. A molding of gold surrounded it and four gold-overlaid
wooden staves were placed through four rings on its sides. A cover of gold
was placed over it, two golden cherubim symbolized the place where the
shekhinah (Hebrew for divine presence) dwelt. Metaphorically, the Ark of
the Covenant itself, containing the Tablets of the law, stood for the
Covenant between God and “His people.” The sacredness of the Ark of the
Covenant was such that even the high priest could behold it but once a year
and even then, only under “a cloud of incense” (leviticus, 16:1–6). from
the time of Moses (a) until the construction of solomon’s (a) Temple, the
Ark of the Covenant was taken out from the Holy of Holies in case of
national need to lead the people on their journey and help them in battle.
During the period of the first Temple, the Ark of the Covenant found a per-
manent place in the Holy of Holies and was never removed. There is no
mention of the Ark of the Covenant among the vessels carried away and
later returned to Babylon. Talmudic tradition held that it had been hidden
“in its place” by Josiah. The miraculous qualities of the Ark of the Covenant
and the incidents connected with it inspired many Jewish poetical passages
in the Talmud and the Midrash.

87 The enemies of these Israeli Muslims had ejected them out of their country
— the Holy land. Initially, these Israeli Muslims acquired the Holy land by
honoring their divine covenant, fighting along side their earlier prophet
Joshua in a time period that followed the death of M¥så (Ç). In the course
of this war, the Israeli Muslims lost possession of the holy tœb¥t (the Ark of
the Covenant), which contained the legacy and scriptural contributions
that were left to them by M¥så and Hœr¥n (Ç). It is also said that this
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sacred tœb¥t contained the Tablets that were given to M¥så (a) by Allah
(Â) on the Mount. 

88 Joshua (a) – in Hebrew, he is called yehoshua; according to contempo-
rary Jewish history he was an Israeli commander and successor to Moses
(a). originally called Hoshea (Numbers, 13:8), Moses (a) prefixed the
divine name yah ( Numbers, 13:16). Joshua (a) commanded the Israelis
in the war with the Amalekites (Exodus, 17:14–16). later, he was the rep-
resentative of the tribe of Ephraim among the twelve spies sent to recon-
noiter the land of Canaan; he and Caleb were the only ones to bring back
an encouraging report. Moses (a), before his death, laid his hands on
Joshua (a) and bade him lead the people in the conquest of Canaan.
After crossing the Jordan, Joshua (a) defeated the alliance of southern
kings headed by the king of Jerusalem, and then of northern kings led by
the king of Hazor, capturing most of what became the “land of Israel”
(except the valley areas and the coast). He then brought the Tabernacle to
shiloh and divided the territory among the twelve tribes by lot. Joshua
(a) died at the age of 110. He was buried in the mountains of Ephraim.
The biblical book called after him is the first of the former prophets and
is divided into 24 chapters. The first part is a narrative describing Joshua’s
(a) conquests, and the second section details the division of the land.
Jewish scholars tend to regard the material, especially the geographical
details, as ancient and of great historical importance. some have suggest-
ed that it was compiled from the same sources as the pentateuch and call
the combined books the Hexateuch. 

89 In current Jewish (and even Hollywood) projections Goliath was a philistine
(read palestinian) giant from Gath, one of the five cities in palestine’s south
coastal plain. Gath was captured by David (a), fortified by rehoboam, but
lost to the Assyrian king, sargon, in the 8th century BCE. A communal set-
tlement was founded in 1942 by East European youth near the presumed site.
The town of Kiryat Gat is in the same vicinity but the identification of the
traditional city of Gath with the biblical city is doubtful. Goliath was slain by
David (a) in individual combat (1 samuel, 17:1–58; 21:9)

90 According to the contemporary Jewish view of David (a), he was the king
of Israel (1000–960BCE). As the youngest son of Jesse, he was born in
Bethlehem. At the age of 25, he became the armor-bearer to saul and, after
displaying his military prowess in war with the philistines, the husband of
saul’s daughter, Michal. saul’s jealousy [sic] of David (a) caused the latter
to seek refuge with Achish, king of Gath. David (a) returned to Israel after
saul and three of his sons had been defeated and killed at the battle of Mt.
Gilboa. He settled in Hebron and declared himself king of Judah. At first,
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saul’s general, Abner, sided with saul’s son Eshbaal whom he crowned king
at Mahanaim, but after Eshbaal’s murder all the tribes accepted David (a)
as king. In the eighth year of his reign, David (a) captured the Jebusite
stronghold of Jerusalem which he proclaimed his capital and to which he
eventually moved the Ark. He succeeded in breaking the philistine mili-
tary power and annexing the entire coastal belt. His defeat of the Edomites
gave the Israelites an outlet to the red sea at Ezion-Geber. He crushed
Ammon and Moab, which became subject to Israel, and decisively defeat-
ed Aram (syria), annexing large tracts of territory, including Damascus, as
far as the Euphrates. David (a) signed treaties with Tyre and sidon and
extended the Israelite frontiers to an extent never again attained.
Internally he made energetic preparations for building a central temple and
organized the national administration. In his old age, his son Absalom
rebelled against him and was killed in the revolt; the succession was even-
tually secured by his son solomon (a). The Bible depicts David’s virtues
and vices. on occasion he was ruled by his passions (for example, in his
conduct with Bathsheba). Nevertheless, in the course of time he became a
religious symbol and the Jewish messianic hope was attached to his descen-
dants. Jewish tradition has magnified him to the point of saying “King
David still lives” and has attributed to him the composition of the whole
Book of psalms.

91 The Jewish rendition of history has had its debilitating effect on the Islamic
understanding of not only history, but even integral, intrinsic, and internal
Islamic matters of fiqh and jurisprudence. Therefore, it would be worth-
while in the course of “brushing off” this historical negative yah¥dø influ-
ence, to take a look at what and how these yah¥døs have intruded into the
Qur’anic discourse. 

According to them samuel was a prophet and the last Israelite judge.
He originated from a levitical family — descendants of the Biblical charac-
ter levin, one of Jacob’s (a) sons, who formed a class of auxiliary ministers
dedicated to the care of the Tabernacle and eventually the Jerusalem Temple
(Numbers 3:5–10). His mother consecrated him before his birth as a Nazirite
who would serve the sanctuary at shiloh. There, according to Jewish histo-
ry, he received the divine call as a child and later foretold the destruction of
the House of Eli — a high priest at the shrine of shiloh, and one of the last
judges. After the death of Eli and his sons and the decisive defeat of the
Israelites by the philistines at the battle of Aphek, samuel endeavored to
restore the traditional religious worship. He resided in ramah and judged
the Israelites in the sacred towns of Bethel, Gilgal, and Mizpeh, preparing
the way for national unity. Apparently on his initiative, groups of prophets
were formed to guide the people. In his old age, when external pressure grew
acute, he reluctantly acceded to the popular demand for a king and selected
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saul. However, tension between samuel and saul eventually reached an
open break. later, samuel went to Bethlehem where he anointed David
(a) as saul’s successor.

92 sunan – plural of sunna∆; not to be confused with the strictly fiqhø usage of
the word Sunnah, which is, the prophet’s (r) verbal and practical explana-
tion of the Qur’an.

93 Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770–1831) –
German philosopher who devoted the bulk of his life to
academic pursuits and is best remembered for develop-
ing the concept of dialectical reasoning (thesis, antithesis,
and synthesis). In his Encyclopedia of the Philosophical
Sciences (1817), he describes the application of this
dialectic to all areas of human knowledge. He made con-
tributions in the post-Kant period of Idealism and also
developed the idea of historical teleology that Marx would use for his mate-
rialist analysis of history as the development of forces of production. His
other major works include Phenomenology of Spirit (1807), Elements of the
Philosophy of Right (1820), and Science of Logic (1812–1816). 

94 Bertrand Arthur Willaim Russell (1872–1970) –
British philosopher and pacifist, born as the grandson of
lord John russell, who twice served as the prime
Minister of Queen Victoria. He was among the 20th
century’s most renowned logicians, mathematicians, and
social reformers. His parents died when he was young,
and in his will, russell’s father wanted his son to be
brought up by atheists, but russell’s grandparents had
the will overturned. His first degrees were in mathematics and the moral sci-
ences. He became a lecturer at Trinity College, but was dismissed in 1916
because he was fined and convicted for anti-war activities (against World
War I). He was convicted a second time two years later and spent six months
in prison where he wrote his Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy (1919).
He ran unsuccessfully for parliament three times, and as politicians and lords
are prone to do, was a notorious womanizer. He received the Nobel prize for
literature in 1950. Throughout most of his life, he continued his anti-war
activities, becoming an icon for idealistic youth and the anti-war move-
ment. Together with Albert Einstein, he called for the curtailment of
nuclear weapons, and became the president of the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament in 1958. He came out against soviet expansionism as well the
us involvement in Vietnam. one of his students, and a great philosopher
in his own right, was ludwig Wittgenstein. russell was a prolific writer;
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some of his other works include Principia Mathematica (1910–1913), The
Problems of Philosophy (1912), Proposed Roads to Freedom: Socialism,
Anarchism, and Syndicalism (1918), Why I Am Not a Christian (1927),
Marriage and Morals (1929), The Conquest of Happiness (1930), Power: A New
Social Analysis (1938), and Common Sense and Nuclear Warfare (1959).

95 St. Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274) – known as Doctor
Angelicus. scholastic theologian, born in the castle of
roccasecca, Italy, of the family of the Counts of Aquino.
He was educated by the Benedictines of Monte-Cassino,
and at Naples. Against the will of his family, he entered
the Dominican order (1243), but his brothers abducted
him, keeping him a prisoner in the paternal castle for
two years. Escaping to Cologne, he became a pupil of
Albertus Magnus, and in turn was himself appointed to teach (1248). He
began to publish commentaries on Aristotle, and went to paris (1252),
where he obtained great distinction as a philosophic theologian. In 1258, he
was summoned by the pope to teach successively in Anagni, orvieto, and
rome. He died on his way to a General Council in lyon, and was canonized
in 1323. He was the first among 13th century metaphysicians to stress the
importance of sense perception and the experimental foundation of human
knowledge. His Summa theologiae, the first attempt at a complete theological
system, remains substantially the standard authority in the roman Catholic
Church. His only scholastic rival was Duns scotus, the “subtle doctor,”
whose followers were the fransiscans. Thereafter medieval theologians were
divided into two schools, scotists and Thomists, whose differences permeat-
ed almost every branch of doctrine.

96 Immanuel Kant (translated by Werner s. pluhar), Critique of practical reason.
(Indianapolis, Indiana: Hackett publishing Co., 2002).

97 Alfred Edward Taylor, The Faith of a Moralist: Gifford Lectures Delivered in 
the University of St. Andrews, 1926–1928. (New york: Macmillan 
and Co., 1930). 

98 A ras¥l (apostle) is a messenger from Allah (Â) who came with a book that
was written down and recorded by followers or by the apostle himself. The
Qur’an identifies five apostles: Ibrœhøm (Abraham), Dœw¥d (David), M¥så
(Moses), ‘Øså (Jesus), and Muhammad (Å). A nabø is a prophet who came
with a revelation/guidance that was not formally written down. 

99 These correspond to the biblical prophets (Å): Adam (Œdam), Noah
(N¥˙), Abraham (Ibrœhøm), lot (l¥†), Ishmael (Ismœ‘øl), Isaac (Is˙œq),
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Jacob or Israel (ya‘q¥b or Isrœ’øl), Joseph (y¥suf), shu‘ayb (Jethro), Job
(Ayy¥b),  Moses (M¥så), Aaron (Hœr¥n), David (Dœw¥d), solomon
(sulaymœn), Elijah (Ilyœs), al-yasa‘ (Elisha), Jonah (y¥nus), Zakariah
(Zakarøyœ), John the Baptist (ya˙yå), and Jesus (‘Øså), may Allah’s (Â)
peace and blessings be upon them all. Though they may be mentioned in the
Bible by other names, it is not clear who Idrøs and Dh¥ al-Kifl (Ç) corre-
spond to; H¥d and Íœli˙ (Ç) are not mentioned at all in the Gospel.

100 Acts, 7:54–60, King James Version.

101 Nero Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus (37–68CE) – the last
roman emperor of the Julio-Claudian dynasty. The first roman-Jewish
War (66–70CE) took place during his reign. A military coup forced him
from power in 68CE, and to avoid execution, he committed suicide. His
term of office was characterized by tyranny, especially that of early
Christians, and extravagance.

102 John the elder (or John the Presbyter) – as opposed to the Apostle John,
one of the 12 disciples of Jesus (a), who is credited by mainstream Catholic
sources as the author of the Gospel of John, the Epistles of John, and the
Book of revelations. However, Eusebius, a high official in the roman
Empire under Constantine, felt that 2nd John, 3rd John, and revelations
were written by “another” John, whom he called John the Elder. The
Church believes that John the Elder was invented by Eusebius because he
was dissatisfied by the statements made in revelations.

103 St. Ignatius of Antioch – possibly a student of st. John the Apostle, he is
considered to be one of the Apostolic fathers — the early and influential
theologians and writers in the Christian Church, particularly those of the
first centuries of Christian history. In a letter to the smyrnaeans, he was the
first one to use the Greek word katholikos (universal, complete, whole) to
describe the church, “Wherever the bishop appears, there let the people be;
as wherever Jesus Christ is, there is the Catholic Church. It is not lawful to
baptize or give communion without the consent of the bishop. on the other
hand, whatever has his approval is pleasing to God. Thus, whatever is done
will be safe and valid.” In his letter to the romans before his execution, he
wrote, “I am writing to all the Churches and I enjoin all, that I am dying
willingly for God’s sake, if only you do not prevent it. I beg you, do not do
me an untimely kindness. Allow me to be eaten by the beasts, which are my
way of reaching to God. I am God’s wheat, and I am to be ground by the
teeth of wild beasts, so that I may become the pure bread of Christ.”

Trajan (52–117CE) – roman emperor, from 98–117CE, who rose to promi-
nence as a general in the roman army along the German frontier. He is best
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remembered for his public building program which reshaped the city of rome.
Even though he persecuted Christians during his reign, medieval Christian
theologians considered him to be a virtuous pagan, and later Christian histo-
rians regarded him to be one of the five “good” roman emperors.

104 marcus Aurelius Antoninus Augustus (121–180CE) – roman emperor
from 161–180CE, he is considered to be the last of the five “good” emperors.
Along with military expeditions into Asia and Germany, he is best remem-
bered for his writings in Greek, especially Meditations (170–180CE), which he
wrote during his last military campaigns. Because of the literary quality of
this work, he is considered to be an important stoic philosopher.

105 St. Perpetua and St. Felicitas (died 203CE) – Christian martyrs who lived
in Carthage, a roman province in North Africa; perpetua was a 22-year old
noblewoman, who was nursing at the time, and felicitas, who was expecting
a baby at the time, was her servant. The two along with three others were
arrested for converting to Christianity. perpetua wrote a vivid account of
what happened while she and the others were incarcerated before their exe-
cution. perpetua’s father entreated her to apostatize on several occasions but
she remained steadfast on her commitment to God. Before her impending
execution, perpetua saw a dream in which she saw herself on a dragon’s
head, ascending a perilous bronze ladder leading to green meadows, where a
flock of sheep was grazing. perpetua and the other arrested Christians with
her were ordered to be torn to pieces by wild beasts in a public spectacle.

106 Gaius messius Quintus Decius (201–251CE) – roman emperor from
249–251CE, he co-ruled with his son until both were killed in a military
campaign. While emperor, he focused on restoring the strength of the state
and revitalizing public piety by institutionalizing the state religion. To this
end, he persecuted Christians who considered it offensive to make an oath
of allegiance to the emperor by making a pagan sacrifice for the emperor’s
and empire’s well-being. Christians who refused to make the sacrifice were
executed, and this led to the Christian pogroms to Carthage and Alexandria
in North Africa.

107 Diocletian (224–311CE) – roman emperor from 284–305CE, he started off
as a low-ranking military officer and gradually distinguished himself through
successive campaigns, rising to become the cavalry commander of the
emperor Carus. upon Carus’s and his son’s death, Diocletian was proclaimed
the new emperor by the army. Though he was responsible for the most fero-
cious persecution of Christians, Christianity was not destroyed and went on
to become the state religion under the next emperor, Constantine, who
claimed to be the first Christian emperor of rome.
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108 michael Servetus (1511–1553) – theologian and physician, born in Huesca,
spain. He studied law, worked largely in france and switzerland, and his
theological writings denied the Trinity and the divinity of Jesus (a). He
escaped the Inquisition but was burnt by Calvin at Geneva for heresy. While
studying medicine at paris he is said to be the first European to have discov-
ered the pulmonary circulation of the blood.

109 elizabeth I (1533–1603) – Queen of England and Ireland from 1558–1603,
the daughter of Henry VIII, and last of the Tudor monarchs. she became the
supreme Governor of the English protestant Church, later to be called the
Church of England. During the Elizabethan era, English theater led by play-
wrights William shakespeare and Christopher Marlowe flourished; and in
foreign engagements the British defeated the spanish armada in 1588,
paving the way for the ascendancy of the British empire. Elizabeth also
imprisoned her major rival, mary I, Queen of Scots, in 1568. Mary was con-
sidered by Catholics to be the legitimate heir to the English throne, howev-
er she was regarded to be a threat by her first cousin, Queen Elizabeth I.
After 19 years of imprisonment in England, she was tried and executed for
treason, in 1587, following her alleged involvement in three plots to assassi-
nate Elizabeth and place herself on the English throne.

110 Pontius Pilate – a roman appointed by the Emperor Tiberius in 26CE as pre-
fect (chief officer or magistrate) of Judea, having charge of the state and the
occupying military forces, but subordinate to the legate of syria. Although
based in Caesarea, he also resided in Jerusalem, and was noted for his order
to execute Jesus of Nazareth by crucifixion at the prompting of the Jewish
authorities. He caused unrest by his use of Temple funds to build an aque-
duct, by his temporary location of roman standards in Jerusalem, and by his
slaughter of samaritans in 36CE (for which he was recalled).

111 As Muslims, we have difficulty with the words religious and worship, as they
have become defined in the secular world. The secular power orientation
does not consider matters of public policy to be acts of worship to God and
does not regard legislative initiatives to be shaped by moral imperatives that
are tied to religious sources of guidance.

112 Nicholas of Cusa (1401–1464) – considered, by Europeans, to be one of the
greatest intellects of the 15th century, he was a roman Catholic cardinal
from Germany, a philosopher, jurist, mathematician, and astronomer. After
Constantinople was liberated by the Muslims in 1453, he supported pope
pius II’s campaign for a crusade against the Turks. In the area of scientific
discovery, Copernicus, Galileo, Bruno, and Kepler were all aware of his writ-
ings; in fact Kepler considers him to be “divinely inspired.” According to
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some accounts of history, he was the first to use concave lenses to correct
myopia, and he developed the concepts of infinitesimal and relative motion.

113 Apocrypha, old Testament (Greek for hidden things) – usually considered to
be a collection of Jewish writings found in the Greek version of the Hebrew
Bible (the septuagint), but not found in the Hebrew Bible itself; in a more
general sense, it is characterized as a literature of an esoteric or spurious
kind. Most of these writings were in the latin version of the Christian Bible
approved at the Council of Trent (the Vulgate), so roman Catholics tend to
consider them as inspired and authoritative, and designate them as deutero-
canonical (accepted by Catholics as part of the canon, but recognized not to
be accepted by all). protestants and most others, on the other hand, attrib-
ute less authority to them, referring to them as Apocrypha. Corresponding to
this distinction, non-Catholic Bibles tend to locate the Apocrypha as a sep-
arate collection between the two Testaments or after the New Testament,
while Catholic Bibles tend to place the writings among the old Testament
works themselves. There is no consensual agreement on which writings are
to be included in this collection.

114 Philo Judeaus (25BCE–50CE) – Hellenistic Jewish philosopher, born in
Alexandria, Egypt, where he was a leading member of the Jewish communi-
ty. A prolific writer, he sought to effect a synthesis between Greek philoso-
phy and Jewish scripture, and subsequently influenced Greek Christian
theologians such as Clement and origen. In 40CE he headed a deputation to
the mad Emperor Caligula to plead for Jews who refused to worship the
roman emperor.

115 Quintus Septimus Florens Tertullianus (160–220CE) – Christian theolo-
gian, born in Carthage (in today’s Tunisia). He lived for some time in rome,
was converted to Christianity (196CE), and then returned to Carthage. His
opposition to worldliness in the Church culminated in his becoming a
leader of the Montanist sect (207CE). The first to produce major Christian
works in latin, he thus exercised a profound influence on the development
of ecclesiastical language. He wrote books against heathens, Jews, and
heretics, as well as several practical and ascetic treatises.

John Calvin (1509–1564) – protestant reformer, born in Noyon, france. He
studied latin in paris, then law at orleans, where he developed his interest
in theology. In Bourges and other centers, he began to preach the reformed
doctrines, but he was forced to flee from france to escape persecution. At
Basel he issued his influential Christianae Religionis Institution (1536, Institutes
of the Christian Religion), and at Geneva was persuaded by Guillaume farel to
help with the reformation. The reformers proclaimed a protestant Confession
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of faith, under which moral severity took the place of
license. When a rebellious party, the libertines, rose
against this, Calvin and farel were expelled from the city
(1538). Calvin withdrew to strasbourg, where he worked
on New Testament criticism, and got married. In 1541
the Genevans recalled him, and he founded a theocracy
which controlled almost all the city’s affairs. By 1555 his
authority was confirmed into an absolute supremacy. The
father figure of reformed Theology, he left a double legacy to protestantism
by systematizing its doctrine and organizing its ecclesiastical discipline. His
commentaries, which embrace most of the old and New Testaments, were
collected and published in 1617.

Blaise Pascal (1623–1662) – mathematician, physicist,
theologian, and man-of-letters, born in Clermont-
ferrand, france. In 1647 he invented a calculating
machine, and later the barometer, the hydraulic press,
and the syringe. until 1654 he spent his time between
mathematics and the social round in paris, but a mysti-
cal experience that year led him to join his sister, who
was a member of the Jansenist convent at port-royal,
where he defended Jansenism against the Jesuits in Lettres provincials
(1656–1657). fragments jotted down for a case book of Christian truths were
discovered after his death, and published as the Pensees (1669, Thoughts).

Soren Kierkegaard (1813–1855)– philosopher and religious thinker, born in
Copenhagen; also known as Aabye. He is regarded as one of the founders of
existentialism. He suffered an anguished private life and was a highly
unorthodox philosopher. He reacted strongly against the abstract system-
building of Hegel and the German tradition of the day, and tried to empha-
size the importance of the individual and the crucial choices through which
we form ourselves. His best-known works are more literary than academic,
and include  The Concept of Irony (1841), Either-Or (two volumes, 1843),
Fear and Trembling (1843), and The Sickness unto Death (1849).

Karl Barth (1886–1968) – protestant theologian, born
in Basel, switzerland. He studied in Berne, Berlin,
Tubingen, and Marburg. While pastor at safenwil, he
wrote a Commentary on St. Paul’s Epistle to the Romans
(1919) which established his theological reputation. He
became professor at Gottingen (1921), Munster (1925),
and Bonn (1930), refused to take an unconditional oath
to Hitler, was dismissed, and so became professor at
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Basel (1935–1962). He played a leading role in the German Confessing
Church and Barmen Declaration (1934). The major exponent of reformed
theology, his many works include the monumental Kirchliche Dogmatik
(1932–1967, Church Dogmatics).

116 Alfred North Whitehead (1861–1947) – mathematician
and philosopher, born in ramsgate, Kent, uK. He stud-
ied at Cambridge, where he was senior lecturer in math-
ematics until 1910. He then taught at london
(1910–1914), becoming professor of applied mathematics
at Imperial College (1914–1924), and was professor of
philosophy at Harvard (1924–1937). He collaborated
with his former pupil, Bertrand russell, on the monu-
mental Principia Mathematica (1910–1913). His best known philosophical
works are The Concept of Nature (1920) and Process and Reality (1929). More
popular works include Adventures of Ideas (1933) and Modes of Thought (1938).

Paul Johannes Tillich (1886–1965) – protestant theolo-
gian and philosopher, born in starzeddel, Germany. He
became a lutheran pastor (1912) and served as military
chaplain in the German army in World War 1. He
taught at Berlin (1919–1924) and held professorships at
Marburg (1924–1925), Dresden (1925–1928), leipzig
(1928–1929), and frankfurt (1929–1933). He was an
early critic of Hitler and the Nazis, and in 1933 was
barred from German universities, the first non-Jewish academic “to be so
honored” as he put it. He emigrated to the usA, and taught at New york
(1933–1955), Harvard (1956–1962), and Chicago (1962–1965), becoming a
us citizen in 1940. His main work is Systematic Theology (three volumes,
1951–1963), which combines elements from existentialism and depth-psy-
chology, as well as from traditional Christian thought. He explained faith as
a matter of ultimate concern with a reality transcending finite existence,
rather than a belief in a personal God. His popular works like The Courage
to Be (1952) and Dynamics of Faith (1957) reached large general readerships
in the West.

117 aß˙œb al-kahf – literally, the folks of the cave. They lived in an area thought
to be today’s levant (geographical syria) under a tyrant king. After taking
issue with the king’s false authority and the “state’s” false power they aban-
doned their subservient society and left for a cave where they could have the
freedom to be Allah’s (Â) servants and subjects. And as Allah’s (Â) decree
would have it, they were to remain over 300 years in that cave and then
come back to life — in a new society and a new dispensation. S¥ra∆ al-Kahf,
the 18th chapter of the Qur’an, is named after this group.
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118 James H. leuba, God or man? A study of the value of God to man. (New york: 
Holt, 1933). 

119 Edward J. larson and larry Witham, Leading scientists still reject God. 
(New york: Nature Magazine, Nature publishing Group, a division of 
Macmillan, July 23, 1998), Vol. 394, p. 313.

120 Positivism – in philosophy, the position that all genuine knowledge is
derived from and validated by science. Developed from the British empiricist
tradition, it was first explicitly formulated in the 19th century, by Comte,
and was taken up by the utilitarians (Bentham and Mill), Herbert spencer,
Mach, and others, who were optimistic about the benefits of scientific
progress for humanity and who were hostile to theology and metaphysics.

121 one example of how the roman imperial regime intervened in Christian
freedom of belief and conscience was Arius (250–336CE), a libyan who
founded Arianism. He trained in Antioch (syria/Turkey), and became a
presbyter (elder) in Alexandria (Egypt). He said (319CE) that, in the doc-
trine of Trinity, the son was not co-equal or co-eternal with the father, but
only the first and highest of all finite beings, created out of nothing by an
act of God’s free will. He won some support, but was deposed and excommu-
nicated in 321CE by a synod of bishops in Alexandria. The subsequent bat-
tle for free religious expression was fierce, so the Council of Nicaea (Nice)
was called in 325CE to settle the issue. out of this came the definition of the
absolute unity of the divine essence, and the equality of the three persons of
the trinity. Arius was banished, but recalled in 334CE, and died in
Constantinople. After his death the strife spread more widely abroad: the
West was mainly orthodox, the East largely Arian or semi-Arian; but
despite later revivals the Arian doctrine was largely suppressed by the end of
the 4th century due to the inhuman and harsh interference of the European
roman Empire into the African/Asian understanding of Jesus (a).

122 Bill of Rights – list of citizens’ rights set out in constitutional documents.
usually accompanying the document is an elaboration of the institutional
means and powers by which such rights may be enforced. The best known
example is the first ten amendments to the us Constitution, adopted in
1791. This “protects the liberties of private citizens” in relation to the federal
and state governments in such matters as freedom of speech, religion, the
press and assembly, and legal procedure. It was adopted because of popular
pressure during the campaign to ratify the Constitution (1787–1788), and its
meaning has been expounded in many cases decided by the supreme Court.

123 for more information about the Islamic Center in Washington, DC, refer to
the website: http://www.islamiccenterdc.com/whathappened.htm.
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124 Jehovah’s Witnesses – A millenarian movement organ-
ized in the usA in 1884 under Charles Taze Russell
(1852–1916). They adopted the name Jehovah’s Witnesses
in 1931; previously they were called Millennial Dawnists
and International Bible Students. They have their own trans-
lation of the Bible, which they interpret literally. They
believe in the imminent second coming of Jesus (a),
avoid worldly involvement, and refuse to obey any law
which they see as a contradiction of the law of God  — refusing, for exam-
ple, to take oaths, enter military service, or receive blood transfusions. They
publish The Watchtower, meet in Kingdom Halls, and all “witness” through
regular house-to-house preaching. They are said to number about one mil-
lion, and are now an international movement.

125 mormons – a religious movement based on the vision-
ary experiences of Joseph Smith, Jr. (1805–1844), who
organized it as the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints in 1830 in fayette, New york. smith claimed to
have been led to the Book of Mormon, inscribed on
golden plates and buried 1,000 years before in a hill near
palmyra, New york. An account of an ancient
American people to whom Jesus (a) appeared after his
ascension, it teaches Jesus’s (a) future establishment of the New Jerusalem
in America. It is regarded as equal with the Bible. subjected to persecution,
the Mormons moved West, and Brigham young (1801–1877) finally led
most of them to the valley of the Great salt lake (1847). Their practice of
polygamy (until 1890) created such antagonism that it led to the mob mur-
der of Joseph smith. Mormons now actively engage in missionary work and
give two years’ voluntary service to the Church. It is estimated that there are
five million Mormons worldwide.

126 Defense of marriage Act (DomA) of 1996 – a federal law of the united
states, which holds that (1) no state (or other political subdivision within
the united states) needs to treat a relationship between persons of the same
sex as a marriage, even if the relationship is considered a marriage in anoth-
er state; and (2) the federal government may not treat same-sex relation-
ships as marriages for any purpose, even if concluded or recognized by one of
the states. The bill defining the law was approved by the us Congress
(senate: 85–14; House of representatives: 342–67) and signed into law by
president Bill Clinton. As for the definition of marriage and spouse, insofar
as this legislation is concerned, the word marriage means only a legal union
between one man and one woman as husband and wife, and the word spouse
refers only to a person of the opposite sex who is a husband or a wife. 
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127 mahmoud Abdul-Rauf (1969–present) – formerly
known as Chris Jackson, he accepted Islam in 1993.
After a record-setting college career at louisiana state
university, he was selected as the third pick in the 1990
National Basketball Association (NBA) Draft by the
Denver Nuggets. He played professionally for the
Denver Nuggets, sacramento Kings, and the Vancouver
Grizzlies in the NBA; and also in Europe and saudi
Arabia. He was doubly extraordinary because he was able to manage his
Tourette syndrome in order to have a career as a basketball player.

128 muhammad Ali (1942–present) – regarded by some
sports historians to be the greatest boxing champion of
all time; and also regarded to be the most influential ath-
lete of the 20th century. starting life as Cassius Clay, Jr.,
he accepted Islam under the influence of Malcolm X,
entering the Nation of Islam in 1964; he changed his
name to Muhammad Ali. In the light heavyweight divi-
sion, he won a gold medal in the 1960 olympics and
later as a professional became the youngest boxer to win the heavyweight
title. Not only known for his boxing prowess and unique style — “I float like
a butterfuly and sting like a bee” — he was also much admired for his social
activism regarding the mistreatment of African Americans in the united
states. on grounds of conscience, he refused to fight in the Vietnam War,
and ended up sacrificing some of his best years as a fighter because he was
banned from the sport. When he was allowed to resume his boxing career, he
promptly came back and won the heavyweight championship. later on in
life, his flamboyant words and exuberant style were compromised by
parkinson’s disease.

Muhammad Ali with richard Durham (coauthor), The Greatest, My Own 
Story. (New york: Ballantine Books, 1975).

129 William Jefferson “Bill” Clinton (1946–present) –
42nd president of the united states from 1992–2000.
Before becoming president, he was a multiple-term gov-
ernor in the state of Arkansas, a graduate of yale law
school, and a rhodes scholar. Even though he left
office with the highest approval rating of any president
since World War II, he will probably be most remem-
bered for his insatiable sexual escapades while in the
White House, the most notorious of which was the Monica lewinsky scan-
dal. By signing the omnibus counter-terrorism bill into law (1996), approv-
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ing secret evidence and illegal searches, he paved the way for the ultimate
passing of the more draconian patriot Act under the Bush Administration.
He kicked off his 1996 presidential campaign by bombing Afghanistan, and
in order to deflect attention away from the lewinsky scandal, he bombed an
aspirin factory in sudan, killing scores of civilians in both incidents. The
Muslims who voted for him in the 1992 election for president did so because
he had promised to lift the arms embargo on the Bosnian Muslims; howev-
er, once he was elected, he did not lift the arms embargo, waiting until
Bosnia was literally raped and dismembered to pursue peace negotiations,
which culminated in the Dayton Accords (1995).

George W. Bush (1946–present) – 43rd president of the
united states, known for launching the “war on terror”
against the entire Muslim world, a 21st-century
Crusader. The eldest son of former president George
H.W. Bush (the 41st president), he was the governor of
Texas, one of the owners of the Texas rangers baseball
team, and head of a few failed businesses, before becom-
ing the chief executive of the united states. The 9/11
attacks took place during his first term in office, and he used the tragedy to
launch a perpetual war against a faceless enemy, starting in Afghanistan and
then proceeding to Iraq. No administration official was ever fired for the
9/11 incident, even though it was the greatest national security breach in
us history. further, no solid and believable evidence was ever communicat-
ed to justify the invasion and on-going occupation of Afghanistan and Iraq.
Though he never owned up to his war crimes, as expected, by the time he
left office, he was responsible for killing over one million Iraqis (mostly
civilians, displacing four million more, creating two million orphans, and
turning one million women into prostitutes. It was the Iraq war that ulti-
mately drained the us economy, causing Bush to leave the White House
with perhaps the lowest approval rating of anyone to ever occupy the office
of president. He also stood by while Israel tried to expunge Hizbullah in
2006, and Hamas in 2008. His legacy will be associated with the likes of
Guantanamo Bay, Abu Ghraib, enhanced interrogation techniques, secret
renditions, enemy combatants, environmental intransigence, redefining tor-
ture, and pulling out of all international agreements relating to the proper
treatment of prisoners of war. He also proved inept at handling domestic
problems, with Hurricane Katrina standing out as one of the greatest natu-
ral disasters in American history, and with the financial crisis of 2008 stand-
ing out as the greatest economic disaster since the Great Depression.

130 Anthony Charles lynton “Tony” Blair (1953–present) – British prime
minister from 1997–2007, commonly regarded as the Bush administration
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lapdog in the uK, providing military and tactical sup-
port for us-neoconservative policies in the Islamic East.
He was the most vociferous European proponent of the
us “war on terror.” He also had to leave office because
of mounting casualties from the Iraq War and because
the economy could no longer sustain deployment in the
Middle East. After resigning the prime ministership, he
immediately became the official envoy of the Quartet
(the united Nations, the European union, the united states, and russia)
on the Middle East. Even though he is negotiating with Hizbullah and
Hamas behind the scenes, and through unofficial emissaries, he still charac-
terizes both Islamic parties publicly as terror organizations. He wants to force
the palestinians to recognize the existence of Israel (its “right” to formalize
and continue its occupation), abide by previous agreements, and to
renounce violence; however, he has not been heard to require the Israelis to
agree to the same.

Silvio Berlusconi (1936–present) – Italian prime minis-
ter from 1994–1995, 2001–2006, and 2008–present, he
is politically the Italian version of Tony Blair. In addi-
tion to executive politics, he is also an entrepreneur as a
real estate and insurance tycoon, a sports team owner,
and a bank and media proprietor. He is the founder and
major shareholder of fininvest, a media and finance
company, and one of the ten largest corporations in the
country. Together with the saudi prince al-Waleed bin Talal, he is the main
shareholder of Mediaset, another publicly traded company. He is Italy’s third
wealthiest person, with a personal worth of approximately $9.4 billion.
Berlusconi has been extensively involved in organized crime, including
mafia collusion, false accounting, tax fraud, corruption, and bribery of police
officers and judges. He has been tried in 12 cases, but in all but one, he was
either acquitted, or because of delaying tactics, exonerated.

131 Cathars (pure ones) – originally, they were perceived by the establishmen-
tarian church as 3rd-century separatists from the Church, puritan and asce-
tic, following the teachings of the 3rd-century roman bishop Novatian. In
the Middle Ages, as a denomination, they were known in Bulgaria as
Bogomiles and in france as Albigenses. Celibate, they rejected sacraments (a
formal religious act conferring a specific grace on those who receive it) and
held good and evil to be separate spheres ‘dualism). They survived until the
14th century, when they were finally exterminated by the Inquisition.

Waldenses or Waldensians – a small Christian community originating in a
reform movement initiated by peter Waldo at lyon, france, in the 12th cen-
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tury. They rejected the authority of the pope, prayers for the dead, and ven-
eration of the saints. Excommunicated and persecuted, they survived
through the Middle Ages. After the reformation, as protestants, they con-
tinued mainly in Northern Italy, with missions in south America.

132 Pope lucius III (1100–1185) – pope from 1181–1185, he passed at least
half of his tenure in exile at Velletri and Verona. In 1184, he held a synod
at Verona which condemned the Cathars, paterines, Waldensians and
Arnoldists as heretics.

Pope Innocent III (1161–1216) – pope from 1198–1216, he felt that the
Muslim liberation of Jerusalem in 1187 was an indication of divine retribu-
tion against the moral degeneration of Christian princes. In on-going
attempts to consolidate papal authority, he convened the fourth lateran
Council (1215), which issued over 70 reformatory decrees. During his time,
the papacy rose to the height of its powers. Innocent III was considered to
be the most powerful person in Europe, asserting his papal authority over all
of Europe, while still politically maneuvering around the temporal authori-
ty of kings. He decreed the fourth Crusade in 1198 and also ordered a cru-
sade against the Albigenses, which successfully subdued the Cathar heresy
in france but at a great cost in life and blood.

133 The Fourth lateran Council (1215) – convened by pope Innocent III,
who ordered around 1,200 bishops, abbots, and nobles from all over Europe
to assist in adjusting current laws or creating new ones to further influence
the masses in supporting the pope as the universal authority of the empire.
The council redefined some fundamental doctrines such as the nature of
the Eucharist (the ordered annual confession of sins), detailed procedures
for the election of bishops, and mandated a strict lifestyle for clergy includ-
ing forbidding them to participate in judicial procedures in which “sin-
ners” had to undergo often painful physical consequences to either atone
for their sins or prove themselves innocent of often frivolous charges. The
council also mandated that Jews wear special identifying markings on their
clothing — a sign of the increased hostility felt by Christians towards Jews
in the region.

134 Dominicans – religious order, officially ordo praedicatorum (latin for
Order of Preachers); also known as the friars preachers, Black friars, or
Jacobins. It was founded by st. Dominic in 1216 in Italy to provide defend-
ers of the roman Catholic faith. The order exercises individual and corpo-
rate poverty, but is devoted mainly to preaching and teaching. It has a
first-rate record of learning (for example, st. Thomas Aquinas and Albertus
Magnus), and also of missionary activity, with houses in every part of the
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Christian world. There is also a second order of nuns and a third or tertiary
order of members not enclosed.

135 William H. Gentz, The Dictionary of Bible and religion. (Nashville, 
Tennessee: Abingdon press, 1986), p. 490. 

136 King Ferdinand II (1452–1516) and Queen Isabella I (1451–1504) – their
marriage in 1469 paved the way for the unification of spain under Charles V,
their grandson. They are credited with completing the reconquista (reclaim-
ing Andalusian and Iberian territory from the Muslims over 800 years), insti-
tuting the spanish Inquisition (the expulsion of Jews and Muslims from
spain in addition to mass executions and forced conversions to Christianity),
sponsoring exploratory voyages to the Americas, and laying the foundations
of the spanish Empire.

Illuminism – the doctrine of practice of people or groups who believe them-
selves to possess special spiritual, moral, or intellectual enlightenment. The
term has been associated with various groups of “illuminate” in history, for
example, people related to the Enlightenment of the 18th century and reli-
gious sects claiming knowledge of truth.

137 William H. Gentz, The Dictionary of Bible and Religion. (Nashville, 
Tennessee: Abingdon press, 1986), p. 490. 

138 Ibid.

139 Ibid.

140 William Franklin “Billy” Graham (1918–present) –
evangelist, born in Charlotte, North Carolina, usA.
The son of a dairy farmer, he attended florida Bible
Institute, was ordained a southern Baptist minister in
1939, and quickly gained a reputation as a preacher.
During the 1950s he conducted a series of highly organ-
ized revivalist campaigns in the usA and uK, and later
in south America, the ussr, and Western Europe.

In 1949, William randolph Hearst, head of a large publishing empire,
and Henry luce, chief of another one, Time, Inc., were both worried about
communism and the growth of liberalism in the united states. They person-
ally created an international personage who, for two decades thereafter,
would become a powerful voice preaching doctrines they approved of. The
voice of Billy Graham, an obscure evangelist holding poorly attended tent
meetings in los Angeles, was basically unknown until the intervention of
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Hearst and luce. Many rich and powerful people encourage evangelists like
Graham, perhaps because those who have already made their money in the
here-and-now do not mind urging everyone else to wait for their rewards in
the hereafter. When the rich and powerful control overwhelming access to
the public mind they can turn this impulse into a national movement. 

Hearst and luce interviewed the inconsequential preacher and decided
he was worthy of their support. Billy Graham became an almost instanta-
neous national and, later, international figure preaching anti-communism
and blessing almost every war that was launched by the White House. In
late 1949 Hearst sent a telegram to all Hearst editors, “puff Graham.” The
editors did — in Hearst newspapers, magazines, movies, and newsreels.
Within two months Graham was preaching to crowds of 350,000. In
february 1950 luce added his empire to the Hearst publicity. The impact
was later described by Graham, “Time and life began carrying about every-
thing I did, it seemed like. They gave me a tremendous push…” By 1954
luce had put Billy Graham on the cover of Time magazine. Graham was
preaching, “Either Communism must die, or Christianity must die.” The
preacher became a public advocate of senator Joseph McCarthy. 

More recently, Billy Graham’s son, franklin Graham, voiced high-decibel
remarks about Islam. And Graham, sr. (March, 2002) also had to apologize to
the Jews for some remarks he made concerning their clout during the Nixon
White House years — as those tapes were recently released to the public.

141 deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) – the nucleic acid which occurs in combina-
tion with protein in the chromosomes, and which contains the genetic
instructions. It consists of four nitrogenous bases (adenine, guanine,
thymine, cytosine), a sugar (2-deoxy-D-ribose), and phosphoric acid,
arranged in regular structure. The skeleton of the DNA consists of two
chains of alternate sugar and phosphate groups twisted round each other in
the form of a double helix; to each sugar is attached a base; and the two
chains are held together by hydrogen bonding between the bases. The
sequence of bases provides in code the genetic information, which is tran-
scribed, edited, and
translated by the
rNA. Each human
cell nucleus contains
approximately 6 x 109

base pairs of DNA,
totaling in length
about 2m, but coiled
upon itself again and
again, so that it fits
inside the cell nucleus
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of less than 10µm in diameter. DNA replicates itself accurately during cell
growth and duplication, and its structure is stable, so that heritable changes
(mutations) are infrequent. The structure of DNA was discovered by geneti-
cists James Watson and francis Crick in 1953.

ribonucleic acid (RNA) – nucleic acid
found throughout the cell, distinguished
from DNA by the substitution of the
pyrimidine base, uracil, for thymine.
Nuclear rNA is formed as a complementa-
ry strand to a section of DNA base
sequences. The intron sequences are then
excised to give mature messenger rNA,
which passes through the nuclear mem-
brane to the ribosomes in the cytoplasm.
Transfer rNA collects the free amino acids
in the cytoplasm, and transports them to
the ribosomes (containing ribosomal rNA), where they are laid down in the
sequence dictated by the messenger rNA. Thus the messenger rNA, once
attached to the ribosomes, serves as a template for the production of
polypeptide chains.

142 ezra (5th–4th century BCE) – religious leader who lived in Babylon during
the reign of King Artaxerxes (I or II), who reorganized the Jewish commu-
nity in Jerusalem, and who renovated its religious cult. He may have brought
part of the Mosaic law (the pentateuch) with him; an old Testament book
bears his name, as well as the apocryphal works of 1 and 2 Esdras (the Greek
equivalent of the name Ezra).

143 Heraclius (575–641CE) – ruled for 30 years as the Byzantine emperor from
610–641CE. In 613, the persian army occupied Damascus with the help of
the Jews, took Jerusalem in 614CE, damaging the Church of the Holy
sepulchre and capturing the Holy Cross and Egypt in the process. The situ-
ation was so grave that Heraclius reportedly considered moving the capital
from Constantinople to Carthage. After rebuilding his army, Heraclius
invaded persia with 70,000 men, defeating the persians at the Battle of
Nineveh in 627CE. Heraclius personally defeated and killed the persian gen-
eral, rhahzadh, in the battle. The persians never recovered from this war
and would later succumb to the Muslims. The Byzantines reached the height
of their power in 630CE; Heraclius hellenized the empire, replacing latin
with Greek as the official language. soon after his conquest of the persians,
Heraclius fell ill and could not lead his troops again. At the Battle of yarm¥k
in 636CE, the Byzantines suffered a crushing defeat, losing all of syria and
palestine, followed by Egypt in short order.
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144 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆i wa al-Sharø‘a∆ 
wa al-Manhaj, Volume 3. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
1411AH), p. 33.

145 virus – a latin word for poison or toxin; a submicroscopic infectious agent
that is not able to reproduce outside a host cell. Viruses are known to infect
all kinds of cells, in plants and animals alike. so far, around 5,000 have been
catalogued and described in detail, although this figure appears to be just the
tip of the iceberg. They are approximately 1/100th the size of a bacteria,
having a diameter of 10–300nm and a length up to 1,400nm. All viruses are
made of genetic material, rNA or DNA, and have a protein coat to protect
these rudimentary genes; some are also encapsulated in a fat envelope when
they are outside a cell environment. Not all viruses are harmful.

146 from Ibn Mardawayh, Ibn Óabbœn, and al-Óœkim in al-Mustadrak, and
recorded in the Ía˙ø˙ of Muslim,

147 Suez War of 1956 – emerging out of the yoke of European colonial occu-
pation, Egypt under the command of Jamœl ‘Abd al-Nœßir,  declared full inde-
pendence from the British on June 18, 1956. one month later, on July 26,
1956, in order to be economically self-sufficient as well as politically free,
‘Abd al-Nœßir nationalized the suez Canal, leading to the suez War. At the
same time, Egyptian forces blocked the straits of Tiran, a narrow waterway
that was Israel’s only outlet to the red sea.When ‘Abd al-Nœßir took control
of the suez Canal zone away from British and french companies, who
claimed to have “owned” it, the British and french governments authorized
a joint invasion and occupation of the suez Canal zone. At france’s sugges-
tion, planning was coordinated with Israel, a fact which all three nations
continue to deny. on october 29, 1956, Israeli troops quickly occupied the
sinai peninsula, on their way to the suez Canal. The next day, Britain and
france, as part of the joint British-french-Israeli plan, suggested a 10-mile
buffer on either side of the suez canal, which would separate the Egyptians
from the Israelis, and which would be temporarily occupied by the British
and the french. ‘Abd al-Nœßir refused this “generous” offer, and on october
31, Egypt was attacked and invaded by British and french military forces. In
response to these developments, the soviet union threatened to intervene
on Egypt’s behalf. This forced president Eisenhower of the united states to
intervene as well, as he pressured Britain, france, and Israel into agreeing to
a cease-fire and eventual withdrawal from Egypt. The suez War lasted for
only a week, and invading forces were withdrawn within the month. As a
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result, Egypt formally came under the influence of the soviet union, and
remained so until the Camp David Accords 23 years later.

148 1973 Israeli-Arab War or Yom Kippur War – this war, between a coalition
of Arabian nations led by Egypt and syria, and Israel, lasted 20 days from
october 6, 1973 to october 26, 1973. Israel was apparently caught by sur-
prise as Egypt and syria tried to liberate some of the territories occupied by
Israel after the six-Day War in 1967, namely the sinai and the Golan
Heights. Both Egypt and syria made some gains in the first week of the war,
but after a massive airlift of military aid and logistical support from the
united states, starting on october 10th, Israel was able to reverse all the
gains made by the Arabian countries. Arabian members of opEC, led by
King faisal of saudi Arabia, responded to the us airlift with the Arab oil
Embargo of 1973 against the united states and her European satellites.
popularly presented by many in the Arabian world as a victory, this war ulti-
mately led to the Egyptian capitulation at Camp David in 1979; and with
Egypt “out of the way,” the easy confiscation of more palestinian land on the
West Bank and Gaza by Israeli squatters backed up by instant access to us
arms and weapons. 

149 organization of Petroleum exporting
Countries (oPeC) – headquartered in Vienna,
Austria since 1965, today it is an organization
composed of 12 oil-exporting countries: Algeria,
Angola, Ecuador, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, libya,
Nigeria, Qatar, saudi Arabia, the united Arab
Emirates, and Venezuela. Indonesia used to be a
member but had to withdraw its membership in
2008 because it went from a net exporter of oil to a net importer; Iraq’s mem-
bership, despite the war, has remained unaffected. russia and Norway have
attended opEC meetings as observers. other than Angola, Ecuador, and
Venezuela, the member nations are majority Muslim countries with seven of
them being Arabian. In 2008, opEC nations accounted for two-thirds of the
world’s oil reserves and one-third of its production, giving them considerable
influence over the global oil market. since the 1973 oil Embargo, opEC’s
influence had diminished somewhat because of the discovery of oil in
Canada, Alaska, the Gulf of Mexico, the North sea, and places in russia.
The motivation to establish opEC came from Venezuela (in the early
1960s), not from the Arabian countries as many people believe; the mem-
bership fee in the 1990s was $2 million.

150 mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi (1919–1980) – shah of Iran from
1941–1979, when he was overthrown by the 1979 Islamic revolution, led
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by Imam Khomeini. In an agreement between the
russians and the British, who had earlier forced his
father into exile, Mohammad reza was installed on the
throne when he was only 23 years old. He lost the
throne for a short time during the brief prime minister-
ship of Mohammad Mossadegh (1951–1953), who was
overthrown by the CIA so that the West-friendly shah
could resume his post. Even though he nationalized the
Iranian oil industry in the same way that Mossadegh did, he was not penal-
ized for so doing because he put much of the oil revenues toward self-
enrichment, massive arms purchases and security guarantees from the us,
the subordination of the Iranian economy to Western capital and corpora-
tions, and a rapid westernization program. Along with being one of the first
to recognize the state of Israel, appointing Bahais to influential political
and military posts, an almost drunken extravagance (he reportedly spent
$100 million in 1971 for the celebration of the 2,500th anniversary of the
persian monarchy), and giving free rein to the notorious sAVAK, his pro-
grams and policies became increasingly problematic for the majority of the
country’s Muslim population.

151 Iraq-Iran War or First Gulf War (1980–1988) – in order to try and bring
the Islamic revolution to a quick end, this was an imposed war on Iran by
the combined forces of Iraq, the Arabian countries (especially saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, the uAE, syria, and Egypt), and the Western countries (chiefly the
us, uK, and france). Iraq instigated the war by occupying the sha†† al-
‘Arab waterway and Kharj Island; but with the forceful and resolute leader-
ship of Imam Khomeini, Iran successfully repelled the invasion and
succeeded in liberating all occupied territories by 1982. Then to the surprise
of all worldwide military analysts and pundits, Iran started pushing into Iraqi
territory and saddam Hussein’s much vaunted and feared republican Guard
along with his million-man army were on the ropes. This could not be tol-
erated by the us and her Arabian proxies, and so by equipping Iraq with
chemical and biological weapons and basically unlimited finances (to the
tune of $1 billion per month from the Gulf Arabian states), the war dragged
on for another six years, leading to the loss of some two million lives on both
sides of the conflict. By far, the Islamic republic suffered the greater shocks
in terms of lives lost, economic impairment, and political ostracization; in
order to withstand and overcome a worldwide assault upon its Islamic
integrity and determination, it offered up human waves of shahøds, number-
ing in the hundreds of thousands, in the face of chemical, biological, and
conventional weapons attacks. And how was saddam Hussein rewarded for
being the willing instrument of American imperialism in the Middle East?
fifteen years later, and let this be another in the long series of lessons for
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“leaders” who befriend the us, he was tried and executed by proxies of the
same united states that considered him an ally in the 1980s.

152 Second Gulf War (1990–1991) – after Iraq’s invasion and occupation of
Kuwait in 1990, the united states and the uK, along with nominal forces
from 32 other nations, launched a counter-attack to expel Iraq from Kuwait.
The uK and the us accomplished their mission (known as operation
Desert storm) in less than six weeks. The majority of the war costs were paid
by saudi Arabia, around $40 billion of the total $60 billion. After the war
was over saudi Arabia and the other Arab Gulf countries, including Kuwait,
continued to send hefty amounts of money to the us in return for security
guarantees. some estimates suggest that in a span of 2–3 years, the Arab gov-
ernments paid as much as $600 billion. This cash infusion to the us is
apparently what launched the IT boom that was responsible for the econom-
ically prosperous 1990s in the united states.

153 refer to endnote 152 above.

154 American International Group, Inc. (AIG) – an
American insurance corporation that was consid-
ered in early 2008, with 116,000 employees, to be
the 18th largest publicly held company in the
world. so far, to avoid bankruptcy, AIG has
received $182.5 billion in federal bailout money. It apparently used over
$165 million of this taxpayer-funded rescue to cover bonuses for execu-
tives who were responsible for gambling and speculating away their share-
holders’ assets.

Citigroup, Inc. or Citi – one of the major American
financial service companies, it is considered to have the
world’s largest financial services network, spanning 140
countries, with 12,000 offices, 200 million accounts,
and 300,000 employees. It is the primary dealer in us
Treasury securities, and its largest account holders are in the Middle East (the
largest private shareholder is prince al-Waleed bin Talal of saudi Arabia, who
has a 4.9% stake)  and singapore. so far Citigroup has received close to $50
billion in federal bailout money, and the us Treasury Department, the
federal reserve, and the fDIC (federal Deposit Insurance Corporation) have
agreed to cover 90% of the losses on Citi’s $335 billion portfolio.

The Bear Stearns Companies, Inc. – before its sudden free-fall and the fire
sale of its assets to J.p. Morgan in March 2008, it was one of the largest glob-
al investment banks and securities trading and brokerage firms in the world.
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A key player in the subprime mortgage crisis, Bear stearns’ collapse was an
omen of the much larger financial crisis that would erupt just months later.
from 2005–2007, Bear stearns was recognized as one of America’s most
admired securities firms; in 2008, it added nearly 15,000 employees to the
ranks of the unemployed.

lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc. – one of the world’s largest financial serv-
ices firms, it declared bankruptcy in 2008; lehman’s bankruptcy filing rep-
resented the largest in us history. lehman was forced to liquidate in 2008
because of an unprecedented loss due to the continuing subprime mortgage
crisis. lehman’s assets were auctioned off to Barclays, a British bank, and
Nomura Holdings, a Japanese investment bank; Nomura also agreed to hold
on to many of lehman’s employees.

155 Crude oil price variation since World War II; the gray line represents the
inflation-adjusted price in terms of 2008 dollars.
source: http://inflationdata.com/inflation/images/charts/oil/Inflation_

Adj_oil_prices_Chart.htm

156 Arabian American oil Company (Aramco) – officially, the state-owned
national oil company of saudi Arabia, it is the largest oil corporation in the
world with the largest proven oil reserves, and it is thought to be the world’s
most profitable company. from 1933–1988, it was simply known as Aramco,
but by 1980, the saudi royal family had acquired full ownership of the com-
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pany, and in 1988, Aramco was renamed as saudi
Aramco. At the end of 2006, it was producing 3.4 billion
barrels of oil per year from an estimated reserve capacity
of approximately 264 billion barrels of oil; in addition,
the country is said to have 253 quadrillion ft3 of natural
gas reserves. In 2007 dollars, the value of the company,
with 52,093 employees, was estimated to be $751 billion,
with a gross annual revenue of $194 billion. 

157 Ahmed Zaki Yamani (1930–present) – saudi Minister
of oil and Mineral resources from 1962–1986, and a
minister of opEC for 25 years. He was well educated in
Islamic as well as secular law, obtaining degrees from the
university of Cairo, the New york university law
school, and Harvard law school. He is best remem-
bered for his role in the 1973 Arab oil Embargo when opEC quadrupled the
price of oil. Not favored by King fahd, yamani was dismissed in 1986; fric-
tion between the two had been building for some time after fahd became
king because yamani had made it known in inner circles that fahd did not
understand basic economic principles. later in 1990, he established the
Centre for Global Energy studies, a london-based market analysis group
providing objective information on energy issues.

158 sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn, Volume 1. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
1405AH), 11th ed., p. 311.

159 Narrated by Ab¥ Hurayra∆ and presented by al-Bukhœrø,

160 from ‘uqba∆ ibn ‘Œmir al-Juhanø and recorded by Ab¥ Dœw¥d, al-Tirmidhø
and al-Nisœ’ø,

161 presented by al-shawkœnø and Muslim,

162 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆i wa al-Sharø‘a∆ wa 
al-Manhaj, Volume 3. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 1411AH), 
1st ed., p. 73.
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163 related by Anas ibn Mœlik and recorded by Imam A˙mad, Ab¥ Dœw¥d, al-
Tirmidhø, and Ibn Mœja∆,

164 Code of Hammurabi (1790BCE) – an ancient Babylonian code of law
inscribed and preserved in a large piece of basalt. It was enacted by the sixth
Babylonian king, Hammurabi (1796–1750BCE). The Babylonians were
among the first to develop a legal system of economics; the legal code con-
sisted of definitions of monetary denominations, laws for inheritance, and
rules for how private property is to be taxed and acquired. In all there are
282 laws, most of them just one sentence long, in the Code of Hammurabi.
They can be found in the following citation:
Charles f. Horne (translated by l.W. King), The Code of Hammurabi.

(New york: forgotten Books, 2007).

165 Exodus, 22:25; Deuteronomy, 23:19–20; leviticus, 25:36–37; Ezekiel, 18:8;
psalms, 15:5.

166 Matthew, 18:24–35.

167 Mark, 10:25; luke, 6:24, 18:23; James, 5:1–8.

168 1 Timothy 6:10

169 st. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, Volume IIa and IIae, Question 78: 
On the Sin of Usury. (New york: Blackfriars, McGraw-Hill, 1964). 
Also available on the internet at the following link:
http://www.op.org/summa/letter/summa-II-IIq78.pdf

Aristotle (translated by T.A. sinclair),  On Politics. (New york: penguin 
Books, 1962), pp. 75–91.

170 Martin luther’s (1483–1546) great tract On Trade and Usury is available in
its entirety on several websites, one of which is cited below:
http://www.lutherdansk.dk/Martin%20luther%20-%20on%20

trading%20and%20usury%201524/oN%20TrADING%20AND%
20usury%20-%20backup%20020306.htm#_Toc129069625

171 Pope Benedict XIV (1675–1758) – pope from 1740–1758, he came out
against the enslavement of indigenous peoples of the Americas, in particu-
lar, and other places. He was also responsible for initiating the process of cat-
aloging the contents of the Vatican library.
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172 Jeremy Bentham, defense of Usury. (Whitefish, Montana, usA: Kessinger 
publishing, 2004).

173 Pierre Joseph Proudhon (1809–1865) – socialist and
political theorist, born in Besancon, france. In paris he
wrote his first important book, Qu’est-ce que la propriete?
(1840, What is Property?), affirming the bold paradox
“property is theft,” because it involves the exploitation
of the labor of others. He then published his greatest
work, the Systeme des contradictions economiques (1846,
System of Economic Contradictions). During the 1848 rev-
olution, the violence of his utterances brought him three years’ imprison-
ment, and after further arrest (1858) he retired to Belgium. He was
amnestied in 1860.

174 D. pendleton, C. Vorasasun, C. von Zeppelin, T. serafin, The Top 15 
Wealthiest Royals. (New york: forbes Magazine, september 1, 2008).
http://www.forbes.com/global/2008/0901/038.html

175 lacey rose et al., Hollywood’s Best-Paid Actors. (New york: forbes.com, 
July 22, 2008). 
http://www.forbes.com/2008/07/22/actors-hollywood-movies-biz-
media-cx_lr_0722actors.html

lacey rose et al., Hollywood’s Top-Earning Actresses. (New york: forbes.com, 
August 11, 2008).
http://www.forbes.com/2008/08/07/diaz-knightly-aniston-biz-media-
cx_lr_0811actresses.html

176 lacey rose et al., Music’s Top Moneymakers 2006. (New york: forbes.com, 
January 24, 2007).
http://www.forbes.com/2007/01/24/money-concert-music-tech-media-
cx_lr_0123topmusic.html

177 Kurt Badenhausen, The World’s Top-Earning Athletes. (New york: 
forbes.com, october 26, 2007).
http://www.forbes.com/2007/10/25/sports-tiger-woods-biz-sports-
cz_kb_1026athletes.html

178 lea Goldman and Kiri Blakeley (editors), The Celebrity 100. (New york: 
forbes.com, June 15, 2006).
http://www.forbes.com/lists/2006/53/Compen_salary.html
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179 Matthew Miller and Tatiana serafin (editors), The 400 Richest Americans. 
(New york: forbes.com, september 21, 2006).
http://www.forbes.com/lists/2006/54/biz_06rich400_The-400-richest-
Americans-Technology_8rank.html

180 let us look at a brief history of the evolution of us currency since the dec-
laration of independence from the uK in 1776. Article 1, section 8 of the
us Constitution permits the us Congress “…To coin Money, regulate the
Value thereof, and of foreign Coin, and fix the standard of Weights and
Measures;” This provision gives the Congress the license to produce a
national currency with denominations fixed to known weights of something
of value; and to specify the value of foreign currency in terms of us coins.
In article 1, section 10, the Constitution says that “No state shall enter into
any Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation; grant letters of Marque and
reprisal; coin Money; emit Bills of Credit; make any Thing but gold and sil-
ver Coin a Tender in payment of Debts; pass any Bill of Attainder, ex post
facto law, or law impairing the obligation of Contracts, or grant any Title
of Nobility.” section 10 makes it clear that no state in the union can create
its own coin nor can it make anything but the gold and silver coins issued
by Congress as legal tender for the payments of debt. This is a constitutional-
ly mandated gold standard.

The Coinage Act of 1792 spelled out very clearly what value every offi-
cially issued coin would have in terms of a weight of precious metal.
Accordingly a penny was 17.1g of copper, a nickel was 1.2g of pure silver, a
dime was 2.4g of pure silver, a quarter-dollar was 6.01g of pure silver, one
dollar was 24.1g of pure silver, a half-eagle ($5) was 8.02g of pure gold, and
an eagle ($10) was 16.0g of pure gold (at that time, weights were measured
in grains and the equivalent of one grain is 0.065g). The Coinage Act also
defined that one unit of pure gold was equal to 15 units of pure silver, and
stipulated that anyone who corrupted and debased these standards would be
put to death. How many people would incur the death penalty today for
being in open violation of these provisions? The incremental process of get-
ting the country off these standards did not happen over night; it took sev-
eral decades. However the evolving us currency over time represents a
historical record of this notorious sleight of hand. Coins today are made of
alloys, no longer of gold and silver; paper currency has replaced gold and sil-
ver as legal tender for all debts, public and private. In fact, gold and silver
today can only be owned as commodities; they cannot be used to conduct
transactions. This was abolished by an act of Congress. How can Congress
abrogate the us Constitution without creating an amendment?

About 40 years before the federal reserve Act of 1913 created a cen-
tralized bank in the us and for two more decades, the us Treasury used to
issue three types of paper currency: the us Bank Note, the silver certificate,
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and the gold certificate. All three were in circulation, all three could be used
as legal tender, and all three had a value that was redeemable in gold or sil-
ver at the us Treasury. The net result of issuing gold and silver certificates
was to take gold and silver currency (coins) out of circulation as legal ten-
der; people who had gold and silver currency were encouraged to deposit
their gold and silver coins into the us Treasury in return for a gold and/or
silver certificate. Because these certificates had real value, they were used as
currency. Today, except for collectors, it is illegal to own gold and silver cer-
tificates; and the last us Bank Note was issued in 1969; today all paper us
currency is the so-called federal reserve Note. let us compare original issue
us Notes, silver, and gold certificates with the current federal reserve
Note; consider the $1 denominations below (1880 $1 us Note, 1923 $1 us
Note, 1935 $1 silver certificate, and current $1 federal reserve Note)

The 1880 us Note says that “This note is legal tender for one dollar …the
united states will pay to bearer one dollar.” At the time, what was meant
here is that the us Note was redeemable in one dollar’s worth of silver. This
reasoning is also sustained by the 1935 silver certificate, which says that
“This certifies that there is on deposit in the Treasury of the united states
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of America one dollar payable to the bearer on demand.” This means that
the us Treasury is backing up a $1 silver certificate with an agreed-upon
amount of pure silver, and that this silver physically exists at the Treasury.
so the understanding goes that when the $1 certificate is used in a transac-
tion, then it is as if $1 in silver is changing hands because the silver is on
deposit at the Treasury, and whoever has possession of the certificate, buyer
or seller, can get real silver for it should he choose to do so. Notice how the
language began to change, in the 1923 us Note, when the federal reserve
started dictating monetary policy. Everything is the same except for the new
language, “This note is legal tender at its face value for all debts public and
private except duties on imports and interest on the public debt.” What does
“face value” mean here? Does it mean the denomination? or does it mean
the depreciating value of the denomination? or does it mean that the face
value of a paper dollar is another paper dollar, but not its equivalent value
in silver? And if this currency is legal tender for all debts public and private,
then why should it not be used by the government to pay off the interest on
the public debt? or is the interest not a debt? As we have already seen, frac-
tional reserve banking only introduces principal into the money supply, not
the interest. The interest can only be paid by real assets the people own, that
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is by real gold and silver or other precious items. Now we can see how the
incremental transformation of paper currency being redeemable for gold to
paper currency being redeemable only for us Treasury securities (that is, us
public debt) began to take place. Now when we take a look at the current
us dollar bill, the federal reserve Note, all it now says is “This note is legal
tender for all debts, public and private.” It says nothing about face value, or
even whether the Treasury is required to present anything on demand from
the bearer. According to the us Constitution, “dollars” are supposed to be
monetary units, used in exchange, backed by gold and silver. our present
day fiat issues are supported by more printed paper of the same; therefore,
they are correctly termed Federal Reserve Notes, not dollars. 

let us now see how the language has changed on the $20 denomina-
tion, since the federal reserve started centralizing the monetary supply.
Consider the figures below (1906 $20 gold certificate, 1934 federal reserve
Note, and the current $20 bill),

Note that the $20 gold certificate, like the $1 silver certificate, actually rep-
resents a value that is on deposit at the us Treasury. Just 18 years later, when
the federal reserve took over the function of issuing money from the
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Treasury, look at what the $20 federal reserve Note says. The $20 denom-
ination above clearly says, “This note is legal tender for all debts public and
private, and is redeemable in lawful money at the united states Treasury, or
at any federal reserve Bank.” If the federal reserve Note is not “lawful”
money,” then what is? If this note is “redeemable” in lawful money, then
clearly the note itself is not lawful money. And if the bank will “pay to the
bearer on demand” 20 dollars, then clearly the note itself is not 20 dollars.
At the time, this particular currency was issued in 1934, the term lawful
money was construed to mean gold and silver coin of the united states (title
12 of the us banking code, section 152). This suggests that federal reserve
Notes are not really dollars; such an assertion is confirmed by the current
$20 bill, which now has done away with all implied references to lawful
money, redeemability for something of value on demand, and an equivalent
amount of gold on deposit at the Treasury.

silver certificate legislation was abolished by a Congressional act on
June 4, 1963 and all redemption in silver was halted on June 24, 1968. Gold
certificates were authorized by the Currency Act of March 3, 1863 and were
issued in series from 1865 to 1934. The earlier gold certificates, due to their
higher face values, were not intended for general circulation, but were used
almost exclusively in interbank channels to settle gold accounts. seventy years after
being authorized, gold certificates were terminated by the Gold reserve Act
of 1933. from this point on, the Treasury forbade the holding of gold certifi-
cates and required their surrender. Banks were ordered to turn in all stocks of
gold certificates as well as the general public. After passing all this obfuscat-
ing legislation designed to mislead the people about the true value of their
money, and after doing everything possible to depart from divine instructions
about how to manage the money supply, this united states had the gall, in
1950, to add the words, “In God We Trust” to all their currency denomina-
tions, coins and paper. The more they departed from God in substance, the
more they attached themselves to a crass surface symbolism, so that they
could fool their people into not taking them to task for their real misdeeds.
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In essence, what we are using for transactions these days is counterfeit
money, only the counterfeiters are the us government and private banks
managed by the federal reserve. At the conclusion of the us Civil War
(1865), it is said that one-third of the us money supply was counterfeit, and
in order to combat this problem, the secret service was set up.
Constitutional directives suggest that anyone who tampers with the money
supply should be executed. Today, 95% of the money in circulation is coun-
terfeit because it is not backed up with anything of value, and those who are
holding dollars cannot redeem them for anything other than us debt; yet
the secret service is running around tracking down the nickel-and-dime
counterfeiters. What a folly! When the federal government, in collusion
with the federal reserve system, continues to issue trillions of dollars that
have little or no value, is this not exactly like the counterfeiter who is print-
ing money in his basement, just on a different scale? To what agency can the
people go to redress their grievances about the massive disparity between
purchasing power and circulating currency? The government is supposed to
be that agency, but when those who are elected to redress grievances are the
ones who are legislating crimes, then what you have is a classical tyranny. 

181 paul Grignon, Money as Debt (film). (Moonfire studio/lifeboat News: 
http://www.moneyasdebt.net, 2006).

182 Khalil Abdul-rahman, How to Transition to a Just Monetary System. 
(Columbia, Maryland, usA: IjtihadToday, April 22, 2009).

183 united states Central Intelligence Agency, The World Factbook, 2007. 
(langley, Virginia, usA: Central Intelligence Agency, 2007).
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
rankorder/2079rank.html

184 Khalil Abdul-rahman, Why the Usury Part of a Debt Can Never Be Fully 
Paid. (Columbia, Maryland, usA: IjtihadToday, April 22, 2009).

185 Southeast Asia Financial Crisis (1997) – gripped much of Asia, especially
southeast Asia. Indonesia, south Korea, and Thailand were most deleteri-
ously affected. Hong Kong, Malaysia, laos, and the philippines were also
hurt; and the people’s republic of China, India, Taiwan, singapore, Brunei,
and Vietnam were less affected, but suffered from a loss of demand and con-
fidence throughout the region. The IMf came in with a $40 billion bailout
package to stabilize the currencies of south Korea, Thailand, and Indonesia,
in particular. like the 2008–2009 financial crisis in the West, the southeast
Asia Crisis was also triggered by greed and speculation (gambling), only here
the theme was currency manipulation and asset speculation by those who
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were hedging their bets on a sudden devaluation of national currency or a
precipitous drop in asset values.

In the early 1990s, the southeast Asian economies were thought to be
performing very well as they maintained high interest rates, thereby attracting
foreign investors looking for high rates of return. As a result the region’s
economies received a large inflow of money, but the short-term capital flow
was expensive and often highly conditioned for quick profit. Development
money went in a largely uncontrolled manner to only those people who were
closest to the centers of power, that is those who have the capacity to manip-
ulate markets and economies. The resulting large quantities of credit that
became available generated a highly-leveraged economic climate, and pushed
up asset prices to an unsustainable level (academic jargon for speculation
fueled by unconstrained greed). Thus, a bubble was created and expanded, in
which people were making wild profits not by creating value, but by transfer-
ring money from one place to another. The asset prices that were artificially
speculated up eventually began to collapse (the bubble burst), causing individ-
uals and companies to default on debt obligations. The resulting panic among
lenders led to a large withdrawal of credit from the crisis countries, causing a
credit crunch and further bankruptcies. The foreign ministers of the 10
AsEAN (Association of southeast Asian Nations) countries believed that
the well coordinated manipulation of their currencies was a deliberate attempt
to destabilize the AsEAN economies, and to allow Western capital to come
in and purchase running companies at auction prices.

The role of the IMf was so controversial in the crisis that many
observers  characterized it as the IMF Crisis. since there were literally tens
of billions of dollars at stake, and the potential of worldwide financial melt-
down was looming, the IMf was called in to help manage the crisis. The
IMf created a series of bailouts for the most affected economies to enable
them to avoid default, tying the bailouts to reforms that were intended to make
the restored Asian currency, banking, and financial systems as much like those of
the United States and Europe as possible. In other words, to qualify for IMf
bailout money, the crisis-struck nations would have to cut back on govern-
ment spending to reduce deficits, allow insolvent banks and financial insti-
tutions to fail, and aggressively raise interest rates (recall that in the
2008–2009 financial crisis, America and her European partners did exactly
the opposite of what the IMf recommended for the “third world”). The “res-
cued” countries ended up undergoing an almost complete political and
financial restructuring. They suffered permanent currency devaluations,
massive numbers of bankruptcies, collapses of whole sectors of once-boom-
ing economies, massive proliferation of foreign ownership of indigenous
companies, real estate busts, high unemployment, and social unrest. 

To call in the IMf was a mistake because the culture of greed that gen-
erated the crisis to begin with was the same one that created the IMf. But
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the money-grubbing profiteers — they exist in every society — who desired
to fast-track their emerging Eastern economies into Western crony-capital-
ism, needed the IMf to liberalize the financial sector (that is, to deregulate
any restrictions on capital flows); to maintain high domestic interest rates so
that fast money could be made by simply transferring monetary assets; and
to peg the national currency to the dollar to reassure foreign investors
against currency risk.

186 Tarek El Diwany, The Problem with Interest. (london, uK: Ta-Ha publishers, 
ltd., 1997), pp. 14–15.

187 Khalil Abdul-rahman, How to Transition to a Just Monetary System. 
(Columbia, Maryland, usA: IjtihadToday, April 22, 2009).

188 meyer Amschel Rothschild (1753–1812) – financier,
born in frankfurt, Germany, and named from the “red
shield” signboard of his father’s house. He began as a
moneylender, and became the financial adviser of the
landgrave of Hesse. The house transmitted money
from the English government to Wellington in spain,
paid the British subsidies to continental princes, and
negotiated loans for Denmark (1804–1812). His five
sons continued the firm, establishing branches in other countries, and nego-
tiated many of the government loans of the 19th century.

John Pierpont morgan (1837–1913) – financier, born
in Hartford, Connecticut. In 1895 he founded the
international banking firm of J.p. Morgan and Co., pro-
viding us government finance, and developing inter-
ests in steel, railroads, and shipping. He was a
prominent “philanthropist” and art collector. His only
son, John (1867–1943), helped finance the Allies dur-
ing World War I.  

John Davison Rockefeller (1839–1937) – industrialist
and tycoon, born in richford, New york. After high
school he went into the business world, and showed a
talent for organization. In 1875 he founded with his
brother, William rockefeller (1841–1922), the standard
oil Company, securing control of the us oil trade. In
the late 19th century his power came under strong pub-
lic criticism. He withdrew from active business in 1897,
and devoted the rest of his life to behind the scenes activities. With the
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colossal amount of money he was making he could give a petty $500 million
to medical research, universities, and churches, and established in 1913 the
rockefeller foundation “to promote the well-being of mankind.” His third
son, Nelson Aldrich rockefeller (1908–1979), became republican
Governor of New york state (1958–1973), sought the republican presiden-
tial nomination in 1960, 1964, and 1968, and was the us vice president
(1974–1977) under president ford. His youngest son, Winthrop rockefeller
(1912–1973), became republican Governor of Arkansas in 1966. 

John Davison rockefeller continues to be the most recognized (and per-
haps most despised) rich man in the world even though he’s been dead since
1937. During the past century, no one family in America has assembled such
power and influence as the rockefellers, due to their wealth and close ties
to England. years ago the rockefeller name continually surfaced in any dis-
cussion of secret societies, but today’s mass media rarely speak of the
rockefeller role in world events. At one time, not too long ago, the name of
John D. rockefeller was on everyone’s lips in the West. His finances were
known to all. 

Warburg family – Jewish-German family of bankers; the
M.M. Warburg & Co., still in existence, was founded in
1798 by Moses Marcus Warburg (1763–1830) and
Gerson Warburg (1765–1826). The American branch of
the family included felix Warburg (1871–1937), a
banker, whose house in New york City was converted
into the Jewish Museum; and Paul Warburg
(1868–1932), who was the father of the us federal
reserve system, serving on its first board until 1918. paul Warburg was also
one of the founding directors of the Council on foreign relations. The
German branch of the family included Max Warburg, one of the founders of
the IG farben, an industrial conglomerate which later helped Hitler’s Nazi
party consolidate power.

Kuhn, loeb & Co. – a us-based investment bank
founded in 1867 by Abraham Kuhn (1838–1900) and
solomon loeb (1828–1903). led by Jacob H. Schiff
(1847–1920), solomon loeb’s son-in-law, the company
grew to be one of the most influential investment banks
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, financing
America’s expanding railways and growth companies,
including Western union, polaroid Corporation, the
Northern pacific railroad, and Westinghouse. It was a rival of J.p. Morgan’s
financial empire. The company was also an active investment partner with
John D. rockefeller, who acquired monopolistic shares in us railroads
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through guidance from Kuhn, loeb. Together they formed a partnership to
acquire the Equitable Trust Company, later to become the Chase Manhattan
Bank. Intermarriage among the German-Jewish elite was common.
Consequently, the partners of Kuhn, loeb were closely related by blood and
marriage to the partners of Goldman, sachs & Co., lehman Brothers and
M.M. Warburg & Co. of Hamburg, Germany; paul and felix Warburg were
Kuhn, loeb partners. In the years following schiff ’s death in 1920, the firm
was led by otto Kahn and felix Warburg. 

189 Federal Reserve System – created by the federal
reserve Act of 1913, it is the centralized banking sys-
tem of the united states. It is a private consortium of
banks whose board of governors is appointed by the
president of the united states. Its components include
(1) the Board of Governors  in Washington, DC; (2)
the federal open Market Committee; (3) twelve
regional federal reserve Banks located in major cities throughout the coun-
try acting as fiscal agents for the us Treasury, each with its own nine-mem-
ber board of directors; (4) numerous other private us member banks, which
subscribe to required amounts of non-transferable stock in their regional
federal reserve Banks; and (5) various advisory councils.

primarily set up to control bank panics and provide an “elastic curren-
cy” for the us economy, the current functions of the federal reserve system
are (1) to address the problem of banking panics; (2) to serve as the central
bank for the united states; (3) to strike a balance between private interests
of banks and the centralized responsibility of government, that is to super-
vise and regulate banking institutions and to protect the credit rights of con-
sumers; (4) to manage the nation’s money supply through monetary policy
to achieve the sometimes-conflicting goals of maximum employment, stable
prices, including prevention of either inflation or deflation, and moderate
long-term interest rate; (5) to maintain the stability of the financial system
and contain systemic risk in financial markets; (6) to provide financial serv-
ices to depository institutions, the u.s. government, and foreign official
institutions, including playing a major role in operating the nation’s pay-
ments system; and (7) to strengthen u.s. standing in the world economy. To
prevent bank panics, like the financial crisis of 2008–2009, the federal
reserve has created a money supply that can be expanded (or contracted) as
needed. The federal reserve defines elastic currency as “currency that can,
by the actions of the central monetary authority, expand or contract in
amount warranted by economic conditions.” In practice, the federal reserve
has never contracted the monetary supply since the Great Depression,
because it has theorized that doing so will cause deflation and because it
believes that the monetary supply should expand as the economy expands to
accommodate larger volumes of transactions.
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190 The two figures below show the connection between the world’s oil reserves
and the location of us military bases. It is said that the us, by 2009, has
nearly 800 military installations, with over one-third of these in the Middle
East, in over 50 countries of the world. To man these bases, over one million
military personnel and perhaps an equal number of private contractors are
required. America’s global military presence is part of the reason why the us
defense budget came out to be $515.4 billion, a figure that does not include
the active engagements in Iraq and Afghanistan, which come from special
appropriations. When combined with defense spending that is hidden in
appropriations for other government departments, the us defense budget
would be around $1 trillion, eclipsing the rest of the world combined.
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191 Adam Smith (1723–1790) – philosopher and economist
born in Kirkcaldy, fife, uK. He studied at oxford, and
became professor of logic at Glasgow (1751), but took up
the chair of moral philosophy the following year. In
1776 he moved to london, where he published An
Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations
(1776), the first major work of political economy. This
examined in detail the consequences of economic free-
dom, such as division of labor, the function of markets,
and the international implications of a laissez-faire economy. His appoint-
ment as commissioner of customs (1778) took him back to Edinburgh.

Adam smith, The Wealth of Nations. (New york: Bantam Classics, 2003).
Also available on the internet at the following link:
http://www.adamsmith.org/smith/won-intro.htm

192 Narrated by ‘ubœda∆ ibn Íœmit and recorded by al-Bukhœrø and Muslim,

193 Narrated by Ab¥ sa‘ød al-Khudrø and recorded by al-Bukhœrø and Muslim,

194 recorded in the Ía˙ø˙s of Muslim, Ab¥ Dœw¥d, and al-Tirmidhø,

195 Industrial Revolution – a term usually associated with the accelerated pace
of economic change, the associated technical and mechanical innovations,
and the emergence of mass markets for manufactured goods. It began in
Britain in the last quarter of the 18th century with the mechanization of the
cotton and wool industries of lancashire, scotland, and the West riding of
yorkshire. After the harnessing of steam power, cotton and wool factories
were increasingly concentrated in towns, leading to proliferating rates of
urbanization. A rapid population increase, stimulated by greater economic
opportunities for early marriage, is also associated with this type of econom-
ic growth. The mechanization of heavier industries (iron and steel) was
slower, but sustained the Industrial revolution in its second phase from
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1830 onward. In the second half of the 19th century, Britain’s early industri-
al lead was increasingly challenged by Germany and the united states.

196 homosexuality – a form of sexuality in which the sexual attraction is
between members of the same sex. In the ribœ-dominant thought patterns of
the West, they tell us that there are both clinical (for example, freudian psy-
cho-medical) and sociological theories to “account” for homosexuality. Most
of these so-called sociology theories see any form of sexuality as a social con-
struction rather than as an indication of a specific, genetic, biological
process. Homosexuality has been a subject of considerable political contro-
versy in the West (is anyone surprised?), especially since the formation of the
“Gay liberation Movement” and the onset of AIDs and HIV. 

lesbianism – a sexual attraction and expression between women, which may
or may not involve the complete exclusion of men as potential sexual part-
ners. As with male homosexuality, lesbianism has become increasingly
politicized in the latter part of the 20th century, often linked, though not
invariably, with feminism.

pedophilia – a sexual interest in children (of either sex). There is often long-
term psychological trauma experienced by the child. In the ribœ-sponsored
vices of the West, it has been suggested that pedophiles act in the way they
do because they have difficulties establishing normal adult relationships, and
find children less threatening.

transvestism – the practice of cross-dressing, which is wearing the clothing
of the opposite sex. until the 1960s, which signalled the emergence of the
“Gay rights Movement,” transvestism was seen as an expression of homo-
sexuality or suppressed homosexual impulses.

sadomasochism – sexual behavior in which gratification is based on the
infliction (sadism) or receipt (masochism) of pain or humiliation. An exam-
ple would be a couple in which one partner has heightened sexual arousal
from beating his or her partner, while the other derives pleasure from the
experience of being beaten.

197 Francois Quesnay (1694–1774) – physician and economist, born in Merey,
france. He studied medicine in paris, and at his death was first physician to
the king. His fame is based largely on his essays in political economy. He
became a leader of the Economistes, also called the physiocratic school, and
contributed to Diderot’s Encyclopedie.

Physiocrats – a group of french economic and political thinkers of the later
18th century, led by Quesnay, and committed to a priori principles of reason
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and natural law. Their theories made them critics of internal trade barriers
and controls, and advocates of systematic economic reform.

198 organization for economic Cooperation and Development (oeCD) –
established in 1948, it is an international organization of 30 countries that
accept the principles of representative democracy (as theorized though not
necessarily practiced by the West) and free-market economy. Most oECD
members are high-income economies and are regarded as developed coun-
tries. It was originally formed to administer the us Marshall plan to recon-
struct Europe after World War II. The member countries are Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, france, Germany, Greece, Iceland, republic of
Ireland, Italy, luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, portugal, spain, sweden,
switzerland, Turkey, united Kingdom, united states, Japan, finland,
Australia, New Zealand, Mexico, Czech republic, south Korea, Hungary,
poland, and slovakia.

199 sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn, Volume 1. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
1405AH), 11th ed., p. 331.

200 George Childs Kohn, Dictionary of Wars. (New york: Checkmark Books, 
2006). 3rd edition.

201 Ibid.

202 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆i wa al-Sharø‘a∆ 
wa al-Manhaj, Volume 3. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
1411AH), p. 91.

203 located in the sunan of Imam A˙mad and al-̌ abarœnø,

204 Narrated by Ab¥ Hurayra∆ and recorded by al-Bukhœrø,

205 index-linking – adjusting the price of goods, the usury on investments, or
the level of salaries and wages, upwards or downwards in proportion to
rises or falls in the retail price index. This strategy is often used in times of
high inflation. 
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floating-rate or exchange rates – the price at which a currency may be
bought in terms of a unit of another currency. until the mid-1970s, rates
were fixed from time to time; today, most are floating (that is, the rate is
determined by the ongoing supply and demand for the currency), or linked
to a fixed margin above some market rate such as lIBor (london Inter-
Bank offered rate).

206 Alzheimer’s – a common form of generalized cerebral atrophy which results
in slowly progressive dementia affecting all aspects of brain function. It leads
ultimately to total disintegration of the personality. 

207 feminism – a socio-political movement whose stated objective is equality of
rights, status, and power for men and women. Having its roots in early 20th-
century struggles for women’s political emancipation, feminism has broad-
ened its political scope under the influence of radical left-wing beliefs, espe-
cially Marxism. Marxist ideological positions have led feminists to challenge
both sexism and the capitalist system which is said to encourage patriarchy.
feminists are not necessarily “anti-men,” but against any social system
which produces female subordination. There are now several national and
international bodies, such as the National organization of Women (NoW)
in the usA. since the 1960s the movement has been a major influence on
the reform of general social attitudes. 

208 Jennifer Harper, Gallup finds traditional attitudes alive and well in battle of sexes.
(Washington, DC: Washington Times, News (A) section, february 22, 
2001), p. A3.

209 Ibid.

210 Author unknown, Exercise no sweat to men, but more trouble for women.
(Washington, DC: Washington Times, August 17, 2001).

211 premenstrual syndrome – may be related to the fluctuations in estrogen and
progesterone levels that occur during the menstrual cycle. Estrogen causes
fluid retention, which probably explains the weight gain, tissue swelling,
breast tenderness, and bloating. other hormonal and metabolic changes
may also be involved. The type and intensity of symptoms vary, from woman
to woman and from month to month in the same woman. The broad range
of physical and psychological symptoms can temporarily upset a woman’s
life. Women who have epilepsy may have more seizures than usual. Women
who have a connective tissue disease, such as systemic lupus erythematosus
or rheumatoid arthritis, may have flare-ups at this time. usually, symptoms
occur a week or two before the menstrual cycle, last from a few hours to
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about 14 days, and stop when the next period begins. Women close to
menopause may have symptoms that persist through and after the menstru-
al period. The symptoms of premenstrual syndrome are often followed each
month by a painful period. 

Women most often affected by premenstrual syndrome are those who
have experienced a major hormonal change, as may happen after childbirth,
miscarriage, abortion, or tubal ligation. Women who discontinue birth-con-
trol pills may also notice an increase in pMs symptoms until their hormone
balance returns. It has been suggested in some medical literature that a defi-
ciency in a particular hormone — such as estrogen, progesterone, testos-
terone, or prolactin — may be responsible for pMs, but it appears that
controlled studies have ruled out these single-hormone theories. recent
research has focused on the monthly fluctuations in brain chemicals known
as neurotransmitters, including mood-altering endorphin and monoamines,
as a possible cause of the syndrome, but studies have been inconclusive. A
very small number of women with premenstrual syndrome may experience
more intense symptoms such as fits of crying, panic attacks, suicidal
thoughts, and aggressive or violent behavior. 

Many in the medical community worry that pMs could be a serious con-
dition that could render some women too emotionally and physically unpre-
dictable for certain jobs or responsibilities. Experts point out, however, that
the syndrome, although sometimes discomforting, is rarely debilitating.

212 The word qalb (heart) and its derivatives are mentioned around 69 times in
the Qur’an, but almost never as the physical organ in the body. some of the
synonymous or parallel meanings of qalb are conscience, human will, emotion,
intellect, and the spirit.

213 Narrated by Ab¥ Mas‘¥d ‘uqba∆ ibn ‘Amr and recorded in the Ía˙ø˙s of 
al-Bukhœrø and Muslim,
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‘abœya∆ (or ‘abœ’a∆) – cloak, frock, gown.

abnœ’ al-sabøl – destitute, wayfarer, homeless; singular: ibn al-sabøl.

œkhira∆ – the end-life or afterlife; this expression refers to the here-
after, or afterlife, or life after death. In a more refined sense, this
word alludes to the time-period that will follow the Day of
resurrection and Judgment. 

‘alim – an Islamic scholar.

al-ladhøna œman¥ – those who are securely committed to Allah (Â);
the first among equals in an Islamic society.

aß˙œb al-kahf – literally, “the folks of the cave.” They lived in an area
thought to be today’s levant (geographical syria) under a tyrant
king. After taking issue with the king’s false authority and the
“state’s” false power they abandoned their subservient society and
left for a cave where they could have the freedom to be Allah’s



(Â) servants and subjects. And as Allah’s (Â) decree would have
it, they were to remain over 300 years in that cave and then come
back to life — in a new society and a new dispensation. S¥ra∆ al-
Kahf, the 18th chapter of the Qur’an, is named after this group.  

al-ashhur al-˙urum – the sacred and safe (non-combat) months of the
Islamic lunar calendar: Dh¥ al-Qa‘da∆, Dh¥ al-Óijja∆, al-Mu˙arram,
and Rajab.

œtawu al-zakœ∆ – they systematically pay their zakat; singular: œta al-
zakœ∆.

œya∆ – demonstration; this could refer to Allah’s (Â) demonstra-
tion through revelation, that is, the verse(s) of the Generous
Qur’an; and it can also refer to Allah’s (Â) demonstration of
power and authority in the course of prophetic and social history.
plural for œya∆ is œyœt.

Œya∆ al-Kursø – the 255th œya∆ of S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆. The meaning
of the word kursø is domain, the scope of divine knowledge.

bakhshøsh – bribery, graft (the act of offering something, usually
money, to gain an illicit advantage.)

baraka∆ – blessing, boon, and benefit.

da‘wa∆ –  call; contemporarily used, though not necessarily right,
to mean missionary activity designed to convince non-Muslims of
Allah’s (Â) message.

dhabø˙a∆ – an edible animal that is slaughtered according to Islamic
standards, teachings, and regulations.

døn – pattern and prototype; this word is probably one of the most
mistranslated words. The usual translation of the word is religion.
But in a better understanding of Islamic terms the word døn should
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carry within its meaning a lively prototype and a social system. As
such, a døn may be man-made and in denial of Allah (Â) or it may
be in conformity with Allah (Â) and in affirmation of Him.

du‘œ’ – prayer or a reverent petition to Allah (Â).

Fajr – break of the day, the first light of day; this is when obedient
Muslims offer their first ßalœ∆ of the day. 

faqøh – savant, academician; one who specializes, in particular, in
matters that are jurisprudential. 

far∂ – obligatory, essential, and required.

fidya∆ – exchange. There are a few such “exchanges” in an Islamic
order. for a prisoner of war, the exchange would be to set him free
for whatever is agreed upon between both sides. for one who is per-
manently unable to fast during rama∂œn, or a pregnant woman, or
a breast feeding mother (according to some fiqhø opinions) who
cannot fast in rama∂œn, the exchange would be to feed a destitute
person or a person without food for one day. And for one who is
unable to shave his head during the Hajj, the exchange would be
to slaughter a sheep (and distribute the meat).

fiqh – practical knowledge, legal knowledge, jurisprudence; the moral
and legal understanding and interpretation of Islamic norms and
laws within a particular generation or set of circumstances.

fitna∆ – trial and temptation, affliction; mainstream public opinion con-
tradicting the truth and justice; seduction, sedition.

fø sabølillœh – on a course to Allah (Â), for the cause of Allah (Â). 

fis†œ† al-qur’an – the pavilion of the Qur’an.

ghayb – unseen, unknown, metaphysical, incomprehensible.
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hadith – a verbal or practical precedent of the Prophet (r); whatever
the Prophet (r) said, did, or decided; the simple linguistic meaning of
the word is “speech.”

Óadøtha∆ al-Ifk – literally, the spurious event; this is in reference to
the historical incident in which there were rumors in Islamic soci-
ety that umm al-Mu’minøn ‘Œ’isha∆, was guilty of adultery. 

˙alœl – sanctioned, ritually fit; this word roughly corresponds to the
word kosher in some of its biblical usage. The word extends over rit-
ual and legal practices.

˙arœm – taboo, unauthorized or unlawful; this word is the opposite
of ˙alœl.

al-Óayy al-Qayy¥m – two attributes of Allah (Â) meaning the
Everlasting, the Ever-Attending.

‘ibœda∆ – man’s proper position with his Maker and Creator: compli-
ance, obedience, and conformity; this is another one of those words
badly bruised through translation. Translators render its meanings
as worship. false. It is much more than a devotional or ritual ges-
ture or habit. It is the notions and actions of man according to
Allah’s (Â) values and principles.

‘idda∆ – a woman’s prescribed retreat or waiting period (after divorce or
husband’s death).

al-i˙ßœr fø sabølillœh – retention for the cause of Allah (Â) or limited
freedom for military duty.

ølœ’ – a husband’s vow (to avoid sexual relations with his wife).

imœma∆ – the position of leadership, ultimate decision making, and
executive power.
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ømœn – secure commitment, covenant; the word is virtually a distilla-
tion of amœna∆ (trust) and amn (security). 

infœq – spending; this is the psychological and social status of per-
sons and people before the terms and conditions of ßadaqa∆ and
zakœ∆ kick in.

inshœ’allœh – if Allah (Â) wills, decrees, or wants.

‘Ishœ’ – nightly prayers; this is the ending part of the day in which
a devout Muslim orients himself/herself towards Allah (Â) in rev-
erent petition.

‘ißmat al-nikœ˙ – the bond or sanctity of marriage.

jœhilø – pertaining to jahiløya∆ (ignocracy); ignocratic.

jœhiløya∆ – an era of governance without God, the age of systemic lack
of scriptural guidance; it may be characterized as an “ignocracy” or
“idiocracy.” It not only refers to the time preceding Muhammad
(r), but also any time period in which Allah’s (Â) døn is overrun
by other systems and establishments.

kaffœra∆ – expiatory offering. some asset or value rendered to soci-
ety by a person who violates certain Islamic laws. Examples are
freeing a slave, fasting, feeding the poor, paying an amount of
money where it is needed most, etc.

kœfir – a contrarian to Allah (Â); every person who enlists in kufr
becomes a kœfir. plurals are kœfir¥n, kœfirøn, and kuffœr.

khaløfa∆ – successor; this word has its Qur’anic context. In this con-
text man/humans are designated as Allah’s (Â) successors on
earth. In post-prophetic Islamic literature it refers to those who suc-
ceeded the prophet (r) as the leader of the Muslims. 
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khaløl – confidant.

khamr – whatever is fermented and intoxicating; generally extracted
from grapes and other fruits or substances such as grains and cereals.

kha†øb – a person who delivers a sermon or lecture.

khayr – goodness, merit, excellence, grace.

khilœfa∆ – successorship; Caliphate.

khu†ba∆ – sermon, discourse, lecture.

kitœbø – a follower of scripture.

kufr – denial of Allah’s (Â) authority and power; this becomes a
“philosophy” or an “ideology.” There is a mental construct of ideas
that argue against Allah (Â) as sovereign, lawgiver, and
Authority. There may be many expressions of this contrarian
hypothesis and political orientation; but one thing in common
among all of them — bar none — is their exclusion of Allah (Â)
as the Almighty and the ultimate Authority. 

laghw al-yamøn – thoughtless oath.

mans¥kh – abrogated, repealed.

masœkøn – people who after their hard labor still fall “under the poverty
line;” singular: miskøn.

masjid – the place or area of suj¥d (prostrations); a mosque.

matœ‘ – commodity

maysar – game of hazard or chance; gambling.
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mufassir – exegetist; one who explains the meanings of the Qur’an.

mu˙ßanœt – women fortified by their morality from illicit sexual behav-
ior; singular: mu˙ßana∆.

munœfiq – a dual loyalist; those “Muslims” who are outwardly per-
forming their part in a ritual Islam, but when it comes time to
honor this Islam in its struggle and sacrifices, they show inclination
towards the anti-Islamic camps, states or powers around. They feign
Islam, while in reality they owe their allegiance to the representa-
tives of kufr.

mushrik – an individual(s) and people(s) who actively diminish the
authority of Allah (Â) and promote the authority of others; feminine:
mushrika∆; feminine plural: mushrikœt. They equate worldly powers
with Allah (Â) and they denigrate Allah (Â) as “one among
many” deities and authorities. 

mut‘a∆ – literally, enjoyment. The mut‘a∆ of Hajj is to perform the
‘umrah during the months of Hajj, and then be released from it to
be followed by the performance of the Hajj; mut‘a∆ al-nikœ˙: an
irregular marriage defined by a dower and a time-period; mut‘a∆ al-
†alœq: a woman’s garment sent by the husband to his divorced wife.

muttaqø – one who is actively conscious of Allah’s (Â) power presence
and hence is always on the alert and on the defensive pertaining to Allah
(Â); this word should never be translated as pious or fearful, as it is
known nowadays.

nafaqa∆ – maintenance; alimony.

nafs – the bio-self.

nawm – sleep, slumber, nap.

nifœq – disloyalty, hypocrisy, feigning allegiance.
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n¥r – light, luminance.

qar∂ ˙asan – a progressive loan.

al-Qayy¥m – an attribute of Allah (Â) meaning the Ever-Attendant.

qibla∆ – the accommodating and unifying center that attracts the
Muslims in their time of ßalœ∆ and devotional services. The Muslims’
qibla∆ is Makkah. 

qital – fighting, warring, combat.

rak‘a∆ – bowing down (during the physical or bodily performance of the
ßalœ∆); one unit of the ßalœ∆, which ends with the ruk¥‘.

ribœ – usury.

ribœ al-fa∂l – excess usury, compound usury.

ribœ al-nasø’a∆ – delay usury: the amount of money added to repaid
principle proportionate to a given duration of time.

rizq – sustenance, subsistence.

ruk¥‘ – genuflection; unlike biblical genuflection, this is when a
Muslim in his ßalœ∆ bends down at the waist (a half sajda∆ or pros-
tration) and praises Allah (Â).

ßadaqa∆ – charity; the act of giving money or wealth without
expecting to be financially compensated for it. 

ßa˙œbø – companion of the Prophet (r).

sajda∆ – prostration; plural: suj¥d. This is one of the motions of
ßalœ∆, when a praying Muslim puts his forehead on the ground and
glorifies the Almighty. 
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ßalœ∆ – expressing a concentrated and devotional relationship with
Allah (Â); Muslims do this five times a day: Fajr, ¸uhr, ‘Aßr,
Maghrib, and ‘Ishœ’.

ßalœ∆ al-khawf – a ßalœ∆ that is offered to Allah (Â) at times of fear
or panic, such as when an enemy attacks.

al-ßalœ∆ al-makt¥ba∆ – the designated or ordained ßalœ∆.

al-ßalœ∆ al-wus†å – either Íalœ∆ al-‘Aßr, or Íalœ∆ al-Fajr, or the gener-
ic temperate, and moderate ßalœ∆.

ßawm – abstaining from apetite tendencies (such as food, conversation,
etc.); fasting.

shafœ‘a∆ – intercession, advocacy.

shahød – martyr.

Shari‘ah – the Islamic legal system.

shirk – equating or juxtaposing other powers and authorities with the
divinity and authority of Allah (Â).

shu‘¥ban wa qabœ’ila – ethnic and racial extensions and complements.

sunan – social laws (of divine origin); singular: sunna∆.

s¥ra∆ – ensemble of a body of themes in the Qur’an; there are 114
s¥ra∆s in the Glorious Qur’an.

tœb¥t – wooden case, coffin.

ta‘affuf – chastity, self-control, dignity.

tafsør – exegesis; simple interpretation or critical interpretation of
the meanings of the Qur’an. 
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†œgh¥t – concentration and abuse of power; this word is usually used
to describe governments and regimes that, having accumulated
wealth and resources, find themselves in a “superpower” or “hyper-
power” position in the world. The exercise of this kind of central-
ized power makes these governments rivals (in their own
consciousness) to the power and authority of Allah (Â). This
aggregation and engrossment of power becomes satanic. 

†alœq – divorce, separation.

†allaqtuki – (a man saying to a woman:) I divorce you.

taqwå – the feeling and thinking of Allah’s (Â) immediate power pres-
ence in the affairs of man that makes a person avoid Allah’s (Â) cor-
rective interference in man’s individual and social life.

ta‘rifuhum bi-sømœhum – you will know them by their features and
symptoms.

taw˙ød – monotheism, singular divine authority; this combines in its
connotational and denotational meanings all the consolidated and
indivisible traits and understandings of Allah (Â). In His self He
is one; in His attributes He is one; therefore, in any way the human
mind tries to understand Him, He remains exalted — as He distin-
guishes Himself in His own words.

‘ubudøya∆ – the human status of conforming to and obeying Allah (Â).

ul¥høya∆ – divinity, Godliness.

yatœmå – orphans; singular: yatøm.

yu’t¥na al-zakœ∆ – they systematically and socially allocate their zakœ∆.

zakœ∆ – literally, flourishing and booming. This word is used in refer-
ence to excess money or assets that belong to society and thus these
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monies or assets are reallocated by individuals to where they are
needed most in society.

zakœ∆ al-fi†r – an amount of money or assets due upon each Muslim
individual, paid by the head of the household before the first day of
Shawwœl (‘Ød al-Fi†r). The money or food go to those in need.

Ωœlim – an unjust person, an oppressor.

zinå – adultery, fornication.

¸uhr – noon; this is the time to perform ßalœ∆ al-Ωuhr, four obligato-
ry rak‘œt (units) and four voluntary units.

Ωulm – injustice/oppression; this is the practical result, in human
societies, of deleting Allah (Â) as the only Authority and only
power in life. Many times in the divine Writ Allah (Â) refers to
shirk as being a massive expression of Ωulm. for those who are con-
fused about who the mushriks are, they only need to look at parts of
the world where there is colossal injustice and identify the opera-
tors of that injustice. 

Ωulumœt – darkness, obscurity, ambiguity, vagueness; singular: Ωulma∆.
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